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PREF AOE.

11

WITHIN the last few years, the art of bridge-construction has
undergone many important changes. Engineers have been called
upon to construct bridges of unprecedented magnitude, whose
design and execution have presented a number of new problems,
or have invested old ones with an il!lportance which they did not
before possess. At the same time, new points of interest have
arisen in connection with the introduction of steel, the adoption
of new forms of construction, and the employment of new methods
of research; while the constant accumulation of experimental
facts has, in the meantime, added largely to our stock of practical
knowledge in regard to such subjects as the strength of materials
and the effects of wind-pressure.

The object of this book is to describe the modern practice of
Bridge-construction, and to set forth in the simplest language
the mechanical principles and experimental facts on which it is
based.

The design and arrangement of the work have been dictated
by a desire to render it as useful as possible, not only to engineers
or draughtsmen who may be engaged in the work of bridge-cal-
culations and bridge-construction, but also to students. With
this object, the earlier chapters of the work are devoted to a
simple demonstration of those mechanical principles which must
of necessity form the beginning of any study of the subject; and
which are more fully developed and applied in later portions of
the book. As the result of practical experience, I have found
many advantages in employing a geometrical method of investiga-
tion; and I have here applied it-not as a mere translation from
the language of algebra, but as a parallel and independent method
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which is capable in -itself of affording positive demonstrations, and
of yielding direct solutions for most of the problems that arise in

bridge-construction.
The First Part of the work contains a detailed application of

this method to the graphic determination of those bending-stresses
which take effect in all bridges; and this method of treatment
leads to a consequent classification of bridges, which is the subject
first treated in the Second Section.

In the next following chapters, the geometric method is ap-
plied, first to the calculation of the weight of bridges, and then

.
to the construction of a graphic theory of deflection, by which
the curve of the bended girder is geometrically traced. This con-
struction of the deflection curve is then employed as the basis of
a graphic theory of continuous girders, and afterwards as the
foundation of a graphic theory of columns, which is treated at
length in Chapter X.

This brings us to the Third Section of the work, which is
devoted to the practical question of the Strength of Materials,
and its application to the design and construction of tension
members and compression members.

The theoretical strength of columns, in cast iron, wrought
iroll, and steel, having been compared with the results of known
experiments (including the most recent tests), the next chapter
treats of the application of these results to the actual design of
struts; and takes into consideration, not only the liability to
flexure in struts of small diameter,~ut also those practical con-
ditions which limit the diameter of the strut or the thickness of
the constituent plates or members.

Here I have endeavoured to supply a want which has long
been felt by practical men; and instead of calculating the strength
of a strut from its assumed radius of gyration (which cannot be
ascertained beforehand), I have given for each of the most common

forms of cross-section, the required sectional area of the strut for
given loads and given lengths. These results are presented in
tables and diagrams, which in addition to their more immediate
purpose, afford also the means of estimating the weights and
the relative economy of rolled sections, built sections, and braced
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struts; so that the student can appreciate
ditions which render it advantageous or
secondary bracing.

The strength of tension members, and their practical construc-
tion, are treated in Ohapter XII., which contains a great number
of recent experimental data in regard to the employment of steel,
and the strength and proportions of steel rivetted joints, as well
as other forms of connection.

The practical application of all such experimental data, how-
ever, depends upon the view that may be taken of the work'il1g
strength of iron and steel, and the proper working stress in
bridges. On this fundamental question a great deal has been
said of late years, and some advance has certainly been made
towards its determination upon a reasonable ba~is. Whatever
may be thought of the somewhat conflicting theories which have
been advanced by German and other writers, it is certain~hat the
subject demands the attention of all bridge engineers; and there
can be little doubt that the rules which have hitherto governed
the practice of bridge-construction must receive some important
modification in this direction. The subject is discussed at some
length in Ohapter XIII. from a purely practical point of view. A
complete solution of the question cannot be expected until some
definite conclusions shall have been reached in regard to the
intrinsic nature of that change which is known as the" fatigue"
of metals; and the objects aimed at are chiefly to set in order
the facts and principles affecting the question, and to deduce such
reasonable and safe rules as may serve for present purposes.

The facts, rules, and principles which have thus far been
collated and exhibited, are. applied in the Fourth Part to the
practical work of designing bridges of various types of construc-
tion; and in every case the calculations are so arranged and
tabulated that the required sectional areas or the various members
can be readily determined by the old rule, or by either of the
newer methods for fixing the working stress.

The various types of parallel girder are considered in Ohapters
XXI. and XXII., together with a direct method of calculating
their weight as part of the dead load; while the ensuing chapters

at. a glance the con-

otherwise to employ
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deal in a similar manner with bowstring girders, bow-and-chain
bridges, arched ribs, suspension bridges, and cantilever bridges.

The concluding chapter of the work is devoted to the question
of wind-pressure,-a subject whose importance has only recently
been fully realised. It is well known that, on this question,
further experiments are urgently needed, and it is to be hoped
that they will in time be forthcoming; but in the meantime
engineers are obliged to carry on their work with such materials
as they possess, and the most that can be done is to take the
experimental facts that have been actually ascertained, and to
study their real bearing upon the questions at issue.

Throughout the work, I have of course consulted on all occa-
sions the most recent experiments and deductions, and have
endeavoured, to the best of my knowledge, to mention in their
proper places the authors of recent discoveries or improvements,
and to refer to scientific papers which have furnished sources of
information.

T. C. :IT.

WESTMINSTER, October, 1887.



PREFATORY NOTE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

.
IT was certainly to be expected that, even during the short time

which has elapsed since the first publication of this work, the

ceaseless progress of engineering would have wrought some

changes in the matters therein described. These changes, how-
ever, do not appear to demand any considerable alteration in the
methods of treatment that have been adopted in the work, nor in
the numerical calculations that it contains. Great advances have
been made in the manufacture of steel, and in its application to
struc.tural purposes. The Forth Bridge has been completed, and
the Cantilever principle has been extended to other bridges of
large span, especially in America. But while practice may vary
from time to time, and may ~evelop many improvements in detail,
the main facts and principles remain unchanged, and it is only in
their detailed application that any modification is needed.

The practice of estimating the rolling load on railway bridges
as consisting of an arbitrary system of loaded. axles, which has
long been prevalent in 1tmerica, has recently been adopted by the
French Government, and if it should be adopted by the Board of
Trade in this country there would be a good deal to be said in
favour of sl1ch regulations. In any case the method may find
much to recommend it in the practice of railway engineers, due
regard being paid to the character of the traffic in each cilse.
The calculations when carried out for such a moving load involve
a good deal of additional labour, but the work may be lightened
by the use of diagrams, and in Chapter XV. I have described a
geometrical treatment of the question which will be found to be
very easy of application.
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It is satisfactory to find that the graphic method of dealing
with the subject of elastic deflection has been found serviceable in
many quarters, and although it was at first received with some
doubts, is now freely employed. The theory of columns, which
was based upon that method, has also been corroborated by later
experience, and it has been found to apply not only to columns
of iron and steel, but also to other elastic material~-as might
indeed have been expected. The Tables of calculated multiples
for the sectional area of wrought-iron struts have been extended
by the addition of a Table relating to solid cylindrical struts;
and throughout the book I have added references to such recent
experimental results as seem to throw any additional light on
the questions therein treated.

T. O. F.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, DUNDEE,

March, 1893.
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CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES.

.

INTRODUCTION.

LINESof communication are among the first necessaries of civilisation,
and it is therefore probable that the art of bridge-construction has, in
some elementary form, been practised from the earliest ages.

Within historic times, the art has assumed a number of different
forms, which appear to have been determined chiefly by the nature of the
materials that have been available for its purposes. The beam, the sus-
pension-bridge, and the arch, have long ago been developed as distinct
types of construction, resulting naturally from the employment of timber,
of flexible ropes, and of masonry, as materials of construction.

The greatest road-makers and bridge-builders of the old world were
certainly the Romans, and the numerous remains of their bridges and
aqueducts afford abundant evidence of the great practical skill evinced by
these early architects in dealing with ,such materials as were at their
disposal.

The permanent bridges of antiquity, as distinguished from boat-
bridges, were for the most part built either of masonry or of timber.

In the former class of work, it is worthy of notice that the construction
of semi-circular arches 'was so well understood by the Romans, that very
little change has been made, since their time, in this particular form
of bridge-construction. Indeed, if we take the Cabin John Bridge as
illustrating the most recent American practice, we shall hardly find any
feature of real structural importance by which this modern arch of'
masonry can be distinguished from the great bridges of the Emperor
Trajan, some of which are still in existence.

The timber bridges of antiquity have of course disappeared; but if
we may credit the description of the great bridge erected by the same
Emperor across the Danube, and consisting of laminated timber arches, it
must be admitted that, in this material also, the Romans were accustomed
to the execution of works upon a scale that has hardly been surpassed at
any later time.

A
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But since the introduction of iron and steel, the art of bridge-con-
struction has attained proportions that were unknown to the ancients,
and has moreover undergone an essential change in its character. It
is, perhaps, not surprising that with these superior building materials
engineers have succeeded in constructing spans of much greater width
than any that had been previously attempted, and have thus carried
their lines of communication across rivers and estuaries which could
never be spanned by any bridge of stone or timber. These results,
however, have not been accomplished by the mere substitution of one
material in place of another; but they have been achieved by the adop-
tion of new forms of construction, adapted to the capacities of the new
materials, and conceived in accordance with the indications of Mechanical
Theory.

It is true that, in one sense, the girders of the Forth Bridge and the
arched rib of the Douro Viaduct may be regarded as the direct lineal
descendants of the simple beam and the masonry arch; but the modern
structures which have been developed from these primitive types are
examples of a higher organisation. The essential functions of the
structure, which may at first sight appear to be very simple, have been
duly analysed into their component parts or elements; and these elemen-
tary functions have been allotted to separate members, each of which is
specially adapted to the particular duty it has to p:rform. Thus the general
course of progress has been from simplicity to complexity of structure,
and from an unknown complexity to a defined simplicity of function. .

This" development of species" has in fact proceeded by a course of,
"natural selection," and the variation from the parent type has been
continually widening. At the first transition from an architecture of
wood and stone, the ideas of designers were naturally moulded in the
familial' forms of the older styles-the iron girder was merely an improved
beam, and in some cases iron arches were built of radiating blocks or
voussoirs, in close imitation of their masonry prototypes; and so long as
experience or precedent was wholly relied upon, it is difficult to see how
any other result could be expected. But more suitable forms of con-
struction were gradually adopted as men began to perceive the inadequacy
of past experience, and to apply in practice the carefully tested reasoning
of Mechanical Theory.

In the practice of iron-bridge construction, and still more in its future
development, theory must always be regarded as an indispensable guide,
if only for the reason that there is always a point beyond which experi-
ence will not carry us. At the present moment the trustworthiness of
theory is so fully recognised, that no one would think of determining the
-proportions and details of an iron bridge without reference to theoretical
calculations, or by the mere exercise of that indefinable quality which is
known as the" judgment" of practical men. The time has therefore gone
by when it was necessary to protest against that unreasoning objection
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to theory which can only have arisen from a mistaken notion as to the
real meaning of the word. In fact theory, in its broadest and truest
sense, is universally employed in all mechanical designs and operations;
and the so-called" practical" man who will have nothing to do with it,
is unconsciously in the position of the bourgeois, in .Moliere's comedy,
who would not believe that he had been all his lifetime speaking and
writing in prose. ,

For example, a London builder may perhaps find by experience that
a timber prop' 6 ins. x 3 ins. is strong enough to carry a certain weight.
This discovery would constitute one of those experimental facts on which
all theory and all practice must necessarily be based. But if now he has
to provide a support for a load of double that weight, his facts are of no
use to him until he calls in the aid of reasoning. Proceeding, then, in a
rough and ready fashion, he may perhaps decide to use for his purpose a
prop 6 ins. x 6 ins.; but in doing so he acts upon theory. The theory
which he unconsciously employs is no doubt a crude and imperfect one,
but still it is theory. In the same way every mechanical operation that
demands the exercise of reason is conducted upon theory of some sort;
and therefore all constructive practice (except that of the lower animals)
is necessarily directed by theory-just as all useful theory is based upon
practical experiment.

It will be seen, therefore, that in attempting to study this question of
bridge-construction, the choice does not lie between a " theoretical" and a

" practical" method of examination, as neither of them can be employed
without making use of the other; but the only questions will be as to
the lim.its within which theory may be rightly and profitably used, and
as to tbe form of theory to be chosen for the purpose.

And in regard to these more important questions it may be remarked
that theory does not consist in the employment of algebraical symbols,
but in the employment of reason; and therefore the best kind of theory
is that which is most clearly understood by the person engaged in it, and
the worst possible kind of theory is that which is not understood at all.

It is really a matter of ,no consequence whether the reasoning is
carried on by the use of words and figures, or by th e aid of diagrams
or algebraical symbols,-so long as the operator knows what he means
by the terms or symbols he is working with. But on the other hand
there is no form of theory that can be safely accepted/ and the most
unsafe and unreasonable proceeding that can be adopted is that which
consists in taking a formula on the authority of some engineering text-
book, and proceeding to make use of it without examining the reasoning
by which it is arrived at, or the assumption in which it begins, or the
limits within which it is intended to be applied.

But even when theory is rightly applied, it is certain that engineering
calculations can at the best be only approximately correct, and therefore
there are certain common-sense limits to the degree of accuracy that should
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be aimed at. For example, we know that the ratio of the circumference
of a circle to its diameter cannot be correctly expressed by any finite
number of figures; but most people think that when the quantity is
given in four places of decimals, it is near enough to the truth for all
ordinary purposes. Science is measurement, and measurement should be
accurate, but there is no practical advantage in a refinement of calculation
which costs more than it is worth. One of the chief objects of bridge-
theory is economy of construction, or the art of applying materials in the
most scientific manner, so as to obtain the requisite strength of the struc-
ture with the least expenditure of material; and when the only object to
be gained is the saving of a small quantity of material, it would certainly
seem tha~ the amount of labour bestowed on such calculation should
bear some reasonable proportion to the value of the objects to be gained.

This very practical view of the matter is, however, sometimes apt to
lead to a habit of mind which may be described as the philosophy of
erring on the safe side, and which consists in using as little theory as
possible, and relying chiefly on a broad margin of safety; but in design-
ing bridges upon a large scale such a habit may very easily be carried so
far as to defeat its own objects; for it is necessary to consider not only
the costliness of iron and steel, but also their great ,veight; and if such
materials are lavishly employed, they will not only weigh heavily upon
the finances of the undertaking, but what is sometimes of more import-
ance, they will weigh heavily upon the bridge itself. Even with the
strictest economy it will generally be found that, in very large spans, the
weight of the material forms the chief portion of the total load, and
therefore every ton of iron that is injudiciously employed, or employed
in the wrong place, contributes not to the strength, but to the weakness
of the bridge.

In such a case, the ill-considered notion of " erring on the safe side"
might in reality be a dangerous error. Broadly speaking, its effect may
perhaps be described as follows: In a bridge of 50 feet span it would
perhaps be harmless; in a span of 500 feet it would be ruinously expen-
sive, without adding to the durability of the structure; and in a span
1500 feet it would probably be fatal.

This illustrates the practical value of accuracy in the detailed calcu-
lations as applied to bridges of different spans; and the same remarks
will apply with still greater force to that wider employment of theory
by which the economy of different forms of bridge-construction may be
examined and compared. The relative value of two designs, of which
one is more economical than the other, depends upon the magnitude of
the bridge-if the span is a small one, the superior economy of one design
means only that it would be a little cheape1' than the other; but in
bridges of the largest span, it means that the one is a safe and practicable
design, while the other could never be safely carried out with any possible
expenditure of money and material.
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"Economy" in bridge-construction is therefore something very different
from a mere saving of cost, and has nothing in common with that sort
of economy which consists in reducing expenditure at a corresponding
sacrifice of efficiency, or strength, or fitness. On the contrary, it insures
the highest possible efficiency by making the best use of the given
material, and without it the safe construction of very large bridges would
be impossible.

Thus, the value of theory increases with the magnitude of the work.
The larger the bridge, the more difficult does it become to find any
experience that is applicable to the case, and at the same time the greater
is the commercial value of correct theory and of accurate calculation.

In such works theory must of necessity be consulted in every line of
the design; and every member, joint, and connection must be adapted
to the particular duty which theory assigns to it. At the same time all
this has to be done with due regard to the practical processes by which
iron and steel are manufactured, and by which plates, bars, and castings
can be produced in forms more or less suited to the required purposes;
while the actual erection of the bridge, and the preparation of its founda-
tions, will present a number of practical questions, varying in each
individual case, and calling for the exercise of skill and ingenuity as well
as theoretical knowledge.

The object aimed at in the following chapters will be to examine the
practice of bridge-construction, and the experimental facts on which it
is based, in the light of reasonable theory-and to state the theory of
bridge-construction in such a practical form as will be most useful for
the purposes for which it is employed; regarding the theory simply as
a means to a practical end, and not as a field for the employment of
mathematical research.



PART 1.

ELEMENTARY STATICS.

CHAPTER 1.

DEFINITIONS OF FORCE, EQUILIBRIUM, STRAIN, STRESS,

AND STRENGTH.

l'~'Ii~.I~2f-In considering the theory of bridge-construction, we shall
very often be engaged in measuring the forces which act upon different
parts of the bridge; but the word" force," as applied in Mechanics, has
been defined in two or three different ways, and has been used iIi as
many different senses; and it may be well to define the sense in which
it will be employed in the following pages.

It is generally agreed that the presence of force is to be inferred from
the effects which it produces; and also that force produces three recog-
nisable effects by which its presence may be inferred and its magnitude
determined, viz. :-
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;~<~E~61i.::1;3tleof these effects is used every day as a' means by which
force may be measured; and each one of them is manifested in an iron
bridge under the action of the rolling load; but for most practical
purposes we shall be chiefly concerned with the opposition of balanced
forces, and with the strain which they produce in an elastic body, while
it will seldom be necessary to refer to the motion which may be produced
by an unbalanced force.

The tendency to cause motion, or change of motion, is sometimes
regarded as the distinguishing characteristic of force; but when forces
are engaged only in opposing each other, or in producing strain, it is not
necessary that all of them should possess this tendency, and it is often
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doubtful whether they really do possess it. Thus the equilibrium of
every bridge may be said to depend upon the balancing of the upward
and downward forces, and amongst these the upward pressure of the
foundations must evidently be included. It must not be understootl
that this supporting pressure, or reaction, has any tendency to produce
an upward motion-it may have such a tendency if the foundation is
elastic, or if the bridge is carried upon the head of a hydraulic ram-but
whether the foundations are elastic or not, their upward pressure will
have the same effect in opposing the dowmvard forces, in maintaining
the equilibrium of the bridge, and in producing strain throughout its
structure.

Therefore, when we are considering the opposition of balanced forces,
it will be unnecessary to enter upon the delicate inquiry as to whether
this" tendency to cause motion" exists in every case; and we may COll-
veniently regard the upward pressure of the foundations, or any such
reaction or resistance, as a force exerting a definite action upon the body
in question, and producing the effects which have been mentioned as the
second and third in the list.

On the other hand, when we are considering the first effect of force,
there can never be any doubt about the" tendency" to cause motion;
for when a force is not opposed in its action by any contrary forces it
immediately begins to produce a visible effect upon bodies by urging them
forward in the line of its action, and with an accelerating velocity,-or if
the body is already moving in a contrary direction, by retarding that
motion-or if the body is moving across its line of action, by changing
the direction of that motion. In either case, the velocity, measured in
the line of the force's action, is changed; but to produce this change,
force requires time for its action. The change is only effected at a certain
rate, which is proportional to the magnitude of the force; and in order
to produce a certain acceleration in a given time, the force must also be
proportional to the mass of the body to be moved.

" ¥~~X~!:1l~~;~,i,.~,J1Mt~1as~",9rl::~'~~d~~;~;.,,!~~~~t~~tiK~~'iR;~i,~,t§,\,~~~£,i.t~tf.~;~nd

th~1Qt~ "Jh~,cm",q,gJ:1.t!1:l~~~'i9;tc",~B-}(,.,f.(WC,~,H1ust~Iso be,propo~t~?nal to' the

tiW.;l'J"t~."et.,t~e c]k9;l,wi};e/yf,JJ}R.m~~~~ni:
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Force can only act upon 17uitie1'-and we know nothing of force that
does not ad-so.jh.~£ ig§pea~,i,ng of~l1y,.indi.,y~4ual for~e, it is always

~~~g.::s.~~~.!~£n,P:~~tjt];:~t.ll the..~e.~¥8.#o14JJ:ki;¥lJ,~~,~ijJ:~s..At the same
time, every force IS an actIOn between two bodIes, and It IS necessary to
distinguish between them; for the action upon one of these bodies is
exactly opposite to the action or reaction upon the other. Thus, if we
call the bodies A and B respectively, the force which A exerts upon B is
always accompanied by an equal and opposite force which is exerted
upon A by B.

This necessary equality between action and reaction has nothing
whatever to do with the" balance of forces," which is a totally different
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question relating to the comparison of the several forces acting upon any
given body. Thus, the body B may perhaps be subjected to no other
force except a direct pressure exerted upon it by A; and the effect
of this" unbalanced" force will be to change the motion of B, either by
increasing its velocity in the direction A-B, or by retarding its velocity
in the direction B-A. For example, the momentum of an approaching
railway-waggon may be gradually checked and its motion ultimately
reversed by the spring of a fixed buffer-stop. Here the change of
momentum goes on continuously, not only during the retardation, but
also during the subsequent acceleration of the waggon's motion, and at
every moment is the exact measure of the force acting upon the railway-
w~ggon, and also of the contrary force acting upon the spring.

In this case the change of motion may be regarded either as the ejlect
of the force exerted by the spring, or as the cause of the force exerted
upon the spring.

However, we have chiefly to deal with the e.tlects of force; and, to
prevent confusion, it will always be well to consider the action of force
upon one body at a time, and to keep steadily in view the particular
body whose condition and behaviour are the subject of examination for
the time being. We shall therefore regard change of motion, or the
commencement of motion, in any body, as the direct e.ffed of some
unbalanced force acting upon that body, and as the visible evidence of
the presence of such a force.

2. Balanced Forces.-A body, while remaining at rest, may be
pressed or pulled in different directions at the same time by two or more
forces, which may be so evenly matched that neither of them produces
any motion, or commencement of motion, in the body. In this case, the
mutually opposing forces are said to be "balanced," and the body itself is
said to be in "equilibrium." The visible proof of its being in equi-
librium lies in the fact that it does not begin to move, which demon-
strates the entire absence of any unbalanced surplus of force in any
direction; and this fact will enable us to calculate the value of some of
the unknown forces when the magnitude and direction of the remaining
forces are known.

Thus the second effect of force, viz., that of balancing other forces,
affords another means of measuring its magnitude, and one which is
independent of any change of motion, so that in this case the" tendency"
to cause motion does not really affect the question. If the body is in
equilibrium, the forces acting upon it cannot actually exhibit their power
of producing motion, and we may think what we please of their" ten-
dency" to do so. Everyone of the mutually opposed forces may have
this tendency, and it would appear that one of them at least must possess
it; but if the remainder should happen to be nothing more than the
reaction of dead resistances, their opposition would be none the less
effective.
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3. Equilibrium of Structures.-From the previous definitions it
follows, without argument, that the equilibrium of a framed structure
demands the fulfilment of the following conditions, viz. :

1. The forces exerted on the whole structure by external bodies must
balance each other, or else the whole structure will begin to move.1

2. If any part of the structure be separately considered, the external
forces acting upon it must balance each other,-no matter whether the
part in question be a large or a small portion of the structure, or a single
bar of the framework, or a single particle of the bar. If the forces acting
upon any bar of the frame do not balance each other, the bar will move
and distort the figure of the frame; and if the forces acting upon any
particles of a bar are not balanced, the particles will move and alter the
form of the bar.

4. Strain.- When a bar of iron, or any other material, is acted upon
by two equal and opposite forces in the direction of its length, their effect
upon the ba?' is to strain it, and the bar is accordingly strained; i.e., if
the forces are a pair of equal and opposite pressures, the bar is compressed;
or if they are a pair of equal and opposite pulls, the bar is stretched or
extended. "Strain," therefore, is an alteration of length or of form,
which has been produced by the application of force, and it is to be
measured, not in tons, but as a geometrical quantity.2

5. Stress is the name properly given to that internal force which is
exerted by the material in resisting strain. It follows that when every
portion of the strained bar is in equilibrium, the internal stress exerted
at any imaginary section taken through the bar, is equal and opposite
to the straining force. Thus, if the bar is compressed by a pair of equal
and opposite external forces, the strained material is exerting at any
section a stress, which is itself a force acting upon either half of the bar,
and resisting and balancing the external force which acts upon that half.
Such a stress, although it may be due to a repulsion between the particles
of the bar, is termed a "compressive stress," because it acts upon either
half of the bar as a compressive force, balancing one of the external com-
pressive forces.

6. Elasticity.-Every substance in nature yields in some degree to
the impress of force, and therefore suffers strain, and this property is
sometimes called" elasticity j" but, strictly speaking, elasticity is the pro-
perty of recovering from strain, and its existence can only be proved by
removing the straining forces, and then watching the recovery of the
body to its original form and dimensions. If that recovery is perfect,
the body is said to be perfectly elastic, but the elasticity is imperfect if

1 Among the downward forces, we must of course include the weight of the structure
itself, or the force of the earth's attraction.

2 The word .. strain" is very often used to express the same meaning as .,
stress,"

and the words" tension" and" compression" are often appropriated for the same pur-
pose; but some economy of words appears to be really necessary, and we shall endeavour
to confine the use of the word to the sense above defined.
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there remains any" permanenV;set" or permanent strain from which it
does not recover. In this sattse it is said that no solid bodies are per-
fectly elastic, but the elasticity of wrought iron and Rteelmay be regarded
as practically perfect, so long as they are not strained beyond the so-called

" limit of elasticity."
Of course, this elastic recovery is motion, and therefore its commence-

ment must be regarded as the visible effect of some unbalanced force
acting npon the moving parts or particles. That force is to be found in
the internal 8t1'ess which, at any section, is exerted by the strained
material, and which becomes an unbalanced force at the moment when
the external load is suddenly removed.

In the same way, when the external force is suddenly applied, it is at
first an unbalanced force, for there can be no stress without strain; but
when equilibrium has been established by the compression of the elastic
body, the resisting stress is, of course, equal and opposite to the straining
force.

7. Measurement of Strain and Stress.-Each kind of stress-is
attended by its own particular kind of strain, and although these effects
are really somewhat complex, yet for practical purposes the different
kinds of stress and their accompanying strains may be distinguished as
follows, viz. :-

Straining Fm'ce or Stress.

1. A direct pull or a tensile stress,
2. A dir~ct thrust or a compres-

}SIve stress,
3. A shearing force or a shear-

}ing stress,

Strain.

Prod ucing extension or elongation.

Producing compression or shortening.

Producing angular distortion.

A direct stress will be measured in pounds, or in tons; but a direct
strain, in inches and parts of an inch.

If the stress is evenly distributed over the whole sectional area of the
bar, the" intensity of stress" will be uniform, and will be expressed in
pounds per square inch of sectional area. And if the stress is unevenly.
distributed, the stress-intensity may be considered as having a certain
definite value for each fibre or layer of the bar, although it may be
different in the different fibres.

In measuring direct. strain, regard must be had to the length of the
strained bar. If a bar is subjected to a moderate tensile stress acting
through the whole of its length, every part of its length will be strained
to the same degree; i.e., every lineal foot of its original length will be
extended by a certain fraction of a foot, and every lineal inch by the
same fraction of an inch. This fractional ratio, or the extent of the
strain per unit of length, is commonly called the" unit strain."

Within certain limits to be hereafter discussed, it is found that the
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direct strain in a bar of iron or steel is very nearly proportional to the
stress; i.e., the" unit strain" is always proportional to the" intensity of
stress," whatever may be the dimensions of the bar. Thus, if a vertical
tie.-rod of wrought iron, 10 feet in length and one square inch in section,
is loaded with a suspended 'weight of one ton, it will be elongated by
about 1 i'roth of an inch, or 12500 th part of its original length. A load
of two tons would produce an elongation of twice that amount, and so
on; and whatever may be the value of the load, the length of the bar, or
its sectional area, each ton-per-square-inch of tensile stress will stretch the
bar by T2~ooth of its original length.

This proportionality between stress and strain affords another means
of measuring the magnitude of force, and one which is in fact employed
every day in the spring-balance, the pressure-gauge, and the aneroid
barometer; and in the theory of bridge-construction it is sometimes
necessary to use the very small elongations and compressions of the
different members in the same way, as affording a visible and measurable
indication of the intensity of stress.

The proportionality between stress and strain is only true within the
so-called " elastic limit," or "limit of elasticity;" but if it were universally
true, it is evident that a stress-intensity of 12,000 tons per square inch
would stretch the wrought iron tie-bar to double its original length;
i.e., the strain would then be equal to the original length of the bar; and
this imaginary and impossible intensity of stress is termed the" Modulus
of Elasticity" for the given material. Thus, to find the stress intensity in
a bar of any material, it is only necessary to multiply the modulus (for
the given material) by the fraction which represents the observed" unit
strain;" and the result will be sufficiently correct for all strains within
the elastic limi t.

8. Strength.-The strength of any material is commonly understood
to mean the measure of its capacity to endure stress, or to exert stress in
resistanee to strain. The" ultimate strength" is, of course, the ultimate
or. extreme capacity of the material in this sense. The ultimate strength
of a structure must mean the greatest load, or the greatest force of any
specified nature, that can be applied to the structure without causing
jail'ure of some kind in any of its parts. The strength of a structure is,
therefore, defined by the strength of its weakest part, considered in rela-
tion to the stress produced in that part by the given load upon the
structure. But it is necessary to define vvhat is meant by "failure," as
otherwise it will be impossible to specify the magnitude of the load or
stress that would produce it.

Elastic deformation cannot be regarded as failure-.or if it is, the
ultimate strength of any and every structure will be nothing. The
absolute failure of a tie-bar takes place when the bar is torn in two, but.
the failure of a strut cannot be so simply defined. A long column may
probably be regarded as a structure, whose strength is determined by the
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strength of its weakest or most heavily strained part. Its failure will
generally take place by a lateral fiexure and ultimate crippling, which
may perhaps produce fracture or disintegration in a cast-iron column,
but not so in columns of a semi-plastic material, such as wrought iron or
steel. In such columns, failure can only be regarded as consisting in a
certain flexure or local crippling which is something more than mere
elastic deformation.

But when the proportions of the strut are reduced to those of a cube
or a short cylinder or wafer, there can be no such lateral fiexure of the
whole strut, and it becomes still more indispensable to define what is
meant by failure. If it is to consist in the annihilation of the wafer, or
its disappearance from between the squeezing surfaces, then the strength
of a short strut will be almost infinite, and cannot be determined by
either theory or experiment. But no such phenomenon can be produced
in a column of any proportions; and it would appear that the ultimate
strength of a cube or short strut must rather be regarded as the greatest
weight that it will carry without exhibiting either a splitting of the edges
or a bulging or crippling of the sides; for between that and absolute
reduction to nothingness, there seems to be no intermediate phenomenon
sufficiently marked to be regarded as the failure of the cube.
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CHAPTER 11.

ON THE OPPOSITION AND BALANCE OF FORCES.

.
9. Force is commonly measured in units of weight because our ideas

of force are most frequently associated with the weight of heavy bodies;
and we usually compare these familiar forces by weighing the bodies, one
against the other. To ascertain the load resting upon the bridge, we
weigh the locomotive, the carriages, the permanent way, &c.; and in the
same manner we shall weigh the other external forces acting upon the
bridge, and also the internal stresses which take effect in its members, by
using the bridge itself as the scale-beam or steelyard.

The balance of a number of forces, when referred to three rectangular
axes of co-ordinates, forms a problem which is treated at .considerable
length in mathematical works; but in bridge-building the forces acting
in different planes are in most cases provided for separately in the design
of the structure, and it will be sufficient to cop.sider the balance of forces
acting in one plane. All these cases may be referred to a few simple
principles, and in discussing them it will be easy to illustrate the action
of the various forces by a geometrical diagram upon the plane of the paper.

A force becomes defined in every particular as soon as we have deter-
mined its magnitude, the direction of its action, and the point at which
it is applied; and all these may be illustrated at one time if we represent
an individual force by a straight line, and suppose the length of the
line to be a measure of the magnitude of the force, upon a scale of so
many tons to the inch.

10. Thus in Fig. 1, the body A is subjected to the action of a direct
pull represented by the line bc, and at the same time to the action
of an equal and opposite pull represented by de, the forces being Fig.l

applied at the points band d respectively.
By this di1"eclopposition of equal forces, the body is evidently

held in equilibrium, and the same result would follow if the,
forces were applied at any other points situated in the straight A j
line ec,. but if one of the forces were applied at a point situated b

on either side of that line, the equilibrium would be destroyed,
for there would then be a tendency to turn the body round in a
right-handed or left-handed direction.

11. The tendency of any force to rotate the body about a given axis
or centre of motion, is measured by the" Moment" of the force about

c
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that axis-i.e., the magnitude of the force multiplied by its effective
leverage; the effective leverage or arm of the moment being the perpen-
dicular distance from the assumed centre of motion to the line of action
of the force. In order that a body may be in equilibrium, it is necessary
that any" moments" tending to turn it in a right-handed direction

should be balanced by equal moments acting in the
opposite or left-banded direction.

A familiar example of this opposition of moments
oB is illustrated in Fig. 2, which represents the common

scale-beam, with two equal arms, AC and BC, hung
b upon a delicate centre at C. Suppose a to be the

centre of motion-then the moment of the force or
weight Bb acting about the arm BC in a clockwise
direction, is balanced by the contrary moment of the
equal force Aa acting about the equal arm A C.

In the case of the steelyard illustrated in Fig. 3,
the arms of the beam are of unequal length, and consequently the
weights are unequal; for in order to preserve the balance the contrary

" moments" must be equal, i.e.,-
BC

Force Aa x arm A a = force Bb x arm BC, or Force Aa = Bb x
A G

With regard to the upward and supporting force Gc, it may perhaps
be sufficiently evident that, in each of these cases, its magnitude must be
equal to the sum of the two down ward forces; but this will be demon-
strated if we suppose the centre of motion to be shifted (as it may be) to
some other point in the beam, such as A, but leaving the upward force
still applied at the point C. For in order that the beam may not turn
about the centre A, it is necessary that the moment Cc x CA should be
equal to the contrary moment Bb x BA, therefore

Bb = Cc x ~~, and in the same way

GBA a = Cc x
AB'

therefore

(AC+ CB)Aa + Bb = Cc x
AB = Cc.

c
Fig.2

1 °, 0
c

Fig..

r
r~~bB

//,

If the diagram is regarded as a ground-plan, so that all the forces act
in a horizontal plane while the lever is pivoted upon a vertical axis, it
is evident that the weight of the lever will not affect the balance of
forces; but when forces acting in a vertical plane are under considera-
tion, the weight of the lever must of course be considered as a distri-
buted force acting upon the lever like any other forces; but it will be
more convenient to take this into account at a later stage, and for the
present to assume that the weight of the lever is nothing.

12. The" law of the lever," which has just been stated, may be
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demonstrated by reference to the Conservation of Energy, or the equality
between energy expended and work performed; but the principle is so
familiar that any demonstration is unnecessary, and we shall therefore
proceed to make use of the scale-beam in comparing the magnitude of
balanced forces. The form of lever above illustrated will be sufficient
for the comparison of parallel forces, and we have only to refer to one
or two other alternative forms which may be used in comparing forces
that act at right angles, or in any oblique directions. .

Fig. 4 represents a bent lever in which the centre of motion is at C,
and the arms Aa and BO are at right angles to each other, and perpen-

a

Fig.4

A

Fig.5 Fig.6

a A A .0

d

b
b

dicular to the lines of action of the respective forces.
moments about the axis at 0 are. of course equal, so that

The contrary

Bb x BC = Aa;x A 0, as before~

Instead of a bent lever, we may employ a rectangular plate, A OB 0,
as illustrated in Fig. 5, and if we continue the lines of action aA and
bB until they intersect in the point 0, it will be evident that, so long as
the plate does not change its angular position, the respective forces may
be applied at any point along these lines of action without affecting the
balance. Therefore we may, if we please, apply both the forces at the
point 0, and in this case the rectangular plate of Fig. 5 may be replaced
by a straight diagonal bar 00.

This alternative is shown in Fig. 6, in which the balanced forces are
represented by the lines OA and OB. In this modification the balance-
lever has only one physical arm; but it wiU be remembered that the
effective arm or leverage of each force is, not the length of the lever 00,
but the perpendicular distance OA or OB from the centre of motion to
the line of action of each force. The moments therefore remain the
same as before, and OA x A 0 = OB x BO; so that if we know the
inclination of the lever 00 or the rectangular co-ordinates CA and OB,
we can find the value of a force OA which will balance a given force OB,
as these forces must be proportional to the sides of the rectangle A OBO~'
and conversely if we know the ratio of the forces we can find the inclina-
tion at which the lever will be in equilibrium, for if the two forces are
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represented by the sides of any rectangle AOBC, the diagonal OC repre-
sents the required angular position of the lever.

Referring now to the forces which hold the plummer block in position
at C, we may revert for a moment to the rectangular plate of Fig. 5, and
suppose that the point A, at the upper corner of the plate, is the centre
of a possible rotary motion-then to prevent the plummer block from
sliding back, the moment of Bb about the arm OA must be balanced by
the contrary moment of a force dO about the arm OA, and it will be
seen that dC = Aa. In the same way if B is taken as a centre of motion,
a vertical force eC must be applied at 0 to support the axis, and eO = Bb.
The axis at C requires, therefore, the support of both these forces, but it
will presently be shown that their action may be replaced by the action
of a single inclined force which would have the same effect and is called
the" resultant" of the two rectangular forces.

It only remains to notice that when the two forces Aa and Bb act
at an acute or obtuse angle, they may be weighed upon a bent lever by
making the arms of the lever perpendicular to the lines of action of the
respective forces, as in Fig. 7; but whatever their inclination may be
they can ahvays be weighed upon the single-armed lever already described
and again illustrated in Fig. 8. In this case the moments of the two
forces are found by continuing their lines of action OA and OB, and

drawing Cf and Og perpendicular to
. 0 the lines of action produced; then

the right-handed moment will be
OB x c,q, and the left-handed moment
will be OA x Of.

It was found in Fig. 6 that the
forces balanced one another when
they were proportional to the sides of

the rectangle of which the lever. formed .the diagonal, and in Fig. 8 it will
be found that the forces are balanced only when they are proportional to
the sides of the parallelogram AOBO, in which the lever OC forms the
diagonal; for the moments OB x Cg and OA x Of are then each of them

represented by the area of the parallelogram AOBC,
Cl and are, therefore, equal to one another.

13. We have hitherto considered the equilibrium of
forces ualanced upon a lever or scale-beam, and this
method of comparing them is really sufficient, but it is
sometimes more convenient to make use of the theorem
known as the" parallelogram of forces" for the resolu-
tion and composition of inclined forces acting through
the same point. This theorem states that if any two
inclined forces are represented in magnitude and direc-
tion by the sides OA and OB of the parallelogram A OB O.

in Fig. 9, their" resultant" will be represented by the diagonal 00; i.e.,

B

Fig.7
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their combined action uPQn the point 0 is equivalent to the action of a
sinO'leforce 00, and would be balanced by the application of a force 0°1'
dir:ctlyopposite and equal to the resultant. To demonstrate this im-
portant theorem several different methods have been proposed, but it will
be seen that the theorem is almost demonstrated by the results already
obtained with the single-armed lever illustrated in Figs. 6 and 8, and we
may easily complete the proof of its accuracy by the aid of this weighing
instrument; for the law of the lever really includes the theorem of the
parallelogram of forces.

The manner in which this theorem is most commonly applied in
questions of bridge-construction may be illustrated by referring to the
case of the triangular brackets shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Fig. 10 repre-
sents a bracket consisting of a horizontal tie-rod, A.0, and an inclined
strut or jib, CO, supporting at 0 a load or a downward force represented
by the vertical line OB. In Fig. 11 the same letters indicate similar
parts, the only difference being that the tie-rod is here inclined. In such
mechanical structures it is commonly assumed that the tie and the jib
(especially if they are jointed at the ends) are only capable of exerting a
direct pull or a direct thrust along the lines of their respective lengths,
so that the action of the vertical force OB
upon the pin 0 must be balanced by a

A

force of some unknown magnitude in the
direction OA, and another force of unknown
magnitude in the direction 00. The direc-
tion of these two forces being thus fixed,

. h --
B

or assumed, their magnitudes are found C Fig.IO.
by completing the parallelogram of forces
A.OBC, drawing BC parallel to OA, and CA. parallel to BO. Then by
the theorem of the parallelogram, if the side OB represents on a certain
scale the load carried by the crane at 0, the pull of the tie-rod will be
represented by length of the side OA., and the thrust of the jib by the
length of the diagonal 00, the resultant of the forces OA. and OB being
the diagonal force OC equal and opposite to the thrust OO.I

This is the solution as given by the theorem, and to demonstrate its
accuracy we have only to consider the jib CO as a single-armed lever
capable of turning upon the centre C, but held in equilibrium by the
contrary moments of the forces OB and OA./ and we have already found
that (whether the tie-rod is horizontal or inclined at any angle) these
balanced forces are proportional to the sides OB and OA. of th8 parallelo-
gram A.OBO, which at once proves the correctness of the theorem as

0 .0

c.
Fig.n.

I In the same way the force OB is equal and opposite to the resultant of the two
forces OA and CO -- either one of the three balanced forces is of course sufficient to
exactly balance the other two, and is equal and opposite to their resultant; and either
one of the three coincides in length and direction with the diagonal of a parallelogram
whose sides are represented by the two remaining forces.

B
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regards the value of the force OA. Again, if we consider the rod AO as
a single-armed lever centred at A, the thrust of the jib on the lines CO
will be determined in the same manner by the fact that its moment
about A must be equal and opposite to the moment of the force OB,
which latter moment is represented by the area of the parallelogram
AOBC; the thrust of the jib must therefore be equal to that area divided
by the perpendicular arm Ak, and must therefore be equal to the length
of the diagonal CO.

14. ,!~eprinciplesof~q~ili?~ium are chiefly useful in4~term~ning
the unknown magnihide 6icertain 'forces which must be exerted In'"order
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as results are concerned it mattersnothingwhether, for this pu,rpose,' we
weigh the forces against one another by the method of moments, or
whether we determine them by applying the theorem of the parallelogram,
which, as we have seen, is only a particular example of the general law
of the lever; and in any given case we may choose the method which
seems to offer the readiest means of coming at the desired result.
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e)(a~ple, let Fig. 12 repre~ent 'theflrst few

Fig.12
D bars of an open truss or girder, and suppose

that in this diagram aB represents the
direct thrust of the strut AB; then if from
a we draw the horizontal line ae intersect-
ing the vertical line Bc in the point e, we
may consider the inclined thrust as being
composed of a horizontal force ae propor-

tional to the horizontal base of the triangle aBe, and a vertical force cB
proportional to the vertical height of the triangle.

These are called the horizontal and vertical components of the
inclined force, and in trigonometrical language their values are expressed
as follows :-

Let S = the inclined force aB,
V = its vertical component cB,
H = its horizontal component ac,

and let e= the angle caB :

then V = S sin. e = H tan. e = JS2 - H2
H=S cos. e= V cotan. e= JS2- V2
S = H sec. e = V cosec. e = JH2 + V2 .

In the figure, the strut AB is connected by a pin at A with the hori-
zontal tie AC, and also with a shoe by which this end of the truss iE
carried upon its abutment. If the shoe is carried upon frictionlesE
rollers upon a horizontal bedplate, it can offer no resistance in a hori-
zontal direction, but only a vertical support; the horizontal component
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ac must therefore be borne by the tie A 0, and represents the value of
the tensile stress in that member;

. while the vertical component BO
represents the load carried upon the shoe at A, and the equal and oppo-
site upward force exerted upon the truss by the abutment. Again, the
strut AB is connected by a pin at B with a vertical tie, BO, and also
with an inclined strut, BD; the forces acting upon the pin B must
balance each other, and it needs no demonstration to show that the sum
of the forces acting verticallj downwards upon it must be equal to those
acting vertically upwards, and in the same way that the contrary hori-
zontal forces acting on opposite sides of the pin must also be equal to
one another. The vertical tie BO can exert no horizontal pressure upon
the pin, and therefore the inclined force dB must have a horizontal
component eB equal to the horizontal component ac.

In the same way if any number of bars meet at one joint, the alge-
braical sum of their horizontal components of stress (reckoning opposite
directions as positive and negative) must always be = 0, and the sum of
the vertical components acting downwards must also be equal to the
sum of the vertical components acting upwards. This consideration will
often enable us to obtain the horizontal and vertical components of the
stresses acting in the adjacent members of a truss by simple addition and
subtraction, and the direct stresses are then easily determined.

It is hardly necessary to show that the results we have just obtained
by the resolution of inclined forces might have been obtained, and may
easily be verified, by the law of the lever. If we consider the bar
BO as a single-armed lever centred at 0, the moment of the force aB
about this centre must be equal to the contrary moment of the force dB.
The perpendicular distance from 0 to the line of action of the force aB
is equal to BO x cos. (), and the moment of this force is therefore equal
to S cos. ()x BO~' but S cos. () represents the value of the horizontal
component ac, so that the moment of the inclined force aB about the
point a is equivalent to the moment of its horizontal component acting
with the full leverage of the vertical arm BO. In the same way, it will
be seen that the contrary moment of the inclined force dB is equal to the
moment of its horizontal component eB acting with the same leverage
BO; therefore the horizontal components ac and eB are equal.

Thus the bar BO may serve as a lever on which the thrust of the
bars AB and DB may be weighed against each other; and by taking
some other bar as an equilibrated lever, the other forces named in the
last article may be successively ascertained in the same manner; and
whether the process be conducted in this way or by the theorem of the
parallelogram, it will generally consist in a multiplication by the same or
equivalent ratios in either case.

15. Hitherto we have only considered the balance of moments pro-
duced by the action of single forces; but it is obvious that if we apply on
one arm of the scale-beam a number of weights or parallel vertical forces
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as indicated in Fig. 13, the weight that must be put in the opposite scale
will be the sum of the weights which would be required to balance each
of the forces separately; in other words, the moment atO produced by

the whole group of forces upon the
right arm, will be the sum of the
moments due to each force separately.

When a distributed load of varying
f intensity is applied to the beam, as

illustrated in Fig. 14 by the irregular
mass defg, we may divide the irregular
figure into a number of narrow vertical
strips of equal width, and consider the

weight of each strip separately. Thus if the ordinates de, &c., represent
the intensity of load per unit of length, the area of each strip de x ek,
&c., will represent its weight, which, if the strip is very narrow, may
be considered as a force acting at the centre of the strip; and having
calculated the moment of each strip about the fulcrum C, we can find the
11l0ment of the whole distributed load.

The moment of the distributed load about any axis 0 is the same as
though the whole load were concentrated at its" centre of gravity;" the
position of the centre of gravity G of the load is therefore found by
adding together the separate moments of its constituent parts (orstrips),
and dividing the total moment by the total weight of the load, which
gives the length of arm, x, about which the load must act in order to
produce that moment. For this purpose it is of no consequence whai
position may be chosen for the axis C / for whatever position may be
taken, the length x being measured from that position, will alwaYE
terminate at the same point in the figure defg, viz., at the centre oj
gravity of the figure.

By analytical methods which are practically equivalent to that abovE
described, the position of the centre of gravity has been found for [

great number of regular geometrical figures, of which the most usefu:
for our purposes will perhaps be the triangle, amI the spaces bounded b;y

a parabolic curve and its chord, 0]
C its tangent.

In the right-angled trianglE
ABO of Fig. 15, the horizonta
distance of the centre of gravit,'j
G from the apex A is x = i AB.

Also in the scalene trianglE
ACD of Fig. 16, which is simply an oblique projection of Fig. 15; thE
side DO being vertical, the horizontal distance of the centre of gravity G
from the apex A is again two-thirds of the horizontal length AB.

In Fig. 17, the area enclosed between the parabolic curve ADB anc
its chord AB is equal to two-thirds of the rectangle AB x CD. Th(

~
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figure being symmetrical, the centre of gravity, S, of the whole area is
situated in the axis CD, and at a height above the chord = CS = Y= tCD.

The area of the half segment A CD is of course two-thirds of the
rectangle A C x CD / the centre of gravity SI is at the same height above
the chord, viz., y = t CD / and its hori-

zontal distance from the axis is x = i
l E

AC= i~6 AB. The supp ementary area
ADE contained between the curve and
its tangent ED, is of course one-third
of the rectangle A OED,o the centre of A
gravity S2 is situated at a depth below
the tangent = y =-g. CD, and its horizontal distance from the axis is

x = -! ED = i AB. The centre of gravity of a rectangle is of course in
the centre of its length and of its height; and with the aid of the
figures here given it will generally be easy to find by calculation the
moment and the centre of gravity of any complex figure or irregular
load.

CENTRE OF GRAVITY. 21
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CHAPTER Ill.

ON BENDING STRAI~

16. Perhaps the oldest form of bridge is that very elementary one,

which consists simply of a beam of timber thrown across the opening to

be spanned. Thus a primreval savage, seeking for some means of crossing

a ravine, might easily e~tablish the desired line of communication by

making use of the trunk of some fallen tree; and he would probably

regard the structure, when completed, as a very simple one, calling for no

special exercise of thought to understand its principles. But the modern

engineer looks at the same structure in a different light, and from hiE

point of view there are few forms of bridge-construction which are so

hard to understand.

The stresses that take effect in a large and complex lattice girder may

be easily measured, but if we try to discover the stresses and strains in thiE

log of timber, we shall find the problem to be very difficult-indeed, it

is one which has not yet been solved in a manner that reasonably accords

. with the known strength of the beam as found by actual experiment.

But if we cannot arrive at a complete analysis of the strains, it will

nevertheless be useful to obtain some idea of what takes place in a beam

when it is bent under transverse forces, as, for instance, when the beam

is supported at each end, and carries a load in the middle, as shown in

Fig. 18, or when it is supported in the middle, and loaded at each end as

in Fig. 19.

In order that the beam may be balanced in the latter case, it must of

course be loaded with the same weight at each end, and the supporting

force in the middle will be equal to the sum of the two loads (leaving

the weight of the beam itself out of account). It is also obvious that

the central load in Fig. 18 will be equally divided between the two sup-

ports A and C, and that the supporting force at each end will be equal

to half the central load, so that the two cases shown in Fig. 18 and Fig.

19 are the exact converse of each other. Moreover, it is obvious that

the two halves of the beam situated respectively to the right and left of

the centre, are placed under precisely similar conditions, and either half

may be eonsidered separately, as though it were fixed at BD, and loaded

at its extreme end, as shown in Fig 2l.

17. When the beam is bent under the application of these transverse
forces, we perceive at once, and without much reasoning upon the subject,
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that the fibres on the con:vex surface of the beam are stretched, and those
on the concave surface are compressed; so that in Figs. 20 and 21 the
fibres in the upper part of the beam are undergoing a tensile strain, while
the fibres in the lower part are suffering compression.

We have already seen that the direct stress or resisting force exerted
by a strained rod, or by any strained fibre, is nearly proportional to the
lineal extent of the strain; i.e., proportional to the degree to which the
rod or fibre is extended or compressed; so that strain is a kind of pres-
sure-gauge indicating visibly the intensity of the internal stress. In
order, therefore, to find the relative intensity of stress in different parts
of the beam, we may first examine the relative strains, and for this
purpose it is usual to make the following assumption :-Suppose that

l!'ig?8.

0

before the beam was bent, we had drawn upon its side a number of
parallel horizontal lines dividing the beam into so many imaginary
layers, and also at right angles to these a number of vertical lines dividing
the beam into so many rectangular' compartments, as shown at elk1,'i1ll'
&c., in Fig. 19-then it is commonly assumed, that when the beam is
bent these latter lines will remain straight and at right angles to the
beam, forming in the bended beam a series of radial lines like the joints
of an arch, as shown at ek, ft, &c., in Figs. 20 and 21. If this assump-
tion is correct, it is easy to see that the length of the several curved
layers of the beam decreases in regular arithmetical proportion from the
top to the bottom; but the gradation will be effected partly by extension
and partly by compression; the topmost layer will be the most severely
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extended, while the lowest layer will be most severely compressed; and
at some intermediate point there will be a layer or line NNwhich retains
its original length unaltered.

This line, which suffers neither extension nor compression, is the
so-called" neutral-axis;" and whatever may be its exact position in the
beam, the several layers which lie above and below it will be extended
or compressed in proportion to the distance of each layer from the
neutral axis.

To make this quite clear, consider the compartment DelklB in Fig. 19,
which assumes the form DekB in Fig. 21 when the beam is bent. The
length of the neutral axis Nn, in the latter figure, will represent the
original length of every layer; and if we set off Del and Bkl each equal
to Nn, the line elkl, parallel to DB, will serve to measure the original

D

N
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Fig.22.
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length of each layer; so that the space intercepted between the lines

e/"l and ek will represent the elongation or compression that has taken
place in the length of each layer. The topmost layer is extended by the
amount eel' and so on with the other layers; and as the lines cross each
other at n, it is evident that each layer is strained to an extent which is
proportional to its distance above or below. the neutral axis; and the
intensity of stress being in the same proportion, these several intensities
may be represented by the arrows contained in the triangles DNt and
BNp.

.

But the total stress upon each layer of the beam will be equal to the
sectional area of the layer multiplied by the intensity of stress upon that
area; and this distribution of force may be represented by the wedge-
shaped solids shown in Fig. 21a, in which DB is the depth, and DZ the
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breadth of the beam; so that the surface DZNN is the area on which
the tensile forces are acting with an intensity which varies as the hori-
zontal length of each layer in the triangle JJNt. Therefore the solid
contents of each layer in the wedge will represent the total stress acting
in that layer, and the solid contents of the whole wedge DNt will repre-
sent the sum of the tensile stresses, while the compressive stresses will
be represented in like manner by the lower wedge BNp. Also if the
streS6 due to a given strain is the same in tension as in compression, the
triangles DNt and BNp will be similar triangles.

Thus far, the relative stresses have been considered as depending
upon the relative strains; but now consider the half-beam JJBSC as a
body in equilibrium under the several forces acting upon it, including
of course the stresses ~hich are exerted upon it at the section DB by
the other half of the beam. And first it will be seen that there are no
horizontal forces acting upon the body anywhere except at the section
DB, so that the horizontal forces acting at this section must balance
each other, ~:.e.,the total thrust must be equal to the total pull. It follows
then, that the solid contents of the two wedges DNt and BNp must
be equal, so that if the beam is rectangular in section the triangles JJNt
and BNp must be of equal area; and as they are assumed to be similar
triangles, the sides ND and NB must be equal, and the sides JJt and Bp
must be equal. Therefore, in the rectangular beam, the neutral axis is in
the centre of its depth, and the maximum tensile stress has the same
intensity as the maximum compressive stress.

Again, the unequal distribution of stresses represented by each of the
wedges may be considered as equivalent (in each wedge) to a concentrated
force of the same total magnitude, acting at the respective centres of
action l' and v, whose vertical distance from the neutral axis will in each
case be equal to two-thirds the height of the triangle, so that the vertical
distance rv between their lines of action is equal to two-thirds the total
depth of the beam. .

Each of these opposite forces, or elastic resistances, acting about N
as an axis, exerts a moment in an anti-clockwise direction, and the sum
of their moments about N must balance the clockwise moment of the
weight W. But the sum of their moments about N will be the same
thing as the moment of either force about the whole vertical arm 1'V,
which is equal to two-thh'ds the depth of the beam.

Let l = the horizontal length of the half-beam BC;
d = the depth DB;
b = the breadth DZ;
f = the maximum intensity of tensile stress in the topmost fibre

(represented by Dt).
Then the average intensity of tensile stress in the upper half of the sec-

tion will be {, and the sum of the distributed tensile stresses, repre-
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sented by the wedge ZD Nt, will be ! x
hd =fbd; and their moment

2 2 4
about the point v will be the" moment of resistance," 01'-

:M =
fbcl

x ~cl
=fhd2

4 3 6'
(1)

On the other hand, we have the" bending moment," p:roduced by the
weight '\V acting with the leverage BC= I, and the bending moment

.
fbd2

Wl must be balanced by the moment of resistance, or M = vn =
6'

Therefore to find the maximum intensity of tensile stress due to any
load W, we have-

f =
6vVl
bd2

(2)

and to find the load that the beam will carry with any given maximum
intensity of stress 1, we have-

fbd2
W='-

6l
(3)

If L denotes the total length of the beam A C in Fig. 18, and Vi,T0 the
weight of the central load, the" bending moment" at the centre of the
beam will be-

M ==
WJ)x L

= Wo~ ,
2 2 4

which, as before, must be balanced by the moment of resistance, or
WoL =fbd2, therefore in this case we have-

46'

18. The simplicity of this theory would be very satisfactory if it
could be regarded as a true and complete statement of the facts; for
nothing could be easier than to calculate by the last formula the weight
required to produce any given tensile stress; and if we know the ulti-
mate tensile strength of the material, it would seem that we ought to be
able, by this means, to find exactly the load that will break the beam.
But if we take a rectangular beam of cast-iron and put the calculated
breaking load upon it, the beam will show no symptoms of tearing at the
stretched fibres, and no inclination to yield in any way; and as a matter
of fact it will not break until we have increased the load to about 2i
times the amount calculated.
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To account for this disappointing result, numerous explanations have
been offered from time to time j but most of them appear to be either incon-
sistent with known mechanical principles or contrary to experim.ental facts.

. Some writers have supposed that the extreme stress in the topmost layer
of the beam is in some way relieved, and a portion of it taken up by the
less severely strained layers below, by means of the lateral adhesion
between the layers. This view, however, appears upon examination to
be quite untenable j we shall see that the lateral adhesion does indeed
play an important part in the resistance of the beam, but its action is
exactly opposite to that which is implied in the terms of this supposition j
and so far from tending to alleviate the stress in the outer fibres, it is the
very agency which is instrumental in causing the great stress that takes
effect in those fibres. If there were no adhesion between the layers,
there would be no longitudinal stress at all in any of them; and this
may be seen at once if we suppose the beam to be composed of separate
layers, like a pack of cards, without any adhesion between them; in
which case we know that the flexure will take place in the manner shown
in Fig. 22-not by extending or compressing the individual cards, but by
a small sliding motion of each card over the other. This is sufficient
to show that without lateral adhesion there would be no longitudinal
strain, and therefore no longitudinal stress j but the exact effect of lateral
adhesion in producing the great stress in the extreme fibres of the beam
will be still more clearly seen when we come to consider the equilibrated
forces acting upon separate layers and separate particles of the beam.

This lateral adhesion is in fact only one way of regarding the resist-
ance offered by the solid material of the beam to a certain" shearing
force," which we shall find to be in operation in every description of
girder-for without its agency the vertical forces, impressed upon the
beam by the load and by the supports, could not be transformed into
horizontal stresses.

19. The theory of flexure described in the preceding articles, although
it cannot be regarded as an entirely correct and complete statement of
the facts, is yet sufficient to show that, in the solid rectangular beam, a
great deal of the material is doing very little work in comparison with
what it is capable of doing, and even that little is done to a great dis-
advantage. The only fibres that are acting up to their full capacity are
the extreme topmost fibres, while those layers which are situated near
the neutral axis are almost idle, and the feeble stress which they exert is
exerted at such a short leverage that their efficiency in resisting the
bending moment of the load is almost nothing-the relative efficiency of
the several layers for this purpose varies, in fact, as the square of their
distance from. the neutral axis.

The solid beam is therefore an extremely bad form of girder, and in
. bridge-construction it is very seldom used except for such subsidiary parts

of the structure as the planking and joists of a timber platform; and
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if we want to get the greatest possible; strength with a given amount of
material, it is already evident that we mus~' first adopt a liberal depth of
girder, and then we must place the chief portion of the material at the
points where it will act to the greatest advantage, namely, at the upper
and lower edges. Such a girder is illustrated, for example, in Fig. 24,
which represents the cross section of a cast-iron or a rolled wrought-iron
girder, composed of an upper and lower" flange" ab and cd, united by a
central" web"; or, again, the girder may be built up of separate plates
and angle-bars, as shown in Fig. 23, and riveted together. In girders of
this section, the metal which is intended to resist the direct longitudinal
strain is placed in the flanges, where it acts with the greatest leverage.
The depth of the flange-plate being small, all the fibres in the flange are
practically at one distance from the neutral axis, and the intensity of
stress may be considered as being uniform throughout the whole section
of each flange, and practically equivalent to the maximum stress of the

. extreme fibres; while the web, unless it is unusually thick, will render

very little assistance to the flanges in the way of sharing the direct stress.
If the web is thin, it is the usual practice of English engineers to assume
that the flanges (including the angle-bars) have to bear the whole of the
direct horizontal stress; but if the thickness of the web is considerable,
it is usual to calculate the moment of resistance of the whole section

Fig .23 Fig.24 Fig.25 Fig.25a.

~
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(web and flanges) by means of the theory of relative strain which we
have just applied to the rectangular beam, and by which it was shown
that the intensity of stress in each fibre is proportional to its distance
from the neutral axis.

Let the girder be sawn through transversely by a vertical section bnd
in Fig. 25, and again by an inclined section blndl intersecting the first
section at the neutral axis n / then we shall obtain a pair of wedges, or
solid bodies, of the forms sketched in Fig. 25a, and in these bodies the
horizontal length of any fibre (such as ddl) will represent the intensity of
stress in that fibre, while the actual value of the stress in any fibre, or
the intensity multiplied by the sectional area of the fibre, will be repre-
sented by the solid contents of that fibre intercepted between the two
inclined sections. Thus the whole sum of the tensile and compressive
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stresses acting at right angles to the vertical plane bd will be represented
by the contents of the two wedges. .

Again we may use the illustration still further, for if we lay the upper
solid flat upon its face, abn, the moment of its weight about the point n
will represent, on a certain scale, the moment of the tensile stresses about
the neutral axis; and treating the lower solid in the same way, we have
a similar representation of the moment of the compressive stresses, and
the sum of these two moments will represent the moment of resistance of
the girder.

In order to effect the calculation, however, we must first find the
position of the neutral axis. As before stated, the neutral axis must be
so situated that the tensile and compressive stresses are equal to one
another, or in other words, the contents of the two triangular solids in
Fig. 25 must be equal; and this consideration fixes the position of the
neutral axis at once as being coincident with the centre of gravity nn of
the entire cross-section in Fig. 24; for whatever may be the figure of the
cross-section, if the moments about nn of the two areas above and below
that line are equal to each other, the solid contents of the two wedges
in Fig. 25 must also be equal. The centre of gravity of the entire section
indicates therefore the position of the neutral axis; while the centre of
gravity of each triangular solid indicates the centre of action of the
distributed tensile and compressive stresses.

The calculation of the Moment of Resistance for a beam of any
section will then resolve itself into a computation of the solid contents
and centre of gravity of a pair of wedges. In making this calculation it
is evident that the solid contents of each wedge, and also its moment
about the axis nn, will be proportional to the inclination that may be

arbitrarily chosen for the inclined section bIdl, or to the ratio ~;. This

ratio represents the rate at which the stress-intensity increases with
increased distance from the neutral a~is, and is equivalent to the

ratio l, in which f is the intensity of stress in the extreme fibre and yy
the vertical distance of that fibre froni the neutral axis.

Suppose the inclined section bIdl to be taken at an angle of 45° ;
then bbl = bn, and as the intensity of stress in any fibre will then be
measured directly by its distance from the neutral axis, the moment of
the stress in any fibre will be measured by the sectional area of the fibre
multiplied by the square of its distance from the neutral axis. The
sum of these products (for all the fibres) is the so-called" Moment of
Inertia" of the beam, and will be represented by the aggregate moments
of the two wedges whose surfaces are inclined at the supposed angle
of 45°.

The Moment of Inertia is therefore a quantity depending only on the
form of cross-section, and the calculation of this quantity is a step towards
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finding the moment of resistance: thus assuming provisionally that the

ratio
b
~bl or L is equal to unity, we may first calculate the" Moment of
n y

Inertia" (I) for any given form of cross-section, without reference to any
known or unknown value of the stresses; and then to find the moment
of resistance, M, we have only to multiply the moment. of inertia by the

actual value of the ratio i, or-
y

f
M=1.-

'1J
(4)

Therefore if it is known that the external forces exert a certain
bending moment, M, we may find the maximum intensity of stress in
the extreme fibre by the expression-

f = My
I

(5)

If we assume that the girder will break when the tensile stress in the
extreme fibre is equal to the ultimate strength of the material, and if on
this assumption we calculate the breaking weight by means of the above
formula, we shall find the result to disagree with experiment exactly as
in the case of the rectangular beam. But the extent of the disagree-
ment will depend upon the thickness of the web. The thicker the web
the greater is the error; but if the web is made very thin the error

. becomes very slight, and it vanishes altogether when the girder is made
without any web, as it may be if lattice bracing is used in the place
of it.

20. Proceeding now to the case of a plate-webbed girder of I section,
let it be assumed that the web is so thin that it bears no appreciable
share of the horizontal stresses, so that the flanges have to bear the whole
of those stresses. This assumption will greatly simplify the question of
bending strain, and the distinct functions of the web and of the flanges
will then be clearly defined.

In Fig. 26, let DBSa represent a thin-webbed cantilever girder fixed
in a wall at DB, and loaded at its extreme end with a given weight W.
The opposite horizontal stresses or forces acting at the section DB must,
as before, be of equal magnitude; but instead of being distributed over
the whole height of the section, they will now be confined to the flanges;
and as the thickness or depth of the flanges is very small in comparison
with the depth of the girder, the tensile and compressive stresses may be
assumed to act in single lines Dr and Bv, at the centre of each flange;
and the several forces must then be balanced in the same way as in the
right-angled lever of Fig. 4 or the rectangular plate of Fig. 5. Thus, if
the point B is taken as an assumed fulcrum or axis of motion, the
moment of the weight W about that axis must be balanced by the
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moment of the tensile stress DJ'; or if the point D is taken as a fulcrum,
the moment of 'V must be balanced by the moment of the compressive

stress Bv.
Let l = the length of the cantilever (Ba).

d = the depth (DB) measured from centre to centre of the
flanges.

:t H = the horizontal stress in either flange, being a compressive
stress in the lower and a tensile stress in the upper
flange.

Then the bending moment at the section DB will be Mo= Wl~' and

dividing this moment by the depth DB = d, we have the compressive
stress at B or the tensile stress at D, which is required to balance the

moment of the weight, or :t Ho = ~o = W;,z. The total horizontal stress

is the same in both flanges, and to find the intensity of stress in either
flange we have only to divide the stress H by the sectional area of the
flange in question.

In the same way we may go on to consider the equilibrium of any
arbitrary portion of the girder, such as the portion egSO lying to the
right of a vertical section eg, whose horizontal distance from the weight
W is expressed by the variable quantity x.

The moment of the weight W, either about the point e, or about the
point g, will be expressed by the general equation M = W x, and this
moment must be balanced by the moment of the tensile stress in the
upper flange acting about 9 as a fulcrum, and must also be balanced by
the compressive stress in the lower flange acting about e as a fulcrum; so
that the horizontal stress in either flange will be expressed by the general

equation :t H = ",:x, in which x represents the horizontal distance of any

point in either flange, m~asured from the point where the weight W
is applied. This equation gives the horizontal forces, or flange-stresses,
which are required at each point for the equilibrium of the structure, and
it will be noticed that the flange-stress increases gradually from S to JJ,
and from 0 to B. The varying value of the flange-stress may be con-
veniently represented by a diagram as shown in Fig. 27, but before
considering this diagram, it will be well to refer to the vertical forces
concerned in the equilibrium of the cantilever.

Leaving out of account the weight of the girder, the equilibrium of the
whole cantilever requires that it shall be supported by an upward vertical
force equal and opposite to the downward force W, and this upward force
must, of course, be applied to it at B by the masonry of the abutment.
The equilibrium of the portion egSO demands in like manner that it shall
be supported by an upward force equal and opposite to W, and the
only external body that can apply this force is the contiguous portion
of the girder DBeg. Therefore at any vertical section eg there is a
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downward shearing force acting upon the surface to the left of the
section, and an upward shearing force acting upon the surface to the right
of the section. This action and reaction of the vertical force may, per-
haps, be more clearly seen if we suppose the girder to be actually cut
through at eg, as shown in Fig. 28. The flanges may be connected by
hinged links as shown in the figure, and the transmission of the hori-
zontal stresses will then be left unimpaired; but the horizontal action of
the flanges will not be sufficient alone to support the weight W, unless
at the same time an upward force is supplied to the body egS a, and
this force can only be applied by the" lateral adhesion" of the web-
plate taking effect somewhere along the vertical plane ego

It will be seen, therefore, that while the horizontal flange-stress in-
creases regularly from C to B, the vertical shearing-stress has the same
value at every section between those points.

21. For many purposes it is very convenient to represent the varying
bending moments, or the varying stress in different parts of a girder,

by means of a geometrical
diagram. Such a diagram,
illustrating the variations
of stress from point to
point of our cantilever, is
shown in Fig. 27, which
may be taken in the first

c place as the" Diagram of
Moments" for the load in
question. The horizontal
line b~ represents, on a
convenient scale of feet,
the length (BC) of the
cantilever; while the bend-
ing moments at the variouss
sections DB, fh, eg, &c., are
represented by the corre-

c
sponding ordinates ab, 1'n,

w km, &c. In the present
case we have only to deal

with a single weight ,lV, and the bending moment being simply pro-
portional to the horizontal distance x, the diagram will obviously consist
of a triangle ab~, in which the vertical height is everywhere proportional
to X. Thus the ordinate ab will be drawn to represent on a certain scale
of foot-tons the moment Mo= Wl, and by drawing the straight line
a~ the diagram will be completed, and the height of any ordinate km
will then represent, on the same scale, the bending moment M = W x.

The triangle abc will thus be the" Diagram of Moments" for the load
in question, irrespective of the depth or figure of the girder. But to
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find the horizontal flange-stress at any point, we have only to divide the
bending moment by the depth of the girder, and in Fig. 26 the depth is
uniform throughout. Therefore the flange-stress will vary exactly as the
ordinates in the triangle ahe. Thus, if ab is drawn to represent, on a

certain scale of tons, the maximum flange-stress Ho = ';l, the height of

any other ordinate km will represent on the same scale the flange-stress

H = ~x, which will be a tensile stress in the upper flange e and a com-

pressive stress in the lower flange (I.
Making use of the diagram in this sense, consider now the equi-

librium of the short piece of upper flange ej, contained between the two
sections fh and ego At e the tensile stress will be represented by the
ordinate km, while at f the stress will have the greater value 1'n. The bar
fe is therefore pulled towards the left at f by a greater force than that
which acts at e pulling it in the contrary direction; and the difference
must be made up by some other force pulling, or pushing, or dragging
it towards the right. The only body which can possibly exert such
a force upon the bar fe is the web to which it is attached, and it follows
that a horizontal force equivalent to the ordinate 1'0,or the difference
between the ordinates 1'n and km, must be applied to the bar fe by the
lateral adhesion between the upper margin of the web and the con-
tiguous metal of the flange.

Again, if we subdivide the length fe into any number of equal parts,
and find (by the same rule) the force which must be applied upon each
fractional part, we shall see at once that the force ro does not act upon
the flange at anyone point, but is uniformly distributed along the whole
length fe / so that equal incr(~ments of tensile stress are added to the
top flange at each unit of its length. .

The tendency of this force between the web and the flange is evi-
dently to shear the one from the other; and the amount of this" shear-
ing force" per unit of length of the upper flange will be measured by the
force 1"0divided by the length fe,ancl will therefore be proportional to

the fraction r~, or the tangent of the angle of inclination of the line ad
o,e

in the stress-diagram. In most cases that occur in bridge-construction,

the line of the stress-diagram is a curve, so that the ratio ro
varies from

ok
point to point; but whatever may be its curvature, the slope of its tan-
gent at any point in the curve, or the trigonometrical tangent of its angle
of inclination, will always be a measure of the shearing force exerted per
unit of length at that particular point in the girder; and if we take the
shearing force exerted per lineal inch, and divide it by the thickness of
the web in inches, we shall obtain the intensity of the shearing stress
per square inch of horizontal section at the upper margin of the web.

C
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In the case before us, however, the line ae of the stress-diagram is a
straight line, so that its inclination is the same throughout, and therefore
the shearing force is uniformly distributed along the whole length of the
upper margin of the web, while its total amount is evidently equal to the
total flange-stress at D,o for at this point we have a force (namely the

maximum flange-stress vIZ) pulling the flange DS towards the left, while

at the opposite end S we have no force whatever pulling it towards the
right; but from this point the web begins to apply its lateral dragging
force, and in each successive unit of length (towards D) adds a corre-
sponding increment to the tensile stress, which thus accumulates by the
addition of these successive increments, until at D it reaches the maxi-

mum value of -V;/ Thus the whole of the tensile stress in the upper

flange is due to the force brought upon it by the web, by means of its
lateral adhesion with the flange; and if we examine the equilibrium of
the lower flange in the same manner, we shall find precisely the same
result, the compression of the flange being entirely due to the force
which the web exerts upon it in a direction opposite to that which
was found in the case of the upper flange.

22. Consider now the equilibrium of any panel of the web-plate, such
as fehg in Fig. 26. The forces exerted by the web upon the upper and
lower flanges in the manner above described, are of course accompanied
by equal and opposite reactions upon the web itself; thus the panel, at
its upper edge, is pulled towards the left by the upper flange with a force
which is uniformly applied along the margin fe,o while its lower edge
is thrust towards the right by the lower flange with an equal force
applied uniformly along the margin hg, as represented by the arrows in
:Fig. 29.

.

This" couple," or pair of contrary forces, if acting alone, would exert
upon the panel a rotating tendency; and the turning moment of the
couple would be measured by the value of either single force multiplied
by the depth d, which is the perpendicular distance between their lines
of action j and this moment must be balanced by an equal moment tend-
ing to turn the panel in the contrary or clockwise direction. Or to put
the case in other words-the fact that the web-plate is pulling the top
flange towards the right, and thrusting the lower flange towards the left,
indicates that it must itself be operated upon by some other forces tend-
ing to give it a rotation in a clockwise direction.

We have already seen that, at the vertical section fh, the portion of
girder to the left of the section is applying to the left side of the panel a
supporting force equal to the weight "'\V,and also that the panel itself
must apply at its right side eg a similar supporting force to the remaining
portion egSa,. which means the same thing as saying that the right edge
of the panel is subjected to a downward force equal to the weight W.
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These opposite vertical forces may again be represented by the vertical
arrows in Fig. 29, and they will constitute exactly the pair of forces that
is required to balance the turning moment of the horizontal forces applied
by the flanges.

For if we use the symbol ~x to express the horizontal length of
any panel or piece of web fe, the moment of the vertical shearing
forces will evidently be W x ~x,o and, on the other hand, we shall
have the value of each horizontal force, or the stress-ordinate ro in Fig.

27 = rn - km =W {
x +d!:::.:c

~} = W ~x, and multiplying this force by

the perpendicular arm d, we have the turning moment of the horizontal
forces = W ~x, as before.

This example will serve to show the general character of the so-called

" shearing" force. It will be seen that, in the web of a girder, there is
no such thing as a shearing force acting in one direction only; on the
contrary, any opposite tan-
gential stresses acting along
the vedical edges of a rect-
angular plate must be balanced
by the contrary moment of a
pair of tangential stresses act-
ing along the horizontal edges;
and these forces will in all
cases be proportional to the
respective sides of the rect-
angle-the. horizontal shearing force "acting along ej, will be to the
vertical shearing force acting along eg, as the side ef is to the side
ego

This necessary condition of equilibrium applies also to every portion
of the plate; and if we divide the panel fehg into any number of square
or rectangular compartments, as in Fig. 31, each individual rectangle will
be subjected on every side to a shearing force proportional to the length
of that side. It follows that the intensity of shearing stress is exactly
the same along each one of the four sides ej, eg, hI, and hg,o and in the
case before us the intensity is the same at every horizontal or vertical
section that can be taken through the web anywhere between the weight
Wand the fixed end of the girder.

As regards the straining effect produced upon the rectangular plate
fehg by these opposite shearing forces, their tendency is to distort its
rectangular figure in the manner shown in Fig. 30, and the extent of the

angular distortion, or the fraction
:~

is taken as the measure of the shear-

ing strain. Thus the diagonal eh will be shortened, and the diagonal fg
will be extended; the shearing stress will produce no extension or com-
pression of the horizontal or of the vertical fibres, but all fibres sloping in
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the direction eh will be shortened, and all fibres sloping in the contrary
direction will be stretched.

It is perhaps permissible to conceive that the resistance which a solid
body offers to such a distorting strain, is really due to the direct resistance
of its particles to tensile and compressive strains in diagonal directions;
at all events it is easy to see that the special function of the web, in
transforming vertical forces into horizontal stresses, can be just as well
performed by a series of diagonal bars uniting the two flanges and crossing
each other, and that in this case each bar would have to exert merely a
direct tensile or a direct compressive stress.

23. We may now revert for a moment to the solid rectangular beam
illustrated in Figs. 20 and 21 ; and applying the same reasoning in regard
to the equilibrated condition of each portion and each layer of the beam,
we shall find the same shearing force in operation but distributed in a very
different manner from what we have seen in the case of the thin-webbed
girder. Of course, the bending moment in each case is proportional to
the distance x, so that the direct stress in the topmost layer of the beam,
as in the top flange of the girder, must theoretically increase regularly
from S towards D,. and as there is np force at S pulling the layer
towards the right, the whole of the tensile stress or straining force at D
must be due entirely to the lateral adhesion between this layer and the
one below it, whose action at every point between Sand D is to drag
the top layer towards the. right, or to prevent it from sliding back in
the manner shown in Fig. 22. This proves in the most conclusive manner
that the lateral adhesion does not alleviate the tensile stress at D in the
manner erroneous~y supposed by some writers; for its action is evidently
exerted in doing exactly the opposite thing.

Again, if we consider the equilibrium of the two topmost layers ,taken
together, we find in the same way that the lateral adhesion, or the. shear-
ing force between the second and third layers, is answerable for the,
,,,hole of the tensile stress in the two topmost layers at D, and will,
therefore, be nearly twice as great as between the first and second layer-
but not quite twice as great, because the tensile stress in the second
layer is somewhat less than in the first. Thus at each successiv~
horizontal division, from the top of the beam down. to the neutral axis,.
the shearing force will be greater than in the division above it, but
greater by a difference which is constantly diminishing. ,

At the fixed end of the beam, let the varying stresses in the different
layers be represented by the horizontal ordinates in Fig. 32 ; then the,
shearing force between the several layers will be represented by the
corresponding ordinates in Fig. 33, in which every ordinate ss is pro-
portional to the area Dtrr in Fig. 32. Thus if DNt and BNp are similar
triangles, the diagram in Fig. 33 will be a parabolic curve j the, shearing
force will be greatest at the neutral axis (where the direct stress is zero) ;
and at the top and bottom of the beam, where the direct stress is
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greatest, the shearing force will be nothing; while its average value
throughout the depth of the beam will be
two-thirds of its maximum value NS. At
every vertical section of the beam, the total
vertical shearing force must, as in the case
of the girder, be equal to the weight W; its

average intensity will, th~refore, be :'
and

p
as its intensity at any point in that section
must be the same as that of the horizontal shearing force, it will have

at the neutral axis a maximum intensity of ~ ~, which will also be the

intensity of the horizontal shearing force along the neutral axis.
24. In conclusion, this elementary examination has shown that

bending strain takes place in the simple beam, not by a simple but by a
complex operation. The direct longitudinal strains illustrated in Fig. 21
do not by any means represent the real condition of internal stress in the
beam; on the contrary, these strains could not be produced by the vertical
external forces, except through the intervention of that shearing force
whose action was most clearly to be seen in the case of the thin-webbed
girder. In that girder, the flanges and the web perform two nearly
distinct functions, the chief function of the web being to change the
direction of the vertical shearing forces. But in the solid beam, every
particle combines in itself the separate functions of web and flange, and it
is perhaps not surprising that the material behaves in a different manner
from that which is observed under a single and direct straining force.

The difference between the actual breaking weight of a beam, and
that which theoretically produces the ultimate tensile stress, may perhaps
be partly explained by a certain shifting of the neutral axis, which probably
takes place to a small extent when the stress exceeds the elastic limit;
but this can never account for more than a small part of the discrepancJ
which is observed in practice, and which has never Jet been explained.

The true explanation may perhaps be obtained at some future time;
but in the meantime we can only determine the strength of a beam of
any given material by direct experiments upon cross-breaking. These
experiments seem to show that the ultimate tensile stress on the extreme
fibre, at the moment of fracture, varies to some extent according to the
figure of the cross-section, being greatest in beams which are very thick
at and near the neutral axis. But in beams of similar cross-section the
ultimate fibre-stress is nearly the same for all dimensions of beam.

It is satisfactory to know that the ambiguity which we have here
noticed, exists only in the case of the simple beam, and that it dis-
appears entirely in the more efficient forms of construction which are
now geneIally adopted for bridge-work.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF BENDING MOMENTS.

25. Every conceivable form of bridge-construction must possess at
least one feature which is common to all bridges alike, viz., that while
the load is distributed along the whole length of the bridge, the supports
will occur only. at certain fixed intervals; so that in all bridges, the ver-
ticallines of action of the several weights and of the contrary supporting
forces are separated by considerable horizontal distances, and conse-
quently these forces exert upon the structure certain turning or " bending
moments."

The moments of these vertical forces may be conveniently repre~
sented by diagrams, and the geometrical figures thus produced will be
well worthy of our careful study. They will illustrate very clearly the
leading principles of every class of design, whether the structure bea
girder, an arch, a suspension-bridge, or any kind of truss; and they will
throw some useful light upon the comparative economy of these various
types of construction. They will indicate the figure which is given to
the bridge itself in certain types and classes of construction; or if the
bridge is to consist of straight parallel girders, these diagrams will indicate
the stress that must be provided for at different points in the girder. Again,
if the girder is to be made of uniform strength at all points, the diagrams
will exhibit the sectional area required at each point, and the mass of
metal required in the several members; or, if the girder is made of
uniform section, they will measure the varying intensity of stress. In
the last-named capacity the diagrams will virtually form the ground-work
of the theory of deflection, and therefore also of the theory of continuous
girders; and in all ordinary cases they present the most valuable infor-
mation that the engineer can have at his hand for the practical work of
designing the outlines and structural details of the bridge.

The diagram representing the moments of the contrary vertical
forces, will of course depend only upon the magnitude and distribu-
tion of those forces, and will be quite independent of the structural
character of the bridge; so that when the distribution of the load and
of the supporting forces is known, the diagram of moments will be
applicable to any possible form of bridge that can be designed or proposed
for the purpose of carrying the given load.
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The load will in general consist of two parts-the dead weight of the
structure itself, and the weight of the rolling load or other traffic which
the bridge may be intended to carry. But in addition to the actual dead
and live load, we must also include, among the downward forces, any
artificial load which may be induced at any point in the structure by
anchoring it down to a fixed abutment.

The actual amount and distribution of the load must, of course, be
carefully estimated in each individual case; but there are certain elemen-
tary distributions of load which are most generally taken into account,
and the most important cases are-first, when a single concentrated
weight is applied at any arbitrary point in the structure, and secondly,
when the bridge is covered for the whole of its length, or for any
arbitrary portion of its length, by a distributed load of uniform intensity;
and these cases will afford a solution for any other case that can arise in
practice.

26. CASE 1. Diagram of Moments for a Single Force.-In Fig. 34
let BO represent a cantilever fixed in a horizontal position by being built
into a wall at B, and let the cantilever be subjected at C to the action of
a vertical force P. This case has already been considered in Art. 21 ;
and the bending moment which takes effect at any point in the beam is
simply the moment (at that point) of the force P.

Let l denote the length of the cantilever BO, and let a vertical
section eg be taken at any point whose horizontal distance from O.is
denoted by x. Then the bending mbment at the section eg will be

- M= Px . (1)

and the greatest bending moment will of course occur at B, where

- Mb = Pl . . (la)

To construct the diagram of moments, Fig. 35, let be represent the
length of the cantilever, and at b set off the ordinate bd to represent, on
any convenient scale of foot-tons, the moment
- Mb= Pl / and draw the straight line de.
Then at any other section eg the bending
moment - M = Px will be represented by ~
the corresponding ordinate mk. I uk ox JI,.

This triangular diagram represents the z,!!m i
moments produced by any single force at
different horizontal distances (x) from its
own vertical line of action; and the diagram

~"
for every other ease may be constructed by
simply superposing the elementary triangular diagrams proper to each
of the forces, in such a position that the vertical ordinates can be
geometrically added or subtracted, according as the force in question
acts in a downward or an upward direction. In the case illustrated the

~--~~~~~~ ;rp
a
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force P is a load or downward force, and the ordinates mk, bd, &c., are
accordingly set off downwards below the base line; and in the same way
when we have to deal with an upward force acting on the right-hand
side of the section eg we shall represent its moment by an ordinate
measured upwards.

In all cases it will only be necessary to consider the moments of
,those forces which are applied on one side of the section, because the
moments of the remaining forces must necessarily be equal and opposite.
We may therefore imagine that the portion of the beam lying to the left
~ofany section is held as a fixtme, and we may then consider the moments
,of the upward and downward forces which are applied on the right-hand
side of the section, treating the moments of upward forces as positive,
-and the moments of downward forces as negative.

27. CASE 11. Graphic Summation of the Moments of Parallel
Forces.-Let the cantilever BC in Fig. 36 be fixed at B as before, and
subjected to the action of any number of parallel vertical forces applied
respectively at the distances Xl, X2, Xs, &c., from the fixed point B.
Then the bending moment at B will be the sum of the moments due to
each force separately; or if the forces are so many loads PI, P 2' Ps, &c.,
the moment will be

- Mb= ~'PX = PIXI + P 2X2+ PsXs + &c. . (3)

To find the moment at any other section eg we have first to measure the
distances Xl' X2' &c., from the section in question to each of the weights
lying to the right of that section, and the moment will be

- M=~'PX=PIXI +P2x2+&C. (4)

and at each new section these quantities will have new values.
But the diagram, Fig. 37, will exhibit at once the bending moments

at any and every section; and may be construded by superposing the
triangles proper to each force, as follows :-

Let the verticals Plc, P2P, PsS,
be drawn at the line of action ofeach
force, and let the triangular dia-

If gram bdc be drawn to represent
0 the moments of the force PI, as in

the last example, making db equal
to the moment PIXI. Also set off
df equal to the moment P2X2, and
f1' equal to P sXs; and draw the
straight linesfp and rs. Then the
polygonal line rspc will be the line
or diagram of moments for the
whole load, and the bending
moment at any section eg will be

gIVen by the corresponding .ordinate mn. The triangles /1'S and ldp

"
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"rill be the diagrams for the forces Pg and P2 respectively; and in the
latter triangle it is evident that the ordinate kn (parallel to df) will
represent the moment P2x2; while mk represents as in the last example
the moment PIXI' Therefore mn=mk+kn=PIxI +P2x2'

It has already been mentioned that the l:nclination of the line of
moments is a measure of the shearing force, and in this diagram it will
be noticed that the inclination at any point n is a measure of the total
load lying to the right of that point, which is of course equal to the
shearing force at the section ego That is to say, if edenotes the angular
inclination of the line with the horizontal, then tan. e is equal to the
shearing force. Thus at any point between p and c, the shearing force is

~qual to the load PI, and PI =::=~d = tan; e; again at any point between s
1

:~ndp, the shearing force is PI + P2~ (~~+~) =tan. e.

Therefore at r the inclination of the line of moments must always be
a measure of the whole load upon the cantilever; and if the line rs is
continued until it intersects the base-line hc, the point of intersection t
.will indicate the position of the centre of gravity of the whole load; so
that if the whole load were concentrated at its centre of gravity, the
triangle brt would be the diagram of moments.

For hr = ~'PX, and ~; = tan. e= ~'P; therefore ht is the distance from

b to the centre of gravity of the whole system of weights, and represents

tl 1 b
.

f t" ~.PX .

le age "ralC rac IOn
~.P'

28. CASEIll. Moment of a Uniformly Distributed Load.-A load
uniformly distributed may be considered as equivalent to a number of
equal weights placed along the can-
tilever at equal and very short inter-
vals, so that this is only a particular f
example of the last caseJ and may

. ~
be treated in the same way. B

In practice, the distributed
weight of the bridge-platform is very
generally conveyed to the girder by
cross-girders n.xeu. at uniform inter- d
vals, as shown in Fig. 38 at SI' S2'
83, &c. The weight (P) of each
panel of the floor may be supposed
to be carried by short intermediate
detached bearers, which will transfer
bne-half of the panel-weight to each end of the panel. Thus the load

on the extreme cross-girders at Band C will be equal to ~, but on each
...
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of the intermediate cross-girders the load will be equal to the panel-
weight P.

. The value of the several forces being thus determined, the diagram
of moments, Fig. 39, may be constructed in the same way as in the last
example, and will form a polygonal line c, SI' S2' ss-r, as shown in the

figure; and it will be found that every
Fig.38a

f<-_m_--m_m__m_+ ~ one of the points, SI' S2' &c., is
, ,

situated in a parabolic curve whose
vertex is at c; so that the line of

0 moments is a polygon inscribed in
that parabolic curve. In fact, the
method of constructing the diagram

C
of moments for this case is one of the
methods by which any number of
points in a parabolic curve may be
traced.

If we now suppose the cross-girders
r to be fixed at much shorter intervals,

thus subdividing the load into proportionately smaller elements, it is
not difficult to see that the polygonal line of moments willapproxi-
mate still more closely to the true parabolic curve cr, as in Fig. 39a,
which is the diagram of moments for a load uniformly distributed along
the cantilever.

If a tangent 1.t is drawn to the parabolic curve at r, it will intersect
the base-line be in the middle of its length, which point coincides, of
course, with the centre of gravity of the whole distributed load.

Let p denote the intensity of the load per foot lineal, or per unit of
length, so that pl is the weight of the whole distributed load. The dis-

tance (bt) to the centre of gravity of that load is ~; and therefore the

moment at B is

,,,
hi

U; :, ,
~ ux ~
! :t 'm I

~

/
/'

/
,,/,'

,,/"'/

pl2
- Mb= - .2

. (5)

In the same way, if x denotes the horizontal distance of any section from
the extreme end a of the loaded cantilever, the moment at that section
will be given by the general expression-

px2
-M- - 2

. . (6)

It is evident that this expression will also give the value of the bend-
ing moment at any section taken at the point of attachment of either
cross-girder in Fig. 38.

In either case the shearing force at any point in the cantilever will
be the sum of the weights lying to the right of the section. In Fig. 38
this force receives a certain increment at each cross-girder, as shown by
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the sudden alteration of slope at each angle of the polygon in Fig. 39.
But in Fig. 38a, the shearing force will be simply denoted by px,o and
according to the well-known property of the parabola, this quantity will
be represented by the slope of the curve in Fig. 39a, or tan. e. Thus at

B the shearing force will be pl ~ ~~ = tan. e.

There are several geometrical methods of describing the parabolic
curve of Fig. 39a, but in practice there is nothing simpler than to set off
a convenient number of ordinates
below the tangent bc, making mk equal

pX2
to 2 in each case.

29. Any irregular load upon the
cantilever may be treated in the,

I

same way by superposing the diagrams: b:
proper to each portion of the load.

CASE IV.-Let the cantilever in
Fig. 40 be covered with a uniform d
load of intensity p, and at the same
time weighted at the extreme end
by a concentrated load P. Then to

r

construct the diagram of moments, Fig. 41, make the triangle dbe to
represent the moments of the force P as before, and treating de as a

-~~~;~~ --- Jp

a
g, I

f< x.-- ~I .I 'I :
nZI I

c

k

It

,.

new base-line, set off below that tangent the ordinates kn equal to p~2.

The parabolic segment enr will then be the curve of moments, and
at any section eg the bending moment will be given by the ordinate
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mn = mk + kn ,: or expressing the same thing algebraicalJy, we have
generally

pX2
-M=Px+T .

""
(7)

and at B the moment will be

- Mb= Pl +
pl2.
2

(8)

The shearing force is represented in the diagram as before, and is
algebraically expressed by P + px.

CASE V.-If the cantilever is loaded with any irregular mass, as
indicated by the figure dkfh in Fig. 42, the case may be treated on the
same principles if we divide the mass into thin vertical slices. The
weight of each slice will be represented by its area in the figure, and its
centre of gravity may be taken as coinciding sensibly with the centre of
the slice. The diagram Fig. 43 being then constructed as before, the
polygonal line er will form a series of tangents to the actual curve, and
will practically coincide with that curve if the slices are taken sufficiently
thin.

30. Graphic Summation of the Moments of Contrary Forces. --The
diagram of moments has hitherto been traced only as far as the abutment
wall in which the cantilever is supposed to be fixed; out it is evident
that oeyond this point there must be other forces and bending moments
in operation; for if we regard the oeam as a lever in equilibrium, it must
evidently be held down at the" tail-end" by a weight sufficient to counter-
balance the load upon the projecting arm, and it must be supported by a
force equal to the sum of all the downward forces. In all cases the
diagram is correct as far as it goes, but it is necessary now to complete
the diagram 'to the left of the point B.

CASE Vr.-Let the cantilever be supported at B as in Fig. 44, and held
down at the point A by an anchorage fixed in the masonry. The down-
ward force Pa, applied oy the anchorage, may be found algebraically by
equating the moments about the fulcrum B, which must of course balance
each other; thus if the external load is a single weight Pc, the anchorage-

force will be Pa = Pc X~"'-;and the bending moment at the section eg will
1

then be given by - M = P aZ, the distances ll' 121and z being measnred as
shown in the figure.

But the geometrical method is simpler, and the diagram of moments
may be completed without calcuiating the unknown force P a'

In Fig.
45 let bd~ represent the diagram for the external load (whatever it may
be), and cQntinuingthe base-line, make ba to represent the length of the
~nm BA, and join ad. The diagram will then be complete for the whole
length of the balanced cantilever, and the bending moment at any section
eg will be given by the ordinate mk. :For it is evident that if bd repre~
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sents the moment exerted at B by the forces applied to the right of that
point, it must also represen~ the contrary moment of the force P ", what-

ever may be its unknown magnitude, and therefore the triangle abd must
be the diagram of moments for that unknown force.

But it will be noticed that this method of calculation or construction
reverses the previous order; for we have considered the arm AB as a
cantilever fixed at B, and loaded at its left extremity; and it will be
more consistent to adhere to the general rule, and to determine, at every
section throughout the beam, the moments of all forces applied on the
1'ight-hand side of the section.

At the section eg, therefore, we have the moment of the weight Pc
acting at the horizontal distance xl' and from this we have to subtract
the moment of the upward force Ph acting at the distance x2'

The supporting force Ph may be found b,y equating the moments
. . L

about A as a fulcrum; or algebraIcally, Ph= Pc'
f'

and then the bend-
, 1

ing moment at eg will be expressed by - M = PCXI - PhX2'

Fig.4.4 '
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But'the diagram of moments may be constructed on the same prin~
ciple, and without calculating the unknown force Pb' For if the
straight line cd is continued to v, the triangle avc will be the entire
diagram of moments for the force Pc and the moment av must be
balanced by the moment of the force Pb; therefore joining ad, the
triangle vacl will be the diagram of moments for the upward force Pb,
the ordinates nk, &c., being measured upwards from vd, and subtracted
from the ordinates rnn, &c. .'

Thus the bending moment at e{f will be given: I.JY the ordinate mk =
mn - nk, or - M = PcXI - PbX2' The bending moments are of the same
negative character throughout the entire length of the beam, and their
tendency is everywhere to produce a hogging curvature.
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31. CASE VII. Beam supported at each End and Loaded with a
Single Weight.-If the beam AC is now supported at A and C, as in Fig.
46, and loaded at B with the single weight PM the case will be the exact
converse of that which has just been considered. For if we disregard the
merely instinctive ideas connected with gravitation, and look at the
diagrams, Figs. 44 and 46, as ground-plans of a beam under the action
of lateral forces Pa) Pb, and Pc, ""veshall see at once that the two cases
are really identical.

If the forces are merely reversed in direction} and unaltered in mag-
nitude, the bending moments must, of course, have the same value as
before, but will be of the opposite character; i.e., they will tend to pro-
duce a curvature of the beam which (in the elevation) would be described
as a sagging curvature.

The diagram of bending moments, Fig. 47, will therefore be pre-
cisely similar to Fig. 45, and would be constructed in the same way as

Fig.46
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before if the force Pc were known; but in practice the weight of the
load Pb is generally the only force known, and the value of Pc is found
algebraically by equating the moments about A as a fulcrum. Thus

P cL = P bl1'and Pc = P bt. In Fig. 47 let the verticals Aa, Bb, Cc, repre-

sent the lines of action of the three forces; and at a set off the upward
ordinate av to represent the positive moment of the upward force Pc;
making avequal to PcL = Pbll' Draw vc intersecting the vertical Bb in d,
and join ad. Then the triangle adc will be the diagram of moments, and
the bending moment at eg will be given by the ordinate mk = mn - nk,

or M '-:-c;?cX1 - Pbx2 .
The greatest bending moment takes place at B,

where Mb=Pcl2=P}£2 .

(9)

(10)
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32. If the weight Pb, in the last example, is placed successively at
different points bI, b2, bs, &c.,along the beam, the diagram of moments
will assume successively the form of the several triangles adIc, ad2c, &c., in
Fig. 48. Each triangle is constructed by setting up the ordinates avl' aV2'
&c., proportional to the distances abI, ab2, &c., i.e., proportional to the
moment P bll' Then completing the triangles as before described, it will
be seen that the apex d is always situated in a parabolic curve adsc,
whose vertex is at the centre of the beam. In fact the method of con-
struction is one of the known geometric methods by which that curve
may be described.

It will be seen that at any given point in the beam, the greatest
bending moment occurs when the weight is placed at that point; and if
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the beam is intended to carry a single weight rolling across it, the greatest
bending momsnt will take place at the centre, where we have-

L L
Mo=Pc'2 =Pb. 4

. (11)

At any other point, the greatest bending moment will be-

M=Pcl2=Pb.li2. (12)

33. CASE VIII. Beam Loaded with two or more Weights and
supported at each End.-Let the beam Aa in Fig. 49 be loaded with
two or more weights PI, P2, &c., placed at the distances Xl, X2, &c.,
from the left abutment.

Then at each section eg the bending moment will be the algebraical
sum of the moments of all forces applied to the right of that section, or-

M= Pcx- (PIXI + P2X2) (13) ..,-

The supporting force Pc is found as before by balancing its moment
at A against the moments of the downward forces, or-

PcL=P1XI +P2X2.
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Draw the verticals Aa, B1b1, &c., as before, and in the diagranl oj
moments, Fig. 50, set off the upward ordinate av to represent the moment
of the upward force Pc, making av=PcL=P1X1 +P2X2; also makE
vj=P1X1 and ja=P2X2. Then drawing vc, we have the triangle av(
denoting the moments of the upward force Pc, and giving at the section
eg the moment mn due to that force. Join jp and as,. and the polygonaJ
figure aspc will be the diagram of moments.

The triangles vjp and jas will represent the moments of the down-
ward forces PI and P2 respectively, and their ordinates being measured

Fig.49
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~o"'nwards or subtracted from the positive moments P,7, the bending
moment at any section eg will be given by the ordinate mo = 1J1n- (nk + ko)
or M=Pcx- (P1Xl +P2X2)'

The same method.. may.evidently be extended to any number of
weights placed between A and C.

34. CASE IX. Beam covered with a uniform Load and supported
at each End.-This important case may be treated by an extension of
the method last described:

In the first place let the uniform load be conveyed to the main
girders by cross-girders fixed at uniform intervals, as shown in Fig. 51 at

$182" &c. Then, P being the weight or distributed load on each pane],

the load on the extreme points A and 0 will be ~, but the downward

force at each intermediate point (or cross-girder) will -be equal to the
panel-we1ght P.

The upward supporting force 'Pc will be found as before by balancing
the moment of all the downward forces about A, against the moment
PcL; and it is evident that Pc will be equal to half the entire load.

In the diagram of moments, Fig. 52, make av ( = PcL) to represent
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the moment of the upward force Pc; and drawing vc, the triangle avc
will be the diagram of moments due to that force alone.

Then subtract the moments of the downward forces, by setting off the
triangles, vdc, dd1s1, &c., in the manner already described in Art. 28, and
the polygonal line CSIS2. . . a will be the line of moments.

The first triangle vdc will represent the moments of the load :; applied

to the girder at a; but if that load is carried directly by the masonry
abutment and not by the main-girder, the supporting force Pc, acting ilpon
the underside of the girder, will of
course be reduced by the same p Fig51

P
amount; and in that case the tri- -1-"2-,IF tP tP tP iP t'J

angle adc will be the diagram for
the upward force Pc, and the first
triangle of moments to be subtracted
will then be the triangle dd1s1 for the
load at SI' It is evident, therefore,

that whether the extreme load ~
is

carried at 0 by the main-girder or by
the abutment itself, the diagram of
moments will be the same in either
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c

case.
All the angles of the polygon

will be situated in a parabolic curve aSgc, whose vertex is at the centre
of the beam; and the shorter we make the intervals between the cross-
girders, the more closely will the polygonal line of moments approximate
to that curve.

Let the cross-girders be now placed close together, so that the beam
Aa is uniformly loaded along its whole length, as in Fig. 51a; and let
the intensity of load per unit of length (or per foot lineal) be denoted by
p, so that the weight of the whole load is pLo Then it is evident that
one-half of this load will be carried by each abutment; and the support-

ing force Pc is therefore equal to p~, while its moment at A will be

P L=pL2.
c 2

At any section eg whose distance from a is denoted by x, the

moment of this upward force will be P ~ = p~~; but the weight of the

distributed load lying to the right of this section will be px, and the

horizontal distance to its centre of guvity will be ~, so that the moment
2

2
of that distributed load will be p~. Therefore the bending moment at

..,
the section eg will bo-

D
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M = P X
_p;j;2

=p x(L - x)
c

2' 2
(14)

The greatest bending moment takes place at the centre of the span,
L

\",here x = -, and where
2

pL2
Mb= -

8
(15)

At A the bending moment is of course nothing, for at this point the
moments of the upward and downward forces are balanced.

In the diagram of moments, Fig. 52a, draw av to represent the

moment of the upward force Pc, making av=pcL=p;2; and drawing 1)C

the triangle avc will be the diagram due to the single force Pc acting upon
a cantilever fixed at A. Then subtract the contrary moments of the

uniform load acting upon the same
cantilever, as described in Art. 28,
i.e., below the tangent vc set off
the parabolic diagram of downward

: moments vase, making every ordi-
Il( .T- )1

vr i
I n, ate n7c equal to the moment P

2

X2

I
"

I I
I

"

, J
I ',I I

i --'-,[n ! (as in Fig. 39a). The parabolic: j'''",... I

i !
"""- ! segment ascb will be the required: I I
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1 :k 's :
""'" ! bending moment at any section! --"'''''''''' !: -'! eg will be given by the ordinate

\ l1
'cb pX2

Fig52a m7c = rnn - nk). or M = Pox - 2.

The shearing force is indicated, as in every diagram, by the slope of
the curve. At each section the vertical shearing force acts in an upward
direction on one side of the section, and a downward direction upon the
other side; the two opposite actions being, in fact, the action and the
reaction of the same dragging force exerted between the meeting edges
of the web-plate. The upward or downward inclination of the curve
towards the left indicates the upward or downward force acting, at any
section, upon the vertical edge of web-plate to the lep of the section; and
vice versa. Thu,s at C the shearing force is equal to the upward force

Po =
av

= tan. e. At any other section the shearing force (upwards on theac
left edge) is given by Pc - px). thus at the centre of the span the shear-
ing force is nothing, and beyond this point it reverses its direction, as
shown by the inclination of the curve of moments. ,

35. If a section is taken at anyone of the panel-points such as 34 in

Fig51a
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Fig. 51, it will be seen that the bending moment at that section is not at
all affected by the manner in which the length x may be subdivided by
the intervening cross-girders. With a uniform load of given intensity p,
the supporting force Pc must always have the same value; and whatever
may be the number and position of the cross-girders between 84 and D,
the moments of the downward forces to the right of 84 must always

pX2
have the value 2' For the weight P of any enti1'e panel 8i82 will be

equally divided between the points SI and S2' and the sum of the moments

of the two halves will always be equal to the moment of the whole load
P distributed ove.r the panel.

It follows that we may divide the span A C into any number of equal
or unequal panels, and in every case the diagram of moments will be a
polygon, having a corresponding number of sides, and inscribed in the
same parabolic CU1've.

Thus the bridge may be constructed by dividing the span into two
equal panels, AB and BC, the floor being carried by detached bearers resting
upon a central cross-girder at
B.1 Then if the curve asc, in ",d "

Fig.53

Fig. 53, represents the para- /<::;:-<,~~:.:-.< _':::::-~"",,,",.:::::.>,,

bolic diagram of moments /~ /~
"<'"

for the uniform load, the />/ "<>,
"

~ ""...
"

diagram for the panelled ,,:' b .
"

:"
brid ge will be the triangle J :

I I

asc, inscribed in that curve; i Fig.54 i
and the bending moment bs, i,' ___"L ~" fj,-.

1,
1

in the centre of the span,: // --"':
will be exactly the same as! // """ !

I

" "
I

though the uniform load i / '-- i
"

\..1
were spread along the main- et bj b C

2

girders, although the actual

load carried by the girders will be only one-half of the total distributed
load.

In the same way, if the bridge is divided into three equal panels, the
diagram of moments will be the polygonal figure aSls2cof Fig. 54, inscribed
in the same parabolic curve, asc.

It appears, then, that this method of dividing the span into wide
panels, although it reduces the load on the main-girders, does not really
alleviate the bending stress, except to a small extent between the panel-
points; and even here, it may be remarked, that if we have to carry a
given uniform load, the bending stress represented by the parabolic
curve, must at every point be resisted in sorne way, if not by the main-

1 It will be remembered that we are considering only the moments due to some
external load (in this case a uniformly distributed load) placed upon the floor of the
bridge; and not the moments due to the weight of the bridge itself.
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girders. Thus the segmental diagrams 81882'&c., contained between the
curve and the sides of the inscribed polygon, represent in the panel-
bridge the respective diagrams of bending moments for the several inter-
mediate longitudinal bearers b1b2,&c., considereu as detached beams'!

. 36. CASEX. Beam strained over one of the Supports.-If the
beam A a is not merely supported at the ends, but is strained over one
of the piers, as shown in Fig. 55, the action of the external load or force

at D may be considered
separately, and the mo-
ments due to its separate

D action may be added to
or . subtracted from the
moments produced by
any load upon the span
Aa:

Suppose the beam to
be prolonged beyond the
pier a, and in the .first
place let the projecting
arm or cantilever aD be
loaded at the extreme end
with a single weight Pd,
It has already been
shown in Art. 30 that if

there is no other load placed upon the beam, the diagram of moments will be
the triangle agd in Fig. 56, in which the ordinate cg represents the moment
of the right-hand force Pd, and also the counterbalancing moment of the
downward force which must, in that case, be applied by the anchorage
at A.

The beam being in this condition, if the span A a is now loaded with
a single weight, or with any system of weights, the diagram of moments
due to that system of weights upon the detached span A a may be super-
posed upon the line ag as a new base-line, and the curve of moments
being thus constructed, the bending moment at any point will be given
by the ordinate measured above or below the original base-line acd.

If the span is loaded with a single weight Pb as in the figure, the
diagram for the detached span will be the triangle asg in Fig. 56, and the
bending moments for the actual case of the strained beam will be given
by the ordinates in the shaded diagram.

To treat the case algebraically we must first find the value of the

.
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1 If the intermediate longitudinals are formed as continuous girders, they will bring
upon the central cross-girder (in the case represented in Fig. 53) a load greater than half
the entire load. The diagram of moments for the main-girders will then be the triangle
adc, and the spaces contained between the sides of that triangle and the parabolic curve
will represent the positive and negative moments in the continuous intermediate bearers.
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supporting force Pc' At the fulcrum A, the moments of the three
forces must balance each other; i.e., PcL - (Fd[L + 12J+ PbX) = 0, or
P cL= P a(L + 72)+ PbX; and Pc being thus determined, the bending
moment at the section eg will be

JYI= P cX2 - (PdXl + PbX3)' (16)

In the diagram of moments, considering first the balance of moments
at A, the ordinate at represents the moment P d (L + 12),while va repre-
sents, as before shown, the moment PbX. Therefore tv must be the
moment PcL of the unknown supporting force at G; and joining vg and
as, the line asrgd will be the line of moments, and the bending moment
at eg will be given by mk = no - (mn + ok).

From a to r the moments are positive or sagging moments, and from
r to d they are negative or hogging moments, r being the point of con-
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Fig.58a.

trary flexure of the beam. But in some cases the diagram may lie
wholly below the base-line, so that the beam may be subject to a
negative bending moment at every point. This question will depend
upon the direction of the force applied to the beam at A, which again
will depend upon the relative magnitude of the loads Pb and Pd, If
Pais an upward force, the line as will have an upward inclination
towards the right, and some portion of the span AO must then be subject
to a positive moment; but if Pa is a downward force, the whole length
of the beam will be subject to a negative bending moment.

This will be easily seen if we turn the beam end for end, as shown in
the diagrams, Figs. 57 and 58. Referring to these diagrams, it will be
seen that the unknown forces cannot be found by equating the moments
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about Z/ but if we consider the beam as a lever balanced upon the ful-
crllm A, and weighted on each side by the loads Pz and Pb, it will be
evident that to preserve the equilibrium of the lever, the vertical force at
C must either be an upward or a downward force, as may be required
in order to redress the balance.

In Fig. 58, let the triangle afz represent the moments due to the
weight P. upon the left-handed cantilever AZ, making af equal to the
moment P.lI. Then if vf represents the moment PbX, the ordinate av
will be the moment of the unknown force that must be applied at C to
redress the balance; and joining vc and is, the line zfsc will be the line
of moments.

If vi is greater than aj, or if PbX is greater than P.lI, as in Fig. 58,
the ordinate av will be an upward or positive ordinate, and the force

Pc will be an upward force; its value being Pc = PbX -P.lI; but if vf is
L

less than at, or PbX less than Pil the ordinate av will be measured
downwards as in Fig. 58a, and the force Pc will be a downward force,

which must be applied by an anchorage; its value being Pc = P.lI
~

Pb~

In the latter case it is evident that the bending moments will be
negative throughout the beam.

In either case, the upward or downward inclination of the line cv will
represent the shearing force Pc; and in either case the diagram might
have been constructed by erecting upon the base-line je the triangular
diagram of moments fsc for the beam A C, considered as a detached span.

37. CASE XI. Beam strained over both Piers.-If the beam is
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prolonged on each side beyond the piers A and C, and if the projecting
arms AZ and CD are each loaded at their extreme ends, as in Fig. 59, the
supporting force Pc mllst be determined, as in the last case, by balancing
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the contrary moments at the fulcrum A. At this point, we know that
the negative bending moment will be -.Ma = PzlI; and the sum of the
moments of the three forces to the right must have the same value, or
Pa(L + l2) - PcL+ PbX = PA.

In Fig. 60, let afz be the triangular diagram of moments for the
left-handed cantilever AZ, so that af represents the negative bending
moment Pl1, and let at represent as before the moment P iL + [2)'
The next force is the supporting force Pc, whose value is not known;
but above the point j, set off vj, equal to the known moment PbX; then,
tv must be the moment of the force Pc' For as above,

PcL= Pa(L + l2)+ PbX -Pir,
or tv= at + vj- aj:

Therefore draw vg to complete the triangle of moments tvg for the
u£ward force Pc; and draw fs to complete the triangle vfs for the down-
ward force Pb. The line zfsgd will then be the line of moments.

If there had been no load upon the span A 0, the diagram of moments
for the two external loads would have been the line zfgd, and the dia-
gram for the actual case may be constructed by erecting upon the line fq
the triangular diagram of moments jsg for the loaded beam A a, con-
sidered as a detached span. I

38. CASE XII. Beam uniformly Loaded and Strained over one
Pier.-Let the beam ZAa in Fig. 61 be loaded at the left extremity
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with the weight Pz, so that the trianglezf~ is the diagram of moments
due to that load when counterbalanced at a by an anchorage; and if now
the span Aa is covered with a uniform load of intensity p, the moments
will be determined upon the same principle as before, and the diagram
of moments, Fig. 62, may be constructed by erecting upon the line le the
parabolic segment fs~ as for a detached span, making the central ordinate

b1s equal to the moment p~2, and generally making mlk equal to
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p'
x(L

2-
x). The bending moment~ for the actual case will then bE

given by the ordinates in the shaded diagram, measured above or below
the horizontal base-line zae.

Considering the beam as a lever balanced upon the fulcrum A, thE
equation of moments will be expressed algebraically by-

- Ma = P/l =
pL2

- PcL.
2

In the diagram, vi represents the moment
pL2

of the uniform load
2

lying to the right of A, and therefore av represents the moment of the
unknown vertical force applied at C.

For P.L=
pL2

- P 7c 2 z l'

or av = vf - at

The vertical force at C will be either an upward or a downward force,
according as vf is greater or less than af~' in the first case, the bending
moments will be partly negative and partly positive, as shown in the
figure; but in the second case the parabola will lie wholly below the
base-line ae, and the moments will everywhere be negative.

The triangle ave represents, of course, the moments of the upward
2

force Pc; and subtracting the downward ordinate nk, &c., equal to
px ,

2
That is,the remainder, mk, is the bending moment at the section ego

2
mk = mn - nk, or M = P,;c -px. This last algebraical formula must

2
be true in any case, whatever load may be applied at Z; but the value
of the force Pc will depend upon the load Pz.

The diagram shows how the bending moment at any point in the
beam may be made to vary by applying a variable weight at Z, the
moment of that weight (at the pier A) being represented by any variable
ordinate such as af or vj.

Thus, first, if Pz = 0, the beam will be merely supported at A, and
the bending moment will be m]k measured above the line fe.

Again, if Pz is great enough to exert the moment vI, balancing the
whole distributed load, the beam will be a balanced cantilever, and the
bending moment will be nk measured below the line vc.

But if Pz has some intermediate value producing the pier moment aj,
the bending moment at any other point will be mk, measured above or
below the line ac.

In the first case the supporting force Pc will be equal to half the

entire load, or pL; in the second case it will be nothing; and generally
2
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the upward force Pc will be less than p~ by the amount of the anchorage-
. 2

force which would have to be applied at a to counterbalance the weight

Pz; i.e., the upward force will be P{:= p; - ~a. The bending moment

at any section eg may, therefore, be expressed by

M = P,p; - px2 =pLx - M ~ -
pX2

=
px(L - x) - M -~

2 2 aL 2 2 aL

mk= mn - nk= mln - mml - nk = mlk - mml'

(17)

or

39. CASEXIII. Beam uniformly Loaded and Strained over both
Piers.-This case, which is illustrated in Figs. .63 and 64, may also be
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treated by adding or subtracting the moments due to the several forces,
or summating the moments due to the several loads and their reflex
actions at the two supports, and the summation may be effected by
different algebraic or geometric methods.

If the extreme loads Pz and Pd are considered first, the diagram of
moments for the beam under this load will be the figure zfgd,. and then
whatever may be the distribution of load upon the span A C, if we erect
upon the base fg the corresponding diagram of moments fsg, as for a
detached span, the moments for the whole system of weights will be
given by the ordinates in the shaded diagram.
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For- the uniform load upon A 0, we may, therefore, make the central

ordinate b2s equal to p~2, and each remaining ordinate m2k equal to

p x(L - x>, and the parabolafsg will be the required line of moments.
. 2

This is perhaps the simplest method, but we may arrive at the same result
by other means.

.

Considering the balance of moments at A, we have-

pL2
- Ma = P.ll = P iL + l2) - P cL + 2

.

In Fig. 64, af is the moment Pzll' and at is the moment P a(L + l2)'

Then making vi equal to the known moment pL:, the ordinate tv will
2

represent the moment of the unknown force Pc, as already demonstrated
in Art. 36. Therefore draw vg to complete the triangle of moments tvg
for the upward force Pc; and below vg set off the ordinates nk, &c.,

pX2
equal to -.

2
The parabolic curve fsg will be the required line of

moments.
In this diagram cg represents, of course, the pier moment at C due to

the external load Pa; and if wejoinfc as in the last example, we shall have

ml'ln = Mar; and in precisely the same way we have 'lnlm2 = Mc.
L
i x;

in fact, the latter ordinate represents the negative moment superadded by
the imposition of the weight at D, just as the former represents a similar
moment caused by the weight at Z. Therefore if we know the value of
the pier moments af and cg, we may measure the bending moment at
any section eg by the ordinate

.

mk = m2k - mml - mlm2
X(L - X ) x L - x

orM= p -M- -M-
2 aL cL' (18)

So far as the span AC is concerned, it matters nothing whether the
pier moments Ma and Mc are really produced by single weights, as shown
in the figure, or whether they are caused by any other loads or forces
external to the span.



PART 11.

THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF BRIDGE-
CONSTRUCTION.

CHAPTER V.

THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF BRIDGES.

40. The art of bridge-building, like other branches of architecture,

has assumed from age to age a great variety of forms which have been

successively evolved or modified under the influence of new conditions;

and it would no doubt be interestingto trace the history and progress of

their development. However, we have to regard these structures, not

merely as examples of different stylesor ages of architecture,but rather

as means employed for th~ attainment of a definiteend, and more or less

perfectly adapted to their purpose. Therefore, if we attempt to classify,

in some sort of order, the various forplsof bridge-construction,we must

divide them into groups, genera and species,according to the distinctive

mechanical features of their structure,considered as means for the accom-

plishment of a dejinite obJect.

In designing a bridge there are, of com;se, many practicalobjects to

be kept in view, and some of these will vary according to the local con-

ditions of each case; but supposing the number and width of the spans

to have been determined by reference to such local conditions, we may

say, broadly, that the duty which every bridge has to fulfil is that of
carrying a certain load across a span or spans of certain defined width.

If we accept this as a general 'statement of the problem, we may still
more closely define its terms by saying that the function which every
bridge has to perform is, to resist the" bending moments" due to the
given load. In the last chapter we examined the moments which are
produced by certain dispositions of the contrary vertical forces acting
upon the bridge, viz., the weights acting vertically downwards and the
supporting forces acting vertically upwards; and it was remarked that
these moments are quantities which depend only upon the magnitude
and disposition of the forces themselves, and not upon the structural
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character of the bridge. Therefore, whether the bridge is to have the
form of a girder, an arch, or a suspension-bridge, or to be constructed on
any principle yet unknown, the moments will have the values that have
been already found, and the bridge will have to resist these moments by
one means or another. In the case of a beam or girder, the" moment
of resistance" at every vertical section, must be equal to the bending
moment; and we have only to consider in what way the necessary
"moment of resistance" can be made up by varying either of its com-
ponent factors, viz., depth of girder and stress of flange. On the other
hand, if the bridge is to have any other form than that of a girder, we
must inquire by' wb.at forces or internal stresses the same moments are
to be resisted.

For the purpose of this classification, we shall consider only the
moments due to a uniform load; leaving the variable rolling load to be
dealt with later. In bridges of moderate dimensions, the dead-weight of
the structure itself, and of the roadway or railway which it supports, may
generally be taken as uniformly distributed; therefore, the results now to
be found may be taken as applying to the dead load only, or to the total
dead and live load uniformly distributed.

41. Girders.-Taking first the large and well-known family of girders,
we can hardly omit to mention the solid beam, which appears to be the

. oldest representative of the family. In the solid beam, the" moment of
resistance" is made up of the separate moments produced by the stress of
each individual fibre acting at its own distance from the neutral axis;
but this fact renders it such a very inefficient structure that we can
hardly include the solid beam in our catalogue of bridges. In every
modern girder, the resisting fibres (at each vertical section) are concen-
trated as far as possible in a pair of thin flanges at the extreme top and
bottom of the section, so that in each flange all the fibres are acting
practically at one distance from the neutral axis. The horizontal stress
in the two flanges will then have the same total value in each} and the
"moment of resistance" will be simply the horizontal stress of either
flange multiplied by the vertical depth of the girder.1 Therefore, if we
divide the bending moment at any vertical section by the depth of the
girder, we have the horizontal component of the stress in either flange.

Looking now at the diagram of moments for any given distribution
of load, it will be seen that the moment varies at different points in the
span, and the varying moment of resistance may be provided by either
of two opposite methods-we may have a uniform depth of girder and a
varying strength of flange, or we may have a varying depth of girder and
a uniform horizontal stress at every point in each flange.

1 This is a broad statement of a general rule, which is modified in some cases owing

to the fact that the web or bracing will sometimes take a share in resisting the bending
moment. The rule, however, is practically correct when the web consists of thin plate,'
or of numerous lattice bars inclined at equal angles inoPl?osite directions.
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. 1. If the girder is formed with straight parallel flanges, or if the depth
of the girder is uniform, the flange-stress will be everywhere proportional
to the bending rp.oment, and we may take the diagram of moments as
repres~nting, on acertain scale, a diagram of flange-stress.

-2. On the other hand, if we take the diagram of moments as indicat-
ing on a certain scale the varying depth of the girder, or in other words
if we. make the depth of girder everywhere proportional to the bending
moment, the horizontal stress in each flange will be uniform throughout
the length of the girder.

By way of illustration, let Fig. 66 be a parabola representing the
diagram of moments for the uniform load, drawn to any convenient
scale; and let this figure be cut out of a board of uniform thickness,
thus producing a solid of the shape sketched in Fig. 66a, whose eleva-
tion and plan are shown in Figs. 65 and 66.

Every transverse section of the model (like that shown in dotted
lines) will be a rectangle, whose area may be understood to represent the
bending moment, while
the height and breadth
of the rectangle repre-
sent respectively depth
of girder and stress of
flange; and whichever
way we turn the model,
we may take its vertical
side to represent the outline elevation of the girder, and its ground plan
to represent the diagram of stress. As it stands in Fig. 66a, the vertical
side represents the elevation of a straight parallel girder, and the vary-
in g flange-stress is represented (on a certain scale) by the varying width
of the model; but we can turn it up the other way, and its vertical side
will then represent either a parabolic bowstring or an inverted bowstring,
and the uniform width of the solid will measure (on the same scale as
before) the uniform horizontal stress in the flange.

We may do the same for any other distribution of load, and for any
other distribution of the supporting forces, and it follows that all the
diagrams traced in the last chapter will represent so many bridges, can-
tilevers, or trusses; and generalJy every diagram of moments rep1'esents
the outline of a framed structure which will carry the given load with a
uniform horizontal stress in theprincipal members.

We shall first divide the family of girders into two principal groups
in accordance with these distinguishing features.

42. Division A. First Group. Parallel Girders.-In the first
instance we shall suppose the uniform load to be continuously supported
by the main structure of the bridge. The several forms of construction
which may be employed for this purpose, together with their correspond-
ing diagrams of flange-stress, will be found illustrated in tabular form

Fig.65

!

Fig..66

~
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in Plates A and B at the end of this chapter, and will constitute the
bridges of Divisions A and B.

In every Division the First Group will consist of parallel girders
with a thin plate web.

Referring now to Plate A, we have in Example No. 1 the case of a de-
tached girder of uniform depth, supported at each end. The stress-diagram
for this case will be a parabolic curve similar to the diagram of moments
found in Art. 34. The moment at the centre of the span was found to

be Mb=pL2, in which p is the intensity of the uniform load, and L the
8

width between the supports. Therefore, if drepresents the depth of the

girder, we have the maximum flange-stress:t Hb =~~2; and at any other

point in the span, the stress will be :t H =p;;r(;d- x); being a compressive

stress in the upper flange, and a tensile stress in the lower flange. These
stresses are represented by the parabolic diagram of stress, which, as
in every example, is drawn immediately below the elevation of the
girder.

In Example No. 2, we have a parallel girder of the same depth,
. carrying the load across the same span A C, but under very different
conditions of stress, owing to the fact that the girder is not merely sup-
ported at A and C, but is also held down at I and J, or counterbalanced
by the weight of the side Rpans; so that each half of the bridge is
balanced upon the pier, and becomes a cantilever projecting out from the
pier to the centre of the opening. The girder may, indeed, be actually
divided at the centre, each cantilever being entirely independent of the
other.

The moments for each cantilever were found in Art. 28; and the
stress-diagram for the whole span AC will consist of the same parabolic
curve as that employed in Example No. 1; but the curve will be wholly
below the base-line, the vertex of the parabola touching the base-line
at the centre of the span. At the centre, therefore, the stress will be
nothing, but at the supports A and 0 it will have the maximum value

+ Ha = + Hc
=pL2, being a tensile stress in the upper flange, and a com-

~d
pressive stress in the lower flange.

Example No. 3 represents another class of cantilever-bridge, in
which the cantilevers proj ect from each pier towa?'ds the centre .of the
opening, but do not quite meet; the gap left between them being crossed
by a detached girder resting upon the ends of the cantilevers. If the
bridge is constructed throughout with girders of one uniform depth, it will
still belong to the First Group in which the stress-diagram is a reproduc-
tion of the diagram of moments. As explained in Art. 39, the diagram
will again consist of the same parabolic curve as in the two previous
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examples; but instead of being wholly above or wholly below the base-
line, the curve will be cut through by that line at the two points of
contrary flexure TT, and at these points the stress will, of course, be
nothing. The central detached span TT may be treated as in Example
No. 1 ; and if l represents the length TT, the flange-stress at the centre

will be + H b
=pl2

)
. and then we shall have the stress at either of the- 8d

. A C - H - H
pL2

HpIers or, + a = + c =
8d

- b .

The stress at either pier added to the stress at the centre must always
make up the same sum, their united value being represented by the total
height of the parabola. Thus, if we make the central detached girder
longer or shorter, the effect will merely be that the straight datum-line of
the diagram must be drawn at a lower or a higher level; and in this way
the stress-diagram may be made to take any form intermediate between
those of Example No. 1 and Example No. 2. Again, if the girder is
continuous across the three spans, we may produce the same variations
of stress, if we arbitrarily increase or diminish the" pier moments" by
increasing or diminishing the load upon the ends I and J. In fact, the
example here illustrated, may be taken ,as the type of several kinds of
bridge in which these variations of stress are produced-either arbitrarily
or in accordance with the laws of elasticity, as in the case of continuous
girder- bri dges.

43. Second Group. Parabolic Girders.-The bridge-structures form-
ing the Second Group of our classification will be derived from the girder-
bridges 'of the First Group by the simple process of conversion referred to
in the earlier part of this chapter. That is to say, in each example of
the parallel girders we shall take the stress-diagram for the new elevation,
and the rectangle which formed the elevation of the parallel girder will
then be the new stress-diagram.

The resulting forms of bridge-construction are those illustrated upon
the second line in each of the Plates A, B, C, and D.

It will be seen that this group includes a number of structures of widely
different forms; but in Plate A, which we are now considering, all the
girders of this group will have a parabolic outline.

Turning to the first column of Plate A, we have immediately below
No. 1, the derived form illustrated in Example No. 4, which represents
the well-known parabolic bowstring. The girder corresponds in figure
with the stress-diagram of No. 1, and consists of a curved upper member
or "bow" erected upon a straight chord or tie. Under the uniform load,
the horizontal stress in either member of the parabolic bowstring will be
the same at every point in the girder, and the stress-diagram will there-
fore be a rectangle as shown in the Plate; it being understood that the
height of this rectangle represents the direct stress in the lower flange, or
the horizontal component of the inclined stress at any point in the curved
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bow. If D denotes the maximum depth of the girder, the uniform hori-

zontal stress will be + H =pL2 .- 8D
If"we proceed to treat the cantilever-bridge (No. 2) in the same way,

we shall obtain a pair of parabolic cantilevers meeting at the centre of
the span, as shown in Example No. 5, in which the figure of the bridge
corresponds with the stress-diagram immediately above it. Therefore, as
the depth of the cantilevers is everywhere proportional to the bending
moment, the horizontal stress in each flange will be uniform throughout,

and will have the value :+ H = ~~, in which D represents the maxi-

mum depth of the cantilever, or the height of parabolic curve.
Referring now to girder-bridge No. 3, consisting of a continuous

girder with two points of contrary flexure, or consisting of two canti-
levers with a detached girder between them, we may again taka the
stress-diagram as the outline elevation of a bridge, which we may call a
continuous girder of varying depth,' or a cantilever-bridge with a central
bowstring. This form of construction is illustrated in Example No. 6;
and as the depth of girder or cantilever is everywhere proportional to the
bending moment, the horizontal stress throughout each flange of the whole
structure will be uniform.

Now if D represents as before the total height of the parabola, or in
this case the sum of the heights of the cantilever and of the bowstring,
the horizontal stress in each flange will again be represented by the same

formula, or :t H = ~t2 , being of uniform value throughout the span;

but in this case the straight me1nbe1'will be everywhere in tension, and
the curve member everywhere in compression. In this parabolic form
of design it will be seen that the stress does not uepend upon the width
which may be adopted for the intermediate bowstring; we may make the
central bowstring .as narrow as we please until it vanishes (as in No. 5) ;
or as wide as we please until it covers the whole span (as in No. 4); but
if we adhere to the same total height of parabola, the uniform horizontal
stress in the curved member, and the uniform stress in the straight member
will always have the same value.

44. The two groups of girder-bridges are broadly distinguished from
each other by the different way in which the stress is distributed along
the flanges; but they are perhaps even more clearly distinguished by the
very different manner in which the shearing force is resisted. In straight
parallel girders the stress of the flanges is exerted in a horizontal direction,
so that the vertical shearing force can only be resisted by the vertical
component of the diagonal stresses in the lattice bars or web; and it is
the horizontal components of these same diagonal stresses which produce
the difference between the successive values of the flange-stress at two
different points along the flange. Therefore, without the lattice bracing
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or web, these parallel girders would be quite incomplete, and totally unable
to carry their own weight or any load whatever. The flanges could suffer
no horizontal stress, and could offer no resistance to the vertical forces;
except through the intervention of the diagonal bars. In other words,
the compressive and tensile stresses which are shown in the stress-diagram
are entirely due to the horizontal pull or push of the lattice bars, or of the
plate web; for it will be observed that the stress is not carried through
the flanges from end to end, as in a strut or tie, but is picked up
gradually on the way from each end towards the centre, being derived
from the force which is applied continuously, at each step of the way, by
the web.

But in parabolic girders, and in all girders or trusses of the Second
Group, these conditions are reversed. It has been shown that in all
bridges the vertical shearing force is measured by the inclination of the
curve of moments at each point in the span. In structures of the Second
Group, the inclination of the cU1'vedmember is everywhere equal or pro-
portional to that of the curye of moment~; and the consequence is that
the vertical shearing force is exactly met and resisted by the vertical com-
ponent of the stress in that curved member, so that none of it remains to
be borne by the diagonal bracing.

Again, we have seen that the horizontal stress in each flange runs
right through from end to end, and is uniform along the whole length;
therefore none of it is due to any local action of the bracing, but the
whole of it is derived from the horizontal force which, at each end of the
flange, is exerted upon it by the other flange. Thus, referring to the
bowstring girder in the first column of Plate A, the uniform tension
throughout the tie is due entirely to the horizontal force exerted upon it
at each end by the thrust of the bow; or we may say that the horizontal
compression of the bow is due entirely to the force exerted upon it by
the pull of the tie.

The same remarks apply also to the parabolic cantilever bridge, and
the cantilever-and-bowstring Qridge, illustrated in the second and third
columns of the Plate.

It follows, therefore, that in structures of the Second Gxoup, under
the uniform load, all the essential functions are performed by the two
flanges of the girder without the aid of any web or lattice bracing. The two
principal members really form the complete structure, with the exception
that if the roadway is to be carried across at a uniform level, it must of
course be suspended from or supported upon the curved member by
v~rtical rods or pillars. Under the. uniform load, the diagonal bracing
has no function to perform, and might in fact be dispensed with if the
load were subject to no variations.

45. Third Group. Arches.-We have just said that in the parabolic
bowstring girder, the diagona.l bracing might really be dispensed with so
far as the uniform load is concerned, and we may now add that the hori-

E
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zantal tie may alsa just as well be dispensed withj if in phlce .of it:
actian we substitute the, harizantal resistance .of a pair .of salid abut
{ments. In fact, the essential fu,nctian .of the tie is ta receive thi
(harizantal thrust .of the baw at each end; and if we make the ends a:
:the bow ta abut against the masanry, the thrust will be received by thE
:abutments, instead .of by the tie.. . Thus, if we sllde the bawstring girde:
:dawn between twa vertical walls, as 'shawn'in Example Na. 7, we ma3
(safely praceed ta discannect .one elid ,.of the tie fram its attachmentt<
'the baw, 'and its .office will then be just as well perfarmed by thi
resistance .of the abutment-walls; the tie' will be daing nathing and ma~
be remaved, and the structure will then became an "equilibrated linp,a1
'arch."

,
"

,
.'" . "', .

Na demanstratian is needed to' prave that the parabalic arch will bE
in equilibrium under the unifarm laad; far we have seen that the para
balic bow .of the bawstring will suppart that laad with aut the aid .of an~
tie .orany diaganal bracing, and therefare will 'be in equilibrium unde]
the farces impressed upan it by the abutments and the vertical suspend.
ing rads, and this is exactly ivhat is meant by an equilibrated arch. W{

! may nate, hawever, that the reasan why the arch is in equilibrium i~
because it carrespands in figure with the curve of maments far the givet

,laad; the parabalic bawstring was 'mad.e ta canfarm in figure 'with t~{
:diagram .of maments, and the result was that the harizantal stress in th{
. baw was unifarm thraughaut, and this unifarmity .of ha:rizantal stress i~
.the necessary canditian .of any equilibrated arch .or "funicular palygan.'
,The same result will fallQw if any .other distributian .of .laad is treated in
the same way; and generally the curve of moments,fo: any given load:

. ;representsthe figure of a linear m'ch'which would be in equilibriumunde1
'that load. '

It willbe naticed that in the ,arch .of Na. 7 nathing has been dane to
affect in any way the vertical farces acting up an the bridge; th~dispasi.
'tianaf the laad and .of the supparting farces remain uilaltered,a~d at
every paint in the span~,the mament which we have called the" bellding
mament" has ta be resisted as befare; but in the arch the resisting cauple
cansists, nat .of a pair .of appasite stre'sses;' but .of the ~arizantal stress .of
:the arch and a horizontal force acting alang' the line .of an imaginary
(straight member, i.e., alang the datted chard line jaining the twa ends .of
the baw. In fact, the .only difference is that the latter farce, instead .of
being exerted at e,ach paint ,by the tensile stress afastrang and heavy
tie, is invisibly carried acrass the span in thin air, and withaut the
emplayment .ofany metal whatevet.

. .

The arched structures farming the Third Graup .of .our classificatian
will therefare be derived fram the girders .of the Secand Graup"by
simply taking away, in each case; thestraightharizantal member .of th,e
girder. The resulting farms are illustrated upan the,third line .of Plates
A and C. '

,
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We have already, discussed the transmutation of the bowstring No. 4:
into the single arch of No. 7; and referring briefly to the parabolic canti-
lever bridges Nos. 5 and 6, it may he remarked that in each cas~ the
curved member is perfectly adapted to carry the uniform load alone, as an
equilibrated arch, if it is only abutted against solid masonry piers at the

,springing, or is in some way subjected at each end to the necessary hori-
zontal compressive force; and the straight member then ceases to be of
:any use. In the purely cantilever bridge (No. 5) the straight membe.r
acts simply as a tie between the crowns of the two semi-arches which
spring in opposite directions from each pier; but if the semi-arches are
allowed to come together in the centre of the span, the horizontal com,-
pressive stress at the crown of the arch will take the place of the force
exerted by the tie; and a series of such equal-armed cantilevers, may
therefore be transformed into a series of arches, as shown in No. 8, by
simply taking away the straight member. The load will then be carried
by the curved member, as an arch, without altering the stress in that
member ~ the opposite thrusts of the semi-arches will balance each other
'at the crown without the aid of the straight tie, and the opposite thrusts
at the piers A and a will also balance each other, so that under the
uniform load these piers will only have to afford a .vertical support to the
superstructure; but of c'ourse the necessary horizontal compressive force
will have to be supplied by the reaction of the extreme abutments at each
end of the series of arches. , ,

Again, the parabolic cantilever-and-bowstring illustrated in No. 6 may
in like manner be transformed into an arched Qridge, as shown in No. 9,
provided that the thrust of the arch be taken' up by the horizontall'esist-
anceof -solid abutments. '

"
The tensile stress of the straight member, acting on the line IJ, may,

if we wish, be exactly reproduced by a horizontal force acting in the same
line, and produced by the reaction of fixed abutments at I and J,. for,
llnder the supposed uniform load, the thrust of the side arches will be the
same as that of the central arch. .However, so far as the central span
AG is concerned, it is evident that the same object may just as well be
attained by applying the reaction at the springing of the arch; i.e., by
making the piers A and a as fixed abutments.

Looking at the three examples, Nos. 7; 8, and 9, it will be seen that
the structure which carries the load across the span AD is the sam~' in
each example, and the arch is in each case subjected to the same stress,
although the three examples have been derived from three different types
of girder-bridge, by employing in each case the curved member of the
girder alone, and dispensing with the horizontal tie. The roadway may
in each case be carried at the level of the dotted line representing, the
position of the original straight member; and if this is done the straight
member may remain as a portion of the suspended roadway platform.;
but it will have no direct stress under the uniform load; and it is obvious
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that the roadway may be carried at any higher or lower level as may be
most convenient.

46. Division :B.-If we invert all the bridge-structures which have
been described in Division A, we shall obtain another series of designs
possessing very similar features, except that the inversion of form is
accompanied by a corresponding reversal in the character of the stress.
Thus turning once more the imaginary model upon its opposite side, we
have the several forms of structure illustrated in Plate B, together with
the corresponding stress-diagrams for each case.

The parallel girders of Group 1, which are shown at the top of each
column, remain of course unaltered in form, and the stresses have the
same value as before; but the stress-diagrams are drawn in their inverted
form; and if the diagrams of Plate 11are taken to represent the stress
in the upper flange, the inverted diagrams of Plate B may be understood
as representing the opposite stresses in the lower flange of the parallel
girders.

47. Passing on to the parabolic girders of Group 2, we have in No. 10
an inverted parabolic bowstring, in which the straight horizontal member
is subjected to a uniform compressive stress (under the uniform load),
while the curved member suffers a tensile stress whose horizontal com-
ponent is uniform throughout the span, the value of the stress in each
member being exactly the same as in the upright bowstring of No. 4, but
of the opposite kind.

A.gain, in No. 11, we have the diagrammatic representation of a pair
of parabolic cantilevers meeting in the centre of the span, in which the
depth of girder is everywhere proportional to the bending moment, the
figure of the bridge being derived from the stress-diagram above: and of
course the horizontal stress in each member is again uniform throughout,
and has the same value as in the cantilevers of No. 5.

Referring now to the cantilever-and-bowstring of No. 12, it will be
seen that if we make the elevation to correspond exactly with the stress-
diagram of the continuous girder above, the central girder will be an
inverted bowstring; but if we wish to preserve a uniform height of clear
headway under the bridge, we may erect the central bowstring in an
upright position, and if we do not alter its depth the stresses will still
have the same value; and the depth of girder being everywhere propor-
tional to the bending moment, the horizontal stress in each flange will
again be uniform throughout the span, and will have the same value as
in the upright form of No. 6.

In all the upright parabolic girders of Plate A, without exception, the
straight member was everywhere in tension and the curved member
in compression; and in the inverted bridges of Plate B the reverse will
be found to take place throughout every example, if in the case of No. 12
the central girder is an inverted and not an upright bowstring.

48. Continuing the classification upon the same principle, the Third
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Group of Plate B will naturally consist of Suspension Bridges; and these
forms will be derived from the several examples of Group 2, by simply
removing the straight horizontal member of the girder.

In the inverted bowstring of No. 10, the straight member only per-
forms the function of a strut, and if the two ends of the curved tie or
chain are made fast to the masonry abutment, or tied back to a heavy
and solid anchorage, the strut may be removed and the curved tie will
become a suspension chain which is in perfect equilibrium under the
uniform load. The chain will be in equilibrium because its figure corre-
sponds with the inverted curve of moments for that distribution of load;
and generally the inverted curve of moments, for any given load, represents
the figure whi~h would be assu,med by an equilibrated flexible chain under
that load.

In the same way the curved tension member of the Cantilever Bridge,
No. 11, is perfectly capable of supporting the load without the assistance
of the lower compression member, if the curved members are only coupled
together at the centre of the span, and at each abutment are tied back to
a solid anchorage; and the bridge then becomes the ordinary suspension
bridge of No. 14.

Referring, lastly, to the cantilever-and-bowstring of No. 12, it wilLbe
easily seen that if the central portion is an inverted bowstring, and if the
curved member of that bowstring is coupled at each end to the tension
member of the cantilever, the whole will form a continuous parabolic
chain, which, without undergoing any change of stress, would carry the
load across the whole span as a suspension bridge. Therefore if at each
abutment we tie back the tension member of the cantilever, as in
example No. 15, the straight member will be relieved of the whole of its
stress, and may be dispensed with, or employed only as a portion of the
roadway platform.

It may here be remarked that, in this and in every example of Group 3,
the straight member, if retained in the position shown, may be connected
to the curved member by diagonal bracing exactly as in the correspond-
ing girders of Group 2; and if this is done, the bracing will have the
same function to perform, namely, that of securing the rigidity of the
bridge under the rolling load, and will perform that function in the same
manner as in the girders of Group 2. This need not affect the general
character of the structures as arches or suspension-bridges, p1"ovided that
ce1"tainconditions are observed in their construction j but these we shall
have to consider further, when dealing with changes of load and changes
of temperature.

49. Division C.-The primary object of the bridge (from our present
point of view) is to support a uniformly distributed load, but this load,
instead of being attached directly to the main structure, as in the previous
examples, may be carried upon short bearers, which in their turn are sup-
ported by the main structure; so that the load actually carried by the
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latter 'consists of a number of concentrated weights applied at certain
intervals.

It has been pointed out in Art. 35, that if the subsidiary bearers
are so many detached spans (and not continuous beams), the effect of this
subdivision will be to change the diagram of moments from a parabolic
curve to a polygon inscribed in that curve. It follows, of course, that in
the parallel girders of Group 1, the stress-diagrams will be correspond-
ingly changed, as illustrated in Plate' a.

In this Plate, the examples shown in Nos. 16, 17, and 18 represent'
parallel girders of the same span and depth, in which the length is
divided respectively into two, three, and four panels or subdivisions, by
cross-bearers; the load being ~arried by subsidiary longitudinal beams
resting upon the cross-bearers. The diagrams of flange-stress will then:
become polygons of two, three, and four sides respectively, inscribed in
the same parabolic curve~' and at each cross-bearer, the flange-stress will
have the same value as though the load were supported continuously by'
the main girder, 1 because each angle of the polygonal diagram exactly
touches the parabolic curve.

Again, adhering to the method of classification before described, we
may use 'these stress-diagrams as the outline elevations of a series of
bridge-trusses forming the girders of Group 2; while the rectangular
elevation of each parallel girder will become the stress-diagram for the
principal members of the truss. Thus, in the examples of Group 2,
shown in this Plate, we have, in Nos. 20, 21, and 22, illustrations of poly-
gonal trusses consisting of two, three, and four panels respectiveiy. In each
of these trusses or girders, the principal members are a horizontal tie and:
an"upper compression member of polygonal form, whose angles or joints,
in each case, touch the circumscribing. parabolic curve; and if D is the
height of that curve, the horizontal stress throughout each flange or

principal member will again be expressed by the formula :t H = ~~~ .

If the span is divided into an even number of equal panels, D wiil
represent the central depth of the truss or polygon; but if the number is
odd, the central panel will of course be somewhat less in height than the
vertex of the parabola, because the upper member will forma chord to'
that segment of the curve. Thus, for example, in the three-panelled
truss 2 of No. 21, the height of the truss is evidently less than the height
D of the parabola.

.

1 This is not strictly true unless the bearers are detached beams; if they form con-
tinuous beams, the effect of continuity will be to increase the load carried by some of the,
cross-bearers, and to diminish that portion' of the luad which is transferred directly to
the abutments. .

.'

2 The three-panelled truss is included here in the classification consistently with the

general rule; but in practice the stresses in such a truss may be found by other methods
more conveniently, than by the formula above given, in which D repres.ents no real
dimension of the truss; and the same remark applies also to the derived forms, Nos.
25, 29, and 33. . '.
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It is obvious that the larger we make the number of panels, the more
closely will the polygon approach to the parabolic .curve, and even in the
four-panelled truss of No. 22 we have a girder which differs but slightly
from the parabolic bowstring of No. 4. It is worthy of notice, however,
that when the parabolic bowstring. is constructed with open panels or bays
of diagonal bracing, the load is not really applied uniformly along the
bow, but, on the contrary, the entire load (except the mere weight of the
bow) is concentrated at the joints of the bracing; and strictly speaking,
therefore, the proper form of the bow or arch is not the parabolic curve
but the inscribed polygon.! Thus all the curves of the several examples
in Tables A and B will have to be changed into polygons if the uniform
load is really subdivided and coneentrated at the joints.

In very large bridges, however, the weight of the bow becomes a
considerable iten~, and when the panels are wide it becomes necessary to
go to a still greater refinement of calculation, treating the weight of the
bow itself as a uniform load, and the remaining weight of the structure
and roadway as a load concentrated. at the joints. In this case, it is not
difficult to see that the proper line for the bow (or chain or arch) will lie
between the polygon and the circumscribing curve, forming a series of
flat curves instead of a series of straight chords.

Amongst the panelled or subdivided bridge-structures of the present
division, the Third Group will naturally consist of polygonal arches, which
are derived from the trusses of Group 2 by leaving out the straight
tension member. These are shown on the third line of Plate C, in
Examples Nos. 24, 25, 26, and 27; but it will be unnecessary to discuss
these forms in detail, as they are all derived in the same way as the
parabolic arches of Plate A, and mutatis mutandis the same principles
will apply to both divisions alike.

50. Division D.-For the reason just stated it will be sufficient to
glance briefly at the examples of Plate D, which are simply 'inverted
repetitions of the structures last considered. The arrangement of the
groups is carried out on the same principle as before. In the First Group
of parallel girders, the stress-diagrams are drawn in their inverted form;
these diagrams are then used as elevations of the inverted polygonal
trusses of Group. 2; and lastly, by removing the straight horizontal
member, these several trusses are transformed into so many straight-link
suspension bridges, and constitute, in that form, the Third Group of the
Division.

51. The list of bridge-structures is already tolerably extensive, and so
far as we have yet gone, it will be noticed that all these forms of con-
struction are connected by a sort of family relationship, so that they can

1 If the load is uniformly distributed along the lower flange, the subdivision of the
load and its concentration at the panel-points, are affected by the lower flange itself,
acting as a series of continuous bearers, or discontinuous bearers, according to the form
~~~~

.
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all claim to be descended from the simple girder of No. 1 and its diagram
of stress. In fact we have really sketched the genealogical tree. Some
of the examples here shown are merely ideal forms, or structures in their
embryonic stage; and everyone of them must be taken as representing
no more than a single type of a class which is capable of many variations
in detail.

Thus we may take the first Group as including all the different varieties
of parallel girder, which wiil severally be distinguished according to the
arrangement of the web or bracing. It has been shown how, with a
plate web, the stress-diagram was modified by the subdivision of the
load, or spacing of the cross-bearers; and when we abandon the con-
tinuous plate web, the diagram will receive another modification depend-
ing upon the special arrangement of the diagonal bracing which takes its
place. ,

The Second Group will include all girders or trusses in which the
depth is made proportional to the bending moment under the uniform

load; and therefore, in addition to the
forms shown in the tables, it will also
include such structures as the" sickle"
girder shown in Fig. 67, and the" Saltash "
type, or bow-and-chain bridge,. sketched in
Fig. 68. In each of these figures, the two
principal members are supposed to form
parabolic curves, and therefore, the' depth
being everyw here proportional to the
bending moment, the horizontal stress
will be uniform, and will be expressed by
the same general formula as before,
the depth D being understood to be

the maximum depth of the girder.
Again, the two curved members of the" Saltash " bridge may be set

back to back as shown in Fig. 69, or made to intersect each other as
in Fig. 70, thus producing in the one case a pair of
cantilevers and in the other a cantilever-and-girder

~ bridge; but if the same curved members are used in;~~.~~:,:> "-~:~~:~~
each case without altering their form, the stress under
the same uniform load will be the same (in eaeh case)
as in the" Saltash " bridge.

We shall also have another class of girders of
varying depth, coming between Groups 1 and 2.
Thus, in the case of a detached span, the girder may
have a "hog-backed" form, as in Fig. 71, inter-
mediate between the rectangle and the parabola, which

are shown in dotted lines, and which represent a parallel girder and a
bowstring of the same maximum depth. In the same way cantilevers
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may be formed as .shown in Figs. 72 and 73; so that the depth is some-
what reduced at the points where there is no bending moment, but is
not reduced at those points to absolutely nothing-as it would be if the
depth were made proportional to the bending moment.

If we compare either of these forms with a parallel girder of the same
maximum depth, it will be seen that the flange-stress in the centre is
exactly the same, but near the ends it is g1'eater than in the parallel
girder, and as a natural consequenc~ the stress throughout the bracing
will on the whole be less than in the parallel girder. On the other hand,
if we compare them with the parabolic girder of the same maximum
depth, the flange-stress in the centre will be the same, but near the ends
it will be less than in the parabolic girders, and consequently the stress
in the bracing will be greate1'. Throughout all the parabolic and poly-
gonal girders of Group 2, the stress in the bracing is nothing under the
uniform load; but in this intermediate group of girders and cantilevers,
the uniform load will produce stress in the diagonal bracing.

These local variations of depth are of considerable importance in the
case of cantilever bridges. Near the ends of the cantilever, the bending
moment is very small, and in the parallel girder the depth at this point
is out of all proportion to the vanishing sectional area of flange, while in
the parabolic girder the same disproportion exists in the opposite direc-
tion; and it may readily be imagined that a via media may be found
which offers greater advantages than either of the extreme types.
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CHAPTER VI

THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF BRIDGES (continued)-

COMBINED OR COMPOSITE BRIDGES.

52. In addition to the forms of construction enumerated in the last
chapter, we still have to notice a certain class of bridges ,whose design
appears to have been based upon a different idea. In these bridges, the.
duty of carrying the whole distributed load, or of carrying the seri~s of
panel-weights into which the load may be divided, is not performed by
a single main structure, but by a combination of structures or systems,>
each of which is designed to perform a certain portion of the duty.

When the functions of each system are clearly distinct, there is no'
difficulty in finding the stress and the necessary strength of each member ;
but sometimes the systems are so combined together, that two or more of
them om~rtheir support to the same element of th~ load; and in this case
a doubt arises as to which of them is to carry it, or in what proportion
they will divide it between them; and generally the question can only be
decided by reference to the laws of elasticity.

We may designate as "Composite" structures those which are com-
posed of separate systems, each carrying its own portion of the load; and

" Combined" structures will be those in which two or more systems offer
their combined support to the same ele,ment of the load. Referring to
the former class, we may again distinguish between bridges which are
composed of independent parallel systems, and those which consist of a
number of systems superposed one upon the other. Some examples of

. each kind are illustrated in Plate E, and it may be remarked that in each
case the structure illustrated may be inverted without altering the value
of the stress in any member, but only reversing its character.

53. Division E.-In the first Example (No. 36) the span is divided
into any arbitrary number of equal panels, and the load at each panel-
point is supported by a separate triangular truss extending the whole
length of the span. This construction is seldom employed in the upright
form, but the inverted figure represents in principle the American
"Bollman" truss. The straight horizontal member Aa, which forms
the tie in the upright form, and the compression boom in the Bollman
truss, is common to all the triangles j and the stress in this member is
the sum of the horizontal stresses due to each triangle separately. The
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stresses may easily be found by the method of moments. In Fig. 74 let
AbO represent anyone of the triangular trusses, and let P represent the
load upon the panel-point whose distance from A is denoted by x. Then

- . L-x
the upward reaction at A will be P y;-' and the moment at the sec-

tion eb will be P
x(L

L- x). Therefore if D is the depth eb, we have the

horizontal stress :t Hx=P x(~;;x); which represents the direct com-

pressive stress in the upper member due to this particular element of the
load, and also the horizontal component of the tensile stress in the bars
Ab and bOo But in the case of such trusses we shall arrive at the result
still more simply by the resolution of forces; for the vertical reaction at

L-x -A or the force P
L -

represents the vertical component of the stress

in the bar Ab, and the horizontal stress in the same bar must be equal to

that quantity multiplied -by ~ ; or again, if we multiply the vertical

force at 0 by the ratio
:~ = L~ x, we arrive at the same value for the

horizontal stress of the bar Cb / viz., - H = px(~; x) .
If N represents the number of panels, or bays of equal width, into

which the span is divided, the weight
L

Fig.74
on each panel-point will be P= ~, in -( m_--L__n >

N .A~---x 1P.
G

which p is the intensity of ,the uniform -f;:~:---r ========-t
load. Therefore the horizontal stress in 1>-t ~ p 1;

anyone of the triangular trusses will be-

+H ~px(L-x)
- x ND

while the number of trusses will be N -1.

- The compressive stress in the boom AO will be the sum of all these
horizontal stresses, or-

H=~.px(L~ x)
ND

(1)

(2)

This formula gives the following values of H for the given number
of bays or panels.

For 'N
= 2 H=

t.pL2,
D

.N = 3, H = !..,-.
"N = 4, H = /2'
"N = 6 H = -2-.£., 216"

N = 8, H = 12\'
"N-C/) H- 1- -', - 6'.
"
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and generally, the. compressiye stress in the boom A 0 will be-
pL2 ( 1 )H = 6D 1 - N2 (3)

54. Instead of a series of triangles, the bridge may be composed of a
series of trapezoids, as in Example No. 37, which represents an old-
fashioned truss often used in carpentry. Each pair of panel-poInts right
and left of the centre is carried by a trapezoidal truss; but if there is an
even number of panels, the central point is carried by a triangular truss
as in the figure.

Let Fig. 75 represent anyone of the symmetric trapezoidal trusses,
and let P denote the panel-load imposed upon each of the two joints b
and.,f, whose horizontal distance from the nearest abutment is in each
case denoted by x. Then P will represent the vertical reaction at each
abutment, and also the vertical component of the stress in the inclined

ties Ab and O.,f, while the horizontal stress in those bars will be P
~ ;

,

and this will be the value of the direct compressive stress in the boom
AO (due to the pair of weights), and also the value of the tensile stress
in the bar bl

To compare this trapezoid with the two triangles which are employed

>,
in the Bollman truss to carry the same

A
-(--x--~~e g p}---x---~ pair of weights, we may draw the dotted
f,,, J-~ :-:-.,l.: + /t lines Af and Ob crossing each other at
~

~
;;f ~ V ~a k, and representing the two bars of the

< ~ 'L L ::;. "Bollman" truss which take the place. Fig.75 of the single bar bf~. then referring to

the formulrn above given, it will be seen that the stress in the bar bj is
less than the sum of the horizontal stresses in Af and Ob, in the propor-

tion of
L

to (L- x); i.e., in the proportion
O
c

g
=

g
b
k. Of course the com-

2 e e
pressive stress in the boom AO is also less in the trapezoidal than in
the" Bollman" truss, and in the same proportion.

If N denotes, as before, the number of equal bays, the panel load

will again be P =
pL, and the horizontal stress in each trapezoid will be-
N

+H =pxL .
- It ND

The stress in the boom AO will be the sum of all the horizontal stresses.
If the number of bays is even, there will be a central triangle, and the
stress in the main boom will be-

For N = any even nun~ber, H =pL2
8D

On the other hand, if N is an odd number, the systems will be all trape-
zoids, and

(1)

(2)
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H=~.pxL .
ND

(3)

This formula gives the following values for the stress in the mam
boom :-

pL2
For N =3, H=l.-9 iD

N = 5, H = 235 .
"N-7 H_6..-, -49"

N = (IJ, H = i-.
"and generally-

H =~~-( 1 - ~2)

Comparing this value with the formula (3) given in the last Article,
it will be seen that under the same uniform load, the horizontal stress in
the combination of triangles is greater than in the trapezoidal systems in
the proportion of 4 to 3. .

55. Each of the two forms of truss that have been considered above
may be transformed into a corresponding straight-link suspension bridge,
by simply removing the boom A a, and substituting in its place the
horizontal pull of a pair of back stays which are taken over the towers
and secured to an anchorage at each abutment. Example No. 38 illus-
trates the suspension bridge derived from the" Bollman" truss; while
No. 39, which represents in principle the" Ordish" suspension bridge,
may in like manner be derived from the trapezoidal truss. In each
case the stress in the inclined ties is the same as in the corresponding
members of the truss; while the horizontal stress in each backstay has
the same value as the compressive stress in the boom of the parent truss.

These values have already been given in the two preceding articles,
and the formulrn show that the backstays and abutments of No. 38 would
require to be 33 per cent. stronger than those of No. 39, in order to carry
the same uniform load.

56. The practical object of combining together a series of triangular
or trapezoidal trusses, is to support the roadway at a convenient number

.of points at sufficiently short intervals; but the same thing may be done
by employing secondary trusses to carry the wide panels of the primary
truss, and the panels of the secondary system may be subdivided in the
same manner. This method is illustrated in example No. 40, which
represents the American" Fink" truss, consisting of primary, secondary,
and tertiary systems. The primary truss is an inverted triangle which
only supports the roadway at one point in the centre of the span, thus
dividing it into two equal bays. Each of these bays is in like manner
crossed by an inverted triangle dividing it into two secondary panels,
and so on. The boom Aa serves as the upper member of all the
triangular trusses; its compressive stress under the uniform load will be

(4)
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uniform throughout its whole length, and will be the sum of the hori-
zontal stressesaue to each 'of the three'systems. '

By this method of. subdivision, the .ultimate number of panels mus.t
always be some power of 2, and is generally N = 23 = 8. The several
triangles are generally made of equal depth (D), and the load is applied
upon the upper member. .

'

If N = 2, the bridge is a simple triangular truss, and under the

uniform load, the weight ~n the central post (No. 4) is then pL, and the
2

.--' .': I

horizontal stress in the boom AC or in the two inclined ties is-

+H
_pL2

~ 1- 8D.
(1)

, Tl,1e,subdivisi~n of the two panels by, the secon.dary,and tel'tiary
'trusses does not alter the load upon the central post, and the stres~es in
the primary truss will, therefore, always have the value, abovegivep.,
whatever may be the number of subdivisions.

.
IfN =~, we have only to consider the stress in the two secondary

'triangles, each of which will have a span of II =~, and a central load

equal to p~] j therefore, the horizontal stress in each of the secondary

'triangles will be-,

+ H
=pl12

= i .pL2.
- . 2 8D 8D

(2)

This will represent the horizontal component ~f the stress in e~ch of
',the inclined ties attached to the foot of post No. 2 and of. post No. 6,
:and will also represent the additional compressive stress inflicted upon
-the boom AC by the employment of the secondary trusses.

.

':
,

The further subdivision of the secondary panels will not affect the
stresses produced by the uniform load in the members of the secondary
trusses, as given in formula (2). ..

. Therefore, if N = 8, we have only to consider the third series of
triangles shown in dotted lines in the figure. Each of the four triangles

.will have a span of 'l2=~, and the horizontal stress will evidently be-

pl 2 pL2
:tH3= 8D=/6. 8D . (3)

For the different values of N, therefore, the compressive stress in 'the
'boom A G will, be as follows-

L2
For N =2, H=Hl =~

8D

N =4, H=Hl +H2=~~(1 +-1)

L2
N =8, H=Hl +H2+Hs=L(1 +i+irJ, . 8D
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In -each case the stress is 'exactly thesimle
.
as in: the boom of the

," B611man" truss, considered in Art: 53:
.

. The value of the vertical compr~ssive 'stress in the several posts
will be-

,
.~ . ~...' pL

In post ::No.4, VI =
2 ,

. . pL
In posts Nos. 2 and 6, V2=T

In posts Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 7, Vg =P;

cand in each case one-half of this verticaJ f6rce will be the vertical com-
ponent of the tensile stress ineac~ of ~h~ two, inclined ,ties attached to
'-the foot of the post in question. . .

, 57. The boom of the "Fink" truss aCting as compression member
,for b6th primary and secondary systems, its stress is the sum of the
stresses due its pQsition in each system; and this fact suggests at
once that the principle might with advantage be .

d Th
O
f 1 th °

. .Flg.76

:reverse . us 1 we ma re' e primary system an ~
upright truss of any kind, and the secondary systems ~

,irtVerted trusses, or vice versa, the member A a will
~form the tie of the one system and the compression
,member of the other,'as shown diagrammatically in
Figs. 76 and 77. The stress in the member AC will
,then be diminished by the application of the secondary system instead of
being increased; and its value will now become H = (HI - H2).

.58. Instead of subdividing the span by triangles within triangles, we
'~nay have trapezoids within trapezoids, as illustrated in Examples Nos. 41
and 43. In each case, the central system is a triangular truss 1, 1, whose

f'
. .

"ends are supported upon the joints of a trapezoidal truss 2,2, which iri its
turn is carried at (jach end upon the joints of a'wider trapezoid 3, 3, ,and
so"on. .

In the first example' the trapezoids are all inverted trusses ',with
vertical posts, and the combination repreRents in principle the "P:ratt" or
the" Linville " truss;l while in N 0043, the trusses are alternately up1'ight
and inverted trapezoids, and the structure becomes a " Warren" girder.

In either case the bridge is simply a parallel girder with a particular
arrangement oLlattice bracing, and therefore the bending moments and
the varying values of the flange-stress may be found by the 'methods
described in the two previous chapters. But it has already been mentioned
that in applying those methods, the arrang81nent of the lattice bracing
will modify to a certain extent the stresS in the flanges, and this effect

Fig.77

~

1 Girders in which the web-bracing consists of vertical po~ts and inclined braces, are
known in America under various names, such as the" Linville," "Pratt,"

" Murphy,"
or "Whipple-Murphy" trusses, according to some variations of detail which are not
always to be easily distinguished.
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will be clearly illustrated if we proceed to consider the parallel lattice
girder as a composite structure, when the stresses under the uniform
load can be at once obtained by simple addition of the vertical and
of the horizontal forces.

59. In the first place, suppose the span to be divided into an even
number of bays as in Fig. 78, which represents a girder of the Linville
type, consisting of eight equal panels. Let the width of each panel be

denoted by b = ;; and if ()represents the angle which each inclined tie

. b l)makes with the horizontal, let the ratIO
d = cotan. t7 be denoted by r.

The external force or load on each panel-point will be P = pL; and we
N

shall first suppose these loads to be applied on the tops of the verti<:al posts.
As the number of bays is even, the central panel-point B, carrying the
load P, will be supported by a triangular truss Albl Cl, which will transfer
one-half of that load to each of the points .AI and Cl, so that the vertical
component in the first brace blcl will be - iP. Adding the panel load
P which is imposed at Cl, the sum of the downward forces must be
balanced by the compressive stress liP in the post °lc2' while a similar
load will of course be carried by the post Ala2' This pair of weights
being carried by the second system or trapezoidal truss A2a2c2

°2' the
vertical component of stress in the brace C202will be -liP; and again
adding the panel load at °2 we have the stress in the post

°2CS= 2iP.
Proceeding in the same way, we obtain, by simple addition, the vertical
stresses or components written against each member in the right half of
the figure,-'noting that the panel load upon the extreme point

°4 is only
P ; thus bringing up the total load upon the end pillar

°4°' to the value2
4P, or half the total load upon the girder.

The horizontal component of stress in each brace will be to the
vertical component as b: d. Therefore multiplying in each case by the
ratio r,we obtain the series of horizontal components written against
each brace on the left half of the figure; and these values will represent
the horizontal compressive or tensile stress:!: H throughout the upper
and lower members of each trapezoidal S'ystem.

Let Vn represent the vertical reaction at either end of any system
due to its contained load, and - Vn the vertical stress in the inclined
ties of that system.

Then in the 1st system, AICl, we have :!:VI = iP,
2d

"
A2C2,

"
:t V2= liP,

3d
"

AsCs,
"

:!:Vs=2iP,

And generally-

In the nth system, ::t:Vn= (n - i)P,

:!:HI = iPr
:t H2 = lip)"
:tHs = 2iPr,. &c.

:!:Rn = (n - i )Pr.
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Now if the upper chords of the several systems are welded into one
member, and the lower chords welded into another member, we have
only to sammate the values of :t H, and we obtain the values of the
flange-stresses written against each portion in the left half of the diagram,
Fig. 78, and again represented in the diagram of horizontal flange-stress,
Fig. 79. In the latter diagram, the stepped outline, above the base-line
A C, represents the positive or compressive stresses; while the negative
stresses are represented below the base-line, the dotted stepped line
being the diagram of tensile stress for the lower flange, and the shaded
rectangles being the diagrams of horizontal stress in the inclined ties or
braces. If we include the shaded rectangles at the ends of each hori-
zontal layer or strip of the diagram, it will be seen .that the successive

fif~

<--- b ---~

A.t AJ~

Fig.7B.

AJ~ Br 1~1 1~2 !;3
~

.,"',
t~

1
"'

~fp,

I

strips are the diagrams of - H for the several component systems, and
form together a diagram similar to'the positive diagram. But the shaded
rectangles represent, as before mentioned, the horizontal stress in the
inclined ties, and have no reference to the horizontal flanges of the
girder; and if we exclude them from the diagram it is evident that, in
each bay of the girder, the compressive stress in the upper flange is
greater than the tensile stress in the lower flange.

We may now compare these results with the diagram of flange-stress
which has been constructed (in the previous chapter) for the case of a
panelled plate-webbed girder, and which is reproduced in Fig. 79 by the
dotted polygonal line touching the corners of all the successive steps of
the diagram. Taking a vertical section at any panel point whose distance
from A is denoted by x, we have seen that the flange-stress, by the

. F
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px(L - x)
method of moments, is given by:t H =

2d
. Thus, for instance, at

th t . A th fl t UT I' 11 be + H --po b x 7b
=p

3tb2
= 31.P1'e sec Ion ga4'

e ange-s ress
" - 2d d 2'

In the same way the flange-stress at the next section A2ag will be
:t.H = 6P1' j at the section Ala2 it will be :t H = 7~Pr j and at the
central section it will be :t H = 8Pr. Thus at all the panel points the
angles of the polygonal diagram coincide with the corners of the stepped
diagram; but if the flange-stress is calculated by the method of moments
for each panel point of the Linville girder, it is evidently necessary to
inquire whether the value thus found is to be taken as applying to the
panel on the right hand, or to the panel on the left hand of the vertical
section. An inspection of the stress-diagram shows that, in the upper

flange, the stress p' x(~~
x)

applies to the bar extending towards the

nearest abutment j but in the lower flange the same stress applies to the
bar extending from the joint in question towards the centre of the girder.
Thus at the section A:Pa the flange-stress:!: 6Pr represents the com-
pressive stress in the bar A2Ag, and the tensile stress in the bar aga2;
and in the same way the flange-stress:!: 3!Pr will apply to the bars ..AgA4'
and a4ag respectively.

In any given arrangement of diagonals, a little consideration will show
to which bar the theoretic flange-stress at any joint really applies: and it
is obvious that in the present case it must be taken as applying to the
bars above-mentioned. For if we take the flange-stress at any section,
such as the stress :t 6Pr at the section A2ag, and if we consider the forces
acting to the right and to the left of the pin ag, it will be evident that,
on the right hand, the stress 6Pr must be borne wholly by the bar aga2;
but on the left hand this horizontal pull will be resisted partly by the
direct stress in the bar aga4, and partly by the horizontal component of
the tensile stress in the diagonal agAg. In this way all the horizontal
stresses may be found by the method of moments, if sections are taken
successively at each vertical post j and having written in the stress in
each bar of the flanges, the p.orizontal components in the diagonal ties
may then be found by simple subtraction.l

In regard to the vertical posts, the compressive stresses written in the
diagram are those which take place when the load is applied at the top
of each vertical. If the entire load is attached at the foot of each post,
the compressive stress in each case will be reduced by the amount P; but
the stresses in the remaining members of the girder will be unaltered.

60. If the span is divided into an odd number of panels as in Fig. 80,
. all the systems will be trapezoids, and the stresses will be somewhat

1 It may be observed also that at everyvertical section the bending rn01nentis repre-
sented by the polygonal diagram; but if intermediate sections are taken between the
posts, it must be remembered that the diagonal ties take a share in the moment of
resistance, and must be considered as forming a part of the tension flange of the girder.
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modified. The first or central trapezoid Al Cl will carry a load P on eaGh
{)f the two verticals Blal and BIGI' so that the vertical stress in the
diagonals Alal and alGI will be equal toP, and therefore greater than

p
in the first system of the last example by the amount 2; and the same

difference is carried on through all the other systems. Thus we have
the vertical and horizontal stresses-

.

In the 1st system, Al aI, :t VI = P,
2d

"
A2C2, :t V2 = 2P,

:t HI = Pr
:!:H2 = 2Pr.

And generally-
. In the nth system, :!:Vn = nP, :t Rn = nPr.

The vertical and horizontal stresses in the various members are written
against each bar in the diagram.

The" Linville" truss is generally con~tructed by combining together
the odd and the even systems of panelling, in the manner represented in
Fig. 81, thus doubling the number of bays in a span of given width.
Let N represent the total number of bays in the span, and b the width

2h
of each bay; then r = cotan. () = -. But at each end of the truss thered

will be one diagonal tie in which rl = cotan. ()l= ~ ; because the two sys-d
terns are united at the extreme points As and Os by the employment of
diagonals ASag and °sGg, inclined at a greater angle, as shown in the
diagram. -

The truss shown in Fig. 81 is constructed by simply combining
together the trusses of Figs. 78 and 80, and adding at each end of Fig.

lA2

Fil80

ls,! lB, lc,
« () +

lC2 103 c.A" JA3 lAr

78, the extreme triangles A7ASag. In the combined truss, the width of
panel b is reduced to half its former value, and under the same uniform
load, the panel-weight pb is reduced in the same proportion. But what-
ever its value, let P represent the load on each panel point; then the
vertical and horizontal stresses in each separate system will be expressed
by the same multiples of P as those already found in the previous figures;
and these values are written against each of the diagonals.

We may, however, number the successive systems in the order shown
in Fig. 81, making the primary triangular truss Al al the first system,
and the primary trapezoidal truss A2C2 the second system, and so on.
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Then in the 1st system, Al
°1' we have:!: VI = iP,

2d
"

A202,
"

:!:V2= lP,
3d

"
AgOg,

"
:!:Vg = liP,

""

:!:HI = ip1'
:!:H2 = IPr
:!:Hg = liPr.
C,)

r:i(0
!>if
~

...
:, .

'iy

~

And generally-
n

In the nth System, + V '- - .P- n 2 '
n+H =-.Pr.- " 2
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The stresses in the upper and lower flanges are found by simply
summating the values of :!:H in the same manner as before, and are
written against each bar in the diagram.

When the" Linville" truss is used as a "through" bridge, or when
the roadway is carried upon the lower flange and between the two main
girders, the truss is generally terminated at each end by the inclined
struts AAg and COs, as shown in Fig. 82, which represents in outline the
elevation of the Ohio River Bridge of 415 feet span, erected in 187l.
Between the joints As and Cgthis girder is exactly similar to that shown
in Fig. 81, and we may say that the bridge consists of that truss suspended
at the joints As and Cg by the upright trapezoidal truss AAgOgO. The
totalload suspended at each of those joints will be P(4 + 41 + 1) = 9!P, as
shown at the right end of the diagram; and the horizontal stress throughout
the final system or truss AAgCSC will therefore be :!:H = 9!Prl = 4iPr.
Adding this quantity to the stress in each bar of the flanges, we obtain
the stresses written upon the diagram. The dotted lines represent the
counter-braces which are necessary for the support of the rolling load, but
have no stress under the uniform load. Lastly, in regard to the vertical
posts, if we suppose the uniform load to be carried entirely at the lower
joints, the stresses will have the values written in the diagram; but it is
obvious that, in practice, the weight of the upper flange and of the posts
themselves must be duly considered and added to the compressive stresses
due to the floor-load.

61. Referring now to the Warren girder, we will first suppose that
every joint is loaded with the same weight P, as illustrated for example

A4 a3t ..4z1 aJ

Fig.S3

Et !Ct !az
--*--- l> ~

lC3 C"

,

i "3&. .
!
I

I

I,
i

I

I
i
!

.
I..
:,
...
iFig.M
I

+31r
- ~

A

in the case of Fig. 83. In this truss the road way is carried upon the
upper flange, which is divided into eight panels. Between the upper
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joints or apices of the triangles, vertical posts are introduced by which
the intermediate panel points as,al,Gl and Csare carried upon the lower
joints of the truss.

In the case illustrated,. the first system Al °1 is an upright triangle,
and the succeeding systems A2G2, AsGs, &c., are alternately inverted and
upright trapezoids, and we have-

:!:VI = ~P,
:!:V2= liP,

J: Vn=(n-!)P,

:!:HI = !Pr
:!:R2 = l!Pr
:!:Rn = (n - !) Pr.

These vertical and horizontal components are written against each brace,
and summating the horizontal stresses we have the values of flange-stress
shown in the figure.

In the diagram of horizontal stresses, Fig. 84, the compressive and
tensile stresses are both shown on the upper side of the base-line A C.
The full line is the stepped diagram of stress for the upper flange, and
the dotted line, which is the stepped diagram for the lower flange, is
erected above instead of below the datum. The shaded rectangles are
the diagrams of horizontal stress for the braces, and the dotted polygonal
line crossing these rectangles diagonally is the diagram of flange-stress
for the plate-webbed girder.

It is obvious that by using the method of moments, we may obtain
the same values of flange-stress by taking sections at each successive
joint of the girder. Sections at A3 and at Al will give us the stresses in
the upper flange represented by the corresponding ordinates of the poly-
gonal line; while sections taken at A2 and at B will give the stresses of
the lower flange.

. The diagram shows also that in each bay, the mean of the two
flange-stresses is equal

O2 to the average stress in
, the flanges of the plate-

~
1 girder; and it may be
i observed that the same

!
remark holds good in

: the case of the" Lin-

! ville " truss.
~

ThEj Warren girder

1

is often constructed, as
:t*

iA
shown in F.ig. 85, with-

:tl~rout the intervening ver-

0 tical posts which were
introduced in the last

example. In this case the load is entirely carried upon the upper Joints;
the width of unsupported panel b will now be twice as great as before,
and the panel load pb will be twice as great. But let P represent the

Az AJ
Fig.85~!

lOl

,,....,
Fig.86.:,,
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panel load = pb, and let the slope of the braces be denoted as before by

r = cotan. () =~. The central load at B will be carried across the space
2d

.AICl, by the first system consisting of two trusses; viz., the triangle
alBcl' and the inverted trapezoid Alalcl Cl, The second system will, in
like manner, consist of the two remaining trapezoids, which carry the
pair of weights at Al and Cl, across the span A2C2.

The vertical and horizontal stresses in each truss of the several
systems will be as follows-

Trusses of 1st system, Al Cl, :t VI = !P,

"
2d" A2C2, :t V2 = l~P,

"
nth" :t Vn = (n - ~)P,

:tRl = !Pr
:tR2= l~Pr
:t Rn = (n -- ~)Pr.

Summating the flange-stresses in each truss of the several systems,
we have the values given numerically in the figure, and represented
geometrically in the diagram, Fig. 86. The latter diagram is drawn in
the same way as Fig. 84, and may be compared with it.

Each of the bridges shown in Figs. 83 and 85 may be turned upside
down, and the roadway being in that case attached to the lower flange,
the stresses in the various bars will be unaltered in value but reversed
in character.

62. If we combine together the upright and the inverted forms of
the Warren girder, we obtain the lattice girders illustrated in Fig. 87
and Fig. 89. In the case of Fig. 87, the two systems are united by
vertical posts or ties at each panel point, and a question then arises as to
how much of the panel load will be carried by those verticals; for it will
be observed that we have here a combination of two systems, each offering
to carry the same element of the load.

Take for example the simple case illus-
trated in Fig. 91; in which the girder con-
sists of two bays only, and is loaded with a
central weight suspended as in the figure.
It is obvious that this weight may be
carried by the triangle aBc, but the in-
verted triangle AbC is equally capable of
carrying it. If we begin to inquire in what
proportions the load will be divided between these two trusses, the first
thing that we notice is that the upright triangle" can receive no load
at all except through the tension of the tie Bb j and the strain or
stretching of that tie will be the measure of its stress, and, therefore,
of the load suspended upon the apex B. But the strain of each of the
vertical members is bound up with the relative deflections of the two
trusses.

Leaving the question of elastic deflection for the present, we may
first suppose that, in Fig. 87, the panel-weights are attached in such a

Fig.91
B
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manner that one half of each is carried by the upper joint of the truss
and the other half transmitted by the post to the lower joint. Then, if
we regard the lattice girder as composed of two Warren girders similar
to Fig. 83 (one upright and the other inverted), the load on each joint,
and the stress in each diagonal brace, will be exactly half the value
given in Fig. 83; and summa~ing the horizontal components, as before,
we obtain the flange-stresses written against each bar in Fig. 87 and
again represented in the diagram Fig. 88. In the latter diagram, the

.Ah ~~ ."d <;:"-. A~l (;~ .AI!
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dotted lines of the stepped figure represent the diagram of compressive
stress in the upper flange, and the shaded rectangles are the diagrams of
horizontal stress in the diagonal struts. The negative or tension diagram
is exactly similar. Comparing this diagram with the polygonal line, it
will be noticed that in every bay of this girder, the stress in each flange
is equal to the average stress in the flange of the plate girder.

We will now suppose that the vertical connecting members are total1y
ineffective, or that they are omitted from the structure, as in the case of
the girder shown in Fig. 89. The system BCIC2c3C4will be situated
under the same conditions as the girder of Fig. 85, and the stresses in
those diagonals may be written in accordingly. But the remaining
system BC1C2CSc4will be similar to Fig. 85, inverted and loaded at the
upper joints. The bars Alb and Clb will have no stress; and the system
will commence with the trapezoid BC1c2' The vertical components in the
remaining diagonals being written in accordingly, and the horizontal
components summated in the manner before described, we obtain the
stresses. given in the figure. The diagram of horizontal stress, Fig. 90,
may be compared with that given in Fig. 88. The entire diagram
(including the shaded rectangles) is the same on the positive and nega-
tive sides, as it must always be; but the stress in the lower flange is
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greater than in the upper, although the mean value of the stress in the
two flanges is the same as before.

63. The same methods may be applied to other cases, in which the
span is divided into an odd -number of bays, or to others in which the
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bracing is reduplicated. The results obtained will vary a little in each
case, but in every instance the rnean value of the stress in the two
flanges will, in each bay, be the same as that indicated by the polygonal
line inscribed in the parabolic curve. The mean height of the parabola
being two-thirds of its maximum height, the mean stress in the flanges

of the plate girder (continuously loaded) will be pL2; and if N is the
12d

number of panels (determined by the points of imposition of the load),
the mean height of the polygonal diagram (having N sides) will be

i~;(1- ~2). This value, therefore, represents the average stress -in the

flanges of every parallel lattice girder, and is exactly one-half of the
stress in the boom of the" Bollman " or " Fink" truss, and exactly two-
thirds of the stress in the trapezoidal truss illustrated in No. 37.

64. In the foregoing survey and classification of bridge-structures, it
will be observed that we have completed a sort of circular tour, beginning
and ending with the parallel girder. In the first instance the girder
was considered as a simple structure or beam, carrying the whole uniform
load by its resistance to transverse bending; but in the present chapter it
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has been regarded as a composite structure or truss. These two aspects
represent the ideas which have formed the basis of English and American
practice respectively. In England the simple beam was refined into a
plate girder, and the plate web was improved by the substitution of
diagonal bracing. But in America, bridge-construction was at first very
largely carried out in timber, or in combinations of timber and wrought
iron; and these materials were framed together in various forms of truss,
from which the wrought-iron trusses of the Linville, Whipple, and other
types have been developed.

The forms of lattice girder which have been reached by these two
opposite lines of progress, are practically identical in principle; but the
same difference of fundamental ideas still marks the character of girder-
construction as carried out in the two countries. In American girders
(or trusses, as they are still called), each member is treated as having a
separate and simple function to perform; but in England, although the
subdivision of function is allowed in theory, yet in practice all the
members are riveted up together so as to make the girder, as far as
possible, a rigid whole, resembling in some degree the solid beam from
which it is derived.
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OHAPTER VII.

THE THEORETICAL WEIGHT OF BRIDGES.

65. For many purposes it is useful to have at our command some
means of estimating approximately the weight of metal that will be
required in the construction of a bridge of any given design, in which
the span and the total load are known or assumed beforehand. In any
case such a calculation may be used as the basis of an approximate esti-
mate of cost j but in the case of large bridges the calculation must be
made for the purpose of ascertaining what is the actual dead-weight to
be carried; for in addition to the" useful" load (or the weight of train
and roadway) 1 we have also to consider the weight of the girder itself as
part of its gross load. In the case of very large bridges the weight of the
structure itself becomes so great in comparison with the useful load, that
the calculation is of still greater importance as indicating the comparative
economy 2 of different designs, and determining the question whether the
bridge can be built at all.

n is obvious that the weight, or the cubic quantity of metal, in any
prismatic member will depend only on its length and the area of its cross-
section; the length of each member is given in the design its'elf, while
the sectional area is generally made nearly proportional to the stress which
each particular member has to bear, subject to certain limitations to be
presently mentioned. 1Ve shall here consider only the duty of carrying
the uriiform dead load, for which the stresses have been already found;
but the same method of calculation will be applicable to the other distri-
butions of load that remain to be dealt with.

66. Diagram of Metal-In the last division of ourxsubject, the
bending moment was analysed into its two factors-depth of girder and
stress of flange; and now we have to analyse in the same way the flange-
stress, which is the product of two quantities, viz., sectional area of
flange and intensity of "working stress." Here again there are two
opposite cases to consider. .

1 By a cUriouA, but very common, inversion of terms, the adjective" useful" is
applied to that portion of the gross load which renders no assistance to the main-girders
in the performance of their function. The use of the word indicates-not that the load
is especially useful, but that the carrying of this load is the useful function of the
bridge.

.

2 The sense in which" economy" is here meant, and its value in bridge-construction,

were referred to in the Introduction.
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First, We may have (in a parallel girder) a lmiform section of flange
throughout, and a varying intensity of stress; in this case the diagram
of flange-stress will represent, on a certain scale, a diagram of stress-
intensity~' but the uses of the diagram in this capacity will be trea.ted in .
the next chapter.

Secondly, We may adopt a uniform standard intensity of working
-

stress, giving to the flange therefore a varying sectional area; and in this
case the diagram of flange-stress will become a diagram of metal. This
is the purpose for which we now have to employ the diagrams that have
been traced in the last chapter and in Chapter IV.

67. Weight of Metal in terms of Stress.-
Let S represent the actual stress in any bar, in tons.

t, the working intensity of tensile stress, in tons per square incb,
c, the working intensity of compressive stress, in tons per square inch;

then the sectional area that we must adopt for the bar will be at least ~
t

in the case of a tie, and ~ in the case of a strut.
c

In well-designed ironwork the areas will be made to approximate to
tbese values as closely as possible; but there will always be some waste
which cannot be avoided, and we must therefore make allowance for the
following items, viz.-

1st. The loss of effective area by rivet-holes.
2d. The weight of the rivet-beads.
3d~- The weight of cover-plates for the joints.
4th. The unavoidable excess of the actual section, in some places,

above the theoretic area, owing either to the impracticable thinness of
the theoretic section, or to the difficulty of producing in practice a
member of tapering form. This allowance may perhaps be extended so
as to include the weight of connections between the members.

We may allow for all these items of waste by adding a certain per-
centage, or by multiplying the net theoretic sectional area by a coefficient
K to be derived from actual examples.l

.

A bar of wrought iron, one foot in length, with a sectional area of one
square inch, weighs 3'34 Ibs., or 0'03 cwt., or 0'0015 ton.2 If a bar has
to bear a tensile stress of 1 ton, its net sectional area in square inches

will be ~, and its gross sectional area in square inches, including waste,
t

will be equivalent to .!5-; its weight per lineal foot will therefore be
t

"'It= '0015 .~ ; and in like manner, if the bar is a strut adapted to bear at

1 '1'he value of K will vary according to the construction of the member, and will be
conRidered hereafter.

2 For steel, an addition of about 2 per cent. may be made.
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compressive stress of 1 ton, its weight per foot lineal will be expressed

by'Y = '0015 ~.C le
We shall use the symbols Yeand 'Yt for the practical weight of all

tension and compression members per foot lineal, and per ton of stress,
reserving for future consideration the proper values of the working stresses
e and t,. and we shall keep separate the calculated weights of the flanges and
those of the web or bracing, so that a special working stress may be taken
for the bracing, if that should appear desirable. Therefore if s represents
the length of any member in feet, and S the direct stress, the weight of
the member will be SSYc, or SSYt, for struts and ties respectively.

68. Stress and Weight of an Inclined Bar.- We have already
found, in each class of bridge-construction, the horizontal and vertical
components of the stress in the various members, and the values thus
found wilL apply to any girder or structure of the specified type, what-
ever may be the angle of the inclined bars, or the proportion of length to
depth of girder j but we have not worked out the actual numerical value
of the dired stresses in the inclined bars for two reasons-1st, because
the values so found would only be applicable to one particular case, and
will vary with every arbitrary variation in the proportions of the design j
and 2dly, because it is a very simple matter to find the direct stress in
any given case, when the horizontal or the vertical component is known.

In Fig. 92 let BC represent the inclined tie in any American truss,
or in the bracing of a girder, or in the chain of a suspension bridge j and
let A C and AB be horizontal and ver-
ticallines .drawn from its extremities.
In the usual order of designing the
structure, AC and AB are first deter-
mined, and to find the length of the
inclined tie we have 82= h2 + v2. Also
let Fig. 93 be a precisely similar.
triangle representing the direct stress S and the horizontal and ver-
tical components Hand V. Then to find the direct stress, we have
S2=H2+ V2, 01'-

Fig.92.
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Now if these two diagrams are drawn to the same dimensions, it will
be obvious, without any lengthy demonstration, that Ss = Rh + Vv.

Therefore we have at once the weight of any inclined bar in terms
of its horizontal and vertical compQnents (of stress and length)
SSYt = ye(Hh + Vv) j and adding together the weights of the different
members as found by this formula, we may easily obtain the total theo-
retical weight of any bridge structure.

The products Rh are represented by the areas of the several diagrams
of horizontal stress which were considered in the last chapter j and it
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would not be difficult to construct also diagrams of the vertical height
and vertical stress, whose area should indicate in like manner the
second term of the above equation, or the products Vv.

69. Example.-To illustrate the general method of calculation, we
may take the girder shown in Fig. 78, in which the stresses have already'

been considered. The horizontal length of every bar is h = b = ~, 'except-

ing the vertical posts in which h = O. The vertical height of !3very bar
is v = D, excepting the flanges in which v = O. Then comm~tlcing with
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the tension members, and reading off from the diagram the horizontal and
vertical stresses, we have the following values for either half of the
girder, viz. :-

Tension membe1's-
Inclined Ties ~. Rh = Prb(k + lk + 2k + 3!) = 8Prb

~. Vv =PD(k + lk+2k + 3!)=8PD
Weight ='}'tP(8rb+8D)

Lower Chord ~ .Rh = Prb(7 k+ 6 + 3!) = 17Prb
~.Vv=O

Weight = '}'tP(17rb)

In estimating the weight of the compression members, we shall omit
the end-pillar A4A, supposing the abutments to be carried up and the
girder to be supported at the upP,er joint upon a bed-plate; then halving
the central post, we have for the half-girder A4B :-

Comp1.essionmembe1.s-

Vertical posts ~ .Rh = 0
~. Vv =PD(k+ lk+ 2!+ 3!)= 8PD

Weight = '}'cP(8D)
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Upper chord ~'Rh=Prb(8+7!+6+3!)=25Pl'b
~'Vv =0

Weight = '}'cP(251'b).

It will be more convenient, however, to express the several weights
in terms of the whole dead load pL, the span L, and the depth D, or the

ratio of span to depth, viz., R = ~; and if N is the number of panels, we

pL R L
have in the case before us, P = N'

r =
N'

b = N; therefore-

. RL D
Prb=pL'N3; and PD=pL'N'

Then taking both halves of 1he girder together, the weights will be
as follows :-

Tension members-

Lower chord,

= '}'tPL(~~RL + 2D)
=

" (~; RL+ 0)

Inclined ties, weight

"

Total weight of ties = '}'t.PL(~~RL + 2D)

Compression members-

Vertical posts, weight

Upper chord,

='}'cpL( 0 + 2D)

= " (~RL + 0)

Total weight of struts = '}'cPL(~~ RL + 2D )

"

These values will apply to any girder of the type given, i.e., a parallel
girder of eight equal bays, with a single web-system of vertical posts and
inclined ties, whatever may be the ratio of length to depth.

70. It will be noticed that in the last example the total weight of all
the ties is expressed by the same numerical coefficients as those which
give the total weight of all the struts, and this is only one example of a
general rule which we may now. briefly consider, as it will serve to
simplify the calculations.

Let all compressive stresses be taken as positive, and all tensile
stresses as negative, and proceed to consider their algebraical sum. At
any vertical section through the girder, ~. R = 0; and as this must be
true at any and every vertical section, it follows that for any slice of
girder contained between two vertical sections, ~. Rh = 0; and therefore
for the whole girder ~. Rh = O. This means that the entire positive and
negative diagrams of horizontal stress must have the same figure and the
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same area-which indeed we have seen to be the case in each example.
Next imagine a horizontal section to be taken through the whole girder,
and consider the vertical forces. If the load pL is on the top of the
girder, while the supports are at the base, we shall have ~>V = pL; but
suppose the entire load (as well as the supporting forces) to be applied at .
the lower horizontal flange of the girder, then L' V = 0, and 2;' Vv = 0,
and consequently 2;.Ss = O. In this case, therefore, the sum of the pro-
ducts Ss for all the struts must necessarily be equal to the sum of the
negative products - Ss for all the ties. The same thing will be true if the
entire load and the supporting forces are applied at the joints of the
upper horizontal flange, as supposed in the calculation of Art. 69 for the'
bridge shown in Fig. 78.

It may be worth while to notice here that economy of. construction is
often sought to be obtained by reducing the length and the stress of the
compression members; and it is perhaps sometimes imagined that this
may be done by some skilful arrangement of the parts of a girder; but
the rule above pointed out, and exemplified throughout the following
calculations, shows that it is impossible, by any arrangement of the parts
of a girder, to make the sum 2;.Ss for the struts less than the sum
- 2;.Ss for the ties. This can only be done by subjecting the structure

as a whole to a pair of external opposite pulls, as in the case of a suspen-
sion bridge, or in the case of a girder supported at the upper flange and
loaded at the lower flange. If the structure is not subjected to such
external pulls, the theoretical weight of all the struts must be equal to
that of the ties, whatever may be the arrangement of the component
members.

Referring now to the vertical forces, it is obvious that the statement
~. V = 0 will only be true if the entire load is applied at those joints
which are at the same level as the bed plates. If the entire load is
appli~d at the top and the supporting forces at the base, the whole girder
is subjected to a pair of compressive forces, and 2;'V = pL; therefore we
have t6 add to the calculated weight of the vertical posts or compression
members the quantity )'cpLD; which, in the case of Fig. 78, represents
the weight of the two terminal posts A4A and a4c~. and generally when
the load is applied in this manner, its effect will be to add 1 to the
numerical coefficient of D in the expression for the vertical compression
members or vertical components; while the expression for the metal of
the horizontal flanges will remain unaltered.

Again, if we wish to be very accurate in this calculation, it will per-
haps be hardly sufficient to assume that the whole load is applied at one
line of joints; thus in the case of a "through" bridge, although the weight
of the roadway together with that of the lower flange and wind-bracing
and about half the weight of the web, are actually applied at the lower
joints, yet there remains about half the weight of the girder itself, which
must be taken as a separate load applied at the upper joints. In very
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large bridges it will be necessary to make this detailed calculation for.
each case; but in bridges of moderate dimensions the load may be
treated as applied wholly at the line of joints corresponding with the
level of the roadway, as this assumption will not sensibly affect the
estimate for the weight of metal. .

71. Following the method described in Art. 69, the theoretic weight
of metal in any other type of bridge may be expressed in terms of its
load and its leading dimensions; and, as in the example already worked
out, the expression for the weight of the ties will have the general
form- .'

Wt = YtpL(aRL + (3D)
and for the struts-

Wc= YcpL(aRL + (3D)

in which a and (3 are numerical coefficients depending upon the type of
bridge-construction. The value of these numerical coefficients for the
different forms of bridge are given in detail in Tables 1 to 16. In each
Table the span is supposed to be successively divided into the number of
panels N, as indicated at the head of each column; and the coefficients
will aI?ply to any bridge of the type specified and consisting of N panels,
whatever may be the angle of the inclined bars.

As regards many of these designs, it will not be difficult to express
the weight of metal by a general formula which shall be applicable for
any arbitrary value of N;

.

although in some cases the formula would be
somewhat cumbersome, and, therefore, less useful than the Tables. We
shall.briefly refer to a few of the most important cases.

72. In the case of a parallel girder, with a plate web, and with a
load uniformly distributed, the average stress in each flange according to

the parabolic diagram is i x ~; = pL .~ ; and therefore for each flange

the coefficient will be-

a=l 12 (1)

If, however, the load is divided between cross-bearers spaced at equal
intervals and dividing the span into N equal bays, the diagram becomes
an inscribed polygon of N sides, whose area is equal to that of the para-

bola multiplied by (1 - ~2). Therefore, for each flange, the coefficient

will be-

a=-~ (l-~ )12 N2
(2)

J
.

In every parallel girder, the above formula (2) will give the mean
value of the coefficients for the two flanges; but when the ties of the
lattice-web are inclined at a different angle from that of the struts, the
coefficient for one flange is increased, and the coefficient for the other
flange diminished.

G
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73: Table 1 refers to parallel girders with a single bracing of inclined
ties and vertical struts, and the coefficients will apply either to through
bridges or deck bridges, supposing the latter to be supported at the ends
of the upper chord. If the span is divided into an even number of
panels, the coefficient for the vertical posts is-

N
/3=-

4

and the coefficients for the inclined ties will be-

l N
a=

4N'
and /3=4

The coefficient for the upper flange will then be-

a = l2 (1 - ~2) + 8~

and for the lower flange-

a=-L (l-1- )- ~12 N2 8N

(3)

"4)(

(5)

(6)

On the other hand, if N is an odd number, the values are slightly altered,
as shown in Table la. The formulre for this case are not difficult to
deduce, but the Table will probably suffice.

Table 2 gives the weight of metal in a Linville girder, with double
bracing; while Table 3 refers to a Linville girder of the same general
type, but terminated at each end by an inclined strut instead of a vertical
post.

74. Table 4 relates to the Warren girder, used as a deck bridge.
Each main panel is subdivided by a vertical post, and N represents the
total number of subdivisions.

For the vertical posts-

/3=!

For the diagonal struts the coefficientswill be-

N-2 N-2
a=8N2' and /3=-S

(7)

(8)

On the other hand, the values for the diagonal ties will be-

N + 2 N +2
a= 8N2' and /3=-S (9)

'v

The coefficients for the flanges will be-

Dpper flange,. a = T\-( 1 - ~2) + 4~2

Lower flange, . a = 1~2(1 - ~2) - 4~2

(10)

(ll)
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Table 4a gives the values for the same girder when inverted and used
as a through bridge; the stresses being exactly reversed, the coefficient
for each member in its inverted position remains the same.

.

Table 5 refers to the Warren girder without verticals; and whether
this girder is used as a deck bridge, or in its inverted form as a through
bridge, the coefficients for the struts and for the ties have the same value.
If N is any mIen number, we shall have, for each flange-

a = l2 (1 - ~2) (12)

and for the diagonal struts or diagonal ties the coefficients will be-

1 N
a=-, and [3=-

16N 4
(13)

75. Table 6 refers to the lattice-girder with single intersections, and
the given values are calculated upon the assumption mentioned in Art.
62, viz., that half the load at each panel-point is transmitted through
the vertical member, so that the whole load is by this means equally
divided between the upper and lower joints; and it is also assumed that
the load is attached to the girder at the same level as the supporting
forces, which may be either at the top or bottom of the girder or at any
intermediate level. It follows that the coefficient for the whole series of
vertical posts (including the end-pillars) will be-

N-I[3=
2N

(14)

and the same for the vertical ties.
For each flange we shall have again-

a= 112(1- ~2)
(15)

and if N is an even nurn.be:r:,the coefficients for the diagonal struts or
diagonal ties, will be-

1 N
a=-, and [3=-8N 8

(16)

76. Turning to the" Fink" truss (Table 7) we have for the main
boom-

a = i(1 - ~2) . I. . (17)

The coefficienta will also have the same value for the whole group of
inclined ties as already shown in Art. 56; while the coefficient [3 for
:both ties and posts will have the values given in the Tables.

77. In the case of the Bollman truss (Table 8) and the straight link
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suspension bridge (Table 9), the coefficient for the inclined ties, as shown
in Art. 53, are~

a=i(l- ~2}
and f3= N;- 1

and the same values will apply respectively to the horizontal boom and
the vertical posts of the Bollman truss. In the suspension bridge there
is no boom, but we have to consider the metal of the end pillars or
towers; and in every such ease we shall only calculate the metal required

to carry the load of the central span, o~ the load pL. N
~

1, which is sus-

pended from the towers by the group of inclined ties. If the suspension
bridge consists of two side spans in addition to the central span, the
total load on the towers will be nearly double this amount because the
towers will have to support, in addition, the vertical component of the
stress in the backstays; but whatever ve~tical force may be impressed
upon the towers by the inclined backstays or chains of the side spans,
we shall suppose it to be carried by a separate column, or pillar, as shown
in the skeleton illustrations of No. H:and No. 12 in Plate B; and the
metal of this separate column will be treated as belonging to the side span
and not to the central span.

78. Referring now to Tables 10, H, and 12, we may remark that
the coefficients for the inclined struts or ties have the same value in each
of the three structures therein referred to. Table 10 gives the calculation
for the members of an upright trapezoidal truss; while Table 11 refers
to the corresponding form of straight link suspension bridge, and Table 12
refers to the same type of structure when used as a purely cantilever
bridge; the structure being supposed, in the last case, to be divided at the
centre into two halves, each of which forms an independent cantilever.

The coefficients for the inclined members in each of these three
designs will have the values~

1 1 N-1
a =

12 + 6N2
and f3= -W-

(18)

(19)

For the boom of the cantilever bridge (Table 12) the value of a is
same as above given; but for the upper boom of the trapezoidal truss
(Table 10), and the horizontal tie of the suspension bridge (Table H),
that coefficient will have the value-

1 1
a=24 - 6N2

It will be noticed that the coefficient for the hQrizontal tie of the
trapezoidal truss has the constant value~

(20)

a -.l-8 . (21)

In each example given in the :rabIes, N is always an even number,
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the central system being a triangle. If the span is divided into an odd
number of bays the formulce become slightly altered. The stresses in
these types of bridge were considered in Arts. 54 and 55.

79. Lastly, we may turn to the parabolic bowstring, and the equili-
brated arch and suspension bridge, forming the Second and Third Groups
illustrated in Tables A and B in Chapter V.; and to the series of poly-
gonal trusses ard funicular polygons comprised in the same groups and
illustrated in Tables C and D.

Let N represent the number of equal bays into which the span is
divided; then if N = 2, the truss or polygon becomes a triangle; if
N = 3, it becomes a single trapezoid; and these forms of truss having
already been considered under different groups, it remains only to deal
with polygonal trusses of four or more sides.

In every case the horizontal stress in the several bars of the polygon
has the same value throughout, while the vertical stress in each bar is
proportional to the vertical height subtended by the bar, and summating
these vertical stresses and vertical heights, we obtain the values of {3
given in Table 13, which refers to polygonal bowstring girders. If N is
an even number, the depth of the truss D at the central joint will be
equal to the depth of the circumscribing parabola; and the horizontal

stress being H = ~~ = pL .~, the coefficient will be-

a=.g. (22)

which will apply to the horizontal tie as well as to the polygonal bow.
The total load carried by the vertical rods at the joints of the polygon

will be pL .N~ 1, and their averageheight willbe iD x N; 1. There-

fore the coefficient for the vyhole series of verticals will be-

f3 = i(1 - ~2) (23)

and the coefficient{3 for the inclined bars of the polygon will have the
same value.

On the other hand, if N is any odd number, the coefficient will be-

a=t(1-~2) and {3=i . (24)

The above values will apply not only to the bow of the bowstring,
but also to the polygonal arch, and the chain of the polygonal suspension
bridge, as shown in Tables 14 and 16.

In the case of the arch, if the roadway is carried at the level of the
crown, the coefficient for the vertical spandril pillars, including the ter-
minal pillars as shown in No. 8 of Plate A will be~
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For N = any even number, {3= t (1 + ;2) .

For N = any odd number, {3= t .

(25)

(26)

and in either case the coefficients for the arch and spandrils together
will be-

a=-§- and {3= 1 . (27)

In the case of the suspension bridge the values for the chain are
precisely the same as those given for the linear arch; and the vertical
suspending rods take the place of the spandril pillars; the extreme ver-
ticals at each I?nd are, however, no part of the suspension system, but are
towers or columns bearing the whole suspended load. For the vertical
towers, therefore-

N -1
{3=-

N
(28)

Finally, we may consider the parabolic curve of an arch or suspension
chain as being equivalent to a polygon having a very large number of
sides, each side of the polygon subtending the very short horizontal

length b= L; and making N a very large number, or N = aJ, we have
N

for the weight of metal in the parabolic linear arch, or the parabolic sus-
pension chain, the coefficients-

a=-§- and {3=! . (29)

Also if N = aJ, the coefficient for the vertical spandril pillars of the
arch, or the vertical suspenders of the chain bridge, will be-

{3-.l-3 (30)

80. It may be well to remark that the foregoing formulre and Tables
must be taken only as representing the quantity which they profess to
give, viz., a summation of the lengths of the several members multiplied
by a theoretic sectional area proportional to the direct stress in each
member. We have traced out a simple and convenient method of
making this summation for each type of bridge, and in such a form that
the coefficients in each case are applicable to any arbitrary ratio of depth
to span. The quantities thus found must of necessity form the first
foundation of any study of economics in bridge-construction; but it is
quite obvious that before they can be applied to such a purpose, or to the
detailed computation of the weight of any proposed structure, there are a
number of questions that still remain to be considered.

In the first place the value of 'YeandYt, or the specific weight of
members per ton of stress, has yet to be considered; and it will be found
that these are not always constant quantities for a whole set qf members,
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and this will be especially noticeable in the case of long struts carrying
a comparatively light load, as, for instance, in the central portion of the
web-bracing of the parallel girder.

Again, the quantities that have been determined in this chapter relate
only to the mass of metal required to carry a uniform load, and when
the rolling load is considered it will be found that a somewhat different
set of stresses will have to be provided for. In some types of bridge,
as, for instance, in the Warren and single lattice-girder, the new stresses
will necessitate only a certain alteration in the relative sectional areas
of some of the members; but in the LinvilIe girder it will be necessary
to introduce, for the support of the rolling load, certain counterbraces
which are not required for the uniform load; while the parabolic bow-
string will then require a whole system of diagonal bracing which is
theoretically useless for the uniform load, and has therefore not been
included hitherto in the estimated weight of metal.

In the same way the linear arch, which in theory is equilibrated
under the uniform load, must be regarded as merely an ideal structure
whose form and construction will have to be materially altered before
it can be adapted to the purpose of carrying a rolling load. On the
other hand, the common flexible suspension bridge may be considered
as being fully represented, for all practical purposes, by the parabolic
chain and vertical suspenders of Table 16, so far at least as thes~
essential members of the structure are concerned; and the same may be
said of the Fink truss and the Bollman truss, illustrated in Tables 7 and
,8, and also of the derived straIght link suspension bridge of Table 9;
but the forms of straight link bridge treated in Tables 11 and 12 will
require some special consideration in regard to the effect of the rolling
load.

It will of course be understood that, in every case, the Tables and
Formulre refer only to the main girders or the principal longitudinal
superstructure of the bridge, and do not include any metal that may
be required for the cross-girders, stringers, or distributing girders, forming
the platform of the bridge. These details, as well as t~e construction of
the necessary windbracing, and the transverse stiffening of the structure,
must be considered separately for each type and variety of bridge; and
it will also be necessary to treat separately each type of bridge-construc-
tion as regards the effect of the rolling load and the structural provision
that must be made for its support.

81. We may here illustrate the application of the Tables by taking
the case of a common suspension bridge having a span of 700 feet and a
versine of 70 feet, or loth of the span, corresponding nearly with the
actual dimensions of the Clifton suspension bridge. Assuming, for the
sake of example, that the working stress is 5 tons per square inch in the
main chains, and 4 tons in the vertical suspenders, we may take it that
the percentage of "waste metal" in a chain composed of edge-links
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with swelled ends will amount to about 20 per cent. including the
connecting pins; so that for the main chains we may estimate that

1'20x'0015 . .
K = 1'20 and Yt =

5
- '00036; whIle for the vertIcal rods we

may perhaps take the same percentage of waste to include end connec-
. 1'20 x '0015

hons, and Yt =
4

- '00045.

Then if we have to provide for a total dead and live load of 2! tons
per foot lin., or a gross load of 2! x 700 = 1750 tons uniformly distributed,
the curve of the equilibrated chain will be a parabola, and the weight of
the whole chains from tower to tower will be-

'00036 x 1750{(380x 700) + (! x 70)} = 581 tons,

or say 16'6 cwt. per foot of span.
At the centre of the span the tensile stress will be 1750 x 18°= 2187'5

tons, requiring a sectional area of 437'5 squar~ inches; and adding 20
per cent. for waste metal, the weight of the chain at this point will be
525 x 0'03 = 15'75 cwt. per foot. But as we proceed from the centre
towards each tower, the direct stress increases with the increasing secant
of the angle of inclination, while the length of chain subtended by one
foot of horizontal length increases in the same proportion; and if the
sectional area of the chain is at all points proportional to the direct stress,
its weight will be given by the above calculation.

If the road way is carried in a horizontal line forming a tangent with
the parabolic chain, the average length of the vertical .suspenders will
be i x 70 = 23'33 feet, and the weight of the whole series will be-

'00045 x 1750 x i x 70 = 18'375 tons.

This brings the total weight of chain and suspenders to 600 tons;
but it will be observed that we have taken the entire load as attached to
the lower ends of the verticals, whereas the weight of the main chains
will, of course, form no part of their load; and if we reduce the load on
the verticals by 581 tons, we may perhaps make a corresponding reduc-
tion of about 6 tons in the estimated weight of the verticals; which only
amounts, however, to 1 per cent. upon the total estimate.



N=4. N=6. N=8. N=10.

a f3 a f3 a f3 a f3
-------- - - - - - - - -
sTRuTs-

Upper flange 7 22 50 95
43

... 63
... -83 .,.

le3
...

Vertical,posts ... 1
"

1~ ... 2 ... 2~
- -

I

~-

-

I ~~-=-1
- -

Total 7
1 P

95 21
43 "2 103 2

TIES- - - - - - -
Lower flange 3 13 34 70

43
...

63
...

83
.,.

103
...

Diagonal braces. 4 1 9 1.1 16 2
25 21

43 63 2 83 103 "2

- - - - - - -
Total

I

7 1 22 11 50 2 95 2.1
43 63 2. 83 103 2
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TABLES OF THE THEORETIO WEIGHT OF l\IETAL, FOR THE
DEAD LOAD ONLY.

vVeight = W = ~'ypL( aRL + (3D).

TABLEI.-Parallel Girders, with Vertical Posts and Inclined Ties of the
Type shown in Fig. 201, Plate I.

TABLE1a.-Parallel Girders, with Vertical Posts and Inclined Ties,

divided into an odd Nurnbe1' of Panels.

N=3. N=5. N=7. N=9.

a f3 f3 f3 f3a a a
--------

STRUTS-

Upper flange

Vertical posts

13 34 70
53 73 93

2 6 12 20
"3 5" '1 9

~2-13~ 34""12
1

7020. 33 "3 53 5" ]:3 '7 93 "9

~~I~-~-~-
2 2

I

' 6 6 12 12 20 20
33

' 3 53 5" 73 '[ 93 g-

.
1

3 -2

I

'

13 tJ
!

' 34 12 70 20
33 3 53 5 73 7 93 "9

3
33

Total

TIES-

Lower flange

Diagonal braces

Total



N=14.

a f3

STRUTS-

Upper flange 273. 143 ...

Vertical posts . ... 2
-

Total 273 2. 143-TIES-

Lower flange
182. 143 ...

Diagonal braces. 91 2143
-

Total 273 2. 143

280 408
163 183
1~0 21 153 21 21163 183 "2

400 21 561
2~163 :{ 183

N=14. N=16. N=18. N=20.

a f3 a f3 a f3 a f3- - - - - - -STRUTS-
Upper flange 254 378 536 732

143 ...
163

... 183 ...
203 ...

inclined struts 13 13 15 15 17 17 19 19
143 14 163 16 183 18 203 20

.Vertical posts 10 15 21 28...
14

...
16 ...

18
...

20
- - - - - - - -

Total 267 23 393 .30 553 38 751 47
143 14 163 16 183 18 203 20

TIES- -- - - -- --- ---
Lower flange 201 302 433 598

143
...

163 '" 183 ...
203 ...

Diagonal braces.. 66 21 91 28 120 36 153 45. 143 14 163 16 183 18 203 20

Vertical ties 2 2 2 2...
14

...
16

..,
18

...
20

- - - - - - -- -
Total 267 23. .393 30 553 38 751 47

143 14 163 16 183 18 203 20
I \
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TABLE2.-Pamllel Girders, Linville Type, Double Bmcing.
< Plate 1, Fig. 208.

N=16.
I

N==18. N=20.

_~~~I~~~
400
163

760
203

561
183

21 2~ 21
-

400 21. 561 21. 760

I

2.3.
1~ 4 1~ 2 2~ 4

---------

TABLE 3.-Linville Gi1'ders, 1.vith Inclined Te1'minal Struts.

Plate I, Fig. 213.



N=8. N=12. N=16. N=20.

a f3 a f3 a f3 a f3
----- - - - -- - - - -
sTRuTs-

Upper flange .44 146 344 670.
83 ... 123 ... 163 .,. 203 ...

Diagonal struts.
6 6 15 15 28 28 45 45
83 8 123 12 163 16 203 20

Vertical posts
4 6 8 10

...
8

...
12

...
16

...
20

- - - -

I

372
- - -

Total 50 11 161 It 21- 715 2t83 123 163 4 203- - - - -- - -
TIEs-

I

Lower flange
40 140 336 660
83 ... 123

...
163

... 203 ...

Diagonal ties 10 10 21 21 36 36 55 55. . .
83 8 123 12 163 16 203 20

- - - - - - - -
Total

50 11
161 It 372 21

715
2i. 83 123 163 203

N=8. N=12. N=16. N=20.

a f3 a f3 a f3 a f3
----- - - - - - - - -
sTRuTs-

Upper flange 40 140 336 660
83 ... 123 ... 163 ... 203 ...

Diagonal struts. 10 ]0 21 21 36 36 55 55
83 "8 123 12 163 16 203 20

- - - - - - - -
Total

50 11 161 13 372
21

715 23. 83 "4 123 "4 163 203 "4- - - - -- - -
TIEs-

Lower flange
44 146 344 670

'. .
' 83

...
123 ...

163
... 203 ...

Diagonal braces.
6 6 15 15 28 28 45 45. 83, t\ 123 12 163 16 203 20

Vertical ties 4 6 8 10... 8 ...
1~

...
16

... 20
- - - - - - - -

Total 50
11

161
It 372

21
715. 83 123 163

I

203
2Q

4
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TABLE4.- WaJ'ren Girders, n'ith Intermediate Verticals.
Plate I, :Fig. 203a.

Deck Bridge.

TABLE4a.- Warren Girder, with Intermediate Verticals.
Bridge. Plate I, Fig. 203.

Through



N=4. N=6. N=8. N=lO.

a {3 a {3 a {3 a {3
----- - - - - - - -- -
sTRuTs-

Upper flange 40 140 336 660
83 ,.. 123 ... 163 203 ...

Diagonals. 8
1

18
11-

32
2

50 2183 123 2 163 203 :2
- - - - - - - -

Total
48 1 158 1i 368 2 710 21
83 123 163 203 :2- - - - - - --

TIES-

ILower flange
40 140 336 660
83 ... 123 ... 163 .., 203

.,.

Diagonals, 8 1 18
11-

32
2

50
2!83 123 2 163 203

- - - - - - - -
Total 48

1
158 11 368

2
710

2~83 123 :2 163 203

N=4. N=6. N=8. N=10.

~I~ a {3 a {3 a {3
--------
STRUTS-

Upper flange 40 140 336 660
83 ... 123 ... 163 ... 203.

'"

Diagonal struts. 16 4 36 9 64
1

100 25
83 8 123 12 163 203 20

Vertical posts 3 5 7 9...
8

...
12 ..-. 16 .'.. 20

- - - - - - - -
Total 56 7 176 14 400 23 760 34.

83 8 1:33 12 163 16 203 20-- - - - - - -
'l'lES-
Lower .flange

40 140 336 660.
83 '" 123

...
163

... 203 ..-.

Diagonal braces.
16 4 36 9 64 100 25
83 8 123 12 163 1 203 20

3 5 7 9
Vertical ties ...

8
...

12
...

16
...

20
- - - - - - - -

56 7 176 14 400 23 760 34
Total . 83 "8 -123 12 163 16 203 20
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TABLE5.- WalTen Gi1'der, without Vedicals. Deck Bridge or Tll1'ough
Bridge, Plate I, Fig. 204.

TABLE 6.-Single Lattice Girder (01' Double Wa1'ren Bracing), Load
equally divided between Upper and Lowe1' Joints by means of

Vertical Posts or Ties, Plate I, Fig. 206.



-- --- - --- -
1 1 10 1 84 11 688 223 ~43 83 2 163--------,
1

I

1 10 1 84 11 6881 2
23 2" 43 83 2

I

163

N=4. N=6. N=8. N=10.

a f3 a f3 a
I

f3 ~\~------- -- --
STRUTS-

UpperbOO1n
10 35 84 165
43

... 63 ... 83 ...
103

..

Vertical posts 3 5 7 9...
"4

...
"6

...
8"

...
10

- - - - -- --
Total 10 3 35 5 84

\

7 165

I

9.
43 T 63 "6 83 "8 103 10

TIES-- - - - - -- --
inclined ties 10 3 35 5 84

1

7 165

I

9
43 4" 63 "6 83 "8 103 10

.

N=4. N=6. N=8. N=10.

a f3 a f3 a f3 a f3
- - - -- - - - -

sTRuTs-
Vertical towers 1 0 3 0 5 0 7 0 9

4 "6 8 10
TIES- - - ,-- -- --
Inclined ties 10 3 35 5 84 7 165

I

9
43 43 63 Er 83 "8 103 10
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TABLE 7.-Fink Tl'uss. Plate E, Type No. 40.

N=2. N=4. N=8. N=16.

~I~~~~~~I~
STRUTS-

rIpper boom

Vertical posts

1
23

10
43

8d,
83

688
163

1
2

1 II
2 2

Total

TIES-

Inclined ties

TABLE 8.-Bollman Truss. Plate E, Type No. 36.

TABLE9.-Straight Link Suspension Bridge, Weight for Single Span,
exclusive of Backstays. Plate E, Type No. 38.

1 Towers only reckoned for the load of the single span, exclusive of side spans, or load
due to backstays.



N=4. N=6. N=8. N=10.

a {3 a {3 a {3 a {3
------ - - - - - - - -
sTRuTs-

Upperboom 1 8 20 40
32

... 63 ... 83 ... 103
..,

Inclined st1'uts 3 3 19 5 44 7 85 9
32 4 63 6 83 8" 103 10

- -- - - - - - -
1 3 1 5 1 7 1 9

Total 8" 4" 8" "6 "8 "8 8" 10

TIES- -- - - - - --
Horizontal tie 1 1 1 1

8"
...

8
..,

8
...

8
..,

Vertical ties 3 5 7 9
... 4" ... "6 ... 8" ... 10

- -- - - - - - -
1 3 1 5 1 7 1 9

Total 8 "4 8" "6 8 8" 8 10

N=6.

a {3
- -

0 5
"6

I- -
8

63
..,

19 5
63 6

- -
1 5

8 6"

N=4. N=6. N=8. N=10.

a {3 a {3 a {3 a {3
------- - - - - - - - --
STRUTS-
Lower boom 3 19 44 85

32
...

63
...

83
... 103 ...

3 5 7. 9
Vertical towers . ..~ "4 ... 6" ... 8" ... 10

- - - - - - - -
Tota! 3 3 19 5 44 7 85 9

32 "4 63 "6 83 8" 103 10

-1- - -
I

44
- --

Inclined ties
3 3

I

~;
5 7. 85

I

9. 32 T 6" 83 8 103 10
,

IIO CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES.

TABLE IO.-Trapezoidal T1'USS. Plate E, Type No. 37.

TABLE ll.-Straight Link Suspension Bridge. Metal Jor Single Span,
exclusive of Backsta?/s. Plate E, Type No. 39.

a {3

N=4. N=8. N=10. .

a {3 a {3
-- --- -------

STRUTS-
Vertical towers 0 3

"4
0 7

8"
0 9

10

TIES-

Horizontal tie

-.---.

Inclined links.

1
32
3

32
3

"4

-;-~I 40
-

83 103
447

1

859
83 8 103 10

-- -- ---
Total

1
8"

3
"4

1
"8

7
8"

1
8"

9
10

TABLE 12.-Straight Link Cantilever Bridge, divided in the centre.
Metal for Central Span, or Jar one Double Oantilever. Plate E,
Type 45.,



I
N=8.

11

N=10.N=4.
I

N=6.

~I~I a f3 ~I~ a f3
-------. - - - -
sTRuTs-
Polygonal bow 1 5 1 35 1 21 1 33.

"8 "8 "8 54 8 32 8 50-- - - -- - -TIEs-
1 1 1 1

Horizontal string 8"
.,.

"8
...

"8
.,.

8"
...

5 35 21 33
Vertical ties . ..,

8" ... 54 ... 32 '" 50

~\~
- - - - - -

Total 1 ,35 1 21 1 33.
'8 54 8 32 8 50

N=4. N=6. N=8. N=oo.

a f3 a f3 a f3' a f3
------- - - - - - - - -sTRuTs-

1 5 1 35 1 21 1 2Polygonal arch.
8" "8 "8 44 8 32 8" "3

Spandril posts 3 19 11 1..,
"8

...
54

... 32 ... 3

IT~I
- - - - - -

Total 1
1 1

1 1.
"8 8 '8 1

I

N=4. N=6. N=8.
I

N=10.

a f3 a f3 a f3 a f3
------- - -- - - - - - -STRUTS--

Upperboom 1 1 1 1.
'8

.,.
8

...
8

.,.
8 '"

Vertical posts 5 35 21 33. . ... 8" ...
54 ...

32 ...
50

- - - - - - - -
Total 1 5 1 35 1 21 1 33.

"8 "8 8 54 ir 32 8" 50
TIES- - - -- - - - -
Polygonal chain or tie 1 5 1 35 1 21 1 33.

8" 8" 8 54 8 32 8" 50
I
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TABLE 13.~Parabolic(Polygonal) Bowstrings.
Plate C, T;ype No. 22.

TABLE14.-Parabolic (Polygonal) Linear Arch, with Roadway carl~iedat
level of Crown.; Weight includes End Spandril Pillars. Plate C,
Type No. 27, and Plate A, Type No. 8.

TIEs-None.

TABLE15.-Inverted Parabolic (Polygonal) Trusses.
,

Plate B, Type No. 10.
Deck Bridge.



N=4. N=6. N=8.
I

N=oo.

~I~ a {3 a {3 ~I~-----
STRUTS-

3 5 7
Vertical towers . 0 4" 0 "6 0 8 0 1

-- - - -- --
TIES-

1 5 1 35 1 21 1 2
Chain 8" 8" 8" 54 "8 32 8" "3

Vertical rods 1 10 7 1. ...
"8

...
54

...
32

...
3"

i I:
-- - - --

Total 1 5 1 7
-~- 11816 "8 "8
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TABLE 16.-Suspension Bridges, of Paraboli~ or Polygonal Fonn;
Weight of Single Span .AC, indzf,ding one-half of ea~h TOWe1".

Plate B, Type No. 14.

8lA. These tables will serve to show approximately the comparative
weight of metal required in different forms of bridge-construction, in
order to carry the same uniform load across the same width of span. As
might be expected from their mechanical principles, it will be seen that
the arch and the suspension bridge possess a very great economic advan-
tage (in theory) over other forms of bridge; because, in these designs, we
are enabled to dispense altogether with one of the two principal memb~rs
of the structure. This advantage will have to be di~counted to some
extent, when we come to provide for the effects of unequal loading ; but
it constitutes, at all events, an enormous start to begin with.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ON DEFLECTION, OR THE CURVE OF A BENDED GIRDER.

82. The elastic deflection of a girder, or the way in which it bends
under its load, is a subject which, for many reasons, deserves careful
consideration; and it must be remarked that the purposes for which the
study is chiefly useful are quite different from the mere calculation of
the quantity which is commonly termed the" deflection" of a beam or
girder. The calculated" deflection" of girders, as given in the text-books,
is indeed liable to be seriously misapplied. It is not an uncommon
practice to "test" a newly-erected bridge by observing its deflection
under the passage of a heavy load; and it may be well to state at once
that such a test affords no reliable indication of the strength of the bridge.
If it should so happen that the structure is seriously or even dangerously
deficient in strength, owing to any fault of design, of workmanship, or of
material, it does not by any means follow that the bridge would exhibit
any unusual deflection under the test load. On the contrary, it is quite
possible that while the inspector is noting with inward satisfaction the
moderate extent of the deflection, the bridge may be undergoing, at some
critical part, a stress which is almost within" the last straw" of the
breaking point.l

. But although deflection may not be used in this way as a test of the
strength of bridges, yet there are many other purposes for which a study
of this question will be extremely useful; and its importance must not
by any means be measured by the smallness of the quantities that it deals
with. It is true that the change of form which accompanies a given stress
is a very small quantity; but for that very reason a minute change of
form is in certain cases accompanied by a great alteration of stress. The
Britannia bridge carries its load safely across the Menai Straits; but it is
only enabled to do so because these microscopic changes of form take
place in obedience to the laws of elastic deflection.

In studying these laws we shall chiefly keep in view their application
to the strength of continuous girders and the strength of long. columns;
and consistently with these purposes our object will be, not merely to
find the deflection at one point, but rather to trace out the actual curve

1 In a later chapter some instances are recorded, in which bridges have actually

collapsed immediately after their deflection under the test load had been measured, and
had been found to amount only to a moderate and quite satisfactory quantity.

H
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of the bended girder, and to examine the relation that exists between the
bending stress and the bended form of a beam.

It will presently be shown that this relation may generally be
expressed by saying that the curve of deflection is derived from the
diagram of bending moments in precisely the same way that the curve of
moments is derived from a diagram of the load.l .

83. Deflection of Parallel Girders.-The curvature of a bent girder
is almost entirely due to the stretching of one flange and the compression
of the other under the horizontal flange-stress. It is true that the strain
or deformation of the web contributes to the deflection; but its effect is
so small in comparison that it may generally be disregarded.2

The curvature of the bent girder may, therefore, be determined solely
by reference to the flange-stress, no matter what may be the particular
load or external forces by which that stress is produced; but to fix the
ideas we may suppose that, in the first example, the girder is fixed at one
end as a cantilever, and loaded at the other end by a single weight, as
represented in Fig. 95.

Before the weight is applied, let the straight unstrained girder be
divided into a number of rectangular panels A Car;,&c., by parallel vertical
lines as shown in the figure. On applying the weight, the upper hori-
zontal bar of each panel will be stretched, while the lower bar will be
compressed, so that each panel will assume a tapered form, like the
voussoir of an arch; and if we put the voussoirs together we may construct
on paper the figure of the bended cantilever as indicated in Fig. 97.

In all cases we shall assume that the girder is not strained beyond
the. elastic limit; and it has been already mentioned that within those
limits the linear extension or compression of a bar of wrought iron is
proportional to the intensity of stress, and for every ton per square inch
amounts to lz!ooth part of the length of the bar. Therefore, to calcu-
late the altered lengths of the upper and lower member of each voussoir,
it is necessary to know the intensity of flange-stress at each panel. To
find that intensity we have only to divide the flange-stress at any point
by the sectional area of the flange; and this being done, the varying
stress-intensity may be represented by a diagram, such as Fig. 96, which
we will suppose to represent the stress-intensity in ead~ flange of the
cantilever, so that ag, for example, represents the intensity of stress in
the first panel, in tons per square inch.3 Then the upper bar of that
panel will be elongated by an amount which is expressed by the length
afJmultiplied by the stress-intensityag and divided by the modulus of

1 The method here adopted was first described by the author, in abbreviated form,
in a paper on "Continuous Girder Bridges," contained in the Proceedings of the
Institution of Oivil Engineers, vol. lxxiv.

2 Professor Rankine has shown that in a girder of ordinary proportions the deflec-
tion due to the web-strains does not exceed ioth of the whole. .

3 The diagram will have the stepped outline, as shown in the figure, if the cantilever
is a single lattice girder with flanges of uniform section.
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elasticity E (or 12,000 tons per square inch). Let G1 denote the area of
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the strip aghc~' then ~1 will express the elongation of the upper bar A C,

or the compression of the lower bar ac.

a
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The altered form of the panel is represented in Fig. 94, by the tapered
figure AalaGl; and the inclination of the line CIGl(which was originally
vertical) will be measured by the linear extension of the upper bar A a
divided by half the depth of the girder, or it will be measured by the

t . extension of Aa + compression of aG
d

.t th f
'

bra 10
d h f

. d. , an 1 may, ere ore, e
ept 0 gu er

db' 2Glexpresse y 21=
ED'

Now if the remainder of the girder were not subject to any further
strain, this tapering of the first voussoir would in itself have the effect
of giving a downward inclination to the whole girder beyond the first
panel, as indicated by the lines CIBl, and Glblwhich in Fig. 94 are drawn
at right angles to alGl' and as indicated again by the line FIBl in JTig.
97. The slope of that line will in fact be equal to the inclination of the

line a{~l as above given; in other words BBl
=

2
E
G
D

l = il; so that to findFIB
the offset or fall BBl we have only to multiply the gradient il by the
horizontal distance FIB measured from the point of intersection Fl'
It has already been mentioned that the effect of the web-strain is really
inconsiderable, 1 and therefore neglecting any oblique distortion of the
voussoir Aalacl' such as would be produced by strain in the diagonals,
it is evident that the point of intersection Fl will occur at the centre of
the length 4 aI, while the point Jl will occur at the centre of aCl' the
line FIJI being the axis of the tapered voussoir. Therefore the offset
BBl will be proportional to the area Gl, multiplied by the distance from
its centre to the point B, or, in other words, proportional to the 'moment
of that area about the point B / and if Xl denotes the horizontal distance

F h BB 2GIXl
.

IB, we ave 1= ED
.

Proceeding now to deal with the second panel in the same manner,
we may denote the area of the corresponding strip in the diagram by G2;

2Gthen the second voussoir will have a taper expressed by ED; and from

this panel forwards the girder will receive an additional downward
inclination represented by the line F2B2 in Fig. 97. Therefore at B the

girder will be depressed by an additional 2 quantity BIB2 = 2G2X2.
. ED

1 The actual effect of the web-strain in the first voussoir, or the shortening of the

diagonal a(A and extension of the diagonal A 01, will be to throw the point of intersec-
tion Fl a little to the left of the centre; but the effect is so small that it is generally
neglected, and may here be left out of account.

2 It may perhaps be objected that the depression BlB2 ought to have been set off at

right angles to the line FIBl' as shown by the dotted line; but it must be remembered
that the diagra~ is necessarily drawn to a very exaggerated vertical scalp.. In practice
the slope of the girder is so small that the difference between the vertical and the
inclined offset is inappreciable, being seldom greater than roo\o-oth, or J:<f~\Jthper cent.
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Repeating the process for each panel in succession, we obtain the
curve of the bended cantilever AB6' The inclination of the girder at B6
will be the sum of all the inclinations, and will be proportional to the
entire area of the stress-diagram; while the deflection at B will be the
sum of all the deflections, and proportional to the moment of the whole

diagram about the point B / i.e., BB6 = E~ { GIXI+ G2X2+ &c.}
If we conceive the diagram of stress-intensity, Fig. 96, to represent

an imaginary load, it will be evident that the curve of the bended girder
is nothing more than the curve of moments for that imaginary load, In
fact if the cantilever wereloaded in that manner and fixed at B, as shown
in Fig. 98, the con,struction of the curve of moments, as described in
Art. 27, would follow step by step the same process by which the curve
of Fig. 97 has been constructed.

Thus if G denotes the entire area of the diagram, and X the
distance of its centre of gravity from the point B, the deflection will be

2
BB6=GX x

ED'
In the same way, it hardly needs any demonstration to show that

whatever may be the figure of the diagram of stress-intensity, the
deflection BB6 at the extreme end of the cantilever, 117,easuredfrom the
tangent AB, must always be proportional to the moment of the area of
that diagram. If the diagram has any irregular form, as it may have
in the case of a plate-webbed girder, we may suppose the girder to be
divided into a large number of narrow panels, and the diagram into a
corresponding number of narrow strips. The area GI of the first strip
(whatever may be the irregular form of its upper edge) will be an
accurate measure of the extension of the first bar in the upper flange;
and the element of deflection BBI due to that extension, will be measured

by the moment GIXI, or BBI = 2~~1.

Therefore, in the case of any parallel girder, we have the simple rule
that the curve oj the bended gi1'der is the curve oj moments for an imaginary
load, whose varying intensity is represented by the actual intensity of st1'ess
in the flanges oj the girder.

We have hitherto assumed that the two flanges have the same sectional
area, so that the stress-diagram is the same for each flange, and we have

area of diagraln .
taken the

h If d h f
.

d
as the measure of the slope; but If the

a ept 0 glr er
flanges are unequal and the diagrams consequently unequal, the slope
will still be measured by the united area of both diagrams divided by the
whole depth of the girder. Therefore if we make the diagram to repre-
sent the mean stress-intensity for the two flanges, we shall in every case

2G .
2have the slope equal to

ED'
and the extreme deflection BB6 = GX x

ED'
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84. Deflection of Girder under Uniform Working Stress.- By means
of the rule above given we may describe the deflection of any parallel girder,
whatever may be the arbitrary variation of flange-section at different
points; but we may now consider two principal cases, viz., first, when
the flanges of the girder are proportioned to one standard working stress

throughout; and, secondly, when the
:Fig.95a flanges are made of one uniform sec-

l ?

tion throughout.
In the first case it must be as-

sumed that the section of each flange
is everywhere proportional to the
bending moment; thus, for example,
the flanges of the cantilever, :Fig. 95a,
may be formed with a different thick-
ness of plate for each panel, increas-
ing regularly from B towards A, and
we may then represent the stress-
intensity by a rectangle, as in Fig.
-96a, in which the heightfrepresents
the uniform working stress in tOIlS
per square inch..

If for a moment we regard this rectangle as representing an imaginary
uniform load, it will be evident that the corresponding curve of moments,
or the actual deflection curve, will be a parabola,l as in Fig. 97a.

.In that figure the horizontal line AB represents the original line of

Fig.96a
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the straight girder, and ABl is the deflection curve. The tangentgBl will
intersect AB at the centre; and the inclination of that tangent will be
expressed by

t ,/,=BBl- 2G =
2fl

an. 'I' Bg -ED ED (1)

1 The deflection being in all cases very small, "the parabolic curve" and" the cir-

cular curve" are practically synonymous terms; in the circle the tangent Ag is equal to
gBI, and in the parabola Ag=gB

"
and for all practical purposes gB=gB1.
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while the deflection BBl will be equal to
that gradient,. or

. 2GX - jl2
DeflectIOn, BBl =

ED
-

ED

In the same way, if the girder is supported in the middle and loaded
at each end, we have the parabolic deflection curve of Fig. 97b, each half
of the curve being similar to Fig. 97a; and if the girder is supported at
each end, as in Fig. 97c, and loaded by a central weight, or by any other
distribution oj load, the deflection curve will always have the same para-
bolic form, provided that in every case the sectional area of flange is
made proportional to the bending moment, so that the stress-intensity f
is made uniform throughout. Therefore if L denotes the total length of
the girder, we have for the downward deflections AAl and CCl in Fig.
97b, or the depression BBl in Fig. 97c, the value-

. jl2 fL2 )DeflectIOn, AAl = BBl = OCl = ED = 4ED
(2A

85. Deflection of Beams or Girders of Uniform Section.-In
girders of uniform depth, the diagram of moments may always be taken
to represent, on a certain scale, the diagram of flange-stress for-each of the
two flanges; and if the sectional area of each flange is uniform throughout
the length of the girder, the same diagram will represent on another scale
the diagram of stress-intensity.

Therefore, in all girders of uniform section we have the following
rule for constructing the deflection curve for any given distribution of
load, viz.: Let the var!ling intensity oj load be represented by a diagram
(a), and construct the diagram oj moments (b); then treat diagram (b) as
representing the intensity oj an imag'inary load, and construct the cor-
responding CUl"veoj moments (c) jor that imaginary load. The curve (c)
will be the curve oj the benderl girder.

The diagram of moments for each of the most important cases has
already been described in Chapter IV.; and treating it as a diagram
of stress-intensity we may at once proceed to trace the deflection curve
for girders of uniform section; but in doing so we need not stop to fill
in all the details, because in every ease the most essential features of the
curve will be defined by merely laying out the tangents and their points
of intersection; and the details of the curve may easily be filled in after-
wards as occasion may require.

86. Deflection of Cantilever Loaded at the End.-This case is
represented in Fig. 99, while the diagram of moments, or rather the
diagram of stress-intensity, is represented by the triangle abj in
Fig. 100. The girder being fixed at B, the bending moment at that
point will be Mb = - PL, and the stress-intensity, bj, will have the

value =+(~~), in which A denotes the sectional area of each flange,

the length Bg multiplied by

(2)
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or the mean of the two flanges.

G = bf x ~; while the horizontal

the point of A will be X = iL.
In Fig. 101 the horizontal line AB denotes the original position

of the unbended girder, and may be taken to represent the neutral axis;
while the curve AIB represents the curve of the bended girder. The
deflection AAI will be proportional to the moment of the triangular

stress-diagram, as demonstrated in the
last Article, and will be expressed by-
- . 2GX - L
AAI =

ED = ilj' x ED
(3)1

The slope of the girder at AI, or the

b
gradient ~~1 will be proportional simply

to the area of the stress-diagram, and
will be

i .AAI 2G - L (4)
Ag =tan.tft=ED=bfx ED

It follows of course that the length
:B! Ag = X; or in other words, the point of
!B intersection, g, is at the centre of gravity
!

.
of the stress-diagram. This will always

I be the case; 2 and in order to draw the
containing tangents gAl and gB, for any

portion .AIB of a deflection curve, we may first fix the intersection of
the tangents at the centre of gravity g of the strip of diagram contained
between the two extremities a and b, and then layoff the inclination of
the tangents, which will be proportional to the area of the same strip.

It is worthy of notice that if we continue the tangent A1g to Bl, as
shown in Fig. 101, the vertical offset BBI will be only half the value of

A.A because By = Ag. therefore-
l' 2 '

- L2
BBI =!bfx ED

The area of the triangle will be

distance of its centre of gravity from

_P~ ~Lig~~
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(5)

In fact, the ordinate BIB, and all vertical ordinates measured to the
curve below the tangent AIBl' are proportional to the bending moments
in a cantilever fixed at B and loaded with the imaginary wedge of Fig.
,100; while all the vertical ordinates measured below the tangent AB
are proportional to the moments in a cantilever fixed at A and loaded
with the. same imaginary load.

1 Expressing this formula in terms of the load we have-
. 2 PL3DeflectIOn, AAl =~r EAD2'

(3a)

2 This is demonstrated in Art. 27, for the parallel case of the diagram of moments.
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If it is desired to fill in the details of the curve, the simplest method is
to set off the vertical ordinates below AIEl which are all proportional to X3.

87. Deflection of Cantilever under a Uniform Load.-If the canti-
lever is covered with a distributed load of uniform intensity p, as repre-
sented in Fig. 102, the moment at
any point whose distance from A is

pX2
denoted by x will be - M =

2'
and /i.

-p
therefore the ordinate bf in the dia- '{

gram of stress intensity, Fig. 103, will
pL2

have the value '+
2AD'

The area of the parabolic stress- a
I

diagram will be G = bfx L,while the:
3 :

I

distance of its centre of gravity from! :
I I

the point A will be X = iL.I ~ x =lL __n ~
Therefore in the deflection curve, i i

Fig. 104, we have the length Ag= ! i
t ,

X=iL; the slope ! !
I ,

AAI=t ",=
2G

- 2- ~ (5) : g!
Ag

an. 'r ED - 3bfx ED A:
I

and the deflection offset !,
AAI =X tan.tf;, i

- L2 AI
or AAI = !bfx ED

. (6)

The last formula may again be expressed in terms of the load, or-
pL4

AAI = 4EAD2
. (6a)

The offset BBI will be one-third of AAI; and the curve may be
plotted by ordinates below AIBI' which will be everywhere proportional
to X4.

88. Deflection of a Balanced Cantilever.-If a beam or girder of
uniform section is supported at the centre, as in Fig. 105, and if the
ends A and C are loaded with equal weights P

a and Pc, the diagram of
stress, and the deflection curve for either half of the beam will be the
same as though each half were a cantilever fixed at B. This case is
therefore very simple, and exactly similar to that described in Art. 86.
Let the total length of the beam A 0 be denoted by L, and th.e length of
each cantilever by l. Then we have-

S
. .

b- - Pal - PaLtress mtenslty, 1= +
AD = + 2AU'

LLength, AgI = Og2= il =
3'

1 Inall cases vide Art. 15 for the position of the centre of gravity of the diagram.

rig.102.

Fig.103.

b

El

Fig.104.
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SI AAl CCl -. Lope,
A = 0 = tan. tf;=~ bj x EDrh rh

. (7)

- l2 - L2
Deflection,AAl = CCl= ~ bfx ED = } bf x ED . (8)

But now suppose the same girder to form part of a cantilever bridge,
the girder being loaded at A and supported at B, while the end a is held
down to a fixed abutment, as illustrated in Fig. 108. If the load at A
is the same as before, the downward force Pc will also remain unaltered,
and therefore the stress-diagram and the curve of the bended girder will
be exactly the same as before. But we must now consider, not only the

Fig.105.
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b

form of the curve, but also its posit£on in space, or its position relatively
to the fixed portion of the bridge.

We will suppose then that the abutment C has been carried up to
the same level as the pier B, and that the unstrained girder has been
fixed upon these two supports in a truly horizontal position, and anchored
down at a; and it is required to trace the curve of the deflected girder
when subsequently loaded with the weight P a'

The form of the curve AlBOl in Fig. 107 will be unaltered, but the
end a, instead of being depressed as there shown, will remain at the
original level, so that the curve in that figure will be rotated ~lpon the
fulcrum B into the position shown in Fig. 110. In the last-named
figure the line Al °1'

which represents a tangent drawn to the curve at B,
will therefore be inclined, and will be inclined at such an angle that the
height COl is equal to the deflection aCl as before determined. For it
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must be remembered that the deflections which have been calculated are
deflections from a tangent drawn to the curve at B. Those deflections,
and the resulting form of curve, depend only upon the stress-diagram;
but the position of the curve in space can only be determined by reference
to some two points in the curve which are fixed points; and in the
present instance the two points which fix the position of the curve are
the points Band O.

It follows, therefore, that if the two arms 11and 12are of equal length,

AI B

j
b

Fig.109.
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the deflection AA2 will be just twice as great as that previously calculated;
and if those arms are unequal, we have the following values; viz.,-

- l2
Offset, CCI = i bf x

ED

I r' B CCI - 12nc matlOn at =
T = tan. tfb= jbf x ED2

Offset,AAI = IItan. tfb
. i hf x t15

l2
.

Offset, AIA2 = ihfx
E:D

Deflection, AA2 = AA + A A = ~ bif X
1, (ll + l2)

. (10)1123 ED

Inclination at A2= hf x(l +~l ) . (11)ED 1 32'

Th~s matte~ has an important bearing upon the design and erection
of cantIlever brIdges; and among other things it explains the cause of the
large deflection observed in the cantilever bridge recently erected across
the Niagara.

(9)
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When the girder is supported upon a rocking bearing at B, the
inclination of the girder at that point is of little consequence; but when
it has a wide bearing upon the pier or is supported upon two legs, the
effect of that inclination must be carefully taken into account. If it is
desired to give the girder a level bearing upon the pier B, that may be
effected in the case of any given load, by calculating the offset CC1' and
lowering the tail end of the girder by a corresponding amount. It may
be remarked, however, that if the bridge is designed to resist wind-
pressure upon the same cantilever principle, it is not possible to effect a
corresponding lateral adjustment of the fixed end, as that adjustment
would require to be varied with the varying pressure and direction of
the wind.

89. Balanced Oantilever under a Uniform Load.-If the two arms

Fig.lll
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of the cantilever are of equal length and are uniformly loaded, as in Fig.
Ill, the girder will be exactly balanced upon the pier B, without the
interference of any upward or downward force at C. Nevertheless the
p08ition of the deflection curve will be determined by the two fixed points
Band C, while its form is determined by that of the stress-diagram.
Each arm of the girder is of course a cantilever situated under the same
conditions of stress as those already described in Art. 87, and each half
of the stress-diagram in Fig. 112 is merely a repetition of that shown in
Fig. 103.

The deflection of each arm (BA2 and BC) below the tangent AlBal,
in Fig. 113, will therefore be precisely the same as that shown in Fig.
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104; and the points of intersection gl and g2 may be fixed accordingly

upon the line AlOl at distances of
~

to the right and left of the point B.

But the tangent AlBCl will be inclined as described in the last
example, its inclination being determined by the height CCl, or deflec-
tion ClC.

Therefore if the horizontal line ABC represents in elevation the
original position of the neutral axis, or represents in plan the centre line
of a cantilever, the elements of the deflection curve due to a uniform load
in the one case, or a uniform wind-pressure in the other case, will be as
follows, 1 viz. :-

Stress-intensity, bf = +:2~
- l2

Offset, CCl == ~bf x
ED

.

Inclination at B = Cfl= tbf x E~
. - l2

DeflectIOn, AA2 = 2CCl = bfx
ED

- lInclination at A2 = ibf x ED
.

(12)

(13)

(14)

It will be noticed that although the span BC is covered with a
uniform load, yet the girder is not depressed or s~gged by that load, but
on the contrary is bowed upwards above the chord line BC. This arises
from the circumstance that the abutment 0 is really carrying no part of
the load, and unless that fact is borne in mind, the presence of the abut-
ment may easily give a misleading impression as to the true character of
the strains. The abutment exerts no force upon the girder, and affords
it no support; but its presence merely determines the tilted position of
the deflection curve.

90. Beam supported at each End and Loaded in the Middle.-This
case being exactly the converse of the balanced cantilever of Fig. 105,
the stress-diagram and deflection curve of that cantilever require only to
be inverted, as shown in Figs. 115 and 116.

The central load Pb takes the place of the supporting force at the
centre of the cantilever, and is equal to 2Pa. The forces Pa and Pb are
now positive or upward forces, and the bending moments being positive,
the deflections of -the points A and C from the tangent AIBl Cl will be
upwards instead of downwards, but the offsets AAl and CCl will have
the same values in terms of the stress-intensity bf, or in terms of the
force P

a'

The position of the curve relatively to the fixed portion of the bridge

1 These values are deduced from formulre (5) and (6); and it is of course assumed that
the girder is of uniform depth and section, and is free to turn upon the fulcrum B.
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is determined in this case by the two fixed points A and C, and the
quantity commonly termed the" deflection" is the depression B Bl, which
is equal to AAl or CC1, Therefore expressing the stress and deflection
in terms of the central load, we have-

- PbLStress intensity, bf= :t 4AD'

D fl . BB 1- L2
e ectlOn, . 1= flbf x ED

PbL3or BBl =
24E.AD2

(15a)

For some purposes it will be necessary to find the offset CC2 measured

to the tangent Ag produced, and also the inclination 1 or angle
~~

2. The

former will be proportional to the moment of the whole triangle afc about

(15)
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the point c, while the latter will be proportional to the area of the same
triangle; therefore if G denotes that area-

CO2 2G - L
Cg =ED=bf x ED

-
2G L

- .1.- L2
Offset, CC2- ED

x 2 - 2 bf x ED
(17)

. It only remains to notice that all the vertical offsets measured to the
deflection curve from the chord line A C are proportional to the moments
in a beam supported at each end and loaded with the triangular mass afc,

1 In all cases we may take the horizontal length CB as practically equivalent to the

inclin~d length Cg; the difference being seldom greater than moooth of the length.

(16)
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91. Girders supported at each End and Unifonnly Loaded.-The
curve of the bent girder is always more clearly described by the deflection
of the curve from its tangent than by any other means; and therefore
in this casB, as in the last, we may divide the stress-diagram abcf of Fig.
118 into two equal areas by the centre line bj; and then proceed to
measure the deflection of each half of the girder (right and left of the
centre) from the tangent AIBICl in Fig. 119. The moments being
positi ve the curvature will be concave upwards, and the deflection of the

Fig.117.
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°2
girder from the tangent will be an upward deflection as in the last,

example. .

The area afb of either half of the stress-diagram will be 01 = ibf x ~;
while the horizontal distance of its centre of gravity from the point A
will be X=~AB= 156L.

Therefore the elements of the deflection curve will be as follow!;;,
VIZ.-

pL2
Stress-intensity, bf= :t

8AD

I 1. t . AAl 20 - Lnc ma lOn, - = tan.1fr = --1 = <Jb.fX-
Algl a ED 3 'j ED

Length, Algl =X=T\L.

D . - L2
.

eflectlOn, BBl =AAl = ?!-;r;bfx
ED

.

(18)

(19)
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When employing this curve for the purpose of further investigations,
it will sometimes be better to use the deflection offsets from the tangent
Aa 2' The offset m2ml' at any point, will of course be proportional to the
moment of the area annl about the point nl; and therefore the offset
a20 will be proportional to the moment of the whole parabolic area
about a. That area will be G = ibf xL; therefore-

CO2- 2G - 4- L
Og -ED-3bfxED

O~ t 0 0,,=
2G

X
L

=~ b}f
x

L2
ilse

" ~ ED 2 3 ',/ ED'

(20)

(21)

In this example, as in the last, it may again be remarked that if the
stress-diagram is taken to represent an imaginary load placed upon a
girder supported at each end, the moments in that girder would be pro-
portional to the ordinates BBl, mml' &c., measured below the chord line
A 0 of the deflection curve.

'

92. Girder uniformly Loaded and Strained over one Pier.-The
form assumed by the loaded girder when it is not merely supported at
each end, but also strained over one or both supports, is of great import-
ancein the theory of continuous girders, and affords the only means of
finding the stress in such bridges.

Suppose the girder described in the last example to be prolonged
beyond the pier A as shown in Fig. 120, and to be loaded at I by a
weight Pi, The diagram of moments for this case was considered in
Articles 36 and 38, and is repeated as a diagram of stress-intensity in
Fig. 121, in which acis the base-line. The negative ordinate ak
represents the intensity of flange-stress at the pier A due to the pier
moment Pil:t; and drawing the straight line kt, the parabolic curve kfc is
erected upon this line, and is merely a. parallel projection of the parabolic
diagram of Fig. 1l8, so that the ordinate bl!, for example, represents the

stress-intensity, :;;, which would take place in the centre if the beam

were merely supported at each end. In the actual case the stress-
intensity at that point is denoted by the ordinate bf above the base-line;
and it will be evident that all ordinates above the base-line represent
compression in the upper and tension in the lower flange, and vice versa.
Therefore from A to T the girder will be deflected downwards, or hogged;
while from T to a it will be sagged or deflected upwards; the point T
being the" point of contrary ficxure ;" and the deflection of the girder
at C below the tangent A Cl will be proportional to the algebraical sum
of the moments of the positive and negative areas tfc and akt.

The position of the curve in space is fixed by the two points A and
a, but the curve itself is more clearly described by its deflection from
the tangents. Starting from A, let Aal be a tangent to the curve. The
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inclination of this tangent is not yet known, but it will be found when
the offset alc is presently determined. Find the area and the centre of
gravity of the figure akt, and dropping the vertical glgl from its centre
of gravity, the point gl will fix the intersection of the tangents Aa] and
gl a2' The angular deflection alglC2 will be proportional to the area akt,
and the downward offset or deflection ClC2 will be proportional to the
moment of that area about C. Then drop the vertical g2g2 from the
centre of the parabolic segment tfe" and drawing the tangent g20 the
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skeleton of the reverse curve is completed. The upward offset or
deflection C2C is of course proportional to the moment of the parabolic
segment ife" and thus we have the required offset CCl = Cl C2 - C2C.
Therefore the offset C Cl is proportional to the moment of akt, less the'
moment of tfe,/ or, in other words, proportional to the moment of the
triangle ake" less the moment of the entire paraoola kfe,. The moments
of these two figures have already been found, and referring to formulre
(3) and (21), we have-

- - L2
Offset, CCl = (j ak - jbrf)

ED . . (22)

93. Girder unifonnly Loaded and Strained over both Piers.-So
far as the deflection of the span A.a is concerned, it matters nothing by

I
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what load or forces the pier moments are produced, and therefore the last
example will apply generally to the end spans of any continuous girder
bridge; while the present example will apply to the intermediate spans,
or indeed to any span of such a structure.

Let the stress-intensities due to the pier moments at A and °be
denoted by the ordinates ak and co in Fig. 124, and drawing the line
ko, the diagram will be completed by erecting upon that line the para-

bolic curve kio, making the central ordinate bl! equal to :~.
The deflection curve of Fig. 125 will be constructed upon the same

principle as before. Starting from A let AOl be a tangent to the curve,
whose iriclination has to be determined by finding the deflection Cl 0.
Find the centre of gravity of each of the three areas aktl, tlft2, andt2co,
and drop the verticals glgl' g2g2'and gaga' Then draw successively the
tangents glC2, g20a, and gaG, making the offset °1°2 proportional to the
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moment of the first-named area, and the offsets C2Oa, and OgO pro-
portional to the moments of the second and third areas respectively.
The offset OO~ will be equal to 01°2 - °20a + °aO / and therefore pro-
portional to the algebraic sum of the moments of the three areas aktl,
tdt2, and t2eo/ and therefore proportional to the moment of the trapezoid
akeo less the moment of the parabolic. area. kio. The trapezoidal area
may be divided into two triangles, akc and keo, for which triangular
diagrams the moments have been alre,ady found; and applying. the
formulrn (3), (5), and (21), we have th~ required offset

°°1
determining

the inclination of the girder at .A, or-
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.
- - -L2

Offset, CCl = (iak + leo - iblf) ED
.

li t . CCl (2k 1- 2b j ')
L

1nc na Ion, AC = sa + 3CO- S 1 ED'

(23)

(24)

94. The above diagrams and formulre relate, of course, to the deflec-
tion of a parallel girder consisting of two flanges united by a web;
but the same principles may without difficulty be applied to the deflec-
tion of a solid beam of uniform section; for in such a beam each pair
of fibres or layers, situated respectively above and below the neutral axis
by the vertical distance y, may be regarded as the flanges of a girder
whose depth is 2y,o and these flanges being subjected to a stress whose

intensity is f = ~Y, the deflection will be proportional to the moment of

the area of the stress-diagram for those fibres; and the deflection will be
the same whichever pair of fibres is selected.

The beam being of uniform section, the diagram of stress-intensity for
any fibre will be similar to the diagram of moments for the whole beam;
and if G denotes the area of the diagram of moments, and X the distance
of its centre of gravity from the extreme end of the beam, the deflection
at that point will be proportional to the moment or product GX.

Thus referring to the primary example of the cantilever illustrated in
Fig. 95, from which all the subsequent solutions have been derived, the
deflection of any solid beam will be given by-

Deflection, BB6 = ~~ (25)

in which I is the moment of inertia of the beam's cross-section.
It is worthy of notice that although the theoretic distribution of stress

in the fibres of the solid beam cannot be depended upon as indicating the
ultimate stress or breaking load of the beam, yet the same theory, when
applied to the elastic deflection of a solid beam, as above described,
appears to be in close accordance with the results of experiment; and it
follows as a geometrical necessity that the longitudinal strain of the
extreme fibres must be very nearly equal to the value deduced by that
theory. It is geometrically impossible to reconcile the observed deflection
of a cast-iron beam with any smaller amount of longitudinal strain than
that deduced by theory, except by supposing that a much larger portion
of the deflection is due to shearing distortion than is usually believed.
To examine the question whether this shearing distortion can possibly
explain the divergence between the theoretic strength and the theoretic
deflection of a cast-iron beam, Professor Kennedy has recently made some
experiments at the author's suggestion, by which the inclination of the
originally vertical lines (ClCl' &c., in Fig. 94) was very accurately
measured by a ray of reflec.ted light; and it was found that in the bent
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beam those lines are so nearly radial to the curve of deflection, that the
value of the longitudinal strain in the extreme fibres must certainly be
very nearly the same as that which is indicated by theory.

It will be remembered that in all cases the deflection spoken of is to
be understood as the deflection of the point in question above or below
a tangent AB drawn to the elastic curve at the point of origin of the
diagram of moments, and representing the original line of the unstrained
girder as referred to that point.

95. The deflection of a beam or girder under any distribution of
upward and downward forces may easily be traced by the methods which
have been here described j but it must be remembered that the method
which we have recently been dealing with will only apply to beams or
girders of uniform section. If the girder is made with flanges of varying
sectional area, the deflection, in many cases, can only be accurately found
by constructing a diagram of the actual intensity of stress under the given
load.

Thus, for example, the main girders of a swing bridge. recently con-
structed by the author, were proportioned-as such girders usually are-
to the maximum stress that can take effect under any of the varying
conditions of the structure; and when the bridge is opened, and sup-

ported only upon the turn-

~ 83'0'1 --+ table, as shown in Fig. 126a,
~1 El the intensity of stress in the

l..-11l1'n+table-1 flanges varies at different points1', Fig.126a
~ within very wide limits.

It was important, however, to
ascertain beforehand the prob-
able deflection of the girders
in this condition, as the proper

b adjustment of the work de-
pended upon it. The actual
diagram of moments, or dia-
gram of flange-stress, is given
in Fig. 126b, while the diagram
of stress - intensity is repre-
sented in Fig. 126c. The
moment of the latter figure

b about the point b having been
calculated, the theoretic deflec-

tion at B was found to be 21 inches, and the adjustments of the fixed
supports were made accordingly. When the girders were completed and
swung into position across the stream, the actual deflection was found to
be only about one-tenth of an inch less than had been calculated; and
although so close a coincidence must bave been partly due to accident,
yet it is certain that if the calculation bad been made upon the bypo-

Flange-s tress

a
Fig.126b

f - --.f:
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Stress-inten.ity
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thesis of uniform section, or of uniform stress, the result could not have
been nearly so accurate-for in the former case the calculation would
be equivalent to a measurement of the moment of the diagram asb in
Fig. 126b~' while in the latter case it would be equivalent to the moment
of the rectangle affb in Fig. 126c.

96. In conclusion, it may be remarked that the initial" camber"
which is required in order to bring any proposed girder into a straight
line when it is loaded, may easily be obtained by making the initial
length of each strut greater than its designed length in the proportion of

(1 + ~)
to 1; and at the same time making every tie shorter than its

desig~ed length in the proportion of (1 - ~) to 1. Thus if every

member is designed with a working stress of 4 tons per square inch of
gross sectional area, the struts will have to be lengthened in actual manu-
facture by 12too = 3 J-00 th of their designed length; while the ties must
be shortened in like proportion. These small increments or decrements
of length are sometimes specified upon the working drawings of the
bridge.
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OHAPTER IX.

CON TIN U 0 U S G I R D E R S.

97. The problem of finding the bending moments. in a continuous
girder has formed the subject of many learned and extensive treatises;
and by the labours of Clapeyron, Bresse, Heppel, and others, a definite
mathematical theory of continuous girders has been successfully built up.
The formulre deduced by these investigations are, however, very lengthy
-:-so much so, that the computation of the stresses becomes in some cases
a very tedious and laborious undertaking. Moreover, the formulre are
open to the objection that they do not exhibit, in their construction, the
line of reasoning on which they depend; and therefore no engineer can
feel much confidence in using them, until he has himself followed out
the complex processes of their construction.

These difficulties may, however, be removed by using geomet1"ical
instead of analytical methods; and in working out the problem by this
means, the graphic diagrams will themselves illustrate the chain of
reasoning on which the solution of the problem must depend.

The main difficulty of the question arises from the fact that, when
a girder is supported at more than two points, the vertical reactions or
supporting forces cannot be found by the law of the lever. The external
forces are therefore not all known, and consequently the internal stresses
cannot be determined except by reference to the elastic deflection of the
girder.

.

To illustrate this, we may take the case of a continuous girder of
two equal spans, the girder being supported, as in Fig. 127, upon the
extreme abutments, Z and C, and upon a central pier at A, and loaded
throughout with a uniform load. It is obvious that in this case the law
of the lever would be satisfied if the girder were balanced upon the
central pier without pressing upon the abutments at either end; and
that it would be equally satisfied if the girder rested e~tirely upon the
two abutments without touching or without pressing upon the central
pier. Therefore, if the girder were inflexible, the smallest conceivable
elevation or depression of the central bedplate would have the effect of
either bringing the whole load upon the central pier, or leaving it to be
entirely carried by the two abutments.

In the first case, the gi~der would be subjected to a severe tensile
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stress in the upper :flange,and the diagram of stress would De represented
by the curves zk1 and ck1 in Fig. 128; while in the second case the stress
would be equally severe in the opposite direction, the diagram being the
parabola zk2c/ and as this enormous difference of stress would be pro-
ducible by the slightest inequality in the level of the three bedplates,
it would be impossible to say what value (between these extremes) the
stress would really have. In fact, if the girder were inflexible, the
problem would be insoluble.

But the girder is elastic; and it is evident that neither of these
Fig.127
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extreme stresses could really take place unless the girder were bent to
the corresponding curvature, which could only happen if the central pier
were elevated or depressed by a certain app1w:iable difference of level,
corresponding with the up'ward or downward c'\lrvature.

For example, to examine these conditions more closely, we will
assume that the length za = L ==120 feet, each span having the length
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l = 60 feet j also that the girder has a uniform depth of 6 feet, and each
flange a uniform sectional area of 30 square inches; and let the girder
be covered with a uniform load of 1 ton per foot from Z to C. Then the
exact results in each case will be as follows ;-

First, If the central pier carries the whole bridge as a balanced can-

tilever, the tensile stress in the upper flange at A will be
602

= 300 tons,
. 2x6

or just 10 tons per square inch, as denoted by the ordinate akl; and
referring to formula (6) of the preceding chapter, it follows that each end
of the girder must deflect below the tangent ZlAl Cl (in Fig. 129) by

602
the amount ClC =! x 10 x

12,000 x 6
- 0'25 feet, or 3 inches.

Therefore this great tensile ~tress.can only take place when the central
pier is raised 3 inches above the true level as shown by the curve ZA1C.

Secondly, If the central pier carries no load at all, the girder being
supported only at Z and a, the upper flange at A will be subject to a

. 1202
compressive stress of - = 300 tons, or 10 tons per square inch; and

8x6
referring to formula (19) we have the central deflection (in Fig. 129)

.AA2 = 2\ x 10 x
1

1~O2
6 = 152 feet, or 5 inches.2,0 0 x .

Therefore this latter stress can only take place when the central pier
is lowered 5 inches below the level of the abutments as shown by the
curve ZA2C.

. Thirdly, If the three supports are .adjusted at the same level, it is
evident that the stress will have some intermediate value between these
two extremes.

It will be observed that if the central pier is gradually r-aised, from 5
inches below, to 3 inches above its true level (through a total range of 8
inches), the flange-stress passes from + 300 tons to - 300 tons; while the
pressure on the central pier increases from 0 to 120 tons. Now it may
be shown that all these changes real1y take place in the same proportion
throughout the range; that is to say, if the central bedplate is wedged
up inch by inch from its lowest position at A

2' each successive inch of
elevation will increase the pressure on the central pier by one-eighth of
the total load, and will diminish the compressive stress in the upper flange
by one-eighth of 600 tons; so that if the bedplate is raised 5 inches (to
the position A), the load on the central pier will be five-eighths of the whole
load, and the stress in the upper flange will be 300 - (~x 600) = - 75
tons, or a tensile stress of 75 tons, equivalent to 2! tons per square
inch.

This statement is not a demonstration, but the example will serve to
illustrate the nature of the problem, and shows that the solution in any
case must depend on the elastic deflection of the girder, and will be
governed by the condition that ihe defledion curve must have such a forni
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as.to bTing the th1'eepointa Z, A, and C to the same level. The relation
between the deflection curve and the stress-diagram was described in the
last chapter, and this interdependence will enable us to construct the
stress-diagram by means of the deflection curve.

For the present we shall- comnience by making the usual assumption,
viz., that the girder is a girder of uniform section; and it will be
remembered that for such girders the diagram of moments is at
the same time a diagram of flange-stress, and also a diagram of stress-
intensity.

98. To carry on this examination, it will greatly facilitate matters if
we first arrange the stress-diagram in such a wa;y that we can readily trace
the variations of form which it undergoes when the central pier is raised
or lowered-i.e., when the pier-moment at A is increased or decreased.
If the ordinate ak in Fig. 128 represents the unknown tensile stress in the
upper flange, the stress-diagram will be completed by drawing the two
parabolic curves ck and zk, which will be segments of the same parabola
as the curves ck2 and ckl; in fact the only difficulty in any case is to find
the value of the pier-moment or the stress ak; and in order to determine
this variable ordinate by geometric methods it will be more convenient
to exhibit the variations in the stress-diagram by nwving the stTaight
datum-lines as in Fig. 130, rather than by reconstructing the curves in
new positions.

In that figure, let the straight line zkc be drawn as a provisional
datum line, and upon it erect the parabolic diagrams zgk and kfc, treating
each span as a detached girder supported at the ends ; that is to say,
if p denotes the uniform intensity of the load, make the central ordinate
- ~ ~
hi to represent the stress tlD

or the stress-intensity
t;AD' Then, as soon

as we can find the value of the pier-moment or the stress ak, we have
only to set off ka and draw the straight lines za and ac, which will be the
datum-lines in the diagram for the continuous girder. Thus by raising
or lowering the point a we can readily produce the entire stress-diagram
for any variable value of the pier-moment or stress ak.

Reverting now to the deflection curve of Fig. 129, it is evident that
the girder being symmetrical about A, and symmetrically loaded, the
tangent ZAC, ZIA1C1, &c~(drawn to the curve at A), will always be
parallel to the horizontal line ZC j and if we measure all deflections from
that tangent, we must have an elastic curve which will give no deflection
at Z and at a. In other words, the reverse bending strains and reverse
curves of the girder must be such as to bring the two ends to the same
level as the central pier.

Now it was shown in Art. 92 that if the girder A a is uniformly
loaded and subjected to any variable bending stress over the pier A, the
deflection, ,at. a will be proportional to the moment of the triangular stress-
diagram akc, less th~ moment of the parabolic area kjc, and will be ex"
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- - l2
pressed by (iak- ibf)ED' Therefore the solution is very simple, and

the required stress at A will be-

ak = bj . (1)

for the height ak must be such that the moment of the triangle is exactly
equal to the moment of the parabola.

It follows, of course, that the flange-stress ak = flange-stress bf, and

bending moment ak = bending moment bj.
99. Geometric Measurement of the Slope.- In the last example the

problem was simplified by the circumstance that the direction of the
tangent A] C was known beforehand; but if the two spans of the con-
tinuous girder are of unequal length, or unequally loaded-or again if the
bridge consists of more than two spans, it must not be assumed that the
girder will lie in a horizontal position over the piers. Thus if Fig. 132
represents any span in a continuous girder bridge, the lines A C] and aA],
representing tangents drawn to the deflection curve at the piers A and a,
may have any inclination upwards or downwards. It has been shown,
however, in Art. 93, that these inclinations may be calculated from the
actual stress-diagram for the span Aa~. and as the solution of the whole
problem will depend upon this question, we shall now'proceed to describe
a geometrical artifice by which the slope of the girder may be measured
directly upon the stress-diagram without further calculation.

Let the stress-diagram of Fig. 131 be drawn in the manner before
described; i.e., upon the
provisional datum-line ko
erect the parabolic diagram
kfo for. the uniform load as
for a detached girder sbp~
ported at each end; and
whatever may be the un-
known value of the pier-
moments, let ak and co
represent the stresses due
to those moments, and draw
the Rtraight line ac for the
datum-line of the diagram.

Divide the span ko into three equal parts, and at the points of
division P and Q set up the verticals PR] and QS] :intersecting the
datum-line in R] and SI' Then, by the well-known property of the
triangles cak and keo, the height PRl will be equal to iak+lco, while
the height QS] will be equal to .~co + lak.

Now it has been shown in Art. 93, formulre (23) and (24), that the
deflection CIO below the tangent A Cl is expressed by-

.
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- -
_L2

CIC = (iak + !eo - ibd) ED;

the ordinates ak, &c., being measured as stress-intensities.

Therefore if we set off PR and QS each equal to ibd; we shall have

RRI = iak + !eo - ibd'; and therefore-

- L2
Deflection, CIC = RRI x ED

, , C1C - L
lnclmatlOn, A C = RRI x ED

(2)

(3)

'By a repetition of the same reasoning we may also represent the

inclination of the girder at the pier C by the ordinate SSI' or-

I 1
,

t '
AAI - Lne ma lOn, - c =SS x .A 1 ED

The points Rand S may for the sake of distinction be termed the
"characteristic points" in the diagram. The stresses in the continuous
girder, as well as the inclination of the girder, will depend solely upon
their position in the respective diagrams of the several spans; and it may
be noted that their position in the diagram is entirely independent of the
variable and as yet unknown values of the pier-moments; and having
drawn the simple parabolic diagram kfo as for a detached span, the
characteristic points in that diagram may be fixed at once by simply
drawing the straight lines fk and fo, which will intersect the verticals
PR and QS in the two characteristic points Rand S.

Then whether the diagram is considered as representing the moments,
the stresses, or the stress-intensities, the heights RRI and SSI will indi-
cate the slope of the girder at A and C respectively. If the movable
base-line ae passes above the point R, the slope of the girder at A will
be upwards towards the middle of the span; while if it passes below that
point, the slope will be downwardsj and measuring the height RRI upon
the scale of stress-intensUies, we have the definite value of the slope at A

. - Lexpressed by RRI x -. If the datum-line happens to pass tMough
ED

either of the points Rand S, the girder must lie in a horizontal position
at the corresponding pier. .

100. Continuous Girder of any Number of Equal Spans.-To illus-
trate the general method of solution, we will first suppose that all the
spans are of equal length, and that the load is uniformly distrIbuted over
each span, although the intensity of load may have different values for
the several spans. For example, Fig. 133 represents a bridge of three
equal spans, in which the spans AC and CE are more heavily loaded than
the span EZ. Upon the provisional datum-line az in Fig. 134 construct
the parabolic diagrams amc, cne, &c., for each span as for a detached
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girder, and let L1, L2, and L3 denote the lengths of the spans .AC, CE,

and EZ.
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division in the first span erect verticals PR and QS, each equal to ibm.
Also in the second span erect verticals at W and ~ and on these verticals
set off WT and Y U, each equal to ! dn j and so on for each span of the

bridge, thus fixing in each span a pair of "characteristic points" Rand S,
T and U, V and X.

The base-line of the diagram will consist of three lines aGl' Glel' and

elz, which can be drawn as soon as the pier-moments or stresses GIGand
eIe are determined; so that all the stresses throughout the bridge will be
determined only when the points Cl and el have been fixed.

If it so happens that the girder lies in a truly horizontal position upon
the two piers, the base-Ene must pass through the four points S,

.T, U,
and V / bu't this must not be taken for granted, and indeed will not be
the case in the present instance. But let the straight lines Al GEl and
GIEZl, in Fig. 135, represent the tangents to the deflection curve at the
piers G and E~. then, although we do not know the inclination of these
lines, we know that the upward inclination of GEl is the same as the
downward inclination of CAl; and it has been shown that the former is
measured by the height TTl and the latter by the downward or negative
ordinate SSl in the stress-diagram. Therefore we have the necessary
equation-

TTl XL2= - (SSl xLI) . (4)

In the same way, at every pier of the bridge, we have a pair of
.

"characteristic points" right and left of the pier, whose relative dis-
tances from the movable base-line are expressed by the same equation;
thus at the pier E, we have U Ul x L2 = - (VVl X Lg), and so on.

In the present case the spans Ll, L2, Lg are all equal, therefore-

TTl = - SSl; UUl = - VVl'

It will be observed that the characteristic points are already fixed,
and it is the position of the movable base-line aClelz which is determined
by these equations. It follows that this movable line must be so adjusted
at each pier, as to pass over one point and under the other, and at equal
distances from both.

.

This reduces the problem to very simple terms, and it will be found
in practice that the movable base-line can be adjusted in a few minutes
by trial and error, so as to comply with this governing condition. The
engineer, who is accustomed to laying down the gradients upon a railway
section, will have no difficulty in effecting this familiar adjustment; for
he has only to suppose that the point C is a break of gradient, and that
he has to adjust his grades so as to pass under the fixed point S and over
the fixed point T by equal depths of cutting and embankment.

Perhaps the quickest method will be to draw the lines ST and UV
connecting each pair of fixed points and intersecting the pier-verticals at
G and K. Then the point Cl must be raised until a straight edge laid
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across SI T1 cuts through the point G / and the same at each pier of the
bridge.
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101. Continuous Girder of Unequal Spans.-Suppose now that the
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by Fig. 136, in which the several lines and points of intersection are
distinguished by the same letters as in the last example. It has already
been shown that the upward slope of the~irder at the pier 0 (upward
towards E) is measured by the ordinate TTl multiplied by the span L2,
while the same slope (downward towards A) is measured by SSl multi-

. S T L2 TT
Wc

plIed by Ll' Therefore, S 1= T 1 X L = 1 X n- .
1

. WiC

Draw the line BT intersecting the pier vertical at G;" and from T set

off TGl = SG. Then ~~: = ~;,. and it follows that the straight line

SlTl will have to pass through the point Gr The movable base-line
aClelz must therefore be adjusted by raising the point Cl until a straight-
edge laid across SI Tl cuts through the point Gl.

The diagram, Fig. 136, represents the stress that would take effect
if the two side spans were loaded much more heavily than the central
span; and illustrates the effect which such a load may produce in
throwing the whole of the central span into a condition of negative
bending stress, or hogging curvature, without any contrary fiexure at
any portion of the span. In this case the girder would of course lie at
a considerable inclination over each pier, as indicated by the large ordi-
nates SSl and TTr

It has already been mentioned that if the girder lies horizontally upon
the piers, the base-line aClelz must pass through the four points S, T, U,
and V, as shown in Fig. 137, in which case cCl is equal to WT. It is
~vident that aQ being equal to two-thirds of ac, this condition of things
will only take place when QS = i WT;" or in other words, when bm = idn.
If all thfl spans are of equal length, this will happen when the intensity
of load on the side spans is two-thirds that of the central span. If the
load is uniform throughout the bridge, the same condition may be obtained
by making each of the side spans ac and ez shorter than the central span
in the proportion of Jl to 1; or about 180ths the width of the central
span; and it is obvious that if the bridge consists of any number of spans
of the length L2 with the addition, at each end, of a shorter span equal
to Q'8L2, the moment at each pier will be CCl = idn;" and the moment
at the centre of every span (including the end spans) will be dIn =
hIm = idn.

In a bridge of these proportions, under the uniform load, each of the
end spans is in the condition of a beam fixed horizontally at one end and
supported at the other end; while each of the remaining spans is in the
condition of a beam fixed at both ends.

102. Effect of Irregular Loading.-It has already been pointed out
that when some of the spans are more heavily loaded than others, the
stresses are changed through the whole length of the bridge, as ilhis-
trated by a comparison of the two diagrams, Figs. 136 and 137; and by'
the methods above described we may easily trace the different forms
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which the stress-diagram will assume when first one and then another of
the spans is covered by the rolling load.

In this way we may find approximately what is the greatest stress
that will take place at any given point; and in calculating the requisite
strength. of the members it is not usual to go farther than this; but
evidently the rolling load may sometimes cover only a pOl,tion of any
span, and it may therefore be desirable to find the stresses that occur
when any of the spans are irregularly loaded.

The solution of any such case may be effected in the same manner as
before, when the" characteristic points" of the particular diagram have
been fixed. Thus, treating the span in question as a detached girder, let
the figure kjo in Fig. 138 represent the irregular stress-diagram due to

P' 38 an y given irre gular load. Find the- area19.1
f and the centre of gravity of the figure

al' S kfo, and make PR equal to the height of
!

1

i3 . jC
a rectangle whose length is ko and whose

I R I
! ! moment about the point 0 is equal to that

~ :0 of the irregular figure kfo j i.e., if m
~ f..m- L (J ~-~

denotes the moment of the irregular figure
L2 2m .

about 0, make PR x
2 = m, or

. PR = L2' In the same way, if n denotes

the moment of the irregular figure about le, make QS = 1~'
Then Rand

S will be the characteristic points for the diagram; and if QCrepresents
the true base-line, the slope of the girder at the pier .A will be expressed,

-- L-Las usual, by (iak + leo - PR)ED = RRl x ED" .

103. Effect of Settlement in the Piers.- We have hitherto assumed
that all the supports are fixed exactly at the same level, or else that they
are laid upon a true gradient, so that in either case an inflexible straight
edge laid along the line of the girder would exactly touch everyone of
the supports. This assumption is indeed generally laid down as the basis
of the theory, but it is obvious that the stresses would be materially
affected if one of the piers should happen to be a little higher or a little
lower than the others. In the case of the small two-span bridge illus-
trated in Fig. 127, the upper flange was subject to a maximum tensile
stress of 75 tons at A; but it was found that a variation of one inch in
the level of the central pier made a difference of 75 tons in the flange-
stress; so that a settlement of one inch in that pier would really bring
the girder into the condition of two detached spans, reducing the flange-
stress at A to nothing; and doubling the stress at the centre of each
span.

Therefore, seeing that masonry piers are liable to settlement, and that
iron piers are liable to expansion and contraction, it is evidently necessary
to take account of these and other similar contingencies, and to calculate
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the extent of their effect. In the case just mentioned their effect is so
considerable, that the bridge would probably have been a safer and more
economical structure if it had been made in two detached spans; but it
must not be hastily concluded that continuous girders are liable, without
distinction, to such wide variations of stress, nor that the calculations are
for this reason unreliable in practice; for it will presently be shown that
these changes of stress depend very much upon the character of the design.
A settlement of one inch in either of the piers of the Britannia Bridge
would hardly be felt by the ironwork, the resulting increment of stress
being nowhere greater than i ton per square inch. In short, it would be
as unwise to draw any such sweeping conclusion as to neglect the question
altogether; and the true conclusion is that the question must be carefully
examined for each case. By the geometrical method this may very easily
be done; for the effect of any given settlement is represented by a certain
simple alteration in the position of the" characteristic points."

In the deflection diagram, Fig. 140, let the horizontal line AGE
represent the 'intended level of any three consecutive piers of the bridge;
and suppose that while the piers A and JjJretain their original level, the

Fig .13<1

A ' -- - -----
.A2 ----

.AI

- -- - - - -- -
- - -- -

Cl

Fig.140
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pier 0 settles below the chord line by the vertical distance COl= 8. Let
.AIaIEl represent a tangent drawn to the deflection curve at aI, so that
AAl and EEl are the actual upward and downward deflections of the

girder as measured from this tangent. Of course 1~1 will not represent

the true slope of the tangent, and the original equation AAI
=

EEl will
AC EC

no longer hold good. But if a horizontal line A2alE2 is drawn through

the sunken support Cl, the slope of the tangent will be AIA2
= EIE?, or

AC EC
AAI - 8 - EEl + 8 .

LI
-

L2
Let Fig. 139 be a diagram of stress-intensity, in which the charac-

K
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-teristic points R, S, T, and U (for level supports) have been fixed in the
manner before described, so that-

SSl x ~b = deflection AAl; and

- L22 .
TTl x ED = deflectlOn EEl'

Below the point S set off, on the scale of stress-intensities, the

length 882 = E
'
D3, and in like manner set off below T the length
L12

TT2 = E. ~~, The points 82 and T2 will be the new characteristic points
. 2

resulting from the settlement of the pier a / that is to say, the points will

b -.
.

d h - - L2 E2Ele so sItuate tat T2Tl X ED
will represent the upward slope

EO '
while

the equal downward slope "1~'>. will be represented on the diagram by

- Ll
8182 X RD'

For T2Tl = TTl + TT2, and by substituting the above value of TT2

we obtain (TTl + TT2) ii = EEl + 3 = E2El; and in the same way

L2
(881- 882) ED = AAl - 3 = AIA2'

The new characteristic points having thus been fixed, the diagram
may be completed for any given case by drawing the base-line aClel' &c.,
as before described, making T21'1x L2= 8182 X L1'

Thus when the central support is lowe]!than the chord line joining
the two adjacent supports, the effect is to lower the position of the two
characteristic points (right and left of the sunken pier) by an amount
proportional to the subsidence 3. In the same way .if the central pier
stands higher than the two adjacent piers, the couple of characteristic points
Sand T must be raised by an amount proportional to the superelevation,
of the pier above the chord line.

If all the piers in a bridge of several equal spans are fixed at one
level, and if afterwards the nth pier alone settles down below tha~ level
by the amount 3,.the result will be that the. (n - 1)th and the (n + 1)th

piers will be left standing with a superelevation of ~
above their respec-

tivechord lines,. Therefore in this case the couple of characteristic

points at the nth pier will be lowered by the amount E~8; while the

couple of points right and left of each of the latter piers will have to be
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raised at the same time by half that amount. This will further augment
the resulting changes of stress, or the distortion of the movable base-line.

It will be observed that the change of stress in any case is pro-
. D. . (;

portional to the ratIO L
and to the ratIo L' The first of these is fixed

arbitrarily by the engineer, and is usually made smaller in continuous
girders than in detached spans, although there are some existing bridges
in which the ratio of depth to length in some of the spans is very great;
and such bridges are undoubtedly liable to great changes of stress which
would ensue from the smallest error in their adjustment or from a very
slight subsidence of the supports.

With regard to the ratio ~, there is no reason for assuming that this

will be constant for all spans. If the piers are 300 feet apart, the error
of level (;,whether it arises from imperfect adjustment or from unforeseen
settlement, is not likely.to be any greater than if the piers were 30 feet
apart; and it follows that this question of subsidence is of less importance
in large bridges than in small ones.

104. Designed Variation in Level of Supports.-In some cases it
may be desirable to fix. the supports at varying levels in order to effect
certain changes in the stresses. Thus, for instance, if the girder is to
have a uniform section, it may be desired to reduce the maximum stress
over the supports until it is no greater than the maximum stress in the
centre of each span. The necessary adjustment in the level of the
supports, to produce any such required adjustment of the stress, may be
found by the method above described, and needs no further examination
at this moment.

105. Expansion and Contraction of Iron Piers.- When a continuous
girder is supported upon lofty iron piers, the expansion and contraction
of the piers will generally produce an irregularity in the level of the
supports, and consequently a certain. change of stress, which may be
estimated by means of the method above described. It may be assumed
that the changes of temperature, from which these alterations proceed,
will take place equally in all the piers; while, of course, the expansion of
each pier will be proportional to its height. Therefore if all the piers
were of the same height, their expansion would produce no deformation
in th.e line of the girder, and no 0hangeof stress. But in most cases
these tall piers are employed in bridges or viaducts crossing deep valleys,
the ends of the girder being supported upon masonry abutments at each
end of .the viaduct ; and the simultaneous expansion or contraction of
the intervening piers will then have the effect of raising or depressing the
supports by an amount which at each pier is proportional to the depth of
the valley; so that the line of supports, distorted by change of tempera-
ture, reproduces on a very small vertical scale the section of the valley
itself. If the valley presents a rounded section, the distortion or flexure
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of the girderat anyone pier is very slight, and far less than would result
from the isolated elevation or depression of one pier alone.

To illustrate the general method of calculation, we may refer to Fig.
141, which represents the proportions of the Kentucky bridge,1 consisting
of three spans of 375 feet. The iron piers are each 180 feet in height,
and the depth of the girder is very nearly T\rth of the span. If we draw
the line AD intersect,ing the pier BC in the point F, it will be evident
that the superelevation of the point C above a chord-lineAE will be
measured by the expansion of the portion BF,. because if F were the
base of the expanding iron pier, the simultaneous expansions of FG and
DE would not affect the straightness of the line ACE. In the same
way the superelevation of the support E above the chord-line CZ will
be measured by the expansion of the portion DG intercepted below the
line BZ,. and in the present example the height BF or DG will be one-
half the height of the pier or 90 feet in each case.

Taking an extreme range of temperature of 120° Fahr., we may
suppose the supports to be adjusted in a level line at mean temperature;
and the extreme variation of 60° in either direction will produce a super-
elevation or depression equal to 2 90 ft. x '0004 = '036 ft. = o. Therefore

~. = '0001 very nearly, while ~ = 110; and multiplying the modulus of

Fig.141
~ 37S

~ ~--- 3i5! -. ~ 37;'';~- ~.
'c E

Fig.142

a

elasticity E (or 12,000 tons per square inch) by each of these ratios, we
find that the vertical movement of the characteristic points S, T, U and
V in Fig. 142, is equal to an ordinate representing a stress-intensity of

1 Vide Proceedings oj the Institution oj Civu Engineers, vol. liv.
2 A wrought-iron bar, when heated from 32° Fahr. to 212°, or through a range

of 180°, expands by an amount which is equal to its length multiplied by 0'0012
nearly.
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0'12 tons per square inch. The diagram is drawn as for a uniform load;
the full line aClelz represents the position of the base-line for mean
temperature, and the dotted lines above and below it represent the
changes due to extreme range of heat and cold. For this particular
distribution of load, the greatest change of stress, produced by change of
temperature, amounts to 0'288 ton per square inch, or a variation in each
direction of :t 0'144 ton per square inch.

By the same method we may find the relative superelevation 3, and
the altered position of the characteristic points, in any other case, by
drawing a chord-line from the base of the (n - 1)th to the base of the
(n + 1)th pier; when :t 8 will be proportional to the height intercepted
on the nth pier. If a viaduct with numerous equidistant piers crosses
a valley of parabolic section, the value of 8 is very small, and is the same
at each pier; but a much greater effect is produced when anyone pier
differs very greatly from its immediate neighbour in regard to its height
from ground to summit.

106. Solution of the General Problem by Direct Geometrical Con-
struction.-Having thus found the true position of the characteristic
points for any case of irregular loading and for any irregularity in the
level of the supports, the stresses in the continuous girder will be deter-
mined by adjusting the base-line of the diagram with reference to those
characteristic points in the manner described in Arts. 100 and 101. The
adjustment there described may always be effected by a tentative pro-
cess of trial and error; and it may here be remarked that even if the line
is adjusted by the eye, so as to comply apparently with the specified
conditions, the error is not likely to be greater than that which is
unavoidably present in the results of the mathematical theory; for the
hypothetical assumption of uniform section of flange is alone sufficient to
introduce a degree of inaccuracy which is in most cases far greater than
any ordinary error of graphic construction.

However, we may avoid the use of tentative methods of adjustment;
for it is not very difficult to contrive geometrical processes for the direct
construction of the diagram; and in some cases these methods will be
very simple.

Thus, for instance, in Fig. 142, which represents the diagram for
three equal spans uniformly loaded, we have to adjust the base-line so
that the ordinate above each of the points T and U is equal to the
ordinate below the points S and V;' and it is obvious that Clel will be a
horizontal line. Therefore if we draw the lines ST and UV, intersecting
the pier-verticals in g and k, we shall have gCl= TTl = UUl = kel; be-
cause in this example ST andUV are horizontal lines. In this example,
therefore, we may effect the required adjustment at once by drawing the
lines aCl and zel' bisecting the lines Sg and k v:

In other cases the construction cannot be effected quite so simply, but
various methods will suggest themselves in dealing with the diagram for
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any symmetric distribution of load. The following method is universally
applicable: 1-

PROBLEl\L-In a continuous girder of uniform section, supported at any
numbe1"of equal or unequal inte1"vals by piers fixed at equal or unequal
levels, to draw the diagrarn of stress for any regular or i1"reg~tla1" load.

On the straight datum-line aceg in Fig. 143, construct the stress-
diagram amc, cne, &c., for each span of the bridge as for a detached
girder. Divide each span ac, ce, &c., into three equal parts, and upon
the corresponding ordinates PR, QS, WT, YU, &c., set off the position of
the characteristic points R, S, T, U, &c., in the manner before described; .

i.e., if the loadis uniformly distributed on any span ac, make PR and Q$
each equal to ibm / if the load is irregular, calculate. those heights as
described in Art. 102; and if the levels of the piers are irregular, correct
the position of the characteristic points as described in Art. 103. Draw
ST, UV, &c., joining the pair of points situated to the right and left of
each pier, and intersecting the verticals eCl' eel' &c., in the points 0
and K.

Assuming, in the first place, that the spans are all of equal width, as
in Fig. 143, the condition to be fulfilled in drawing the base-line aClelgl
is that SSl = TTl, and so on at each pier of the bridge. Divide the

length CW into two parts, making
W

l
h

=
aQ

=
aQ, and draw the vertical

Ct ac ce

hhl. Then starting from a, draw through 0 the straight line aOhl
intersecting hhl in hI, The point hI will be situated in the proper base-
line clel'

Then starting again from the ascertained point hI proceed in the

same way at the next pier; i.e., divide eZ into two parts making
~.

=
e.J

then through K draw the line hI Kjl inter-

The point jl will be situated in the proper base-line

h Y d d th t . 1 ..
-, an raw ever lca Jh;
he
secting jjl in j l'
elgr

Commencing also at the other end of the bridge, proceed in the same
manner from each end towards the centre, thus fixing two points in the
base-line of the central diagram. All the base-lines can then be com-
pleted.

Demonstration.-For let the line aOh} be prolonged until it intersects
the vertical WT (produced) at the point 0,. then TIOhl and cIOhl are
. .

1 t
. I d TIO Wh aQ

snm ar nang es, an
_

0 =
~

h
=-.

Cl e ac
SIX aQ .But -

0 = -, therefore SIX = Tlo.
el ae

1 This theorem, as well as some others contained in the present chapter, was given iii
a paper on "Continuous Girder Bridges" in the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, vol. lxxiv.
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Also the triangles ToG and SxG are similar triangles, and To.= Sx.
Therefore To - Tlo = Sx - SIX / or TTI = SSI' which is the required

adjustment.
-

When the span aGis not equal to the span CB,as illustrated in Fig.
144, join ST and UVas before, intersecting the pier verticals in.G and

J Ij
,1
I, I. ,

i i.
II I, ,. ,, ,

~ :. ,. .. ,
. a p ---b Q c k---w---a y__n_n_--e j---z-- "- "--y'- h

K, and from T set off TGI = SG. Then the condition to be fulfilled
is that TTI x CB= SSI x ac; or TTI x TG = SSI x SG; or TTI x SGI =
SSI X TG!, the point GI being fixed as before by setting off SGI = TG,

Divide CW into two parts, making
W

h
h =aQ, and draw the vertical

C Ge

IIhI; then from a through the point GI draw the line azGlhI intersecting
hill in hI, The point hI will be situated in the proper base-line GIBI'

The demonstration is similar to the foregoing, for-

Tlo -
Wk

-
aQ

CIZ- Gh - CB

and Slx=aQ=Tlox ce
CIZ aG GIZ aG

also Sx= To x ce
ac

Getherefore SSI = Sx - SIX = TTI X -
aG

which fulfils the required condition.
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107. It is an unfortunate circumstance, as pointed out by M. Bresse,
that while these diagrams, or the corresponding mathematical calculations,
are made with the chief object of determining the necessary section of
flange at different points in the girder, they are all based upon the
assumption that the section of flange is going to be uniform throughout.
If, after all, the flanges are made with a varying sectional area, as they
usually are, the deflection curves would in consequence be modified, and
the stresses would be in some degree altered. For example, we may
suppose that, in a given case, the sectional area of flange is made propor-
tional to the varying stress under a given distribution of load. In such
a case the diagram of stress-intensity would consist of. a series of rect-
angles above and below the base-line; and the deflection curve would
form a series of alternately reversed parabolic (or circular) curves. It
has been sometimes proposed to determine the stresses upon this hypo-
thesis; but it is obvious that when the spans are unequally loaded, or
when the distribution of load is in any way altered, the assumption of
uniform stress-intensity would be immediately contradicted by the facts:
and in most cases the assumption would probably be attended with
greater inaccuracy than the hypothesis of uniform section; while the
truth will generally lie between the two results obtained by these dif-
ferent methods.

If it is desired to attain a greater accuracy by taking into account the
varying sectional area of the flanges, it must be remarked that the calcu-
lation, by whatever means it may be effected, will be extremely tedious.
The geometric method described in this chapter may, however, be ex-
tended so as to embrace these conditions, and will furnish the easiest
method of arriving at the desired result.!

1 The general outline of the method, as applied to the solution of this problem, was

described by the author in a paper 011 "Continuous Girder Bridges>,' printed in the
Transaction8 of the Institution of Civil Enginee1'/'" voI. lxxiv.



PART Ill.

THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS.

CHAPTER. X.

THE THEORETICAL STRENGTH OF COLUMNS.

108. In defining the ultimate strength of a structure, we have said

that such an expression can only be understood to mean the greatest load

or straining force that the structure will bear without exhibiting failure

-or the load which is just sufficient to produce incipient failure; and it

was remarked that, in each member, it is necessary to define what is

meant by failure, as otherwise it will be impossible to specify the load

that will produce it. The compression members used in the construction

of a bridge may have almost any proportions between those of a tall and

slender pillar and those of a flat bed-plate; and we shall therefore want

some means of determining the compressive strength of struts whose

proportions of height to diameter may have any varying value between

those extreme limits; but the outward and visible sign of failure appears

to be a different thing in the case of a tall pillar from that which is

observed in the case of a cube, or in the extreme case of a thin plate or

wafer.

If we take a cube of wrought iron, or one of timber or stone, we may

go on loading it, until the compressive stress is sufficient to "upset" the

iron, or to splinter the timber, or to crush the stone; and in the same

way a cube of cast iron may be compressed until it fails by the splitting

of wedge-shaped fragments from its edges.

We may ta:ke the first disintegration of these cast-iron cubes as marking

their actual failure; and the load which produces this disintegration may

be called the" crushing weight" of the material. But in s~mi-plastic

materials, no such disintegration takes place, and the upsetting of a block

of very ductile wrought iron or steel under compressive stress may perhaps

be regarded as amounting only to a sort of cold forging, by which the cube

may be reduced to a slab, or the slab to a thin plate; and if we take a

thin plate of iron or any other material, there is hardly any limit to the

load that it will carry; for the interior portion of the plate is prevented
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from escaping by the surrounding portions and by the friction of the
squeezing surfaces, and it is impossible to annihilate it.

For the same reason the most friable material, or even loose sand or
water, if it is prevented from' escaping laterally, will carry any load that,
can be placed upon it. Indeed it is probable that there can be no such
thing as failure produced by a direct compressive force, pure and simple;
because it is impossible to squeeze two ultimate particles into one, and
the only way in which the idea of failure can be conceived in the case of
a cube or slab, is by the lateral motion of the particles, sliding past each
other and finding some lateral exit by the shearing of friable and crystal-
line materials, or by the flow of such plastic materials as wrought iron
and steel. Therefore if there is any phenomenon that can be accepted as
denoting the failure of the. wrought-iron cube, it must be the first com-
mencement of that flow, or break-down of the solid material, as shown by
the bulging or upsetting of the iron.

In considering the strength of very short struts or cubes, we shall not
attempt to measure the unmeasurable force that would be required to
annihilate them; but we shall take as the practical measure of their
strength the load that is just sufficient to produce incipient failure,
either by the bulging of the wrought iron or steel, or by the splitting of

,
the cast iron.

But if we pass from very short to very long columns, the evidence of
failure will assume again a different aspect; the column will give way by
bending long before it is crushed, and'If the bending is carried far enough
the failure of the strut will be similar to that of a beam or girder under
transverse bending strain. It will first be well to consider what is the
cause of this transverse flexure in a straight column, and what are the
stresses which are thereby induced.

109. Flexure of Long Columns.-The bending of a long elastic strut
may be illustrated in a very familiar way by the behaviour of an elastic
walking cane under the vertical pressure of the hand. If we take a pe1"-
fedly straight cane with a round head, and apply a gradually increasing
pressure upon its top, using the sense of touch as a measure of the force
applied, we find that, up to a certain point, the cane offers a solid and
sensibly~tnyielding resistance to the pressure; but when it does give way
it gives way all at once, and the cane may pe bent double or perhaps
broken, 'without any further increase of the pressure, but only by the
continued application of the same pressure following up the depression
of the head. .

But if the cane is not perfedly st1'aight, or if we apply the pressure
ex centrically upon a tee-headed stick, its behaviour will be quite different;
the resistance will never have the solid unyielding character before noticed,
but. the deflection will begin at once; and from the first application of
pressure, the resistance will be felt to be an elastic resistance increasing
~ontinually with the increasing deflection of the cane.



These commonplace experiences illustrate two typical cases, whose
mechanical principles will have to be examined.

110. Flexure and Equilibrium of the Ideal Column.-A column
which is a perfectly straight and prismatic solid, of perfectly homo-
geneous' material, and in which the axis coincides perfectly with the
line of direct pressure, may be called an "ideal" column.

It is quite clear that, in such a column, no amount of direct strain
(or equable compression of all its fibres) would produce any flexure; and
that any bending stmin must be the result of some bending st1"eSS/ but
suppose for a moment that such a column, with rounded ends, is bent to
a moderate deflection under the action of a vertical load P, as shown in
Fig. 145,-then the conditions which govern the equilibrium of the
opposed forces may be found by the laws of elastic deflection, and thus
the value of the equilibrated load P may be determined. The action of
the load might in fact be replaced by the tension of a string A a uniting
the ends of the bent strut; and the load P can be neither greater nor
less than the tension which would be exerted upon the string by the
resilient force (R) of the bow acting in the line Aa.

By the graphic theorem of deflection already described in Chapter
VIII., it may' be shown that the force R is practically a constant
quantity independent of the deflection within moderate limits.

Let the curve ABa represent the axis of the column
(original straight); then the bending mom~nt at any point G
will be equal to the ordinate GJ{ multiplied by the force R
or by the equilibrated load P. . The curve ABa may therec
fore be regarded as a diagram of bending moments;

.
and

the peculiar feature of the bent ideal column is that the,
cm"ve of deflection and the curve of moments must be identical.
The ordinate BD = 0 is not only a measure of the deflection
but also of the bending moments producing that deflection.

The geometric theorem, above referred to, shows that in
~my beam of uniform section, the curve of deflection may be
constructed from the diagram of moments; that is to say,
the slope ?f the beam will be proportional to the area of the

.

diagram of moments, and the deflection will be proportional K
to the moment of that area. Therefore the curve of the
bent column fmust have the following properties, viz., if a
tangent FBN be drawn (parallel to Aa), the inclination of
the curve at any point G must be proportIonal to the area
BDGK; while the deflection NG must be proportional to
the moment of that area about GK as an axis. By the same rule the
inclination of the tangent A T must be proportional to the area ABD,
and the maximum deflection FA = BD = 0 must be proportional to the
moment of that area about the point A.

.
These equations indicate that ,the required curve is the" curve of

THE THEORETICAL STRENGTH OF COLUMKS. .J55

Fig.145
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sines;" but without examining its precise character it is sufficiently evident
that, if the length AO is regarded as being sensibly constant, the area of
the diagram, and its moment about A, will be simply proportional to the
ordinate BD = 8.

This ordinate represents, in the diagram of moments, the bending.
moment R8, and at the same time it represents the deflection of the
strut. Therefore we have the deflection 8 proportional to the bending
moment R8, which shows at once that the force R is a constant quantity
independent of the deflection.

111. Approximate Value of the Equilibrated Load.-It will be
seen that if we try to calculate the deflection 8 due to any arbitrary load
P, the taskwill be practically impossible; but if we take the case of any
given deflection, we can find the load P which would produce it, and
whatever deflection we may take (within moderate limits) we shall find
the same value for the load P or the resilient force R.

The value of R may be exactly measured when the exact form of the
curve of moments ABD is known. If we assume that, under a moderate
deflection, the curve will be nearly equivalent to a parabola, we shall have

the area of the half segment ABD expressed by G = Z8:, in which l denotes

the length of the chord AOj while the vertical distance from A to the centre
of gravity of that figure will be X = lijZ (as indicated in Fig. 118); and as

shown in Art. 94, the deflection 8 will be given by 8 = GX; that is to
El

say, in the bent column of Fig. 145 we have FA = BD = 8= l8R8~~.

9'6Therefore R = El.72 . (1)

This approximation does, in fact, express the value of the resilient
force R, or the equilibrated load P, under any moderate defleetion, with
sufficient accuracy for practical purposes; but it will be noticed that
there is a serious flaw in the chain of reasoning, because the parabolic
curve does not comply with the conditions that must be fulfilled by the
curve of the elastic column as described in the last article. Those con-
ditions are exactly fulfilled by the curve of sines, whose figure and area
differ however but slightly from those of a parabola; and when the
true curve is employed, the numerator 9'6 in the above formula requires
only to be replaced by 71'"2= 9'87, so that the equilibrated load will be-

7]"2
P=R=El72 . (2)

as demonstrated in the next ensuing article.
112. Curve of the Elastic Column. Exact Determination of the

Equilibrated Load.-Let the curve ABO in Fig. 145 be constructed in
the following manner. Divide the length of the chord AO = l into any
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convenient number of equal parts; and suppose a semicircular arc of the

same length, and described with the radius K = i, to be also divided into
7r

the same number of equal parts. Then at each point of division on the
straight line AC, set off the ordinates BD, KG, &c., proportional to the
sine of the corresponding arc (or angle )in the semicircle. Thus if the
length AC is divided into 180 parts, and if the central ordinate BD = 8
is taken as unity, the values of the ordinates will be given by any Table
of Natural Sines.

Then if a tangentFBN is drawn parallel to AC, the inclination of
the curve at any point 0 will be proportional to the area BD(J-K, and
the offset GN will be proportional to the moment of that area about OK
as an axis. The truth of this proposition may be verified by any of the
ordinary methods for measuring the area and moment of any diagram;
and it follows that the curve thus described is the curve of deflection for
any beam of uniform section, under a set of bending moments propor-
tional at all points to the deflection from the chord AC, and is therefore
the curve of the elastic column.. -By accurate measurement it will be found that the area of the half

segment ADB is equal to
()l

= 8K, in which K is the radius of the sup-
7r1

posed semicircle. The area of the half diagram' of moments ADB is

therefore G =
R8l

= R8K; while the distance from A to the centre of
K

gravity of that figure will be X = K = ~. Therefore by the graphic. 7r

theorem of deflection we have, as above stated,

FA =BD=8= GX
=

R8l2
El El7r2

and
7r2

R = El '-l2
(2) 1

113. Theoretic Deflection of the Ideal Column.-It has been

1 The mathematical proof and measurement are as follows: Taking A as the

origin of the co-ordinates x and y, the equation of the curve will be-
.

y=osin.~ . . . . . . . . . (3)
K

Differentiating y in respect of x, the inclination of the curve at any point will
be- -

~~=~.cos.; .. . . . . . . (4)

and putting x=O, the inclination of the tangent AT, or the fraction AF will be-
FT .

dy-! , (4a)
dx- K

Therefore the length of the subtangent FT is equal to K.



shown that the bent column will exert a certain resilient force R, as
measured and applied in the line A C, and that this force has practically
one and the same value whether the deflection be great or small; its

2 '.

value for all moderate deflections being R = Er. -~2 '
Therefore if we take. f

a straight column with rounded or pointed ends, and apply an arbitrary
and gradually increasing load P, we may expect the bar to exhibit a

certain series of symptoms
as hereafter described;
and the author would re-
commend every student to
make this experiment for

Fig.146
h h dhimself, whic e may 0

at the cost of a few shil-
lings by means of such
simple apparatus as that
illustrated in Fig. 146.

Suppose then that we
have a thin bar of un-

tempered steel or wrought iron, which can easily be straightened and
re-straightened until we succeed in producing a bar through which

The integral of the general equation is-

fidX =aK(1- cos.:;)
and the area of the half segment ABD will be-

I
I al

0

2" ydX=aK=--;;:
.., (5a)

while -the moment of that area about A is-

1~ XydX=aK2=a:2 .,... (6)

Therefore the vertical distance from A to the centre of gravity of that area is X=K..
The area of the half segment ABD is therefore equal to the inclination at A multiplied
by a certain constant quantity K2; and the moment of that area about A is equal to the
offset FT multiplied by the same constant.

To show that the same law applies equally at every point in the curve, the point
D may be taken as the origin, and the equation of the curve will then be changed to

y=a cos.~..
K

The a~ea of the figure BDGK will then be expressed bY{ '" ydX=aK ~in. ~, which. K0
is equal to the inclination at G multipJied by the same constant K2; while the distance
Xo to the centre of gravity of the figU:re will be-

.I xydx 1 - cos. :
=X-K.

.I
ydx
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. X
sm. --

K

Therefore multiplying the area of the figure by the arm X-Xo, its moment about KG

.as an axis will be aK2(1-cos. :), and will therefore. be equal to the offset G"V multi-

}>lied by the same constant K~.
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the line of pressure passes exactly along its axis. Then placing
the foot of the strut upon an ordinary spring balance, we may con-
veniently apply the load by means of a hinged lever or flap, on which
weights can be placed, and which will serve to guide the head of
the strut in its descent. As the head descends we can easily adjust the
lever in a nearly horizontal position; but in any case, as the pointed
ends of the strut are perfectly free to turn upon the metal plates on
which they bear, the pressure must necessarily act along the line A C,
and its value will be read off upon the spring balance; while the deflec-
tion may be measured with sufficient accuracy for this purpose by a
straight-edge and a finely divided scale.

Now if we have succeeded in producing an ideal column it will behave
as follows :-lst, So long as the load P is less than a certain quantity
(R), there will be no deflection of the column whatever. We can easily
produce such a deflection if we apply a certain lateral pressure to the
middle of the loaded column; but the moment we remove that pressure
the bow will straighten itself and will lift the incumbent load by reason
of the excess of Rover P.

Also it will be found that as we increase the load P, the smaller
will be the amount of lateral pressure required to produce any given
deflection.

.

2nd, If the load P is now increased until it is exactly equal to R, the
behaviour of the column will be different-the load itself will not pro-
duce any deflection, but the smallest conceivable force applied to the
middle of the strut will be sufficient to bend it to any required extent,
no matter what may be its stiffness; and if the column is so bent, it will
not now .recover itself as heretofore, neither will it yield any further, but
will remain supporting the load in any bent position in which it may be
placed (within moderate limits). In fact the column will be in a con-
dition of indifferent equilibrium, and will carry the load just as well when
it is bent, as when it is nearly or perfectly straight.

,It will be observed, however, that if the deflection is pushed beyond
the elastic limit, the bar will pass into a condition of unstable equilibrium,
and will then give way and let the load down.

3rd, If the load P is made greater than R by the smallest amount, the
column will be placed in a condition of unstable equilibrium from the
first, and it will either be bent double or broken; and therefore the
resilient force R is the measure of the breaking load.

We may here remark that in a column of any given section, the
resilient force R is directly proportional to the modulus of elasticity, but
is totally independent of the ultimate strength of the material. Thus a
long (ideal) column of the strongest steel would be little or no stronger
than a similar column of wrought iron, because the modulus of elasticity
is nearly the same in both materials; and however great the ultimate
resistance of the steel may be, the crushing stress will inevitably be reached
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at some period of the increasing bending strain, if only the load is suffi-
cient to overcome the resilient force of the bow, and to set up the ever-
increasing deflection. The only difference that may be theoretically
expected is that the steel column would take a greater ultimate deflec-
tion than the wrought-iron column, before it became actually crushed or ,

crippled on the concave side; but the breaking weight would be nearly
the same for both. Indeed, when the ever-increasing deflection has once
been set up, the column may be considered as having failed for all practical
purposes, no matter what may afterwards happen to it during the course
of that buckling process.

It may also be well to notice here a theoretical objection which may
perhaps be urged, but which would only tend to obscure the real issues.
By the employment of elliptical functions it may, perhaps, be shown that
a perfedly elastic strut, such as a watch spring or a sword blade of Toledo
steel, would recover its stable equilibrium after the deflection had pro-
ceeded beyond a certain limit, as sketched in Figs. 146a and 146b, so
that a force somewhat greater than R would be necessary if we wanted
to bend it into a loop or tie it in a sort of knot. But these theoretical
investigations have no interest for us; for a column which is bent into
such a shape cannot be said to have resisted failure in the ordinary sense
of the word; moreover, the columns used in bridge construction are not
perfectly elastic watch springs, and when their deflection passes the elastic
limit, what happens to them is that they pass from a condition of indif-
ferent equilibrium into a condition of unstable and not of stable equili-
brium. This transition is a very gradual one in the case of a long slender
column, so that for a very considerable extent of deflection the force R is
sensibly constant; and in all practical cases it ,must be considered as
denoting the greatest weight that the ideal column will carry.

114. Theoretic Strength of the Ideal Column.-It will be con-
venient to represent the breaking weight of columns of different propor-
tions by a diagram such as Fig. 147, in which the ordinates give the

Fig.147

A
K D

a
0 G

breaking weight in pounds per square inch of sectional area; while the
abscissre may represent the ratio of length to diameter, or preferably the
ratio of length to "radius of gyration."
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The moment of inertia I is equal to the sectional area. of. the beam or
column multiplied by the square of the radius of gyration (r2). There-
fore, dividing the force R by the sectional area A in square inches, we
have the resilient force in pounds per square inch of the column's section
expressed by-

R r2
p =

A
= 77"2EY2 (7)

And this will denote the theoretic breaking weight of long columns in
pounds per square inch, or the load which is sufficient to overcome the
resilience of the bow and to produce indefinite deflection.

In Fig. 147 the abscissffi 00, &c., represent the ratio "£; and the
'}.

breaking weight p in pounds per square inch is represented by the corre-
sponding ordinates GH, &c., measured to the curve BHa. The curve
shows that the load required to bend the ideal column is very small at the

right. end of the diagram, but increases very rapidly as the ratio ~is re-
r

duced; and if the curve were continued beyond B it would run up nearly
parallel to the asymptote OA, indicating that it would require a nearly
infinite load to bend a very short column. But bending is not the only
kind of failure that we have to provide against; for if the compressive
stress exceeds a certain intensity, the strut will be crushed, or the material
will be practically broken down, as evidenced in wrought iron by the
bulging or upsetting of the iron. Therefore if OA or GK represents the
ultimate compressive strength of the material, as marked by these appear-
ances of incipient failure, the horizontal line AKD will indicate this
alte17tative limit to the strength of the strut; and the line ABHa wiU
denote the greatest load that can be placed upon the column without
inducing failure of either kind.1

If. we assume that a column which has begun to bend will be frac-
tured or crippled as soon as the maximum compressive stress on the
concave side is equal to the crushing stress OK~' then GH wiU repre-
sent the stress-intensity due to the load, and HK the additional stress
due to the bending-moment. But it is not necessary here to substan-
tiate this assumption, for, as before remarked, we do not care what
happens to the strut after it has practicaUy failed by buckling to an

. indefinite extent; and the load that produces this failure is indicated by
the ordinate OH.

115. The Practical Deflection of Columns.-It is evident that the
compressive stress on the concave side of a bent column must depend
upon its deflection, and that this must govern its ultimate strength; but
according to the propositions above stated there is no assignable value

1 Of course the lines AB and BO are governed by two different phenomena, and it is
not surprising that the diagram is not a continuous curve.

L



for the elastic deflection of a column under any given load. If the load
P is less than R there is no deflection, and if the load is equal to or

.

greater than R the deflection hat! practically no limits. But these
propositions will only hold good so long as the conditions are precisely
those which are assumed in the Ideal Column; and it may be shown
that a very small variation in those conditions will entirely alter the law
of its deflection, and greatly modify the strength of the column.

As a simple illustration, let it be supposed that the neutral axis of
the unstrained column is not exactly a straight line, but slightly curved,
as shown by the dotted line AKO in Fig. 148. Such a curvature may
either be regarded as an initial deflection or as permanent set, which may

have been developed unseen during the course of an experi-
ment, and which would entail the same consequences as
though it had shown itself from the beginning. It may
be assumed that the curve of permanent set AKe, like the
curve ABa, will have nearly the character of a curve of
Sllles.

Then the elastic deflection of the strut at any point will be
represented by the space between the two curves, B K being
the maximum elastic deflection; but the diagram of moments
will be the whole segmental area ABCD. These two figures
will therefore be no longer identical, as they were in the
ideal column; but applying the same geometrical theorem,
the elastic deflection B K must be proportional to the moment
of the half segmental area ABD J' and the equilibrated load
P will be less than the value R, as previously determined, in
the proportion of BK to BD.

Let R denote, as before, the resilient force of the ideal
2

column, equal to El
~2'

and let A denote the initial deflection

DK, and S the elastic deflection BK-
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8
Then P=R

.A+S
(8)

p
and 8 = A .R - P

(9)

Therefore the deflection will no" have a certain assignable value
depending on the load P; and if the load is gradually increased the
c()lumn will exhibit an increasing deflection, or, in other words, it will
always be in a condition of stable equilibrium; and looking at formula
(9) it is evident that when the load P is increased to within a little of

the fixed quantity R, the factor
R ~ P will be a very large multiple, and
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a very small initial curvature (A) will then be sufficient to produce a
comparatively large deflection of the column.}

It may be admitted that with careful workmanship columns and
struts can be made, and are made, without any perceptible curvature or
initial deflection; and therefore, although the above example may cor-
rectly represent something that takes place after a permanent set has
been produced, yet it does not explain how a straight column can be bent
at all with any load less than the theoretic ultimate strength R. But it
may be shown that without any initial. curvature, the deflection will
follow a precisely similar law if the material is not perfectly homogeneous
in its elasticity. Experiment has shown that test pieces, even when cut
from different parts of the same bar, will often exhibit very considerable
differences in the modulus of elasticity; and if the modulus is a little
greater on one side of the column than on the other side, the effect will
be the same .as though the column had an initial curvature.

The effect of such a variation of modulus is most easily seen and
measured in the case of a strut consisting of two flanges or legs braced
together as a girder, as shown in Fig. 149. The flanges will be of
equal sectional area, and the radius of gyration r will be .Fig.l4Q
equal to half the depth of the girder.2 Let the specific com-
pressibility of the inner flange, or its unit strain per ton of

stress-intensity, be denoted bye} =
~ ; and in the same way

}

let e2 denote the specific compression of the outer flange, or

i ; while e may be used as denoting the average compression
2

e} + e2
or-y'

Now if the two flanges were subjected to the same com-
pressive strain (i.e., shortened by the same amount), their
resistances would be as E} to E2, and the resultant line of
elastic resistance would then be moved away from the axis of

the strut by the excentricity € = r
e} - e2,

so that the line of
e} + e2

resistance would not coincide with the direct line of pressure of the load.
On the other hand, if the two flanges were subjected to the same com..
pressive stress, one would be shortened more than the other in the pro-

1 It will of course be evident that this formuia ceases to be applicable when the
deflection reaches the magnitude shown in Fig. 146a

"
but such cases are ent.irely out-

side the limits of our inquiry for reasons before stated.
2 In the case of a column of any other symmetric section, we may suppose these

flanges to represent the effective flanges of the section, or the area of metal on each side
of the neutral axis concentrated at a distance equal to the radius of gyration r

-- and the
deflection will then follow the same rule as in the girder-shaped strut of Fig. 149. In
the case of a rectangular section, like that shown in Fig. 21, the radius of gyration is
equal to the depth divided by '\112.
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portion of el to e2; and this could only take place by a curvature of the
girder, such as AKa in Fig. 148.' In fact if such a girder were bent
under its load to the actual curve ABO, we should have to divide the
deflection BD into two parts-first, the portion DK, producing no
difference of stress in the two flanges, and therefore no "moment of
resistance;" and secondly, the portion KB which would be a measure of
the real moment of resistance, and would represent the elastic deflection
which evokes that moment of resistance.

If this illustration is not quite clear, the matter may be examined in
detail by a direct construction of the deflection curve, on the principles
already described in Chapter VIII.; ~nd bearing in mind the different
values of the modulus in the two flanges it will be found that the maxi-
mum deflection is expressed by-

8 =
trr . e] - e2 . ~

=
E7r P

2 el + e2 R - P '2' R - P
(10) 1

1 This may be shown algebraically as follows:-

The greatest bending moment being lVIo=pa, the maximum intensity of stress due

to this jnoment, in a column of any section will be :1:-/1=lVI;Y=~~¥'
In the case of the braced strut of Fig. 149, the distance Y of the extreme fibre from

the neutral axis is equal to r,. and dividing P by the sectional area A, we may

usep=i as denoting the direct load in pounds per square inch; and we then have

:1::/1=pa for the maximum intensity of stress due to bending moment; while the a1xrage
r

value throughout the length of either flange will be :I::~ .pa . Therefore the average
'1r r

intensity of compressive stress on the inner flange is p (1 + ~
. ;), and on the outer

flangep (1-;' ~)-

Then measuring, in each flange, the area of the diagram of stress-intensity for the
length AB, we shall have the total extension of outer flange plus total compression of
inner flange, or the excess of length of the one over the other, expressed by-

~(el -e2+(el +e2) ~ ~ ) =~( el -e2+e ~~).

The inclination at A, or the slope ~~ in Fig. 145, will be found by dividing this

excess of length by the whole depth of the girder or 2r,. therefore the slope will be

i:(~: + el - e2); and multiplying by the len~th of subtangent FT or K, the elastic

deflection, as depending on the relative compressions of the flanges, will be-

Deflection FA = a=Pl:( :: +el -e2)

'lJaeK2 plK
=~+ 4r (el-eZ)'

Then using p as before to denote the resilient force of the ideal column in pounds per
r2 r2

square inch, or p=?T2E[2=
eK2'

we may write the above expression-
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It appears then that if we take account of these minute irregularities
of form or of material, the deflection of a column under any variable load

will be expressed by 8 = c .
R ~ p; in which c denotes some constant

representing either initial deflection or permanent set, and if neither of
these is present, then representing a certain irregularity in the modulus
of elasticity. The presence of a small initial curvature is sufficient to
produce a serious deflection, because it tends to multiply itself by setting
in action a bending moment which increases the deflection, which again
increases the bending moment, and so on and so on; but the ultimate
limit of this process is measured by the formula, and depends upon the
value of P as compared with the quantity R; while it has also been
shown that a precisely similar effect is produced by a variation in the
modulus of elasticity.

In Fig. 150, the load P, and the resulting deflection 8 as found by this
formula, are plotted as co-ordinates of the curve OD,. and looking at this
curve, we see in what manner the column ought theoretically to behave
under a gradually increasing load P. The deflection ought 1.0commence
almost with the first application of the load, but ought to be very small
at first and to increase very rapidly as the load increases. If the reader
has ever looked into the tables of recorded deflection which accompany

y

Fig.150

8

0 x
< ------------__n p------ --------->( R ' -- - - - -.- - >

the published results of experiments, he will recognise at once that this is
exactly the way in which columns usually behave; and if he has himself
made the experiment recommended in Art. 113, he will have discovered
that in nine cases out of ten, the bar will refuse to behave in the ideal
manner there described, and will deflect in the manner here illustrated;
indeed, the condition of indifferent equilibrium can only be produced:
by the greatest care in the first adjustment of the bar.

pa plK
a=-+

_
4 (el - e2)'p r

p plK
=- '- 4 (el-e2)'p-p r

ora=
7rT. el - e2 .-1!.-.-
2 el+e2 p-p

. . . (Q.E. D.)
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In comparing the curve OD with the results of experiment, it will
of course be remembered that the vertical scale depends upon the value
of the constant c~. and in different bars it is reasonable to expect that
this constant will have different values.

In the ideal column c = 0, and the diagram will then consist of the
two straight lines OX and XY / but such a case is hardly ever recorded,
and can only be produced by great care in conforming to the conditions
of the ideal column. In practice it is found that, even when the bar is
apparently quite straight and accurately centred, it will deflect in the
manner shown in this diagram; and in such a case it is certain that this
must be due to unequal elasticity producing an excentricity of reaction of
the elastic resistance. If we could find by repeated trials the exact posi-
tion of the centre of elastic resistance in any particular strut, and apply
the load. in the same excentric position, we might be able to produce the
ideal conditions, and should thereby greatly increase the strength of the
column. This has been done by Mr J ames Christie in some experi-
ments that have been recently conducted in America, but it is not practi-
cable in the ordinary course of bridge-construction.

116. The Practical Strength of Columns.-The strength of a strut
must depend upon the g1'eateststress that takes effect at any point of the
strut under a given load; and therefore the stress due to bending strain
must be taken into account. In a round-ended column, the greatest
bending moment will be Mo = Po; and in a column of any section the

extreme stress due to that moment will be i:./l =
P
A

o~=po;
r r

Therefore inserting the ascertained value of the deflection 0, as result-
ing from any given variation of modulus, we have from equation (10)-

'IT'Y e - e p2
I/1=-' -'~'-'2 r el + e2 P - P

Or using cp to denote the quantity ~
2

.'!! el - e2,the extreme stress due
r el + e2

to bending moment may be expressed by III =
cpp2

; and therefore the
p-p

total compressive stress on the concave side in pounds per square inch
will be-

1= p + 11 = P(l + cpp )p-p

This formula expresses the relation between the apparent stress p
due to the load, and the greatest actual stress I on the concave side; and
if we wish to find the load p that would produce any given stress f, we

must solve the implied quadratic equation, and we then have-

(11)

-p+ 1- J(p +/)2 - 4fp(1- cp)p-
2(1- cp)

(12)
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Therefore if there exists any quantity which can be called the ultimate
compressive strength of the given material, we have only to insert that
value of f in the above formula in order to find the breaking load p.

According to this formula the breaking load of columns of different
proportions will be represented by a wave-line curve, such, as the curve
.ATO in Fig. 147, in which the several ordinates GM, &c., denote the
load or apparent stress p which produces the constant ultimate stress
represented by the horizontal line AKD. At A the curve touches that
line, while at 0 it approaches indefinitely near to the curve of the ideal
column; but with intermediate proportions of column, the curve shows
a marked reduction in the theoretic strength as calculated for the ideal
column, the reduction being greatest at the point B in the diagram,
where-

l~ p, and where p =f \---
~;j; . (12a)

The form of the curve, between A and 0, will depend on the value
that may be taken for cp, for the assumed variation of modulus. In the
figure we may understand the curve 'to be constructed on tb.e assump-
tion that the variation between the elasticity of the two flanges is equal
to the greatest difference that is commonly observed in the modulus of
the given material. If the inequality in any particular bars should be
less than this, the curve ATO will approach nearer to the curve of the
ideal column, and will coincide with the line ABO if cp is taken as nothing.
It will be seen, therefore, that the strength of columns cannot be defined
by any hard and fast line, even when the average elasticity of the column
and the ultimate strength of the material are accurately known; but, on
the contrary, the strength may have any value less than that of the ideal
column within certain limits. The strength of columns must therefore
be represented by an area, as in Fig. 147, within which the results of
individual experiments may be expected to place themselves at hap-
hazard. The upper limit will be the line of the ideal column ABO, and
it remains to determine for each material the position of the lower limit
ATO, which must be regarded as the greatest reliable strength of the
column in practice.

117. Observed Variations in the Elasticity of Iron and Steel.-In
constructing a strut of two separate and distinct flanges, er in constructing
a pier of four separate legs braced. together, it is obvious that we must
have regard to the greatest variation of elasticity that is likely to take
place as between separate specimens of the same material. Thus in
wrought iron the average modulus of elasticity is about 26,000,000 lbs.
per square inch; but the modulus is known to vary commonly between
23,000,000 and. 29,000,000, while occasionally the range is even greater.
The variation here mentioned is not one which takes place merely between
different kinds of iron, but is often observed to take place in different
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specimens of the same brand. Adopting these figures, therefore, the

fraction el - e2will have the value 0 '117; so that the greatest probabl~
el + e2

excentricity of reaction will be about tth of the radius of gyration. In
cast iron also the fraction is found to have very nearly the same
value.

But if the strut is composed of a single continuous bar or solid forging,
it may perhaps be supposed that the elasticity would be nearly uniform.
This idea, however, appears to be contradicted by experiment. For
example, a short piece was cut from the steel shaft of a big steamer, and
the block having been cut up into a number of longitudinal strips, each
strip was separately tested by Mr. Kirkcaldy for elasticity as well as for
ultimate strength. The shaft had been manufactured by Messrs. Kruppof
Essen, and in recording these experiments Sir B. Baker remarks that" a
more severe test of the quality and uniformity of the steel could not have
been devised, and the admirable manner in which the several stresses
were sustained could not have been surpassed." Yet sixteen of these
strips, when tested under the same direct stress, exhibited an elastic strain
which varied anywhere between '032 and '047; while six others which
were tested under the same transverse bending stress exhibited a deflec-
tion varying anywhere between '038 and '049. This shows that the
modulus of elasticity in different parts of this block of apparently homo-
geneous material, must have varied within wider limits than we have
taken above; but having regard to a great number of other experiments
it appea'rs that the general range of variation forms nearly the same per-
centage of the average elasticity in steel as it does in wrought and cast
iron; and if we decide to neglect the contingency of initial curvature or
other faults of workmanship, we must at least provide for this variation
of modulus in each of the materials named.

Therefore in all cases we shall adopt the value 0'117 for the fraction
el - e2
el + e2'

of different cross-sections. The value of cp in formula (11) appears to

depend upon the ratio Jl, which varies in different forms of cross-section
r .

according as the material is mostly concentrated at the edges or at the
centre of the section. Its highest value occurs in tees, angles, and bars
of cruciform section; and in the case of the angles and tees which formed

the subject of Mr. Christie's experiments, the average value was 1!= 2'2,r

so that in this case we have cp = 0'117
~

x
~ = 0'4 nearly. On the other

hand, its lowest value will occur in the case of a very thin hollow cylinder

in which 1! is theoretically equal to 1'42, although in the practical case of
. '/'

But we must consider how this variation will apply to columns
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a Phamix column it will seldom be less than 1.6; and in this case cp

would have the minimum value of 0'3 nearly.
It will be observed, however, that if the strut consists of a continuous

solid, and not of separate legs or flanges, the distribution of elasticity as
among the different fibres may take place in a thousand different ways,
and all that can be done is to provide against the worst case that is likely
to occur. In the case of the steel shaft above mentioned, it so happened
that the hardest group of fibres was situated nearly in the centre; and
the excentricity of elastic resistance (E) was therefore very small; but it
might have been very great if a column had been shaped out of this shaft
so as to contain the group of hard fibres near one of its edges.

In calculating the deflection of a solid column, we have virtually sup-
posed that, in all sections, the greatest excentricity to be provided for is
some constant fraction of the radius of gyration r~' but in the nature of
things we c::tn have no certain information on this point; and therefore
in seeking to estimate the lowest p1"obable limit for the strength of
columns, we shall take the maximum value of cp, namely 0 '4, for all
forms of cross-section.!

118. Wrought-Iron Columns.- W e can now, with very little trouble,
apply the foregoing principles to columns of wrought iron, cast iron, or
steel; and having traced the two curves which theoretically represent
the maximum and the minimum strength of the column, we can see how
the results of actual experiment will place themselves upon the diagram.

The theoretic curves, and the results of a great number of experiments
in each material, are represented upon Plate F in Figs. 151 to 156 inclusive.

In each diagram the ordinates of the curve Ba represent the values of
2

Max. p = p = 7r2E;, or the load producing indefinite flexure in the ideal

column; while the horizontal line AB represents the alternative value
Max. p = f, or the load producing the alternative failure of the strut by
crushing, or incipient disintegration or upsetting of the material; and in
each diagram the wave-line curve A 0 represents the load that would
produce the same stress Ion the concave side of the bent column, if its
elasticity is subject to irregularities as great as, but not greater than,
those commonly observed in practice. .

Taking formula (12) and inserting cp = 0'4 as found in the last .Article,
the ordinates of the curve A a in each diagram will be given by-

Minimum p =1 + p - J if + p)2 - 2'41p
1'2

(13)

1 It may here be remarked that whatever value we may assume for cJ> between the
extreme limits 0'4 and 0'3, the calculated strength will not vary by more than 5 per
cent. in any case. In fact, if the above values of cJ>are successively inserted in formula
(12a) it will be seen that in one case the theoretic strength is equal to 65, and in the
other 69 per cent. of the maximum strength of an ideal column; and the difference
would be still less if the column had any stout er or more slender proportions. '
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In wrought iron, the modulus of elasticity, in the general average
of cases, has a value of E = 26,000,000 Ibs.; and therefore the greatest
breaking weight, in a column of uniform elasticity E, will be

p=26,000,0001T2X
ClY'

as shown by the curve BC.

The ultimate compressive stress/, which causes the failure of short
blocks of wrought iron by bulging or upsetting, is not very accurately
defined by experiment, partly because the visible sign of failure is not so
marked as in the crushing of cast iron; but the stress is commonly
estimated at 36,000 to 50,000 Ib8. per square inch; and Fig. 152 includes
at the left end of the diagram some of the experiments by which this
estimate is justified.

In order to d~termine the lower limit we must consistently take the
lower value of f, and the curve AC is accordingly traced for f= 36,000
Ib8. Then, if this value of f represented the ultimate strength of all
specimens, the breaking weight of all columns ought to be included in
the area ABC;" and the position of any individual experiment in this
area would depend upon the particular excentricity of elastic reaction in
each bar. But as the ultimate strength of the material in different
specimens varies between 36,000 and 50,000 Ibs., the strength of all
columns (except in abnormal cases) will be included in the area Al Bl CA.
For it will be observed that however great may be the ultimate com-
pressive strength of some specimens, the upper limit or curve BIBC will
not be raised or affected in any way; and the only addition to be made
to the diagram in order to include specimens of such higher strength, is
the area AIBIBA. The fact that a few exceptional cases lie slightly
ahove the curve BC (as shown in the diagram) cannot possibly be
eXplained hy any superiority of ultimate strength; but is easily eXplained
by the fact that the average modulus for the whole bar is often slightly
greater than the value here taken for E.

The constellation of experiments shown in the diagrams comprises the
principal results of the tests which have been recorded by different
observers. The several bars and columns included in the diagram are of
different forms of cross-section as shown in the tables of reference, and
their dimensions vary within extremely wide limits, from rods half an
inch in diameter buckling with a load of one or two cwts., up to full-
sized bridge columns 12 inches in diameter, and 20 or 30 feet long,
breaking with a load of 300 tons or upwards'!

1 It would serve no useful purpose to repeat here in extenso the details of these
numerous experiments. Mr. Hodgkinson's experiments are well known to most readers,
while the details of the Pencoyd and Watertown tests may be examined by reference to
the paper of Mr. James Christie entitled" Experiments on the Strength of Wrought-Iron
Struts," and published in the Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
1884.

The T and L bars tested in the Pencoyd experiments varied in dimensions from
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In every case the ratio! is measured by the horizontal distance fromr
the edge of the diagram, while the vertical height denotes the recorded
breaking weights in Ibs. per square inch.

119. Columns with Fixed Ends.-When the ends of the column are
not free to turn, as we have hitherto assumed, but are held rigidly in one
direction, it is generally considered that the deflection of the column will
take place in a manner similar to that of a beam fixed at each end, and
having two points of contrary flexure as shown in Fig. 157, in which A
and a are the two points of contrary flexure. In this case the length
A a would be situated under precisely the same conditions as a strut
with rounded ends, whose central deflection and bending moment are
measured by the ordinate BD, while FK would represent the
reverse deflection and the reverse bending moment taking effect
at each of the fixed ends.

The diagram of positive and negative moments would there-
fore be not exactly the same as in a continuous beam, but in each
half of the column would consist of the two segmental areas AFK
and ABD.

Following the graphic method of describing the deflection
curve, it is evident that in a beam of uniform section and uni-
form elasticity, these two areas must be equal, because the slope
of the deflection curve at A is common to both curves; and
therefore AD will be equal to AK, so that if L denotes the total
length of the strut, the length of the equivalent round-ended

strut A a will be l = L .
2

But in practice there are several circumstances which modify
this deduction.

1. In a girder~shaped strut, if the relative compressibility of
the two flanges is as el to e2' the area AF K must be greater (lr G
less than the area ABD by a certain constant quantity.

2. If the average elasticity of the length AB is greater than that of
the length AF in the proportion of El to E2, the areas AFK and ABD
must also be in the proportion of El to E2.

3. The ordinate FK represents the bending moment acting upon the
bar, and it represents also the turning moment which acts upon the body
in which the bar is fixed. This body, whether it represents the jaws of
a testing machine, or the flange of a girder, is not absolutely inflexible,

I" x 1" x i" to 4" X4" X¥', while the beams and channel se ctions tested at Watertown
were from 4 inches to 12 inches in width.

The valuable series of experiments made by order of the Cincinnati Railway Company
to test the materials proposed for the Ohio Bridge, are recorded in Mr. T. C. Clarke's
paper" On Iron Bridges of very Large Span" (Proceedings of the Institute of Civil
Engineers, 1877-78), and were made with full-sized struts varying from 8 inches to
12 inches in diameter.

IJ B
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and if any angular .motion of the strut at the point F is thus permitted,
the length A 0 will be greater than half the length of the column.

It would be difficult to calculate the probable extent of these several
contingencies; but for practical purposes we may approximately cover

them by taking the length l as greater than L in some fixed ratio; and it
2

would appear that in the majority of experimental cases a limiting value
of l = 160 L may be taken as giving the length of the equivalent round-
ended column. The curves BO and AO in diagrams 152 and 154 are
constructed on this assumption, and the reader can judge for himself how
far they coincide with the upper and lower limits of strength as shown
by the results of actual experiment. 1

120. Cast-Iron Columns.-The average elasticity of cast iron may be
taken as E = 14,000,000 Ibs., and therefore the breaking weight of the

ideal column of uniform elasticity will be p = 14,000,00071"2 x (I)2; and the

limiting curves BC in Figs. 153 and 154 are constructed to represent this
value.

The crushing stress f in short struts is a quantity which can be defined
with tolerable accuracy, because the crushing is a well-marked and easily
observed phenomenon; but in different specimens it exhibits a consider-
able difference of value, depending in great measure upon the kind of iron
or mixture employed.

Table 1 contains the mean results of a number of experiments
made by Mr. Hodgkinson upon solid cylinders i inch in diameter. In
each case tests were made with cylinders of one diameter and two
diameters in height; but the effect of this difference of height was
inconsiderable, and in some cases the higher cylinder was the stronger
of the two.

According to these experiments the average crushing strength of
simple cast irons is about 86,300 Ibs. or 38~ tons per square inch; but
in good mixtures it will be generally somewhat higher, and will average
42 tons, occasionally reaching 50 tons.

For practical purposes, however, we may take 80,000 Ibs. as the lower
limit for good ordinary cast iron, although we must then expect a few
experiments to place themselves slightly below the curves AC, which
in Figs. 153 and 154 represent the breaking load p, or the load pro-
ducing a compressive stress of 80,000 Ibs., on the concave side of the
column.

1 In regard to this point it may be observed that if experiments are made under pre-
cisely the same conditions as those which occur in bridge-construction, their results are
the best and most reliable guides that we can possibly have; but, on the other hand,
these results are known to depend pretty largely upon minute changes in the condition(>
of the experiment; and as it is certain that the actual conditions of a strut in any pro-
posed bridge will be liable to such variations, theory may usefully be employed if only
to indicate the direction in which such variations would tend to take effect.



Description of Iron.
Lbs. per Square

Inch.

Low Moor iron, No. 1 60,489

" "
No. 2 95,928

Olyde iron, No. 1 90,805

"
No. 2 106,011

"
No.3 . 106,039

Blaenavon iron, No. 1 85,710
,.

"
No. 2 . 110,000

" "
No. 2 68,545

Oalder iron, No. 1 . 74,088
Ooltness iron, No. 3 101,000
Brymbo iron, No. 1 75,246

.,
"

No. 3 . 76,545
Bowling iron, No. 2 75,058
Ystalifera Anthracite iron, No. 2 . 97,742
Yniscedwin Anthracite iron, No. 1 . 81,084

" " "
No. 2 . 76,246
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TABLE l.-CJ'ushing Strength of Oast Iron.

But it must be remembered that the convex side of the column will
sometimes suffer a tensile stress, and cast iron is so much weaker in ten-
sion than in compression, that columns of this material will sometimes
give way by tension on the convex side.

The stress on the extreme fibre ie given by f =P(l - CPP ), and will
p-p

be either compression or tension according as this expression may have
a positive or a negative value. Then putting f1 = the ultimate tensile
strength, it will follow that the apparent compressive stress or load p
which is capable of destroying the column by tension will be-

-p - f1 + J (p - f1)2 + 4j~p(1 + cp)
PI - 2(1 + cp )

(14)

The direct tensile strength of cast iron may be taken on the average
at 14,000 Ibs. as a safe limit, and the resulting values of the breaking
load are described by the lower curve in Figs. 153 and 154, marked

" failure by tension."
The results of Mr. Hodgkinson's experiments with solid and hollow

cylindrical columns of cast iron are given in the diagrams, and appear
to coincide with the theoretic limits at all proportions of length to
diameter with as much accuracy as can be expected in any tests made
with varying qualities of material; and this is especially noticeable in
the round-ended columns, which are free from the disturbing contin-
gencies mentioned in the last .Article.

121. Steel Columns.-.According to some experiments the modulus
of elasticity in steel is no greater than in wrought iron; but on the
average it may probably be credited with a somewhat higher modulus of



Ratio L Cast Iron. Wrought Iron. Mild steel. Hard Steel.r

20 72,300 35,200 46,700 67,200
40 50.800 32,600 42,700 58,600
60 30; 000 28,400 36,000 45,500
80 17,600 23,200 28,300 33,000

100 11,700 18,200 21,500 23,700

120 8,300 14,100 16,400 17,500
140 6,300 11,100 12,700 13,300
160 4,900 8,800 10,100 10,400
180 3,900 7,200 8,160 8,360
200 3,200 5,900 6,710 6,850

220 2,680 4,970 5,620 5,710
240 2,270 4,210 4,750 4,820
260 1,950 3,640 4,080 4,130
280 1,690 3,140 3,550 3,570
300 1,480 2,750 3,100 3,130

320 1,300 2,430 2,730 ::!,740
340 1,160 2,160 2,430 2,440
360 1,040 1,940 2,190 2,190
380 940 1,730 1,960 1,960
400 850 1,570 1,760 1,760
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E = 29,000,000 lbs. The strength of a long ideal column ought there-
fore to be only slightly greater than in wrought iron, or

p = 29,000,00071"2 x (-;:) 2.

But in short co~umns the superior strength of the steel will come
into play, and in the practical column of unequal elasticity it will come
into play to some extent at all ratios of length to diameter.

The ultimate strength of steel, whether in tension or compression, is
known to vary within very wide limits; but as before stated this will
not in any way affect the curve BC forming the upper limit in Figs.155
and 156. It is necessary, however, to assume some value of f for the

TABLE2.-Breaking Weight of Columns with Rounded Ends in Pounds
per Square Inch of Sectional Area.

lower limit. Mr. Kirkcaldy finds that the ratio of tensile to compressive
strength is the same in steel as in wrought iron; and therefore if we
take f at 70,000 lbs. for hard steel, it will correspond with a tensile
strength of about 40 tons, which represents roughly one of the strongest
classes of steel ordinarily used for constructive purposes. With this
assumed value of f the lower limit for columns of hard steel with fixed
ends is described by the wave-line curve AC in Fig. 156.

The material known as mild steel may have almost any strength
between that of hard steel and that of wrought iron. If we assume as a



Ratio ~. Cast Iron. Wrought Iron, Mild steel. Hard Steel.
r

20 77,600 35,800 47,400 68,700
40 67,800 34,900 45,700 65,800
60 54,700 33,400 43,300 60,500
80 4i,000 31,100 39,900 53,600

100 30,000 28,400 36,000 45,500

120 21,200 25,300 31,000 37,400
HO 16,000 22,200 26,500 30,500
160 12,600 19,200 22,500 25,000
180 10,200 16,500 19,100 20,900
200 8,300 14,100 16,400 17,500 !
220 6,900 12,100 13,900 14,900
240 5,700 10,500 12,000 12,600
260 5,000 9,300 10,400 11,000
280 4,400 8,200 9,100 9,500
300 3,900 7,200 8,200 8,400

320 3,400 6,300 7,200 7,300
340 3,000 5.600 6,300 6,500
360 2,700 5)00 5,500 5,700
380 2,470 4,600 5,100 5,200
400 2,270 4,210 4,750 4,800
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broad average that f = 48,000 Ibs., the lower limit will be given by the
curve A C in Fig. 155. The actual experiments shown in these two
diagrams are those of Mr. Christie, and were made with bars of Land
beam section, in which the percentage of carbon averaged 0'36 in the
hard steel, and 0'12 in the mild steel.

122. Reliable Strength of Columns.- We have seen that the strength
of columns is greatly affected by certain causes which cannot be guarded
against; and it may reasonably be expected to suffer a consequent
diminution to any unknown extent down to the limit shown by the
curve A C j and the diagrams show that this curve represents very nearly

the average boundary of the constellation in each case, excluding a few
abnormal examples; therefore taking this curve to represent the reliable

TABLE 3.-Brealcing Weight of Columns with Fixed Ends in Pounds
per Square Inch of Sectional Ar'ea.1

strength of columns, the arithmetical values of the breaking load as cal-
culated from the formulre will be as in Tables 2 and 3.

123. Mr. Hodgkinson's Rules.-In this chapter we have endeavoured
to trace the operation of some of those natural causes which are chiefly
instrumental in determining the strength of columns, with the view of
finding a probable lower limit of strength, as affected by unknown con-

1 The calculated strength of columns with fixed ends, which is deduced from that of

round-ended columns as already described, will apply to cases in which the adjustment
and fixity of the ends are as accurate as they generally are in experiments with a testing
machine.
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tingencies which vary with every experiment, but which vary only
within certain known limits. We may now refer to the tables and
formulc:e which have been constructed to represent the avemge results,
or perhaps a safely low average of the results o;texperiments by different
observers.

As the result of his own experiments upon cast-iron pillars, Mr.
Hodgkinson deduces the following formulc:e:-

T, When the length is not less than thirty times the diameter. For
solid cylindrical pillars, d being the diameter in inches, and L the length
in feet, the gross breaking weight of the pillar is-

d3"6
P = AV"7 (15)

For hollow cylindrical pillars in which d is the external and d1 the
internal diameter- .

d3"6 - d 3'6
P=A V"71 (16)

The values of the coefficient A are as follows :-
(1.) For solid pillars with rounded ends A = 14:"9tons.
(2.) For solid pillars with fiat ends 44'16

"(3.) For hollow pillars with rounded ends 13'0
"(4.) For hollow pillars with fiat ends 44'3"

n. When the length is less than thirty times the diameter. Let b
denote the breaking weight as computed by the above formulc:ej and let
c denote the crushing load of a short block of the same sectional area
assummg a hypothetical strength of forty-nine tons per square inch
then-

P=~
b+ fC

(17)

These formulre apply to circular sections only j and they make the
breaking weight per square inch to depend not only upon the ratio of
length to diameter, but also upon the size of the column,

124, Gordon's RuleS.-The formula deduced by Gordon, and based
upon the above-named experiments of Mr. Hodgkinson, expresses the
breaking weight per square inch in the following form :-

JTorround-ended columns, whose length l and diameter d are measured
in the same units-

P -
f

- l2'
1 + 4ad2

(18)

For pillars which are fixed at the ends by having fiat capitals and
bases, it is assumed that the strength is that of an equivalent round-
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. L. -
ended column of half that length, or l =

2'
and the formula consequently

becomes-

P
.f

= L2 .
l+a-- d2

(19)

The following are the values of f and a:-
j.

Ibs. per sq. in.
36,000

80,000

80,000

a.

Wrought iron, solid rectangular section
Cast iron, hollow cylinder
Cast iron, solid cylinder

1
3000

1
800

1
400

The general form of Gordon's expression has been adopted by other
authorities, who have modified the values of the constants. Thus
M. Claudel adopts the following formula for solid cast-iron cylinders
varying from 5 to 120 diameters :-

c
p= L2'

1'45 + '00337 -,d2

(20)

or for columns from 5 to 30 diameters-

c (21)p=
0'68 + 1 ~

lOd

in which c denotes the ultimate crushing strength, varying perhaps from
36 to 49 tons. On the other hand, Dr. Ritter's formula, when expressed
in tons per square inch, becomes-

44'4p= L2
1 + '003

d2

It has already been remarked that Mr. Hodgkinson finds the strength
per square inch to depend upon the actual size of the cast-iron column,

independently of the ratio ~; accordingly, although Gardon's expression

agrees very well for small columns, it would appear that the constants
may be modified in the case of larger sizes, and Sir B. Baker finds the
following values to represent more closely the strength of cast-iron
columns 12 inches in diameter, viz.-

(22)

42'4p= L2 .
1 + -1---2 5 0 d2

125. Summary of Results for Cast Iron.- The results of the
different formulre when applied to solid cylindrical columns of cast iron

M

(23)



0 ~~~Gordon. Hodgkinson.
~.d .~~;:!:~.

H'"d~cD'-<
1':"" :>,1':"8 12" 1" 12" I"""~ ..od..-.....

H"" Column. Column. Column. Column....§ ~",,'~...>~o.~
o'-<8ii.SA <l>P~~pO p

Formula Formula Formula> Formula>cO ~eoS
~f>.S (23). (19). (15) & (16). (15) & (16).

10 605 605 576 605 661
20 375 326 360 326 382
30 190 184 221 184 236
40 113 114 144 113 144
50 74 77 99 77 99
60 50 55 72 57 74
70 40 41 54 43 56
80 31 32 42 34 44

Claudel. Ritter.
I

Min. Max.
c=36. c=49.

Formula
(22).

Formula Formula
(20). (20).

430 584 683
270 366 404
162 219 240
106 144 152

74 100 104
54 73 75
40 55 57
32 43 44

I
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of 1 inch and 12 inches diameter, are shown side by side in Table 4,
and may be compared with the ordinates of the curve AC in Fig. 154,
which are given in Cvvts.per square inch in the first column of the table,
while the other columns give the values as obtained by the different
formulm above mentioned.

TABLE4.-Solz'd Oylindrical Columns of Cast Iron (Fixed Ends).
Breaking Weight in Cwts. per Square Inch.

The curve of the diagram evidently runs very near to the Gordon
and Hodgkinson formulm for a 12-inch column as well as the lower limit
of the experiments. Between 30 FJ,nd60 diameters the curve is rather
below the limit, and this is probably due to our having described the
curve of "failure by tension" with a value of f1 derived from direct
tensile tests, whereas we should perhaps have inserted the theoretic
ultimate stress deduced from transverse bending; this, however, would
not greatly affect the figures.

'126. Summary of Results for Wrought Iron.-The constants em-
ployed in Gordon's formula for wrought-iron struts have already been
gIven.

M. Claudel gives the following for columns of 10 to 180 ,diameters,
VIZ.-

25'4p=
1'55 + '0005 ~:

(24)

On the other hand Dr. Ritter gives~

19
p=

1 + '0015
L2

2d'

(25)



Ratio i. Limiting Gordon. Rankine. Claudel. Ritter.Curve AG. Christie.
(13.) (19.) (26.) (24.) (25.)

10 312 310 308 317 330 357
20 278 282 273 290 237 286
30 226 255 ' 229 254 161 250
40 172 208 188 216 111 205
50 126 175 152 181 80 156
60 94 145 123 151 59 116
70 73 122 101 127 45 89
80 56 102 83 107 35 71
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But Professor Rankine uses the least radius of gyration as the true
measure of the stiffness in a column of any section, and deduces he
formula-

P = f
12

l+c'~ r2

(26)

in which f is taken at' 36,000 Ibs. for wrought iron, while the constant c
. 1IS 36000'

To compare these results, we may take the case of a solid cylindrical
column, in which r = ld; and the results of the several formulre will be
as follows:-

TABLE5.-Solid Cylind1"ical Columns of W1"oughtIron (Fixed Ends).
. Breaking We~'ghtin Cwts. per Square. Inch.

The last column in the table gives the results deduced by Mr.

Christie for equivalent values of L
from experiments made with bars of

r
Land T section.

127. Steel Columns-Mr. Christie's Experiments.-As the result
of these recent experiments with bari'; of L and I section, Mr. Christie
deduces no formula, but he gives the following table of average results
for different ratios of length to radius of gyration, the radius being
always measured in the plane of easiest flexure.

The individual tests are given in Figs. 155 and 156; and if the
values give~ in the table are plotted 'upon the diagrams, it will be seen
that they 'form an irregular line, describing generally a lower limit, or at
least a low average of the several tests; so that the line coincides roughly
with the curve A C, crossing it in fact two or three times; but at the left
end of the diagram, Mr. Christie's line leaves the lower limit and appears
to aim at a mean value of the compressive strength of very short speci-
mens, or :rather a figure which is much above the mean value of the two
or three shortest specimenR, and is apparently determined by a single



.

Ratio~. Mild Steel. Hard Steel.
I'

20 72,000 100,000
40 46,000 65,000
60 41,000 58,000
80 38,000 54,000

100 35,000 47,000
120 31,500 40,000
140 27,000 33,500
160 23,000 28,300
180 19,500 23,800
200 16,500 20,000
220 14,000 16,900
240 12,000 14,000
260 10,300 11,800
280 9,000 10,200
300 7,900 9,000
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example near the corner Al of each diagram. However, for a column of

about 10 diameters, or L
= 40, Mr. Christie's figures are practically id en-

r
tical with those of Table ~, and for all longer columns the difference is
inconsiderable.

TABLE5a.-Flat-Endf,d Struts of 4.ngle Section. Breaking Weight
in Lbs. per Inch, deduced by 111r.Ch1'istie.

It has already been mentioned that the strength of steel varies within
extremely wide limits; and the tables and diagrams will only apply to a
character of steel such as is indicated by the value assumed in each case
for the constant j, or to steel of a quality approximating to that used in
Mr. Christie's experiments. The bars employed in those tests gave an
average ultimate tensile resistance of 100,900 Ibs., or 45 tons in the hard
steel, and 63,400 Ibs. or 28i tons in the mild steel. The tensile and
compressivestrength of mild steel may have almost any value between
that of hard steel and that of good wrought iron; and the stronger the
steel the higher will be the value of j in formula (13).

Many writers have employed some modification of the formulre of
Gordon and Rankine to express the strength of columns in mild and in
strong steel, and have given various values for the coefficients applicable
to these materials.

For certain ratios of length to radius of gyration, i.e. for all ratios
greater than about 25 and less than 150, the results of Mr. Christie's ex-
periment8, as given in his own tables, would be expressed wit.h a fair
degree of accuracy by the following empirical formulre :-

48,000
Mild steel p = 1 +

L2 .
30,0001,2

(27)
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70,000
Hard steel p = 1

LI!.
+

20,000r2

in which r is the radius of gyration.
But whatever values may be taken for these coefficients, the resulting

curve will not agree very well with the known strength of the material
for all proportions of length to diameter; so that Gordon's formula does
not appear to be applicable to steel with the same degree of accuracy as
in the case of wrought iron. .

Since the issue of the first edition of this work, it has been found, as
might be expected, that the principles here set forth will apply to
columns of other elastic materials. Thus Mr. Moncrieff finds from
several tests of wood columns of different proportions, that the results
may be expressed perfectly by formulre (2) and (12) for the upper and
lower limits respectively.

(28)
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CHAPTER XI.

THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF STRUTS.

128. Safe Wor~g Load.-In the preceding chapter we have found
the breaking weight for struts of different proportions; but before we c~n
proceed to determine the safe working load, we must first decide upon
the factor of safety, and ,ye must also know something about the prop 01'-I

tions of the strut.
vYith regard to the fixing of a proper factor of safety, there exists

at present a great diversity of opinion, and especially amongst those
who have devoted the greatest attention to the subject. The method
most llsually followed hitherto by practical men has been to fix the
tensile or compressive working-stress at a certain fraction of the ultimate
strength as ascertained by experiments made with a quiescent and
gradually increased load. Some authorities prefer to take the "elastic
limit" rather than the ultimate strength of the material; but as they
then use a proportionately smaller factor of safety, the result comes to
pretty much the same thing.

In most countries the working-stress in iror( bridges is limited by
certain Governmental Rules, which do not generally go beyond this
elementary principle of applying a constant working-stress, although the
standard varies slightly in different countries, and in some cases the
working-stress for compression is somewhat lower than for tension.

At the same time it has been generally recognised that in applying these
rules, some regard must be paid to the liability of long struts to flexure ;
and for this purpose the formulre of Rankine and Gordon have been very
generally employed, independently of the Government Rules, in order to
determine the reduced strength of long and slender compression members.
The practice of adopting a constant working-stress for all compression
members, subject to such modification as may be indicated by Rankine's
formula, is therefore so widely sanctioned that we must certainly be pre-
pared to carry out our calculations on this basis.

In recent times, however, a totally different view has been taken by
many engineers in regard to the proper working-stress, whether in tension
or compression. W6hler's experiments have shown that the ultimate
strength of materials, as ascertained in the usual manner, cannot be
relied upon when applied to a structure which is subject to constant and
rapid changes of load; and indeed that the breaking load depends so
largely upon the manner of loading that in some cases it is reduced to
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one-half,' and in other cases even to one-third of its nominal amount.
These experimental results are as firmly grounded as any that have been
obtained by a quiescent load, while the latter have the disadvantage that
they certainly do not represent the conditions which obtain in bridge-
construction; and it is therefore not surprising that vVohler's results have
been regarded by some engineers as the only reliable facts on which the
strength of such structures can be calculated. It is unfortunate, however,
that the real meaning of Wohler's experiments is capable of being con-
strued in different ways; and as a natural consequence the formulce,
which have been proposed for applying them to practice) differ widely
among themselves.

We must therefore leave this question for future consideration; and
for reasons already mentioned, we must proceed to consider the design of
compression members as based upon the rules which have hitherto been
generally accepted. Accordingly we shall assume for the present that the
working load is to be determined by applying a certain factor of safety to
the breaking load as found by the usual experiments, or as found by
Rankine's formula in the case of long struts.

129. Short Compression Members-Working Load and Sectional
Area.-For a short strut, or for any dompression member which is so
stiff or so well supported as to be free froIn any liability to buckling, the
breaking load in pounds per square inch will be that indicated by the
several experiments shown at the left end of the diagrams, Figs. 151 to 156.

The working load is fixed in a usual way by applying a factor of
safety to the breaking load; i.e., if f denotes the ultimate crushing
strength, or the breaking weight of a short column, the working load per

square inch of sectional area will be ;, in which F is the factor of safety;

and if P denotes the greatest load that the strut has to carry, the
required sectional area of the short strut will be-

PF
AO=f- (1)

In the case of Wrought Iron, if we take a factor F = 4 as applicable to
the ultimate strength f estimated at sixteen tons per square inch, we shall
have a working load of }.46..= 4 tons per square inch of gross section; and
this value is very commonly adopted as a standard, whether it be deduced
from the breaking load or from the elastic limit. In some English
practice 4'5 tons is adopted, while in America it is more usual to take the
working-stress at four American tons or 8000 Ibs. per square inch.

In the case of Steel the working load must evidently depend upon the
quality of the material.l In the principal members of the Forth Bridge the
adopted working-stress was 71 tons per square inch; but this was of course
reduced in long struts and in members subject to great variations of stress.

1 Vide Ohapter X., Art. 127, and Chapter XII.
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When Cast Iran is emplayed, it is usually cansidered advisable to.
matee allawance far the uncertain character af the material, by using a
higher factar af safety, ar say F = 5; and the war king laad is then equal

,

to. abaut seven tans per square inch in shart calumns.
130. Long Struts Liable to Buckling.- W e have seen that the

breaking laad p per square inch af sectianal' area is greatly affected by
the ratio. af length to. diameter af calumn, and therefare the warking laad
must be carrespandingly reduced in lang and slender struts. Accarding
to. the mast usual methad, this is dane by applying the same factar af
safety to. the breaking weight p in every case; i.e., by making the warking

laad equal to. ;, in which p is the breaking laad far a calumn af the

given prapartians.
The tables given in the last chapter, and the farmulffi of Gardan and

Rankine therein quated, will give us the value af the breaking laad p far
any given ratio. af length to.diameter, ar length to. radius af gyratian ; and
therefare when we know the exact dimensians af the strut and the :figure
af its crass-sectia~, we can always :find the praper warking laad withaut
any difficulty. But in the ardinary pracess af designing the members af
a bridge, we want to. knaw the safe warking laad per square inch befare
we can determine the crass-sectian af the strut; and therefare the tables
and farmulffi given in the last chapter are incapable af any direct applica-
tian far the purpase in view,( They will enable us to. ascertain whether
any existing bridge is strang enaugh far its purpase, but if we have to.
design the bridge by their aid, we can anly begin by guessing at a crass-
section, and then go.an to. see whether it is strang enaugh, by calculating

the radius af gyratian, the ratio. ~, and the'resulting value af p.

131. Process of Designing a Strut.-The prablem generally presents
itself in the fallawing practical form :-The length af the strut having been
:fixed, and the maximum laad calculated, we have then to. decide upan a
suitable farm af crass-sectian and to. determine the required sectianal area
af the strut.

When the length is maderate and the laad camparatively great, the
salutian is very simple, and the difficulty anly arises when these candi-
tians are reversed. But it is precisely here that the selectian af a gaad
farm becames especially impartant, and the calculatian af its required
area especially difficult; and the questian has sa wide an influence upan
the ecanamic design af large bridges, that we must endeavaur to. examine
it in same detail.

In general it is abviaus that ecanamy is to. be attained by adapting a
diameter which is nat less than a certain maderate fractian af the length;
but with a given sectianal area we cannat always make the diameter as
large as we shauld like. Far example, if we have a strut 150 feet in
length, we may perhaps wish to. adapt a diameter af nat less than loth
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of the length, or 5 feet; but if the required sectional area amounts only
to 25 square inches, how is such a strut to be constructed ~ A hollow
tube of square or cylindrical section would require to be made with a
thickness of only ith or to th of an inch; and in such a case it is
certain that the strength would not depend so much upon the flexure of
the whole strut as upon the secondaryflexu1'e or local wrinkling or collapse
of the thin plate, and would be greatly reduced in consequence.

The same question arises, in a different form, in dealing with struts
of smaller size and with smaller loads; for the fact is that in addition to
the length and diameter of the strut, there is a third dimension which
has not yet been considered, but which determines the ratio between the
sectional area and the diameter of the strut (or its radius of gyration);
and which is itself determined either by geometrical necessity or by the
practical requirements of manufacture, or is limited by considerations of
secondary fiexure.

Thus, by way of further example, we may, perhaps, have to design a
series of compression members in the web-bracing of a girder, each of
which is to be composed of two T irons rivetted bac~ to back. Now,
taking the case of the lightly-loaded struts near the centre of the girder,
we may perhaps begin by assuming a certain working load which would
be proper for a certain assumed diameter; then having worked out the
required sectional area, we should very likely find that the strut cannot be
made of the given diameter and given sectional area except by making the
T irons so thin that in practice they could not be obtained. For a T iron
cannot be rolled as thin as paper, and therefore its diameter (or its radius
of gyration) cannot bear more than a certain proportion to its sectional area.

Proceeding further, we may perhaps try a smaller diameter with a

correspondingly lower working-stress, and so on. In this way the proper
section of T iron may be arrived at by repeated trials; and at the same
time it may probably be discovered that a different form of cross-section
would have given more satisfactory results; for, owing to the influence of
the third dimension, it will be seen that a form of construction which is
suitable for one length of strut and one value of the gross load, is quite
unsuitable when the length or the load has a different value.

To acquire the same information in a more direct and ready manner,
we must consider the influence of the third dimension. .

132. The Third Dimension-Sectional Area in Terms of Load
and Length.-By way of illustration we may consider the third dimen-
sion as representing a mean thickness, which being multiplied by the
diameter d, will give the actual sectional area of the strut; and the mean
thickness of a given section may be measured by the diameter multiplied
by a factor or coefficient (g); so that if A is the sectional area, we should

have mean thickness = gd = A, or A = gd2.
d

But for the present purpose it will be better to take the radius
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of gyration r as the unit of measurement in ,'each case. There can
be no doubt that amongst the different sections of rolled iron bars
or built struts, the radius of gyration should be taken rather than
the outside diameter, as the true measure of stiffness. I t has been
shown in the last chapter that when struts of very different sections are
ranged together according to the radius of gyration, the results of experi~
ment agree together as closely as could be expected; but if, struts of
equal diameter and of different patterns of cro~s-section had been ranged
together, their strengths would not have agreed together.

Bnt in any given pattern of cross-section, the radius of gyration r
will always be a certain fraction of the diameter; and as we have ex-
pressed the sectional area A as a certain multiple of d2, so also it will be
a certain multiple of r2, or say A = gd2= ~r2.

The constants g and ~ will of course depend on the figure of the cross~
section; .thus in a solid square bar g = 1, and ~= 12, so that A = d2=
12r2; and in the same way whatever may be the given figure of cross~
section, its area may be expressed as a multiple of d2 or a multiple
of r2.

It was also found that for all proportions of column usually employed,
i.e., up to 40 diameters, the value of the breaking weight as given by Pro-
fessor Rankine's formula (26) coincides very nearly with the lower limit
which was theoretically found. Therefore taking for our present purpose

the well-authenticated formula p =
f

L2' we may apply the factor of
l+c- 1.2

safety F, and if P denotes the gross load, we have the required sectional
PF PF (

L2) kO f h
FP

qrea A = p=7 1 + c r2 ; or ma mg use 0 t e symbol Ao=y'

which denotes the standard sectional area for very short struts, we may
.

(
L2

)
.

write the expression A = A 0 1 + c.r2 .

But we have, as above, A=~r2, therefore A=Ao(l + C~2), and by

reduction this gives-

A= ~o + ~ (~oY + Aoc~L2

By means of this expression we may apply Rankine's formula so as to
obtain the required sectional area, at one operation, in terms of the given
load~P and the length L, when the coefficient ~ has been determined.
This will facilitate the process of calculation; and at the same time it
will enable us to form a general idea as to the typ~ of construction which
will be most suitable under given circumstances.

133. The following table gives, for several elementary forms of cross~
section, the general formulre for the moment of inertia I, the sectional

(2)
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TABLE 6.

I

No. Section, I .A.
I

r2=A .A.
(=2 r

1
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12 12
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area A, the square of the radius of gyration or r2= ~-, and the coefficient

A
~= }"2. In each case the supposed plane of fiexure is the plane of the

dimension H, and is at right angles to the neutral axis shown in dotted lines.
To facilitate the work of designing compression-members, we shall

now go on to consider the practical value of ~ in the most ordinary forms
of cross-section; so that we may be able to find the required sectional
area A in terms of the net theoretical area Ao which would be proper for
very short struts.

134. Wrought-Iron Struts-General Formula for Sectional Area.-
In Rankine's formula for wrought-iron columns with fixed ends, the con-
stant e is taken as :36600; the length L being measured in the same units
as the radius of gyration r; but taking the length in feet and all trans-
verse dimensions in inches, the constant will be c = .d 0; and the
sectional area for wrought-iron struts of any length will be-

A = Ao
. J( Ao)

2 ~AoL2.
2, + 2 + 250

(3)

in which Ao is the net or minimum sectional area for short compression
members.

This formula will be equally applicable whatever factor of safety we
may ultimately see fit to adopt in determining .Ao. For the present' we
shall take 4 as the factor of safety, and the working load for short struts
being then 4 tons per square inch, the gross load in tons will be equal to

p
4Ao, or Ao =-.

4
135. Solid Square or Rectangular Bars.-In the case of a square

bar it is abundantly evident that the diameter can have only one' value
for a given sectional area, and therefore it would be quite useless to
assume a diameter for the purpose of finding the working load and the
corresponding sectional area; but for this section the constant relation
between sectional area and diameter, or radius of gyration, is fixed by
geometrical necessity, and is A = [)2

= 12}"2; and inserting ~= 12 in

formula (3) the required sectional area is directly obtained. Thus if
the load is 4 tons, the standard area (for short struts) is Ao = 1 square
inch; and the area for any other length of strut will then be-

l / 1 12L2
A = -2 +

~ 4" + 250.

The resulting values, in square inches, are given in the first line of
Table 7 for lengths varying from L = 2' 6" to L = 20' 0"; and taking
successive values for."the load P and standard area Ao, up to 10 square
inches or 40 tons, the Table gives the required section of strut expressed
as a multiple of Ao; so that in every case the required area is A = mAo'



No,l .A.=D2= 12r2; ("= 12
Oo(--D--~ Ao

,J (Ao r
12AoL2I I

rD .A.=2" + "2 + 250 -mAo.
D,

I
j"- Length in Feet,

Fixed ends, L = 2' 6"
I

5' 0" 7' 6" 10'0" 12' 6" 15'0" 17'6" 20'0"
---

I

-- -- -- ----
Round ends, l = 1'6" 3'0" 4'6" 6'0" 7'6" 9'0" 10'6" 12'0"

p, Ao,
Mu.ltiple m~in tons, sq, ins,

----

4 1 1'24 1'70 2'22 2'75 3'28 3'83 4'37 4'91
8 2 1'13 1'42 1'77 2'13 2'50 2'88 3'26 3'64

12 3 1'09 1'31 1'57 1'86 2'16 2'46 2'77 3'08
16 4 1'07' 1'24 1'46 1'71 1'96 2'22 2'48 2'75
20 5 1'06 1'20 1'39 1'60 1'83 2'05 2'29 2'52
24 6 1'05 1:17 1'34 1'52 1'72 1'93 2'07 2'36
28 7 1'04 1'15 1'30 1'46 1'64 1'83 2'00 2'24
32 8 1'03 1'13 1'27 1'42 1'59 1'76 1'94 2'13
36 9 1'03 1'12 1'24 1'38 1'54 1'70 1'87 2'04
40 10 1'03 I'll 1'22 1'35 1'50

I

1'65 1'81 1'97
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TABLE7.-Wrought-I1'on Struts-SqUa1:e B(frs.

.

Example.l-Suppose that we have to construct a wrought-iron
stanchion of solid square section, to be 10 feet in length, with ends rigidly
fixed, and to carry a load of 20 tons, what is the required size of the bar 1

The net section for a short strut would be Ao = 240= 5 square inches;
and referring to the table, the multiple for this length and load is 1'60 ;
therefore the required sectional area IS 5 x 1'60 = 8 square inches. .

This would give a bar 2'83, or say 2f inches square; and if we wish
to check the result, the exact radius of g,)T.rationwill be r= 0'816 inch,

and the ratio
L in Rankine's formula is therefore <1.if6 = 147; whiler .

. ,
h

.
h ' 11 b

16
the breakmg weIg t per square mc WI e p = 1472 = 10 tons.

0

1 + 36,000
The breaking weight of the strut is therefore 8 x 10 = 80 tons, or four
times the working load,-which is the result aimed at,

Of course the apparent working-stress is in each case simply!, or
.' n~

standard working-stress I
. ,. t WIll also be seen that the multIple shows at

m
a glance what percentage of additional metal has to be provided to resist
the flexure of the strut; thus in the foregoing example it is evident that

1 If the reader has hitherto doub~ed the necessity or the usefulness of this inquiry,
he may easily convince himself of it by trying to solve, in any other way, the very
commonplace problem proposed in this example.



Fixed ends, L = 2' 6" I~- 7' 6"
-

Round ends, l = I' 6"
I

3' 0" 4'6"

"

P. Ao, Multiple ml'in tons. sq, ins.

--
4 1 1'70 2'75 3'83 4'91
8 2 1'42 2'13 2'88 3'64

12 3 1'31 1'86 2'46 3'08
16 4 1'24 1'70 2'22 2'75 3'28 3'82
20 5 1'20 1'60 2'05 2'52 3'00 3'48
24 6 1'17 1'52 1'93 2'36 2'80 3'23
28 7 1'15 1'46 1'84 2'23 2'64 3'03
32 8 1'13 1'42 1'76 2'13 2'50 2'88 3'26 3'64
40 10 1'11 1'35 1 '66 .1'97 2'30 2'64 2'98 3'32
48 12 1'09 1'31 1'57 1'86 2'16 2'46 2'77 3'08
64 16 1'07 1'24 1'46 1'70 1'96 2'22 2'42 2'75
80 20 1'06 1'20 1'39 1'60 1'82 2'05 2'28 2'52

- -- -----------
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60 per cent. must of necessity be added to the net theoretic section (of a
short strut) in order to stiffen the stanchion against buckling; and the
comparative economy of different forms of cross-section, for different
situations, may thus be examined by comparison of the tables,

Flat Bars.-If the strut is equally liable to fiexure in both directions,
the square bar will be stronger than any other rectangular bar of the same
area, and the table (7) shows, therefore, the best that can be done in such
a case with this typB of section. But in practice fiat bars are often used
in the diagonal struts of lattice-girders, the bars being stiffened laterally
by some kind of support applied at short intervals, and the unsupported
length for lateral fiexure being thus reduced. In such cases it will
presently be shown that the bar, as regards lateral fiexure, may be con-
sidered as a strut with hinged or rounded ends whose length l is equal
to the distance between such points of support. In all cases we shall
take the ~ength l of round-ended struts as being equivalent to 160 ths of
the length L for fixed-ended struts, and these lengths are given in the
tables as equivalent to one another.

In all bars of fiat rectangular section the coefficient t, as shown in

Table 6, will be equal to 12 ;; and this value being inserted in formula (3),

the required sectional area for any given proportions may be easily found,
By way of example, the following tables give the values of the multiple

'J11,for wrought-iron fiats whose breadth is four times their thickness :-
T.ABLE8,- Wrought-Iron Struts-Flat Bars.

No.2
~---B---~, I

??1] I

B=4H; A=iB2=16H2=48r~; ~=48.

A=Ao+,.j (Ao)
2 48AnL2.

2 2 + 250

Length in Feet,

10' 0" 112/6" 15' 0" 17' 6" 20' 0"
--~-----

6' 0"
I

7' 6" 9' 0" 10' 6" 12' 0"



No.2 H=4B; A=16B2=iH2=3r2; (=3, I

I B:
I

,
A=Ao+ ~(AoY3AoU.

TO: . 2 2 + 250
H

I.
Length in Feet,I

--l-

Fixed ends, L = 2' 6" 5' 0" 7' 6" 10' 0" 12' 6" 15' 0" 17' 6" 120' 0"
----
Round ends, l = l' 6" 3' 0" 4' 6" 6' 0" 7' 6" 9' 0" 10' 6"112' 0"

p, Ao.
in tons. sq. ins, Multiple m2'

4 1 1'06 1'24 1'46 1'70 1'96 2'22 2'48 2'75
8 2 1'04 1'13 1'27 1'42 1'59 1'76 1'95 2'] 3

12 3 1'02 1'09 1'19 1'31 1'44 1'57 1'71 1'86
16 4 1'02 1'07 1']5 1'24 1'35 1'46 1'58 1'71
20 5 1'01. 1'06 1'12 1'20 1'29 1'39 1'49 1'60
24 6 1'01 1'05 1'10 1'17 1'25 1'34 1'43 1'52
28 7 1'01 1'04 1'09 1'15 1'22 1'30 1'38 1'46
32 8 1'01 .1'03 l'OS 1'13 1'20 1'27 1'34 1'42
40 10 1'01 1'03 1'06 1'11 1'16 1'22 1'29 1'35
48 12 1'01 1'02 1'05 1'10 1'14 1'19 125 1'31
64 16 1'01 1'02 1'04 1'07 1'11 1'15 1'19 1'24
80 20 1'00 1'01 1'03 1'06 1'09 1'12 1'16 1'20
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Table S gives the multiple ml for the flat bars considered in relation
to fiexure in the plane of their least dimension; while Table Sa gives the
multiple m2 for the same bars set on edge, and when liable only to flexure
in the plane of their depth. The latter case arises in some arrangements
of bracing which will be presently referred to,

In this, as in all the following tables, the first line refers to struts
of very small scantling such as could only be used in secondary bracing
or in very small structures.

TABLE Sa.- Wrought-Iron Str'lds-Flat Bars.

136, Struts of L Section,-In practice the thickness of L bars is
generally not less than one-eighth of the width; thus an angle iron
3" x 3" may be often a little thicker than! inch, but is not commonly
made thinner when the bar is to be used for the ordinary purposes of
bridge-work. Table 9 gives the multiple for a single equal-sided ,6

bar, in which t = ~. The plane of easiest flexure is on a diagonal

direction,
137. Struts of T and + Section,- vVhenthe tee is made of equal

width and depth, we may take the ,limiting thickness again as being



Fixed ends, L = 2' 6" 5' 0" I~.- 10' 0" 12' 6" 15' 0" 17' 6" 20' 0"
-- -- -- --

Round ends, l = I' 6" 3' 0" 14' 6" 6' 0" 7' 6" 9' 0" 10' 6" 12' 0"

p, Ao,
Multiple 111"in tons, sq, ins,

----
4 1 1'13 1'41 1'75 2'11 2'48 2'85 3'23 3'60
8 2 1'07 1'24 1'46 1',0 1'94 2'20 2'46 2'72

12 3 1'05 1'17 1'33 1'52 1'71 1'92 2'13 2'34
16 4 1'03 1'13 1'26 1'42 H;8 1'75 1'93 2'll
20 5 1'03 I'll 1'22 1'34 1'49 1'64 l'SO 1'96
24 6 1'02 1'09 1'19 1'30 1'43 1'56 1 '71 1'86
28 7 1'02 1'08 1'17 1'28 1'38 1'50 1'63 1'77
32 8 1'02 1'07 1'15 1'26 1'34 1'46 1'57 1'70
36 9 1'02 1'07 1'13 1'23 1'31 1'42 1'53 1'64
40 10 1'01 1'06 1'12 1'20 1'29 1'38 1'49 1'59

p, Ap,
ln tons, sq, ms, Multiple m,

----
4 1 1 '12 1'38 1'69 2'03 2-37 2'72 3'07 3'43
8 2 1'06 1'22 1'41 1'64 1'87 2'11 2'35 2'60

12 3 1'04 1'15 1'30 1'47 1'66 1'85 2'04 2'24
16 4 1'03 1'12 1'24 1'38 1'53 1'69 1'86 2'03
20 5 1'03 1'09 1'20 1'32 1'45 1'59 1',3 1'88
24 6 1'02 1'08 1'17 1'27 1'39 1'51 1'65 1'78
28 7 1'02 1'07 1'15 1'24 1'34 1'45 1'58 1'70
32 8 1'02 1'06 1'13 1'21 1'31 1'41 1'52 1'65
36 9 1'02 1'06 1'12 1'19 1'28 1'37 1'47 1'59
40 10 1'01 1'05 I'll 1'18 1'26 1'35 1'44 1'54 I

I
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TABLE 9,- Wrought-Iron Struts~Angle Bars.

"~

.

f-'

L
't"NO'3

:",
D ,

I
,

: " ~;
- ¥-- '

1< D ~>;:<.

t=D, A=O'234D2=5'88r2, (=5'88
8 '

,
'. '

Ao I(Ao )
2 5'88AoL2

A=2"+ V 2 + 250 ~rnAo'

Length in Feet,

TABLE 10,- Wrought-Iron Struts-Tee and Oruciform Section,

-A-

h
,.t.. No,4

~ , ..

.

-
. I I, ,
_':!_- I

f<- -- D --->I

No.5 D
t=--; A=O'234D2=5'2r2; (=5'2,8

A=Ao+ I(Ao2) 5'2AoL2- A
2'\1 2 + 250

m 0'

Length in Feet,

Fixed ends, L= 2' 6" 5' 0" 7' 6" 110' 0" 12' 6" 15' 0" 17' 6" 20' 0"
I

Round ends, l= ~- ~- -
4' 6"-I~-~. ;(t-

10' 6"- 12'
0,,-1



No,6
t= D; A=O'18D2=6'r2; (=6'0.

r~ 16
I . I
I ,.<-D-- ---->j
1 I I

A=Ao+ J(Aoy + 6AoL2,I

D
I - 2 2 250
I
I
I Length in Feet,_'t._------

It \

Fixed ends, L = 2'6" 5' 0" 7' 6" 10' 0" 12' 6" 15'0" 17' 6" 20' 0"
-- --

Round ends, l = I' 6" 3' 0" 4'6" 6' 0" 7'6" 9' 0" 10' 6" 12' 0"

p, Ao,
Multiple m.in tons, sq, ins,

8 2 1'07 1'24 1'48 1'70 1'96 2'22 2'48 2'75
16 4 1'04 1'13 1'27 1'42 1'59 1'76 1'95 2'12
24 6 1'03 1'09 1'19 1'31 1'43 1'57 1'71 1'86
32 8 1'02 1'07 1'15 1'24 1'35 1-46 1'58 1'71
40 10 1'02 1'06 1'12'.> 1-20 1'29 1'39 1'49 1'60
48 12 1'01 1'05 1'10 1'17 1'25 1'34 1'43 1'52
56 14 1'01 1'04 1'09 1'15 1'22 1'30 1'38 1'46
64 16 1'01 1'03 1'08 1'13 1'20 1'27 1'34 1'42
72 18 1-01 1'03 1'07' 1'12 1'18 1'24 1'31 1'38
80 20 1'00 1'03 1'07 1'11 1'16 1'22 1'28 1'35
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practically equal to one-eighth of the longest arm; and with these pro-
portions, the required sectional area of the strut is given in Table 10 ;
which table will also apply to a cruciform section, whose thickness is
one-eighth of the diameter,

The rolled cruciform section is not very frequently used in bridge-
work, but the same section may be made up of four angles rivetted back
to back, each angle bar having the same proportions as in No, (3) above,

138, Struts Composed of Two Tees Rivetted Back to Back.-Tee
irons are frequently applied in this way for the compression members of
the web-bracing, or for stiffeners to a plate web, The width of table is
then very commonly made equal to twice the height, and the limiting
thickness is commonly one-eighth of the depth, or one-sixteenth of the
width or diameter of the strut as assumed in Table n,

TABLE,11.- Wrought-Iron Struts-Tlca Tees Back t.oBack.

139, Struts of Beam Section,- Wrought-iron beams are rolled of
various sections and thicknesses; but as before we shall take by way of
example a section in which the radius of gyration is as large as it can
practically be made in proportion to the sectional area. Tables 12 and
12a refer to a rolled beam whose depth is twice the width of flange,
and whose thickness throughout is one-sixteenth of the depth, Of these
tables, the former refers to lateral flexure, for which rl is the radius of
gyration, while the latter refers to flexure in the plane of the depth,

N



No,7 D B DQ 2k--B --~ t=16=S; A=O'll7 "=10'4r1 ; (1=10'4,

~-I'

+,

- =O'8r22; (2=0'8,

A= Ao+ ~(AOr10'4AoL2.
2 . 2 + 250

_'JI- Length in Feet,

Fixed ends, L = 2' 6" 5' 0" 7' 6" 10' 0" 12' 6" 15' 0" 17' 6" 20' 0"
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Round ends, l = I' 6" 3' 0" 4' 6" 6' 0" 7' 6" 9' 0" 10' 6" 12' 0"

p, Ao,
in tons, sq, ins, Multiply m1, Lateral Flexure,

--
8 2 1'12 1'38 1'69 2'03 2'37 2'72 3'07 3'43

16 4 1'06 1'22 1'41 1'64 1'87 2'll 2'35 2'60
24 6 1'04 1'15 1'30 1'47 1'66 1'85 2-04 2-24
32 8 1-03 1'12 1'24 1'38 1'53 1'69 1'86 2'03
40 10 1'03 1-09 1'20 1'32 1'45 1'59 1'73 1'88
48 12 1'02 1'08 1'17 1-27 1'39 1'51 1'65 1'78
56 14 1'02 1-07 1'15 1'24 1'34 1'45 1'58 1'70
64 16 1'02 1'06 1'13 1-21 1'31 1'41 I-52 1'65
72 18 1'02 1'06 1-12 1-19 1'28 1';37 1-47 1'59
80 20 1'01 1'05 I'll 1'18 1'26 1-35 1'44 1'54

Fixed ends,L =

Round ends, l =

p, Aa,
in tons, sq, ins,

--- -
8 2

16 4
24 6
32 8
40 10
48 12
.56 14
64 16
72 18
80 20

,

Multiple m2' Vertical Flexure,

I
1'04 1'14 > 1'28 1'45 1'62 ' 1'80 1'98 2-18
1'02 1'07 1'16 1'25 1'37 1'49 1-61 1'74
1'01 1'05 l-ll 1'18 1'26 1'36 1'45 1'55
1'01 1'04 1-08 1-14 1'21 1-28 1-36 1'44
1-01 1'03, 1'07 1'12 1-17 1'23 1'30 1'37
1'01 1-03 1'06 1'10 1'15 1'20 1'26 1'32
1'01 1-02 1'05 1-09 1'13 1'18 1'23 1'29
1'01 1-02 1'04 1'08 1'11 1'16 1'20 1'26
1'00 1'02 1'04 1-07 1'10 1'14 1'19 1'23
1'00 1'01 1'03 1'06 1'09 1-13 1'18 1'21
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TABLE12,- Wrought-Iron Struts-Beam Section.

TABLE 12a,-Beam Section as above- Vertical Flex~lre,

Length in Feet,

5' 0" 10' 0" 40' 0"15' 0" 20' 0" 25' 0" 30' 0" 35' 0"
--- --------

3' 0" 6' 0" 24' 0"9' 0" 12' 0" 15' 0" 18' 0" 21' 0"

140. Struts of ChaIlllel or Double ChaIlllel Section,-Channel irons
are rolled of various proportions, although the sections that are most
readily obtainable in the market do not differ very greatly in their pro-
portions of depth to width and thickness,



t No.S t=~=f; A=O'1016D2=8'8r2;(=8'8,

-~--TI
E A =

Ao
+ J ( ~Q)~+ 8 '8AoL2 ,

4- -----f:~-- --
2 2 250-.::1-- - I

:"---D=fB---+{

Length in Feet,

Fixed ends, L= 2' 6" 5' 0" 7'6" 10'0" 12'6" 15' 0" 17'6" 20' 0"
-- -- -- -- -- --- --

Round ends, l = l' 6" 3' 0" 4' 6" 6'0" 7' 6" 9' 0" 10' 6" 12' 0"

p, Ao,
Multiple m,in tons, sq. ins,

--
8 2 1'10 1'33 1-61 1'92 2'23 2'55 2'87 3'20

16 4' 1'05 1'18 1'36 1'56 1'78 1'99 2'22 2'44
24 6 1'04 1'12 1'26 1'42 1'58 1'75 1'93 2'11
32 8 1'03 1'10 1'21 1'33 1'47 1'61 1'76 1'92
40 10 1'02 1'08 1'17 1'28 1'39 1'52 1'65 1'79
48 12 1'02 1'07 1'14 1'24 1'33 1'45 1'57 1'69
56 14 1'02 1'06 1'12 1'21 1'29 1'40 I-51 1-62
64 16 1'01 1'05 I'll 1'19 1'27 1'36 1'46 1'56
72 18 1'01 1'05 1'10 1'17 1'24 1'32 1'42 1'51
80 20 1'01 1'04 1'09 1'15 1'22 1'30 1'39 1'48

No,9 D B
.' t=16=12; A=(!'2032D2=9r12; (1=9'0,

-'I'
:,'

= 1'5r22; (2= 1'5,'II
D 2t

A=Ao+ J(Aoy +
9AoL2,I

I
I 2 2 250I
I

_'!-
:<--B=!i-D-->! . Length in Feet,

Fixed ends, L1= 2'6" 5' 0" 7' 6" 10' 0" 12' 6" 15' 0" 17'6" 20'0"
---------------

Round ends, II = l' 6" 3' A" 4' 6" 6' 0" 7' 6" 9' 0" 10'6" 12'0"

p, Ao,
in tons, sq, ins, Multiple m1' Lateral Flexure,

--
16 4 1'05 1'19 1'37 1'57 1'79 2'01 2'24 2'46
32 8 1'03 1'10 1'22 1'34 1'48 1'62 1'77 1'93
48 112 1'02 1'07 1'15 1'24 1'35 1'46 1'58 1'70
64 16 1'01 1'05 1'12 1'20 1-28 1'37 1'47 1'57
80 20 1'01 1'04 1'09 1'16 1'23 1'31 1'3.9 1'49
96 24' 1'01 1'03 1'08 1']3 1-20 ] '27 1-34 1'42

112 28 1'01 1'03 1'07 I'll 1'17 1'24 1'30 1'38
128 32 1'01 1'03 1'06 I'W 1'15 1'21 1'27 1'34
144 36 1'01 1'02 1'06 1'09

I

1'14 1'19 1'25 1'31
160 40 1-00 1'02 1'05 1'08 1'13 1'17 1'23 1'28
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TABLE 13,- Wrought-hon Struts-Single Channel Section,

TABLE14,- Wrought-Iron Struts-Two Channels Back to Back,



A= AO'I- ~(Ao
r

-!-l'5AoL2,
2 ' 2' 250

Length in Feet,

Fixed ends, L2 = 5' 0" 10' 0" 15' 0" 20' 0" 25' 0" 30' 0" 35' 0" 40' 0"
--

Roundends, '2= 3' 0" 6' 0" 9' 0" 12' 0" 15' 0" 18' 0" 21' 0" 24' 0"
:

P. :.4.0,
in tons, sq, ins, Multiple m2, Vertical Flexure-

16 4 1'04 1'13 1'26 1'42 1'59 1'76 1'95 2-13
32 8 1'02 1'07 1'15 1'24 1'37 1-46 1'58 1'71
48 12 1'01 1'05 1'10 1'17 1-25 1'34 1'43 1'52
64 16 1'01 1'04 1'08 1'13 1'20 1'27 1'34 1-42
80 20 1'01 1'03 1'06 I'll 1'16 1'22 1-28 1-36
96 24 1'01 1'02 1'05 1'09 1'14 1-19 1-24 1-31

112 28 1'01 1'02 1-05 1'08 1'12 1'17 1'21 1'27
1~8 32 1'01 1'02 1'04 1'07 1-ll 1-15 1'19 1-24
144 36 1'00 1'02 1'04 1'06 1-10 1'13 1'17 1-22
160 40 1-00 1'01 1'03 1'06 1-09 1'12 1-16 1-20
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The width of flange is seldom g1'eaterthan half the depth, and the thick-
ness is seldom less than l6 th- Two channels of these proportions rivetted
back to back are equivalent to the four angle-irons of section No- (5), and
the same multiple will then apply for flexure in the weakest direction-

But more usually the flange is about iths the depth, as shown in No-
(8), and for this section Table 13 gives the multiple for a single channel,
while Tables 14 and 14a refer to the lateral and vertical flexure of a
strut composed of two such channels-

TABLE14a_-Same Section as above- Vertical Flexure-

It will be seen that this section resembles a rolled beam with a very
thick web; and, like the rolled beam, it is much stiffer in the direction
of its depth than in a lateral direction- "'Then the strut is free to deflect
in both directions, it is not necessary to take both multiples or both
deflections into account, but only flexure in the weakest direction; for
the effect of combined flexure in both planes, or of flexure in a diagonal
direction, is included and covered in those experimental results on which,
Rankine's formula is based, But struts of this and other similar sections
are most generally used in situations where the length II for flexure in
the lateral plane (B) is considerably less than the length l2 for flexure in
the other direction (D); and in such a case we should take whichever
of the two multiples is the greater- Thus a vertical post 18 feet in,
height and earrying a load of 48 tons, may be free to deflect transversely'
3:sa hinged column, of the length l2= 18 feet, while it may perhaps be;
stayed longitudinally at intervals of II = 6 feet, For the latter case .

Table 14 gives a multiple of 1'24; while forflexure in the other direc-



-------------------
Round ends, l = 6'0" 9'0" 12'0" 15' 0" 18'0" 21'0" 24'0" 30'0"

p, Ao,
in tons, sq, ins, Multiple m,

16 4 1'20 1'39 1'60 1'82 2'05 2'28 2'52 3'00
32 8 I'll 1'22 1'36 1'50 1'65 1'81 1'97 2'30
48 12 1'08 1'16 1'25 1'37 1'48 1'61 1'74 2'00
64 16 1'06 1'12 1'20 1'29 1'39 1'49 1'60 1'82
80 20 1'05 1'10 1'16 1'24 1'33 1'42 1'51 1'70
96 24 1'04 1'08 1'14 1'21 1'28 1'36 1'44 1'62

112 28 1'04 1'07 1'12 1'18 1'24 1'32 1'39 1'55
128 32 1'03 1'06 I'll 1'16 1'22 1'29 1'35 1'50
144 36 1'03 1'06 1'10 1'14 1'20 1'26 1'32 1'46
160 40 1'02 1'05 1'09 1'13 1'18 1'24 1'30 1'42
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tion Table 14a gives 1'34 as the multiple. The sectional area. must
therefore be at least 12 x 1'34 = 16'08 square inches; and in general
practice, the strut would then be considered stiff enough to resist flexure
in either or both planes,

141. American Bridge Company's Co1umns,-A strut, whose radius
of gyration is nearly the same in both planes, may be constructed by
extending the flanges of the beam section by a pair of flat channels
rivetted above and below the beam, as in No. 10, which represents a
section manufactured by the American Bridge Company, This and the
following built sections may easily be designed with a large diameter,
unrestricted by any requirements of manufacture in rolling the component
bars, or nearly so; and thus a great resistance may be obtained agaInst
primary flexure, or against any flexure of the strut as a whole; but if
the section is wide and thin,. we shall have to consider the contingency
of secondary flexure or wrinkling of the component membranes, accom-
panied perhaps by a distortion of the cross-section.

Six of these columns, varying in sectional area from 12 '5 to 20
square inches, were tested at Chicago; and in these six the ratio ~ or

~ varied from 2'27 to 2'57 and averaged 2'4 nearly. Taking this value
7'
the multiples will be those given in the following table :-

TABLE15.- Wrought-l1'on Struts-American B1-idge Company's Section,

No.IO
A=2'4r2. (=2'4,

-
Ao J (Ao)

~ 2'4AoL"2
A- 2 + . 2 -t- 251 .

Length in Feet.

Fixed ends, L= 10' 0" 15' 0" 20' 0" 25' 0" 30' 0" 35' 0" 40' 0" 50'0"
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When tested, the strength of these columns was found to be fully up to
Rankine's formula, and generally a little higher; so that the above table
is experimentally substantiated for columns of 12 to 20 square inches,
and may be extended to larger sizes on the same principle that experi-
mental results are usually extended, provided that the proportions of the
section remain the same.

It will of course be seen that if the section is made stouter in thick-
ness the multiple for any given case will be g1'eater,because the radius of
gyration will be proportionately less. On the other hand, we dare not
conclude that the strength may be increased by thinning the section and
increasing its diameter; because in that case, although the radius of gyra-
tion would be proportionately larger, there would be some doubt whether
this gain would not be counterbalanced by secondary flexure or distortion
of the section. In fact the experiments show that this would be the
actual result of any such alteration; for the seventh strut of the series
was exactly a case in point. In this column the sectional area was 25
square inches, while the square of the radius of gyration was 18'21, so
that t was reduced to 1'37, or considerably below the value taken in the
table. But notwithstanding the large diameter and large radius of gyration
this thinly proportioned column gave way at 24,000 Ibs. per square
inch, the strut being 26 feet in length with hinged ends; and this was
the only strut of the seven which gave results considerably lower than
Rankine's formula. The strut could therefore have been made stronger
with the same sectional area, if the radius of gyration had been some-
what reduced by adhering to the proportions of the other examples.
This shows that the sections were designed with great practical skill, and
that no better results could be obtained by either increasing or diminishing
the stoutness of the figure; and therefore the table represents probably
the best that can be done with this form of construction for any given
load and length; and a very good result it is, when the ratio of length to
load is not too great.

142. American Box Section.-In America wrought-iron struts are
very frequently made of box section, closed in on all sides; and although
such forms are sometimes employed also in this country, yet it is
generally felt that a great practical objection against them lies in the fact
that the interior surface cannot be painted from time to time for the
prevention of rust, Apart from this defect the form is a very good one
for purposes of bridge-construction, being not only a strong section, but
also a very convenient one for practical construction and for connection
with other members of the bridge.

By employing very thin plates, it is obvious that this section can be
built to a large diameter, even when the sectional area is very small; and
thus a great stiffness may be obtained as against primary :flexure of the
whole strut; but in such a case it will be very necessary to inquire'
whether the strength is really dependent on primary:flexure and equal



p,
.10'

in tons, sq. ins,

16 4
32 8
48 12
64 16
80 20
96 24

112 28
128 32
144 36
160 40

1'12 1'24 1'38 1'53, 1'69 1'86 2'03 2'37
1'06 1'13 1'21 1'31 1'41 1'52 1'65 1'87
1'04 1'09 1'15 1'22 1';30 1'38 1'47 1'66
1'03 1'07 1'12 1'17 1'23 1'31 1'38 1'53
1'02 1'06 1'10 1'14 1'19 1'26 1'32 1'45
1'02 1'04 1'08 1'12 1 '17 1'22 1'27 1'39
1'02 1'04 1'07 1'10 1'15 1'19 1'24 1'34
1'02 1'03 1'06 1'09 1'13 1'17 1'21 1'31
1'01 1'03 1'06 1'08 1'12 1'15 1'19 1'28
1'01 1'03 1'05 1'08 1'11 1'14 1'18 1'26
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to Rankine's formula, or whether it is limited by the resistance of the
thin plates to secondary flexure or wrinkling,

Tests were made at Chicago of several of these struts constructed by
the Louisville and the Baltimore Bridge Companies, and consisting of a
top and a bottom plate 10 inches wide by i- inch thick, the sides of the
box being made of a pair of channels as shown in No, (11), and 7 inches or
7! inches in depth, The lengths varied from 24 to 26 feet, and the tests
showed that the strength was in all cases fully up to Rankine's formula,
and indeed from 5 to 10 per cent, above it, In these struts the actual

value of' or ~ varied from 1'20 to 1'45, and averaged 1'30.
. r

Taking the latter value, and assuming as before that Rankine's formula
will apply to all lengths so long as the proportions of the section remain
unaltered, the following .would be the value of the multiple :-

TABLE16,- Wrought-Iron Struts-Lightest Box Section,

No.n Lightest section A= l'3r2; ("=1'3,

A = Ao
+ / (Ao) l'3AoL2.

2 V 2
+ 250II Length in Feet,

Fixed ends, L = 10' 0" 15' 0" 20' 0" 25' 0" 30' 0" 35' 0" 40' 0" 50' 0"
---- -------

Round ends, l = 6' 0" 9' 0" 12' 0" 15' 0" 18' 0" 21' 0" 24' 0" 30' 0"

Least Multiple m,

It must be remarked, however, that although plates as thin as i- inch
are commonly employed for bridge purposes, yet most engineers would
strongly prefer a greater thickness when the plate cannot be painted on
both sides; and in this case the above table would not apply except
perhaps for the larger sizes, But, on the other hand, if the strut is a
large one, the channel iron sides might with advantage be replaced by
plate and angle-irons, as in No, (12), which represents a form of strut
frequently used in America for the bracing of large girders, and some-



p, Ao,
in tons, sq. ins,

16 4
32 8
48 12
64 16
80 20
96 24

112 28.
128 32
144 36
160 40

Multiple m,

1'17 1'34 1'52 1'72 1'93 2'14 2'36 2'79
1'09 1'19 1'31 1'44 1'57 1'71 1'86 2'16
1'06 1'13 1'22 1'32 1'42 1'53 1'65 1'88
1'05 1'10 1'17 1'25 1'34 1'43 1'52 1'72
1'04 1'08 1'14 1'21 1'28 1'36 1'44 1'62
1'03 1'07 1'12 1'18 1'24 1'31 1'39 1'54
1'02 1'06 1'10 1'16 1'21 1'27 1'34 1'48
1'02 1'05 1'09 1'14 1'19 1'25 1'31 1'43
1'02 1'05 1'08 1'12 1'17 1'22 1'28 1'40
1'02 1'04 1'07 l'U 1'16 1'20 1'26 1'37
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times for the wrought-iron piers of high viaducts or bridges, In the

sections used for these purposes, it would appear that the value of ~or ~ is

seldom less than 2'40, so that the multiple 'in is not generally less than
the value given in Table 15, and is often much greater; and there
can be no doubt that a good substantial thickness of plate is always
to be desired when it is consistent with a fairly good working strength;
but for the economic construction of very long struts under a com-
paratively light load, it will be necessary to adopt the thinnest plates
and angles that will be consistent with durability and with such a degree
of stiffness as will develop the full strength of the section, With these
objects in view it appears that a value of ~= 2'0 may be taken as being
nearly the minimum for this form of construction, and assuming this
value the multiples will be as shown in Table 17,

TABLE17,- Wrought-hon Struts-Box-Gi1'der Section,

No,12
Min,(=~=2'O,

r

A=Ao J -
(Ao)

2 2AoL2'

2 + 2 + 250 '

Length in Feet,

Fixed ends, L= 10' 0" 1115' 0" 120' 0" 25' 0"
I

30' 0" 135' 0"
I

40' 0"
I

50' 0"

Round ends, l= 6' 0" 1~-112' 0"- 15' 0"l18' 0"-121' 0"-- 24' 0" 130' 0"

At the risk of repetition, it may be well to remark again that the
object here is to find the lightest or most economic section for long struts
under a small load, When the load is large in proportion to the length
a more substantial section would generally be preferred, and the multiple
would then be considerably higher; but this would be of no consequence,
as the multiple in that case would still have a moderate and tolerably
economic value. With this view Table 16 represents the very lowest
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values of the multiples that can be obtained with the box section, while
Table 17 represents a more practical minimum, and Table 15 the average
of ordinary practice.

To show that nothing can be gained by any further reduction of
thickness, reference may be made to Mr. Hodgkinson's experiments 1
with square tubes varying from 4" x 4" to 8i" X8i". In the 4-inch or
4i-inch tubes the thickness varied from '03 inch to '134 inch, or from

1~3 to l2 of the width; and the ratio ~ was from 0'18 to 0'91. In the
r

8-inch or 8i-inch tubes the thickness varied from '06 inch to '22 inch, or

from 1~5 to -lo of the width, and the ratio ~ was from 0'19 to 0'70.
r

Struts of each section and 10 feet long were tested, while some tests
were made with lengths of 5 feet and 2 ft. 6 ins.; and it was found
that the stJ:ength did not depend so much upon that primary flexure
of the whole strut which is allowed for in Rankine's formula, as it did
upon the secondary flexure or wrinkling of the thin plates, and was
almost as low in the shortest struts as in the longest; and Mr. Hodgkinson
himself points out that the strength is influenced by two independent
laws relating to the primary and the secondary flexure respectively; but
the laws relating to secondary flexure have not been determined with
sufficient accuracy for any practical purposes, and it would require a great
many more experiments before this could be done. It is hardly necessary,
therefore, to repeat the detailed results of these tests, which have been
frequently quoted in engineering text-books. The conclusion drawn from
them by Professor Rankine and some other authorities, is that when the
thickness of plate is not less than -loth of the width, a breaking weight
of 27,0001bs. per square inch may be relied upon. But the questions
that we have to deal with are these-having to design a strut of box section
for a given load and length, what are the proportions that will give the
greatest strength ~ and how far may we go in the direction of increasing
diameter at the expense of thickness ~ To these questions Mr. Hodgkinson's
experiments appear to give a perfectly conclusive answer, so far as can be
judged from the small scale of their actual dimensions; for the general
result appears to be that the further we go in this direction the less
strength do we get out of a given sectional area. The Chicago experi-
ments have shown what strength can be obtained by adopting the com-
paratively stout and substantial section of No. 11; and as compared with
thiR standard the strength of Mr. Hodgkinson's cells was in every case
very small, notwithstanding their greater diameter; and in many cases
the strength of these wide and thin tubes was only a small fradion of
what might have been obtained from the same metal by making the
tubes narrower and thicker.

It may be expected theoretically that in the case of very long columns,
1 Vide Report of the Commission on the Use of Iron in Railway Structures.



Multiply m.

1'25' 1'73 2'25 2'80 3'34 3'90 4'45 5'01
1'14 1'43 1'79 2'17 2'54 2'93 3'32 3'71
1'10 1'32 1'59 1'89 2'19 2'50 2'82 3'14
1'07 1'25 1'48 1'73 1'99 2'26 2'53 2'80
1'06 1'21 1'40 1'62 1'85 2'09 2'33 2'57
1'05 1'18 1'35 1'54 1'75 1'96 2'18 2'40
1'05 1'16 1'31 1'49 1'67 1'87 2'07 2'27
1'04 1'14 1'28 1'44 1'61 1'79 1'98 2'16
1'03 1'12 1'25 1'40 1'56 1'73 1'90 2'07
1'03 l'U 1'23 1'37 1'52 1'67 1'84 2'00
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the reduction of strength due to primary fiexure would be so great, that
at a certain point perhaps a wider and thinner section would become the
stronger; and certainly it would be in very long columns, if anywhere,
that the advantage of Mr, Hodgkinson's wide and thin tubes ought to
manifest itself.

But taking the most favourable' case"for this purpose, viz" the columns
of 30 diameters included in Mr. Hodgkinson's tests, it appears that the
strength per square inch was from 20 to 40 per cent. less than might
have been obtained from a narrower column of the same length and
sectional area proportioned as in No. 11, whose diameter would then be
less than 4\th of the length; and the thinner the plate, or the smaller
the value of

"
the greater was the loss of strength per square inch,

143, Cylindrical Struts,-Although the solid round bar is not often
used as a strut in bridge-construction, yet the calculation of its com-
pressive ,strength is often required in connection with the design of
structural ironwork of various classes, and the multiples are given in
Table 18.

T.ABLEl8,-Wrougkt-hon Struts-Solid Cylinders.

0
A=D2~=4-rrr2. ~=471"r.

4 '

A=Ao+ J( AO)
2 4-rrAoL2- A2 2 + 250

m 0'

Length in feet.

5'0" 7' 6" 1~6" 15'0" 17'6~ 2WO~FixeCl ends, L = 2' 6"

Round ends, l = I' 6"

P. Ao.
in tons, sq. ins.

1A' A"
--------------

3' A" 4'6" 6' A" 7'6" 9' A" la' 6~ 12' a"

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

----
4
8

12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40

143A. Hollow Cylindrical Struts,-It was remarked in the last chap-
ter that a hollow cylindrical section, which is equally stiff in all directions,

and in which the ratio J!. is less than in any other continuous or solid
l'

section, may reasonably be expected to exhibit a high resistance, and one'
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that approaches nearer to the strength of the ideal column than in most
other forms of construction. Accordingly we find that the experimental
strength of these struts is sometimes considerably above Rankine's
formula, as may be seen by reference to the individual tests shown in
Fig. 152. In fact, this is precisely a case where Rankine's formula
begins to differ somewhat from the results of experiment, and also from
the theoretical results found in the last chapter.

But at the same time it will be seen that, although the PhCBnix
columns are in every case high above the curve, yet several of the tubes
tested by Mr. Hodgkinson are far below it. These latter experiments 1

were made with wrought-iron cylindrical tubes varying from 1i inch to 6
inches in diameter, and from 2 ft. 4 in. to 10 ft. in length; while the thick-
ness of the tubes varied from lloth to 6\th of the diameter. The shortest
tubes gave way at a crushing stress ofj= 36,000 to 48,000 lbs. per square
inch, a result which needs no comment except that the crushing took the
form of a secondary fiexure or a wrinkling or bulging of the thin plate.
But referring to the longer tubes, and analysing the individual tests
according to the ratio of thickness to diameter, it is somewhat remarkable
that the thinnest tubes exhibited the most uniform results, and that when
the thickness was from -15th to loth of the diameter, the strength was in
every case tolerably close to Rankine's formula; but with greater thick-
nesses, viz., from -loth to -loth of the diameter, the experiments were more
discordant, and the strength varied from 30 per cent. above to 20 per
cent. below Rankine's formula, as shown by the widely straying circles
upon Fig. 152.

Mr.Christie's experiments, which were made with welded tubes 1i inch
to 3i inches diameter, and of considerable thickness, exhibited results that
were even more discordant; 2 and the only conclusion to be drawn is that
in these cases the strength of the column must have been governed by
some other cause than those that have been considered, and possibly by
some local inequality of strength at the welded joint.

It would hardly be safe to conclude from these experiments that the
minimum economic thickness for long struts is loth of the diameter for
6-inch tubes; and it would be still more rash to infer that the same pro-
portion would hold good for very large tubes without internal or external
stiffeners; and therefore in default of more varied experiments it will be
useless to calculate the multiple for an assumed thickness of metal.

The student can judge for himself what working-stress would be
justified by the experiments shown in Fig. 152; and in any calculation
for which the radius of gyration is required, the following geometric
method will furnish an easy solution for any given section.

In Fig. 158, draw the vertical diameter ab, intersecting the outer
circumference in a, and the horizontal diameter cd, intersecting the inner

1 Vide Report of the Commission on the Use of Iron in Railway Structures.
2 Vide Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers, 1884.
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surface of the tube in d, and join ad J' then the radius of gyration is one~
half of the length ad.

A very strong and well-supported form of strut is obtained in the
"Phcenix Column," which is rolled in segments with longitudinal flanges

Fig.l58

a

c

Fig';l59 Fig.l60

b

and rivr-tted together; the segments are generally either four or six in
number, as shown in Figs 159 and 160.

These struts exhibit no such discordant results as those obtained with
welded tubes, and owing either to the uniformly good quality of the
metal or to the admirable form of the section, their strength is found to
be considerably above Rankine's, formula, and would be more justly
represented by formula (12), Arts. 116 and 117, in which f may be about
40,000 Ibs. and cp = 0'30 as a lower limit.l

The columns tested at Chicago were about 8i inches diameter of
cylinder and -/6 inch thick, the width over the flanges being 111 inches.

This would give ~ = 1'50; but it is probable that with larger sizes ther
thickness would not require to be increased in the same proportion (so
far as strength is concerned); and if we take for moderate sizes the
value' = 1'3 as in Table 16, it would appear from the Chicago experi-
ments that the. multiples given in that table would apply to the Phcenix
column when the load P is increased by 7 to 15 per cent. above the
weights given in the first column of that table.

Hollow tubes of very large diameter have sometimes been employed
for the compression members of long-span bridges, the shell being
stiffened internally by longitudinal and transverse ribs or diaphragms.
Thus the main compression member of the Saltash Bridge was formed
of an elliptical tube, whose major and minor axes were 16 ft. 9 ins.
and 12 feet respectively; the tube being stiffened internally by six
longitudinal ribs and by transverse diaphragms spaced at distances
20 feet apart. This tube acts practically as an arched strut, bearing a
nearly constant compressive stress from end to end; while as an example
of compression members under a varying stress, we may mention the

1 If 1>is taken at its proper value of 0'30 for the tubular section, and if the modulus
E is taken at its actual value as ascertained for each column, it will be found that
Formula (12) expresses the true strength of the Phcenix column within a small per-
centage of the results of the Chicago tests.
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cantilevers of the Forth Bridge, in which the tapering steel tubes vary
from 12 feet to 5 feet in diameter, and are stiffened internally by longi-
tudinal and transverse stiffeners.

Further experiments are needed to determine the limiting ratio of
thickness to width of unstayed surface in tubes of this construction, and
also to determine the necessary section and strength of the stiffeners.

144. Braced Struts.-The economic construction of long struts is
certainly facilitated by the adoption of the tubular form, but when the
load is light it will often be necessary either to employ a smaller diameter
than we should otherwise wish, or else to use plates much thicker than
are theoretically required. Moreover, the tubular form gives rise to a
good deal of trouble in the connections, and it is difficult to arrange the
junction of two or three members at a panel point in such a way as to
distribute the resultant pressure fairly over the whole circular section of
each cylind~ical strut.

For the construction of light compression members, American and
continental engineers have generally preferred to adopt an open braced
form of strut constructed like a lattice-girder to resist transverse bending;
and when this is done, the liability to primary flexure of the whole
column, and to secondary flexure of its component members, may be
calculated upon tolerably safe grounds. .

'

Primary Flexure.-Let Fig. 161 represent the half elevation of a
braced strut with a Warren web, and if the strut is free to turn at the
ends or not rigidly fixed in direction, let l denote the total length, and d
the depth of the girder-shaped strut measured between the centres of
gravity of the two flanges. Then the flanges being comparatively thin,

the radius of gyration will be r = ~; and as shown in the last chapter,

Art. 116, the maximum flange-stress due to bending moment will be

1:.11= 1>p2,in which p is the apparent stress due to the direct compres-
p-p

sive force or load upon the column; while it was also shown that the
flange-stress, being everywhere proportional to the deflection, is propor-
tional to the ordinates of the curve of sines, which for this purpose may
be taken as equivalent to the parabola.

Therefore making DB in Fig. 161b to represent the flange-stress 11,
we may draw the parabolic segment ABD as a diagram of stress due
to the bending moment; and
making A a = DE to represent
the direct stress p,' we shall
have. the figure ABEO as a
diagram of the compressive
stress to which either limb of
the strut is liable.

Taking this diagram as exhibiting the necessary sectional area of the

Fig.16l , Fig.16la
g k m I" 'A'

I/"V""/""/",/~~ --~~
:~ .
I~

Fig.161b :B

~r
----- ------------- j;
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Multiple for Primary Flexure ma
.

By Rankine, , 1'04 1'07 1'10 1'14 1'18 1'23 1'28 1'40
By formula (13), 1'03 1'06 1'08 1'12 1'16 1'21 1'27 1'40
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limb, it is evident that Aa represents the minimum area Ao (for short
struts), while BE denotes the sectional area A which is required for a

strut of the given length l j so that ~~ represents the" multiple" which

we have already found for other forms of construction.
In the case of the braced strut, however, we are at liberty to adopt

any depth we please without entailing a proportional increase of sectional
area, and for different ratios of length to diameter the multiple will be
as follows :-

TABLE19.- Wrought-hon Braced Struts,

Ratio of Length to Depth,

If the strut is equally liable to flexure in both directions, it is generally
braced in both planes, the four limbs being placed at the four corners of
a square, as in the cross-section Fig. 161a, and braced together on all four
sides of the square. The stiffness of the strut is then nearly the same in

all directions, the radius of gyration being equal to ~, whether the neutral

axis is taken parallel to the sides or in a diagonal direction; and it may
be remarked that the strut has theoretically the same stiffness as a thin
cylindrical shell of the same sectional area whose diameter is equal to
the diagonal of the square. The liability to flexure in a diagonal direction
is covered by the multiples given in the above table. In the case of a
strut with hinged ends, the multiple gives the maximum sectional area
required at the centre, which may be reduced at the ends to the area
A 0= A a in the figure; and some such reduction is frequently made in
practice; but if the ends of the post are fixed, it will of course be
understood that the greatest bending st~ess occurs equally at the ends
and in the centre of the length, and the sectional area will then be made
uniform throughout. .

Secondary Flexure.-Treating each limb of the structure as an inde-
pendent strut, whir-h is held in line at the points of connection g, k, m,

&c" but is free to deflect between those points, it is easy to see that the
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secondary flexure must take place in a sinuous curve, as shown in Fig.
162, the curve of sines being continued from point to point, and the
ordinate y having alternately positive and negative values.

Therefore in all such cases the limb must be considered as a round-
ended strut, whose length l is equal to the distance gk between the points
of support.

Each of the four limbs may consist of either of the rolled sections
which have been already examined in this chapter, and it only remains
to consider how the combined liability to primary: and secondary flexure
should be treated. Taking for each leg one-fourth of the gross load P a'
we may perhaps consider that the greatest compressive force acting in the

line gk will be P =
P a:a, and using this value of P we may take from the

tables the multiple giving the required sectional area of the limb. This
would be a very safe method, but would give more strength than is really
necessary, b~cause with a working load of only one-fourth the breaking
weight, the primary deflection and bending stress will be much less than
one-fourth the ultimate deflection, and therefore the working load P in
each limb will never reach the value above taken, and will not be very

P
.

much greater than ~.
4

For practical purposes it will generally be sufficient to take the larger
multiple of the two, and add one-fourth of the percentage indicated by
the lesser multiple; thus if the multiple m for secondary flexure is the

larger, it will be enough to make the gross area A = Ao( m + ma4- 1); or
.

3+mperhaps more correctly A = Aom .-ra.

Secondary Bracing.-The shearing stress due to the buckling tendency
may be found from the diagram, Fig. 161b, on the principle already men-
tioned in Chapter Vr., Arts. 59 and 61; and in the case of a very long strut
it will be seen that all the stresses in flanges and diagonals are similar to
thosein a Warren girder under a uniform load; but with more moderate
proportions of strut, the resulting stress in the diagonals will be very
light, and will often form only a small part of the stress. which they
have to undergo in the performance of other and quite different duties.
If the parallel limbs of the strut are united by transverse ties and double
bracing, as in Fig. 149, the bracing will partake in the general compres-
sion of the whole strut, and the resulting stress (which may be com-
puted) will be so much taken
off from the parallel limbs. On
the other hand, if the diagonals
in that figure are only capable
of acting as ties, they will be-
come loosened when the strut is compressed, unless indeed they are at

Fig.162.
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first screwed up with an initial tension, which would add to the compres-
sive stress in the parallel limbs.

If Warren bracing is employed, as in Fig. 161, these effects cannot take
place; but each diagonal will t,hen be liable to either a tensile or a compres-
sive stress, according to the direction in which the strut begins to bend.

The stress in these diagonals of the secondary bracing, so far as
it is due to the shearing force, will of course be greatest at the ends

of the principal strut, decreasing to nothing at the
centre; but the greatest theoretical stress will often
be so light that the theoretical section m~st be
largely increased in practice. The diagonals are
generally made of flat bars, in which the proportion
of thickness to width is much more unfavourable
than in Table 8, but a glance at the first line of
that table is sufficient to . show that a very large
multiple would be necessary. For the same reason
it is not generally practicable to make the central
diagonals any smaller than the section determined
for those at the ends; and however light the stress
may be, the bars are seldom made with a smaller
section than about 0'7 square inch.

Struts Braced in one Direction only.-In
bridge-construction a very frequent use is made of
struts which are braced only in the lateral plane,
the strut being composed of two channels or two
beams united by lateral bracing as shown in Figs.
162a, 162b.

The channels or beams are placed with their
webs in the principal plane of the main structure,
so that their greatest stiffness is available against
flexure in that plane; while the stiffness of the

braced strut as against lateral flexure is represented by the stiffness of the
lattice-girder in which the channels form merely the flanges. By adopt-
ing a liberal width in the lateral plane, the stiffness in this direction may
easily be made so great that the strength will hardly be affected by
lateral flexure, and will depend only upon the stiffness of the channel
bars in the plane of their depth. Accordingly this construction is very
often used for the posts of large girders, which are often stayed in the
middle of their length by the diagonal ties of the lattice bracing, as shown
in the figure; so that the effective length of the strut as regards flexure
in the principal plane is only one-half of the total height of the post.

In estimating the comparative economy of this type of construction,
or in making a provisional estimate of its weight for any purpose, we
must of course add the weight of the secondary bracing after finding the
required multiple for the channel-bars or beam irons as given in Tables

Fig.162a Fig.162b

° °0 A
°

@a

000



1'67 1'80 1'96 2'13 2'30 2'50 2'68 3'08
1'36 1'44 1'53 1'66 1'75 1'88 2'00 2'36
1'29 1'34 1'41 1'49 1'58 1'67 1'77 2'06
1'23 1'27 1'32 1'39 1'46 1'53 1'62 1'88
1'20 1'23 1'28 1'33 1'39 1'45 1'54 1'75
1'18 1'21 1'25 1'30 1'35 1'40 1'50 1'70
1'16 1'19 1'23 1'26 1'31 1'37 1'45 1'65
1'15 1'17 1'20 1'24 1'29 1'35 1'42 1'58
1'14 1'16 1'18 1'23 1'27 1'33 1'40 1'53
1'12 1'14 1'17 1'21 1'26 1'32 1'38 1'50
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12a and 14a. This being done, we may express the effective gross
section of the strut as a multiple of the net theoretic section Ao; so that
having found the standard sectional area Ao (at 4 tons per square inch),
the effective section of the entire strut shall be expressed by mAo, which
will represent the sectional area of a prism having the same weight as
the entire strut, including the secondary bracing.

Table 20 gives an approximate estimate of the multiple m for the
type of construction shown in Figs. 162a, l62b, the length for flexure
being the length A C.

TABLE20.- W1'ought-Iron Shouts-Two Ohannels united by Secondary
Bracing,

PROPORTIONS OF CHANNEL-BARS THE SAME AS IN TABLE 13.

Length for Flexure in Plane of Channels.

6' 0"
I

9' 0" 112' 0" 115' 0" 118' 0" 121' 0" 124' 0" 130' 0"

Multiple rn.

p,
A9'in tons, sq, ms.

16
32
48
64 .

80
96

112
128
144
160

4
8

12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40

145. Strut Exposed to the Action of Lateral Forces, - In
addition to the stresses due to the buckling tendency, the strut will
sometimes be subjected to a transverse bending strain arising from the
action of lateral forces. Thus the braced piers of a lofty viaduct are
subject to a severe bending stress due to wind pressure; and in the same
way every strut that is used asa girder to resist lateral pressure or to
stiffen the entire structure as against lateral forces, will be subject to
stresses which are quite separate from those above considered, and must
be separately allowed for. When the strut is hinged at both ends, the
forces acting upon other portions of the bridge cannot produce a bending
strain in the strut; but even then it should be strong enough to resist
those lateral forces which may act upon the strut itself. For example,
if it lies in a horizontal position it will at least have to carry its own
weight, and when we consider that some of the members in a large
bridge may thus be in the position of girders of 100 feet span or

0
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upwards, and of comparatively small depth, it is evident that the stresses
due to their own weight cannot be neglected.

Of course if the strut stands in a vertical positionj its weight cannot
act as a transverse bending force; but even in this case the strut will, at
least, be exposed to a horizontal wind-pressure; and if the wind-pressure
is taken at 56 Ibs. per square foot, this transverse force will amount to
almost as much as the weight of a lightly-built strut.

It appears reasonable therefore that, in every strut, sufficient metal
should be added (in flanges and secondary bracing) to carry, as a girder,
the weight of the strut itself, apart from the metal required for resisting
the proper compressive stress; and such an allowance would accord pretty
nearly with the views of Mr. Shaler Smith, who recommends the adoption
of a varying factor of safety increasing with the length of the column.

When the strut is of moderate length, as in the cases considered in
the foregoing tables, neither the weight of the strut nor the wind-pressure
acting upon its surface, will produce any serious bending stress; and if we
wish to make the allowance above mentioned, it will only be necessary
to add a small percentage to the multiples given in the tables. For
a length of 30 feet the allowance need not be more than 8 per cent. ;
and this may be reduced to 4 per cent. for a length of 20 feet, and may
be disregarded in the case of still shorter columns. But in long span
bridges, we may frequently have struts of 100 or 150 feet in length,
which will generally be braced in both planes; and for such cases' the
stresses due to the weight of a horizontal strut or the wind-pressure upon
a vertical strut must be much more liberally allowed for.

146. The Practical Weight of Struts.-In estimating the total
practical weight of a strut per foot lineal, we must allow also for the
following items ;-

1st. 'We cannot always get exactly the section that we want,
because angles, tees, and channels are only rolled to certain thicknesses,
increasing by l6 th of an inch; and for this reason we may have to add
from 3 to 7 per cent. to the calculated area.
. 2nd. In all built or rivetted sections we should add about 4:per cent.
for the weight of the rivet-heads.

3rd. When the length is greater than about 24 or 30 'feet, we must
add from 7 to 11 per cent. for the weight of cover plates at the joints.

In all cases the sectional area found by calculation may be taken
as the gross area of the section, so that no addition need be made for any
loss of section at the rivet-holes.

Making these several allowances, the gross weight of struts may be
represented by a diagram, or a series of diagrams, such as those contained
in Plate G, which refer to struts designed to carry a load varying from
32 to 160 tons. The ordinates in each case denote the multiples which
must be applied to the net sectional area Ao, in order to give the gross
effective section, including secondary bracing, &c., or in order to give
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the sectional area of a prismatic solid whose weight per foot is equal to
the weight of the actual structure; while the abscissffidenote the length
in feet of a strut with hinged ends. These diagrams can only be taken
as a rough approximation, and chiefly as giving a general view of the
relative usefulness of the different forms of construction before considered.,
exclusive of circular sections.

There are of course many other forms which might be considered;
and, as before mentioned, there is no difficulty in designing a compression
member when the load to be dealt with is large enough to admit of the
employment of more complex, stiffened, or cellular structures; but the
diagrams will give a general idea of what may be done under the
opposite conditions; and for such cases the ordinates may be taken
as representing the multiple K to be used in the calculation of weights
referred to in Chapter VII. Art. 67,-exclusive of any overlap at the
ends.

The line marked" Braced Struts" refers to struts which are braced
in both planes.

147. The Compression Flange of Girders.-In designing the upper
chord or flange of a girder, there is generally no difficulty in obtaining a
liberal width and depth of section,

.
h f

Fig.164
WIt out waste 0 metal, except per-
haps at the ends of a parallel g

.

irder Twhere the stress is very small. In
practice the forrn of section must
depend in great measure upon the
intended construction of the web bracing, and must be adapted for con-
nection with the members of that bracing.

Fig. 164 represents a cross-section which is commonly used in girders
with a single web of plate or close lattice bracing, the lattice bars being
ri vetted on each side
of the vertical fin.
The trough section
illustrated in Fig.
165 is often used for
double -webbed lat-
tice girders, while
Figs. 166, 166a, and 167 represent the upper chords of some large
American bridges.

As regards the buckling tendency, the upper flange of a girder is
always held in line, in the vertical plane, by the points of connection
of the web bracing; and if overhead wind bracing is employed, it is
similarly supported in the horizontal plane; so th~t the" length for flexure"
is generally not very large in comparison with the width and depth of
the member.. For these reasons it is a common practic:e to disregard the
buckling tendency altogether, and to adopt the full working-stress, which

Fig.165n
Fig.166

H~
Fig.166a Fig.167

d ~ d ~
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~\

may be 4 or sometimes 4! tons per square inch for wrought-iron girders;
but although this practice will be perfectly safe in the case of broad and
substantial sections, or when the member is supported at short intervals
in the horizontal as well as in the vertical plane, yet it is quite certain that
when these conditions are reversed, such a practice must be eminently
dangerous.

If this were not abundantly clear from the calculations contained in
this and the preceding chapter, it might be proved by reference to the
case of two or three modern bridges which have actually 'collapsed under
the test load by the buckling of the compression members; and these
examples illustrate not only the inadequacy of a prescribed uniform
standard of working-stress, but also the entire inadequacy of the deflec-
tion test as a proof of strength. In one or two of these cases, at least, it
is known that the working-stress in compression was not in excess of the
regulation standard, and was not in fact more than about 4 tons per
square inch; while the recorded deflection of the girder was less than the
amount which had been specified for the test load. But immediately
after this satisfactory deflection had been measured and noted, the bridge
collapsed before the further testing could be completed. These cases
of actual failure speak for themselves, but in how many cases the
stress may be within 10 per cent. of the breaking point, nobody can
tell.

148. Effective Length for Flexure.-It is not always an easy matter
to decide what is the effective length l (or length of the equivalent round-
ended strut) in any given case; but it is obvious that the calculated
strength will depend upon this quantity, and there are certain plain
principles which will help us to determine it.

It often happens that although the ends of a stru~ are fixed in some
other part of the structure, yet the actual value of that fixity is open to
question. Now referring to the diagram for fixed-ended struts, Fig. 157,
it is clear that the bending moment PK, or P x PK (which is supposed
to operate like the pier moment of a continuous girder), cannot really take
effect in the strut unless that moment is resisted by the inherent fixity
of the body that holds the end of the strut-and it must not only be
resisted, but resisted without any sensible yielding or rotation of ,the
body. '

Therefore in the case of a vertical post fixed to the 'upper and lower
flanges of a girder, as in Fig. 168, it will not be safe to take the length l
as anything less than the entire length of the post; for it is well known
to everyone who is accustomed to the erection of ironwork, that the
resistance offered by such flanges to a twisting strain is exceedingly small,
and totally insufficient to afford any rigid hold upon the strut-of the
kind that would be required. The strut is nominally fixed at the ends;
but it is fixed in a body which is quite incapable of holding its own
position.
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The case, however, would be quite altered if the post were rigidly
united to a cross girder by means of corner gussets as in Fig. 169. In
this case we may consider
the strut as fixed at the

Fig.168

lower end and free to
turn at the upper end,
and the length l may
hen be taken at about

iths or T80thsof the total
height; but at the same
time provision must be made for the additional stress which may be due
to its action as a stiffener, or as part of the U-shaped girder aced.

Again, it is pretty clear that if the post is firmly rivetted to a pair of
deep and stiff girder flanges, as in Fig. 169a, its ends will be rigidly held
against flexure in the plane of the girde1', by reason of the great stiffness
of the flange in a vertical direction, so that the length for flexure in a
longitudinal direction would theoretically be not more than 160ths of the
height. But here again it may possibly be necessary to have some regard
to the reverse bending strains which would take place in the post during
the deflection of the girder.

Pin Connections.-American engineers have generally held the
opinion that the last-named bending strains are entirely avoided by the
use of pin connections; and there can be no doubt that this
form of connection obviates the contingency of many such
strains, which may easily arise from imperfect adjustment
during the erection of the ironwork. The recent experiments
of Mr. Christie, however, have shown that the frictional
resistance of close-fitting pins is, as might be expected, very
considerable, and in some cases is sufficient to hold the end
of the strut, which then behaves exactly as a strut with fixed
ends. The frictional resistance of the joint is of course
generally proportional to the load P, and its moment will be
equal to P multiplied by an arm which is a certain fraction
of the pin's radius. So long as the deflection FK in Fig. 157
is less than the length of this arm, the strut will be held by
the friction of the joint; but when the deflection FK exceeds
that length, the strut may be expected to spring suddenly
round and assume the curvature of a round-ended strut, or
nearly so; and this is exactly what it did in the experiments
referred to.

rt is hardly necessary to mention that when the tight-fitting pins were
eased with a file and lubricated, the holding power of the joint was very
greatly red.uced; and although Mr. Christie's experiments show that struts
with dry pin connections are considerably stronger than those with round
ends, yet it is very questionable whether we can safely rely upon a source

Fig.IS9 Fig.169a
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Fig.170.
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of strength which may disappear with the accidental introduction of~
little oil in the joint. We shall do well, therefore, to take the whole
length from centre to centre as the effective length l for struts with pin
connections.

Braced Piers.- In the case of an iron pier fixed at the base and
carrying a load upon its top, the deflection must take place as in Fig. 170,
the line of pressure AD being no longer a chord to the curve AB, but
a vertical line ; so that the effective length A a for flexure will be l = 2L,
or twice the height of the pier.
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Breaking Weight per Square Inch of Original Area,

Number of Experiments.
Highest, Lowest, Mean,

,

Lbs, Tons, Lbs. Tons, Lbs. Tons.
188 bars rolled , 68,848=30'7 44,584=19'9 57,555=25'7
72 angles and straps 63,715=28'5 37,909=16'9 54,729=24'4
167 plates, lengthwise 62,544=27'9 37,474=16'7 50,737 = 22 '6
160 do. crosswise . 60,756=27'1 32,450=14'5 46,171=20'6

( 215 )

CHAPTER XII.

THE STRENGTH AND CONSTRUCTION OF TIES.

149. Tensile Strength,,-The ultimate strength or tenacity of materials,
under a direct and steady pull, admits of being easily measured by experi-
ment and Q.efinedwith a tolerable degree of accuracy. It is true that the
strength depends partly upon the form of the specimen, the presence or
absence of sharp changes of section, and some other modifying conditions;
but the influence of these conditions has been pretty closely observed,
and the results obtained from the enormous number of experiments that
have been already made will afford an amply sufficient and reliable guide
for most of the purposes of ordinary bridge-construction,

150. Tensile Strength and Ductility of Wrought-Iron Bars and
Plates,-It is not necessary here to examine the countless tests that have
been made to ascertain the ultimate strength, the ultimate elongation,
and the reduction of fractured area, in specimens of wrought iron produced
in different localities or by different makers. For the present purpose it
will be sufficient to notice the broad results of 587 experiments made by
Mr. Kircaldy, as shown in the following table :-

TABLEI.-Tensile Strength of Wrought Iron.

.As regards the ultimate elongation it may be remarked that although
the whole length of the bar is often permanently stretched to a consider-
able degree, a great part of the observed elongation in short test pieces is
due to the local drawing out of the material at the weakest or most
ductile point, and is generally confined. to a small portion of the length,



Ultimate Strength tntimate Elonga-
per Square Inch tion in an 8-Inch
of Original .Area. Bar.

Tons. Per Cent.
Rivet-iron 22 to 25 20
Rolled bars 22 to 25 15 to 20
Plates of good quality, lengthwise. 20 to 22 10 to 15
Plates of commoner qua.lity, lengthwise 20 5 to 10
Plates strained crosswise 17 to 18 ...
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and accompanied by a corresponding contraction of the sectional area.
In tough and ductile iron, the ultimate stretch for a 10-inch test bar
may frequently amount to 26 per cent., while the accompanying con-
traction of area may be 50 per cent. of the gross original section; so
that the stress which finally fractures the bar at the contracted neck,
may be twice as intense as the apparent breaking weights given in the
table, and may often amount to 40 or 50 tons per square inch of fractured
area.

The elongation of the test bar, and the contraction of area, afford a
valuable indication of the quality and toughness o,f the material, and of
its capacity for adapting itself to unequal strains, the latter being a very
important qualification for iron that is to be used in bridge-work.

The ductility of wrought iron varies within wide limits in bars of
different brands, and is generally less in plates than in rolled bars, while
the comJIloner kinds of plate that are manufactured for girder-work are
much less ductile than the best boiler-plates.

Excluding on the one side exceptionally bad iron, and on the other
side those exceptionally good qualities which are hardly obtainable at
ordinary prices, we may safely reckon upon the following values, while
a slightly higher value would sometimes be taken as the basis of a
specification.

151. Tensile Strength of Iron Wire.- When iron is drawn out into
wire, its strength per square inch of section appears to be greatly aug-
mented, and reaches approximately the values above quoted for the
ultimate resistance of ductile iron per square inch of contracted area.
Mr. Telford found the strength of iron wire loth inch in diameter to be
about 36 tons per square inch; while the slightly larger wire used by
Mr. Roebling in the Niagara and Cincinnati suspension cables, had a
strength of nearly 100,000 lbs., or 44! tons per square inch. M. Navier
also quotes a number of experiments by M. Seguin, from which it
appears that the strength of unannealed iron wire varies from 52 to 89
kilogrammes per square millimetre, or say from 33 to 56 tons per square
inch; but when the wire was annealed, the strength fell again to 23 or
24 tons per square inch. These facts seem to indicate that the great
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tensile strength of iron wire is due to some molecular changes produced
by the process of wire-drawing, and that those changes are undone by
the process of annealing.

152. Tensile Strength of Cast Iron.-The tensile strength of cast
iron is so greatly inferior to its crushing resistance, that it is seldom or
never used for the construction of ties.

Mr. Hodgkinson's experiments show that the English and Scotch
pure irons have a tensile strength varying from 6 to 10 tons, and averag-
ing 7 tons per square inch of sectional area. The strength of mixed
irons, however, often reaches 9 or 10 tons, and some kinds of A.merican
cast iron are still stronger.

153. Tensile Strength and Ductility of Steel.-It has already been
mentioned that the strength of steel varies within exceedingly wide
limits. Steel bars can readily be obtained of any tensile strength be-
tween 26 and 56 tons per square inch, while SO-ton steel may certainly be
regarded as a quality that is practically producible; but for constructive
purposes the strongest qualities are seldom employed, and a strength
of 30 to 40 tons represents the quality of plates, bars, and angles most
usually selected at the present time, although it is impossible to say
whether this will continue to be the case in future.

Broadly speaking, it would appear that the stronger the steel the less
is its extensibility beyond the elastic limit; and although a strong steel
may offer a very high resistance to a steady and uniformly distributed
stress, yet the work required to tear it asunder may be considerably less
than in the case of milder and tougher metal, while at the same time the
latter kinds of material are much more capable of adapting themselves to
those local inequalities of stress which are almost certain to arise either
from local inequalities of modulus or from the form of the structural
details,-as in rivetted joints, &c.

A. very slight difference in the chemical composition of the steel
(and especially in the percentage of carbon) appears to be attended with
a great difference in its tensile strength, and with a still greater differ-
ence in its extensibility beyond the elastic limit. Thus a very strong
steel may have a tensile strength of 50 or 60 tons with an ultimate
extensibility so small as to be almost worth nothing, and amounting
perhaps to only t per cent. ; but by a very slight modification in its
composition, the tensile strength may be reduced to 27 tons, while the
ultimate extension may at the same time be increased to 20 or 25 per
cent., i.e., increased to forty or fifty times its previous value; and the
mechanical work required to tear it asunder would then be much greater
than before.

The following comparative values of the work required to break a
bar 10 inches long and 1 square inch in area are given by Professor
Rennedy : 1-

1 Vide Proceedings oj the Institution oj Civil Engineers, vol. lxix.
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Material. Work.
40 to 45-ton Bessemer steel. . 40 to 45 inch-tons.
30-ton mild steel. 55 to 63

"First-rate Yorkshire bar iron. 50 to 55
"Ordinary wrought-iron plate. 12 to 25
"The Bessemer steel here mentioned must evidently have an elongation

quite equal to that of the" ordinary wrought-iron plate"; but steel of a
higher strength would generally have a still smaller extensibility, and would
require less work to pull it asunder than the quality of steel here mentioned.

Many authorities consider that this brittleness or lack of toughness,
together with some other qualities which characterise the behaviour of
strong steel under ordinary treatment, render it unsuitable for con-
structive purposes; and accordingly it is a common practice to specify
that the strength of steel shall not exceed a certain standard.

For the steel plates and beams used in shipbuilding, the Admiralty
requirements are that the strength shall not be less than 26 nor more
than 30 tons per square inch, with an elongation of 20 per cent. in a test
bar 8 inches long,l

Lloyd's rule, and the regulations of the Liverpool Underwriters'
Registry, admit however a slightly higher quality; the limits of strength
in the former case being from 27 to 31 tons, and in the latter case from
28 to 32 tons per square inch.

The percentage of carbon which is necessary to produce a given
strength appears to depend partly upon the form into which the steel is
worked, being greater for thick plates than for thin ones. The rules of
the French Admiralty graduate the minimum strength upon a sliding
scale depending on the thickness of plates and the form of cross-section
of rolled bars, while they prescribe no limit of maximum strength provided
that a certain degr~e of ductility is obtained; and Mr. Matheson states
that the steel used in the French navy is of a stronger quality than
that used in the English navy.

The experience gained in shipbuilding has certainly done much to
recommend and promote the successful use of steel for constructive
purposes; but the requirements of shipbuilding are not entirely the same
as those of bridge-construction, and there is still some difference of
opinion as to the quality of steel that should be selected for the latter
purpose. Many engineers have expressed the opinion that a strength of
35 to 40 tons can be obtained along with a ductility and a uniformity of
material quite equal to those of good wrought iron. On the other hand,
the necessity of securing a good degree of ductility seems to be more
imperative in the case of steel than in that of wrought iron; and until
steel-makers can succeed in combining a high grade of strength with a
high grade of ductility, it will be safest to ensure the latter even if the
strength has to be kept within a low limit.

1 Vide" Steel for Structures" (Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
vo!. lxix.).
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In the earlier days of steel manufacture, the disappointing failures
which occurred from time to time, in boiler plates and girders, created a
great deal of distrust in the minds of practical men, and it is only within
the last few years that a general confidence in the employment of steel
has been really established.

Thus in 1887 some experiments were made by the firm of Harkort 1

at Duisberg, upon the strength of plate-webbed girders of wrought iron,
hard steel, and mild steel. The girders varied from 17 to 28 feet in
length, and in all cases the strength of the wrought-iron girders was
fully equal to what might be expected from them, the ultimate tensile
stress in the lower flange being about 24 tons per square inch, and the
same under cross-breaking as in the direct tensile tests. On the other
hand, all the steel girders, with one exception, gave way at a stress which
was much below the ascertained direct tensile strength of the material;
the separate plates and angle-bars of the lower flange were found to tear
asunder one after the other, the failure sometimes commencing (in the
weakest bar) when the flange-stress had only reached 12 or 14 tons per
square inch, and in one case at a stress of 7i tons per square inch;
while the total failure of the girders generally took place under a load
which was considerably less than would be borne by a wrought-iron girder.

It is not clear whether the surprising weakness of these girders was
due to any injury that had been occasioned by punching or rivettillg,
or to the unequal elasticity of the different plates and angles forming
the tension-flange, or whether it is to be explained by some kind of pro-
gressive tearing action which may have destroyed the flange in detail,
and which is not present in tests made with a direct pull.

Since the date of these experiments a continuous progress has been
made towards the production of a reliable and uniform quality of steel,
and much additional experience has been gained in its treatment; but
even so recently as in 1885, boiler plates of the best quality of mild steel
have been known to tear across through the solid plate under a tensile
stress of only 7 or 8 tons per square inch, and sometimes to give way
suddenly without any apparen~ stress at all, although the same plates
when subsequently tested in the usual manner have given the very best
results, both as to strength and ductility, that could be hoped for in the
best producible material.

It is probable however that, in this matter, the experiences of 1885
may now be regarded as ancient history. In 1891 a series of experi-
ments was made by a Committee of the Austrian Society of Engineers,
on the strength of test-pieces and of framed girders in various descriptions
of wrought iron and steel, including Thomas and Siemens' steel produced
at Kladno, Witkowitz, Donawitz, and Tetchen, and with various per-
centages of carbon. The breaking weight of the girders was always less

1 Vide Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
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and sometimes considerably less than that due to the tensile strength of
the test-pieces, although the difference was much less than in the Harkort
experiments, the proportion varying from 73 to 97 per cent.; and the
conclusions arrived at by the Committee were that Siemens' basic steel is
the best of all materials for bridge-construction, and that its strength
should be within the limits of 22 and 29 tons per square inch, with a
minimum elongation of 20 to 25 per cent.

At the present time it can certainly be said that there is no difficulty
in obtaining steel of a perfectly reliable quality, and possessing a splendid
degree of toughness and ductility if we are content with a moderate
tensile strength of 26 to 30 tons. If the value of the material is esti-
mated mainly by the resistance it offers to a blow, we shall get the
greatest resistance of that kind by selecting steel of about 26 tons, which
will often show an elongation of nearly 30 per cent.; but apart from this
advantage, the test for ductility is perhaps the best guarantee that an
engineer can have as to the behaviour of the steel in other important
respects.

154. Working Strength of Iron and Steel in Tension.-The ultimate
tensile strength given in the preceding articles, represents in each case
the value derived from experiments made with a steady and gradually
increasing load; and, as already remarked in the last chapter, the working
stress per square inch has been commonly fixed by applying a certain
factor of safety to this ultimate strength of the material, although it is
known that certain modifications are necessary in practice in order to
meet the effect of alternations of stress or of a load suddenly applied.
But, as before, we shall postpone any discussion of this question, and shall
assume that a judicious factor of safety has been adopted; and it may be
mentioned that the standard working-stress in tension members, as fixed
by the Governmental regulations in most countries, is nearly equivalent
to one-fourth of the ultimate tensile strength of the material.

Wrought Iron.-Referring to the values above given for the average
tensile strength of wrought iron, and applying a fourfold factor of safety,
we should have, for tension members composed of plates (rolled length-
wise) a working-stress of -¥ = 5 tons per square inch, .which is the value
fixed by the Board of Trade in this country.

'\Vhen, however, a tension-member is composed of rolled baJ'sof good
quality, such as the eye-bars which are commonly used in the main
chains of a suspension bridge, the working-stress may often be increased
to 244= 6 tons per square inch j and in many existing chain bridges the
maximum stress would amount to at least 8 tons per square inch, if
the bridge-platform were fully covered with vehicular traffic or with an
ordinary stream of passengers.

In the iron-wire cables of the Niagara and the Cincinnati suspension
bridges, the stress is calculated to amount to 8 '4 and 8 tons per squar~
inch respectively; but it is not improbable that this stress is sometimes
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exceeded, or may at least be exceeded under the working conditions of
the structure.

All the above values are of course reckoned as applying to the net
sectional area of the member, deducting rivet-holes or pin-holes where
they occur; but the French rule for wrought-iron railway bridges takes
no notice of these deductions, but stipulates simply that the stress,
whether in tension or. compression, shall not exceed 6 kilogrammes per
square millimetre, or say 3'81 tons per square inch of gross sectional area.
It is obvious that this rule would in some cases entail an unnecessary
waste of material, while in other cases it might be quite unsafe.

Steel-From the facts already quoted in regard to the ultimate
strength of steel, it may easily be gathered that the proper working-stress
for steel bridges is a matter on which there is much difference of opinion.
If we take one-fourth of the lower limit specified by the Admiralty for
the minimp.m strength of steel plates, we shall have a working-stress of
say 246..= 6k tons per square inch; and until quite recently the Board of
Trade have limited the working-stress to this figure, although they have
been prepared to extend it whenever the safety of adopting a higher
strength of material should be assured by practical experience. Hitherto,
however, the use of steel for constructive purposes in this country has
been principally in ship and boiler work, and its first application on a
large scale for purposes of bridge-construction, may be said to have
commenced with the great bridge which has been constructed to cross
the Firth of Forth; and for this structure a working-stress of 7k tons
per square inch has been adopted in the principal members of the bridge,
with the consent of the Board of Trade.

In regard to the best strength of steel for the eye-bars of suspension
bridges, or for the tension chords of girders, the experience at present
available is perhaps less than in the case of steel plates. Some steel-makers
of great experience have recommended for this purpose the use of steel of a
very high degree of strength, such as would warrant a working-stress of
10 tons per square inch; but, on the other hand, some manufacturers
appear to have found a great difficulty in producing an eye-bar of such
material, which shall be capable of resisting the complex strains that
take effect in the metal surrounding the pin. But however this may be
in regard to the use of strong steel, there is now no difficulty in the
production of such bars in mild steel; and in recent years a large number
of them have been employed in American bridges and have been tested
with the most satisfactory results.

155. Joints and Connections.-If a tension-member could be treated
as though it were subject only to a direct pull in every part, its design
would of course be a very simple matter, and there would be nothing
further to consider beyond the experimental data already given for
determining its sectional area. But it is evident that in every straight
tie, whether continuous or composed of successive links or plates, the
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pull can only be applied by means of some kind of connection; and it
is this which generally governs the design and construction of tension-
members in the ordinary practice of bridge-construction.

For the present purpose it will chiefly be necessary to consider two
forms of construction, viz., ties composed of eye-bars with pin connections,
and plate-built members with rivetted joints. Several other forms .of
connection have of course been employed in the construction of ties, but
none of them have been extensively used in bridge work. Thus the ties
of some roof-trusses have been connected by screwed ends held together
in a sleeve-nut, and the same method has been successfully employed to
connect the wires forming the cables of the Brooklyn Bridge; and it is
hardly necessary to mention that other examples are to be found in the
various forms of chain-cable, including the great links of Mr. BruneI's
mooring chain, which were made of successive laminffi of hoop-iron; but
these for)lls have not found any general favour with bridge builders, and
most of them are inapplicable on accouI).t of their bulk.

As regards economy of construction, it may be remarked as a general
principle, that every joint which we introduce in a tie must involve some
waste of material, and therefore if we have to construct a long tension-
member with a given sectional area, our object must be to do with as few
joints as possible in the length of the tie; but as the individual plates or
bars cannot well be made above a certain weight or magnitude, we shall
generally attain the greatest efficiency by making the constituent parts of
great length and of small sectional area, and by avoiding the opposite
proportions as far as possible.

Thus for a very long tie, the most economical form will naturally be
a wire cable without any joints at all; and the next will be a chain
composed of long prismatic bars of moderate section with swelled ends and
pin connections, or a tie composed of long flat bars with rivetted covers.

As compared with these, any kind of plate-built member must neces-
sarily require to be jointed at shorter intervals, and will therefore be less
economical; but in plate-built tension-members economy must be aimed at
by combining together long and narrow plates (in as great number as may
be necessary) rather than by using shorter and broader plates, which
would evidently require to be jointed with heavy cover plates at short
intervals. The practical importance of this rule will become very obvious
when the weights of different forms of tension-members in exiRting bridges
are compared one with another.

156. Eye-Bars and PiriConnections.-This very efficient form of
construction has long been used in the main chains of suspension bridges,
and also in the tension-members of girder bridges, as, for example, in the
curved tie of the Saltash girders; while in America it is very commonly
adopted both for the lower members of straight parallel girders and for
the diagonals of the web bracing, and also for the upper tension-members
of cantilever bridges.
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Whatever may be the required strength of a tension-member, there
is generally no difficulty in constructing it ~pon this prin.ci~le. When
the required sectional area of the member IS very large, It IS generally
made up by grouping together a sufficient number of ?ars ~f moderate

dimensions, strung side by side upon the same connectmg pm as shown
in Figs. 171 and 171a, the bars being generally not mor~ than 6 to 9
inches in depth and about 1 inch in thickness, although 11lsom~ cases
heavier sections have been adopted. Thus each link in the cham of a
suspension bridge may consist perhaps
of 14 or 15 bars, with spaces between
them equal to the thickness of the bars, (
and occupying therefore a total width of
29 or 30 inches upon the pin; and when
a still greater sectional area is required,
this is commonly obtained by placing
two or sometimes three tiers of .bars one ,
above the other, as m the mam chams
of the Clifton suspension bridge, and
in the tension-member of the Saltash
girders. In each of these bridges the
stress is nearly, though not exactly, uniform from end to end of the
tension-member; and the required variati?n of sectional area is easily
provided for by a slight modification in the thickness of the bars, which
are all rolled to the same width of 7 inches. But in the lower chord of
a parallel girder the required variation of sectional area is of course much
greater, and is provided for by increasing the number of bars in the
central panels of the girder, the bars being generally arranged in pairs
and placed symmetrically on each side of the centre line, while their
dimensions are regulated according to the sectional area required.

It is hardly necessary to remark that in order to secure a uniform
distribution of stress among the several bars of anyone set, the greatest
care is required in the uniform spacing of the eye-holes, and in the
accurate fitting of pins and eyes; but this matter presents no difficulty
which cannot be efficiently met by the employment of machine tools;
while the unequal distribution of stress, which may result from any
unavoidable inequality in the modulus of elasticity, is not likely to be
any greater in a set of eye-bars than in a member composed of plates and
angles rivetted together, or in any other possible combination of iron-
work.

157. Proportions of Eye-Bars.-Some years ago, wrought-iron links
for suspension bridges were rolled in England by special machinery for
the shaping of the swelled heads, but owing to the small demand for
them in this country it is doubtful whether these machine-made links
could now be readily procured. In America the heads are generally

.form~deither by hammer forging or by a process of "hydraulic-forging,"

Fig .17l.

@ I

Fig.l71a.

:N:
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and in the latter case the bars are known as "weldless eye-bars;" and
Mr. Shaler Smith finds that the proportions which should be adopted for
the eyes depends partly upon the mode of their manufacture.

If we consider the forces that are in action in the head of an eye-bar,
such as that shown in Fig. 172, it will be evident that the stresses which
take effect round the eye must be very complex.

Most of the longitudinal fibres, or lines of direct stress, in the
shank B are intercepted and cut off by the hole D / and immediately to
the left of the hole there can be no longitudinal tension at all; so that
the pull of the fibres in B must be transferred laterally to the sections
band b, either by "lateral adhesion," which is resistance to shearing-
force, or else by an oblique deviation of the lines of stress, which
probably amounts to the same thing. But it would be rash to assume
that the stress thus transferred to each side of the head is uniformly
distributed over the section b; indeed it is obviously reasonable to
suppose that the stress will be less intense at the outer edges than in the
parts nearer to the pin, though this effect might no doubt be moderated
if the shank were joined to the head by a long and gradual taper of the
shoulders.

At the back of the eye the stresses are still more complex, and the
pull transferred from this side appears also to have the same effect of
concentrating the tension in b at the edge adjoining the pin. In the
first place, the pin will exert a direct pressure upon its seat, tending to
upset the iron at the back of the eye and to elongate the hole; and Sir
C. Fox has pointed out that if the bearing area of the pin upon the
metal of the eye is too small to resist this tendency, the elongation of
the hole will have the effect of drawing out the metal at the inner edges
of the sections bb, and however wide these sections may be made, they
will be torn asunder by a crack, commencing at the inner edge and
gradually extending outwards.

For this reason the pin must never be made less than a certain
diameter; and in addition to this, the metal at the back of the eye must
be formed (as a beam) of sufficient transverse strength to transfer the
pressure of the pin to the points of support band b. Such a beam may
evidently give way by tearing the fibres at the outer edge of the section
E, or by yielding to the shearing force; and besides the duty of merely
resisting the ultimate effect of these forces, the metal at the back of the
eye must have a form of sufficient rigidity to transfer the load fairly and
equably to the surfaces bb, or at least to avoid an excessive concentration
of the stress at the inner edges of those sections.

It would be useless to calculate the local effects of these various
stresses, as the proportions of head and of pin, which are practically
necessary to meet them, have been found by repeated experiments, and
these will form the best possible guide in designing such details.

Diameter of Pin. - Sir C. Fox and Mr. BruneI agree in stating that
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the pin must have a diameter at least equal to two-thirds of the width of
the shank B, and lIfr. Shaler Smith confirms the opinion that this is the
smallest diameter of pin that will develop the full strength of the bar
under experimental tests. Mr. Berkley adopts a diameter equal to three-
fourths the width of the shank, and in view of the possible elongation of
the hole under the hammering effect of passing loads-a contingency
which is not present in experimental tests, it would certainly appear to
be safer to adopt this proportion in preference to the minimum value
above given.

If the eye-bars are made with anything like the usual proportions of
breadth to thickness, a pin of the diameter above given will always be
more than strong enough to resist the shearing stress, so that in most
cases the shearing strength need not be calculated.

Proportions of Head.-The head shown in Fig. 172 is drawn to
the proport~ons determined by Mr. Berkley for wrought-iron flat eye-bars,
the thickness of metal being assumed to be uniform throughout, in
accordance with the usual and most convenient practice. Taking the
width of shank B as the unit of measurement, the several dimensions
are as follows :-

Width of shank B
Diameter of pin ])

Width of metal across the eye, b + b
Width of metal behind the eye, E
Radius of shoulder r
Radius of neck R

. = 1'00

. =0'75

. = 1'25

. =1'00

. = 1'00

. = 1'50

These dimensions are, however, varied by other authorities. It
has already been mentioned that Sir C. Fox considered it sufficient to
make D = 0'66 B, and the width across the eye is given by him as
b + b = 1'10 B. A different pattern of head has been employed in times
past by Mr. BruneI, who makes- the width across the eye b + b = 1'21,
while the width E is only equal to b or 0'60; but on the other hand the
shoulder is drawn out to a very gradnal taper, the radius R being equal
to 7'6 B.

Turning now to American practice/ Mr. Shaler Smith finds that the
requisite proportions of eye~bars will. depend partly upon the mode of
their manufacture, and that these proportions must again be modified
whenever it may be necessary to use a pin whose diameter is greater
than about 0'75 B. The latter case frequently arises in the construction
of American bridges; in which the diameter of pin is fixed with reference
to the width of the bars in the main tension chord, while the same pin
forms the end connection for the diagonal bars of the bracing, which
may often be of less width than those of the main chord; and with these

1 Paper read before the American Society of Civil Engineers, and publibhed in

Engineering.

P
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narrower eye-bars the width of metal b + b must bear a larger proportion
to the width of shank than in the wider bars of the main chord. This
requirement appears to arise solely from the disproportionate size of the

pin, and it would therefore follow as a
general rule, that when the size of the

Fig.172. pin is a matter of unconstrained choice,
its diameter should be not less than 0'66
nor greater than about 0'75 if the
greatest efficiency is sought to be ob-
tained.

The best proportions for hammered
Fig.173.and for" weldless" eyes, as determined

by Mr.Shaler Smith's experiments, are
illustrated in Figs. 173 to 176. Fig.
173 represents a hammered eye in which
the width of shank and diameter of
pin are the same as in Fig. 172; while

Fig.174.the eye-bar shown in Fig. 174 illus-
trates the altered proportions that would
be required in a narrower bar connected
with the same pin. But if the two
bars were made with hydraulic-forged

Fig.175.eyes, their proportions as determined
by experiment should be those shown
in Figs. 175 and 176.

In hammered eyes the width of
metal behind the pin is E = B (as in
Mr. Berkley's proportions), but the ratio

!2 is found to depend on the diameterFig.176..B
of the pin. When D = 0'75 B, as in
Fig. 173, b + b is equal to 1'33 B, and
therefore greater than by Mr. Berkley's
rule; at the same time the head has
less metal in it than that shown in Fig.

172, and certainly looks to have the metal in the right place. Each side
of the head is formed by a circular arc described about a centre situated
in the vertical line passing through the centre of the pin, and if the radius
of this arc is r the radius of the neck is R = 1!r.

On the other hand, the heads of the" weldless" eye-bars are made
of circular form, concentric with the pin, so that E = b, and the external

radius is r=b+~, while the radius of the neck is R=I!r as before.

This form of head, however, requires a greater width at b than either of
the others.
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Hammered Eyes, Weldless Eyes,

Width of Diameter
Shank of Pin Metal Sec- Maximum lfetal Sec- MaximumB, ]), tion across Thickness tion across Thicknessthe Eye of Bar, the Eye of Bar,b+b, b+b,

1'00 0'67 1'33 0'21 1'50 0'21
1'00 0'75 1'33 0'25 1'50 0'25
1'00 1'00 1'50 0'38 1'50 0'38
1'00 1'25 1'50 0'54 1'60 0'54
1'00 1'33 ,,, .., 1'70 0'59
1'00 1'50 1'67 0'70 1'85 0'70
1'00 1'75 1'67 () '88 2'00 0'88
1'00 2'00 1'75 1'08 2'25 1'08
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The necessary width of metal b + b across' the eye, as depending on
the diameter of pin, is given in the following table :-

.

TABLE2.-Proportions of Ame'riean Eye-Bars, as determined by
Mr. Shaler Smith.

The maximum thickness of bar, as given in the table, is calculated
as being limited by the transverse strength of the pin of the given
diameter. The bending moment is taken byMr, ShaleI' Smith as equal
to the pull of one bar multiplied by the distance of the bars from centre
to centre when placed close together, i,e" by the thickness of one bar.I

It will be seen that so long as the thickness of the eye-bars is less
than -l-th.of their width (which it generally is), the transverse strength of
the pin need not be calculated, while the shearing strength of the pin
will not come in question unless the thickness of the eye-bar is still
greater.

When wrought-iron eye-bars are formed to the proportions given
above, it has been proved by repeated experiments that the full theoretic
strength of the shank will be developed; and when the bar is strained by
a load equal to its theoretic breaking-weight, it will be as likely to give
way at the shank as at any other point. At this moment the average
intensity of stress in the section b will .of course be less than in the

shank, in the proportion
b~ h; but the maximum fibre stress at the

inner edge of the section b will probably be equal to the stress in B, or
nearly so.

The compressive stress upon the bearing area of the pin will of course
be equal to the gross load, but in calculating its intensity it is not quite
certain how the area of the bearing surface should be reckoned. Sir C.

1 The transverse strength of wrought iron, as already mentioned, is considerably

greater than the amount obtained by theoretic calcula.tion of the stress on the extreme
fibre; and in the above calculation the working-stress in the extreme fibre is taken at
1~ times the working-stress in the shank of the eye-bar,
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FQx takes the whole semi-cylindrical area, so that when the diameter
of pin is 0'66 B, the average intensity of compressive stress on this area
would be nearly equal to the tensile stress in the shank of the bar, but
would be still greater if the effective bearing area is taken as equal to
the diameter of pin multiplied by the thickness of the bar. It may seem
surprising that the metal should resist so great a pressure without bulging
or upsetting, but this may perhaps be eXplained by the fact that the
compressed particles receive so much "extraneous support on all sides that
they are not permitted to bulge; and it is well known that even a very
weak material, when supported or confined in this way, will exhibit an
almost unlimited weight-bearing capacity.

158. Steel Eye-Bars.-It does not by any means follow that the
proportions determined by experiment for ~rought-iron eyes will apply

/ also to steel. .

In the steel cantilever bridge recently erected across the St. John's
River in Canada, with a central span of 477 feet, the upper member of
each cantilever has been formed of steel eye-bars, each link having a
length of about 26 feet, and being composed of either two or four bars,
whose section varies from 7" x 1/"6" to 10" X 1~/I in the different panels
of the bridge. The author is not aware what proportions of head were
adopted in this case, but the diameter of pin is from 0'7 to 0'75 B.

It has recently been stated 1 that the Edgemoor Iron Company of
Wilmington, Delaware, are now manufacturing steel eye-bars" by a new
method of upsetting, without buckling or welding," by which the full
strength of the bar is developed with proportions of head which differ
considerably from those of the wrought-iron eye-bars above mentioned.
When D is less than B, the width b + b is made equal to 1'50 B / but
this width across the eye is reduced to 1'40 B when D is greater than B
-thus reversing the rule observed by Mr. Shaler Smith in hammered
and hydraulic forged eyes. .At, the same time it is stated that these
values of b + b (which were provisionally adopted) may be reduced to
1'40 and 1'30 respectively, while still maintaining ,the full strength of
the eye-bar; and that in some experiments the width across the eye has
been reduced to 1'20 B, and the bar has still broken through the shan1r.
The experiments here quoted were made in 1885; the material of these
bars was a very mild and ductile quality of Bessemer steel, having an
ultimate strength of 60,000 to 67,000 lbs., with an elongation of 31 to
40 per cent. in 8 inches; while the pins were of large diameter, varying
from 1'11 B to 1'30 B, the largest pin being used along with the smallest
excess of width across the eye.

159. Rivetted Joints.-In plate-built members with rivetted joints
it is not practjcable to obtain the full strength of the solid section of
plate; the loss of strength may be minimised by a special arrangement of

1 Vide Mr. Wilson's paper on "Specifications for Iron Bridge~," in the Transactions
oj the American Society oj Civil Engineers, June 1886.
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the rivets, but in the ordinary practice of construction a considerable per-
centage of the gross section is lost at the rivet-holes. In boiler work the
pitch of the rivetting is necessarily very close, and when single rivetting
is employed (as sketched in Fig. 180), the strength of the joint is generally
hot much more than half the strength of the plate, i.e., the" efficiency"
'of the joint is about equal to 0'50; while the efficiency is only increased
to 0'66 or 0'70 when the rivets are arranged in two rows, as in Fig. 181.
But in bridge work a greater efficiency is easily obtained by a judicious
arrangement of the rivets; and in all cases the object aimed at must be
to secure an equal strength in every part of the joint, and to make that
strength approximate as nearly to the full strength of the plate as may be
practicable with ordinary methods of workmanship. .

For this purpose it is chiefly necessary to consider two points, viz.:-=-

1. The strength of the rivets in resisting the shearing stress; and
2. The strength of the plate across the Ilne of easiest fracture through

the rivet-holes.

And in connection with these it may also be necessary to consider
the bearing area of the rivets, and the tendency to upset the plate under
the direct pressure of the rivet.

160. Shearing Stress on the'Rivets.~Disregarding the frictional
resistance of the plates, which are forcibly pressed together by the grip of
the rivet, and assuming that every rivet in the joint does its fair share of
work, the shearing stress on each rivet will be equal to the total pull of
the tie divided by the number of rivet sections that must be sheared in
order to pull the bars asunder. The number of rivet sections will either
be equal to the number of rivets or to twice that number, according as
the rivets are in "single-shear" or in "double-shear,"

Thus the rivet shown in Fig. 177a must be sheared through at two
sections before the tie can be pulled
asunder, and the same with regard to
either of the two rivets' shown in Fig. )
177b. These rivets being in "double-

::::,r, ~i~~;e:~~u~ilyth:ett~e:~::e e:;~ ::::~;,:::::::::::::;;;::;,;,:::;,:~)~~"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''',~ a

ends of the rivet, and the shearing stress
at each section is therefore equal to half "lIiNI//HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~~&??{?~)~'IIIIP/HlIIP////I//WlH/llb

the pull of the tie. .

But when the rivets are in " single-shear," as illustrated in Figs. 178a
and 178.b, each rivet has only to be sheared through at one section; and
if the number of rivets were the same as before, the shearing stress
on each would be. twice as great. In the Figs., a represents a lap-joint,
and b a })utt-joint with cover plates, and the Figs. show the comparative
number of rivets required in each case, the shearing stress per rivet
section being the same in all the Figs. Apart from the theoretic advan-

Fig.177.

[ID
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tage of placing the rivet in double-shear, it is evident that this arrange-
ment puts the rivet in a much better position to do it~ work, and avoids'

the one-sided Pull which takes effect inFig.178.
single-shear.

~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~«(f"/M/Jl/M/II"MN/"/' a 161. Shearing Strength of Iron
Rivets.-The resistance of wrought

&~"""'"z~~~~"''''~'''''~ b ~~:v:~en~ (~::a:~:~reS~~:~ o~ss::::~~
section) to the ultimate strength of the same material under direct
tensile stress, or at least equal to 190 ths of that quantity; so that if the iron
were of the same quality in rivets and in plates, a working-stress of 4!
tons per square inch (at least) might be taken as equivalent to a working
tensile stress of 5 tons per square inch in the tie. But rivet iron is
general1y stronger than plate, and frequently as much as 10 per cent.
stronger.; and some engineers adopt the' rule of making the aggregate
sectional area of the rivets equal to the net sectional area of the plate
taken through the rivet holes. On the other hand there'is the contin-
gency that the stress may be more severe on some of the rivets than on
others, and this may arise from several causes-4he holes may not be
punched quite accurately, and may have to be rimered out to bring
them fair, and from this or' other causes the rivet may not entirely
fill the hole; and even if this is avoided by careful workmanship, or
by machine-drilling, the stretch of the plates, or the unsymmetrical
arrangement of the rivets, may easily produce an unequal distribution
of the stress.

To provide for these contingencies, the aggregate sectional area of
ri vets is generally made greater than the net section of the plate by about
10 per cent., and some engineers would increase it by 15 or 20 per cent.,
and would apply this percentage to the sectional area of rivets as calcu-
lated from their nominal diameter, notwithstanding the fact that the holes
are generally punched ith inch larger, and are supposed to be filled by
the rivet when 'the latter is properly upset in the process of rivetting.

.

In view of these several considerations, the shearing stress per square
inch of rivet section, which will be equivalent to a working tensile stress
of 5 tons per square inch in the plate, may be taken as either 4! tons or
4 tons per square inch, according to the character of the joint and of
the workmanship. For ready calculation, Table 3 gives, the value of
the pull T (in tons) which can be taken up by the s:hearing strength
of one rivet section, and also the deciinal coefficientN, representing the
number of rivet sections required to resist a pull of 1 ton, so that the
required number of rivet sections for any joint may be found by multi-
plying the pull of the tie (in tons) by the coefficient N.

These values are very often used without paying any regard to the
intensity of pressure that may take effect upon the' bearing area of the
rivet; i.e., the diameter of rivet x thickness of plate; although some ex-



Shearing Stress taken at
Nominal Size of Rivet. 4t Tons per Square

Inch,

Diameter, Sectional T, N,
Area,

--- -- -- -
Inch.

h 0'3068 1'38 0'725"8
1i 0 '4417 1'987 0'5034,
7 0 '6013 2'706 0'370"8
1 0 '7854 3'534 0'283

.

Shearing Stress 5! Tons
per Square Inch,

T, N.

-- --

1'687 0'593
2'429 0'411
3'307 0'302
4'320 0'232
5'467 0'183
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periments appear to show that the shearing strength of the rivet is really
affected by this question, or at all events that it is reduced if the intensity

. of bearing pressure exceeds a certain maximum.

TABLE3.-Strength of Iron Rivets.

Shearing Stress taken at
4 Tons per Square

Inch.

T, N.

-----

1'227
1'767
2'405
3'142

0'817
0'566
0'416
0'318

162. Shearing Strength of Steel Rivets.-For Landore-Siemens steel
having a tensile strength of 26 to 30 tons, the shearing strength is found
to be 80 per cent. of the tensile strength; but in stronger steel having
a tenacity of 36 to 52 tons per square inch the percentage is less, and falls
to 72 and to 63 per cent. respectively.

. ..

Rivet steel has commonly exhibited a shearing strength of 20 to 25.
tons per square inch of rivet section, and in the numerous experiments
that have been recently made by Professor Kennedy and by Mr. Moberly,
the shearing strength of the steel rivets was very uniformly equal to nearly
24l tons per square inch, the tensile strength being about 29 tons.

It would appear, therefore, that when the calculation of strength is
made with a constant factor of safety = 4, the working-stress for rivet
steel of this quality may be taken at about 6 tons per square inch; but
making the same allowances as before for unequal distribution of stress,
the figure may be reduced either to 5l or to 5 tons per square inch; and
the resulting values of T and N. will then be as follows :~

TABLE 4.-Strength of Steel Rivets.

Area,

Shearing Stress 5 Tons
per Square Inch.Nominal Size of Rivet.

Diameter.
~_I~-------

Inch.
h
"8
3
4;

~
1
1~

0 '3068 .

0'4417
0'0013
0'7854

.0'9940

1'534
2'208
3'006
3'927
4'970

0'652
0'453
0'333
0'255
0'201
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It must be remarked that the above-mentioned experiments were
made with espeeial reference to boiler work, and the rivets were intended
to be used along with steel plates having a tensile strength of about
30 tons. Thus the shearing strength of the rivets (per square inch) was
equal to three-fourths of the direct strength of the plates, whereas in
wrought-iron work the rivet strength is generally quite equal to the plate
strength. It follows that in using steel plates of this quality the joints
will require a larger rivet section than in iron plates of the same dimen-
sions; and if a stronger quality of steel plate is used, the rivet section
must be still further increased.

It must also be remarked that the shearing strength above given can-
not be relied upon, unless the bearing pressure is kept within a certain
limited intensity per square inch of bearing area. The relation between
the two quantities is not yet made manifest; but Professor Rennedy
found that when the bearing pressure amounted to 53-tons per square
inch, the shearing strength of the steel rivets was reduced from 24 to
16! tons per square inch of rivet section; and in another case the rivets
sheared at 18 tons per square inch when the bearing pressure was 46 tons
per square inch. Of course this reduction of shearing strength may have
been partly due to an unequal distribution of stress among the rivets,
which was found commonly to reduce the mean strength of the rivet
section (for the whole joint) from 24 to 22 tons or even to 21 tons; but
beyond this ascertained loss, the reduction of strength appears to be due
to excessive bearing pressure; and Professor Kennedy recommends that
this pressure should not exceed 42 or 43 tons per square inch, for the
quality of rivets and plates used in these experiments.

In testing the strength of rivettedjoints in single and double shear,
it will generally be found that the rivet in double shear gives way under
a load which is somewhat le88 than twice the shearing strength of the
same rivet in single shear. The reason for this is perhaps not very
apparent, but the fact renders it advisable to credit the rivet with a
strength of about It times the value given in the table, instead of twice
that value.

163. Strength of the Plate across Rivet Holes.-In the ordinary
practice of iron girder construction, the strength of the plate per square
inch of net section between the rivet holes is commonly assumed to be
independent of the proportions of the joint; or, at all events, the working-
stress for wrought-iron ties, whether 5 tons per square inch or what not,
is understood as being applicable to that net sectional area. This practice
is to a certain extent justified by the average results of experience, and
by such experiments as that mentioned in Art. 153; but in the case of
steel it is certainly necessary to proceed with greater caution for reasons
which were sufficiently exemplified in the same Article.

The most complete experimental results that have been obtained for
steel are those summarised in the Report of the Research Committee on
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Rivetted Joints, made to the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,l and
having reference chiefly to the single or double rivetted joints of boiler
work. So far as can be gathered from these and other experiments, the
strength of the net section appears to be the algebraical sum of three of
.four separate gains and losses, due to causes which are quite distinct in
themselves, but whose separate effects are not easily to be distinguished
in anyone experiment. These are-

1st. A l088 due to the injury caused by punching; the amount. of
this loss depends on the thickness of the plate; it may be more or less
perfectly removed by remedial measures, and is absent in the case of
drilled plates.

2nd. A gain due to the perforation of the plate, by whatever means;
and caused apparently by the consequent equalisation of the stress
between the remaining lands, or bars of metal between the holes.

The net, result so far is a gain in the case of drilled plates, and may
be either a loss or a slight gain in the case of plates which are perforated
by punching.

3rd. A further loss, due to the unequal distribution of stress in the
width of each remaining land of plate, and its concentration at the edges
of the pulling rivets; this becomes sensible when the bearing pressure
is too great, just as in the case of eye-bars, but is no doubt modified by
the hold of the rivet-heads.

4th. The last-named effect may evidently be intensified if the stress
is unequally divided between the several rivets, and if a tear is thus
commenced at the side of the most heavily pulled rivet, the effect would
seem to .be particularly injurious in the case of steel; for it is known that
a slight nick inflicted on one side of a steel tie-bar is sometimes enough
to effect a very great reduction in its strength.

. Summarising the results of the above-named experiments, and some
others which have been made at a recent date, the several items of gain
and loss appear to have the values quoted in the next ensuing Articles.

164. Injury caused by Punching.-In punching a hard and thick
plate, the metal is subjected to intense stresses which produce a molecular
change in its structure, rendering it harder and more brittle or less
capable of stretching. This effect appears to be confined to a narrow
zone of metal surrounding each hole, but it reduces the average strength
of the section between the holes to an extent depending on the thickness
and qualiby of the plate, or on the intensity of the pressure required to
punch it.

There is no doubt that the same injury is caused in punching iron
plates, but to a less extent than in the case of steel.

From certain experiments made in 1878 by Mr. W. Parker, and
reported to Lloyd's Committee,2 it was found that thin steel plates lose

1 Vide Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 1885.
2 Transactions of the Institution of Oivil Engineers, voL lxix.
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comparatively little by punching, the loss of strength being only 8 per
cent. "for i-inch or i-inch plates, while for !-inch plates it amounted to
26 per cent., and rose in some cases to 33 per cent. in the case of plates
having a thickness of! inch or! inch.

The injury occasioned by punching may of course be avoided by
drilling the holes instead of punching them; and in large or important
girder-work it has frequently been the practice of English engineers to
have all the rivet-holes drilled at uniform pitch throughout, by multiple
machine-drills-a method which not only secures the full strength of the
plate, but also produces an accuracy of workmanship which is quite
unattainable by any process of punching.

But when plates have been punched, the injury above mentioned may
be remedied to a great extent, either by annealing, which appears to undo
the molecular change produced by the punching; or by rimering out the
hole a~d thus cutting away the zone of affected metal. In the latter case
the hole is of course punched smaller than the intended diameter, and the
hole is then rimered out about t inch all round. One or the other of
these methods is generally employed in steel work, but in wrought-iron
girder-work the holes are very generally punched without adopting either
of these remedies.

165. Effect of Ferforation.-Apart from the structural injury
inflicted by punching, the perforation of the plate has been shown by
Professor Kennedy to produce a distinct increase in the tensile strength
of th e remaining section between the holes. These experiments were
made with test pieces of the form shown in Fig. 179, and it was believed
that the pull was applied in such a way as to distribute the stress evenly
over the whole width in all cases; but in testing the solid plate before

perforation, it was found by minute examination that
in the vicinity of the line of ultimate fracture, the

0 0 0 0

0 ~ 0
stretch was much greater in the centre than at the

~ ~
e

'"
0 sides of the. plate. This unequal distribution of the

strain cannot take place when the plate is perforated,
as in Fig. 179 ; because the strain, or elongation of .the fibres, is then con-
fined to the very short length of the bars between the holes, and must be
nearly equal in each bar. At all events this is the cause to which Pro-
fessor Kennedy attributes the observed increase of strength, about which
there can be no doubt whatever.

Moreover, it is evident that the narrower we make these intervening
spaces the greater will be the difference between the stress intensity at
these. points and at the broad untouched spaces behind the rivets; con-
sequently the less will be the strain in these broad spaces, and the more
evenly will it be divided between the several bars or lands. This view
agrees, at any rate, with the results of the experiments,l which are
summarised as follows.

1 Vide Professor Kennedy's experiments on rivetted joints, published in Engineering.

Fig.179.
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For i-inch plates of 30-ton steel, holes drilled to the diameter d:-

Pitch of rivetting p = 1-9d

"
p = '2'Od

"
p=3'6d

"
p= 3'9d

Excess of Tenacity..

20 per cent.
15

"10
"6'6
"

For i-inch plates of 30-ton steel, drilled holes :-

Pitch of rivetting p = I'9d 20 p'er cent.
"p=2'8d 7'8

"
When the holes are punched, these percentages of gain are, of course,

subject to a deduction on account of the injury done in the punching,
which varies with the thickness of the plate, and will leave a net loss
if the plate exceed a certain thickness. Thus Mr. Moberly deduces
from his own experiments that if the solid plate is good for 30 tons, the
strength of the net section between punched holes will be as follows: 1-

Thickness of plate. 1" i" {'6" rl l-r/ ~"
Ultimate strength of )

32 31 30 29 28 27
net section f .

In all cases the plates were of mild and extremely ductile quality,
and it is not to be assumed that the results would apply to any stronger
quality of steel. It is also evident that the percentage of gain becomes
very small when the pitch of the rivetting amounts to four times the
diameter; and in bridge work the pitch is seldom less than this, and is
generally greater; so that this gain of strength is really inconsiderable
so far as our purpose is concerned, but the results are nevertheless
important as showing the great effect of any unequal distribution of
stress in a steel plate.

166,' Effect of Unequal Distribution of Stress.-It has already been
mentioned that in the case of eye-bars, the stress is not evenly distributed
over the sections bb (Fig. 172), and that the strength of these sections is

consequently less than that of the solid bar in the proportion
b: b.

Comparing the eye-bar with the rivetted joint shown in Fig. 177, it
seems probable that a similar concentration of stress, and drawing out of
the metal would take place at the edges of the rivet hole, if the bearing
area of the rivet were so small as to produce any elongation of the hole.
But this tendency would be moderated by the grip of the rivet head,
which must certainly distribute the pull over a certain area of metal
around the hole, and must also diminish the actual bearing pressure upon
the rivet shank.

Any loss of strength that may be due to this cause would evidently
be missed in experiments made in any such manner as that indicated in

1 Vide Proceedings of the Instit1ttion of Civil Engineers.
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Fig. 179; for in these test pieces there were no rivets in the holes at an,
and the tensile stress was imposed in a manner quite different from that
which occurs in a rivetted joint.

In the case of experiments made with the complete rivetted joint
(in mild plates of 30-ton steel) it was found by Professor Kennedy that
the plates exhibited a distinct loss of strength amounting to 10 or 12 per
cent. when the bearing pressure was 46 tons per square inch, but in most
cases the actual loss could not be ascertained, because when the bearing
area was too small the joint generally gave way by shearing the rivets.

It was also found that by increasing the size of the rivet head, the
strength of the plate per square inch of net section Ihight in such cases
be increased by 8~ per cent.

These results were obtained with a closer pitch of rivetting than is
generally adopted in bridge work, and it is probable that any such con-
centration of stress at the edge of the hole would be proportionally more
intense in the case of wider rivetting.

It must also be remarked that these results apply to joints containing
a very small number of rivets fitted with great care in accurately drilled
holes; and it is evident that when the strength of the joint depends
upon the distribution of the pull between a large number of rivets, some
of which may fit badly, it Ihay happen that an intense bearing pressure
is brought upon one or two rivets, and if the result should be to draw
out the edges of these holes and to start a crack in the plate, it would be
difficult to estimate the extent to which the strength of the plate might
be reduced.

In the case of wrought iron, experience has proved that these con-
tingencies are not more serious than can be covered by the allowances
already mentioned; but experiments are still needed to ascertain their
effect upon the shearing strength and the plate strength of large joints in
steel work. .

167. Working-Stress on Oblique Line of Fracture.~ When the
rivets are arranged in crow's-
foot fashion as in Fig. 181,
some engineers have assumed
that the resistance of the plate
along the zigzag line of section
is practically the same as along
the direct line shown in Fig.
180. At this rate the plate
ought never to break along the

zigzag unless the dimension 8 is less than ~; but it is well known that in
2

practice the fracture will generally follow the zigzag unless this line of
fracture is considerably longer than the direct line.

Experiments are still needed to determine the strength of a section

Fig.ISO.
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inclined at" any variable angle with the line of direct stress, and to

ascertain the best value of the rati~~. In Mr. Moberly's experiments"}p
with 16"inch steel plates, the pitch was p:;: 3'775, and h was at first
made equal to 1'5 inch. The line of zigzag fracture s + s was then
equal to l'04b to l'lOb (according to the size of the rivet), but the plate
always broke on the zigzag line; and the same thing occurred when the
distance h was increased to 1~ inch, making the zigzag equal to 1'13b.
But in the 156-inch plates the line of zigzag fracture was increased to
1'33b, and the plates then broke indifferently on either line,-some on
the straight and others on the zigzag line.

This result agrees exactly with the practice of some engineers, who
make the working-stress per unit of area measured on the zigzag line
equal to three-fourths of the working-stress on the direct line. The

value of the ratio 0. which would yield this desired proportion depends
p

on the diam.eter of the rivets, and it is obvious that the rule cannot
possibly be true for all varying angles of obliquity; but for ordinary
proportions of rivetting the rule is probably near enough to the truth
for all practical purposes, and may be taken as equally good for iron and
for mild steel.

168. Arrangement of Rivetted Joints.-Figs. 182, 183, and 184
illustrate some of the forms of joint most usually adopted in bridge
work. In Fig. 182, each leaf of the cover-plate contains three rows of
rivets, with four rivets in each row, but the number will of course
depend upon the require-
ments of each case, and it
will often happen that the
required rivet area cannot
be obtained with less than
four or sometimes five rows
of rivets. At the section
a the whole tensile stress
will be borne by the net sec-
tion of plate, whose width.
will in this case be equal to B - 4d, in which d is the diameter of the
rivet hole. The plate is not likely to give way at the section b, and still
less likely to break at c, because a portion of the tensile stress has been
taken up by the four rivets of line a, and another portion by the rivets
of line b j so that theoretically the stress in the principal plate at these.
respective lines a, b, and c will be as 3, 2, and 1; while the stress at the
same lines in the cover-plate will be as 1, 2, and 3.

Obviously, therefore, the joint may be improved, and the strength
better equalised by adopting the form shown in Fig. 183, or still better.

1 Vide Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

Fig.182.

a l> c

Fig.l84.
c
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that of Fig. 184. .In the last.named joint, if we suppose that every
rivet does its fair share of the work, we shall have the following stresses
and effectiveareas :- '

At line a, the entire pull of the tie will take effect on the plate-section
B-d.

.At line b, we shall have five.sixths of the tensile stress, and the net
section will be B - 2d.

.At line c, we shall have one.haIf of the tensile stress with a net
section of B - 3d.

But at this line the stress in the cover.plate will be equal to the entire
pull of the tie, and as the cover is pierced with three holes its thickness,
or the aggregate thickness of the two covers, must be greater than that of
the principal plate. .

It will not be difficult to find the requisite proportions of plate and
rivet.section for a joint formed in this or in any other manner, and it is
unnecessary here to discuss the matter further. The arrangem€mt shown
in Fig. 184 is a very efficient joint, but in the ordinary practice of bridge.
construction it cannot often be used except in ties composed of a single
bar; and in the tension flanges of girders, the rivets are generally arranged
in the manner shown in Figs. 182 and 183.

To make up the necessary section in the tension-flange of a girder, it
is generally expedient, and often necessary, to pile together several layers
of plates, as shown in Fig. 185; and in this case it is better to avoid the
use of a double.leafed cover-plate at each joint, which may be done by

Fig.185.

arranging the joints of the several plates in consecutive steps as shown
in the Fig., so that one long cover.plate is sufficient for the whole series
of joints. The number of rivets between any two consecutive joints
must of course be proportioned to the shearing stress; and if all the
plates have the same thickness, the shearing stress will be the same as
for the extreme leaf of the cover.plate, which forms a continuous cover
for the whole series.

When the flange is very wide, it will often be more economical to
make up each layer in two widths of plate, arranging the widths of the
superimposed plates so that the longitudinal joints break joint with one
~nother, as well as the cross.joints.

169. The Practical Weight of Tension Members.-For purposes of
computation, the gross weight of a tension member per foot lineal may
be expressed as in' .Art. 67 by SYt, in which S is the. total tensile stress
and Yt the practical weight of a tie, per ton of direct stress and per foat
lineal of tie, including all waste.
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If t denotes the working-stress per square inch of net section, we

f
. .

" h
.. '0015

should have or a smgle WIre, or a tIe WIt out Jomts, ')It= ~; but to

make allowance for the loss of section at rivet holes, and the weight of
cover-plates and rivet heads in plate joints,-or to make allowance for the
weight of the overlapping swelled heads and the pins of eye-bars, we
may suppose a gross sectional area which would yield the same total
weight, and which is equal to the net theoretical area multiplied by a
certain coefficientK to be derived from actual examples; and we may then

write ')It= '0015~.

The coefficient K must include, besides the above items of loss or
waste, the additional metal which is unavoidably employed when the
theoretic section varies continuously from point to point, as in the flanges
of parallel girders. Its value varies considerably in different types of
construction, and for any given form the student cannot do better than to
take out the actual quantities from a type drawing. The following table
may serve, however, as an approximate guide, the values being derived
from actual examples of well-designed work of the different classes:-

TABLE5.-Examples of the Weight of Tension Members.

1. Single wire, or ideal tie, without connections.
2. Chains of suspension bridges, composed of eye-bars with pin-

connections . 1'20to 1'25
3. Tie-bars with swelled heads, including pins at end-connec-

tions . 1'33
4. Flat ties with rivetted joints . 1'30to 1'40

Do. including overlap at ends 1'50
5. Plate-built girder :flanges, under a nearly uniform stress. . 1'40 to 1'60

Do. including overlap at ends . 1'50 to l'iO
6. Plate-built girder :flanges under a varying stress, such as the

:flanges of parallel girders. . 1'66 to 1'90
Do. including overlap at ends. . 1'80 to 2'00

Coefficient K.

1'00
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE WORKING STRENGTH OF IRON AND STEEL AND THE

WORKING-STRESS IN BRIDGES.

170. Present State of the Question.-It has already been remarked
that there is a considerable difference of opinion in regard to the proper

" workingcstress
))

to be adopted in designing the proportions of an iron
or a steel bridge; the" working-stress ", being1 of course, understood as
the maximum load per square inch. that can safely 00 permitted, and
which is adopted as a standard governing the sectional area that is to be
allotted to each member of the structure. In earlier times, the working-
stress was always determined by simply dividing the ultimate breaking
weight of the material by a certain factor of safety; and the working-
stress per square inch, thus determined, was adopted indiscriminately
for all cases alike; unless indeed the instinct of the engineer should
reveal to him the propriety of adopting a somewhat higher f!}ctor of
safety in some cases than in others. This empirical practice makes the
instinct of the engineer responsible for an arbitrary adjustment of the
working-stress within limits which may often differ by 100 per cent. or
even more; and therefore it can hardly be regarded as possessing any
scientific accuracy.

At the present time this practice is somewhat discredited, and is
being more or less superseded by newer methods, which at least furnish
reasons why the factor should be higher in one case than in another, and
which aim at a more precise and definite adjustment of the working-
stress. The newer methods which have been proposed for this purpose
exhibit a wide disagreement amongst themselves, but there can be little
doubt that the earlier empirical practice is destined to give way before
long to some more exact and more reasonable method of treatment.

The inadequacy of a constant factor of safety is tacitly admitted on
all hands; for practical men have always recognised the necessity of
adjusting the working-stress with some regard to the nature of the load
or the manner of its application; so that the only questions at issue are
as to the 1'easonsfor this adjustment, and as to the extent to which the
working-stress should be varied in different cases. Thus if the structure
is subjected to shocks) or to the action of a rapidly moving load producing
sudden and extensive variations of stress, it is the common practice to
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adopt a lower working-stress than that which might safely be adopted in
the case of a steady load.

This practice, which is abundantly justified by the results of experi-
ence, might be based upon several independent reasons; and when the
working-stress is determined by the arbitrary judgment of the engineer,
these several reasons may perhaps be reviewed and roughly estimated in
the lump; but in order to base our judgment upon some tangible ground
we must examine them separately so far as they apply to the question of
bridge-construction.

171. Effects producible by the Rolling Load.- The several effects
which are supposed to be producible by a moving load, and which cannot
be produced by the same load at rest, are as follows:-

First. If the load inflicts an actual blow by falling upon the structure
from a certain height, it will be necessary to consider the 'f impact" of
the load as ,well as its mere weight.

Something of this kind may perhaps take place upon a public road
bridge, when, for example, the wheel of a traction engine rolls over a
projecting lump in the macadam and descends with a heavy bump on
the other side; but in railway bridges, with well laid permanent way,
there can be no such thing as a vertical" impact" of the load, in the
proper sense of the term. The word is used by some writers in this
connection,. but is probably meant to convey a somewhat different
meanmg.

Second. But with the best laid permanent way there will always be
certain fluctuations in the momentary pressure of the rolling load, as in-
dicated by the motion of 'the bearing springs of the carriages, which may
be regarded as so many dynamometers. If these local fluctuations are
allowed for in estimating the effective weight or distribution of the live
load, it will not be necessary to allow for them again in fixing the working-
stress; but in practice these local fluctuations will be mixed up with some
other and broader ones, which may be produced by the separate causes
mentioned in the two next paragraphs.

Thi1'd. If the rails are laid over the bridge in a truly hOl'jzontalline,
the deflection of the bridge will. produce a certain curvature of the rail
surface; and if we imagine thIs curvature to be already existing, it is
evident that the advancing load when it first enters upon the bridge will
undergo a downward or falling motion, which will afterwards be brought
to rest and converted into an upward motion as the load enters upon the
ascending part of the curve; and the upward acceleration of the moving
load will react upon the bridge, producing between the wheel and the
rail a pressure somewhat greater than the mere weight of the rolling load.
If the deflection curve of the bridge were an unchanging figure, and if
the approaching rails were laid as tangents to the deflection curve at each
end, this excess of pressure would be simply the centrifugal force due to
the passage of the load at the given speed along the given curve. But

Q
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the deflection curve is not an unchanging figure, and therefore the centri-
fugal theory does not correctly represent the dynamic forces which come
into play when a heavy engine advances upon the undeflected bridge at
a high speed, producing as it goes an elastic deflection which varies from
moment to moment. For this reason the question cannot be fully
examined without taking into account the vibrations of an elastic body,
which must next be referred to.

Fom"th. It is well known that a load when suddenly' imposed will pro-
duce a momentary deflection twice as great as that due to the same load
at rest.

This very important fact is illustrated every day in the action of an
ordinary spring-balance. Thus if we take a common letter-balance, select-
ing one which works with very little friction, and if we suddenly place
upon it (without shock or impact) a letter weighing two ounces, we know
that the index-finger will at once be driven down the graduated scale
until it points to something like four ounces, although after a few vibra-
tions it will of course come to rest at the figure indicating the" correct
weight" of the letter. The extreme position of the index-finger upon the
scale shows that the maximum stress as well as the maximum deflection
of the spring is twice as great as would be due to the same load at rest;
and in the case of an elastic girder, a column, or a suspending rod, the
same thing must take place irrespective of the amplitude of the vibrations,
which in these cases may be so small as to escape observation.

Applying this principle to the previous question of progressive deflec-
tion under an advancing load, it is evident that when an engine is running
at high speed and enters upon a bridge of short span, its weight will be
applied very suddenly, if not with absolute suddenness, and will produce

. a momentary deflection which may, perhaps, be greater than the normal
deflection by nearly 100 per cent.; and this point must evidently be con-
sidered in connection with,the curvature of the path and the increased
pressure due to the upward acceleration of the load, which will mutually
affect each other.

The same principle of elastic vibration has also an important bearing
upon the ultimate strength of materials when tested under a suddenly
imposed load. Thus a bar of steel may exhibit a tensile strength of 30
tons when the load is very gradually applied; but the bar would break
under a much smaller load if the weight were applied suddenly, or so
rapidly as to produce elastic vibrations. In fact if the bar were perfectly
elastic for all stresses up to 30 tons, we might expect to find that a load
of 15 tons, suddenly applied, would be sufficient to produce a momentary
stress of 30 tons, and to break the bar. In practice the bar will not be
perfectly elastic, and, for reasons presently to be mentioned, it will not
break under the first application of such a load, but it will give way in
the long-run if subjected to the repeated application of a suddenly imposed
load not much greater than 15 tons.
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Fifth. Some early experiments made by Sir W. Fairbairn and others,
have shown that a beam or girder, whether of wrought or cast iron, may
be broken by repeatedly applying a load equal to about one-half of the
static breaking load. In these experiments the stress was alternately
imposed and removed by the reciprocating action of machinery; and the
inference drawn from them was, that after the beam had been strained
some thousands or millions of times by the repeated application and
removal of the load, the material had become" fatigued" or weakened
by the process, so that it could no longer offer more than a certain reduced
resistance.

It must be remarked that this inference was not verified by taking a
piece of the" fatigued" material and testing its strength under a steady
load; but it was assumed that the movable load wh~ch had been
employed throughout the experiment might be taken as representing the
stress under which the beam gave way; and the conclusion arrived at was
to the effect that whenever a beam is intended to sustain a passing load
for an indefinite number of times, the ultimate stl'ength of the material
.must be taken as only equal to about one-half of its strength as ascer-
. tained by a steady load. We shall presently see that the inference may

be incorrect, while it is certain that the conclusion can only apply to beams'
which are situated under the same conditions as in the experiment.

Proceeding on similar lines, but DY more complete and varied
methods, Herr Wohler has instituted a series of remarkable experiments
with the view of testing the strength of matBrials when subjected to
known alte1'nations of stress many times repeated. In the older ex-
periments above mentioned, the weight of the piece itself was very
'small, so that when the load was removed, the stress went back again to
.zero or nearly so; but in the flanges of a large girder the stress never
goes back to zero, because the stress due to the dead load is always
present, and the alternations between maximum and minimum are
therefore considerably less than in the beams tested by Sir W. Fairbairn.

On the other hand we may sometimes have to deal with structures
in which the alternations of stress are even greater than in Fairbairn's
beam; for in some cases the stress alternates between a positive and a
negative quantity, or between alternate tension and compression.

In Wohler's experiments these different cases were separately tested,
and it was found that in all cases the bar broke with a load less than its
static breaking load, but the apparent loss of strength varied according
to the extent of the stress-variation, i.e., according to the difference
between the Max. S and the Min. S.

The detailed results will presently be stated, but in passing it may
be remarked that these experiments have generally been eXplained on the
same principle as that before mentioned, viz., on the supposition that the
material experiences a certain" fatigue" or loss of strength, which is
believed to supervene after the infliction of a large number of alternations
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of stress; but again it must be remarked that this inference does not
appear to have been verified by taking a piece of the" fatigued" material
and ascertaining its strength in the ordinary way.

172. Supposed Causes of the Observed Effects.-Having thus
enumerated the several effects which are known or believed to be pro-
ducible by the rolling load, it may be well to notice before going furtheI
that there is a very important question involved in this matter. In
the first place we have seen that a load when suddenly applied i~
capable of producing stresses greater than those due to its mere weight.
That it does produce such stresses is a fact which has been amply con.
firmed by experiment; and in consequence of this increased stress thE
bar breaks under a load which is much less than its static breakint
weight.

In the second place, we have a similar fact brought to our noticE
by the' experiments of Fairbairn and Wohler, namely, the fact that th(
bar breaks under a load which is less than its static breaking load ;bu
here the fact is attributed-not to any increase of stress, but to adecreasl
in the strength of the material, which is essentially a different thing
The question is then-Are we to regard these as two separate and in de
pendent facts, or may we regard them as only two different aspects 0
the same truth ~

Bearing this question in mind, we shall first consider the results 0
Wohler's invaluable experiments, and then compare them with th
known effects of dynamic action.

. . 173.. Wohler'sExperiments.-The several results obtained by th
successive sets of experiments 1 may be broadly stated as follows :-

1st. A number of bars of wrought iron and steel were subjected to
load which repeatedly varied between zero and a certain fixed quantit~
The. stress was imposed by direct tension in one series of experiment
and by transverse bending strain in another series; and in each case th
load was alternately applied and removed a great number of times, unt
the bar was either broken or had proved its capacity to endure the stre~
for an indefinite number of times. At first the load was fixed at somE
thing less than the supposed ultimate strength t, and was gradually rt
duced in the succeeding experiments until it failed to break the ba
The greatest load that the bar would bear for an indefinite number (

times without breaking was thus ascertained, and was designated tb
"Ursprungsfestigkeit," and denoted by the symbol u.

To illustrate the process, it will be sufficient to refer to a certai
series of bars of unhardened Krupp spring-steel, which were believed t
have an ultimate strength of noo centners per square inch, as ascertaine

1 These tests were carried out on behalf of the Prussian Ministry of Commerce, aT
are recorded in Wohler's papers" Uber die Festigkf;itS1!e'rsuche mit Eisen und Stahl
Berlin, 1870. They were supplemented and in part confirmed by the succeeding e
periments of Spangenberg.
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by testing some of them under a steady load. At first the repeated load
was fixed at 1000 centners, and the bar broke after 40,000 repetitions.
}i"'orthe next bar the load was reduced to 900 centners, and the bar
broke after 72,000 repetitions. Reducing the load in the subsequent

. experiments to 800, 700, and 600 centners, the number of repetitions
required to break the bar rose to 132,000, to 197,000, and to 468,000 times
respectively. Lastly, reducing the load to 500 centners, it was found
that the bar remained unbroken after enduring 40,000,000 repetitions.

The limiting stress u was therefore believed to be somewhere between
500 and 600 centners, and to be on the safe side it was taken at u=500
centners per square inch for this' class of steel.

For unhardened spring-steel, obtained from Mayr of Werben, the
experiments also give the same values, viz., 1"= 500 and t = noo.

For hardened Krupp spring-steel the lowest values are u = 600 and
t= 1200.

For wrought iron, made for axles by the Phamix Company, the
values found were, u = 300 and t = 550.

As before mentioned, the exact value of u was not generally ascer-
tained within 20 or perhaps 50 centners; and there was a considerable
disagreement between some of the results; but broadly speaking, these
experiments appear to show that, in all these materials, the limiting load

t
or straining force u is not much greater nor much less than;') or one-

'"
half of the ultimate static breaking weight.

H there is any difference observable between the tested materials, it
is in favour of wrought iron; so that if we are to understand the figures'
as indicating an actual loss of strength, we must conclude that spring-
steel suffers more from" fatigue" than wrought iron; and looking at
the increased" loss of strength" which accrues after an increased number
of repetitions, we might also infer that the weakness is not the result of
a sudden collapse at the last, but is rather due to a growing decrepitude
which makes its appearance quite early in the life of the bar.

But this very human idea does not seem to be at all verified by any
experiments upon the static strength of a "fatigued" bar. Thus, for
example, it was found long ago by Captain J ames and Lieutenant Galton,
that a bar of wrought iron might be broken by the reiterated application
of a load equal to one-half of the static breaking weight; but taking
some of the bars which had undergone without fracture a very large num-
ber of repetitions, these bars were tested under a steady load, to ascertain
how far the weakening process had gone; and in all cases it was found
that the original strength of the bar was quite unimpaired, although some
of the bars had undergone a far greater number of repetitions than was
generally required to produce fracture. 1

1 So far as these early experiments go, they seem to show that iron knows no such

thing as "fatigue," properly so called; and the author.is not aware of any recorded
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2d. Another important bct, ascertained beyond question by Wohler's
experiments, is that a bar may be broken by a still smaller fraction of
the static breaking load, if the bar is alternately bent upwards and down-
wards, or if the straining force alternates between a certain positive
quantity v and an equal negative quantity - v.

The experiments seem to exhibit some little disagreement; but on
the average they show that, both for Wrought iron and steel, the limiting
load or straining force :t v, applied alternately in opposite directions, is
about equal to one-third of the ultimate breaking load t, as ascertained by
a steady tensile stress.

Thus we have for the three principal cases the following relative
values of the breaking weight a, viz.:- .

TABLE I.-Breaking Vleight by TV(jhler'sExperiments.

1. Steady load, no varia~ion

2. Load varying between 0 and u

a=t

3. Load varying between + v and - v

t
a=n=2

t
a=v=;r

3d. Wohler also investigated some intermediate cases, in which the
load was repeatedly made to alternate between two positive vaLues, a
Min. S. and a Max. S. The most complete results were those 0btained
with unhardened Krupp spring-steel having an ultimate tensile strength
of about 1100 centners per square .inch; and it was found that bars of
this material might be broken by repeatedly causing the load to vary
between either of the following pairs of limits, viz. :-

TABLE 2.-Breaking Weight by Wohler's EiJ.:perirnents-continued..

Max. S. Min S.
4. Load varying between 250 ana 700 cen~llers
5."

"
400 and 800

"6."
"

600 and 900
"

a.
700
800
900

The limiting loads were ascertained in each case by a descending
series of tests, and were only fixed within a probable error of about 50
centners.

174. Vibrations of an Elastic Body.-To ascertain what stresses
can be produced by a load suddenly imposed or suddenly varied, we
may adopt a very simple method. In Fig. 187, let the elastic strains
be represented by the horizontal distances OC, OB, &c., and let the
accompanying stresses be repl'esented by the corresponding ordinates eFl,
BD, &c., so that the figure OBD will form what is called a stress-strain
diagram: Within the elastic limit the stress is directly proportional to
the strain, and therefore the stress-strain diagram will consist simply of
a straight inclined line OD. The diagram will apply to any kind of

experiments by which these ancient but positive results have been disproved in a
suffici~ntly conclusive manner.
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elastic strain, whether in tension or compression, and would also apply
to the elastic deflection of a beam or spring if the vertical scale of the
diagram were suitably chosen. For the present purpose, however, the
scale of the diagram is of no importance; and in order to obtain a
magnified view of the elastic vibrations which take place in a short strut
or tie, we may suppose the vibrations of the bar to be. represented by the...
larger vibrations of the spring of the letter-balance before referred to,
the linear depression of the spring being denoted by any abscissa Oc,
while the corresponding ordinate OFI represents the resistance offered by
the spring, or represents the weight of a letter which would be exactly
balanced with that particular depression of the spring.

In depressing the spring from 0 to 0, the mechanical work performed
in overcoming the increasing resistance of the spring is represented by
the area of the triangle OOFI; but if this depression is effected by the
application ?f a constant force OF= OFI, or by the constant weight of
the letter, the energy expended up to this point will be represented by
the area of the rectangle OOFIF. The energy expended is therefore
greater than the work performed in compressing the spring, and the
surplus has gone to the performance of another kind of work, namely,
the work of acceleration, by which the momentum of the moving weight

Fig.lB7. Fig.lBB. Fig.1B9.
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(including a part of the spring) has been raised to a certain value, and
this momentum, aided by the weight of the letter, carries the spring
forward beyond the point 0 for a further distance of OB = 00. In
other words, the surplus of energy represented by the area FF10,
expended in the earlier part of the stroke, has been stored up as kinetic
energy, and is restored during the subsequent part of the stroke, as
represented by the area FIF2D, which is equal to the area FIFO of the
stored energy. The depression of the spring will therefore go on until a
point is reached when the whole energy expended by the weight is
equalled by the whole work of overcoming spring resistance; i.e., it will
only stop when the triangular area OB]) is equal to the area of the
rectangle OBF2F.

Of course when the spring reaches the point B, its elastic pressure
is greater than the load, and it will therefore at once commence a retro-
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grade motion, reversing each one of the previous steps; and in this way
it would go on vibrating between the points Band 0 for an indefinite
period, or until it was finally brought to rest at the point C by the brake
action of the frictional resistances.

.

But referring again to the momentary position at B, it is evidenli
that the extreme depression or elastic strain OB is exactly equal to twice
the normal depression 00, and that the momentary stress BD is exactly
equal to twice the load OF.

We may designate the momentary stress BD as the" dynamic stTess"
n due to a suddenly imposed load Q = OF j but it will be noticed that
the dynamic stress is not due to any shock or blow or any such thing;
on the contrary the stress {}= 2Q will be momentarily produced every
time that the elastic bar or spring is strained by the application of a con-
stant force Q which suddenly comes into action at any given instant and
continues its action uniformly for a sufficient length of time to produce
the single vibration OB.

Proceeding now to the stresses produced by any sudden variation of
the load, we may first take the case of a bar or spring which has already
been strained by an initial load P, and having attained a condition of
equilibrium under that load, is suddenly subjected to an additional load
Q. In Fig. 188, let OBD represent, as before, the stress-strain diagram,
and let OA denote the initial strain and AFo the initial stress, the latter
being of course equal to the initial load P. Then if FoF represents the
additional load Q which is instantaneously applied, the diagram of
energy for the whole load P + Q will be the rectangle ABF2F, while the
diagram of work performed in compressing the spring will be the figure

ABDFo" and, as before, the depression of the spring will not stop
until these two areas are equal. ,Therefore we shall have F2D = FoF,
and BD = AFo + 2FoF. In other words, the momentary" dynamic"
stress will be n = P + 2Q; although the apparent stress is only P + Q,
if "stress" is understood to be synonymous with load or straining force.

.

In the same way, if the initial load or straining force is a negative
quantity ( - P), as represented by the downward ordinate AFo in Fig.
189; and if the bar is suddenly subjected to a straining force Q of the
opposite kind, as represented by the total height FoF,we shall again
have the momentary stress BD = 2FFo - AFo, or {}= 2Q - P ; although
the apparent stress due to the same loads at rest would of course be OF!
or Q - P.

Denoting the initial stress AFo in Fig. 188 by Min. S, and the
apparent stress OF! (due to the increased load) by Max. S, we may
express the above results by saying that when the load is suddenly
increased from Min. S to Max. S, the bar will be subjected to a
momentary stress exceeding the stress Max. S by the quantity 0) which
we may call the" dynamic increment;" and it will be seen that whether
the initial stress Min. S is positive or negative or zero, we shall always
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have 0 = Max. S + w, in which the" dynamic increment" w. represents
simply the magnitude of the change of load FoF-or algebraically
w = Max. S - Min. S.

"'\Ve have, from the first, taken care to distinguish between the
internal stress and the external load or force to which that stress may
be due. The word" stress" is very commonly used as though it were
synonymous with the load or straining force; thus when the forces
which act upon the different members of a girder have been calculated
by the principles of equilibrium, these forces are commonly termed the

" stresses;" but we hav~ at the outset defined stress as the internal force
exerted and endured by the bar, i.e., the actual pressure or tension
between the particles of the strained material; and it is now evident that
this quantity must not be taken as synonymous with the load. The
stress is equal to the load when the bar' is in equilibrium, but at any other
time the load is not a reliable measure of the internal stress; and if any
vibrations are produced in the bar, the stress will be alternately greater
and less than the amount due to the load at rest.

175. Comparison between the Effects of Dynamic Action and the
supposed Effects of Fatigue.-If we try to strain a bar gradually up to
a certain stress by adding successive increments of load, the preceding
article has shown that the operation will have to be conducted with
great delicacy if we wish to prevent any vibration that would carry the
stress beyond the desired point. After applying each additional weight
we must allow sufficient time for the bar to regain its equilibrium; and
as we get nearer the desired ultimate load, the successive increments of
weight must be made smaller and smaller, as otherwise the vibration
produced by the imposition of the load-increment would carry the stress
beyond the amount aimed at.

Moreover, in the case of a short test-bar, it must be remembered that
the presence of such vibrations could hardly be detected by the senses,
for their amplitude would be so small and their rapidity so great as to
render them nearly or quite invisible. Thus a steel tie-bar, one foot in
length, would perform the vibration from 0 to B, or back again from
B to 0 in the sixtieth part of a second, if suddenly subjected to a load
of 10 tons per square inch.

Bearing these facts in mind, it is perhaps permissible to doubt whether
the apparatus employed by Herr W6hler did in fact succeed in limiting
the internal stress to the intended amount without exceeding it, and
whether the bars were not really subjected to the action of dynamic
stresses every time that the load was applied, which was done about four
times in a minute.

Without pronouncing an opinion on this point, we may at all events
proceed to see what would be the effect if the load were each time applied
as a constant force, commencing its action at a sharply defined period of
time, and continuing its action for at least 6\rth of a second.
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Referring, then, to the diagrams already given, it is easy to see that
the load OFl, which is required to produce a given dynamic stress BD,
will vary according to the initial stress AFo, al!-dwill always be the mean

between those two stresses; i.e., OFl = AFo + BD, in which AFo may be
2

either positive or negative.
Thus if the initial stress is zero, as in Fig. 187, we have simply

OFl = B:!; and if we make AFo a negative quantity equal to ~D, as in

Fig. 189,~we shall have OFl =BDC ;i) = Bf:.

Therefore if liD represents the ultimate tensile strength t as ascertained
by a steady load, and if we assume that the bar is perfectly elastic for all
stresses up to t, we shall have the following values of the breaking-load
et for the three principal cases :-

TABLE la.-Breaking Load by Dynamic Therwy.
1. Steadyload,novariation a=t

t2. Load varying from 0 to u a =u =2

t
a=v=S3. Load varying from-v to +v .

These values are identical with those given in Table 1, as the broad
results of Wohler's experiments.

Again, if the load varies suddenly between two positive quantities
Min. Sand Max. S, the value of the breaking load will depend upon
Min.. S; and for the purpose of comparison with Wo hIer's results it may
easily be shown that a momentary stress of 1100 centners would be pro-
duced by variations of load between the following pairs of limits ;,--

TABLE2a.-Breaking Load by Dynamic Theory-continued.
. Min. S. Max. S. a.

1. Load varying from. 250 to 675 675
5. Do. 400 to 750 750
7. Do. 600 to 850 850

Comparing these figures again with those given in Table 2, it will be
seen that the difference is only trifling, and is within the probable errors
of the results, as mentioned in Art. 173 ;' so that in all cases the breaking
weight as calculated from the dynamic effect of the load, coincides practi-
cally with the breaking weight observed in Wohler's experiments.

Of course if we are to regard those experiments as revealing a special
physical phenomenon, called" the fatigue of metals," it will follow that
these two sets of results must be entirely independen~ and unrelated to
each other, and their remarkable coincidence at every point in the scale
must be purely accidental.

On the other hand, if we regard Wohler's facts as only exemplifying
in practice the effects of dynamic action, we may then take Wohler's
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experiments as proving exhaustively that there is no such thing as fatigue
in iron and steel--"':or in other words, that the material may always be
relied upon to sustain a certain ultimate stress, undiminished by any
repetitions or variations of the load.

Between these two opposite views it is necessary to make a definite
choice. It is true that the facts might have been stated in such language
as to avoid raising the question; but it is really impossible to determine
the proper working-stress in bridges by any rational method without
making an open or an implied choice between the above-named alter-
natives, which are essentially irreconcilable.

As against the theory of dynamic action, thA following facts may
possibly be urged :-lst. In practice the bar is not perfectly elastic for
all stresses up to the ultimate stress t. 2d. Wohler's experiments show

that a load considerably greater than ~
may be alternately applied and

removed a good many times without producing fracture, although it will
certainly break the bar in the long-run. 3d. Mr. K.ircaldy has shown
that in order to break a bar by a single application of a load suddenly,

t -
imposed, the load must be greate18than 2' If we proceed to consider

briefly the vibration of the bar beyond the elastic limit, it will be seen
that these facts explain one another, and go to confirm the theory of
dynamic action.

176. Dynamic Action beyond the Elastic Limit.-The form of the
stress-strain diagram, beyond the elastic limit, is known to vary widely
in different bars according to the degree of their ductility. Up to the
elastic limit, or the point E in Fig. 190, the diagram consists of the
straight inclined line OE as already mentioned; but if the stress is still
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further increased by a gradual increase of the steady load, the strains are
found to increase much more rapidly than before, so that the diagram no
longer follows the straight line OEe, but diverges away very rapidly to
the right as shown by the line OED or perhaps by the line OEDI"

Beyond the elastic limit, the observed strain or elongation of the bar
does not consist solely in an elastic stretch, but is partly and in much
greater measure due to a plastic deformation or drawing out of the metal,
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accompanied apparently by a permanent rearrangement of the molecules ;
and if the stress is removed, this plastic deformation remains as a "per-
manent set "-the elastic recovery of the relieved bar being approxi-
mately (though not quite exactly) represented by the length Ge or the
space contained between the lines OG and De, so that almost the whole
of the remaining strain eD represents" permanent set" or a permanent
drawing out of the plastic material.

The extent of the ultimate elongation eD varies of course according
to the ductility of the material; in cast iron it is almost nothing, and the
diagram is therefore nearly a straight line; in wrought iron the ulti-
mate elongation eD may sometimes amount to 5 per cent. of the total
length of the bar, and in other bars it may amount to 25 per cent., as
already stated in Chapter XII.; while the ultimate elongation in different
classes of steel varies still more widely. In different bars, therefore, the
stress-str~in diagram may assume any form between two probable limits,
which, for the sake of illustration, may be represented by two such lines
as OEe and OED!.

But in addition to this, it must also be remarked that when the load
is suddenly imposed and allowed to produce dynamic vibrations, the form
of the stress-strain diagram may differ considerably from that which is
observed under a slowly increasing stress. On this point very little is
known with any certainty; some experiments show that when the bar is
suddenly broken its ultimate elongation is much less than when it is
gradually stretched to the breaking point, while others appear to show
that the elongation may be as great in one case as in the other.;
and .probably the question will depend in great measure upon the
quality of the individual bar. But at all events we may say that
if OED! represents the diagram for a gradually stretched bar, the
diagram for a suddenly stretched bar will follow some intermediate
line between Ee and ED!, such for example as the intermediate line
ED. .

Taking then the line OED as representing the stress-strain diagram
(whatever form it may assume in a particular bar), it is evident that
the total work consumed in the stretching and fracture of the bar will be
represented by the area OEDB,. and dividing this area by the length
OB, we obtain the mean resistance OF, which is obviously an exact
measure of the force, which when suddenly applied will be just sufficient
to break the bar.

Owing to the great bend in the line of the stress-strain diagram, the

value of OF is evidently greater than B{!, and may in some cases be

very much greater. Indeed it is easily seen that a bar of very ductile
material might require a load equal to 90 or 95 per cent. of the static
breaking load, while a bar of very brittle steel would be broken by the
sudden application of a weight not much greater than 50 per cent. of the
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static breaking load. Mr. Kircaldy's experiments show that the suddenly
imposed load which is required in order to break a wrought-iron bar at
one single application varies from 75 per cent. to 90 per cent. of the
static breaking weight, and looking at the wide difference between the
ultimate elongations of different bars, these results are no more and no
less than might be expected from the dynamic action of the suddenly
applied load.

But again, let the line OED in Fig. 191 represent the same diagram
of strain, and suppose the bar to be subjected to a sudden load OF equal
to half the static breaking weight BD. Then to find the momentary
deflection OH, we must make the area OEKH equal to the rectangular
area OPF2H ;01' in other words, the area
FI KF2 must be equal to the triangular area
OFFI. But these areas being equal, it is G e
obvious that F2K will be less than OF, and
therefore the extreme momentary stress H K
will not reach the value DB = 2OF.

This diagram illustrates the difference be-
tween the vibrations of a perfectly elastic
bar and of one which is not perfectly elastic;
and it explains the reason why the load OF 0 S 11

fails to break the bar at the first application,
but is almost certain to produce that result in the long-run if it is repeated
a sufficient number of times.

The perfectly elastic bar is compressed or extended along the line
Oe, and the return vibration follows along the same line eO, so that no
energy is actually lost in these vibrations. Therefore in theory the
vibrations will go on for ever, or at least for a long time, as in the case
of a tuning-fork; and at the end they leave the bar in the some condition
as at the beginning.

But when the bar is imperfectly elastic, a portion of the energy ex-
pended by the force OF is devoted to the work of plastic deformation,
and this portion of the work is not restored on the return vibration. This
only amounts to saying that the bar is im perfectly elastic, but the mean-
ing and consequences of that fact will be more clearly apparent if we trace
them upon the diagram. The motive force available to start' the return
vibration is the diminished force F2K;. and the return vibration effected
by the elastic reaction of the bar, will be performed along the line KS
parallel to eO or nearly so. Therefore if the bar returns to the condition
of no stress, the whole cycle of operations will be represented by the
diagram 0 EKS 0, which like the indicator~diagram of a steam-engine
represents the energy expended at one stroke in doing work, i.e., in draw-
ing out the plastic material by the elongation OS which represents the
permanent set.

It is obvious, therefore, that if the bar is left alone after applying the

Fig.191
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load OF the vibrations will very soon come to rest, because each vibra-
tion entails a considerable loss of energy; but at the end they will
not leave the bar in the same condition as at the beginning, for the
"permanent set" OS is permanent, and represents so much effected
towards the final destruction of the bar.

It is true that the extreme stress HE is only in operation for an
infinitesimally short period of time, and it is therefore probable that it
only accomplishes a very small fraction of the ultimate elongation of the
bar; but if it accomplishes anything, however small, the bar must ulti-
mately be broken if the same effect is repeated for a sufficient number of
times.

Every time the load is applied, the bar must either vibrate as a
perfectly elastic bar along the line Oe, or as an imperfectly elastic bar
along some line EK, diverging more or less from the line Oe. In the
former case the breaking stress BD will be inflicted at the first appli-
cation of the load, while in the latter case the load will produce some
permanent elongation, which must ultimately destroy the bar if the same
effect is repeated ad infinitum.

For the present purpose, therefore, it is unnecessary to ascertain the
exact curve of the stress-strain diagram, which, as we have said, will
vary according to the softness or ductility of the bar. In very brittle
steel the full dynamic effect will be produced almost at the first appli-
cation; while in tougher metal the fracture of the bar will not be
prev~nted but only postponed.

There is one point, however, which it may be well to notice. The
stress"strain diagram, as determined by a gradually increased load, shows
that a certain portion of the work of plastic deformation can be performed
by a moderate stress, but other portions of the work seem to require a
higher stress. Now if we suppose a certain stress HK to have been
repeated so often that it has already accomplished all the elongation that
can be produced under that stress, the result would of course be that
the next application of that stress would produce no further elongation
or permanent set, and this is the same thing as saying that the bar
would be perfectly elastic up to the stress HK.

This is exactly what takes place in practice; for it is found that
after a bar has been repeatedly strained beyond the elastic limit, the elastic
limit is generally raised, though it .has not perhaps been ascertained by
experiment how far it would be possible to carry that process.

It will be noticed, however, that this raising of the elastic limit must
have the effect of developing still further the dynamic action of the load;
for we must now trace the vibrations upon a new stress-strain diagram in
which the line OE is lengthened, i.e., the elastic limit E must now be
placed at the higher stress. The momentary stress HK produced by any
given load OF will therefore be greater than before; and will therefore
be sufficiently high to go on with the work of plastic deformation, and to
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accomplish those ulterior portions of it which demand a higher intensity
of stress.

We have here sketched the gradual destruction of the bar as though
it were effected at successive steps~first drawing out the metal as far as
it will go with a given stress, then raising the stress (by reason of the
raised elastic limit) and going on with the work to a further stage, and
so on. In practice there would of course be no marked stages or periods

in the progress of these changes; but if the load OF= B: is suddenly

applied for an indefinite number of times, it is difficult to see how the
process could stop until the bar was either rendered perfectly elastic for
all stresses up toED, or else broken by the accumulated elongation or
indefinite attenuation of the bar.

If this is so, it is evident that the principles of elastic vibration, as
described in, Article 181, may for the present purpose be applied also to
bars strained beyond the elastic limit, provided that the strain is repeated
ad infinitum / and it is also evident that the whole of W6hler's results
may be accounted for by the dynamic action of the load, and without
supposing any" fatigue" whatever. 1

177. General Conclusions.-The facts substantiated by W5hler's ex-
periments must certainly be taken as the basis of any rational practice;
but in determining the working-stress in bridges, everything will depend
upon the way in which we interpret those facts.

The dilemma may be stated as follows :-The observed failure of
Wohler's test-pieces under a repeated load which was less than the static
breaking load, was either due to an actual diminution of the ultimate
strength (called fatigue) or it was not.

1st. If due to fatigue-then the formulre which have been devised to
represent WohIer's results, such as the formulre of Launhardt and
Weyrauch for example-must be regarded as totally inadequate to deter-
mine the working-stress in bridges; because, ex hypothesi, they make no
allowance for the dynamic action of the rolling load.

.Apart from W6hler's results, it is perfectly well established by experi-
ment as well as theory, that the suddenly applied or suddenly reversed
load will produce a stress which may be twice or three times greater than
its weight; and if fatigue is anotber and independent phenomenon, we
must allow not only for the increased stress but also for the diminished
resistance.

.

This view is, in fact, adopted by many authorities; but if logically

1 That is to s~y, without any reduction in the ultimate strength of the bar. It is

obvious that when the bar has been repeatedly strained beyond the elastic limit, and
when the elastic limit has been raised by the process above described, we should expect
to find a certain reduction in its capacity to endure work

"
and there can be no objection

to the use of the word" fatigue" as describing this particular fact, which appears to be
indisputable, although its bearing i~ quite different from that attributed tu " fatigue,"
as it is sometimes understood.
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carried out it would lead to some very extreme consequences. For
example :-

a. A plate-iron tie will perhaps have an ultimate strength of 20 tons
per square inch, when steadily loaded. .

b. Another bar, which is subject to a load varying suddenly from zero
to a certain quantity, will have to endure a stress twice as great as the
load, but at the same time its strength will be reduced to one-half, and
therefore its breaking load will be reduced to one-fourth, or 5 tons per
square inch.

c. Another bar, subjected to sudden alternations of tension and com-
pression, will be liable to a stress three times as great as the load, while
its strength is at the same time reduced to one-third; so that its breaking
load will be reduced to one-ninth, or say 21 tons per square inch.

There are besides some extreme cases in which the dynamic action of
rolling IQad is known to be even greater than in the bar c,o and to be
consistent, we must apply the same factor of safety to all these cases alike,
so that the bars would have to be propor.tioned by adopting some such

.
values of the working-stress as the following :-

And whatever factor we may adopt, we shall either have an exces-
sively high working-stress in a, or else an excessively low working-stress
in band c.

Rut such an extreme view of the case is certainly not warranted by
the results of experience.

2d. If we reject the first alternative, we must accept the opposite one
-viz., that Wohler's facts are to be attributed to dynamic action, and
not to fatigue.

With this understanding we may accept the Launhardt- W eyrauch
formula as the basis for calculating the working-stress, in all cases where
the variation of load is instantaneous or nearly so, but not in cases where
the variation of load is very gradual.

But if we understand Wohler's results as being the effect of dynamic
action, there seems to be no reason why we should not express them by
the simple formula for dynamic stress already given in Art. 181, viz.,
12= max. S. + w; for having accepted the theory of dynamic action and
rejected the theory of fatigue, it is evident that the unknown quantity
which we are in search of is-not the strength of the material, but the
real value of the internal stress produced by the rolling load.

178. Different Methods of Determining the Working Load. First
Method.- W e have already said that the old rule consists in adopting a
un1form working-stress, which has been fixed by different authorities at
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5 tons per square inch for wrought iron, and 7! tons per square inch for
steel, or at some figures approximating to those values.

This rule is arrived at either by employing a certain factor of safety
(equal to about 4) as applied to the ultimate strength of the material, or
by employing a smaller factor of safety as applied to the elastic limit.
As regards the latter method, we have seen that the elastic limit is not
really a fixed quantity, but may be arbitrarily raised by merely giving
the bar a little preliminary practice; while the raising of the elastic
limit in this way will not at all strengthen the bar to resist a repeated
stress or to carry a steady load.

However, whether the rule is derived in one way or the other, its
effect is that a constant working load is prescribed for all cases alike
without regard to any difference in the manner of loading. But ex-
periment shows that the breaking load is quite as much affected by the
manner of loading as it is by the nature of the material. The tensile
strength Of cast iron, wrought iron, and mild steel are nearly as 1, 2, and
3, and are not more widely different than the observed breaking load of
wrought iron under the three principal conditions of loading. Therefore
to use the same working-load in all three cases is almost as rough a
'method as to use the same working-stress for all three materials.

For this reason the real factor of safety attained by the use of the
old rule must be regarded as a widely varying quantity, which in some
cases may correspond with the nominal factor of safety of four, but in
other cases will be very much smaller than that figure, and it would be a
great mistake to suppose that by using this rule, the bridge will be made
strong enough to carry a load equal to nearly four times its actual load.

Second Method.- The old rule has sometimes been modified by
'employing two values of the working-stress~one for the flanges or
principal members of the structure, and another lower one for the bars of
th9 lattice bracing. Thus if the tension flange is designed for a working-
stress of 5 tons per square inch, the lattice bars may perhaps be designed
for a working-stress of 3 to 3! or 4 tons per square inch.

Such a modification is certainly justifiable, because the variations of
load in the lattice bars are greater than in the flanges; but it only attains
to a rough approximation, because in some of the lattice bars the varia-
tion of load is very little if at all greater than in the flanges, while in
others it is very much greater. .

. Third Method.-Another modification consists in the employment of
two factors of safety-one for the dead load, and another higher one for
the rolling load. To carry this method out in practice, we may multiply
the known weight of the rolling load by a certain coefficient, and then
'having calculated the Max. S in each bar for the combination of dead
load and augmented rolling load, we may design all the members for the
same working-stress throughout.

This method appears to yield a closer approximation than the last,
R
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but it takes no account of the violence with which the moving load may
be applied, or of the magnitude of the resulting changes of stress in the
different members; and as 'comparedwith the indications of Wohler's
experiments, it provides too little strength in the centra] lattice bars
which may be subjected to alternate tension and compression.l

Fourth Method.-In recent times an endeavour has been made to fix
the working-stress more accurately in accordance with Wohler's ascertained
results.

To express those results as nearly as they can be gathered from thE
experiments, Launhardt proposes the following formula for the breakin~
load of a member which is subject to stresses (i.e., apparent stresses)
varying between two positive quantities Min. 8 and Max. 8, viz. :-

a=u (l+t-u. Min. 8
)u Max. 8

(1)

In this expression a is the breaking weight, or the so-called working-
strength of the bar ; while the symbols t and u represent the experi.
mental quantities designated by those letters in Table 1, Art. 173.

To apply this formula for purposes of design; it is only necessary t(
divide the calculated strength a by the adopted factor of safety F,- and
the result will be the proper working-stress for any tie which is subjec1
to stresses alternating betweeu Min. 8 and Max. 8. But when thE
formula is used to find the breaking load a = Max. 8 for a bar which if
subjected to a given initial stress Min. 8, we must write it in the form-

. U J U2 .
a = Max'.8=:2+ "4 + (t - u) Mm. 8. . (la)

The values yielded by the latter formula are of course meant to coin
cide with the experimental results, which have been given in Table 2
and they do so pretty nearly though not more exactly than the value!
deduced by the dynamic theory in;.Art. 175.

The authorities, however, are not quite agreed as to the value tha-
should be taken for the ratio u : t. In a few of Wohler's experiments l

t
appears to be greater than "2 and more like it. The latter value i:

assumed by Weyrauch, who is thus enabled to construct a genera
formula which shall apply to all ratios of Min. 8 to Max. 8, whethe

t-u
Min. 8 be positive or negative. For taking u = it, the fraction-u iJ

Launhardt's formula becomes equal to !. But the value of v, as giveJ

1 Some American engineers add the tensile stress and the compressive stress togetheI

If this plan is adopted along with a higher factor of safety for the rolling load, it~oe
beyond the requirements as indicated by Wohler ; but if the rolling load is treatedwitJ
the same factor as the dead load, the American plan makes no allowance for thos
members which are subject to a stress varying between two positive quantities.
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in Table 2 for alternate tension and compression, is equal to }; and there-

fore the fraction
u - v

is also equal to~. Weyrauch extends the method
u

of Launhardt to cases of alternate tension and compression by applying

h h f I (1
u - v Min. S) . hi h M" S "to t ose cases t e ormu a a = u + - . III W C m. IS

u Max.S
the negative stress; and therefore by taking u at the extreme value of it,
Weyrauch is enabled to include every case under the general formula-

a=u(l +~) . (2)

in which cp denotes the fraction :~:. ~, which may be either positive or

negative.l
\

This is the Launhardt-Weyrauch formula, which is now being used
by some engineers to fix the varying value of the working-stress in the
different members of bridges. It is intended to represent simply the
reduced strength a of the material, as shown (apparently) by the results
of W6hler's experiments; but we have already seen that if those results
are attributed to fatigue, this formula cannot be used alone for the
working-stress of bridges, because it makes no allowance for the dynamic
action of the rolling load; although it may perhaps be so employed if
Wohler's results are understood in the contrary sense as being the direct
effect of dynamic action.

If this method is employed, the working load will be expressed by

;, in which F is a factor of safety (usually 3); so that for wrought iron

plates having a tensile strength t = 20 tons, we should have u = 20 x i
= 13"33, and dividing by the factor of safety (3), we have-

Working load=4'44(1 + 2~~~.SS) (2a)

Fifth Method.-Recognising the necessity of making some allowance
fo:r dynamic action, or "impact," as it is often called, those engineers
who believe in ." fatigue" as a separate phenomenon, take the consistent
course of first allowing for impact and then making a further allowance
for" fatigue." Numerous formulre have been proposed for this purpose,
among which may be mentioned those of Gerber, Seefehlner, S~hafer, and
Winkler; but we have already seen that such a theory must inevitably
lead to very extreme results, and it may be mentioned that these
formulre lead generally to a "\vorking-stress of about 1~tons per square

I There seems to be no reason for taking th,is extreme value of u, except for the sake

of convenience in constructing the formula; for, as before observed, the majority of
Wohler's experiments indicate that u is nearly equal to one-half of t.
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inch for members subject to alternate tension and compression, while
they allow a stress as high as 9! to 11 tons per square inch for girders
carrying a dead load-an estimate which is not likely to meet with the
approval of any government authorities in this country.

On the other hand,
.
if this theory were true, it would follow that

members subject to alternate tension and compression :t v, ought to
break under a load of about 3 tons per square inch; and as there are

,many bridge members which have withstood for years higher alternating
stresses without failure, we may safely conclude that there is no justi-
fication for making a separate and full allowance for both" impact" and

" fatigue."
179. Alternative (Dynamic) Method 'of Determining the Required

Sectional Area.-If the effects of elastic vibration are really such as
have been described, it follows that we need make no allowance for
fatigue, . but only for" impact," or dynamic action, whose theoretical
effects are experimentally illustrated and confirmed by Wohler's results.

For practical purposes we might perhaps express those results by
Weyrauch's formula; but this would be far less convenient than the
equivalent dynamic formula, and moreover would make the working
strength to depend solely upon the range of stress variation without
regard to its violence.

For example, suppose that we have to deal with two opposite cases
in which the degree of violence is widely different-the first case may be
that of a dock-caisson, in which, owing to the rise and fall of the tide,
the stress varies between Min. Sand Max. S, once every six hours, the
change taking place by slow and imperceptible degrees; while the second
case may be that of a cross-girder in a railway bridge, which may undergo
the same variation of load almost instantaneously, together with the
,violent vibrations which accompany the passage of an express train. It
would be contrary to common sense to suppose that these variations of
load are equivalent to one another in their destructive tendencies; but if
the range of stress variation is the same, the Weyrauch formula would
give the same working strength for both structures.

To apply the dynamic theory in practice we have only to find the momen-
tary internal stress (2 by adding the dynamic increment (0 to the calculated

load Max. S. When the change of load is effected instantaneously we
have already seen that (0 = Max. S - Min. S; and if the time occupied in
effecting the change is very great we have the other extreme case in which
(0 is nothing. For intermediate caseswe may express the dY,namicincre-
ment by (0 = YJ(Max. S - Min. S), in which YJ is a coefficient depending
upon the violence or time rate of the load changes.

In determining the coefficient YJfor any given case, we ought to include
the dynamic effect of the rolling load as augmented by its centrifugal
force in passing over the deflection curve-the complexity of this question
has been referred to in Art. 178; and we should also include some further
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allowance for those cumulative vibrations which cannot be calculated,
but which result from the lateral impact of the wheels against the rails,
from the isochronous impulses delivered by the mechanism of the engine,
or delivered by the elastic spring of the floor-stringers and cross-girders
and from other causes.

\Vith all these sources of vibration in view, it would be almost useless
to attempt any theoretical computation of the intermediate values of 'YJfor
given velocities of train and given lengths of span. .At the same time it
would be only rea~onable to pay some regard to the varying conditions
of different structures not only as regards the range of the stress changes
but also as regards their violence.

In the case of cross-girders and vertical suspenders, there can be no
doubt that we should allow for the full value of the elastic vibrations
due to a sudden imposition of the load; and it will be safest to follow
the same ~ule for all the diagonals of the web-bracing; so that for all
these members we shall take 'YJ= 1 or (1) = Max. S - Min. S.

In the flanges of a girder, or in the principal members of an arch or
suspension bridge, the stress-changes take place more gradually, and the
value of'YJmay be correspondingly reduced. This reduction should prob-
ably bear some unknown proportion to the length of the span; but in
default of experimental data it will be safest to adopt nothing less than

'YJ=~, and the observed deflection of small bridges under a rapidly moving
load seems to indicate that this value will be sufficiently great for all
spans down to about 100 feet. For spans of 10 or 20 feet} the main
girders should no doubt be treated on the same basis as cross-girders;
and for spans intermediate between 20 and 100 feet, intermediate values
of 'YJ may be interpolated.l

In public road bridges the dynamic increment of stress may reach a
much higher value under the measured march of infantry; and in this
case the amplitude of the vibrations would probably depend upon the
coincidence or otherwise of the step period with the, natural period of
vibration of the loaded bridge; but this dangerous effect is so well known
that troops are generally ordered to fall out in crossing a bridge. With
this exception, the greatest dynamic action to which public road bridges
are liable is that vertical impact which results from the trotting of heavy
cattle or the running of a mixed crowd; and in most cases the above
values of (1) will probably be sufficient.

In applying this method, the real factor of. safety may be taken at
the same value as in the Weyrauch formula, and the constant working-

stress for all tension members will then be
~ = 6'66 tons per square inch

in wroughtriron ties, and applying the same factor in compression, the
working. stress will be 5'33 tons per square inch.

1 Vide some later experiments quoted in Art. 188a.
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On the other hand, the augmented stress will in all cases be n =Max.
S + CI); and the required sectional will be

.A= Max. S + Cl)

6'66

A = Max. S + Cl)

5'33
For cross-girders and web-bracing Cl) = Max. S - Min. S
F fl f

. d b .

100 f
Max. S - Min. Sor anges 0 gn ers a ove . eet Cl) = .

2

For ties. (3)

(3a)

(2b)

(2c)

For struts.

The areas given by these formulre will be found to coincide with the
average of modern practice more closely than those given by the old rule;
for although that rule has been nominally consulted in the design of most
existing bridges, yet in practice it has always been modified in some
arbitrary, manner in order to comply with those recognised conditions
which it is certainly unable to meet. .

.

180. The Factor of Safety.-To insure the safety of bridges it will

.
be imperatively necessary to make use of such a factor of safety as may
have been proved by practical experience to be wide enough to cover the
unknown extent of our ignorance.

For that purpose the old rule of 5 tons per square inch for wrought
iron, giving a nominal factor of 4 all round, has been proved to be almost
always sufficient. And this fact is generally taken as a starting-point
from which to determine the factor of. safety that is properly applicable
to any other rule. In employing anyone of the newer methods above
described, it must not be supposed that they are' designed to provide in
all cases a more liberal sectional area than would be required by the old
rule. That result would of course follow if in all cases a factor of
4 were applied to the ultimate strength as reduced by the supposed
"fatigue." But it is held, and with very good reason, that the old rule
does not insure a real faCtor of safety equal to 4 or anything like it; for
in whatever manner we may interpret Wohler's results, they show unmis-
takably that when the old rule is used for all girders alike, and for all
members alike, the real factor of safety will only occasionally be as large
as 4, while in many cases it cannot be greater than 2, and may be even
considerably less.

Therefore if the new methods are sound, and can show a real factor
of safety which is never less than 3, their employment in place of the old
rule will result in making the bridge quite as strong asbefore-:-and indeed
50 per cent. stronger, because the strength of the whole structure will be
limited by the strength of its weakest part.

Accordingly an the newer methods fix the working-load at something
greater than 5 tons when the load is unchanging, and at something less
than 5 tons when the changes are very extensive. But the amount by
which the old standard is raised at one end of the scale and depressed at
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the other end depends upanthe view taken of "fatigue." And upon
this also depends the value of the professed factor of safety. These points
will be more clearly illustrated by the following graphic comparison of
the different methods.

181. Comparative Results of the Different Methods.-The working-
load, as determined by each of the foregoing methods, is shown in Plate
H, Fig. 192, by the several lines TUV of the diagram, which give the
values adopted by the several authorities for wrought-iron plates. For
the sake of comparison, all the curves are constructed so as to show the

working-load for different values of the ratia ~in. ~, this ratio having
ax.

been hitherto adopted as the basis of the German methods; but according
to the dynamic method, the question is really governed by the difference
Max. S - Min. S, rather than by the above ratio, and is more simply
defined withput the aid of any diagram.

The heights (from datum line) ta TI, T5, &c., at the left end of the
figure, indicate the working-stress far a steady unchanging load, i.e., for
the ca$e when Min. S = Max. S. The central ordinates at UI, U5, &c.,
denote the working-stress for a load varying between zero and a certain
positive quantity, or for the case when Min. S = O. The ordinates
VI, V5, &c., at the other end of the diagram, represent the working-stress
far a member subject -to alternate tension and compression + v and - v,
or for the case when Min. S = - Max. S.

The first method, or old rule, is represented by the straight hori-
zontalline TI UI VI, drawn at 5 tons per square inch. The nominal factor
of safety is 4; but this method implies that there is no such thing as
fatigue, and no such thing as dynamic action of the rolling load. This
assumption must be incorrect; and therefore it would be a great mistake
to suppose that a bridge, designed throughout upon this rule, would be
anything like strong enough to carry a load equal to four times its actual
load.

The opposite view of the case is taken by the German school repre-
sented by Seefehlner, whose formula is expressed by the curve T5U5V5.
Here the factor of safety is reduced to about 2; but this method implies
that fatigue is a real phenomenon, and that dynamic action is another and
independent phenomenon..

Between these extremes an intermediate position is occupied by the
lines T4 U4V4, and T6U6V6. The straight line T4 V4 expresses Weyrauch's
formula. The factor of safety is 3; and the implied view is that fatigue
is a real phenomenon, while dynamic action is ignored. But if the

Launhardt formula is applied with the value u = ~ (in closer accordance
...

with Wohler), the straight line T4 V4 becomes depressed in the middle to

U6, and is nearly expressed by the curve T6 U6V6.
The curve T6 U6V6 represents the alternative or dynamic theory.
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Here again the faCtor of safety is 3, and 'the results do not differ widely
from the Launhardt- Weyrauch curve; but the method is based on the
opposite view, namely, that there is no such thing as "fatigue," and that
the apparent fatigue is really due to the dynamic action of the rolling
load. Accordingly the curve can only be taken to represent the working-
load in cases of instantaneous loading or instantaneous variations of load;
and must be modified in cases where the changes of load are more
gradually effected.

Adopting for these modifications the provisional estimate already
mentioned for the different members of a girder whose span is more than
100 feet, the working load will be given by the several curves in Fig.
192a; and the values given in this diagram will be again referred to in
dealing with the several classes of bridge-construction.l

In the present state of opinion it is impossible to say what rule may
hereaft~r be adopted by engineers for the working-load in bridge work;
but in order to meet all possible views we shall arrange the calculations
in such a form that either rule may be employed without difficulty.

For the same reason it will perhaps be better to avoid any dogmatic
expression of opinion upon the general question, leaving the reader to
form his own conclusions; but so far as can be gathered from the experi-
mental data that are at present available, the author has no hesitation in
expressing his own opinion that the existence of "fatigue" as an actual
reduction of tensile strength, and as a phenomenon distinct from the
known effects of dynamic action is not proved~. and that in all probability
the two things are one and the same.

At all events it is very important to avoid the mistake of seeing
double on this question; and we have discussed it at considerable length
because it involves issues of greater magnitude than almost any other
disputable question of bridge theory.

1 It may be remarked that this diagram differs but little from that which has
recently been adopted by the engineer of the Pennsylvania Railway Company for all
wrought-iron bridges on that line of railwa.y, except that in the latter case the diagram
consists of a pair of broken straight lines instead of the continuous curves shown in
Fig. 192a. It will of course be understood that in this diagram the ordinates represent
the working-stre:;;s which is ,to be adopted when the maximum stress Max. S is calcu-
lated in the usual way, and upon the principles of static equilibrium. When the internal
dynamic stress is calculated, the proper working-stress is a constant qua.ntity.
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PART IV.

THE DESIGN OF BRIDGES IN DETAIL.

CHAPTER XIV.

THE LOAD ON BRIDGES.

182. Composition of the Load.-The total load that the bridge has
to carry will in all cases be made up of two portions, which must be
separately dealt with, viz.-lst,The "dead load," or the weight of the
structure itself, producing 'in each member a stress which is at all times
constant; and 2d, the" live load," or the weight of the passing traffic,
producing stresses which are subject to important variations arising from
several causes. In the present chapter we shall only consider the weights
that have generally to bi3dealt with.

183. The Dead Load.-It will be convenient to estimate the weight
of the entire structure under two or three separate heads. 1st, The
bridge platform, which will generally be a uniformly' distributed load,
and will include the cross-girders, the flooring' (whether of buckled floor-
plates, planking,~ or what not), and the roadway covering of public
bridges or the permanent way of railway bridges; 2d, the weight of the
wind-bracing; and 3d, the weight of the main girders or main structure
of the };>ridge. In bridges of moderate span, the last two items, like the
first, are commonly assume9- to form a load of uniform intensity per foot
lineal; but in very large bridges this assumption would often be very
far from the truth, especially in the case of ,cantilever bridges, and in all
such cases the weight of each panel in the main structure must be
separately computed.

The first and second items of, the dead load, together with the whole
of the live load, are of course supported by the main structure as an
extraneous load separate from its own weight, and, are sometimes called
the" useful" load. The term does not really mean that this load is
particularly useful, but it serves to convey the idea intended, viz., that
the duty of supporting this load co~stitutes the useful function of the
bridge. ,':
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For parallel girders, bowstrings, arches and suspension bridges, the
weight of the main structure may be provisionally calculated from that
of the" useful" load, on the principle already described in Chapter VII.;
but in the end it will generally be necessary to make a detailed calcula-
tion of the entire weight of the structure, and for such purposes the
following data will be useful.

184. Weight of Mate~als.-In computing the weight of ironwork,
it will be sufficiently accurate to assume that a bar of wrought iron
having 1 square inch of sectional area will weigh 10 Ibs. per yard lineal,
or 311bs. per foot lineal; and that a plate 1 inch in thickness will
weigh 40 Ibs. per square foot; adding in the case of plate-built members
4 per cent. for the weight of the rivet heads, The weight of cast iron is
about 7 per cent. -less than this, and the weight of steel about 2 per cent.
greater.

The following table gives the weight per cubic foot of most of the
materials used in the construction of bridge flooring or in the covering of
public road ways.

T.ABLE1.- Weight of Matm'ials.

AsphaJte
Macadam, compressed,
Granite, in kerbs or pitching
York landings
Limestone.
Concrete
Brickwork,
Creosoted pine timber.
Pitch pine.
English oak,

Lbs, per cubic foot.
140
120 '

, 160 to 170
143

. 150 to 170
, 115 to 130

96 to 112
42 to 48
48 to 56

60

The weight of the roadway and platform in a public road bridge will
of course vary in each case according ,to the construction adopted, so
that it would be useless to give any weights calculated from particular
examples; but in the case of railway bridges the weight of the platform
does not vary to so great an extent, and by way of example it may be
mentioned that Sir B. Baker estimates the weight of the flooring 1 and
wind-bracing for a double-line railway bridge carried upon two main
girders at the following values :-

Span in Feet.

10 to 100
100 to 150
150 to 200
200 to 250
250 to 300

Dead Load per foot run
exclusive of Main Girders.

14 cwt.
15

"16
"17
"

"
18"

When the two lines of railway are supported upon three main girders,
'---

1 Vide Long Span Bridges,
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the above loads are to be reduced in each case by 2 cwts. per foot, and
when upon four girders the weights are to be reduced by 4 cwts. per foot.

185. Live Load upon Public Road Bridges.-The heaviest distri-
buted load upon a public road bridge will generally take place when the
whole surface, of carriage-way and foot-ways, is covered with a crowd of
people on foot. The weight of a crowd, when packed as closely as pos-
sible, is given by Mr. Stoney at 147 Ibs. per square foot of floor. A
crowd so dense as this, however, will rarely extend over the whole sur-
face of a large bridge, and other authorities have taken a load of 100 to
120 Ibs. per square foot as representing the weight of a close crowd;
while many public bridges have been designed for a load of 80 Ibs. only,
and in some cases 40 Ibs.' per square foot has been assumed as the limit-
ing load to be provided for. These lower values would probably be
quite sufficient on all ordinary occasions for country bridges, or in cases
where the tr:afficcan be regulated by means of toll-gates or barriers; but
for bridges that are open to the public in busy cities or main thorough-
fares, it will hardly be prudent to reckon for less than a maximumdis-
tributed load of 1 cwt. per square foot, taking the combined area of
carriage-way and foot-ways. ,

The weight of snow is not generally taken into account in connection
with bridges in this country, but if it is to be allowed for, it should be
considered as a rolling or rather as a movable load. Mwin states that
a drift of snow 20 inches in depth will weigh 10 Ibs. per square foot;
while Mr. Zerah Colburn estimates that the weight of saturated snow on
American bridges is sometimes equivalent to 6 inches of water, or 30 Ibs.
per square foot.' '

In addition to the movable distributed load, it is also necessary to
consider the stresses that may be produced in some parts of the bridge,
and especially in the cross-girders, by the concentrated weight of a
heavily loaded vehicle, such as a traction~engine, or a trolly carrying
heavy machinery. In this respect the requirements will vary with the
situation of the bridge, and the load on the heaviest pair of wheels may
accordingly be taken as varying in ordinary cases from 7 to 15 tons;
but in some bridges a load of ,10 tons on four wheels, or 5 tons per axle,
would be sufficient; while' in other cases a load of 48 tons, or 24 tons
per axle, would not be in excess of occasional (though very exceptional)
requirements. . ,

186. Live Load on Railway Bridges.-For English railways on the
4 ft. 8! in. gauge, it has been, in the past, a common practice to estimate
the rolling load at 1 ton per foot lineal for each track; and with the
engines that were most commonly in use a few years ago this estimate
was near enough to the truth for bridges of 100 to 200 feet span. Such
an engine and tender would weigh perhaps from 38 to 48 tons, while the
length from buffer to buffer would be from 42 to 48 feet. Two such
engines, covering nearly 100 feet, would be the greatest number ever



Class1. Class2. Class 3,
1'0 Ton per 1'25 Ton per 1'33 Ton per

Foot, Foot, Foot,

1'05 1'35 1'45
1'03 1'32 1'41
1'02 1'28 1'37
1'00 1'25 1'33

'98 1'22 1'30
'97 1'18 1'26
'95 1'15 1'22
'93 1'12 1'18
'92 1'08 1'14
'88 1'00 1'04
'83 '92 '94
'79 '83 '85
'75 '75 '75
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coupled together; while the following train of goods-trucks or carriages
would not weigh more than! ton per foot lineal on railways of the ordi-
nary gauge, and still less in the case of the narrow-gauge railways which
have been so extensively constructed of late years,

Referring, however, to lines of the standard gauge, it is evident that
the engines above mentioned would impose a greater load than 1 ton
per foot upon bridges of small span; for the engine (apart from the
tender) would weigh from 24 to 30 tons, and this load would be carried
upon a wheel-base not more than 13 to 16 feet in length, so that the
load actually carried upon a small bridge would amount to nearly 2 tons
per foot of span,

But the locomotives above referred to would now be considered as
very light engines for the ordinary traffic of main lines; and the weights
have been continuously increasing with the growth of the public traffic,
Taking the engine load (upon 100 feet lineal) as represented, for three
different' classes of locomotive, by a distributed weight of 1'00, 1'25, and
1'33 tons per foot, and adding behind the two coupled engines a train of
cars weighing! ton per foot, Mr, Stoneyl calculates the live load per foot
of single line as follows :-

T.ABLE2,-Live Loadfor Eaeh Track of Railway in Tons per Foot
Lineal,

Length of Span
in Feet,

40
60
80

100
120
140
160
180
200
250
300
350
400

Engine Load in Tons per Foot,

But in the case of small bridges it is necessary to consider not only
the greatest weight that can stand upon the bridge, but also the load upon
each axle of the engine, and the greatest bending moment that can be
produced by any variable position of the most heavily loaded wheels,.
The distributed load w~ich would be equivalent to the most unfavourable

! Viae Theory of Strains.



Class 1. Class2. Class 3.
1'0 Ton per 1'25Ton per 1'33Ton per

Foot, Foot, Foot.

2'00 2'50 2'67
1'88 2'34 2'50
1'68 2'10 2'24
1'50 1'87 2'00
1-35 1'68 1'79
1'22 I-53 1'62
I'll 1'39 1'48
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position of the actual wheel loads in each class of engine, is given'by Mr.
Stoney as follows :-

TABLE3.-Effective Live Load f01' Railway Bridges under 40 feet
in Length.

Engine Load in Tons per Foot.

Span.

12
16
20
24
28,
32
36

It must be remarked, however, that for English lines the weights
given in the first columns of these tables will seldom be sufficient j and
that the. live load is not usually taken at anything less than 1 ton per
foot; although in the case of narrow gauge railways there is no reason
why the bridges should not be proportioned to the lighter train loads
that they have to carry; and for such lines the weights given in the first
column will often suffice,

On the other hand, the heaviest engines contemplated in the above
tables, are still too light to represent the extreme requirements of modern
practice j and taking the several examples of heavy English engines
quoted by Sir B. Baker, it appears that we must reckon for tender-engines
having a weight of 1'375 tons per foot of total length, and for some tank
engines weighing as much as l! tons per foot upon a total length of 30
feet j while the weight per foot of wheel-base may range from 2-1;to 3-1;tons,
the greatest load on the driving-wheels being generally about 15 tons.

With these data he 1 estimates that the static distributed load which
would be equivalent to the worst position of the wheel-loads on bridges
of different spans would be as follows :-

TABLE4,-Live Load in Tons pe?' Foot jar Heavily Engined Lines of
Railway.

For 10 feet spans, rolling load q = 3'00 tons per foot.
20" "2'40,,
30" "2'10,,
60" ,,1 '50

"100
"

"1-375,,
150" "1-25,,
200,. "1'125,,
300" "1'00,,

1 ,Vide Short Span Railway Bridges,
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It is unnecessary here to go into any further estimate of this quantity;
and whatever may be the heaviest class of engine which the bridges on
any line of railway may be intended to carry, there will be no difficulty
in calculating the weight per foot lineal (q) of a uniform load whose
greatest bending moment would be equivalent to that produced by the
actual wheel loads of the engine, assuming of course that the arrangement
of wheel-base and the weight on each axle are known. But in making
use of this quantity, or supposed uniform intensity of train load, it will be
necessary to have regard to the points mentioned in the following Articles.

187. Distribution and Incidence of the Train Load.-So far as the
flanges of the main girder are concerned,. the uniform rolling load q, de-
termined for each width of span as above described, will of course give
the same maximum stress as that produced by the actual wheel loads;
but it would not be correct to use the quantity q for determining the
stresses. in all the members of any given bridge. . This value will not
apply at all to the cross-girders and intermediate bearers, nor to the ver-
tical suspenders which may support the roadway; and with strictness it
cannot be applied to the members of. the web-bracing, so that it is really
not quite accurate for anything except the maximum stress in the main
girder flanges. Thus for a bridge of 300 feet span we may perhaps take
q = 1 ton per foot; but if the cross-girders of such a bridge were laid at
intervals of 4 or 5 feet apart, it is obvious that a load of 4 or 5 tons per
cross-girder would not represent anything like the weight that each cross-
girder would have to carry; for however closely they may be spaced,
each one of them in turn will have to support the weight of the most
heavily loaded axle of the engine.

This shows, by the way, that a close spacing of the cross-girders will
often amount to a downright waste of materiaL In some early bridges
the space between the cross-girders (b) was not wider than 2! to 3 feet
from centre to centre; and for the purpose of carrying a locomotive such
a floor would be nearly as strong if every alternate cross-girder were
taken out of it. Generally speaking there will be no object to be gained

by placing the cross-girders at intervals shorter than about b = ~ in
qw'

which Q is the weight on the driving axle, and qw the greatest intensity
of engine load per foot of wheel-base. Thus if the engine-wheels were
spaced at uniform distances of 6 feet with a load of 15 tons on each axle,
the cross-girders might be spaced at 6 feet centres, and their maximum
load would then be 15 tons, an amount which evidently could not be
reduced by any closer spacing, and would be only slightly increased if a
wider spacing were adopted. For constructive reasons a wider spacing
would generally be still more economical, and in modern bridges the
spacing b is often increased to 10 feet and upwards, the cross-girders
being united by intermediate longitudinal bearers carrying the floor and
permanent way. In American bridges the spacing of the cross-girders is
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generally determined by the panel width of the web-bracing in the main
girders, and frequently reaches 25 or even 30 feet. .

Cross-Girders.-.As a general rule for the load on cross-girders, we
may say that when they are spaced at intervals shorter than about 5 feet,
the load will consist of the heaviest weight on any axle of the engine.
For intervals of 5 feet or upwards, it will be necessary to consider the
several positions that may be occupied by the wheels in the heaviest part
of the engine wheel-base. When the cross-girders are spaced at wide
intervals, and these intervals are considered as detached spans, it would
be sufficiently correct to take the load as equal to bq"" in which b is the
distance ~etween cross-girders and q1/Jthe greatest load per foot of wheel-
base; but if the intermediate bearers act as continuous girders, we have
seen that such a girder of two equal spans would transfer five-eighths of
the total load to the central support, and although this may be modified
by the con~inuity over adjacent spans, we should do well to take at least
1'125 bqfJJas the load on each cross-girder.

Intermediate Bearers. - .Although the intermediate bearers or

" stringers" may act as continuous girders so far as the dead load is
concerned, yet for the live load the continuity will help them very little,
and may be interfered with by the deflection of the cross-girders ; so
that these bearers must in practice be considered as detached spans sub-
ject to the concentrated load or loads imposed by one or two or more
axles of the engine as the case may be.

Web-Bracing of Main Girders.-In English practice it has been
usual to calculate the stresses in all the members of the main structure
on the assumption that the rolling load consists practically of a train of
uniform density advancing gradually until it covers the whole length of
the bridge, the weight of the train per foot lineal being the quantity q
above discussed.

But when a train, headed by a heavy engine, has advanced to any
given position as sketched
in Fig. 193, the shearing
stress at the head of the
trai~, °

b
r the stress in the '1lattlce ars, is not the same

as if the train were of uni-
form density, and accordingly it is the practice of .American engineers to
calculate these stresses with reference to the unequal distribution of the
train-load.

Sometimes this is done by assuming a certain weight of engine per
foot lineal, while in other cases the stresses are computed for the actual
concentrated wheel loads which occur in a given type of engine.

The last-named method seems to' aim at a greater degree of accuracy
than is really attainable. If the assumption of a uniform rolling load
is not considered to be sufficiently accurate for the stresses in the lattice-

Fig. 193.
-<---El1gine..+-+ r,'ain )-

"~
q~'

.
u_--
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bars, it will generally be sufficient to treat the train as made up of two
portions; each portion having a uniform weight per foot lineal. In this
case it will be most convenient to take the weight ql of the carrying
stock as extending throughout and supplemented by an additional or
excess-weight Q2extending over the length of the engine or engines as
shown in Fig. 193; and in ordinary British practice the actual value of
these loads will not generally be greater thanql = 0'80, and q2 = 0'60 ton
per foot; the engine load being then ql + q2= 1'40 tons per foot; but it
will be safer to take ql at not less than 1 ton per foot, which is the
more usual practice in England.

The train will in most cases be headed by not more than two engines
coupled together, and if the extra weight of 0'4 ton per foot is taken as
extending over a length of 100 feet, the above calculation will generally
suffice for bridges of more than 100 feet span; but in smaller bridges it
will of ~ourse be necessary to take the higher loads given in Table 4;
and in some exceptional cases it may be advisable to consider the actual
load on each axle of the engine.

.

This estimate, however, is largely exceeded in the practice of .American.
engineers. Tender-engines of the" Mogul" and" Consolidation" classes
will often weigh upwards of 80 tons; while the great freight-cars, that
are now in use on American lines, make up a goods train of much greater
weight per foot than anything running on English railways. The
engineer of the Pennslyvania Railway provides for the unknown future
requirements of the steadily-increasing traffic, by proportioning the
bridges to carry a rolling load consisting of a train of cars weighing 3000
lbs. per foot, and headed by two tender-engines each weighing 88 Ameri-
can tons.

In taking out the stresses due to the rolling load, we shall first proceed
upon the assumption of a train of unit intensity; i.e., a train weighing
1 ton per foot lineal throughout; and the stresses thus found will coincide
with the earlier English practice. If we wish to provide for a heavier
or a lighter train of uniform density, we have only to multiply these
stresses by the actual weight q per foot lineal. For bridges of less than
300 feet span, on English railways, we shall take the values of q given in
Table 4; and the calculation thus made will generally be sufficient for
all members of the m~in girders. But 'as regards the, lattice bars, if it is
desired to go to a greater refinement, and to ascertain the effect of the
unequal distribution of the train load (as shown in Fig. 193), this may be
done by first finding th\3 stresses due to the uniform rolling load ql in the
manner above described, and then adding the stresses due to the excess
load q2' which must be separately calculated.

188. Fluctuations in the Intensity of the Rolling Load.-If the
last-named calculation were made by the more troublesome process of
taking out the separate stresses due to the load on each axle in any given
.type of engine, the result might perh,aps be regarded as possessing a
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claim to greater accuracy; but the claim would be somewhat delusive,
because the particular distribution of weights aimed at in the construction
of the engine, is not maintained for two minutes together when the engine
is running at high speed. The observed oscillations, or relative deflections
of the bearing-spFings, show at once that the actual distribution of the
load between the leading, driving, and trailing axles, varies from moment
to moment, and varies sometimes between very wide limits. The greatest
variation is commonly found to take place at the leading wheels, whose
normal load is sometimes doubled and sometimes reduced to almost nothing
under the galloping or plunging of the engine.

These variations may be produced not only by irregularities in the
permanent way, but also by the action of the mechanism. Thus the
inclined thrust or inclined pull of the connecting-rod will make itself
felt at every stroke, by transferring a certain weight from leading axle to
driving axle" or vice versa, according as the engine is running in back-
ward or forward gear; and in addition to the variations indicated by the
bearing springs, there may be others due to the vertical acceleration of
revolving or reciprocating masses, unless those masses are perfectly
balanced.

.

But if we disregard the changes of momentum in the comparatively
light masses of the motive gear, we may perhaps consider that the
galloping of the engine will generally add to the load on one axle only as
much as it takes from the remaining axles; for unless the entire mass of
the engine is undergoing some vertical acceleration, its total pressure upon
the rails must be simply equal to its weight.

The same compensating effect must evidently take place still more
completely in regard to the total weight upon all the axles of the train,
although every axle may show, by the continual oscillation of the bear-
ing springs, that its individual load is subject to incessant fluctuations
from moment to moment. There is therefore no conclusive evidence
that these fluctuations will sensibly affect the load on the whole bridge,
except in the case of very short spans; but the normal load on anyone
axle may be considerably increased by these fluctuations, and this increase
must be reckoned for in the case of all cross-girders and intermediate
bearers. These members will of course be proportioned in any case to
the load under the most heavily weighted axle of the engine, and as
this axle is generally situated near the centre of the engine length, the
fluctuation will be less than at the leading or trailing axle; so that it
will probably be sufficient to add 25 per cent. to the normal load.

For the reasons above stated we are unable to use the bearing-springs
as dynamometers indicating at any given moment the total pressure
between the train and the bridge; and still less do they give us any
indication as to the dynamic effect of the rolling load upon the elastic
structure of the bridge. What we want for this purpose is to treat the
bridge itself as a dynamometer, and thus to measure the momentary

S
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stress either by the momentary deflection of' the whole bridge, or stil]
better by a micrometric measurement of the direct strain in each of the
individual members. '

188A. Since this work was first put together, a paper has been
published by the American Society of Engineers giving the results of a
number of experiments upon the momentary deflection of bridges under
the passage of the train.! The bridges tested were deep and stiff trusseE
or girders varying from 128 to 150 feet in span, and their central
deflection was recorded continuously by an instrument called a bridge-
indicator.

Unfortunately, these deflections could not be compared with the
deflection which is caused by the same load at rest; but the author
assumes that the latter quantity may be obtained by striking a meal<
between the two extremes of the rapid secondary vibrations which thE
girder generally exhibited.

The" static deflection" being obtained in this way, it was found that
during the passage of the engine the elastic vibrations had an extremE
amplitude varying from '28 to '57 of the" static deflection;" so that the
normal deflection was increased by a fraction varying from '14 to '285.

Such experiments, however, are hardly sufficient in themselves tc
determine the coefficientTJfor dynamic effect,whose value was considered
in Art. 179. For the deflection of the girder gives no indication of
the stress in the lattice bars; and as regards the flanges, the deflection
can only be accepted as indicating the average intensity of stress, and no1
as showing the g1'eatest intensity at any point in the flange. Thus thE
dynamic increment w cannot be less, but it may be at some point con.
siderably greater than that shown by the above figures.

When the bridge was being traversed by a long train of goodf
w>tggons,the elastic vibrations sometimes had an amplitude equal to thE
whole" static deflection," so that the normal deflection was increased bJ
50 per cent.; and notwithstanding the comparative lightness of the loac
per foot, the extreme deflection (including vibration) was sometimes af
great as the highest value observed during the passage of the heavJ
engme.

This seems to show that the value which we have taken for thE
dynamic increment in the flanges, viz., w= 0'50 (Max. S - Min. S)
would hardly be sufficient if we reckoned the train load at its actua:
weight; but as we have decided to estimate this portion of the train a1
nothing less than 1 ton per foot, we have a margin which will probablJ
be sufficient to cover it.

The great vibrations which were observed during the passage of thE
goods waggons is attributed to the coincidence between the spacing 0

1 The experiments were made by Mr. A. S. Robinson, and were reported by hin
to the Railway Oommissioners of Ohio. Vide Proceedings of the Institution of Civi,
Engineers, vol. xc.
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the wheels and the spacing of the cross-girders; and to the fact that
with a certain speed of train, the reiterated incidence of the wheels upon
the cross-girders has a time-period coinciding with the natural period of
vibration of the elastic bridge-so that the effect set up is comparable to
the effect of the measured march of infantry, the impulses being due to
the elastic spring of the intermediate stringers and perhaps also of the
cross girders.
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CHAPTER XV.

CALCULATION OF STRESSES DUE TO THE MOVABLE LOAD.

189. General Method of Treatment.- The stresses produced by a
dead load of uniform intensity have already been briefly examined; but
we have now to consider the bridge as a structure designed to carry a
rolling, load, or a load whose intensity in different parts of the span iE
subject to certain variations. \Ve must therefore proceed to consider,
in the first place, the statical effect of a load which assumes succes-
sively a number of different positions upon the bridge; and having
found the stresses to which the structure is liable under these conditions,
we can then apply to each class of design those experimental or theoretical
data in regard to the working strength of materials which have been
examined in the preceding chapters.

It is alreacly evident that the construction of bridges can hardly be
conducted upon exact scientific principles, except by making a very large
allowance for the imperfect state of our knowledge; and therefore there
is not much to be gained by any inordinate refinement in the remaining
calculations. The stresses produced in some members of the bridge by
the rolling load, attain their maximum value when that load covers only
a certain portion of the span; and if we assume a train of uniform
weight per foot lineal, it is not very difficult to find the exact position
of the train which causes the greatest stress in any given member; and
to determine the value of that stress. But we may arrive at the same
results, within a small fraction, by other and simpler methods, which will
be attended with far less error than many of the assumptions that are
unavoidably made in bridge calculations at almost every step. ThereforE
as we should aim at a practical rather than a theoretical accuracy, we shall
certainly prefer to adopt the method which will best help us to correct
the more serious errors; and to this end we must arrange our calcula-
tions so as to provide, where necessary, for the following varying con.
ditions :-

1st. We have a dead load whose weight is not accurately known
beforehand; but it will certainly vary in bridges of different spans, and
in some cases will vary greatly in different parts of the same span, and
this unknown weight will have to be determined as a part of the cal.
culation.
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2d. We have a rolling load whose intensity varies in railway bridges
of different spans, and in some cases it may be necessary to distinguish
between the engine load and the train load.

3d. As regards the design, it will be convenient if we can apply the
same calculations to different types of bridge, as far as that may be
possible, and also to different modifications of detail or of outline, so as
to ascertain readily the effect of any such modification without beginning
again de novo.

4th. When we have found the maximum stress and the minimum
stress, we have to determine the sectional area by adopting one or
another of the known rules for fixing the working-stress in each member,
and the calculation must be effected in such form that either rule can be
easily applied.

With these objects in view, the best way will be to commence with
those conditions which are known, and to eliminate one by one the con-
ditions which vary in different cases. By this means we shall avoid
having to go through the same process again and again, as we should
have to do if we commenced by assuming beforehand some condition
which might afterwards be found to be incorrect.

The first step will be to examine the bending moments produced by
a concentrated load of unit-weight placed upon any joint, or produced
by the same unit-weight when spread over anyone of the panels.

190. Tabulated Analysis of the Bending Moments.-To illustrate
the most convenient method of tabulating the elements of the bending
moments, suppose the girder to be divided into 10 equal panels as shown
in Fig. 194.

Suppose in the first place that a load Qo= 1 ton is imposed successively
on each one of the panel points 1 to 9; and for each position of the unit
load, calculate the bending moment at every panel point. Let X denote
the distance of the loaded panel point from the left abutment A. Then
the vertical reaction of the right a1;mtment D will be an upward force

VIo = Qo~; while the upward force impressed upon the girder at A will

L-X
be Vo = Qo r:-' Therefore taking Qo as unity, we may easily write

the decimal values of Vo andV10 for each position of the unit load, as in
the first and last columns of Table 1. Then if we take the panel length
b as a unit of length, we can proceed with equal facility to write in the
bending moments produced at each section by these external forces; for
beginning at the right extremity D, we have only to write in the suc-
cessive multiples of VIo' progressing in arithmetical order towards the
left until we come to the loaded panel point, where the moment is of

course Mb=QOX (~-X); and beginning again at the left extremity we
.

can in like manner write in the successive multiples of Vo, progressing in
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arithmetical order towards the right until we come again to the loaded
panel point, where of course we shall arrive at the same value of the
bending moment as that already found.

Thus, for example, we will take the second line in the table, which
represents the moments due to the unit load Qo placed upon the panel
point 2. Here the vertical reactions will evidently be VIo = 0'2 and
Vo = 0'8; while the diagram of moments will be the triangle Ad2G in
Fig. 195. Then commencing with the force VIo at the right extremity,
the moments of this force at the successive sections 9, 8, 7, &c., .will be
successively bVIo, 2bVIo, 3bVIo, &c. ; and may be expressed in units of
Qob by the decimals 0'2, 0'4, 0'6, &c., which may be written in by
simply adding 0'2 at each section until we come to the loaded panel
point 2, where the moment is 1'6 Qob. Again commencing at A with
the force Vo = 0'8, the moments at 1 and 2 are found, by successive
addition, to be 0'8 and 1'6 respectively.

The remaining. lines of the table are constructed in the same simple
fashion, and each line gives, in units of Qob, the moments due to the unit

Fig.194.
6

Fig.195.
I I i, , ,
I , II , ,
I

'

,
I I ,
I ! I
I

'
I, ,

3 4 5 6

load Qo placed successively at each of the panel points; while the same
moments are again graphically represented by the several triangles in
Fig. 195.

Finally, adding up the figures in
bending moment at each panel point
pressed in the same units.

Each line of the table gives the moments produced at different sec-
tions by the load placed in one. position, while each column of the table
gives the moments produced at one section by the load placed in different
positions; and it will be observed that the columns are an exact repro-

each column we have the total
due to the entire load, and ex-
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duction of the lines-thus the figures in column 2 are the same as in line
2, and so on.

TABLEI.-Analysis of Bending Moments, hz a Gi1'der of Ten Panels,
due to Unit Load on eal3hPanel Point.

Load
placed

on point vo,
num-bered,

-~~\~~\~-'~~I~\~----;:-
O'g O'g 0'8 I 0'7 0'6 0'5 0'4 0'3 0'2 0'1 0'1

2 0'8 0'8 1'6 1'4 1'2 1'0 0'8 0'6 0'4 0'2 0'2
3 0'7 0'7 1'4 2'1. 1'8 1'5 1'2 O'g 0'6 0'3 0'3
4 0'6 0'6 1'2 1'8 2'4 2'0 1'6 1'2 0'8 0'4 0'4
5 0'5 0'5 1'0 1'5 2'0 2'5 2'0 1'5 1'0 0'5 0'5
6 0'4, 0'4 0'8 1'2 1'6 2'0 2'4 1'8 1'2 0'6 0'6
7 0'3 0'3 0'6 O'g 1'2 1'5 1'8 2'1 1'4 0'7 0'7
8 0'2 0'2 0'4 0'0 0'8 1'0 1'2 1'4 1'6 0'8 0'8
9 0'1 0'1 0'2 0'3 0'4 0'5 0'6 0'7 0'8 O'g O'g

--I~ ~olw:5I;OI12'5-ll2-Olm-l~ ~--

Bending Moment at Sections Numbered.
VIO'

This table enables us to deal with any concentrated weight or'
weights; but it is obvious that the given moments will not correspond
exactly with those produced by a rolling load of uniform intensity, unless
in the case when it covers the whole bridge.

Let the weight of the rolling load in tons per foot lineal be denoted
by q, and let b represent the width of each panel in feet. Then the
panel load will be Q = qb,. and when the entire span is covered by the
load, the weight on each panel point will be Qo= qb~' but if the head of
the train has only reached some intermediate panel point, the weight on

that panel point will be only Q.
2

To follow the effects that are produced as the train progresses across
the bridge, it will perhaps be sufficient to suppose that each panel in
succession is covered by the train; and the bending moments due to each
separate panel load may then be tabulated very readily by simple addition
of the figures given in Table 1. -

Thus when the train covers the panel 1-2, as represented in Fig, 196,
with the distributed weight Q = qb, we shall have one-half of that load or

.~ imposed upon each of the panel points 1 and 2, Therefore, referring

to Table 1 for the moments due to a unit load placed at these points, we
0'9+0'8

have the bending moment at section 1 equal to
2 = 0'85 Qb.

In this manner Table la is easily constructed, and represents the
bending moments due .toa unit load spread over each panel. The first line



0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
- - - -- - - - - - -

0 0'45 0'40 0'35 0'30 0'25 0'20 0'15 0'10 0'05 0
0 0'85 1'20 1'05 0'90 0'75 0'60 0'45 0'30 0'15 0
0 0'75 1'50 1'75 1'50 1'25 1'00 0'75 0'50 0'25 0
0 0'65 1'30 1'95 2'10 1'75 1'40 1'05 0'70 0'35 0
0 0'55 1'10 1'65 2'20 2'25 ] '80 1'35 0'90 0'45 0
0 0'45 0'90 1'35 1'80 2'25 2'20 1'65 1'10 0'55 0
0 0'35 0'70 1'05 1'40 1'75 2'10 1'95 1'30 0'65 0
0 0'25 0'50 0'75 1'00 1'25 1'50 1'75 1'50 0'75 0
0 O'}5 0'30 0'45 0'60 0'75 0'90 1'05 1'20 0'85 0
0 0'05 0'10 0'15 0'20 0'25 0'30 0'35 0'40 0'45 0

- - - - - - -- - - -
0 4'50 8'00 10'50 12'00 12'50 12'00 10'50 8'00 4'50 0
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of figures gives the moments due to the panel load 0-1, and the moments
are equal to one-half of those in the first line in Table 1. The second
line gives the moments due to the panel load 1-2, and the values are
equal to the mean between those of line 1 and line 2 in the previous
table.

In the same way the moments due to any unit panel load, contained
between the nth and (n + 1)th section, are found by taking the mean
between the figures in Table 1, which give the moments due to a unit
load upon the nth and (n+ l)th panel points.

Fig.19B

:J

TABLE la,-Analysis of Bending Moments, in a Gi1'der of Ten Panels,
due to Unit Load Spread over each Panel.

No, of
Loaded
Panel.

--
0-1
]-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
8-9
9-10

--

Bending Moment at Sections Numbered.

The total moments due to the entire load are of course the same in
both tables; and these totals will apply to the dead load when the girder
is of uniform weight throughout. But in some cases the weight of the
girder per foot lineal is much greater in some panels than in others, and
for these cases we may use Table la to find the stresses in the various
members due to the dead load; for if the actual gross weight of any
particular panel is denoted by P = pb, we have only to multiply the
corresponding line of figures in Table la by the quantity Pb in order to
find all the moments due to that portion of the dead load.

As regards the rolling load, whose uniform intensity is denoted by q,
it will be seen that every portion of it adds something to the bending
moment at each section; and therefore at each section the greatest
bending moment and the greatest flange stress take place when the
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bridge is loaded from end to end. Accordingly, when dealing with the
flange stress, we have only to multiply the totals, at foot of either table,
by the quantity Qb = qb2, in order to find the maximum bending moment
at any section.

This is not the case, however, in regard to the stresses in the diagonal
bracing, which may be sometimes positive and sometimes negative; but
the Min. S and the Max. S will be easily found by means of the analysis
contained in the one or the other of these tables, as hereafter shown.

We have already remarked that the moments of the vertical forces
here considered are quite independent of the form of the bridge; and if
the bridge consists of a girder of any shape or dimensions, supported at
each end, the forces here considered are the only forces acting in the
principal plane of the structure; so that the table will apply to all inde-

. pendent girders, no matter what may be their outline or dimensions.
It only remains to observe that the example given in Table 1 refers

to a bridge divided into 10 equal panels. The construction of a similar
table, for the case of a bridge divided into any other number of equal or
unequal panels, is such a simple matter that it is quite unnecessary to
give any further examples; and we may proceed, in the following chapters,
to apply these tables for the determination of the stresses in different
types of bridge-construction.

190A. Special Method of Treatment for the Bending Moments and
Shearing Forces due to an Arbitrary System of A:xle-Loads.-It has
already been mentioned that the practice of some engineers is to estimate
the live load of railway bridges as consisting of a certain defined series of
loaded axles, such as would be found, for example, in a heavy goods
train headed by one or perhaps two locomotives of the heaviest type in
use upon the railway. In America it has, for some time, been the rule
to calculate the required strength of railway bridges upon this principle,
taking as the standard load a certain type of engine and a certain type of
car specified by the railway company or by the bridge-building firm;
while a similar plan has latterly been followed by the French govern-
ment,! who have fixed the standard load as consisting of a train of goods-
waggons weighing 151 tons each and headed by two tender-engines, each
engine weighing 55i tons with a tender of 23i tons. The weight on
each axle, and the spacing of the axles in this typical train, are given in
the following table, in English measure :-

Engine. Tender. Waggon.
Number of axles . 4 2 2
Weight on each axle, tons 13'78 11'81 7'87
Total weight, tons 55'12 23'62 15'74
Distance between axles 3 ft, 11;1in. 8 ft. 2! in. 9 ft. 10 in.

"
leading axle from forward buffer 8 ft. 6! in. 6 ft. 6i in. 4 ft. 11 in.

"
~railing axle from rear buffer 8 ft. 6~ in. 6 ft. 6i in. 4 ft. 11 in.

If the calculations are to be made on the basis of any such system of

Vide Regulation of August 1891.
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axle-loads, the object will be to discover the greatest stress that occurs in
each member at any time during the passage of the train. 'Vhatever
axle-loads and axle-spaces may be arbitrarily decided upon, there will of
course be no difficulty in finding the bending moments and shearing forces
for any given position of the train, and the methods described in Chapter
IV. will suffice for the purpose. But the exact position of train that
would produce the greatest bending moment at any given point in the
girder is not so readily to be determined. It will vary indeed in each
individual case, and will depend upon the arbitrary loading and spacing
of the axles; and the position which gives the maximum bending
moment at one panel-point will not give the maximum at another. To
find all the maxima by working out a series of calculated stresses for
each successive position of the train would be a very tedi~us operation;
but the graphic method described in Chapter IV. will furnish, probably,
the simp~est means of dealing with the question.

Referring, then, to the illustrations contained in Plate M, let A G in
Fig. 240 represent a girder bridge of 60 feet span supported at each end;
and suppose the bridge to be traversed by a train which may have any
arbitrary composition, but which is sketched, for the sake of illustration,
as consisting of a six-wheeled tank-engine with about 14 tons on each
axle followed by a train of four-wheeled goods-waggons with about
8 tons on each axle. In Fig. 240 the train is sketched as covering the
whole span, the leading axle being directly over the abutment D,. but in
general the greatest bending moments will take place at some \3arlier stage
in the train's progress, such as that sketched in Fig. 242, when the
heavily-loaded engine-axles are nearer to the centre of the span. To
describe the position and intensity of the load upon the bridge at any
instant, we may denote the successive axle-loads by W1, W2, . . . &c.,
and their respective distances from the abutment A by Xl' X2, . . . &c.;
and proceeding by the method of Art. 27, the diagram of moments for
the downward forces will be a polygonal line commencing at the leading
axle, such as the line dfkmoz in Fig. 243, which may be constructed by
setting off ae, eg, . . . &c., to represent the moments W1X1, W2X2,
. . . &c., exerted at A by each of the axle-loads, and drawing the straight

.
lines de, fg, . . . &c. If the bridge were a cantilever fixed at A, the
bending moments would be represented on this diagram by the vertical
ordinates measured below the horizontal base-line ad,. and if the girder
is supported at the two abutments A and D, we have only to superpose
the moments due to the supporting force at C, which will be represented
by the triangle eaz~' so that the polygonal line representing the moments
in the cantilever may be used also to represent the moments in the inde-
pendent span AC by simply drawing the straight line ze and using that
line as the new base-line of the diagram.

We have already employed this method of drawing the diagram in
Chapter IV., and for our present purpose it will have many advantages.
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In the first place it will be evident, from the manner of its construction,
that the polygonal line of moments for the downward forces will serve
for any and every position of the train if we regard the abscissffi of the
diagram as measured from some point in the train, such as the leading
axle. For it is obvious that if the distance Xl be greater or .less than
the distance shown in Fig. 242, the moments due to the load WI will
always be represented by the same straight line de continued indefinitely
towards the left, the moment WIXI being simply proportional to Xl;
and the same thing is true in regard to each of the successive lines fg,
kZ, . . . &c., representing the additional moments due to each successive
axle-load.

We can begin therefore by drawing the polygonal line of moments
for the downward forces for the position shown in Fig. 240, in which Xl
is equal to the span; and the diagram for any other position of the train
will always consist of a portion of the same polygonal line. Thus if we
take the particular position shown in Fig. 242, the polygon df . . z will
be identical with a portion of the polygon of Fig. 241, commencing at
the leading axle and extending to the left for a horizontal distance equal
to Xl' To complete the diagram for any position of train defined by a
given value of Xl, we have only to set off that distance to the left of the
point d, as in Fig. 243, and draw the vertical az intersecting the poly-
gonalline at z,o then setting off ac to represent the span, and joining zc,
we have before us all the bending moments in the independent girder, so
that for any given panel-point, No. 5 for example, the bending moment
will be measured by the ordinate kr directly below it. .

We have to find the maximum bending moment at each panel-point,
and to facilitate the matter let the diagram of moments for the prescribed
system of axle-loads be drawn to a fairly large scale and mounted upon a
drawing-board whose upper edge is parallel to the horizontal base-line
of the diagram, and is traversed by a square, made in the form of a
carpenter's square, as sketched in Fig. 245, so that the vertical arm lies
close upon the paper and can be readily adjusted to any requireddis~
tance Xl from the point d. It will presently be seen that this instrument
will serve many useful purposes, and if suitably equipped may be of great
service in an engineer's office where perhaps a large number of girders
of different spans may have to be designed for a given system of axle-
loads.

.

With these objects in view, let the horizontal arm of the square carry'
a scale of abscissffi marked off in feet, and having its zero coincident with
the right edge of the vertical arm. The scale must of course be the same
as the horizontal scale of the diagram, and may be either permanently
engraved upon the square or temporarily applied to it. Upon this scale
set off first the span of the girder A C, and also mark off the several
panel-points 0, 1, 2, . . . &c., at which it may be required to find the
maximum bending moment and the maximum shearing forc.e. In fact
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the movable scale carried upon the square is to serve for setting off all
distances relatively to the bridge, while the fixed scale of the diagram
shall represent the axle-spacing and all distances relatively to the train.
At the point a on the movable scale, let a small brass bracket be fixed
to the square for the purpose of carrying a silk line cz whose point of
attachment c shall be carefully adjllsted so that it travels exactly along
the horizontal base-line of the diagram, while its other end can be
adjusted at any height upon the vertical arm of the square, and tem-
porarily fixed by a pin (or sliding attachment) at S. Finally, to make
the uses of the instrument more clearly apparent to the student, the
wheels of the train may be sketched directly above the respective angles
of the polygon, and the weight written against each axle. This can
easily be done upon a marginal slip attached to the upper edge of the
drawing-board or by cutting a groove for the square to slide in, and may
serve to e;xhibit the position of every part of the train relatively to the
bridge and its component panels, although it is hardly necessary as a
part of the instrument.

Then to determine the stresses in a girder bridge the instrument may
be used as follows :-

1st. To describe the diagram of bending moments for any given
position of the leading axle, let Xl denote the distance of that axle from
the abutment A, and adjust the square so that the leading axle stands at
the distance Xl upon the movable scale. Then stretching the silk line
so that it passes over the intersection of the polygonal line with the
vertical edge of the square at z, the silk line will form the base-line of
the diagram, and the bending moment at any panel-point such as No. 5
will be given by the ordinate kr. This needs no demonstration.

2nd. To find the maximum bending moment at any given panel-point.
For this purpose the above operation need not be repeated for an indefinite
number of times; because the maximum always occurs at the instant when
some wheel of the train is passing over the point in question. Thus if
we are engaged in finding the greatest flange-stress at the centre of the
span, our attention will of course be confined to the ordinate directly
below the arrow-head marked on the movable scale at panel-point No. 5;
and bringing this point under each successive axle of the train, we can
readily adjust the silk line for each position, and scaling off the ordinates
at panel-point No. 5 can find the maximum bending moment in less time
than it has taken to describe the method. In the case of this particular
train traversing a span of 60 feet, it will be found to occur when the
trailing axle of the engine arrives at the centre of the span, and the
moment will be equal to that produced by a uniform load of about 1'34
tons per foot lineal.

By the same method we can proceed to measure the greatest bending
moment at panel-points 6, 7,8, and 9; and here we shall find the stress
somewhat greater than would be produced by a uniform load of 1'34 tons
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per foot, while at panel-points 1, 2, 3, and 4 it will be somewhat less,
owing to the irregular distribution of the load. However, the latter may
be left out of account, as the girder will, no doubt, be symmetrically
designed so as to be capable of carrying the typical train whichever way
it may be running. .

The ordinates of the diagram are supposed to be set off to a convenient
scale of foot-tons, and the horizontal flange-stress is, in every case, found
by dividing the measured bending moment by the depth of the girder.

On the other hand, the ordinates measured down to the polygon from
the horizontal base-line aod give the bending moments in foot-tons for
the imaginary cantilever, and dividing these moments by the span A a in
feet, we can obtain the shearing forces in the independent girder Aa
as follows :-

3rd. To :find the shearing force which takes effect at any given panel-
point when, the leading axle is in any given position to the left of that
point. For any given stage in the progress of the leading axle, adjust
the movable scale so as to bring the axle to the required distance Xl upon
that scale, then the ordinate az scaled off on the diagram alongside the
vertical edge of the square, and divided by the span, will give the shearing
force at the point in question.

To demonstrate the truth of this, it is only necessary to recall the
fact that the shearing force at any section between the leading axle and
the abutment a is simply equal to the supporting force acting at that
abutment; for it has already been shown in Arts. 30 to 34, that this sup-
porting force must exert at A a moment equal to the sum of the contrary
moments due to the downward forces, and is therefore equal to the
moment az (or ~: WX) divided by the span.

4th. To trace the progressive values of the shearing forces which take
effect at any panel-point, such as No. 8, during the advance of the lead-
ing axle, we may reproduce the relative motion of train upon bridge by
sliding the square back in retrograde direction under the depicted train;
and observing the continual augmentation of the ordinate az, it will be
obvious that the maximum occurs when the leading axle has arrived
within an indefinitely short distance of the panel-point. Unless, there-
fore, we can produce a still greater shearing force by some further advance
of the leading axle beyond the panel-point, the maximum can very readily
be found by simply adjusting the given panel-point (No. 8) directly beneath
the leading axle, and scaling off the ordinate alongside the vertical edge.

Now it may be shown that, if the intensity of load per foot of wheel-
base is uniform throughout the train, or if it is only varied by being
increased at the head of the train, as in the case shown in the Figs., the
shearing force acting in. the sense now under consideration will never
be increased by advancing the leading axle beyond the panel-point in
question, but will always be diminished. In the majority of cases, there-
fore, the method thus far described will suffice for all practical purposes,
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and the maximum shearing force at all points in the girder may be
measured off upon the diagram itself without the use of the square; for
if we plot the shearing forces thus determined as ordinates at the several
panel-points 0, 1, 2, . . &c., in Fig. 244, the line 08Q representing the
shearing forces for a train advancing in the direction A-a will be simply
a reproduction of the polygonal line turned left for right, while the poly-
gonal line pslO will form the diagram of maximum shearing forces
taking effect in the opposite sense, as the same train advances across the
bridge in the direction a-A. The ordinates measured to one and the
other of these lines at any given panel-point, will therefore give respec-
tively the maximum positive and negative stress in the web-members due
to the rolling load.

The only cases that need further investigation are those which arise
when the heavy axle-loads of the engine are preceded by lighter axle-
loads, as.for example when the engine is in the middle of the train, or is
running tender :first, or perhaps when the leading bogie wheels of the
engine are far in advance of the drivers and are lightly loaded. In these
cases the shearing forces will generally be less than they would be if the
same train were made up so as to present the most intense load at the
leading end; and as the disposition of axles taken for a typical rolling
load must be a purely arbitrary matter, there seems no advantage in
choosing a disposition that would give less than the maximum possible
stresses and would at the same time complicate the calculations. When,
however, such cases arise in practice, the bending moments may be deter-
mined by the method already described, and the shearing forces may be
examined by the aid of the same diagram as follows:-

5th. To :find the greatest shearing force at either abutment due to a
train of any composition, adjust the square so as to bring the point a
under the leading axle, and then successively under each of the next
following axles, and at each position of the square, measure alongside the
vertical arm, the moment due to the total adualload upon the bridge.
The greatest of these moments, divided by the span, will give the greatest
shearing force at the abutment a. Thus if we have a bogie engine with
one or two light axle-loads at the leading end, the maximum will either
occur when the leading axle is at 0 or when the second or third axle
reaches that point. In the :first position the shearing force is found by
placing 0 under the leading axle, and measuring the ordinate as before
described from the horizontal base-line aod,. but as soon as the leading
axle passes off the bridge, the line eod becomes the proper base-line of
the cantilever diagram, and' the ordinate measured below that line
at the vertical arm will give the summation of moments (~. WX) for
the actual load. In the same way, when the second axle passes off
the bridge, we may find .the value of ~. WXby measuring the ordinate
below gol as a base-line, and so on. It is obvious that for this purpose
the construction of the polygonal line will need to be carried on for
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a length of train somewhat greater than the span, but this presents no
difficulty. .

6th. To find the greatest shearing force at any given panel-point,
bring that point under the leading axle, and then successively under each
of the next following axles, and for each position find the shearing force
or supporting force at C in the manner just described, and deduct the
weight of any axles lying between a and the point in question. The
difference will be the shearing force due to that position of the train, and
the maximum can generally be found by two or thre'e measurements.

Thus when the train is in the position shown in Fig. 245. the Rhear-
ing force at panel-point No. 7 will be equal to the supporting force at
a minus the weight of 14 tons impressed by the leading axle. The
shearing force is therefore very easily found as soon as we can determine
the supporting force at C, which is given by the ordinate az divided by
the span. .

7th. To make the same diagram and instrument applicable for deter-
mining the stresses in girders of different spans, it is only necessary to
continue the construction of the polygonal line for a sufficient length of
train, and to make the bracket Cc adjustable on the horizontal arm of
the square. Then if the span is less than that shown in the Fig., or
greater within reasonable limits, we have only to adjust the bracket to
the given length of span as measured on the movable scale, and the
measurement of bending moments and shearing forces at all points in the
span can then be effected by the. methods already described. It would
obviously be inconvenient to extend the use of the diagram to an exces-
sive range of cases, but by adopting a suitable and fairly large scale, it
may be made to serve for such a range as from 50 to 100 feet; and on
another scale from 100 to 200 feet, and so on.

It will of course be understood that the stresses thus determined are
those due to the rolling load only. The stresses due to the dead load
may be found separately by any of the methods that have been already
described.

A special case, involving a little more complexity, will arise if the
imaginary train is so made up that lightly-loaded axles and heavily-loaded
axles (or groups) succeed each other, as the bending moments might then
present two or more maxima q.uring the passage of the train across a
span of certain width. Thus if the train is headed by two heavy engines
with a comparatively light tender between them, and if the span of the
bridge is about 1t to 2 times the length of a tender engine, the bending
moment would rise and fall and rise again as the bridge was traversed
by first one engine and then the other. The true maximum might then
occur when some of the leading wheels of the first engine had passed off
the bridge, and to meet such. a caSe it would be necessary to modify the
process. Instead of the sliding~ bracket at D, let a vertical arm be
attached to the movable scale at that point, and of course parallel to the
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blade Az}' then sliding the frame under the depicted train until the latter
occupies any desired position upon the span Aa (the span being repre-
sented by the horizontal distance between the blades), the arc intercepted
between the two blades will be the curve or polygon of moments for that
position of the train, and the diagram will be completed by laying a
straight-edge across the chord, which will form the base-line of the
diagram. For the examination of such cases, it will be better to lay the
original tangent ad in an inclined position, so as to bring the vertex of
the curve nearly under the heaviest part of the wheel-base of the second

. engine, distances being still measured horizontally and moments vertically.
The arrangement is shown in Fig. 246, and with this modified form of the
instrument the greatest bending. moment at any given panel-point B is
found in the same way as before. A sliding pointer may be conveniently
clamped to the scale at B indicating the position of the panel-point in
question; and moving with the movable scale. The pointer is brought
under each axle in succession by sliding the whole frame along the groove
in the drawing-board, and a straight-edge being laid across z-y, the
ordinate k-r is measured off.

For the use of the engineering classes in University College, Dundee,
the author has adopted an instrument which can be used in either way;
the sliding block at a is clamped to the movable scale by a pinching
screw, and carries a hinged straight-edge which takes the place of the
silk line in Fig. 245, and is jointed to the arm at c by a pin with a per-
forated centre, to which the base-line of the diagram is adjusted.
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CHAPTER XVI.

PARALLEL GIRDERS.

191. Different Types of Parallel Girders.-In the present chapter
we shall assume that the bridge is supported at each end of the span, and
that the girders are of uniform depth with straight horizontal flanges.
Such girders may be constructed in a variety of forms, as illustrated in
Plate F at the end of this chapter ; and according to the arrangement of
the web they may be distinguished as plate girders, Warren girders, lat-
tice girders, Linville trusses, and so forth; but to a great extent they
may all be treated on the same basis.

In the first instance, however, we shall assume that the web consists
of some form of single triangulation, composed of bars which are alter-
nately inclined in opposite directions, as in the Warren girder; or composed
of vertical posts and inclined ties; or inclined struts and vertical ties.
When these cases have been dealt with, the other combinations will
follow easily.

.

To determine the stresses due to the movable load, we may either
follow the method described in Art. 189, which will be generally' appli-
cable to road and railway bridges and to live loads of any given intensity,
or in the case of particular lines of railway we may adopt the special
method of A.rt. 190a, adapting the axle-loads to the special requirements
of the line; but in working out the results in this and the succeeding
chapters, we shall adhere to' the former method, as the examples will
then be of wider usefulness, as' well as admitting of a definite treatment.

192. Horizontal Stress at each Joint of the Flanges.-The flange
stress in any parallel girder with a single system of bracing is easily to
be found from the bending moments as tabulated in the manner described
in the last chapter. The greatest bending moment produced at any given
section by the live load, occurs when the bridge is fully loaded, and we
have therefore only to deal with the totals at foot of Table 1, which give
the moments expressed in units of Qb j and dividing these moments by
the depth d of the girder, we obtain the flange stressi:!: H at each joint,
the upper flange being in compression and the lower flange in tension.
Therefore if we take d as unity, tb€figures given in Table 1 will represent
the flange stress; and in any parallel girder with single bracing, the

. T
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horizontal thrust HI, H2, &c., at any Joint of the upper flange, will have
the values given by the same :figures in Table 2, the tabular number

being multiplied by Q ~.
a

If the dead load is of uniform intensity p per foot lineal, we need
only refer to the totals at foot of the table; and the maximum flange
stress at any joint will be given by the tabular number multiplied by

(P + Q) £.

The particular bar of the flange to which this stress will apply, depends
upon the arrangement of the bracing.

.

193. Horizontal (Shearing) Stress in each Panel of the Web.-
The compressive stress in the upper flange of the girder is not due to the
pressure of any extraneous bodies acting at its opposite ends as in a column,
but is due entirely to the action of the web, and therefore the stresses in
the web'may easily be deduced from those in the flanges.

Thus in the case of the girder shown in Fig. 197, the upper flange is
not acted upon by any extraneous horizontal force at the end 0, and
therefore the horizontal stress HI which takes effect at the pin 1, must be

Fig.197

produced entirely by the thrust of the diagonal A-I; and consequently
HI must be the horizontal component of the compressive stress in that
diagonal.

.At the same time it is evident that HI represents the flange stress in
the bar 1-2; while the bar 0-1 is subject to no stress at all.

Again, at the pin 2, we have the horizontal stress H2, which may be
less, but is generally greater than HI; and the difference, or H2 - HI,
must be equal to the horizontal component of the thrust in the
diagonal 1-2.

In the same way the horizontal stress applied to the upper flange" by
each panel of the web is equal to the flange stress at the right joint
minus the flange stress at the left joint, and can be found by simple
subtraction.

To determine the stresses in the several panels of the web, we may use
the bending moments as given in Table 1; and repeating the figures of
that table we have the values of HI, H2, Hg, &c., in Table 2, as repre-

senting the flange stress at each joint in units of Q~' Then making

the subtractions H2 - HI, H3 - H2, &c.,we may tabulate, as in Table 3, the
horizontal components of t4e stress in each panel of the web. Thus the

~



Position of
HI H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 Hs HgLoad.

---- - - - - -- - -- - -
At No, 1- O'g 0'8 0'7 0'6 0'5 0'4 0'3 0'2 0'1

2 0'8 1'6 1'4 1'2 1 'a 0'8 0'6 0'4 0'2
3 0'7 1'4 2'1 1'8 - 1'5 1'2 O'g 0'6 0'3
4 0'6 1 '2 1'8 2'4 2'0 1'6 1'2 0'8 0'4
5 0'5 1'0 1'5 2'0 2'5 2'0 1'5 1'0 0'5
6 0'4 0'8 1'2 1'6 2'0 2'4 1'8 1'2 0'6
7 0'3 0'6 O'g 1'2 1'5 1'8 2'1 1'4 0'7
8 0'2 0'4 0'6 0'8 1'0 1'2 1'4 1'6 0'8
9 0'1 0'2 0'3 0'4 0'5 0'6 0'7 0'8 O'g

'- - - - - - - - -- -
'fotal , , 4'5 8'0 10'5 12'0 12'5 12'0 10'5 8'0 4'5

Number of Panel,

Position of Load,

0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10

---- -- -- -- -- -- - -- - --
At No, 1 O'g -0'1 -0'1 -0'1 -0'1 -0'1 -0'1 -0'1 -0'1 -0'1

2 0'8 0'8 -0'2 -0'2 -.0'2 -0'2 -0'2 -0'2 -0'2 -0'2
3 0'7 0'7 0'7 -0'3 -0'3 -0'3 -0'3 - 0'3 -0'3 -0'3
4 0'6 0'6 0'6 0'6 -0'4 -0'4 -0'4 -0'4 -0'4 -0'4
5 0'5 0'5 0'5 0'5 0'5 -0'5 - 0'5 -0'5 -0'5 -0'5
6 0'4 0'4 0'4 0'4 0'4 0'4 -0'6 -0'6 -0'6 -0'6
7 0'3 0'3 0'3 0'3 0'3 0'3 0'3 -0'7 -0'7 -0'7
8 0'2 0'2 0'2 0'2 0'2 0'2 0'2 0'2 -0'8 -0'8
9 0'1 0'1 0'1 0'1 0'1 0'1 0'1 0'1 0'1 -O'g

-- -- -- -- -- -- - - -- -
Positivetotal , 4'5 3'6 2'8 2'1 1'5 1'0 0'6 0'3 0'1 0'0
Negative total -0'0 -0'1 -0'3 -0'6 -1'0 -1'5 -2'1 -2'8 -3'6 -4'5

----- - - - -- -- ~-- -- -- --
Sum , 4'5 3'5 2'5 1'5 0'5 -0'5 -1'5 -2'5 -3'5 -4'5
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first line in each table gives the horizontal stress, in flanges and web
respectively, due to a unit load placed at joint No, 1. In the first panel
of the web 0-1 the stress is a positive or compressive stress, and is given
by HI - Ho = 0'9; but in the next and all succeeding panels the differ-
ence Rn+! - Hn is negative, and the stress in the web diagonals is there-
fore a negative or tensile stress, whose horizontal component is - 0'1 in
every bay,

TABLE2,-Horizontal Flange St1'ess in a Parallel Girder of Ten Eq~lal
Panels, produced by Unit Load on each Joint,

Depth of girder d = 1 ; Panel width b= 1 ; Panel load Q = 1.

TABLE3,-.,.Horizontal Stress applied by each Panel of the Web in the
same G1:rder,
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- Each line of the table is constructed in the same way, and shows
that in all cases the load produces a positive stress in all panels to its
left and a negative stress in all panels to its right.

Each column of Table 3 shows the positive and negative stresses pro-
duced in any given diagonal by the unit load placed successively upon
the several joints; and adding up separately the positive and the nega-
tive values, we obtain the greatest stress of either kind that can be pro-
duced by the passage of the rolling load. The algebraical sum of the
whole represents of course the horizontal stress in each panel of the web
due to the entire load.

Fo.! a rolling load of uniform intensity, we only want the three totals
given at the foot of the table, which express the horizontal stress in

units of Q~' Of course the vertical component in each diagonal is

equal to the horizontal component x
~

and therefore the table gives the

vertical stress in each diagonal in units of Q-no matter what may be
the depth of the girder.

194. Exact Method of Finding the Maximum Shearing Stress.-
The figures given in Table 3 represent the exact stresses that would
occur under successive positions of a train of uniform density headed by

a concentrated wheel load equal to
~

.

But if the train is of uniform density throughout, the shearing stresses
can never be quite so high as the figures given in the table. If it errs
at all, therefore, the table errs on the safe side; and being based upon an
assumption which is really nearer to the truth than the assumption of a
uniform train load, it is practically more correct than 'the exact values
which may be found upon the latter hypothesis.

We shaH therefore use the table in preference to the mathematical
maximum; but as some authorities prefer the latter, we may consider
briefly how it may be arrived at.

.

To find the exact position of the head of the train which produces
the greatest shearing stress in any panel, let AC in Fig. 198 'represent
the span, and let DE represent the panel in question.

A.t D and E erect two verticals Dd and Ee of any equal height; and
through d and e draw the straight
lines Adb and Ceb intersecting
each other at b. Then dropping
the vertical bB, the point B will
be the point in question, and the
greatest positive shearing stress

will occur when the train covers BC, while the greatest negative stress
will occur when the length AB is covered.

..

, For if any load is placed at the point B, the resulting diagram of

Fig.198

~A - J).B ; c



Number of Panel.

0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10

--- .- - - - - - - - - -
Positive 4'5 3'55 2'72 2'00 1'39 0'89 0'50 0'22 0'05 0'
Negative -0' -.0'05 -0'22 -0'50 -0'89 -1'39 -2'00 -2'72 -3'55 -4'5

-- - - - - - - - - - -
Sum 4'5 3'50 2'50 1'50 0'50 -0'50 -1'50 -2'50 -3'50 -4'5
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flange str,ess for that load will be represented by the triangle AbO,. and
the flange stress Dd being (by construction) equal to the flange stress
Ee, the resulting stress in the web-panel DE, or He - Ha will be nothing.

But if any element of load is placed to the right of B the resulting
triangle will indicate a greater flange stress at E than at D, and will
therefore indicate a positive shearing stress in the web-panel DE,. and
vice ve1°sa.

Consequently the greatest shearing stress takes place when every
point between B and a is loaded with its element of the uniform train
load. The resulting maxima and minima can be found without difficulty,
and by way of comparison with Table 3, the following are the exact
values for the girder of Fig. 197.

195. Practical Maxima and Minima.- We shall here adopt the values
given in Table 2 and Table 3; and for parallel girders of any moderate
span, we may assume without much error that the dead load will be
uniformly distributed. On that assumption, the horizontal stresses due
to the dead load p will be represented by the algebraical sum of the
quantities in each column; while the positive and negative totals will
indicate the greatest stresses of either kind due to the live load of
intensity q.

As these figures will apply to any form of single bracing, and to any
proportion of span to depth of girder, we may at once complete the cal-
culations, up to this point, for girders divided into any desired number
of equal panels,

In the following tables N is the number of panels, while Hp and Hq
denote the horizontal stresses due to the dead and live load respectively

in units of P
£

and of Q3.

The girder being symmetrical, it will only be necessary to give the
stresses for the left half of the span. If all the diagonals of the web are
inclined in the direction shown in Fig, 197, the positive sign in Table 3
will indicate compression and the negative sign tension, If the diagonals
are inclined in the opposite direction this rule will be exactly reversed.



Panel . . . . . 0-1 1-2

Max. Hq (for movable load) . 1'50 0'75
Min, Hq do. . O. -0'25

Hq (for total load) or Hp . 1'50 0'50
.

No. of joint . . . 1 2 3

Hq or Hp . 2'0 3'0 3'0
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TABLES OF HORIZONTAL STRESS IN THE FLANGES AND
WEB OF A PARALLEL GIRDER OF N.EQUAL BAYS,

Expressed in units of P
~

or Q
l

.

TABLE4.-N =4.

SheaJing Stress.

Flange Stress.

No. of joint. 1 2

Hq or Hp 1'5 2'0

TABLE 5.-N =5.

Shearing St1'ess.

Panel 0-1
I

1-2 2-3

Max. Hq.
Min. Hq .

2'0
O.

1 '2
-0'2

0'6
-0'6

Hq or Hp . 2'0 1'0 o.

Flange Stress.



Panel. . , . , , . 0-1 1-2 2~

Max.H'l . , , , , , 2'50 1'667 1'00
Min, H'l '

.
"

, 0' - 0'167 -0'50

H'l or Hp , . .
"

2'50 1'50
I

0'50

No. of joint , , . , . 1 2 3

Max, H'l or Hp
'

. . , , 2'50 4'0 4"m

Panel , , . 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4

Max. H'l " "
3'00 2'143 1'429 0'857

Min. Hq , , , , 0' - 0'143 - 0'429 - 0'857

,
Hq or Hp , , , , 3'00 2'00 1'00 O.

No. of joint. , , . 1 2 3 4

Max. Hq or Hp
"

3'00 5'0 6'0 6'0

Panel
"

, , 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4

Max, H'l
"

3'50 2'625 1'875 1'25
Min. Hq , , , , o. - 0"125 - 0'375 -0'75

H'l or Hp , 3'50
I

2'50 1'50 0'50

PARALLEL GIRDERS.

TABLE6.-N =6.

Shea1'ing Sb'ess,

Flange Stress.

TABLE7,-N =7.

Shea1'ing Stress,

.
Flange Stress,

TABLE 8,-N =8.

Shearing Stress,

295



No, of joint,
I

I

3 41 2

Max, Hq or H , 3'50 6'0 7'50 8'0

-

Panel , 0-1 1-2 2- 3-4 4-5

Max, H, 4'00 3'111 2'333 1'667 1'111
Min, Hq , 0' - 0'111 - 0'333 - 0 '667 -1'111

Hq or Hp" 4'0
I

3'0 2'0 1'0 0'

Flange Stres.'!,

No, of joint 1 2 3 4 5

Hq or Hp 4'0 7'0 9'0 10'0 10'0

T.ABLE 10,-N = 10.

Shem'ing Stress,

Panel 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5

Max, Hq 4'50 3'60 2'80 2'10 1'50
Min, Hq, 0' -0'10 -0'30 -0'60 -1'00

Hq or Hp 4'50 3'50 2'50 1'50 0'50

Flange Stress.

i

No, of joint 1 2 3 4 5

Hqor Hp, 4'5 8'0 10'5 12'0 12'5
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Flange Stress,

TABLE 9,-N = 9.
Shearing Stress.



Panel, , 0-1 1-2 2-3
I

3-4 4-5 5-6

Max, Hq 5'00 4'091 3'272 2'545 1'919 1'363
Min, Hq 0' - 0 '091 - 0 '272 - 0 '545 - 0 '919 -1 '363

Hq or Hp
'I

5'0 4'0
I

3'0 2'0 1'0 0' I
i

No, of joint, 1 2 3 4 5 6

Hq or Bp , 5'0 9'0 12'0 14'0 15'0 15'0

No, of joint, , . 1 . 2 3 4 5 6

Hq or Hp , 5'5 10'0 13'5 16'0 17'5 18'0

Panel 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6

I

6-7

Max, Hq 6'00 5'077 4'231 3'462 2'769 2'154 1'615
Min, Hq , O. - 0 '077 - 0'231 - 0'462 - 0'769 .-1'154 -1'615

Hq or Hp 6'0 5'0 4'0 3'0 2'0 1'0
I

o.
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TABLE 11.-N = 1l.

Shea1'ing Stress.

Flange Sb'ess.

TABLE 12,-N = 12,

Shearing Stress.

Panel, 0-1 1-2
I

2-3

4'583 3'75
- 0'083 - 0'25

3-4 4-5 5-6

Max. Hq
Min. Hq

5'50
0'

3'0
-0'5

2'333 1'75
- 0'833 -1'25

Hq or Hp 5'5 4'5 3'5 2'5 1'5 0'5

Flange Sb'ess.

TABLE 13,-N = 13,

Shear£ng Stress.
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Flange St1'es8.

No, of joint. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Hq or Hp 6'0 11'0 15'0 18'0 20'0 21'0 21'0

Panel . . 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7

Max, Hq . 6'50 5'571 4'714 3'929 3'214 2'571 2'0
Min, Ifq . 0' - 0'071 - 0'214 - 0'429 - 0'714 - l'Oil -1'5

Hq or Hp . 6'5 5'5 4'5 3'5 2'5 1'5 0'5

Flange Stress,

No. of joint. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

HQ'or Hp 6'5 12'0 16'5 20'0 22'5 24'0 24'5

I

5-6 6-7 7-8

3'0 2'4 1'867
-1'0 -1'4 -1'867

2'0 1'0
I

'0'

No, of joint 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Hq or Hp. ./ 7'0 13'0 18'0 22'0 25'0 27'0 28'0 28'0

TABLE 14.-N =14.

Shearing Stress.

TABLE 15,-N = 15,

Shearing Stress,

Panel 1-0 11-2 2-3
I

3-4 4-5

Max, Hq ,
Min, Hq .

7'0 6'067 5'20 4'40 3'667
O' -0'067-0'20 -0'40 -0'667

HqorHp' 7'0 6'0 5'0 4'0 3'0

Flange Stress,



Max, Hq . 7'5 6'562 5'687 4'875 4'125 3'437 2'812 2'25
Min, Hq . 0' - 0 '062 - 0'187 - 0'375 - 0'625 - 0'937 -1'312 - 1'75

Hq or Hp 7'5 6'5 5'5 4'5 3'5 2'5 1'5 0'5

Flange Stress.

No, of joint 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Hq or Hp 7'5 14'0 19'5 24'0 27'5 30'0 31'5 32'0
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TABLE 16.-N = 16.
Shearing Stress.

Panel. . 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8

We have said that the figures given in the above tables will apply to
parallel girders of any proportion of depth to span, and to different types
of single intersection bracing; but we have now to consider how they may
be used to find the stresses in each bar of a girder of any given type.

196. Girders Braced with Inclined Struts and Vertical Ties.-This
construction is sometimes, though not very frequently adopted, each half
of the span being similar to the left half of Fig. 197.

The horizontal stress in each bar of the web, and at each joint of the
flanges, is given by the figures in the left half of .

Flg,199
Tables 2 and 3, or one of the Tables 4 to 16, accord- n m
ing to the number of panels.

J2LIf. Fig. 199 represents any bay of the bracing,

it is obvious that the compressive stress at n must
be borne by the bar nm, so that the stress in that
bar is denoted by Rn. For the same reason RM N J}I

denotes the tensile stress in the bar N M of the lower flange; anQ.Rm - Rn
is the horizontal component of the compressive stress in the diagonal mN.

It is unnecessary to consider this type of bracing in further detail, as
it is not often adopted.

197. Girder Braced with Vertical Posts and Inclined Ties.-This
form of construction is illustrated in Fig. 201. With the exception of
the counterbraces, which for the sake of distinction are shown in dotted
lines, each half of the span is similar to the right half of Fig. 197.
Therefore the figures in the right half of Table 3 will give the horizontal
stresses in the diagonals, the positive sign indicating compression and the
negative sign tension; while the rules contained in the last article, and
illustrated in Fig. 199, will apply equally to any bay in the right half of
Fig. 201.



Number of Panel . . 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5

J
Max. Hq -4'50 - 3'60 -2'80 -2'10 -1'50

B Min. Hq . . 0' 0'10 0'30 0'60 1'00races
(Sum Hq (or Hp)

-- -- -- -- --. -4'50 -3'50 -2'50 -1'50 -0'50
Upper flange do, . 4'50 8'00 10'50 12'00 12'50
Lower flange do. . O. -4'50 -8'00 -10'50 -12'00
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But it will be convenient to deal in all cases with the left half of
the span; and if we turn Fig. 199 end for end, it may of course be
taken to represent a bay in the left half of our girder, as shown in

Fig.200 Fig. 200; and we shall then have again-

Hn = horizontal compressive stress in m.n~'
HM= do~ tensile do. in MN/
Hn - Hm = do. do. do. in m.N ~.
Hm - Hn = do. compresslve do. in m.N.

The stress in each diagonal has the same value
as before, but the brace being inclined in the opposite direction the stress
is of the opposite kind, Thus, for example, in the girder of Fig. 201,
which is divided into 10 equal bays, the horizontal stresses in the left
half of the span will be as follows:-

IT
M N

TABLE10a.-Hol'izontal Stresses in Units of Q
~

.-Fig. 201.

In all cases compression is denoted by the positive, and tension by
the negative sign; then the third line of the above table, being the
algebraical sum of the first and second lines, will give the horizontal
tensile stress in the braces due to the entire load; and the algebraical
sum of the third, fourth, and fifth lines must, in every panel, be equal to
zero; because at every vertical section the thrusts must balance the pulls.
In writing the table down rapidly this rule will serve as a check. A.t
the same time it will be convenient in practice to denote by Max. H the
greatest horizontal stress that takes effect in a bar, no matter whether it be a
tensile or compressive stress; and then of course Min, H will either denote
the least stress of the same kind, or the greatest stress of the opposite kind.
Thus, in the above table, the maximum horizontal stress Hq, in either of
the braces, is a tensile stress; and Min. Hq is a compressive stress.

Example.-The above figures will of course apply to a girder of any
span and of a.ny depth, and to any values of the dead and live load.
But to illustrate their application, let Fig. 201 be taken to represent
a double line railway bridge of 120 feet span, consisting of two main
girders, with cross-girders attached to the joints of the lower chord I to
IX inclusive. The span being divided into 10 equal panels, the panel
width wili be b= 12 feet.



DeadLoad. Live Load. Combined Load. Ratio. Diff.

Member.

Vp. Max.Vq. Min, Vq. Max. V. Min. V, Min. V. Max. V-
Max.V. Min.V.

C
- 40'5 -67'5 O. - 108 '0 -40'5

1-II - 31'5 -54'0 1'5 - 85'5 -30'0
Braces 2-III -22'5 -42'0 4'5 - 64'5 -18'0

3-IV -13'5 - 31'5 9'0 - 45'0 - 4'5
4-Y - 4'5 -22'5 15'0 - 27'0 10'5

.
r-o

42'7 67'5 O. 110'2 42'7 0'388 67'5
1-1 33'7 54'0 - 1'5 87'7 32'2 0'368 55'5
2-II 24'7 42'0 - 4'5 66'7 20'2 0'303 46'5Posts

l3--III 15'7 31'5 - 9'0 47'2 6'7 0'142 40'5
4-IY 6'7 22'5 -15'0 29'2 - 8'3 - 0'284 37'5
5-Y 2'2 0' O. 2'2 2'2 1'0 0'
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For a span of 120 feet it appears from Art. 186, Table 4, that we
may take the live load at about q = 1'25 tons per foot for each line; so
that the live load on each joint will be Q = qb = 15 tons.

As regards the dead load, we may estimate the weight of the cross-
girders, flooring, permanent way, and wind-bracing at Wl= 0'75 tons per
foot; but for the main girders we can only at present make a provisional
assumption. Putting their combined weight at W= 0'75 tons per foot,

the dead load on each girder will be p =
W

~
Wl

0'75 tons per foot; and

the panel load on each joint I to IX will be P =pb = 9 tons.
With these loads, the stress in any bar of the web may be determined

at once in terms of its vertical component without reference to the depth
of the girder; for we have already seen that the values of the shearing
stress Hq given in the tables, denote not only the horizontal components in

units of Q~" but also the vertical components in terms of Q. There-

fore multiplying Hp in Table lOa by P= 9 tons, and Hq by Q = 15 tons,
we obtain the vertical stress in each diagonal due to the dead and live
load respectively as given in Table 10v. The stress in the diagonals will
be the same whether the load is applied at the top or at the bottom of the
vertical posts; but the compressive stress in the verticals will of course
depend upon that question. If the entire dead and live load were applied
at the lower joints, it is evident that the vertical compression in any
post mM (Fig. 200) would be equal to the vertical component of the
tensile stress in mN; but adding upon the top of each post a load equal
to one-half of the panel weight of either girder, or say 2'2 tons, we
have the compressive stress in each vertical as given in the following
table :-

TABLE10v.- Vertical Stresses in a Girder of 120 Feet Span.-Fig. 201.
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This table refers to a girder constructed without the counterbraces
indicated in dotted lines in Fig. 201.

The columns Vp' Max. Vg, and Min. Vg are obtained as above described,
and give the vertical stresses due to the dead and live load respectively,

The column Max. V gives the greatest stress of either kind due to
the combined dead and rolling load, the figures being the sum of Vp and
Max. Vg,

The column Min. V gives the least stress of the same kind or the
greatest stress of the opposite kind, the figures being the algebraical sum
of Vp and Mill. V'1' This column shows that the braces are always
under a tensile stress, except in the case of the brace 4- V, which will
sometimes be subject to a compressive stress whose vertical component
is 10'5 tons. Also the post 4-IV will sometimes be subject to a tensile
stress of 8'3 tons.

The 'col~mn :in.
~

is easily constructed, and the values are equiva-
ax.

lent, both in the posts and in the braces, to the ratio :iin. ~, which will
ax.

be used in finding the required sectional areas by the Launhardt-
Weyrauch method. .

The column Max. V - Min. V gives the dynamic increment of stress
in the verticals for the case of a train travelling at unlimited speed and
imposing the live load instantaneously upon each member. These values
will be employed in finding the sectional areas by the dynamic theory
mentioned in Chapter XIII.

All the results obtained hitherto are independent of the depth of the
girder; but that dimension must now be fixed in order to fiud the
horizontal flange stress and the inclined stress in the diagonals. And it is
obvious that the direct stress in the inclined braces will be equal to the
vertical component multiplied by cosec. B, the angle of inclination with
the horizontal being denoted by B. In other words, if mM in Fig. 200
represents the vertical component, the direct stress will be represented
bymN.

We will now suppose that the girder of Fig. 201 is designed to

have a depth of 12 feet or -loth of ~he span; so that ~= 1, and con-

sequently all the braces will be inclined at an angle of 45°. The figures

of Table lOa give us the horizontal :flange stress in units of p£ and of

Q;; therefore multiplying those figures by P = 9 tons, and by P + Q =

24 tons, we obtain the greatest and least stress in each bar of the :flanges,
as in Table 1Os. Also multiplying the vertical stresses Max. V and Min.
V in Table 10v by cosec. O=.J2=1'414, we obtain the direct stresses
Max. S and Min. S.



Member, Max,S,

r
108'0

'1-2 192'0
Upper Chord 2-3 252'0

3-4 288'0
4-;) . 300'0

Cl
. O.

I-Il. -108'0
Lower Chord IT-Ill -192'0

Ill-IV - 252'0
I V-V - 288'0

Cl.
-152'7

. I-If. - 120'9
Braces . 2-III, - 91'2

3-IV. - 63'6
4-V. - 38'2

Min, S, Min, S,
Max, S,

40'5 0'375
72'0 0'375
94'5 0'375

108'0 0'375
112'5 0'375

O. ..,
- 40'5 0'375
- 72'0 0'375
- 94'5 0'375
-108'0 0'375

- 57'3 0'375
- 42'4 0'350
- 25'4 0'278
- 6'4 0'100

14'8 - 0'387
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TABLE10s.-Direct Stresses in a Gi1'der of 120 feet span and 12 feet
depth.-Fig.201.

Max. S. - Min, S,

67'5
120'0
157'5
180'0
187'5

o.
- 67'5
- 120'0
-157'5
-180 '0

- 95'4
- 78'5
- 65'8
- 57'2
- 53'0

198. Girder with Inclined Ties and Counterbraces.-In the
last example it was found that, under a certain position of the rolling
load, a reverse shearing stress of 10'5 tons (vertical) takes place
in the panel 4-5, producing a compressive stress of 14'8 tons
(direct) in the brace 4~V; and referring to Table 3 it will be seen
that this takes place when the joints V to IX are weighted with the
live load.

But if it is intended that the diagonals shall act only as ties, this
reverse shearing stress may be provided for by introducing the counter-
braces 5-IV, &c., as shown in dotted lines in Fig, 201, Plate I. This
will prevent the insistence of any compressive stress in the brace 4- V,
and the tensile stress in that member will vary between 38'2 tons and

zero, so that the ratio :in.
~

will be zero; and the quantity Max. S-
ax,

Min. S will be 38'2 tons.
We may also estimate approximately that the greatest shearing stress

to be borne by the counterbrace 5-IV will be the reverse shearing stress
of 10'5 tons, producing a direct tension of 14'8 tons. But strictly
speaking, the stresses in brace and counterbrace will depend upon the
initial tension imposed upon them in their first adjustment. Supposing
that adjustment to be made without slackness and without strain, we can
estimate the stress upon either of two assumptions. 1st. If the adjust-
ment is made when the girder is lying on its side, and when the brace
4- V is consequently without strain, the counterbrace will not come into
play until the normal stress in the brace (due to the dead load) has been
reduced to zero by the contrary shearing stress of the live load; and in
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this case the above estimate will be nearly correct. 2d. If the adjust-
ment is made when the girder is upright, and carrying the entire dead
load, the brace will have a certain initial tension, and the counterbra~e
will begin to suffer strain directly this initial tension in the brace is
reduced below its normal quantity. In this case it will be safest to take
the total shearing stress due to the live load, or Min. Yq= 15 tons, as
the vertical stress in the counterbrace.l

The way in which the normal tensile stress in each brace is reduced by
the action of the rolling load, is clearly to be seen by reference to Table 3 ;
and it is evident that if the dead load were very light, every panel except
those at the extreme ends would be liable to a reverse shearing stress;
and the question whether a given panel requires to be counterbraced will
therefore depend upon the relative magnitude of the dead and live loads.
But when the vertical stresses have been tabulated as in Table 10v, it
will at once be seen how far the counterbracing should extend. In the
present example the table shows that the normal tension in the brace
3-IY is sometimes reduced to a very small quantity; and in order to
provide against an .over-estimate of the dead load, or an under-estimate of
the rolling load, it will certainly be advisable to counterbrace that panel.
In connection with this it may also be necessary to examine the effect of
a rolling load containing an engine or engines with a heavily loaded
wheel-base.

Apart from this question, the stresses in the flanges, and in all the
remaining members, will of course be the same as in the last example,
except that we shall have to provide for a maximum load of 15 + 2'2 =
17'2 tons upon the central post; while the post 4-IV will be subject
to a load varying from 29'2 to 2'2 tons j and all the stresses are easily
obtainable from the tables, whatever may be the number of counter-
braced panels.

199. Girder with Inclined Terminal Struts.-The construction as
above described is sometimes modified by reversing the inclination of the
diagonal in the first and last panels, as shown in Fig. 202, Plate I., the
girder being terminated at the ends by a pair of inclined struts instead of
vertical posts.

The remaining panels of the truss are unaltered in construa.tion, and the
stresses are unaltered in every panel except in 0-1 and 9-10, where they are
exactly reversed, because in these panels the bracing is of the first kind,
as in Fig. 199. The shearing stress, without being changed in value, gives
a positive or compressive stress in the diagonal A-I. The tensile stress
in the bar A-I of the lower chord is given by HI, which in this example

is equal to - 4'5 Q~ j and the compressive stress in the line 0-1 of the

upper chord is Ho = O.

1 An exact analysis of the elastic strains would probably give an intermediate value
between 10'5 and 15 tons.



Number of panel 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5

{

Max. H, 4'5 -3'6 -2'8 - 2'1 - 1'5

Braces Min. Hq 0' 0'10 0'3 0'6 1'0
-- -- -- --

Sum Hq (or Hp) 4'5 -3'5 -2'5 - 1'5 - 0'5
Upper flange do, 0' 8'0 10'5 12'0 12'5
Lower flange do. -4'5 -4'5 -8'0 -10'5 -12'0

Number of panel 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5

{

Max. H, 4'5 -3'6 2'8 - 2'1 1'5

Braces
Min, Hq O. 0'1 - 0'3 0'6 '- 1'0

-- -- --
Snm Hq (or Hp) 4'5 -3'5 2'5 - 1'5 0'5

Upper flange do. O. 8'0 8'0 12'0.. 12'0
Lower flange do. -4~5 -4'5 -10'5 -10'5 -12'5
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For this type of construction, therefore, the Table lOa will be modified

in the first column as follows :-

TABLE10b.-:...Ho'rizontal St1'esses in Units of Q ~
.-Fig, 202.

This table will apply to a girder of 10 panels, of any span or depth;
and it is u;nnecessarY' to illustrate its application t.o any particular
example. For a girder of 120 feet span and 12 feet depth, the stresses
already found will of course apply to this type with the modifications
above indicated; and it will readily be seen that the vertical I-I acts
merely as a suspender carrying the panel load P + Q.

200. Warren Girder with Vertical Suspenders.-The girder illus-
trated in Fig, 203, Plate 1., is a Warren girder, in which the web-bracing
consists of five isosceles triangles; but as the upper joints are loaded by
means of the vertical ties or suspenders, the platform is really divided
into 10 panels and supported at each of the points 1 to 9 inclusive.
The stresses may therefore be taken from Table 10, due regard being
paid to the direction in which each diagonal is inclined, In the 1st, 3rd,
and 5th panels, the bracing is of the first kind, and the stresses will
follow the rule of Fig. 199. In the 2nd and 4th panels the bracing is of
the opposite kind, and the stresses will follow the rule of Fig. 200.

Therefore, for this type of construction, the table of horizontal stresses
must be written as follows :-

TAB~E10c.-Horizontal Stresses in Units of Q ~.-.,.-Fig, 203.

Each of the verticals 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, will act as a suspender carrying
the load P + Q; but the remaining verticals will have no function except
to support and stiffen the upper flange of the girder.

u



Number of Panel 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5

{Mad~ -4'5 3'6 -2'8 2'1 - 1'5

Braces Min. Hq 0' -0'1 0'3 - 0'6 1'0
-- -- ------

Sum Hq (or Hp) - 4'5 3'5 -2'5 1 '5 - 0'5
Upper flange do, 4'5 4'5 10'5 10'5 12'5
Lower flange do, 0' -8'0 -8'0 -12'0 -12'0
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If the platform is carried upon the upper chord the horizontal stresses
will be the same, but the last-named series of verticals will then act as
pillars.

'

On the other hand, if the girder is turned upside down, as in Fig.
203a, the inclination of every brace will be reversed, and" the horizontal
stresses in each member will have the same value as before, but of the
opposite kind, so that the table will be as follows :-

TABLE10d.-Horizontal Stresses in Units of Q~,-Fig. 203a.

In this case, of course, each of the verticals 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, will act as
a post carrying the load P + Q; and no verticals are required at the
intervening joints, unless for the purpose of suspending the weight of the
lower chord,

201,' WalTen Girder without Verticals.-The same girder may be
constructed as in Figs, 205 and 205a without vertical ties or posts '; and

Fig.205.

'~~'. f . , . . . , , . ,

: : ; : : : ~ ! i
A I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX a

Fig.205a.

'~J/0~:AhV1'
A I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX a

if the load is equally divided between all the joints, the omission of th«
verticals will make no difference to the stresses; but in general the road
way and the live load are carried by the joints of one flange, while th«
other is only loaded with one-half the weight of the main girder, and th.
stresses are consequently somewhat modified,

In Fig, 205 suppose the whole load to be attached to the lowe
joints, the live load on each joint being Q = 2bq; then considering th,
bridge as a girder of 10 panels loaded with the weight Q placed at eacl



HI H2 H3

2'0 4'0 5'0

,

0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5

Positive. . 2'0 2'0 1'2 1'2 0'0
Negative . O. O. -0'2 - 0'2 -0'6

Sum. 2'0 2'0 1'0 1'0 O.

Number of Panel . 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5

!

MaL H' . 2'0 -2'0 1'2 -1'2 0'6

Braces
Min, Hq . O. 0' -0'2 0'2 -0'6 I-- -- --

Sum Hq (or Hp) . 2'0 -2'0 1'0 -1'0 O.
Upper flange do. . O. 4'0 4'0 6'0 6'0
Lower flange do. . . -2'0 -2'0 -5'0 -5'0 -6'0
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of tbe alternate joip.ts II, IV, VI, VIII, we may take out from Tables
2 and 3 the stresses due to those particular loads; and summing them
up we shall have the following figures, which give the vertical shearing

stress in units of Q and the horizontal stresses in units of Q£.

Flange Stress.

H4 Ho

6'0 6'0

Shearing Stress.

The table of stresses in each bar will therefore be as follows :-

f TABLElOe.-Horizontal Stress i~ Units of Q~.-Fig. 205.

These. figures will give us all that we want, on the assumption that
the load is carried entirely at the lower joints; but in order to make an.
exact calculation we must remember that one-half of the weight of the
main girders is applied at the upper joints, and we may therefore divide
the dead load into two parts, taking Table 10e for the weight of the
platform and Table 10c for the weight of the main girders.

If the girder were inverted as shown in Fig. 205a, and if each of the
lower joints I, Ill, V, VII, IX, were subject to the same load Q, we



-2'5 1'6 -1'6 0'9 -0'9
O. -0'1 0'1 -0'4 0'4

----------
-2'5 1 '5 -1'5 0'5 -0'5

2'5 2'5 5'5 5'5 6'5
O' -4'0 -4'0 - 6'0 -6'0
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should proceed in the same way to take out from Tables 2 and 3 the
stresses due to the loads on those alternate joints as follows :-

Flange Stress.

I~I---=,~---=,~I~~ =,~-

I

2'5
I

4'0 5'5
I

6'0 6'5

Positive
Negative

Sheari11g St1'ess.

~~~~I~-~~~
1 '6 1 '6 0 '9 0 '9

-0'1 -0'1 -0'4 -0'4
2'5
O'

0-1

Sum
--;~I---;~ -;'~I~~~~

and the horizontal stresses in Fig. 205a would be as shown in the
following table: 1-

TABLE10j.-Horizontal St1'essesin Units of Q~.-Fig. 205a.

N umbel' of Panel 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-'5

-----------
( .Max. Hq

Braces ~Min. Hq

lSum Hq (or Hp)
Upper flange do.
Lower flange do.

The Warren girder is more commonly constructed with the diagonals
inclined a~ an angle of 60° as in Fig. 204, Plate I. j but the same method
is applicable whatever may be the proportions of the girder or the inclina-

/tion of the diagonals. .

202. Single Lattice or Double Warren Girder.-In .the girder illus-
trated in Fig. 206, each panel is. braced with two diagonals intersecting
each other and forming a single lattice. The road way may be carried

1 This hypothetical case will be useful in dealing with duplex systems of bracing,
although it does not represent quite accurately the distribution of load that would take
place in such a bridge as Fig, 205a.



N umber of Panel 0-1 1-2 2-3
I

3-4 4-5

---- --
( Max, Hq , 2'0 1'6 1'2 0'9 0'6

Diagonal ~Min,Hq . 0' -0'1 -0'2 -0'4 -06
struts i -- --

1'0
I

0'5
--

LSum Hq (or Hp) 2'0 1'5 0'
-- -- --

( Max, Hq . -2'5 -2'0 -1'6 -1'2 -0'9
Diagonal j Min. Hq , 0' 0' 0'1 0'2 0'4

ties I -- -- -- -lSum Hq (or Hp') -2'5 -2'0 -1'5 -1'0 -0'5-- -- ---- --
Upper flange do, 2'5 6'5 9'5 11'5 12'5
Lower flange do. -2'0 -6'0 - 9'0 -11'0 -12'0
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either upon the upper or the lower flange; and taking the latter case
first, we will suppose the load to be attached to the joints I to IX, each
joint being loaded with the dead load P = pb and with the live load
Q=qb.

The girder is in all respects equivalent to the two girders Figs, 205
and 205a welded into one; the loads applied at the joints I, IH, V,

&c" will produce in each member the stresses given in Table 10f; while
the loads applied at the intervening joints H, IV, VI, VIII will be
borne by the other system of bracing shown in Fig, 205, and will pro-
duce the stresses given in Table 10e. Therefore we have only to add
together the figures given for each bay in Tables 10e and 10,f, and we
have the stresses as follows ;-

TABLE,10g.-Horizontal Stresses in. Units of Q~'-Fig, 206,

If the load is carried upon the upper joints it will easily be seen that
the stresses given in the table will change places-those given for the
diagonal struts will apply with changed signs to the diagonal ties; while
those given for the upper flange will apply with changed signs to the
lower flange, and vice versa.

The upper and lower joints of the girder are sometimes united by
verticals, as shown in Fig. 207; and the verticals may be so adjusted as
to divide the load equally, or nearly so, between the two systems of
bracing. Assuming this to be done, we may regard the girder as equi-
valent to the two girders, Figs. 203 and 203a, united in one, e~ch of the

component girders carrying one-half of the load, or a weight of
Q

at each
2

joint, Therefore, dividing the figures of Tables 10c and 10d by two, we
have the stresses resulting in each of the component girders; and. adding
these stresses together, where they apply to the same bar, we have the
following :-
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TABLE10v,-Ho1'izontal Stre8sesin Units of Q;.-Fig. 207,

Number of panel 0-1' 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5

------

{

Max, Hq .
Diagonal Min. Hq .
struts

Sum Hq (or Hp)

2'25
0'

l'SO
-0'05

1'40
-0'15

1'05
-0'30

0'75

0'75
-0'50

0'25
------

2'25 1'75 1'25
~

{

Max. Hq ,
Diagonal Min. Hq ,

ties .

Sum Hq (or Hp)

-2'25
0'

-l'SO
0'05

-1'40
0'15

-1'05
0'30

-0'75
0'50

---- ----
-2'25 -1'75 -1'25 -0'75 -0'25----------

Upper flange
Lower ~ange

do,
do.

2'25
- 2'25

6'25
-6'25

9 '25 11'25 12'25
- 9'25 -11'25 -12'25

When the roadway is attached to the lower flange, each of the verticals
in this type of girder is supposed to act as a suspender and to convey
one-half Of the load to the upper joint; but it has before been mentioned
that there is some ambiguity as to the extent of its action, and the
question whether it conveys less or more than one-half of the load will
depend upon its initial adjustment and upon the elastic strains throughout
the girder. This is practically exemplified in the Charing Cross railway
bridge, where it may be seen that some of the verticals show signs of a
slight tendency to buckling, thus showing apparently that they are suffer-
inga compressive stress, or, at all events, are not strained by any tensile
force,

.
But however this may be, a comparison of the last two tables is suffi-

cient to show at once how far the stresses would be modified if the
vertical ties did not act at all; and therefore this contingency may easily
be provided for by taking the former table wherever it gives the higher
stress of the two,

Exarnple.-Let Fig, 207 represent a double-line railway bridge con-
sisting of two main girders; the span being 120 feet, and the depth 12
feet,

Then taking the dead load at p= 0'75, and the live load at q = 1'25
tons per foot, the loads on each joint will be P = 9 tons and Q = 15 tons,
as in a previous example. . .

For the present purpose we will suppose the roadway to be attached
to each vertical at the middle of its height; and that therefore the load
is equally divided between the upper and lower joints, as assumed in
Table 1Ok.

The value of
~

in this example is again equal to 1, and multiplying

Hq by P and by Q, we obtain the direct flange stress Sp and Sq; while



Dead Live Load. Combined Load. Ratio. Dill.Load.
Member,

Sp, Max. Sq. Min. Sq, Max. S, Min. S.
Min. S. Max.S.
Max. S. - Min, S.

,

r
20'2 38'8 O' 54'0 20'2 0'375 33'8

1-2 56'2 93'8 O' 150'0 56'2 0'375 93'8Upper .2-3 83'2 138'8 O' 222'0 83'2 0'375 138'8flange 3-4 101'2 168'8 O' 270'0 101'2 0'375 168'8
4-5 1l0'2 183'8 O. 294'0 110'2 0'375 183'8

r-l
28'6 47'7 O' 76'3 28'6 0'375 47'7

. 1-2 22'3 38'2 - 1'1 60'5 21'2 0'350 39'3DIagonal II-3 15'9 29'7 - 3'2 45'6 12'7 0'278 32'9struts III-4 9'6 22'3 - 6'4 31'9 3'2 0'100 28'7
IV-5 3'2 15'9 -10'6 19'1 -7'4 - 0 '387 26'5
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the direct stress in any diagonal is equal to the horizontal stress multi-
plied by "';2.

The compression members only need be considered, as the stress in
the tension members is exactly the same.

TABLE10k.-Di1'ect Stresses in a Girder 120 feet span and 12 feet
depth.-Fig. 207.

203. "Linville" Truss.-Another form of duplex bracing is that of
the Linville truss illustrated in Fig. 208, Plate I. In all the types of
parallel girder hitherto considered, a vertical section taken at anyone of
the panel points will intersect nothing between the upper and lower
flanges, and consequently the flange stress at any joint is measured by
bending moment . . .

h . 1 hdepth , and in eIther flange IS borne elt er entIre y by t e

flange, or by the combined horizontal stress of the flange and of some
diagonal member attached to the
joint in question. But in the
Linville girder this is not the case,
because a vertical section wher-
ever taken will intersect one or
more of the inclined ties; and
the tensile stress in the lower
flange will consequently be less

.d I

than the compressive stress in the upper flange by an amount which is
always equal to the horizontal stress in the tie or ties intersected. It is
evident, however, that the bracing is composed of two distinct systems,
the girder being equivalent to the two girders, Figs. 209 and 210, united
in one. Therefore if the load on each joint of Fig. 208 is denoted by
Q = qb, we have to find the stresses produced in each girder, Figs. 209
and ~no, by a load Q placed on each joint, and this will give us the



.

Panel in Table 8 0-1 1-2 3-4 5~6
~,-'--, ,-A--, ,..-'-...

"
in Fig. 208. 0-1 1-2 2-3 ---3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8

Max, Vq. 3'5 3'5 2'625 2'625 1'875 1'875 1'25 1'25
Min, Vq O' O' -0'125 -0'125 --0'375 - 0 '375 -0'75 -0'75

-

3'51
I

Sum 3'5 2'5 2'5 1'5 1'5 0'5 0'5

Second System, Fig. 210, by subtraction,

Max. Vq. 4'0 3'062 3'062 2'25 2'25 1'562 1-562 1'00
Min. Vq . 0' - 0'062 - 0'062 - 0'25 - 0'25 - 0 '562 - 0-562 -1'00

Sum . 4'0 3'0
I

3'0 2'OJ 2'0 1'0 1'0 O'

~v- ~'--v---'~ v- -
Panel in Fig. 210 0-1 1-3 3--5 5-7 7-8
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stresses in the diagonals; while the flange stress in any panel will be the
sum of the stresses in the two component girders.

By way of illustration we may take the case of a girde£of 16 panels,
as shown in Fig, 208, and the first system will then consist of 8 panels
having the uniform width B = 2b, for which Table 8 will give us the

horizontal shearing stresses in units of Q~ or ~he vertical shearing stresses

in units of Q.
The second system of Fig. 210 might be treated in the manner

already employed for the Warren girder; but a simpler method will be
. to find the vertical shearing stresses by subtracting the figures of Table 8
from those of Table 16, as follows :-

TABLE16a.- Vertical Shearing Stress in Units of Q.-Fig, 208.
First System, Fig. 209, from Table 8,

The vertical shearing stress will be the same whether the load is
applied at the top or at the bottom of each post, and will be expressed
by the above figures in units of Q, whatever may be the depth of the
girder.

The direct stress will of course be S = V cosec. e; and the horizontal
component will be H = V cotan. e.

In practice the braces are very commonly inclined at an angle of 450,

so that cotan. e= ~ =~, except in the terminal brace 0-1, in which cotan.

e = t. For a girder of such proportions, therefore, the above figures

will give Hq in units of Q~, without any alteration, except in the brace

0-1 of the second system, for which Hq = j = 2.



No, of panel .10-1 1-2 2-3 3-4

I

4-5 5-6
I

6-7 7-8

In girder, Fig. 209 3'5 3'5 6'0 6'0 7'5 7'5 8'0 8'0
210 2'0 5'0 5'0 7'0 7'0 8'0 8'0 8'0

" "

208 5'5 8'5
I

11'0 13'0 14'5 15'5 16'0 16'0
" "

Lower Flange.

In girder, Fig, 209 O. O. -3'5 - 3'5 - 6'0 - 6'0 - 7'5 - 7'5
210 O. -2'0 -2'0 -5'0 - 5'0 - 7'0 - 7'0 - 8'0

" "
-

"
,, 208 O. -2'0 - 5'5 -8'5 -11'0 -13'0 -14'5 -15'5
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Then commencing at 0, and summing up the horizontal stresses
applied at each joint, when the whole girder is loaded, we have the
greatest :flange stresses as follows :-

B
TABLE16b.-Flange Stress in Units of Q d.~Fig. 208.

Upper Flange.

It may.be well to notice how great a difference there is between the
stresses of the upper and lower flange, as the author has seen it some-
where stated that these stresses are equal. But it will be noticed that
when the girder is fully loaded, the sum of the horizontal stresses in
flanges and inclined ties is in every panel equal to zero, i.e., the thrusts
balance the pulls.

204. Double Lattice Girder.-I£ the systems of bracing are again
reduplicated as shown, for example, in Fig. 211, Plate 1., the stresses
may be found by combining the stresses of. the several systems in the
manner already described.

Thus, suppose the second system of Linville bracing shown in Fig.
210 to be altered at the end panels by inclining the last brace parallel
to the others, and attaching it to the centre of the end pillar O-A, so
that the brace shall have the position of the short lattice bar E-I in
Fig. 211. Then the double lattice girder of Fig. 211 will be equivalent
to the upright Linville girder combined with an inverted Linville girder;
and if the load is equally divided between the upper and lower joints,
each of the component girders will carry one-half.

Therefore if the live load on each bay is denoted by Q = qb, the
vertical stress :t Yq (in units of Q) will be exactly one-half the value
given in Table 16a for every diagonal including the end braces E-l
and E-I; while the horizontal components will be Hq= Yq cot. (), or in
the case of lattice bars inclined at 45°, Hq = yq.
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The flange stress in any bay will be the sum of the stresses in each
of the component girders j but the alteration introduced in the first
panel will modify the flange stress in that panel, although it will not
affect the stress in any other bay of either flange. In the panel 0-1 the
stress in the upper flange of Fig. 210 will be unaltered, but the lower
chord A-I would then be subjected to a compressive stress equal to one-
half of the horizontal component in the brace E-I. Making this change
and summing up the flange stresses in the upright and in the inverted
girders, we have the flange stress for the double lattice girder of Fig..
211 as follows :-

TABLE16c.-:-Flange Stress in Units of Q cot. e or Q~ .-Fig. 211.

No. of Panel 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8'

Upper flange
Lower flange

1'75 5'25 8'25 10'75 12'75 14'25 15'25 15'75
-1'75 -5'25 - 8'25 -]0'75 -12'75 -14'25 -15'25 -]5'75

These values presuppose that the load is equally divided between the
upper and lower joints. If, however, the verticals are altogether omitted
(which is seldom done in practice), and if the load is attached to the lower
flange, the diagonal ties will be more heavily strained than the diagonal
struts, and the upper ~ange more heavily strained than the lower flange.
This inequality has already been illustrated in the case of the single
lattice girder of Fig. 206, and is shown in Table 109. At the same time it
may be noticed that in this case the horizontal stress in the tie E-I will be
greater than in the strut B-1, and the difference will constitute a horizontal
force applied to the centre of the end pillar and tending to bend it inwards.

All this is exactly reversed if the load is applied to the upper flange;
but if it is equally divided between the upper and lower joints by means
of the verticals, the stresses in struts and ties are equal, and there is no
bending stress upon the end pillars.

205. Plate.Webbed Girder.-The stresses in a plate girder may
readily be found by the methods above described. If the girder of Fig.
212 is considered as a girder ofN panels, the flange stress at each panel
point, and the shearing stress acting at the upper and lower edges of each
panel of the web, will be given by one of the Tables 4 to 16.

The horizontal shearing stress is greater in the ,end panels than in
those nearer the centre, and naturally the shearing stress on the se~eral
rivets in anyone panel increases in the same ratio. The greatest vertical
shear takes place at the ends of the girder and is always equal to (p + q)
~, The least vertical shearing stress takes place at the centre and is
2

L
equal to + q - .- 8
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In practice the calculated shearing stress may be used to determine
the required dimensions of the rivetting, but it cannot always be used
to determine the thickness of the plate web. The determination of
dimensions must, however, be considered separately in the next chapter.

The calculations which have been here described will generally be
sufficient for that purpose, and may be readily applied to any given case,
whatever may be the dimensions of the girder, the number of panels, or
the value of the dead and live load. There are, of course, several other
methods of making these calculations, but the tabulated form which we
have here adopted is eminently convenient in practice, and affords a ready
means of estimating and comparing the U'eights of structures by dealing
alone with the rectangular components of stress and the rectangular
co-ordinates of space; and this computation of the weight of the girder
is a matter which we have yet to deal with.
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OHAPTER XVII.

PARALLEL GIRDERS (continued)-DIRECT CALCULATION OF THE

WEIGHT OF METAL.

206. In the previous chapter we have examined most of the known
types of parallel girder, and have considered the stresses which are pro~
duced by dead and live loads of any given intensities.

In proceeding to design,the details of a girder-bridge, these calculated
stresses must be used as the basis on which to determine the requisite
strength or scantling of each member; but it will be observed that the
calculation cannot be completed until we have ascertained the weight of
the main girders, which will always form a considerable item in the
dead load, and in large spans will form the chief portion of the entire
load. Therefore, as the weight of the girders depends upon the scant-
ling allotted to the various members, we have as yet no means of making
the calculations except by trial and error.

The method most commonly adopted has been to make a provisional
guess or empirical estimate of the weight of the main girders by the aid
of known examples, and then having calculated the resulting stresses and
the requisite sectional areas, to check that provisional estimate by measur-
ing the mass of metal in the design thus arrived at. If the measurement
differs from the provisional estimate, the whole of the calculation must be
gone through again, and this process may have to be repeated several
times before the final and initial estimates can be made to agree.

In the present chapter we shall consider how the same result may be
obtained by one direct computation; but while keeping this object in
view we must first consider what sectional areas would in practice be
allotted to the various members, assuming that the stresses are accurately
known. .

207. Theoretical and Practical Determination of the Sectional
Areas of Members from their known Stresses.-To illustrate the
various practical and theoretical methods of determining the proportions
of a girder, we may take the example mentioned in Art. 197 of the pre-
ceding chapter, for which the stresses have already been worked out.
The bridge consists of a pair of main girders of 120 feet span and 12 feet
depth, carrying a double line of railway, the cross-girders being attached
to the lower flange. The girders are of the type s40wn in Fig. 201
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without counterbraces, so that some of the diagonals will be subject to
alternate tension and compression.

The live load is taken at 1i- tons per foot for each line, and the
total dead load at 1! tons per foot, of which 15 cwt. is the ascertained
weight of the platform, and the remaining 15 cwt. is the assumed weight
of the main girders.

If the last-named assumption is correct, the maximum and minimum
stresses will have the values given in Tables 10vand 10s of Art. 197 ;
and from these stresses the sectional area of each member will have to
be determined by one or another of, the methods described in Chapter
XII!., whose several results are compared together in the following
tables.

Fi1'st Method.-If we begin by consulting the old rule, and taking a
uniform working-stress of 5 tons per square inch for tension members,
we have only to divide the Max. S by 5, and we obtain the sectional
areas given in square inches in column Ao' But in using the old rule it is
generally considered necessary to modify the working-stress in some arbi-
trary manner. The areas given in column Ao would in practice be taken as
sufficient for the net section of the lower flange; but they would not be
deemed sufficient for the diagonal braces. The stress in the diagonal4~ V
undergoes a great and violent change from 38 tons tension to 15 tons com-
pression; and in the next diagonal the variation of load is also very great,
though not quite so severe; and for both these members a lower working-
stress would be certainly adopted. The practical engineer, after revolving
these points in his mind, would very likely decide that the working-stress
must not be greater than 4 tons per square inch in the diagonals, and the
resulting sectional areas would be those given in column AI"

But even this would not be deemed sufficient for the central diagonals,
and here he would perhaps resort to the plan of adding the tensile and
compressive stresses together, which would augment the section of the

. ~8 + 15 .
dIagonal 4- V to 4 = 13'3 square lllches, but would leave the next

brace untouched.
It is obvious, however, that this arbitrary adjustment does not perfectly

accomplish the result aimed at; for there is no reason why the working
stress in the brace 0-1 should be less than in the lower flange, of which
it virtually forms a part; and from this point the working-load should be
reduced in the successive braces according to the extent and violence of
the stress variations.

This practical object is more precisely attained by the newer methods
whose results are shown in columns AM A5, and A6'

Fourth lYIethod.-The areas as determined by the Weyrauch formula
are given in column A4' This method, which was described in Chapter

XIII., makes the working-load equal to 4'44 (1 +!.
:~:. ~), a quantity



Max. S. Min. S. Ao. AI' A4' A5" A6'

-- -- -- -
(I-II" -108" - 40'5 21'6 21'6 20'4 20'4 21'3

Lower ~II-III -192' -72' 38'4 38'4 36'2 36'2 37'S
Flange I Ill-IV -252' -94'5 50'4 50'4 47'5 47'5 50"

l IV -V -288' -lOS' 57'6 57'6 54'3 54'3 56'7

., (0-1 . -152'7 -57'3 30'5 . 38'2 28'S 28'S 37'2
D' 1 11-II. -120'9 -42'4 24'2 30'2 23'1 23'1 30'lagona

i 2-II1 - 91'2 -25'4 18'2 22'S 18'2 19'0 23'5Braces I3-IV. - 63'6 - 6'4 12'7 15'9 13'7 15'5 18'
l4-V. - 38'2 +14'S 7'7 9'6 to 13'3 10'7 14'5 13'7

I
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which of course varies in the different members of the web-bracing. In
this particular girder the sections of all the members, as given by this
rule, appear to be somewhat lighter than would be adopted in the average
of English practice. .

Pamllel Girder of 120 feet span.-Fig. 201. Sectional Areas as Deter-
mined by the Different Methods. Tension Member.f].

Fifth Method.-Column A5 gives the sectional areas as determined by
Seefehner's method, represented by the corresponding curve in the diagram
of Fig. 192, and the figures show that in this particular case the results
do not differ widely from those of the Weyrauch formula; although in
other cases this method would give very extreme results-such as a
working-load of 9! tons per square inch in all members of a girder carry-
ing a dead load only.

Sixth Metlwd.-Column A6 gives the sectional areas as determined by
the alternative (dynamic) method proposed in Chapter XII!., and which
takes account not only of the range, but also in some degree of the violence
of the stress changes; the allowance made for such variations being greater
in the case of the web-bracing than in the flanges. The sectional areas

are found by formula (3) of Chapter XIII" viz., A= Ma;:6~ + Cl). In

every member this method gives a somewhat greater area than the
Weyrauch formula; and its results agree very closely with the sections
which would be allotted to each one of the members in ordinary modern
practice-not only in the case of this particular girder, but in all ordinary
cases.

Compression Members.-In determining the section of the compres-
sion members we must of course take account of the liability to buckling.
Taking a working-load of 4 tons per square inch, the sectional area of
each panel of the flange, as determined by the old rule, will be given by
the figures in column Ao of the following table :-



Max. S, Min, S, .110' AI' A4' A5' A6'

.

(0-1 108' 40.5 27. 27. 25'5 25'5 26'6

Upper 11-2 192' 72. 48. 48' 45'2 45'2 47'3
-{ 2-3 252. 94'5 63' 63. 59'4 59'4 62'Flange
13-4 288' 108' 72' 72' 67'9 67'9 71'
l4-5 300' 112'5 75. 75' 70'0 70'7 74.

rO-A 110'2 42'7 27'6 31 to 35 26. 25' 33'3
87'7 32'2 21'9 25 to 29 21'2 21" 26'8Vertical

-{ 2=h 66'7 20'2 16'7 20 to 23 16'2 16'S 21'2Posts I 3-II1 47'2 6'7 11'S 14'2 to 18' 12'5 14'7 16'4
l4-IV 29'2 -8'3 7'3 10'2 to 14' 10' 10' 12'5
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Parallel Girder of 120 feet span.-Fig 201. Sectional Areas as Deter-
mined by the D(fferent Methods. Compression Membm.s.

If the upper flanges of the two main girders are united and mutually
supported by overhead bracing, or if the member is designed with a
broad and stiff cross-section, the liability to buckling may be neglected
and column Ao will give the gross sectional area that would commonly
be adopted in practice for the upper flange. .

But if the old rule is used for the vertical posts of the web, their
section will certainly be too weak to resist the buckling tendency. To
meet this, some engineers would simply reduce the working-load to .3~ or
3 tons per square inch for all the posts alike; but in America it is more
usual to calculate the sectional area of each post by Gordon's or Rankine's
formula, We have already seen that Rankine's formula can only be ap-
plied to this purpose in back-handed fashion by repeated trial and error;
but the formulre and tables given in Chapter XI. will enable us to find the
required area for any of the types of cross-section there referred to.

If we decide to adopt a very efficient form of cross-section, such as that
shown in Table 15 (Art. 141), we can take the multiples given in that table
for a length of l = 12 feet, and we shall have the required sectional areas
as given in column Al of the above table by the lesser of the two limits,

These areas, however, will only be sufficient if the most efficient pro-
portions are adopted for the cross-section of each post; and to do this
might possibly involve the selection of rolled sections of different dimen-
sions for each post, so that in practice the areas would have to be slightly
greater in some of the posts at all events. On the other hand, if we select
a less efficient form of cross-section, such as that shown in Table 11 of
Chapter Xl, or any cruciform section, the sectional areas will approximate
to the higher limit given in column AI"

These figures represent therefore the sectional areas which in ordinary
practice would be allotted to these vertical posts, after reference to the
formulre of Rankine or Gordon.

The sectional areas, as determined by the newer methods, are given as
before in column A4J A5, and A6' In employing either of these methods
for long struts liable to buckling, the most usual practice is to compare
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the result with that required by Rankine's formula, and to take whichever
value is the highest.! In the present case, the unsupported length of 12
feet is so great in proportion to the load, that the sectional area required
by Rankine's formula is greater in every post than the area resulting from
vVeyrauch's or Seefehner's method, so that the former value would be
taken. But the areas given in column A6, and determined by the
dynamic method, are in every case sufficient to comply with Rankine's
formula, and coincide very closely with the mean of the two values given
in column AI, or with the area which would be allotted to each member
considered as a strut liable to buckling.

It is easy to see that this coincidence would not exist if the girder
were designed for a lighter load or with a greater depth. Thus in the case
of a single line bridge of the same span, the dead and live loads would be
reduced to nearly one-half, and the ratio between the load and the length
of the vertical posts being reduced in the same proportion, the multiple m
for Rankine's formula would be greater. But for double line bridges
of any ordinary dimensions, it will generally be found that the sectional
areas given by the" sixth" method are sufficient to comply with Rankine's
formula, and agree pretty nearly with the average of modern practice in
parallel girders of the most usual proportions.

208. Practical Weight of Girders.-:- W e are now in a better position
to deal with the important question of the weight of metal required in the
construction of girders. For the purposes of bridge design some measure-
ment of this quantity is indispensable, and it can only be made upon the
basis of the theoreti~al areas of the several members; while there is
really no difficulty in making a satisfactory measurement upon this basis,
provided that the areas are fixed by a method which gives their real and
not their imaginary values.

We have seen that the areas adopted in practice are in some cases
100 per cent. greater than those given by the old rule, and when the
mass of metal is calculated by that rule it is commonly multiplied by
a very large factor to cover this discrepancy, and sometimes a much
higher factor has been used for the vertical than for the horizontal
members. But it is obvious that this method can only yield very dis~
cordant results, because the same factor cannot correctly be applied to all
the different cases that arise in practice. On the other hand, if the newer
methods are employed, the calculated area's will approximate closely to
their real values, and no empirical factor will be needed unless for the pur-
pose of covering the practical waste of construction in joints and cover-
plates, and in adapting the verticals to act as stiffeners in certain cases.

It will be necessary, however, to formulate the calculation so as to
1 Some engineers have used Rankine's formula for buckling along with a reduced or

" fatigued" resistance of the material as determined by W eyrauch; but the propriety
of this double allowance has not been proved by experiment-is not substantia,ted by
theory, and appears to be controverted by the experienced opinion of eminent practical
men. Vide a paper by the author upon the" Practical Strength of Columns," Trans-
actions of the Institution of Civil Engineers, vol. lxxxvi.
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indude the weight of the main girders in their total dead load, and for
this purpose the" Weyrauch " method is inapplicable, because the ratio
Min. S

cannot be found until the weight of the main girders has been
Max.S
ascertained, which is precisely the unknown quantity of the problem.
But if we determine the sectional areas by the" sixth" or dynamic method,
they will be still more closely in accordance with practice; and adopting
this method we may obtain a direct solution of the problem as follows.

The girder will have to carry three distinct loads, viz.: 1st. Its own
weight, which may be taken as a uniform weight per foot, equally divided
between the upper and lower joints; 2d. The dead weight of the plat-
form and wind ties; and 3d. The rolling load.

Let w = the unknown weight of the main girders.
p = the ascertained weight of platform, &c.
q = the rolling load.

(All in tons per foot lineal.)

S'" = the stress in any member due to w.
Sp = the stress in any member due to p.

Max. S~= the maximum stress due to q.
Min. Sq=the minimum stress due to q.
Max. S = the maximum total stress.
Min. S = the minimum total stress.
The sectional area of any tie is determined by

A=Max. S+w
=

S",+Sp+Max. Sq+w
6'66 6'66

in which w = Max. S - Min. S in the case of the web.
= i(Max. S - Min.S) in the case of the flanges.

A little consideration will show that in all cases w does not depend
upon the unknown value of StD,but solely upon the variations of stress
produced by different positions of the rolling load, so that Max. S - Min.
S = Max. Sq - Min. Sq. Therefore the sectional area of each member is
really made up of three items-ao, a', and a"-which may be separately
calculated from the stresses S"" Sp, and (Max. Sq+ w); the two first being
simply the stresses due to the dead load, while the third represents the
greatest stress due to the rolling load, including the augmented effect
produced by sudden imposition or rapid variation.

The cubic content of each member is equal to its length multiplied
by its sectional area; and summing up these products we can easily find
the cubic content or weight of the whole girder for any given load, the
stresses due to that load having first been found.

If this calculation were made separately for each of the three loads
above mentioned, we should then have the total weight of the girder=
W = W'" + Wp + Wq; or dividing the total weight. by the spaJ:.l, the
weight per foot lineal may be denoted by w =

w'"
+,wp+ Wq.

We have already seen, in Chapter VII., that the weight of the girder
X
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for a dead load p may easily be obtained by dealing with the rectangular
co-ordinates and the rectangular components of stress, and is expressed
by Wp = pL'~y (aRL + f3D); and dividing again by the span L we have

the weight per foot=wp=pL'~y(aR+~} in which R is the ratio of

span to depth of girder, y is the specific weight of the member per ton of
stress, while a and {3are coefficients whose values are given in Tables 1
to 16 of that chapter.

Treating in the same way the rectangular components of the stresses

S'" and (Max. Sq+ w), which have been discussed in Chapter XVI., we
may readily find the altered values of a and f3 applicable to the corre-
sponding dead load w divided between the upper and lower joints, and
to the rolling load q.

These values have been calculated for-most of the ordinary types of
parallel girder, and are given in Tables 1 to 8a of the present chapter,

where fL denotes the quantity (aR +~) for the dead load w
,

fL"
" " " "

p

fL""
"

"for the rolling load q
so that w'"= wL'~YfL

wp = pL''2yfL'
Wq= qL'~YfL"

Therefore the total weight of the main girders per foot lineal will be
~v =

w'" + wp + Wg= L (W~YfL + P~YfL' + q~YfL")

. Consequently we have
w(l - L~YfL) = L(p~YfL' + q~YfL")
L(p~YfL' + q~y fL")

or w=
1- L~YfL

which is the solution desired.
In this expression, which is applicable not only to parallel girde~s but

to all other types of bridge construction, the specific weight Y will depend
almost entirely upon the character of the joints and connections, and is a
function of the practical skill evinced in the manufacture of details, while
fL is a function of the theoretical skill evinced in the general design.

The value of y, as eXplained in Chapter VII., will be 'OO15i, in which t

is the unit working-stress and K a coefficientgreater than unity and includ-
ing the percentage of waste material in cover plates, rivet holes, &c. But as
we are now proportioning the members to the augmented stress 0, we must
of course take t = 6'66 in wrought-iron ties, and 5'33 in compression

~015K 'OO15K
members; so that Yt =

6'66 = 'OOO225K, and Ye = 5'33 = 'OOO28IK.

The percentage of waste material, as shown in good examples of the
different kinds of workmanship, has already been discussed in Art. 169, and
the values of K there given will generally sufficefor all tension members.

(1)



Number of
Compression Members, Tension Members,

Panels, Flange. Web. Flange, Web.

3{;'
O'lll R l'l66-;-.R 0'037 R '074 R+ '666+R

N= O'lll
"

0'666
"

0 '037
"

'074 ,,+ '666
"" 0'166

"
1'760 0'055

"
'196 ,,+ 1'76p.

" "

4
(p., 0'109 R l'50+R 0 '047 R '062 R+1'O+R

N=
1;"

0'109
"

1'00
"

0 '047
"

'062 ,,+ 1'0
"0'164

"
2'375

"
0'070

"
'156 ,,+2'5

"

5
!

~/
0'104 R 1'70 +R 0'056 R '048 R+1'2-;-.R

N= 0'104
"

1'20
"

0'056
"

'048 ,,+ 1'2
"p." 0'156 ,~ 3'04

"
0 '084

"
'128 ,,+3'2

"

6{;'
0'102 R 2'00 + R 0'06 R '042 R+ l'5+R

N= 0'102
"

1'50
"

0'06
"

'042 ,,+ 1'5
"p." 0 '153

"
3'61

"
0 '09

"
'108 ,,+ 3'88

"

7{~'
0'10 R 2'214+R 0'0154R '036 R+ l'714+R

N= 0'10
"

1'714
"

0'064
"

'036 ,,+ 1'714
"" 0 '15

"
4'245 0'096

"
'093 ,,+ 4'57p.

" "

8{~'
0 '098 R 2'50+R 0'067 R '031 R+2'O-;-.R

N= 0 '098
"

2'00
"

0 '067
"

'031 ,,+2'0
"p." 0'147

"
4'81

"
0'100

"
'082 ,,+15'25

"

N = 9 j ;,' 0'096 R 2'72-;-.R 0'069 R '027 R+2'22-;-.R
0 '096

"
2'22

"
0'069

"
'027 ,,+2'22

"l p." 0'144
"

5'43
"

0'103
"

'073 ,,+5'93
"

N =10{;'
0'095 R 3'OO-;-.R 0 '070R '025 R+2'50+R
0 '095

"
2'50

"
0 '070

"
'025 ,,+ 2'50

"p." 0 '143
"

6'00
"

0'105
"

'066 ,,+ 6'60
"
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In compression members composed of rivetted plate and angles, the
percentage of waste is generally from 20 to 30 per cent. less than in ties
of a similar construction, because there is no loss of section to be allowed
for at the rivet holes; so that we may take K = 1'40 to 1'60 for the posts
of the web (including overlap at the ends), and for the compression
flange of a parallel girder we may take K= 1'70,

For an approximate calculation of the weight of girders which are
built throughout of rivetted ironwork, we may in practice lump all the
members together and take K = 1'77 throughout, so that in this case we
should have Yt = '0004 and Ye= '0005.

.
The values here given will apply with tolerable accuracy to all cases

within the limits above indicated, if the girders are of ordinary propor-
tions; but in any particular example a more accurate calculation may be
made by selecting for each set of members a special value of K according
to the character of their construction.

WEIGHT OF PARALLEL GIRDERS.

TABLES OF THE COEFFICIENT p- FOR THEORETICAL MASS OF METAL.

TABLE1.-Pamllel Girders, with Vertical Posts and Inclined Ties.
Through Bridges,-Fig, 201.

Xote.-In all cases the end pillars of the girder are included in the weight,



CompressionMembers. Tension Members.
Number of

Panels. Flange. Web. Flange. Web.

3{ ~;,

O'lll R l'166-;-R 0 '037 R '074 R + '666 -;-R
N= O'lll

"
1'666

"
0'037

"
'074 ,,+ '666

"0'166
"

3'33
"

0'055
"

'196" + 1'76
"

4{~'
0'109 R l'50-;-R 0'047 R '062R + 1'0 -;-R

N= 0 '109
"

2'00
"

0'047
"

'062
"

+ 1 '0
"" 0'164

"
3'875

"
0 '070

"
'156" +2'5fJ.

"

5{~;,

0'104 R l'70-;-R 0 '056 R '048R+ l'2-;-R
N= 0'104

"
2'20

"
0 '056

"
'048

"
+ 1 '2

"0 '156
"

4'56
"

0'084" '128"+3'2 ,,

6{~'
0'102 R 2'00 -;-R 0 '060 R '042R+ l'5-;-R

N= 0'102
"

2'50
"

0 '060
"

'042" + 1 '5
"" 0'153 ,, 5'll 0'090

"
'108" + 3 '88

"
fJ. !,

7{~'
0'10 R 2'214-;-R 0'064 R '036R+ l'714-;-R

N= 0'10
"

2'714
"

0'064
"

'036" + 1'714
"" 0'15 ,, 5'75 0'096

"
'093" + 4'57fJ.

" "

8{~
0'098 R 2'50-;-R 0'067 R '031R + 2'0 -;-R

N= 0 '098
"

3'00
"

0 '067
"

'031" + 2'0
"0'147

"
6'31

"
0'100

"
'082" + 5'25

"

N = 9{~'
0'096 R 2'72 -;-R 0'069 R '027R+ 2'22-;-R
0'096

"
3'22

"
0'069

" '027" + 2'22
"" 0'144 ,, 6'94 0'103

"
'073" +5'93fJ.

" "

N =10{~'
0'095 R 3'OO-;-R 0'070 R '025R + 2'50-;-R
0'095

"
3'50

"
0'070

"
'025" + 2'50

"" 0'143 ,, 7'50 0'105
"

'066" + 6'60fJ.
" "

Number of
CompressionMembers. Tension Members.

Panels. Flange. Web. Flange. Web,

N =14{~'
0'100 R 2'50-;-R 0'067 R O'033R+ 2'0 -;-R
0'100

"
2'00

"
0 '067" 0'033"+2'0 ,,

" 0'150 ,, 4'79 0 'lOO
"

0'090" +5'14fJ.
" "

N=16{~'
0'098 R 2'75-;-R 0 '069 R O'029R+2'25-;-R
0'098

"
2'25

"
0 '069

"
0'029" +2'25

"" 0'147
"

5'375
"

0'103
"

0'079" +5'81fJ.
"

N =18{:'
0 '096 R 3'00-;-R 0'070 R '026R+2'5 -;-R
0'096

"
2'50

"
0 '070" '026"+2'5 ,,

" 0'144 ,, 5'96 0'105
"

'070" + 6 '42fJ.
" "

N=20{;'
0'095 R 3 '2fi -;-R 0 '071 R '024R+2'75-;-R
0 '095

"
2'75

"
0'071

"
'024" +2'75

"" 0 '143 ,, 6'55 0 '106
"

'064" +7'15fJ.
" "
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TABLE1a,-Parallel Girders, with Vertical Posts and Inclined Ties.
Deck Bridges,-Fig. 201.

TABLE 2.-Linville Girders, Double Bracing.
Fig. 208..

Through Bridges.-



Compression Members. Tension Members,

Number of
Panels.

j

Flange. Web. Flange, Web.

N=14{~'
0'100 R 2'50-;-R 0 '067 R '033 R+2'O +R
0'100

"
3'00

"
0 '067

"
'033 ,,+ 2'0

"" 0 '150" 6'285 0'160
"

'090
"

+ 5 '14p.
" "

N=16{:'
0 '098 R 2'75+R 0 '069 R '029 R+2'25+R
0'098

"
3'25

"
0 '069

"
'029 ,,+ 2 '25

"p." 0'147
"

6'875
"

0'103
"

'079 ,,+5'81
"

N =18{~'
0 '096 R 3'00 + R 0 '070 R '026 R+2'5 +R
0'096" 3'50

"
0 '070

"
'026 ,,+2'5

"" 0 '144 ,, 7'46 0'le5
"

'070 ,,+6'42p.
" "

N =20 {:'
0 '095 R 3'25 -;-R 0'071 R '024 R+2'75+R
0 '095

"
3'75

"
0 '071

"
'024 ,,+2'75

"p." 0'143" 8'05
"

0'106
"

'064 ,,+ 7'15
"

, Compression Memoers. Tension Members.
Number of

Panels.
Flange. Web. Flange. Web.

N =14{~'
'0926 R '0047 R+2'036+R '0732 R '024 R+1'57 +R
'0926

"
'0047 ,,+ 1'643

"
'0732

"
'024

"
+ 1 '643

"p." '139
"

'0094 ,,+ 4'06
"

'llO
"

'071 ,,+4'4
"

N = 16
!

~,
'0923 R '0037 R+2'28+R '0737 R '022 R+ l'81-;-R
'0923

"
'0037 ,,+ 1'875

"
'0737

"
'022 ,,+ 1 '87

"p." '1384" '0073" + 4 '61
"

'llO6
"

'065 ,,+5'0
"

N =18{:'
'092 R '003 R+2'53+R '014 R '021 R+2'05+R
'092

"
'003 ,,+ 2 'll

"
'074

"
'021 ,,+2'll

"p." '138" ~006"+5'17 ,, 'Ill
"

'059 ,,+5'62
"

N =20 }:'
'0915 R '0025 R+2'77 +R '075 R '019 R+2'30+R
'0915

"
'0025

"
+2'35

"
'075

"
'019 ,,+-2'35

"p." '1372" '0048" +5'74
"

'1l2
"

'055"+6'3 ,,
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TABLE 2a,-Linville Gi1'ders, Deck Bl'idges,-Fig, 208,

TABLE3,-Linville Girders, with Inclined Terminal Sh'uts,
Bridges,-Fig, 213,

Through



Number of Compression Members, Tension Members,
Panels in

Lower Flange, Flange, Web. Flange. Web.

8
) ~I

'078 R '020 R+1'437+R '086 R '012 R+ 1'125 +R
N= '078

"
'020

"
+ 1'25 "

'086
"

'012 ,,+ 1'250
l ~' "'117

"
'043" +2'78

"
'129 ., '034 ,,+ 3'156

"

N =10 {~I
'080 R '015 R+ 1'70 +R '085 R '010 R+l'25+R
'080" '015 ,,+ 1'50

"
'085

"
'010 ,,+ 1'50

"" -120
"

'038 ,,+3'78 '127
"

'024 ,,+ 3'42p.
" "

N=121~1
'081 R '012 R+2'OO +R '0845 R '009 R+ 1'50+R
'081

"
'012

"
+ 1'75

"
'0845

"
'009 ,,+ 1'75

"" '122
"

'028
"

+ 4'04 '1267
"

'024 ,,+ 4'42p.
" "

N =14 {~I
'0816 It, '010 R+2'21 +R '0842 R '008 R + 1'75 + R
'0816

"
'010

"
+ 2'00

"
'0842

"
'008" + 2'0

"" '1224
"

'025
"

+ 5'04 '1263" '019 ,,+ 4'67P.
" "

N =161 ~I
'082 R '009 R+2'47 +R '084 R '007 R+2'OO+R
'082

"
'009

"
+ 2'25

"
'084

"
'007 ,,+ 2'25

"" '123
"

'021
"

+ 5'30 '126
"

'018 ,,+ 5'67,u.
" "

N =20 {~I
'0825 R '007 R+2'97 +R '0838 It, '006 R+ 2'50+R
'0825" '007 ,,+ 2'75

"
'0838

"
'006 ,,+2'75

"" '1238,. '016" +6'55 '1257
"

'015 ,,+ 6 '92p.
" "

Number of Compression Members, Tension Members,
Panels in

Upper Flange, Flange, Web. Flange. Web,

8{~1
'086 R '012 R+2'00+R '078 R '020 R+ 1'437 +R

N= '086
"

'012 "+2'25 ,, '078
"

'020 ,,+ 1'25
"11

'129
"

'034 ,,+ 5'156
"

'117
"

'043 ,,+ 2'78P.
"

N =10{~1
'085 R '010 R+2'25+R '080 R '015 R+l'70+R
'085

"
'010 ,,+ 2'50

"
'080

"
'015 ,,+ 1'50

"" '127
"

'024 ,,+ 5'42 '120
"

'038 ,,+ 3'78p.
" "

N= 12{~I
'0845 It, '009 R+2'50+R '081 R '012 R+2'00+R
'0845

"
'009 "+2'75 ,, '081

"
'012 ,,+ 1'75

"11
'1267

"
'024 ,,+ 6 '42 '122

"
'028 ,,+4'04P.

" "

N = 141 ~I
'0842 It, '008 R+2'75+R '0816 R '010 R+2'21+R
'0842

"
'008 "+3'0 ,, '0816" '010" + 2'00

"11 '1263
"

'019 ,,+ 6'67 '1224
"

'025" + 5'04p.
" "

N =161 ~I
'084 R '007 R+ 3'OO+R '082 R '009 R+2'47+R
'084

"
'007 ,,+ 3'25

"
'082

"
'009 ,,+ 2'25

"" '126
"

'018 ,,+7'67 '123 ), '021 ,,+ 5'30P.
" "

N = 20
{

~I
'0838 It, '006 R+3'50+R '0825 R '007 R+2'97+R
'0838

"
'006 "+3'75 ,, '0825" '007"+2'75 ,,

" '1257" '015 ,,+8'92 '1238" '016" +6'55p.
" "
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TABLE 4,- Wa17en Gi1'der, with Vertical Ties,
Fig, 203,

Through Bridge,-

TABLE4a,- Wm'ren Girder, with Vertical Struts,
Fig, 203a,

Deck Bridge,-

Note,-In this table it is assumed that the lower chord is supported by vertical
suspenders, and that the whole weight of the girder aud its load is carried by the two
end pillars,



NumberoI Compression Members,
I

Tension Members,
Panels in

Lower Flange, Flange, Web. Flange, Web.

N = 4 {~'
'078 R '020 R+l'257R '086 R '012 R+O'75+R
'078" '016,,+1'0 ..

"
'078

"
'016

"
+ 1'0

"" '117
"

'037 ,,+2'375
"

'117
"

'037
"

+ 2'375
"

p.

N = 5 {~'
'080 R '015 R+ 1'50+.R '085 R '010 R+ l'O+R
'080" '012

"
+ 1'2

"
'080" '012

"
+ 1'2

"p." '120
"

'034" + 3'36
"

'120" '026
"

+ 2'64
"

N = 6 {~'
'081 R '012 R+ l'75+.R '0845 R '009 R+l'25+R
'081

"
'010

" +1'50
"

'081
"

'010
"

-:-1-50
"

-
p." '122

"
'026" + 3-67

"
'122

"
'026

"
+ 3'67

"

N=7 {~"
'0816 R '010 R+2'0 +R '0842 R '008 R+ 1'50+R
'0816

"
'009 ,,+ 1'714

"
'0816

"
'009" + 1'714

"" '1224
"

'024 ,,+ 4'65 '1224
"

'020 ,,+ 3'92p.
" "

1
~;,

'082 R '009 R+2'25+R '084 R '007 R + 1'75 +.R
N=8 '082

"
'008" +2'0

"
'082

"
'008

"
+ 2 '0

"'123" '019" +4'94
"

'123" '019" +4'94
"

N =10{~'
'0825 R '007 R+2'75+R '0838 R '006 R+2'25+R
'0825" '006

"
+ 2 '50

"
'0825" '006

"
+ 2 '50

"p." '1232" '015" +6'20
"

'1232
"

'015 ,,+ 6'20
"

Number of Compression Members. Tension Members,
Panels in

Upper Flange. Flange. Web, Flange. Web.

N = 4 {~'
'086 R '012 R+ l'75+.R '078 R '020 R + 1'25 + R
'078" '016" +2'0

"
'078" '016,,+1'0

"p." '117
"

'037 ,,+4'375
"

'117" '037"+2'375,,

N = 5 {~'
'085 R '0101l+2'O +R '080 R '015 R+1'5+R
'080

"
'012

"
+ 2'2

"
'080" '012"+1'2 ,,

" '120
"

'034
"

+ 5'36 '120
"

'026
"

+ 2 '64p.
" "

IP.
'0845 R '009 R+2'25+R '081 R '012 R+l'75+R

N=6 p.' '081
"

'010"+2'50 ,, '081
"

'010" +1'5
"p." '122

"
'026" + 5'67

"
'122

"
'026

"
+ 3'67

"

1

~,
'0842 R '008 R+2'50+R '0816 R '010 R+2'O +R

N=7 '0816
"

'009" +2'714
"

'0816
"

'009
"

+ 1'714
"" '1224" '024 ,,+ 6 '65 '12.24

"
'020

"
+ 3 '02p.

" "

N = 8 {~'
'084 R '007 R+2'75+R '082 R '009 R+2'25+R
'082" '008" +3'00

"
'082" '008" +2'0

"" '123
"

'019" +6'94 '123
"

'019" +4'94p.
" "

-

N = 10
{

~,
'0838 R '006 R+3'~5+R '0825 B '007 R+2'75+R
'0825

"
'006

"
+ 3'50

"
'0825

"
'006

"
+ 2 '50

"p." '1232" '015"+8'20 ,, '1232
"

'015
"

+ 6'20
"
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TABLE 5,- Warren Girder, Through Bridges,-Fig, 204 without,
Vedicals,

TABLE 5a,- TVarren Girde1., Deck Bl.idges,-Fig, 204,



Number of
Compression Members, Tension Members,

Panels, Flange. Web. Flange, Web,

N = 6{:'
'081 R '021 R+1'25+R '081 R '021 R+O'75+R
'088" '014

"
+ 1'0

"
'074

"
'028

"
+ 1'0

"" '132" '042" +2'5 '111
"

'060
"

+ 2'17p.
" "

N= 8{~'
'082R '016 R+ l'50+.R '082R '016 R+ 1'0 +R
'086

"
'012

"
+ 1'25

"
'078" '020" + 1'25

"" '129
"

'034
"

+ 3'156
"

'117,. '043" +2'78p.
"

N =10{:'
'0825 R '0125 R+l'75+R '0825 R '0125 R+l'25+R
'085

"
'010 "+1'50 ,, '080

"
'015 ,,+1'50

"p." '127
"

'028
"

+3'78
"

'120
"

'034
"

+3'42
"

N=12{~'
'0827 R '0104 R+2'OO+R '0827 R '0104 R+I'50+R
'0845" '009

"
+ 1'75

"
'081

"
'012 ,,+1'75

"" '1267
"

'024
"

+4'42 '122 '028 ,,+ 4'04fJ.
" " "

N =14{~'
'0829 R '009 R+2'25+R '0829 R '009 R+ 1'75+R
'0842

"
'008 ,,+ 2'0

"
'0816

"
'010" +2'0

"#" '1263" '021" +5'04 '1224
"

'024
"

+ 4'67p.
" "

N=16{~'
'083R '008 R+2'50~R '083 R '008 R+2'00+R
'084" '007 ;,+2'25

"
'082

"
'009 ,,+ 2'25

"" '12617 '018" +5'67 '123
"

'021 ,,+ 5 '30p.
" "

Number of
Compression Members, Tension Members.

Panels, Flange,
I

Web, Flange, Web,

6{~1
'081 R

I

'021 R+ 1'25 +R '081 R '021 R+O'75+R
N= '074

"
'028 ,,+ 1'50" '088

"
'OH ,,+ 0'50

""
.

'Ill" '060 ,,+3'167
"

'132
"

'042 ,,+ 1'50p.
"

N = 8{~'
'082R '016 R+ l'50+R '082 R '016 R+l'O+R
'078

"
'020 ,,+ 1'75

"
'086

"
'012 ,,+ 0'75

"p." '117
"

'043 ,,+ 3'78
"

'129
"

'034 ,,+ 2'156"

N =10{~'
'0825 R '0125 R+l'75+R '0825 R '0125 R+ l'25+R
'080

"
'015

"
+ 2 '00

"
'085

"
'010

"
+ 1'0

"" '120 '034
"

+4'42 '127 '028
"

+ 2'78p.
" " " "

,
{p. '0827 R '0104 R+2'OO+R '0827 R '0104 R+ l'50+R

N=12 p.' '081
"

'012
"

+2'25
"

'0845
"

'009
"

+ 1'25
"" '122 '028

"
+5'04 '1267" '024 ,,+3'42p.

" " ",

N =14{~'
'0829 R '009 R+2'25+R '0829 R '009 R+ l'75+R
'0816

"
'010 "+2'50 ,, '0842" '008" + 1'50

"I! '1224
"

'024 ,,+ 5'67 '1263" '021" + 4'04p.
" "

N =16{~'
'083 R '008 R+2'50+R '083 R '008 R+2'OO+R
'082" '009 "+2'75 ,, '084

"
'007 ,,+ 1'75

"p." '123" '021"+6'30 ,, '126
"

'018 ,,+ 4 '67
"
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TABLE 6,-Single Lattice Gi1'der. Tll1'ough Bridges,-Fig, 206.

T.ABLE6a,-Single Lattice Girder, Deck Bridges.-Fig, 206.



!
Compression Members, Tension Members,

Number of
Panels, Flange, Web, Flange, Web,

6
j

~I
'081 R .021 R + 1 '25 + R '081 R '021 R+O'75+R

N= '081
"

'021 ,,+ 1'75
"

'081
"

'021 ,,+0'75
"" '122" '051 ,,+3'S33

"
'122

"
'051 ,,+ 1 'S33

"
/.I.

8{~1
'OS2 R '016 R+1'50+R '082 R '016 R+ 1'00 +R

N= '082
"

'016" + 2'00 ., '082
"

'016
"

+ 1'00
"" '123

"
'039" +4'47 '123

"
'039" +2'47/.I.

" "

N =10{ ~I
'OS25 R '0125 R+ l'75+R '0825 R '0125 R+ 1'25 +.R
'0825" '0125" +2'25

"
'0825

"
'0125" + 1'25

"" '1237
"

'0310
"

+ 5 '10 '1237" '0310,,+3'10/.I.
" "

N=12{~1
'OS27 R '0104 R+2'OO+.R '0827 R '0104 .R+ 1 '50 +.R
'OS27

"
'0104"+2'50 ,, 'OS27

"
'0104 ,,+ 1'50

"" '124 '0259 ,,+ 5 '73 '124 '0259
"

+ 3 '73/.I. ".
" " "

N =14{ ~I
:OS29 R '009 R+2'25+R 'OS29 R '009 .R+ 1'75 +.R
'OS29" '009" +2'75

"
'0829

"
'009" + 1'75

"" '1243
"

'022
"

+ 6 '36 '1243" '022,,+4'36/.I.
" "

N=16) ~I
'OS3 R 'OOS R+2'50+.R 'OS3 .R '008 R+2'O+R
'OS3

"
'OOS

"
+3'00

"
'OS3

"
'008

"
+ 2'0

"l /.I." '1245
"

'0196" +7'00
"

'1245
"

'0196" +5'0
"
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TABLE7.-Single Lattice Girder, with Vertical Ties.
Fig. 207.

Number of
Panels,

N = 6
{

~1

"/.I.

N = 8 {
~I
"/.I.

N =10 {
~1

"/.I.

N =12 {
~1

/1
/.I.

N =14
{

~1
/1

/.I.

N =16
{

~1
/1

/.I.

Flange.

Compression Members,

Web,

'081 R
'081

"'122
"

'082 R
'082

"'123
"

'0825 R
'0825

"'1237
"

'0827 R
'08~7

"'124
"

'0829 R
'0829"
'1243

"
'083 R
'083

"'1245
"

'021 R+ l'25+R
'021 ,,+ 1'17

"'051 ,,+ 2'67
"

'016 R+ l'50+R
'016 ,,+ 1'44

"'039 ,,+ 3 '35
"

'0125 R+1'75+R
'0125 ,,+ 1'70

"'0310 ,,+ 4'00
"

'0104 R+2'OO+R
'0104 ,,+ 1'96

"'0259 ,,+ 4'65
"

'009 R+2'25+R
'009 ,,+ 2 '21

"'022 ,,+ 5'29
"

'008 R+2'50+R
'008 ,,+2'47

"'0196,,+5'94
"

Flange,

'081 R
'081"
'122

"
'082 R
'081"
'123

"
'0825 R
'0825

"'1237
"

'0827 R
'0827

"'124
"

'0829 R
'0829

"'1243"

'083 R
'083

"'1245
"

Th1"OughBridges,-

Tension Members,

Web,

'021 R+O'75+R
'021

"
+ 1'17

"'051 ,,+2'67
"

'016 R+1'O +R
'016

"
+ 1'44

"'039 ,,+ 3'35
"

'0125 R+1'25+R
'0125

"
+ 1'70

"'0310,,+4'00
"

'0104 R+ l'50+R
'0104

"
+ 1'96

"'0259
"

+ 4'65
"

'009 R+1'7fJ+R
'009

"
+ 2 '21

"'022
"

+ 5'29
"

'008 R+2'O+R
'OOS ,,+ 2'47

"'0196
"

+ 5'94
"

In this table it is assumed that the floor is attached to the lower flange, and that one-
half of its weight is effectually transmitted to the upper joints by the vertical ties; but
nothing is added for vertical stiffening,

TABLE 7a,-Single Lattice with Ve1-tical Struts. Deck B1-idges.-Fig. 207.



Compression, Members, Tension Members.
Number of

Panels,
Flange. Web, Flange, Web.

N =12
j ~:f

'0827 R '021 R+ l'25+R '0827 R '021 R+O'75+R
'0827" '021" + 1'21

"
'0827" '021

"
+ 1'21

"'124
"

'051" +2'75
"

'124
"

'051" +2'75
"

N =16{~f
'083 R '016 R+1'50+R '083 R '016 R+1'O +R
'083

"
'016 ,,+ 1'47

"
'083

"
'016 ,,+ 1'47

""
,] 245

"
'039 ,,+3'41 '1245

"
'039 ,,+ 3'41p.

" "

N = 20
!

~f '083 R '0]25 R+ l'75+R '083 R '0125 R+1'25+R
'083

"
'0125 ,,+ 1'73

"
'083

"
'0125 ,,+ 1'73

"" '125
"

'0310 ,,+4'05 '125 ,. '0310 ,,+4'05}.L
" "

N =24{~f
'0833 R '0104 R+2'OO+R '0833 R '0104 R+ l'50+R
'0833" '0104 ,,+ 1 '98

"
'0833" '0104 ,,+1'98

"
If

'125 '0259 ,,+ 4 '69 '125 '0259 ,,+ 4 '69p.
" " " "

N ~28
j

~f
'0833 R '009 R+2'25+R '0833 R '009 R + 1 '75 + R
'0833

"
'009" +2'23

"
'0833" '009 ,,+ 2 '23

"
If

'125 '022 ,,+5'33 '125 '022 ,,+5'33p.
" " " "

N =32{~:
'0833 R '008 R+2'50+R '0833 R '008 R+2'O +R
'0833

"
'008

"
+2'49

"
'0833" '008 ,,+2'49

"'125
"

'0196 ,,+ 5 '98
"

'125
"

'0196"+5'98 ,,
I
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In the preceding table it is assumed that the floor is carried upon the
upper flange, and that one-half of its weight is effectually transmitted to
the lower joints by the vertical struts; but nothing is added for vertical
stiffening.

TABLES,-Double Lattice Girders, with Vedical Ties, Through Bridges.-

Fig. 211.

It is here assumed that the vertical ties are sufficiently numerous and
effective to transfer one-half of the suspended load to the upper joints
throughout; but nothing is added for vertical stiffeners.



Compression Members,

\

Tension Members.
Number of

Panels.
Flange. Web. Flange. Web.

N=12{~'
'OS27R '021 R+ 1'25 7R 'os27 R '021 R+O'757R
'OS27

"
'021

"
+ 1'75

"
'OS27" '021" +0'75

"p." '124
"

'051 ,,+ 3 'S33
"

'124
"

'051 ,,+ l'S33
"

N =16{~'
'OS3 R '016 R+1'507R 'OS3"R '016 R+1'07R
'OS3

"
'016"+2'00 ,, 'OS3

"
'016

"
+ 1'0

"" '1245
"

'039" +4'47 '1245" '039,,+2'47p.
" "

N =20{~'
'OS3R '0125 R+1'757R 'OS3R '0125 R+1'257R
'OS3

"
'0125

"
+ 2'25

"
'OS3

"
'0125

"
+ 1'25

"" '125
"

'0310
"

+ 5 '10 '125
"

'0310
"

+ 3'10p.
" "

M=24{~'
'OS33R '0104 R+2'007R 'OS3R '0104 R+1'507R
'OS33

"
'0104" +2'50

"
'OS3" '0104

"
+ 1'50

"" '125 '0259
"

+ 5 '73 '125
"

'0259
"

+ 3'73p.
" " "

N =2S{~'
'OS33R '009 R+2'257R 'OS33R '009 R+1'757R
'OS33

"
'009

"
+"2'75

"
'OS33

"
'009

"
+ 1'75

"" '125 '022
"

+ 6'36 '125 '022
"

+ 4'36p.
" " " "

N=32{~'
'OS33R 'OOS R+2'507R 'OS33R 'OOS R+2'007R
'OS33

"
'OOS

"
+3'00

"
'OS33" 'OOS

"
+ 2'00

"" '125 '0196" +7'00 '125 '0196
"

+ 5'00
"

p.
" " " "
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TABLE8a,- Double Lattice Gir'der's, u'ith Vertical Struts, Deck Bridges,-
Fig. 211.

It is here assumed that the vertical struts are sufficiently numerous
and effective to transfer one-half of the deck load to the lower joints;
but nothing is added for vertical stiffeners.

209. Examples of the Weight of Parallel Girders.-To illustrate
the calculation of weights, as required in the ordinary practice of design-
ing bridge work, we may take two or three different types of construction,
selecting such dimensions as will correspond with some existing examples
of English, Continental, and American practice, so that we can compare
the calculated weight with the actual weights of those structures.

1st Example,-A double-line railway bridge, with two main girders
of the type shown in Fig. 208, has to be constructed across a clear span
of 187 feet, giving an effective span L= 193 feet between the points of
support. The ratio of length to depth is R = 8, and the girders will be
united by overhead wind-bracing, the roadway being carried upon the

"

lower flanges.
The weight of the railway and wind-bracing is ascertained to be

p = 0'75 tons per foot, while the live load for this span will be 1'125
tons per foot for each line, or q = 2'25, But we now require to find the
weight of the main girders before we can proceed to calculate the stresses.
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Suppose that the girder is to be constructed of rivetted plate and
angles throughout, and upon the outline shown in Fig. 208. Then we
may take for all compression members Ye= .0005, and for all tension
members Yt = '0004; and adding together the values given for web and
flanges in Table 2 (N = 16), we get-

Compression Members.
p. = 1'125

Ip.. = 1'065
p.1I = 1'848

Therefore, multiplying by Ye and Yt, we have-

~YJL = '000988
p~yp.' = .000958 x 0'75 = '000718
q~yp.1I= '001797 x 2'25 = '004043

Tension Members.

1'065
1'065
2'182

.004761

The wejght of the main girders per foot lineal will therefore be

-
L(p~yp.' + q'Lyp.lI)

-
193 x '004761 '919

w -
1 - L~yp. -1 - (193 x '000988) = '809 = 1.13 tons.

In this example, the dimensions, load, and character of construction
correspond exactly with those of the 187 feet spans of the Kuilemburg
viaduct; and in that bridge the actual weight of the main girders is 1'13
tons per foot of effective span, or 1'09 tons per foot of total length.

2d Exarnple.- W e may next take a bridge whose dimensions corre-
spond with the 263 feet spans of the same viaduct, the effective span
of the girders between the points of support being L=275 feet, while
the ratio of span to depth is R = 10. In the Kuilemburg bridge the
number of panels appears to be 21, but we may take the values given in
Table 2 for N = 20, as this variation would not appreciably affect the
final result. The weight p is the same as before, and the rolling load
being q = 2'0, we shall then have-

~yp. = '001128
P~YfL'= .001103 x 0'75 = '000827
q~yp.1I= '002009 x 2'0 = '004018

'004845
.

275 x '004845 1'3324
Therefore w = 1 - (275 x '001128) = 0'69 = 1'93 tons per foot.

The actual weight of the Kuilemburg girders is 1'97 tons per foot of
span, or 1'92 tons per foot of their total length.

3d Exa1T/'ple.-To compare the formula with good English practice,
we may select the case of the Charing Cross railway bridge, in which
the span is L = 154 feet, while the depth of girder measured between the
centres of gravity of the flanges is -f2th of that quantity. The main
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girders are of the type shown in Fig. 207, but with 14 panels, so that we
shall take R = 12 and N = 14.

The two main girders carry four lines of railway, the cross-girders
being attached to the lower flange, while a projecting footway is carried
on one side of the bridge outside the main girder. The weight of the
platform, permanent way, and footway is p = 1'50 tons per foot, and the
bridge is calculated for a rolling load of li tons per foot on each line,
so that q = 4 xIi = 5 tons per foot for the railway, to which we have to
add 0'63 tons for the live load of the footway. The flanges are built
of rivetted plate and angles, and form in this shallow girder the chief
portion of the weight. The diagonals and verticals are each composed
of a pair of bars with swelled heads and pin connections; but the verti-
cals are used as stiffeners, and, like the diagonal struts, are braced together
transversely with secondary bracing, and therefore we shall not much
over-estimate the weight if we apply to the whole girder the same values
of Yeand Yt as we have used in rivetted girders.

Then referring to Table 7 (N = 14) and using the above value of R,
we obtain

~YfL = '001145
P~YfL' = '001160 x 1'5 = '00174
q~YfL" = '001980 x 5'63 = '01115

'01289

154 x '01289 1'985
Therefore w =

1 - (154 x '001145) .t;24 = 2'41 tons per foot.

The actual weight of the Charing Cross girders is 380 tons, or 2'47
tons per foot of span, or 2'31 tons per foot of their total length.

The weight of each pair of girders is made up as follows-

Top flange.
Bottom flange
Web and pillars.

Tons. Cwts.
140 9
135 11
104 0

K= 1'70
K = 2'00
K = 1'71 for struts and ties together.

380 0

These detailed quantities afford an example of the percentage of
waste material, as set forth in the above values of K, which include the
overlap of the flanges beyond the points of support at each end of the
girder, as part of the waste material. It will be observed that altogether
the waste is greater in these horizontal members than in the members of
the web; and the same remark applies also to the Kuilemburg girders.

4th Example.- We will now apply the formula to a bridge of 515
feet span, which we will suppose to be designed upon American prin-
ciples; and we can then compare the result with the weight of the
Linville truss which crosses the Ohio with a span of 515 feet.
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The web-bracing consists of vertical posts of box-section, and diagonal
ties and counterbraces inclined at 45°, the outline of the girder being
exactly as represented in Fig. 213.

The bridge carries a single line of railway, and the live load for
which the girders have been calculated is q = 0'8 tons per foot; while the
ascertained weight of the platform and lateral and transverse wind-
bracing is p = 0'55 tons per foot.

.

The number of panels is 20, and the ratio of span to depth is R = 10,
therefore referring to Table 3, for N = 20, we get

IL=
I

IL=
1/

IL =

Compression Members.

1'217
1'175
1'994

Tension Members.

1'170
1'175
2'300

But for the coefficient y we must here adopt the values which pro-
perly apply to each class of detailed construction. In the Ohio bridge,
the lower chord and all the tension members are formed of eye-bars with
swelled heads, and pin connections; and in this class of work the waste
material would not be more than 20 to 25 per cent. if the links were
strung closely together as in the chain of a suspension bridge; while the
extra weight of the connections required for adapting the joints to
girder construction will only increase the waste to about 33 per cent.
(including the pins).

The compression members in this girder are of course rivetted struc-
tures, but the loss of metal will be less than in a rivetted tension flange,
and on the whole will not exceed 70 per cent.

We shall therefore take for all compression members K = 1'70 and
Ye= '00048 ; and for all tension members K = 1'33 and Yt = '0003, in
accordance with the values already given.

Then '"$YP-= '000935
p~yp-' = '0009165 x '55 = 000504
q~yp-1I= '0016471 x '80 = 001318

'001822
515 x '001822 '938

Therefore w= 1-, (515 x '000935) '518 = 1'80 tons per foot.

The actual weight of the main girders in the Ohio bridge is 1'79 tons
per foot.

This is the longest span that has yet been crossed by any parallel
girder; and notwithstanding the economical character of the details, the
weight of the main girders bears so large a proportion to the load they.
haye to carry, that we may regard a span of 515 feet as approaching
pretty nearly to the maximum for wrought-iron girder bridges of the
class.

In each one of the foregoing examples, the weight given by the
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formula agrees very closely with the actual weight of the girders, and is
sufficiently accurate to be taken at once as the basis for the final calcula-
tion of the stresses in each member.

The 'same method will evidently be applicable to girders of all pro-
portions if a suitable value of K is taken. In double-line bridges of
any ordinary proportions the coefficient K will represent very little more
than the unavoidable waste of construction in the details. But in com-
pression members the coefficient K must be taken at a somewhat higher
value whenever the compression members of the web are used as
stiffeners, or when independent vertical stiffeners are required, and also
whenever the ratio of load to length of strut is less than in the examples
above given. This will generally be the case in single-line bridges of
small span; and it will also be the case in many close lattice girders, and
in all girders whose depth is extravagantly great in propOl:~ionto their
span. --

But however great may be the height of the web-pillars, in very large
girders, they will generally be designed of such diameter as to admit a
working-stress not less than that given by the" dynamic" method. In
very high girders this will be effected by using secondary bracing; and
then, without altering the yalue of K, we may take formula (1) to repre-
sent the mass of metal in the direct elementary members of the girder,
exclusive of the secondary bracing-the latter being considered as a por-

. tion of the lateral or transverse wind-bracing and included in the first
measurement of the useful load p.

. Such extreme cases may however be treated with equal facility by
including the secondary bracing in the weight of the strut, and adopting
of course a suitable value of K for the practical weight of the braced
strut according to its length and its load. For this purpose the values
of K given in the diagrams Figs. 163 to 163d, may be taken as an
approximate estimate.

210. Limiting Span.-The formula (1) for the weight of girders
shows evidently that the limiting span, for any given type of girder, will
be reached when the denominator I - V~yft is equal to 0; and there-

. fore the limiting span is-
1

Loo = - .~yft
For example, if we adopt the proportions and general design of the

Ohio bridge, the limiting span for wrought-iron girders will be-
l .

Loo = '000935 = 1070 feet.
1

This figure is of course based on the assumption that, in such an
imaginary case, the working-stress would be 6j tons in tension, the

1 This assumes that K will not be increased when the dimensions are doubled, which
is not quite correct; but it is hardly worth while to estimate the increase for such an
impossible case.

(2)
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factor of safety being 3; because the load would be entirely dead load.
If the factor of safety is 4, the limiting span will be iths of the above
quantity, or 802 feet.

It will of course be seen that to build such a span is practically
impossible, because the amount of metal required to carry any useful
load would be infinite, however small the useful load may be. The
girders would therefore be totally incapable of carrying anything beyond
their own weight; and this would be equally true whether two girders
or twenty girders were employed to span the opening, and equally true
whether the girders were made with the lightest possible section or the
heaviest possible section.

The practical limit to the width of span is therefore certainly less
than Lw, but may approach to that quantity as nearly as may be con-
sistent with the length of the promoter's purse. But speaking practically,
it is obvious that the economy of long-span bridges will depend chiefly
upon the value of the quantity '"YIL; while in smaller bridges it will
depend chiefly upon the quantities P,"YIL'and '"YIL".

211. Economy in Details.- The economy or the wastefulness of a
design, so far as it depends upon the choice of details or of materials,

is represented by the factor y,which is proportional to !!..
t

We have already seen that the coefficient K (for waste of construc-
tion) varies widely in different classes of work and especialJy in the
tension members. In the eye-bars of the Ohio bridge K = 1'33, while in
the tension flanges of the Charing Cross and other similar bridges the
coefficient K is equal to 2'00, or 50 per cent. greater. This waste of
metal in the rivetted trough-shaped flange is perhaps of little consequence
in small bridges, and considering the difference in the cost per ton, may
probably involve no waste of money, and may even be cheaper. But the
case is very different in long-span bridges, where any waste of material
in the details may entail an enormous expenditure of material in the
whole bridge, owing to the stress produced by its own useless weight, and
the weight of the material which is required to carry it.

. To illustrate this point we may compare the weight of the Ohio bridge
with the weight that would have been required if the same general design
had been carried out with tension members built up of rivetted iron-
work, as in the Kuilemburg girders.

The actual weight of the girders, as stated in last article, is 1'79 tons
per foot, or 921 tons; and taking the higher value of y as applicable to
the Kuilemburg style of details, we find that the weight would be in-
creased to 2'44 tons per foot or 125, tons; so that the employment of
rivetted tension members in the place of eye-bars would increase the
weight of metal by 36 per cent., or by 336 tons of wrought iron.

If the span had been greater, the difference would have been still
more striking.
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212. Economy in the Choice of Material.-The specific gravity of
iron, in its various forms of cast iron, wrought iron, and steel, is so nearly
the same that we may take the specific weights of members composed of
these three materials as varying inversely with the working-stress that is
proper to each. .

Cast iron is therefore eminently unsuitable for tension members, and
eminently suitable for short compression members which are not liable to
buckling. vVhen efficiently braced, it has occasionally been used with
economy and success in the upper flanges of parallel girders and roof
trusses, and still more frequently in the piers of tall viaducts; but since
the disastrous failure of the Tay bridge, this class of construction has
been viewed with disfavour by the governmental authorities in England.

As between rivetted structures of wrought iron and of mild steel, we
may take it that the working-stress in tension will be as 5 to 7'5, or as
1'00 to 1'50. It follows that for rivetted tension fJanges of mild steel
the coefficient y, or the weight per foot and per ton of load, will be the
same as that given for wrought-iron eye-bars. Therefore the advantage
that is apparently to be gained by the use of the stronger material may
be entirely lost by the waste of steel in cover plates and the loss of
section at the rivet holes. This comparison is certainly a rough one,
because steel plates can be made in greater lengths than wrought iron
and require fewer cover plates; but on the other hand the covers should
be longer on account of the small shearing strength of the rivets; and
it must also be remembered that wrought-iron eye-bars can easily be
obtained with a greater tensile strength than 20 tons per square inch,
which is all that we have given them credit for. Altogether there can
be little doubt that, strength for strength, the tension chord of a parallel
girder can be made of wrought-iron eye-bars of good quality, with quite
as little material as would be required if the flange were built of plates

.and angles of the best quality of mild steel.
On the other hand it is evident that when the same kind of connec-

tions can be used for steel as for wrought iron, the selection of the stronger
material for the tension members will be attended with a considerable
saving of weight, which will especially show itself in long span bridges.
Thus if steel eye-bars can be made to develop an effective strength of 30
tons. per square inch of shank, together with the necessary degree of
ductility, the value of y would be reduced to '0002 nearly, unless the
swelled heads are made larger than in wrought-iron eye-bars.

As regards the choice of material for compression members, we must
consider the relative economy of wrought iron and steel from a;different
point of view. In short struts, the compressive strength of mild steel
may be from 33 to 50 per cent. greater than that of wrought iron, while
the compressive strength of strong steel may be twice as great as that of
wrought iron, and even more. But there are two reasons why this ratio
fails to give any reliable measure of the relative economy of the different

Y
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materials. The first was referred to in Chapter X., ,,,,here it is shown
that the strength falls off as the length of the strut is increased, and falls
off more rapidly in mild steel than in wrought iron, and more rapidly in
hard than in mild steel; so that when the strut is very long and slender
there is very little difference between the strengths of the three materials.
This fact renders it highly important to design all steel compression
members with a liberal diameter.

The second reason is eXplained in Chapter XI., which describes the
practical conditions that lilllit the diameter of struts when their sectional
area is small in comparison with th9ir length, and it is obvious that the
same conditions will operate more severely in the case of steel than in
the case of wrought iron.

For example, if we take the vertical posts in the web of the "Ohio"
girders, which are 51 ft. 6 ins. in height, we shall find that these
box-shaped members are designed with the view of obtaining as large a
diameter as possible, and with that object are composed of plates which
are nearly as thin as it would be practicable to make them. Now if steel
were employed instead of wrought iron, the thickness of the plates could
hardly be reduced, and therefore the sectional area could only be reduced
by diminishing the diameter which is already very small in proportion
to the height; and it will follow that the substitution of steel in the
place of wrought iron would scarcely be attended with any saving of
weight in these long and lightly loaded struts. The same remark would
also apply to the compression flange of the girder at and near the ends of
the span; so that the superior economy of steel would in practice only
show itself in the more heavily strained portions of the flange and web,
and would not effect a very large saving in the weight of the entire
girder.

These considerations must in like manner influence the choice of
material for any other type of bridge-construction. There is no doubt
that for long span bridges the use of steel offers a considerable and very
valuable advantage; but its apparent economy will disappear in practice
unless the details are designed in the most efficient form. To realise its
economic advantages the tension members must be composed of eye-bars;
while the struts must be so arranged that the load is large in comparison
to the length, and must be then designed with the most efficient sections.

213. Economy in Design.- The theoretical economy of any type of
girder may perhaps be measured by summing up the products of stress x
length; but if the calculation is based upon the old rule for determining
sectional areas, or upon the assumption that y will have the same value
for all lengths of strut and all descriptions of tie, the results will be quite
unreliable. In this chapter we have determined the sectional areas by a
rule which, in most ordinary cases, gives their practical value; and within
the limits. mentioned the coefficient y will have a constant value for each
class of detail. The tables will therefore serve as a means of estimating
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the weight for the ordinary purposes of design ; but if they are applied
to girders of extraordinary proportions, or to any case outside of the pre-
scribed limits, it will be necessary to consider whether the coefficient 'Y
will suffice, aud especially whether it will be large enough to cover the
liability to buckling in long struts.

Keeping this in view, we may draw from the tables some general
deductions.

Type of Bracing.-If we compare together the respective values of ft,

ft',- or ft", for different types of bracing, as applied to a girder of given
span and depth, we shall find that there is very little difference between
them on the score of economy, and very much less than the difference
which results from the choice of detaiL Thus if we take R = 10 in a series
of through bridges of the several types treated in Tables 1, 4, 5, 6, 7,
making N = 10 in each case, we find that on the average the values of
ft, ft', ft", do not differ by more than 10 per cent. at the outside. One
type may show a slight superiority as regards the dead load, which is
perhaps reversed when the live load comes in question; but in the average
of cases the difference will not be greater than we have stated.

If we come to the double systems of bracing treated in Tables
2, 3, and 8, we shall again find very little difference in their relative
economy.

Theoretically, the double lattice girder of Fig. 211 comes out 8 or 9
per cent. lighter than the others; but in practice this would seldom be the
case, for we have already found that ill a close lattice girder the coefficient
y must be increased in order to include the vertical stiffeners or else to
include the secondary bracing which must be employed to stiffen the
long and slender diagonal struts.

Comparing the double lattice with the single lattice girders of either
of the respective types, there is generally a difference of about 8 per cent.
in favour of the latter; but here it must be re-membered that the floor
longitudinals will have a span twice as great in the latter as in the
former; while the upper flange of the girder will also have an unsupported
length twice as great. In many cases this will nearly or quite neutralise
the small advantage which apparently exists in favour of the wide panels.
But on the other hand the unsupported length of the struts will be greater
in single lattice girders, and in steel bridges this will more than qom-
pensate the disadvantages.

Having regard to such small differences as do exist, the only inference
to be dr~:Vll is that there is no type of parallel girder that can be univer-
Bally a~Optedas the best; but the selection must be governed by the
ratio ofAe-~dito live load, the length of span, the material to be employed,
and the faCilities which may exist for the construction and erection of
particular classes of work.

Pr-~~~rtions of Girder.-In the early days of bridge-construction,
when"the girder was treated as an improved form of beam, the depth was
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often as little as -l6th of the span; but such proportions have generally
been abandoned, and in modern times there are few bridges of 200 feet
span and upwards which have a depth less than lath, and few in which.
the depth is much greater than ith of the span.

Within these limits, we have seen that the coefficient y is tolerably
constant, but would have to be increased if a greater depth were adopted.
The values of IL are applicable to any ratio of depth to span, and we may
first consider the economic value of depth by supposing each of the types

. shown in Figs. 201 to 212 to be successively designed with a ratio
R = 10, 9, 8, 7, &c., leaving the number of panels unaltered, but making
the inclination of the diagonals to vary with the depth.

(

The weight of a set of members being W = YILL= Ly( dR + ~), we
may differentiate W in respect of R, and we have

SW
= Ly(a - Ji)SR R2

Therefore putting ~:: = 0, we have the most economic ratio of depth
to span, or-

R = J (~) (3)

Applying to each set of members a coefficient y suitable to their con-
struction, and summating the products, we may denote ~ya by A, and
Ly(3 by B, so that the weight of the girder is expressed by w = (A + B)L ;
and then we shall have-

Economic R = J (~) (3a)

Now if we could assume that y is a constant quantity and inde-
pendent of the depth, this formula would indicate that in most cases
the economic depth is considerably greater than the proportion usually
adopted in practice, and would often be as great as one-sixth of the span;
but at the same time the tables show that the advantage to be gained by
adopting, this greater depth is so extremely small that it would vanish
altogether if the increased depth entailed any considerable increase in
the coefficient y as applied to the vertical posts. If we take for those
members a slightly higher value of "I, such as would probably be necessi-
tated by the greater depth, the economic depth will be reduced quickly
to one-seventh or to one-eighth of the span; and it becomes evident that
in practice there will be very little difference in the total weight of the
girder, whether the depth be -loth, ith, or ith of the span.

Again if we take a constant depth, and compare the relative weights
of girders with a varying number of panels, we shall find that the wider
panels show a certain small advantage, which is not much greater than
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the attendant disadvantage; viz., the extra weight of metal required in
the longitudinals to span the wider panels. Lastly, if we take a constant
angle of bracing and try the effect of simultaneously increasing the depth
and the width of panel, we shall find a more marked economy in favour
of great depth and wide panels; but at the same time we shall of course
have to provide for both of the compensating disadvantages. Thus
taking the form shown in Fig. 201 and treated in Table 1, we may divide
the span into any number of panels from 10 down to 3; and the latter
extreme will represent the form of construction adopted in the Chepstow
bridge, which has a span of 300 feet divided into 3 panels of 100 feet
each, while the depth is i-th of the span.

So far as the calculations go, they show that the three-panel bridge
should be the lightest; but the extra metal required to stiffen the long
unsupported struts in flange and web, and to construct the subsidiary
longitudinals in spans of 100 feet each, is so great, that the Chepstow
bridge will not compare favourably with other lattice girders of the same
span and of more usual proportions.

Summing up the above results we may perhaps state the following
conclusions in regard to economy of design :-

1. If the sectional areas are determined by the old rule, it is impos-
sible to find the most economic depth, except by using an arbitrary
factor for the relative weights of horizontal and of vertical members; and
the economic depth will then depend entirely upon the factor that may
be arbitrarily chosen; while no factor can correctly be applied to all
cases alike, nor can the same factor be applicable to both struts and
ties.

2. By using the newer methods, a truer estimate may be obtained;
but still no general rule can be given for the economic depth, which in
each case will depend upon the following varying conditions.

3. The economic depth depends upon the ratio of the dead to the
live load, and ccetel'is paribu8 will be greater in long spans than in
short ones.

4. It depends also upon the character of the details; and if the
tension flange is composed of eye-bars it will be less than if that member
is composed of rivetted plate.

5. It depends partly upon the material employed, and will probably
be less in steel than in wrought-iron bridges.

6. The economic depth can hardly be considered apart from the
spacing of the panels; and in public-road bridges with heavy platforms
it will be less than in railway bridges.

7. The weight of the girder will be very slightly increased by
adopting a depth which is 10 to 20 per cent. less than the theoretical
economic depth; and such a reduction may be justifiable on grounds not
hitherto considered-such as wind pressure.

8. For railway bridges of 200 to 500 feet span, a depth of foth to
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tth of the span .will be either the most economical, or very nearly the
most economical, that can be chosen; and any advantage that may be
obtained by a greater depth will reach only a small fraction of the
saving that may be effected by other means-such as by employing
rolled eye-bars in the place of plate-built tension members.

9. The economy of American girders may perhaps, in some degree,
be due to the skill evinced in the outline design, and partly also to the
adoption of a liberal depth, but in much greater measure is due to the
saving of waste material in the joints, effected by the economical character
of the details.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

PARABOLIC GIRDERS, POLYGONAL TRUSSES, AND CURVED GIRDERS.

214. Different Forms of" Parabolic" Girder.-In the general classi-
fication of bridge structures contained in Chapter v., we have included
in the second group all those parabolic or polygonal forms of girder which
may be constructed by giving to the outline elevation of the girder the
same form as that~ of the diagram of moments for the uniform load.
That is to say, the depth of girder must be everywhere proportional to
the bending moment. Thus if the load is uniformly distributed along
the girder the elevation will be either that of an upright or an inverted
bowstring of parabolic form, or that of an arch and chain bridge of the
Saltash type. If the load is div~ded into numerous panels and transferred
to the main girders at short intervals between the panel-points, the curved
members will follow a line closely approximating to the parabolic curve
as in Figs. 215, 216, and 217, of Plate J. But if the girder is divided
into a few wide panels, its outline will be of polygonal form, as in Fig.
218, the polygon being inscribed in a parabolic curve, so that each of its
angles touches that curve, while each of its sides corresponds to a bay of
the floor panelling.

All the different forms that may be designed in accordance with these
definitions can be treated upon the same principles, and the stresses due
to the dead and live loads may be determined by a general rule of extreme
simplicity.

215. Horizontal Stress in the Flanges.

Let L = the length of span.
D = the central height of the parabolic curve,1 or the central

depth of the bow and chain bridge.
p = the dead load per foot lin~al.
q = the rolling load

"Then we have already seen, in Chapter V., that the horizontal com-
ponent of the stress in either flange due to the dead load p is the same
in every panel, and is expressed by

H =pL2
p

8D
(1)

1 .When the girder is divided into an even number of panels, the depth D is the
central depth of the girder; but with an odd number of panels D is always somewhat
greater than the depth of the central panel. Vide Art. 49.
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It will be seen immediately that every element of the rolling load
adds a positive and never a negative quantity to the flange stress; so
that the maximum stress occurs when the rolling load covers the whole
span, and therefore

L"-q ~

Max. Hq -- .t)l)
(2)

The direct stress in any inclined bar of the polygon or parabola is of
.course equal to the horizontal stress multiplied by sec. (),or by the secant
of the angle of inclination; but we shall presently find a geometric method
of measuring the direct stress in every member of the girder by means of
the general elevation, and in the simplest possible manner.

216. Horizontal Stress in the Diagonals of the Web.- ,,ve have
seen that the uniform dead load produces no stress in the diagonals, the
whole of the shearing stress being resisted by the vertical component of
the inclined stress in the curved members. Therefore if the web con-
sists of a single system, as in Fig. 218, there can be no stress in the
diagonals; but the load will be suspended from the joints of the polygon
by the verticals, and if b denotes the width of each panel, the dead load
on each vertical will be P = pb;

If the panels of the web are counterbraced, as in Figs. 215, 216, and
217, the diagonals may be adjusted with any arbitrary degree of initial
tension so as to entirely relieve the tension of the verticals or even
throw them into compression; but we shall here suppose that the diagonal
braces have' been adjusted without any initial tension under the dead
load.

.

To find the maximum and minimum stresses produced by different
positions of the rolling load, we may apply the rules already given in
Chapters XV. and XVI., taking the live load at each joint Q = qb.

Thus the bending moments due to each element of the live load, as
given in Table 1, Art. 190, will apply equally well to the para1;>olicgirder
of ten panels shown in either of the Figs. 215, 216, or 217 ; and would
apply to any girder of ten equal panels whatever may be its outline. In
the parabolic girder the depth at each vertical must bear a certain ratio
to the central depth D ; and taking D = unity, we have the depth at each
vertical in the present case as follows :-

d=

0

0

1

0'36

No. of Joint.
2 3

0'64 0 '84

4

0'96

5

1'00

Therefore dividing the bending moment by the depth d, we obtain
the horizontal flange stress at each joint, due to the load Q placed in

b
successivepositions, as follows, in units of QD

.



Position of ~I~I~~I~ H6 H7 ~_I~Load.
---

At No, 1 2'500 1'250 0'833 0'625 0'500 0'417 0'357 0'313 0'278

"
2 2'222 2'500 1'667 1'250 1'000 0'833 0'714 0'625 0'556

"
3 1'944 2'187 2'500 1'875 1'500 1'250 1'071 0'937 0'833

"
4 1'667 1'875 2'143 2'500 2'000 1'667 I 1'429 1'250 1'111

"
5 1'389 1'563 1'786 2'083 2'500 2'083 1'786 1'563 1'389

"
6 1'111 1'250 1'429 1'667 2'000 2'500 2'143 1'875 1'667

"
7 0'833 0'937 1'071 1'250 1'500 1'875 2'500 2'187 1'944

"
8 0'556 0'625 0'714 0'833 1'000 1'250 1'667 2'500 2'222

"
9 0'278 0'313 0'357 0'417 0'500 0'625 0 '833 1'250 2'500

~---

12'500 \12'500 112'500-12 '500 i12'500 12 '500 (12'500 12'500112 '500Total,

Number of Panels.
Position

of

0-1 11-2
I

Load.
2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10

-- ---- --- - - - - - ---
Atl 2 '5001_1'250 - '417/- '208 -'125 -'083 - '060 - '044 -'035 - '278

2 2'222 '278 - '833 - '417 -'250 -'167 - '119 .- '089 -'069 - '556
3 1'944 '243 '313 -'625 -'375 -'250 -'179 -'134 -'104 - '833
4 1'667 '208 '268 '357 -'500 -'333 -'238 - '179 - '139 . -1 'Ill
5 1'389 '174 '223 '297 '417 -'417 -'297 -'223 -'174 -1 '389
6 1'111 '139 '179 '238 '333 '500 -'357 -'268 -'208 - 1 '667
7 0'833 '104 '134 '179 '250 '375 '625 -'313 -'243 -1'944
8 0'556 '069 '089 '119 '167 '250 '417 '833 -'278 - 2 '222
9 0'278 '035 '044 '060 '083 '125 '208 '417 1'250 - 2 '500

-- -- --
1'2501-1'250

- - - - - --
+ Total 12'500 1'250 1'250 1'250 1'250 1'250 1'250 0'
- Total -0' - 1'250 -1'250-1'250 -1 '250-1'250 -1'250 -1 '250 -1'250 -12 '500
--~- -- _1- --
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TABLE2a,-Ho1"izontal FlangrpStl'essin a PaJ'abolic G't1'de1'of Ten
Equal Panels, produced by Unit Load on each Joint,

Centml depth D = 1; Panel width b = 1; Panel load Q = 1.

Then proceeding as before to subtract Hn from Hn+l we have the
horizontal stress in eaeh panel of the web as in the following table :-

TABLE3a,-Horizontal Stress in each Panel of the Web, in a Parabolic
Girder of Ten Equal Panels,

I

Sum 12'500 0' 0'
I

0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' -12'500

Adding up the positive and the negative stresses, the totals give the
horizontal components of the greatest compressive and the greatest tensile
stress that would take effect in the diagonals under different positions of
the rolling load,
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In every panel of the web bracing, the positive total is equal to the
negative total, and is exactly equal to one-tenth of the maximum
horizontal stress in the flanges. If we divide the .girder into any
other number of panels, we shall find that in every case the maximum

horizontal stress in any diagonal is expressed by :t k = ~q, in which N is

L2
the number of panels, and Hq the flange-stress

~D
due to the rolling load.

It may be remarked that a strict mathematical investigation, based
upon the assumption that the train is of uniform weight throughout its
length, would lead to a slightly different result, and would give for each
diagonal of the web

+ k = IHq
- N+l'

But we have already seen that the stresses derived from the table
are in practice nearer to the truth than those which may be calculated

upon that basis; and as before we shall prefer to take :t h = ~q.

In a single system of bracing, such as that of Fig. 218, this expression
gives the compressive and tensile stress to which each diagonal will be

liable; so that the stress (horizontal) will vary between - ~ and + ~ ;

but when every panel is counterbraced as in Figs. 215, 216, and 217,-
the diagonals are designed to act in tension only, and the stress in each

will vary between zero and - ~q, supposing of course that they are

adjusted without any initial tension. The greatest compressive stress in
any vertical post may then be found from the vertical component of the
stress in the diagonals in a manner which will presently be more fully
described.

217. Graphic Method of Determining the Greatest Stress in each
. Member of any Parabolic Girder under the Rolling Load.-It follows
from the above calculations that the greatest stress in any diagonal of the
web bracing is directly prop01'tional to its length~' and all the required
stresses in flanges and diagonals, due to the live load, may be simply
scaled off from the outline elevation of the girder, as follows :-

.At each end of the span AO, set up as in Fig. 218, the vertical lines
A G and OK each equal to four times the depth of the parabola, so that
the lines GO and KA would form tangents to the parabolic curve at A
and a. Now let the heights AG and OK represent, on a suitable scale
of tons, the upward reactions of the abutments when supporting the

entire live load qL; i.e., make AG= q~. Then using the same scale,

the length of the chord or flange A 0 will represent the maximum stress
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in that member. The length of any diagonal will represent the greatest
direct stress in that diagonal; and if the bracing consists of a single
system, the stress thus found will be alternately a tensile and a com-
pressive stress; while in counterbraced girders, it will represent the
maximum tension in each diagonal tie on the assumption that they are
so adjusted as to act only in resistance to the horizontal shearing force,
and are not put into a condition of initial strain. To find the direct
stress in any inclined member of the parabolic or polygonal flanges, such
as ED in Fig. 218, it is only necessary to continue the line ED until it
intersects the verticals AG and OK in the points Rand S, when the
length BS will at once measure the direct stress in the member.

This very expeditious method will be equally applicable to the
upright or the inverted bowstring, or to a girder of the Saltash type;
and will be equally correct whether the girder is divided into an odd or
an even number of panels, and whether the panels be wide or narrow or
of regular or irregular widths.

,It may be well, however, to notice the assumption on which the cal-
culated stresses in the diagonals depend. In a parabolic girder the
curved member supports the uniform load through the intervention of
the vertical suspenders or posts, and leaves no vertical shearing force to
be resisted by the diagonals of the web; but the proper function of these
members is simply to resist the distorting effect of the pw"tial or irregular
load. The horizontal stresses which are produced in the diagonals of
each panel by such irregular loading, and which must be borne by the
diagonals, are those given in Table 3a, from which the direct stresses or
the vertical components can easily be calculated. But when the panels
are counterbraced, as in most bridges of this class, by two diagonals
acting in tension only, it is quite possible to induce in those members a
higher stress~; indeed this can so easily be done unintentionally that the
contingency should be kept in view in determining the required strength
of the members; for it is obvious that by simply cottering up the cross-
ing diagonals of any given panel, they may be strained in, tension to any
extent, and the four sides of the panel thrown into corresponding com-
pressive stresses. In this way, and without any load at all, an unknown
amount of stress might be imposed upon the braces, and also upon the
flanges and posts of the girder, while. these stresses might again be
modified by the elastic yielding of members under the load; but the
ambiguity is not by any means confined to parabolic girders, for a similar
initial stress might be set up in the counterbraced panels of a parallel
girder such as Fig. 202 or 208, or in such lattice girders as those shown
in Figs. 207 and 211, in which cases the Factor of Safety is usually relied
upon to cover any excess of stress arising from the same contingency.l

1 To arrive at any closer computation, it would be necessary to lay down certain
conditions as to the initial adjustment of the ironwork,-such as that the whole should
be put together without strain while the girder was lying on its side and carrying no
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Proceeding on the same assumption, we may go on to consider the
verticals, which will generally have more thail one function to perform.
In all counterbraced bowstrings they will have to act as struts in the
web-system, resisting the shearing force due to the irregular load; while
they may also have to act as suspenders or as posts to transfer the dead
and live load to the curved member of the girder. So far as the live
load is concerned, the verticals in Fig. 216, between upper chord and
chain, have only the first of these functions to fulfil. The maximum
direct tension in any diagonal, due to the irregular load, is represented
by the length of that diagonal, and its vertical component is of course
represented by the vertical height subtended by the inclined brace. At
any joint in the straight upper chord, the vertical stress brought on the
joint by the inclined brace must be balanced by the vertical compressive
stress in the post; and therefore if the bracing is adjusted without initial
stress, the maximum thrust in each post will be nearly proportional to its
length, or will be more exactly represented by the height of the next
post towards the centre of the span. Thus the inclined tie 3-IV will
have a direct stress represented by its inclined length, .while the vertical
component, or the height 4-IV, will represent the stress in the post 3-III.
In the case of the inverted Bowstring, therefore, we may apply the geo-
metrical method to every member of the girder, measuring the stress in
each post by scaling off the height of. the llext post on the side towards
the centre of the span; and the stresses thus obtained for the irregular
rolling load may be relied on unless the ironwork is adjusted with a con-
siderable initial strain.

In the Bow and Chain Bridge, and the Upright Bowstring, the maxi-
mum stress in each diagonal, and its vertical component, may be found in
the same way if the initial adjustment is made without strain when the
girder is fully loaded. But if the connections are made under the dead
load only, the!! unless we assume a somewhat slack adjustment, the
stresses will be subject to a slight increase which cannot at present be
calculated. On the other hand, if the adjustment is made without initial
strain, the vertical posts will be subject to a somewhat smaller compres-
sive stress than in the inverted bowstring of Fig. 216. In any (nth)
post of Fig. 217, between A and the centre of the span, the maximum
vertical force brought by the attached diagonal will be measured by the
mean of the heights of the nth and the (n + 1)th post; but if we take
this height as a convenient measurement of the Max. compressive stress,
load at al1,-=-'or that the adjustment should be a perfect fit while the girder was carrying
its own weight; and then to calculate the elastic yield of every member due to the
addition of the rest of the load, and of course this could only be done when the sectional
area of each member has been determined. The contrary elastic strains in the flanges
(due to live load) would not greatly affect the matter, but the chief factor would be the
elastic yield of the verticals due to the imposition of the whole live load. This would
be greatest in the Upright Bowstring, less in the Saltash type, and nothing in such a
structure as Fig. 216, while in the deck bridge of that pattern the effect would be a com-
pression of the verticals and a slight slackening of the braces.
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it will be somewhat excessive owing to the simultaneous action of the
member as a suspender., and to make the calculation correct we should

Q N-l
have to subtract the quantity T'~ in each post.

For a similar reason in the case of the Upright Bowstring, it may be
shown that if we measure the compressive stress in each vertical by the
simple process of scaling off its height upon the diagram, we shall obtain
a result which is in excess of the actual stress under the most favourable

,

' h
,Q N - 1

d ' f 1 th ' bcondItIOns, by t e constant quantIty 2' N ; an 1 we ma \:e IS su -

traction it will leave the first post I-I with zero stress, whi0h would be
correct on the assumption of no initial strain,

But in view of the contingencies above referred to, it will be well to
err on the safe side; and by adhering to the simple geometrical measure-
ment there will be nothing lost in the long run, for it will presently be
seen that after all, the sectional area of these members in the upright
bowstring will not be governed by the small compressive stresses that we
are now considering, but by the heavier duties which they have to per-
form as suspenders or as stiffeners.

217A, Having thus ascertained the stresses due to the live load, we
may readily obtain the maximum and the minimum stress in each
member, by adding together algebraically the stresses due to the dead
and live loads respectively.

Exarnple I.-Let Fig, 215 represent an upright bowstring of 120 feet
span, and with a central depth of 15 feet or tth of the span, and forming
one of a pair of main girders carrying a double line of railway.

, For the sake of illustration, we will assume the same loads as those
taken in the parallel girder of Arts. 197 and 202; viz., a total dead load
of 1~ton per foot, and a totalli ve load of 2~ tons per foot; the dead load
being divided into two equal parts, of which one, representing' the weight
of the platform, is carried at the lower joints, and the other, representing
the assumed weight of the girder, is equally divided between the upper
and lower joints.

Then taking each girder separately, the horizontal stress in either
pL2 0'75 x 1202

flange due to the dead load will be Hp = - = . = 90 tons'8D 8 x 15 '
and in the same way the horizontal flange stress due to the live load will

b 1'25 x 1202 150 t Th " 1 d ' ' 1 'e
8 x 15 = ons. IS gIves us t le lrect tensI e stress 111

the lower chord, and the horizontaLcomponent of the compressive stress
in every bay of the upper chord. Then multiplying by sec. B, or
measuring the length RS in Fig. 218, for each bay, we have the direct
stress in each bay of the upper flange as given in columns Sp and Max.
Sq of the following table.

Under the dead load, the diagonals will suffer no stress; but each



Table of the Direct Stresses in a BowstJ-ing Girder of Ten Equal Panels,
Span = 120 Feet / Oentral depth = 15 Feet.-Fig, 215.

Dead Load. Live Load. Combined Load.

Member.

SP. Max. Sq. Min. Sq. Max. S. Min. S.

Cl
98'5 164'5 0' 263'0 98'5

Upper 1-2 95'5 159'0 0' 254'5 95'5
2-3 92'5 154'5 0' 247:0 92'5flange
3-4 91'0 151'5 0' 242'5 91'0
4-5 90'0 150'0 0' 240'0 90'0

Lower flange - 90'0 -150'0 0' - 240'0 - 90'0

Cl
-6'75 -15'0 6'75 - 21'75 0'

2-II - 6'75 -15'0 12'00 - 21'75 5'25
Verticals 3-III -6'75 -15'0 15'75 -21'75 9'00

4-IV -6'75 -15'0 18'00 - 21'75 11'25
5-V -6'75 -15'0 18'75 - 21'75 12'00

l-II 0' -16 '45 0' -16 '45 0'
2-I} 0' -19'20 0' - 19 '20 0'2-III

Diagonal 3-II} 0' - 21'75 0' - 21 '75 0'ties 3-IV
4-III } O. - 23'45 0' - 23 '45 O.
4-V

,5-IV O. - 24 '00 0' - 24 '00 O.
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vertical will carry as a tie the weight of one panel of the floor and balf
the weight of one panel of the girder; the tensile stress being there-

fore - Sp = 12(0'75: 0'375) = 6'75 tons,

Under the live load, the maximum tension in any diagonal, or com-
pression in any vertical, will be proportional to its length; and, as in the

lower chord Aa, will amount to ::~ = 1'25 tons for every foot of its

length; and the stresses, as scaled off from the drawing, will be as
follows :-

In this table, as before, Max. S indicates the greatest stress in any
member,-whether of tension or compression; while Min. S indicates the
least stress of the same kind or the greatest stress of the opposite kind,
The verticals are therefore classed in the table as ties, because in every
case the member is liable to a greater tensile stress than its highest co m-
pressive stress,

It will be noticed, however, that the given stresses are based on the
assumption that the uniform dead load is suspended from the bow by



(1-1 2'25 12'00 0' 14'25
Vertical 12-II 2'25 15'75 O' IS'OO

posts ~3-III 2'25, IS'OO O. 20'25
14-IV 2'25 IS'75 0' 21'00
l5-V 2:25 1S'75 O' 21'00
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means of the verticals and not by any tensile stress in the diagonals.
Whether this would really be the case or not will depend upon the initial
adjustment of the bracing; but the verticals should at least be propor-
tioned to carry the given tensile stress Max. S; and then we must con-
sider whether the sectional area is also sufficient to carry the greatest
compressive stress.

If the diagonals are not strained under the dead load, the greatest
compression in the verticals may be taken as the algebraical sum of the
compression due to the live load Sq, and the tension Sp due to the dead
load. But if the verticals do not act as suspenders to carry the dead
load, their greatest compressive stress will be equal to the whole value of
Min. Sq; and may reach any higher value if the diagonals are tightened
up with a severe initial tension.

Example 2.-1£ we now suppose the same bridge to be constructed
as in Fig. 216, with the inverted form of bowstring, and with the same
loads, the stresses in the upper chord, and in each bay of the parabolic
chain, will have the same values as in the lower chord and parabolic
arch of the previous example, but will of course"be of the opposite kinds.

The greatest tensile stress in each diagonal will also be the same as
in the corresponding diagonal of the upright bowstring; but the verticals
between the upper and lower chord will no longer act as ties, but as
struts. Under the dead load each post will carry the weight of one bay
of the upper chord, or say one-half of the weight of one bay of the main

girder, so that Sp= 4'5
= 2'25 tons compression; while the greatest com-2

pressive stress due to the live load will be equal to the vertical compo-
;nent of the greatest stress in the inclined ties attached to the post. For
the vertical posts, therefore, the maximum and minimum stresses will
have the following values :-

Inverted Bowstrin,q.-Fig. 216.

Dead Load. Live Load. Combined Load.

Member.

SP. Max. Sq. Min. Sq. Max. S. Min. S.

2'25
2'25
2'25
2'25
2'25

Between the parabolic chain and the suspended roadway, the verticals
will of course act as ties; the roadway girders may be supported at
intermediate points as shown in the Fig. by suspenders attached to the
joints of the chain, and the whole weight of the platform and live load
will of course be divided between the whole series of verticals.



Bow-and-Chain B1'idge.-Fig, 217.

Dead Load. Live Load, Combined Load.

:NIember.
Sp. Max. Sq, Min, Sq. Max. S. Min.S.

C-I
-2'25 + 9'5 -7'5 7'25 - 9'75

Vertical 2-II -2'25 +14'0 -7'5 11'75 - 9'75

.

3-III -2'25 +17'0 -7'5 14'75 - 9'75posts
4-IV -2'25 +18'5 -7'5 16'25 - 9'75
5-V -2'25 +18'5 -7'5 16'25 - 9'75
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Exanple 3.-In the bow-and-chain bridge of Fig. 217 the stresses
will be easily found by the same methods. The horizontal components
of all the stresses will be the same as before, and the direct stress in the
inclined bays may readily be measured, both in the flanges and diagonals.
In regard to the verticals, we may perhaps consider the weight of the
main girder to be equally divided between the upper and lower joints;
and then if the rise of the arch is equal to the dip of the chain, the
weight of the girder will produce no stress in the verticals. I

If these proportions are followed, the total weight of the platform
and its live load will be equally divided between the bow and the chain,
so that between those members the verticals will act as ties carrying one-
half of the weight of one panel; while the greatest compressive stress
due to the live load will be again equal to the vertical stress in the
attached diagonals.

Therefore if the loads and general dimensions of span and depth are
the same as in the previous examples, we shall have the following
stresses in the vertical posts :-

218. Determination of Sectional Areas.-Upon the basis of the
above calculated stresses, the sectional areas of the several members in
the upright bowstring of Fig. 215 would be determined as follows:-

By the old rule of 5 tons per square inch in tension and 4 tons in
compression, the areas as found from Max. S would be those given in
column Ao of the following table. In practice these areas would be
adopted for the net section of the lower flange and gross section of the
upper flange; but the areas given by the old rule for the web-members
would have to be largely increased, In the case of the diagonal ties the
working-stress would be arbitrarily reduced to 4 or 3~ tons per square
inch, while the verticals would perhaps be treated by adding the tension
and the compression together and then taking a reduced working-stress
of 4 tons per square inch; and the results would be those given in
column AI'

1 In the Saltash bridge these proportions are followed, but the weight of the bow is
greater than that of the chain, and the excess is equalised between the two members by
the vertical posts, which transfer one-half of the excess to the lower flange,



]'fember. Max. S. Min. S. Ao. AI'
!fin. S. ~. A6'Max. S.

- - -

(1
263'0 98'5 65'8 ... '375 62' 64'8

Top 1-2 254'5 95'5 63'6
'"

'375 60'2 63'1

flange 2-3 247'0 92'5 61'8 ,.. '375 58'5 61'0
3-4 242'5 91'0 60'6 ... '375 57'4 59'7
4-5 240'0 90'0 60'0 .., '375 56'7 59'0

- -

Low€r flange . - 240' -90' 48'0 ..' '375 45'4 47'2

- -

r
- 21'75 0' 4'35 5'44 0' 4'9 6'5

2-Il - 21'75 5'25 4'35 6'75 - '24 5'5 7'3
Verticals 3- III - 21'75 9'00 4'35 7'70 - '41 6'1 7'9

4-1V - 21 '75 11'25 4'35 8'25 - '51 6'5 8'2
5-V - 21 '75 12'00 4'35 8'44 - '55 6'8 8'3

- - -
l-II -16'45 O. 3'3 4'1 to 4'7 0' 3'7 4'9
2-1 .} -19'2 (). 3'8 4'8" 5'5 0' 4'3 . 5'8
2-1Il

Diagonal
<

3- II} - 21'75 0' 4'4 5'4" 6'2 0' 4'9 6'5
ties 3-1V

4-1II } - 23'45 o. 4'7 5'8" 6'7 0' 5'3 7'0
4-V
5-1V 24'0 O. 4'8 6 '0

"
6 '9 0' 5'4 7'2
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Sectional Areas f01' Bowstring, Fig. 215; by Diffel'ent Methods,

The newer methods of determining the sectional areas have already
been described, and their results in this particular example are given in
columns .A4 and A6' The former relates to the Weyrauch method, in

which the working-stress depends upon the ratio :in,
~; and, as before

ax.
noticed, the areas thus determined are somewhat less than would be
adopted in English practice. The results of the dynamic or "sixth"
method are given in column A6, and as before they will be. seen to agree
very nearly with the sectional areas which would be adopted as a minimum
in average practice.

It must be remarked, ho",eyer, that the areas determined for the
verticals by any method of calculation can only be regarded as a theoretical
minimum which in practice will frequently be exceeded for several reasons.
In the upright bowstring the main girders cannot be united by overhead
bracing, except perhaps at one point in the centre, and the verticals must
therefore be designed as stiffeners with a broad plate section or in the
form of a braced strut, In the latter case the area found by the" sixth"
method may probably be sufficient for the vertical sides of the strut, but
will not include the secondary bracing; and will certainly be insufficient
to represent the area of a plate-built strut of I or + section, which is
designed to act both as a strut and as a stiffener,

z
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It will also be seen that, in all parabolic girders, the stress in the web-
members, and their theoretical areas, are always very small in proportion
to their length; so that in. this respect they resemble the most lightly
loaded members in the central portion of the web of a parallel girder;
and in the case of the inverted bowstring, or a bridge of the Saltash type,
the question of liability to buckling becomes the chief factor in deter-
mining the necessary section of the verticals. That is to say, if we
calculate the sections of the vertical posts of Fig. 216 by either of these
methods, we shall find it sometimes impossible to design the section
with a sufficient width to resist the buckling tendency except by in-
creasing the sectional area-for reasons which have been eXplained in
Chapter XL

On consulting the tables given in Chapter XL it will be found that
the area given by the" sixth" method approximates most nearly to the
actual requirements, but will have to be increased in some of the posts by
10 or 20 per cent. in order to represent the section required by Rankine's
formula; while in some cases a still greater increase would be required in
order to adapt the member to act as a stiffener in a very tall girder.

To illustrate this, we may take the case of the Saltash bridge, which
has a central depth of 56 feet from bow to chain. The greatest possible
tensile stress in the central verticals is about 20 tons, and the greatest
compressive stress about 28 tons; so that the sectional area as given by
the" dynamic" method would be 14'25 square inches.

The struts are formed of a cruciform section built of thin plate and
angle irons, and their actual sectional area is 24'7 square inches.

If these posts had been designed purely for the purpose of resisting
compression, there is no doubt that the same strength might have been
obtained with much less material by adopting a hollow box or tubular
section; but being adapted also to act as stiffeners, the form chosen for
this purpose necessitates the additional metal.

In estimating the weight of such a girder, it will therefore be
advisable to take a coefficient, for excess of sectional area, not less than
24'7 .
14 = 1'75 as applIed to the central posts. But in practice the section

adopted for the central posts will generally be adhered to for all the
others; and taking all the posts together the coefficient will be about
K = 2'20 to 2'60, including the weight of connections.

As regards the vertical suspenders it will not be sufficient to asstlme
'that the entire rolling load is equally divided between them, but the
sectional area of each must be proportioned to the greatest panel load
due to the engine-wheel base. In a span of 120 feet we have taken the
live load at I! tons per foot for each line; but on a 12-foot panel the
engine load will be at least 2! tons per foot. In the same way if the
span were 400 feet we might take the live load at 1 ton per foot; but
for 3 40-feet panel the load would be about 2 tons per foot. Of course
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each case must be treated on its own conditions, and with reference to
the actual engine loads as exemplified in Art. 174; but on the average
we may take the panel load at about twice the intensity of live load
assumed for the whole span.

219. Weight of Parabolic Girders.-In estimating the weight of
the main girders for the purpose of ascertaining the total dead load, we
may proceed by the method already described in the preceding chapter.
The weight of the floor, permanent way, and wind-bracing, is first to be
ascertained and denoted by p. This will include the weight of the
suspended road way girders in the case of such a bridge as that shown in
Fig. 216 or 217, and also the weight of any overhead bracing; so that
the remaining weight of metal shall represent solely the main truss, or
the amount required for the purpose of carrying the useful load.

Then reckoning the sectional areas as ascertained by the" dynamic"
method, and adding together, for each set of members, the product of that
area multiplied by the length, their weight will be expressed by the
coefficient y multiplied by ('wft+ pft' + qft"); the latter coefficients relating
respectively to the girder load w, the platform load p, and the live load q.

In calculating the coefficients ft, ft' and ft", in the following tables,
it is assumed that the diagonals carry no part of the uniform load, and
that the weight of the main girder is equally divided between the upper
and the lower joints; and in the case of the vertical suspenders, the
panel load is taken as equivalent to twice the rolling load q, for the
reason already stated.

With these allowances the theoretical sectional areas will nearly
approximate to the practical requirements, so that the coefficient y will
represent no arbitrary factor, but only the ascertainable waste of con-
struction (which has already been discussed in previous chapters)-except
only in the case of the vertical posts, for which we, may generally take
the values of y mentioned in the preceding article, as representing a
practical average. It will readily be understood, however, that the
value of y in any particular example may sometimes be found to differ
considerably from the values we have quoted, and will depend in each
case upon the skill evinced in the design of the details; so that the
calculated weights can only be taken to represent the result which may be
achieved by the adoption of well-designed details and a judicious choice
of sections.

On these conditions we may' estimate the weight 10 of the main
girders, in tons per foot, by means of the formula-

L(p~'Yft' + q~yft")
w = 1 - V~'Yft

,with sufficient accuracy for the purposes in view.
In the following tables of the coefficients ft, ft', ft", the symbol R

denotes the ratio of span to central depth of girder.



No, of Panels,
I

UpperFlangeor Bow, Verticals, Lower Flange, Diagonal Ties,

N = 8 {~I
0'125 R+ '6562+R '328H-R 0'125 R 0'

'125 ,,+ '6562
"

'6562
"

'125
"

0'
I1

'1875" + '9844 1'845 '1875" '047 R+2'038+Rp.
" "

N = 10
j

~I
0'125 R+ '66+R '33 +R 0'125 R 0'

'125 ,,+ '66
"

'66
"

'125
"

0'
P:' '1875" + '99

"
1'987

"
'1875

"
'040 R+2'602+R

N =12{~1
0'125 R+ '662+R '331 + R 0'125 R 0'

'125 ,,+ '662
"

'662 ,. '125
"

0'
1/ '1875

"
+ '993 2'124 '1875" '034 R+3'153+Rp.

" "

N =14{ ~I
0'125 R+ '663+R '331 + R 0'125 R 0'

'125
"

+ '663
"

'663
"

'125
"

0'
I1 '1875

"
+ '994 2'260 '1875

"
'0306+3'7 +Rp.

" "

N=16{~1
0'125 R+ '664+R '332+R 0'125 R 0'

'125 ,,+ '664
"

'664
"

'125
"

0'
'I '1875

"
+ '996 2'394 '1875" '0275 R+4'238+Rfk

" "

Compression Members, Tension Members.
Number of
Panels in
the Web, Upper Vertical LowerFlange or Vertical Diagonals,Flange. Posts, Chain, Suspenders,

N = 8{ ~I
0'125 R '328 + R 0'125 R+ '604+R 0' As in

'125
"

0' '125 ,,+ '664
"

O'274+R Table 9,
1/

'1875" 1'235 '1875" + '996 1'096p.
" " "

N=101~1
0'125 R '330+R 0'125 R+ '665+R 0'

'125
"

0' '125 ,,+ '665
"

O'285+R Do,
1/

'1875" 1'518 '1875" + '997 1'140p.
" " "

N =12{~'
0'125 R '331+ R 0'125 R+ '665+R 0'

'125
"

0' '125 ,,+ '665
"

O'292+R Do,
1/

'1~75" 1'795 '1875" + '998 1'168p.
" " "

{P., 0'125 R '332 +R 0'125 R+ '665+R 0'
N =14 p.' '125

"
0' '125 ,,+ '665

"
O'298+R Do,

1/
'1875" 2'050 '1875" + '998 1'192p.

" " "

N =16{~'
0'125 R '332+R 0'125 R+ '666+R 0'

'125
"

0' '125 ,,+ '666
"

0'303 +R Do,
ff

'1875" 2'339 '1875
"

+ '999 1'212p.
" " "
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WEIGHT OF PARABOLIC GIRDERS,

TABLE 9,-Upr'ight Bowstring, Thr'o'ugh Bridge,-Fig, 215,

TABLE10,-Inverted Bowstring with Suspended Roadway,-Fig, 216,

Note,-This table does not include any weight of metal in the towers which may be
either of iron or masonry,



Compression Members, Tension ~Iembers,

No. of
Panels in the

Web, Vertical Chain. Sus- Diagonals.Bow, Posts. penders.

8{~'
'125 R+ '328 7R 0' '125 R+ '3327R 0' As in

N= '125 ,,+ '328
"

'3287 R '125 ,,+ '332
"

O'1377R Table 9.
" '1875" + '492 1'471 '1875" + '498 0'548

"
ft

" " "

N = 10 )~, '125 R+ '3307R 0' '125 R + '3327 It, 0'
'125 ,,+ '330

"
'3307R '125 ,,+ '332

"
O'1437R Do,

l {-(-" '1875" + '495
"

1'750 ,> '1875" + '498
"

0'570
"

N =12{~'
'125 R+ '3317R O' '125 R+ '3327R O'
'125

"
+ '331

"
'3317 R '125 ,,+ '332

"
O'1467R Do,

" '1875" + '496 2'029 '1875" + '499 0'584fJ.
" " " "

N =14{~'
'125 R+ '3327R 0' '125 R+ '3337R 0'
'125 ,,+ '332

"
'3327 R '125 ,,+ '333 ,, 0'1497R Do,

" '1875" + '497 2'298 '1875" + '500 '596ft
" " " "

N =16{~'
'125 R+ '3327R 0' '125 R + '333+ R 0'
'125 ,,+ '332

"
'3327 R '125 ,,+ '333

"
O'1517R Do,

I

ft" '1875" + '498
"

2'568
"

'1875" + '500
"

'606
"
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TABLE11.-Bow-and-Ohain Bridge, with Suspended Roadway.-
Fig. 217,

Note,-This table does not include any weight of metal in the towers which may be
either of iron or of masonry,

Example,-To illustrate the application of the tables, we may take
the case of a bow-and-chain girder, constructed as in Fig, 217, for a
single line railway bridge of 500-feet span, and with a depth equal to
ith of the span, The suspended roadway, whose weight will form
part of the useful dead load p, will be heavier than in the case of
the Ohio bridge, although the wind-bracing may be nearly the same in
both structures, For the present purpose we may assume that the
platform will be constructed as in the Saltash bridge, the roadway being
carried between a pair of longitudinal girders 8 feet in depth, and its
weight per foot will then be greater than the weight of the corresponding
ironwork in the Ohio bridge by about 0'1 ton, or pos~ibly 0'15 ton. We
shall therefore take the weight of platform, permanent way, and wind-
bracing at p = 0'55 + 0'15 = 0'70 ton per foot,!

In regard to the coefficient for waste of material, we may assume that
all the tension members except the vertical suspenders will be composed
of eye-bars, for which K = 1'33 and y = '0003. But some portion of the

1 For the sake of comparison we have here assumed the flooring (between the road-

way girders) to be comtructed as lightly as in the Ohio bridge; although, in fact, the
floor of the Saltash bridge is heavier, and is, moreover, heavily ballasted; so that the
case assumed does not coincide with the Saltash bridge in regard to the useful load,
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suspenders will be used as stiffeners, and therefore we shall take for all
these members K = 2'66 and y = '0006.

The main compression boom will have a nearly uniform section, and
in such a member we may take K = 1'60 and y = '00045, these values
being exclusive of any overhead wind-bracing connecting the- upper
members. For the vertical post we have just seen that K = 2'50 on the
average, so that y = '0007 ; and finally we shall take the rolling load at
q = 1 ton per foot in accordance with English practice.

Then referring to the values of p.., p..', and p../I given in Table 11 for
a girder of 10 panels, in which R = 8; and multiplying by the coefficient
y proper to each set of members, we have

~'yft = '000,7811
P~'yft' = '000,8206 x 0'7 = '000,5744
q~'yft/l = '001,5609 x 1'0 = '001,5609

'002,1353

Therefore the weight of the main structure per foot will be-

500 x '002,135
1 - (500 x '000781) = 1'75 tons.

This calculation does not include the weight of the platform; and
therefore in order to compare it with the weight of a parallel girder we
must add the excess of ironwork required in the platform, amounting to
0'1 or 0'15 ton per foot, which would bring the total weight of ironwork
to 1'85 or 1'90 tons per foot, as against 1'80 tons in the Ohio bridge.
But it must be remembered that we have here designed the bow-and-
chain bridg<j for a heavier rolling load; and if all the conditions were
equal there would be very little difference in the economy of the two
forms of construction.

With the aid of Tables 9 and 10, the reader may easily compare the
weight of an upright or inverted bowstring of the same span and depth,
or the weight of either type when constructed with different ratios of
span to depth. If we repeat the above calculation for an inverted bow-
string of the same span and depth, we shall find the weight of the main
structure to be 1'78 tons per foot, or nearly the same as in the bow-and-
chain bridge; while the weight of the inverted bowstring for a span of
500 feet and a depth of 50 feet will be about 2'40 tons per foot. .

220. Limiting Span.-Adhering to the proportions of the girder
shown in Fig. 217, the limiting span would be reached when L'~yft = 1,

1 1
i.e., when L = ~yp..= '000781

1280 feet. But, as before remarked, this

would only be true on the assumption that y does not rise in value when
the dimensions are doubled. In the vertical posts the coefficient would
probably incr~ase, but that increase would make very little difference in
the limiting span, because the only quantity affecting that question is the
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weight of metal required to carry the main girders, and for this purpose
the verticals hardly come into action at all.

The fact that it is possible to construct a parabolic girder of wrought
iron that would carry its own weight across a span of 1280 feet with a
depth of ith of the span, indicates that for spans greater than 500 feet
this form of construction would be considerably more economical than
the parallel girder; and this advantage would be still further increased if
a larger depth were chosen.

221. Economic Construction.-To a grea,t extent the economic con-
struction of the bowstring will depend on the same conditions as those
mentioned in the case of parallel girders. In bridges of moderate span the
weight of the girder will be more largely affected by the character of the
details than by the choice of bracing or of general arrangement; while the
relative weight of the bowstring and the straight girder will also depend
upon the same question so long as the usual proportions of depth to span
are adhered to in both cases. But it must be remarked that the weight
of the parabolic girder may sometimes be greatly reduced by adopting a
more liberal depth.

222. Economic Proportions.-In most of the large parabolic girders
that have been hitherto erected the depth is about ~th of the span, and
for bridges of moderate span these proportions may perhaps be nearly as
good as any other; but in very wide spans economy becomes a much
more important question, and here there can be little doubt that the
parabolic girder would exhibit a great economic advantage if designed
with a greater depth.

In this respect the bowstring offers a remarkable contrast to the
straight girder. The products B or ~yf3, for vertical stress x vertical
height are very small in comparison with the products A or ~ya for
horizontal stress x horizontal length ; and if we apply the same formula,

Economic R = J (~), on the assumption that')' is independent of the

depth, we shall find that the bowstring ought theoretically to be con-
structed almost in the form of a semicircle or of an inscribed polygon.

In the tension-members, ')' is practically independent of the depth;
and if the upper flange or bow is supported at short intervals, the value of

')' in this member will not be sensibly affected by the depth, so that the
only considerable variation in that coefficient will be in the vertical posts.

If for the latter members we take a coefficient for excess of material,
K = 2.0, we shall find the economic depth to be about one-third of the span.

For such an enormous height, it is certain that the excess of metal in
the vertical posts would have to be much greater in order to adapt them
to act as stiffeners; but if for this purpose we multiply their section by 3,
thus making K = 6, we shall still find that the economic depth is nearly
equal to ith of the span.

Vhth a depth of ith of the span, and with a factor of safety equal to
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3, we have seen that the limiting span of the bow-and-chain bridge is
about 1280 feet; which would be reduced to 960 feet if the factor of
safety is taken at 4 (for a load which is entirely dead load). But if the
depth can be increased to ith of the span, the limiting span, with the
larger factor of safety, will theoretically be increased to about 1600 feet,
or twice that of the parallel girder.

We say theoretically, because the calculation, like most others of the
same kind, is really based upon artificial assumptions; some of which
would not hold good in the case of such an extravagant span. In prac-
tice, one of the chief questions would be as to the amount of metal
required in stiffen el'Sand transverse bracing to resist wind-pressure, and
this would certainly increase with the depth of the girder.

Without going into this question in detail, we may safely conclude
that for parabolic girders of very large span, the depth should certainly
be far greater than tth of the span; and that the economy of the bridge
will thereby be very considerably enhanced. But for such spans the
exact value of the economic depth can only be determined by including
the whole question of wind-pressure; and on this will depend the weight
of the girder, and the real value of the limiting span.

223. Curved Girders.-Intermediate between the parallel and the
parabolic forms of outline, we may have girders of various designs dis-
tinguished by the general characteristic that the central depth is made
larger than the depth at the ends. Thus the upper flange may have a
parabolic outline, as in Fig. 219 (Plate J), the depth at the centre being
perhaps twice as great as at the ends; and the girder might then be
regarded as a mean between the parallel and the parabolic forms. With
a given depth at the centre, the flange stress at that point will of course
be the same as in either of the other forms; and the shearing stress in
the centre of the web, due to the live load, will also be the same. But
at each end of the girder the stress in flanges and web will occupy a
mean position between those of the other forms.

When the depth of the girder at each panel-point has been fixed, all
the stresses can readily be found by the methods already described, which
will apply to any form of girder supported at each end. It is therefore
unnecessary to work out the results for any particular outline of girder,
as this may be arbitrarily varied in a number of different ways.

In point of economy, we may take it that the weight of the girder
shown in Fig. 219 will not differ widely from the mean between the
weights of a parallel girder and a bowstring having the same central
depth; supposing, of course, that the details are of the same kind in each.

The largest span of the Kuilemburg viaduct is constructed nearly in
the form shown in Fig. 219, and has a clear span of 492 feet, so that the
effective span is only a few feet less than that of the Ohio bridge already
mentioned; while the total length of the girders is almost exactly the
same, or 515 feet in both bridges.
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The bridge is constructed for a double line, and the main girders
weigh 1786 tons; -while the total weight of ironwork in the span is
2234 tons. Mr. T. C. Clarke has calculated 1 that the Ohio bridge, if

constructed for the double line, ,vould weigh 1626 tons in all, or in
other words that the Kuilemburg bridge is 37 per cent. heavier than the
American example. But there can be no doubt that this excess of
weight is due-not to the general form of the design but to the character
of the details, which are composed throughout of rivetted plate ironwork
of the same class as in the other spans of the Kuilemburg viaduct. We
have already seen in Art. 211 that if the Ohio design had been carried
out with such details, the girders would have been just 36 per cent.
heavier; so that there remains only a doubtful quantity of 1 per cent. as
attributable to any difference in the general design.

Various other forms of curved girder have been proposed, approxi-
mating more nearly to the parabolic outline. Some of these have aimed
at securing a uniform direct stress in all the members of the polygon, or
a uniform stress in all the diagonals of the web; but if either of these
objects is obtained the stress will no longer be uniform throughout the
straight tie, as this can only occur (under a uniform load) when the
parabolic outline is adhered to.

1 Vide Proceedings oj the Institution oj Civil Engineers, vo1. liv.
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CHAPTER XIX.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES AND ARCHES-FLEXIBLE CONSTRUCTION.

(The illustrations referred to in this chapter are contained in Plate K at the end of
Chapter XXII.)

224. Curve of Equilibrium.-It has already been shown that a load
distributed in any given manner may be carried by an equilibrated chain
or funicular polygon of a certain figure, or by an equilibrated arch of
the same figure; and that the figure which must be given to the arch or
chain for this purpose depends upon the distribution of the load, and is
in fact none other than an upright or inverted reproduction of the
diagram of moments for that particular distribution of the load.

In Chapter IV. we have examined the various forms assumed by the
diagram of moments under different loads; and the figure of the equili-
brated arch or chain for any given load may therefore be readily con-
structed by the methods described in that chapter.

Thus, for example, if the load is uniformly distributed along the
horizontal roadway, the arch or chain must have the figure of a parabolic
curve or of a parabolic polygon according as the load is suspended to the
chain at very short intervals or at intervals of considerable width. The
arch or chain will therefore have the same figure as in the bowstring or
inverted bowstring of Figs. 215 and 216, and if from those Figs. we
remove the straight chord and the whole of the web-bracing, we shall
have remaining a linear arch or a suspension chain which will be in
equilibrium under the uniform load; and the stresses in these members
will be exactly the same as when they formed part of the parabolic
girder.

But when a train cross(js the bridge, the distribution of the load is
continually changing, and if the flexible chain or arch is to support the
load in each changing position, its curve must be altered for each new
position of the load, and must always correspond with the diagram of
moments for the actual position of the load at the time being. Thus in
Fig. 220 (Plate K), suppose that the half span AB is covered with a
uniform load~ while the remaining half BO is without any load at all.
Then the diagram of moments or curve of equilibrium will consist of a
parabolic curve AdB and a straight line BO. Or again, if the half span
BO is covered with the dead load of intensity p, and the remaining half
AB with a load of greater intensity p + q, the curve of moments or curve
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of equilibrium will occupy an intermediate position, and will consist of
two parabolic arcs Ad1B, and Bel C / and wh,atever may be the ratio of
p + q to p, the vertical dips dld2 and ele2will be in the same proportion.

If the load is moved from the left to the right half of the span, the
curve of moments will of course be reversed (left to right), as shown by
the dotted curves of the figure.

In order that the structure may carry this unequal load as an equili-
brated chain or arch, its figure must be distorted in the manner shown in
the diagram.l In the suspension bridge the more heavily loaded portion
must be depressed and the lightly loaded portion must be elevated;
while in the arch the process must be reversed,-the heavily loaded part
must be elevated, and the lightly loaded part must be depressed.

For this reason the suspension chain is always in stable equilibrium,
while the linear arch is always in unstable equilibrium. That is to say,
if the equilibrated load changes its position in the slightest degree, it
will produce in each of these flexible'members a bending stress which
neither of them is able to resist, and to which they immediately yield;
but 'the resulting distortion in the case of the chain reduces and quickly
annuls the bending stress, while in the case of the arch the distortion
increases the bending stress; so that the slightest disturbance of equili-
brium is sufficient to destroy the linear arch, while the flexible suspen-
sion chain will always adapt itself to the load, however great may be the
changes in its distribution.

The same comparison holds good in regard to any distortion of the
two structures, whether that distortion takes place in the main plane
of the' structure, or in the horizontal plane, or in the vertical transverse
plane, and whether it be due to lateral wind pressure or to the buckling
tendency, or to inequality of loading. It is hardly necessary to say that
there is no reason for constructing an arch in this flexible and perilously
unstable form, while it is equally unnecessary to adopt a flexible con-
struction for the suspension bridge; but the above comparison shows
that on all grounds it is more feasible to construct a rigid suspension
bridge than to construct a rigid arch.

In order to withstand the slightest inequality of loading or the
slightest wind pressure, it is absolutely necessary that the arch should be
stiffened. The same necessity does not exist in the case of the suspen-
sion bridge; but here also rigidity is required if we :wish to prevent the
distortion from reaching inconvenient proportions.

If we determine to prevent such distortions from taking place at all
in either structure, we shall find that the bending moments which have
to be resisted are the same in both, and that they may be met by the

1 The chain will not occupy exactly the series of positions shown in the diagram,

because, its length being unaltered, the central dip DB will be slightly changed for each
new position; but in all cases the line of the chain will consist of two portions whose
form and relative deflections will be as described.
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same arrangements in the suspension bridge as in the arch, and that in
both structures it is not difficult to obtain a rigidity which is greater
than that of the girder; but the suspension bridge will always possess
the advantage that a tie possesses as compared with a strut, viz., the
advantage that is derived from stable equilibrium.

In the present chapter, however, we have to consider the flexible form
of construction, which has commonly been adopted in chain bridges from
time immemorial.

225. The Common Chain Bridge.- We have seen that if the load
is uniformly distributed, the chain will lie in a parabolic curve; and in
practice the chain will generally coincide more nearly with that figure
than with any other geometric curve; although it will depart slightly
from the parabolic form on account of the inequality in the weight of
the chain and suspenders, which is greater at the ends than at the centre
of the span.

If the chain were of uniform section throughout, which it ought not
to be-and if it carried no load beyond its own weight, which is not the
case in practice-the curve of equilibrium would be the" catenary."
The mathematical properties of this curve are given in many text-books;
but they have little or no application to the practical construction of
suspension bridges. They are, in fact, only true for a certain hypothetical
distribution of load which never occurs in practice, viz., a load consist-
ing solely in the weight of a chain of uniform section. But if such a
chain carries a horizontal platform of uniform weight, its curve will
depart from the catenary and approximate to the parabola; and the more
heavily the platform is loaded the more nearly will the curve coincide
with the parabola.

The exact curve of the chain for any given case may be found by
tracing the inclinations of the successive links, starting from the centre
of the span, and estimating the total weight of the structure between
the link in question and the centre of the span. If W denotes .that
weight, and () the angle of inclination of the link, we shall have tan. ()

proportional to W.
In all cases the curve will coincide with the diagram of moments;

and if M denotes the moment of the whole load at the centre of the span
and D the central deflection or dip of the chain, the horizontal stress at

the centre will be H =~, which will of course represent the horizontal

component of the tensile stress in every link of the chain.
For the present purpose, and perhaps for most ordinary purposes, we

may assume that the total dead load is uniformly distributed along the
span; and if p denote its weight per foot, we shall have-

pL2
H= 8D' . (1)
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The direct stress in any inclined bar of the chain or backstays will
of course be equal to H sec. (), and may be geometrically measured as
described in Art. 217.

226. Determination of Sectional Areas.-As regards the effect of
stress variation, it may be remarked that those changes in the bending
moment which accompany the passage of the rolling load across a girder
bridge are translated into changes of form and not so much into changes of
stress in the suspension chain; so that in every link the stress would
perhaps change very gradually between Sp and S~+q' But it is difficult to
estimate what local excess of stress may occur during the oscillations of
the chain; and for that reason it will probably be well to make as full
an allowance for the effects of stress-variation in the chain as in the
flanges of a girder.

In the vertical suspenders we may assume, as before, that the rolling
load coming upon each suspender is twice as great as the normal panel
load, and is equivalent to a load suddenly applied.

227. Weight of the Chain Bridge.-Adopting therefore the same
method of computing the sectional areas for dead and live load respec-
tively as in the case of girder bridges, we shall have the following
coefficients 1-'-,1-'-',and 1-'-"as applicable to the chain and suspenders of
the common suspension bridge.

TABLE12.- Weight of the Common Chain Bridge.-Fig. 225.

Then if p denotes the ascertained weight per foot of the platform
and wind-bracing, and q the rolling load per foot lineal, the weight of the

L( ~ ' + ~ ")
chains and suspenders in tons per foot will be w= P

/!::L.iy:1-'- .
This does not include the backstays or side spans, nor does it include

the towers or end pillars; but these portions of the structure can easily
be w,orked out independently, and their weight will depend in each case
upon thE;varying features of the general design.

The coefficient for waste of material in the chains is not greater than
K = 1.2 to 1.25, or y = '00027 to .00028.

228. Changes of Temperature.-If the temperature of a bar of iron
is raised from the freezing to the boiling point, i.e., through 1800 Fahr.
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or 1000 Cent., its length is thereby increased by -§-thper cent. or by

8 ~ 0 th of its original length A. The elongation 6A due to any given
range of temperature 6T can therefore be easily calculated.

If the chain of a suspension bridge is thus elongated by any rise of
temperature, while the span of the bridge remains unaltered, the dip of
the chain will of course be increased, and the consequent deflection or
depression of the roadway in the ceritre of the span may easily be found
as follows :-

Let l = the half span AD (in Fig. 225).
D = the central dip of the chain DB.
A= the length of the semi-parabola AB measured along the curve.
Then by the properties of the parabola-

and-
A= Jl2+~D2

D = 0'866JA2 -l2

Now if the length of the half chain is increased by 6 A we shall have
the increased dip of the chain-

D + 6D = 0'866J(A+ 6.A)2-l2

In England the observed expansion of iron structures from their

coldest length appears to be about 6 A= 24~0'
corresponding to an

effective range of temperature of about 600 Fahr. But in .A.merica, and
indeed in most foreign countries, the range of temperature is considerably
greater, and a range of 1000 to 1500 is commonly provided for.

The cables of the Cincinnati suspension bridge have a span of 1057
feet and a dip of 89 feet at mean temperature; but the dip varies by as
much as 2 feet between the summer and the winter. This variation,
however, is partly due to the expansion of the side spans, which is of
course attended with a horizontal motion of the saddles upon the summit
of each pier, so that the central span L is reduced, while the length of
the central cables is at the same time increased.

Suppose each side span to consist of a semi-parabola whose horizontal
length is II arid whose vertical rise is D1; then the length of that semi-
parabola being Al = Jl12 + tD12, the horizontal motion of the saddle due
to any elongation 6 AI' will be given by the necessary increase of ll' which
is now augmented to II + 611 = J(Al + 6.Al)2- iD2.

Whatever may oe the length or form of the side spans, let 611 repre-
sent the horizontal motion of the saddles due to the expansion of the side
chains; then the central span being reduced by 2 6l1' the augmented dip
of the chains at the centre of the span will be

D + 6D = 0'866J(A+ 6.A)2- (l- 6l1)2
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The stress in the chains should of course be calculated for the lowest
temperature and least dip.

229. Limiting Span.-If we take the dip of the chain, at the coldest
temperature, to be fixed at 1~th of the span, which corresponds with the
proportions of the Clifton suspension bridge, we shall have R = 10, and
p= 1'25 + 0'066 = 1'316. Therefore taking 3 as the real factor of safety,
the limiting span of the wrought-iron chain bridge will be

1 1
L = 'j,yp = 1'316 x '00027 = 2800 feet.

Or if we take 4 as the factor of safety, and a working-stress of 5 tons
per square inch under a dead load, the limiting span will be

L=! x 2800 = 2100 feet.

But we have here given the wrought-iron chains credit for an ultimate
strength of 20 tons per square inch only; a strength which is very
commonly exceeded in rolled bars; and if a stronger material is adopted,
the limiting span will be proportional to the working-stress.

230. Economic Proportions.-As in the case of the parabolic girder,
the economy of the chain bridge, and its limiting span, may be greatly
increased by adopting a more liberal depth. Thus if we take R = 8, the
limiting span, with a working-stress of 5 tons per square inch, will be
increased to 2560 feet; and if we adopt a depth equal to one-fourth of
the span, the limiting span will be theoretically increased to 4160 feet.

But in practice it is impossible to adopt the most economic propor-
tions or anything like them, because the greater the dip of the chain the
greater will be the distortion produced by the rolling load, and the
greater will be the oscillations attending its passage across the bridge.
The oscillations that have already been noticed are liable to be augmented
by two or three other causes. If the bridge is constructed with side
spans similar to one-half of the central span, any excess of load upon the
central span will straighten the chains of the side spans and produce a
horizontal motion of the saddles, attended with a further depression of
the central chains. In addition to this it may be remarked that the
opposing vertical forces at any point of the roadway are balanced in a
very sensitive manner, and it is consequently easy to produce a consider-
able oscillation by the repeated application of a very moderate force, if
the time-interval corresponds with the natural point of vibration of the
chain. In this way the wind has been known to raise waves in the plat-
form of a suspension bridge like the waves of the sea.

These reasons have contributed to limit the proportions adopted in
practice, and a tolerable degree of steadiness has been attained by stretch-
ing the chains to a flat curve. In most of the existing examples the
dip does not exceed 110th of the span, and in many cases a depth of 12th
to T\-th has been adopted with advantage-so far as stability is con-
cerned, but of course with a considerable sacrifice of economy.
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As a means of carrying a uniformly distributed load over a wide span,
the flexible suspension bridge is probably the most economical form of
construction possible; and even with the inefficient proportions above
mentioned, its economy and facility of erection have given it a great
advantage over any of the forms of girder hitherto considered.

When bridge-construction on any other principle had stopped at a
maximum span of about 450 feet, suspension bridges of 700 and 800 feet
span had already been constructed in Europe, while in America the span
had been carried up to 1000 feet, and has since been increased to 1600
feet in the case of the Brooklyn bridge. But the flexible suspension
bridge is always under the disadvantage that it can offer only a yielding
support to the roadway-a defect which has in many cases prohibited its
adoption for large-span railway bridges; and we have now to consider
some of the methods by which it may either be stiffened or rendered rigid
in itself.
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CHAPTER. XX.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES AND ARCHES-RIGID CONSTRUCTION.

.

(The illustrations referred to in this chapter are contained in Plate K at the end of
Chapter XXII.)

231. Conditions to be Fulfilled.- To prevent or to moderate the
oscillations of a flexible suspension bridge, a great number of expedients
have been proposed, of the class which may be described as palliative
measures, such as a partial stiffening of the roadway, aided perhaps by
the introduction of inclined ties, or by the use of stays or guys by which
the chains are moored in all directions ; but these methods have never
succeeded in producing that degree of solid rigidity which is essential for
the purposes of rapid and heavy railway traffic, and which is easily
obtainable in any good form of girder. The rigidity of a girder bridge is
due to the employment of certain definite and obvious means, and the
same degree of rigidity can only be obtained in the arch 01' suspension
bridge by the use of the same means-that is to say, the structure must
be so designed that no deflection can possibly be produced by the rolling
load, exc13ptsuch as is due to the elasticity of the material; and the pro-
portions must be so designed that the deflection due to that unavoidable
cause is no greater than in a girder. Accepting this as an essential con-
dition, we may omit any reference to a great number of those half
measures which have been proposed from time to time; and we must pro-
ceed to design the structure, not as a flexible erection which requires to
be stiffened by some auxiliary expedients, but as a rigid structure which
cannot be sensibly distorted except by breaking it.

Proceeding on these lines we shall find that in theory it is possible to
construct. a bridge with any required degree of rigidity by using the linear
arch or linear chain, together with a roadway girder of the proper stiff-
ness; but in practice, as well as in theory, the rigidity can be more easily
and more certainly obtained by designing the arch or suspension rib as a
deep and stiff girder. But whichever of these methods is selected, the
bending stresses to be provided for, and the conditions to be observed in
regard to temperature changes, are very similar and indeed almost identical
in both; while they may perhaps be most easily studied by taking first
the case of the rigid roadway girder supported by a flexible arch or
flexible suspension chain.

In either case we have to provide for certain bending stres~es which
2A
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are produced by the unequal distribution of the rolling load, and these
bending moments are the same whether they are resisted by the inherent
stiffness of the arch, or by the stiffness of an auxiliary roadway girder.

In either case, also, we have to provide for a certain rise and fall at
the crown of the arch due to changes of temperature.

The arched rib or the horizontal road way girder may be made in
either of the following forms :-

1. Rigidly fixed at each end.
2. Hinged at each end.
3. Hinged also in the centre.
4. HingBd near one aButment.
Whichever of these methods is adopted, the bending stress due to the

unequal distribution of the rolling load will be the same in the hQrizontal
roadway girder as in the arched rib or in the suspension bridge; while
the stresses due to change of temperature will be very similar whether
the roadway or the arch is constructed in rigid form.

232. Flexible Arch or Chain with Rigid Roadway.-In the first
place we will suppose that the roadway girder of Fig. 225, Plate R, is to
be made in one length from a to c, and suspended to ~he chain or supported
upon the arch by numerous vertical rods or columns spaced at short
in tervals.

The girder will be made quite straight, and at mean temperature it
will lie in a straight line, and its weight as well as that of the uniform
dead load will be carried entirely by the parabolic arch or chain.

But if the temperature is now raised by the quantity A T, the original
versine of the arch or chain will be increased to D + LlD, and the girder
must consequently be deflected upwards or downwards by the amount
A D-upwards in the case of the arch, and downwards in the case of the
chain bridge. Thus if the original versine D was 110 th of the span, we
find by reference to Art. 228, that a rise of temperature of 60° would
increase the length of the parabolic arch by 2looth, and would increase
the versine by nearly 0'8 per cent., so that the upward deflection of the
girder would be nearly equal to 12\oth of its length; and a similar down-
ward deflection would ensue if the temperature were lowered by 60°.

In addition to this we must remember that the arch will be com-
pressed when the live load comes upon it, and if the stress due to that
load amounts to 2 tons per square inch, the arch will be shortened by

TIf,~00th of its length, producing a further deflection of the girder
amounting to TIf.600ths of the span; or a total deflection (due to both
causes together) of TIf~040othsof the span.

Now if we refer to Art. 91, we see that a flange stress (in the girder)
of 1 ton per square inch will be attended with a deflection equal to

254 .~~ in which Dl is the depth of the gi~der, and E the modulus of

elasticity.
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Therefore denoting the ratio J; by RI, the deflection produced by a
1 .

L
flange stress of 1 ton per square inch will be -;4 RI x 12 000; or if we,
make the depth of girder equal to ~ th of the span, the deflection will
be equal to T2,~OOths of the span for every ton per square inch; and
the girder will consequently suffer a stress of 2 tons per square inch in
accommodating itself to the fall of temperature, without the insistence of
any live load at all; while the flange stress will be still further increased
owing to the further depression of the arch under the live load'!

The strength of the girder which remains available for doing its own
proper duty is therefore reduced to about one-half; and it is obvious
that it would be still further reduced if a more substantial proportion of
depth to span were chosen. In the case of the suspension bridge these
effects will be further augmented by the elongation of the backstays or
side spans, and the deflection and stress of the roadway girder will
consequently be 1t or 2 times the amount above calculated. It is
evident, therefore, that a rigid bridge cannot be constructed upon this
principle except at the cost of a large expenditure of useless metal in the
gird ers.

The deflection and the resulting useless stress in the girder are nearly

proportional to the ratio ~I ; and the best results would be attained

by making the rise of the arch D very large in proportion to the depth of
girder DI.

233. Roadway Girder Fixed at the Ends.- W e have hitherto sup-
posed that the roadway girder is hinged at each end, or at all events is
supported upon the abutments (like any other girder) in such a way as
to admit of its deflecting freely; but if the girder is fixed in direction at
each end, its deflection will be like that of a continuous beam, and it
will take twice as much stress as before in order to make it assume a
given deflection in the centre. The difficulties mentioned above will
therefore be greatly increased by fixing the girder rigidly at each end,
and in practice this would never be done. The question is only of
interest because it represents exactly the difficulties that occur when a
rigid arched rib is fixed in direction at the ends.

234. Roadway Girder Hinged at the Centre.-The difficulties above
mentioned are entirely removed if the girder is hinged in the middle as
in Fig. 226, so that the joint can rise and fall with the changes of
temperature. To introduce this central hinge will in fact be only in
accordance with the practice which is followed in all other kinds of iron
construction-viz., that of making due allowance for expansion and con-
traction. In the girder bridge this must be done by carrying the ends

1 To find the exact stress in the flanges, it will be necessary to rememb~r that the
elastic resistance of the deflected girder willrelieve the arch of a part of its load.
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upon rollers; but in the arch the span is an unalterable quantity, and as
the structure cannot expand in that direction, its expansion must be
allowed for in the rise of the arch. The slight distortion in the line of
the roadway which takes place with any change of temperature, will
not be appreciably incJ'eased by the introduction of the central hinge;
for whether the hinge is introduced or not, the arch will certainly rise
an4 fall in obedience to the changes of temperature; and that this
distortion is attended with no serious results is proved by the fact that
no such results have been experienced in any of the hinged or unhinged
arches which already exist in great numbers and of all spans up to 500
feet.

The central hinge will also give us the further advantage that we can
now make the girder or rib as deep as we please, and can thus secure any
desired degree of rigidity; while the stresses will become clearly defined
and are easily ascertained.

We have already found that the greatest distortion of the curve of
moments, or the greatest distortion of the flexible suspension chain, takes
place as in Fig. 220, when one-half of the span is covered with the
rolling load.

In Fig. 226 let the whole span be covered with the dead load of
intensity p, and let the half span ab be covered also with the live load of

intensity q. Then the total load on the bridge will be L(P + ~).

If the girders are sufficiently rigid, the parabolic curve of the arch or
suspension chain will not be sensibly distorted, and consequently the
load transferred to the chain by the suspenders must of necessity be
uniformly distributed over each foot of the entire span; so that the sus-
penders will exert upon the roadway girders a uniformly distributed

supporting force equivalent to (p +~) per foot lineal. It follows that the

girder ab will be subjected to an unbalanced load of
~

per foot lineal

(uniformly distributed); while the girder b~ will be subjected to an
unbalanced supporting force of equal intensity applied by the vertical
suspenders.

To meet these bending stresses, each girder must be designed as an

independent girder of the span l = ;, subjected to a uniform load whose

intensity is ::!:~; and as each girder will be subject to alternate upward

and downward bending stresses, every member must be designed to act
as a strut in which the stress varies from a certain maximum compression
to an equal maximum tension, so that the working-stress ought not to
be greater than about 2'0 tons per square inch.

The bending moments at different parts of the roadway girders, due to
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this unequal distribution of load, are represented by the parabolic curves
asb and bSrJ in Fig. 227; and if m denotes the horizontal distance of
any joint from the central hinge B, the bending moment will be ex-
pressed by

+ M =
qm(l - rn)

- 4 (2)

In the Ctmtre of each girder, this becomes

+ M =ql2
- 16'

(3)

The roadway girders must evidently be held down at the abutments
as well as supported, because the ends would otherwise rise under certain
positions of the load; and the girders may either be formed of uniform
depth, or as parabolic bowstrings, in which the horizontal flange stress
would be uniform throughout.

In some text-books it has been stated that the values of the bending
moment as above given are the maxirnurn for any position of the rolling
load; but this is not quite accurate, and if successive positions of the
load are analysed, it will be found that the greatest bending moment at
any point in the girder is given by

+ M=qrn(l-rn)
(l ~ )- 4 . +

2l + rn . (4)

These values are represented by the dotted curves aSlband bSlc in
Fig. 227.

The design we have here considered is not by any means an economical
one, because the duty of carrying the rolling load is to a great extent per-
formed twice over, once by the arch or chain, and once again by the road way
girders. The chain must be made strong enough to carry the whole load,
just as if it formed part of an inverted bowstring; but in the bowstring
girder it supports the rolling load in any position without any further
increment of stress; while in the present design we have to provide for
the unequal distribution of weight by adding a pair of girders which if
put together would be more than sufficient to carry the load across one-
half of the span without any aid from the chain. Thus for a span of
1000 feet we should have to provide roadvi'ay girders of sufficient
strength to carry the rolling load across 500 feet, and then to provide
chains capable of carrying the whole load (including the great weight of
the girders) across the span of 1000 feet.

235. Arched Rib or Suspension Rib, Hinged at the Centre.-Instead
of employing a flexible arch or chain with a rigid roadway, it is in every
way more advantageous to make the curved rib rigid in itself. By this
means a degree of rigidity can be obtained which is greater than that of the
girder bridge; and as the functions of arch and of roadway girder are per-
formed by the same member, the waste of material that was observed in
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the duplex sy~tem, last described, may be entirely avoided. The rib,
acting as arch or chain, will be subject to a certain horizontal stress H;
while, in addition to this, it will have to bear (as girder) an occasional
bending stress or flange stress :t Hm. To carry the whole uniform load
the sectional area of the rigid arch or suspension rib need be no greater
than that of the flexible arch or chain; and if suitable proportions are
adopted this ~ectional area will be sufficient, or nearly so, to resist all the
bending stresses that occur during the passage of the rolling load; i.e., it
will be sufficient to resist the total stress H + Hm,o

The rib will of course consist, like any other girder, of an upper and
a lower member united either by a plate web or by diagonal bracing.
Its depth must be great enough to insure the requisite degree of rigidity;
and it may either be made with a uniform depth throughout as in Fig.
224, or the depth may be proportioned to the bending moment as in Figs.
228 and 223a, thus giving to each half rib the form of a parabolic girder
or nearly so.

The last-named method is by far the better of the two, and the para-
bolic ribs possess not only the advantage of greater stiffness, but also the
economic advantage above described, viz., that the united sectional areas
of the upper and lower members need be no greater, or very little greater,
than that of a single flexible chain or arch designed to carry the same
total load; and having this sectional area they will re?ist the bending
action of the unequal load without suffering any further or greater stress.

To illustrate this point, let the rigid suspension bridge of Fig. 223
be constructed with two parabolic semi-ribs AB and BC, hinged together
in the centre, and let the central depth GP of each semi-rib be equal to
half the dip DB. Then the outline of each rib' will consist of a straight
line AB, and a parabolic curve AGB; to which curve the straight upper
member BO will form a tangent; while the neutral axis of the rib, or the
line which everywhere bisects its vertical depth, will be a continuous
parabolic curve passing through A, B, and C.

Let D denote the central dip DB of the entire parabola having the
span A 0 = L. Then the horizontal stress running through the suspension
bridge, when covered throughout with the dead load p and the live load

. L2
q will be H = (p + q) 8D; and this stress will at all sections be divided

equally between the upper member APB and the lower member AGB,
L2

the stress in each being Hl = - (p + q) 16D; and this stress will not be

exceeded when one-half of the span is covered with the live load.
For the bending moment due to any given ufiequal distribution of

load will be the same as in the roadway girders of Fig. 226; and when
the live load covers the half span AB the bending moments will be those
represented by the parabolic diagrams asb and bsc' in Fig. 227. It is
evident therefore that the horizontal flange stress in the parabolic rib
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AB, due to. these maments, will be unifarm thraughaut; and if Dl denates
the central depth OP, the unifarm harizantal flange stress will be expressed

ql2 qL2
by:!:Hm=16Dl=32D'

But the tensile stress running thraugh the whale suspensian bridge

will naw be reduced to. H = - (p+ ~);~; and in each member the

tatal harizantal stress will be H2 = ~ + H .
""

We have, therefare-

L2
In the upper member af AB. H2= -p 16D

"
lawer

"
n

L2
H2 = - (p + q)16D'

L
H2= - (p+ q)16DIn the upper member af BC .

"
lawer

" "

L2
H2= -P16D'

Therefare if the members are designed, as they must be, to. carry the
entire laad p + q, they will be strang eno.ugh to. carry the unequallo.ad ;
far in no. part is the tensile stress greater than that due to. the entire
lo.ad. At the same time it may be abserved that the tensile stress is
no.where less than that due to. the dead lo.adp, sa that the stresses .will
nat alternate between tensian and campressian like thase in the auxiliary
ro.adway girder.

Ta pravide far the gTeater bending stresses due to. certain o.ther
pasitio.ns af the laad, and represented by the datted curves in Fig. 227,
the upper member will have to. be slightly enlarged at and near the abut-
ments; but when this has been dane, its weight, as well as that af the
lo.wer member and af the diaganal bracing, will be no. greater than in the
inverted bawstring af the span l. It fo.llaws, therefare, that a suspensian
bridge af 1000 feet span, canstructed in this farm, will have nearly the
same weight per fo.at as a parabalic girder af 500 feet span; while it
may be shawn that its rigidity will be co.nsiderably greater.

The exact values o.f the maximum and minimum stress will be
exaIl!-ined in a later chapter.

235A. Other Forms of Hinged Rib.-It anly remains tano.tice here
that the arch ar suspensian bridge may be co.nstructed in rigid farm,
and with due allawance far expansio.n and cantractio.n, by placing the
hinge either at the centre af the span ar near ane af the abutments.

Thus in Fig. 225 the raadway-girder may be. hinged at the paint t,
and cannected with the abutment by a shart flap which wauld rise and
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fall with change of temperature. The chain would then always preserve
its parabolic form from A to T, and the rise and fall due to change of
temperature would take place at the joint T.

In the same way a rigid curved rib may be hinged near one abut-
ment, or an inverted bowstring girder may be treated in the same way
as shown in Fig. 230,1 In the latter diagram the suspension-link as is
adjusted with such an inclination (at mean temperature) that it forms a
tangent to the parabolic chain of the girder, and is attached at S to a
saddle resting upon the pier; while at A the weight is borne by another
saddle, which, like the first, is anchored back to the abutments by back-
stays. This being done, it is obvious that the upper flange would be re-
lieved of all compressive stress under the uniform load, as the pull of the
chain would then be taken by the. backstays extending from each tower
to the anchorages.

But, under the effect of alternate cold and heat, the upper flange
would be liable to alternate tension and compression; and unless the
suspending link is made of great length,. the rise and fall of the joint
a will so materially affect its angle of inclination that the temperature
changes would produce a great stress in the upper flange. The same
thing would also occur in the chain bridge hinged excentrically as shown
in Fig. 225, where the rise and fall of the joint T would materially
increase or decrease the tensile stress in the parabolic chain; while the
vertical bar Tt would be subjected to a heavy stress, sometimes tensile

.
and sometimes compressive, which would be produced not only by
changes of temperature, but also by variations in the position of the live
load. In the ensuing chapters, it will be convenient to consider first the
excentric position of the hinge as illustrated in the suspended bowstring
of Fig. 230, and then the rigid rib with a central hinge.

1 The latter form of construction was described by Sir B. Baker in his work on Long
Span Bridges. .
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CHAPTER XXI.

BOWSTRING GIRDERS USED .AS .ARCHES OR .AS SUSPENSION

BRIDGES.

(The illustrations referred to in this chapter are contained in Plate K at the end of
Chapter XXII.)

236. Application of an Exterior Horizontal Force.- W e have seen
that the upright bowstring may be converted into an arch if the ends of
the bow are supported by abutments which are capable of resisting their
horizontal thrust. The horizontal force or reaction of the abutments
takes the place of the horizontal pull which was exerted by the lower
chord of the bowstring; so that the lower chord can be dispensed with.
If the same force is exerted upon the bowstring when the lower chord is
present, that member will be relieved of all tensile stress; and if a
smaller horizontal force is exerted by the abutments, or is in any way
impressed upon the feet of the bowstring, the tensile stress in the lower
chord will be by so much reduced. Thus if Ha denotes the horizontal
exterior force, and - H the normal tensile stress in the lower chord of a
bowstring supported at the ends, the stress in the lower chord of the
compressed bowstring will be equal to Ha - H.

It is obvious. also that the same thing will take place, mutatis
mutandis, in the upper boom of an inverted bowstring, if an exterior
pulling force is applied at each end.

237. Series of Relieved Bowstrings.-Acting upon the above
principle, we may construct a viaduct of three or any number of spans
consisting of a series of bowstring girders in which the thrust of each
bow is met by the counter thrust of the neighbouring bow, just as it is
in a series of masonry arches; and under the uniform load, the ties of
bowstrings will then be relieved of all tensile stress. To produce this
result, it is necessary to arrange matters so that the load will in some
way call forth the requisite reaction of the abutments; and-this might
be done by simply cutting the horizontal tie at any point in either span.

Thus the central span may be constructed as a hinged rib, as in
Fig. 229 j and if the three arches have the same span and rise, the
horizontal tie will suffer no stress at any point so long as the load is
uniform over the whole bridge. The dead load will therefore produce
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no stress; but when the live load covers the central span only, there
will be a compressive stress in the lower flange of the side spans equal to
qL2
8D

; and a similar tensile stress when the live load covers the. side span

only. The same thing may be done with a series of inverted bowstrings
used as suspension bridges and coupled together over the piers, so that
the pull of one chain is transferred to that of the neighbouring span.

In either case the horizontal reaction of the fixed abutments is equal
and opposite to the horizontal thrust (or pull) of the hinged rib, and
depends upon the load that may be imposed upon that rib.l

238. Single Span Crossed by a Suspended Bowstring.-It has
sometimes been proposed to construct an inverted bowstring, as in Fig.
230, in which the compressive stress of the upper boom is 'relieved by
the employment of somewhat similar means. At the point C the girder
is suspended by an inclined link OS, forming a tangent to the parabolic
curve of the lower member, and connected with a backstay which is
anchored in a heavy abutment. The opposite end A of the bowstring is
of course anchored back in the same way; and the parabolic chain and
backstays form together a suspension bridge which carries the uniform
load without any assistance from the upper boom. For when the load is
uniformly distributed, the horizontal pull exerted by the inclined link
CS is of course exactly equal to the thrust that would be exerted by the
boom in a parabolic girder supported at each end.

The stresses that take effect in the straight boom under any unequal
distribution of the rolling load, may be readily found by subtracting the
external force, or the horizontal pull HIO (of the inclined link) from the
compressive stress already found for the parabolic girder; and a single
example will be sufficient to make this method quite clear, and to illus-
trate the general properties of such a design.

In Fig. 230 let the depth D be one-tenth of the span, so that the
inclined link CS, which forms a tangent to the parabolic curve, has a
rise of 1 vertical to 2'5 horizontal, or tan. ()= 2'5. Then whatever may
be the vertical load VIo carried by the link at C, the horizontal pull of
the link will be HIO = 2'5 VIo'

In Table 2a, Art. 216, we have already found the horizontal flange
stress in a parabolic girder of 10 equal panels supported at each end, due
to a load Q = 1 ton placed successively at each of the joints 1 to 9 in-
clusive; and whatever may be the depth of the girder, those figures will

give the stress in units of Q~. In the present example, the panel width

b is one-tenth of the span, and equal to D, so that the table gives the
flange stress in units of Q = gb.

1 The exterior force may be fixed at any arbitrary and unchanging value, if it is
applied by independent means at either end of the viaduct; and the hinged span is
then not wanted.
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Each element of the load will produce at C the vertical reaction V10
(as before found) which will be accompanied by a horizontal pull RlO=
2'5VIo; and~subtracting RIO from the compressive stress given in Table
2a, we have the stresses RI, H2, &c" at each joint of the uppe! boom, as
given In the following table :-

TABLE 10y,-Horizontal Sttess at each Joint in the Boom of a Suspended
Bowstring of Ten Equal Panels, Fig, 230, produced by Unit Load
on Each Joint,

Central Depth, D = 1 ; Panel Width, b = 1; Panel Load, Q = 1.

Flange Stress at Each Joint, External
Force.

~~~~~~I~~~~ V10

2'250 1'000 '583 '375 '250 '167 '107 :,.;[ '063 '028:'" '25 'I
Im2~lW ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~~
1'194 1'437 1'750 1'125 '750 '500 '321 '187 '083' - '75 '3

'667 '875 1'143 1'500 1'000 '667 '429 '250 '111-1'00 '4
'139 '313 '536 '833 1'250 '833 '536 '313 '139 - 1'25 '5

- '389 - '250 - '071 '167 '500 1'000 '643 '375 '167 -1'50 '6
- '917

1

- '813 - '679 - '500 - '250 '125 '750 '437 '194 -1'75 '7
-1'444 -1'375 -1'286 -1'167 -1'000 - '750 - '333 '500 '222 - 2'00 '8
-1'972'

1

-1'937 -1'893 -1'833 -1'750 -1'625 -1'417 -1'000 '250 -2'25 '9
-1'250 -1'250 -1'250 -1'250 -1'250 -1'250 -1'250 -1'250 -1'250 -1'25 '5

----------

5'972

1

5'625 5'179 4'750 4'250 3'625 3'000 2'250 1'250 -12'50

-5'972 -5'625 -5'179 -4'750 -4'250 -3'625 -3'000 -2'250 -1'250

-1----------

ojo 00000001

In order to make up the full complement of the load, we have added

at the joint 10 on~-half of the panel load on 9-10, or a load of ~; and

when the full load. is thus completed, the stress in the upper boom,
which is of course equal to the algebraical sum of the stresses due to each
separate element of the load, is everywhere equal to zero,

But adding up separately the positive increments of stress and the
negative increments of stress, the totals, as given at the foot of the table,
show the greatest compressive and the greatest tensile stress to which
the boom is subjected during the passage of the rolling load,

At every joint the greatest compression is equal to the greatest tension;
but its amount varies in different parts of the boom, and is greatest at
the left end of the span, and least at the end where the inclined link is
attached,

As regards the web-bracing, a little consideration will show that the
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stress in any diagonal, under any given distribution of load, will be exactly
the same as in a parabolic girder supported at each end. For the external
horizontal 'force, whatever may be its value, i~pplied to the whole
length of the upper boom, so that the horizontal stress in any brace, or
Hn - Hn -I is exactly the same as though no external horizontal force had
been applied.

.

All the stresses in the web-bracing and vertical posts may therefore
be found by the method of direct measurement already described in
Art. 217.

The stress in the parabolic chain, like that in the web-bracing, is
unaffected by the external force or horizontal pull of the inclined link.

If the depthD of the suspended bowstring is greater than that
assumed in the present example, the inclination of the link CS will be
proportionately greater, and the horizontal pull HIO will be proportionately
less. It follows, therefore, that the figures given in the above table will
represent the flange stress in the boom of a suspended bowstring of any

depth in units of Q~.

The tabular figures, as' before mentioned, are slightly in excess of
those which may be deduced from an exact mathematical analysis pro-
ceeding upon the assumption that the train is of uniform weight through-
out its length. If m denotes the horizontal distance of any joint in the
upper boom from the hinge C, the mathematical formula for the greatest
stress at that joint due to any position of the rolling load is :-

qL2
( m ):t H= 8D L+m (5)

while the greatest horizontal stress in any diagonal of the web is-

qL2
( b )::!:h = 8D L + b (6)

in which b is the horizontal width of the panel traversed by the dia-
gonaV

239. Changes of Temperature.-A noteworthy feature in the design
last noticed is its extreme sensitiveness to change of temperature. With
a given rise of the thermometer ~T, the whole of the bowstring will
expand together, and there will be no change of form except at the
hinge 0 / but in consequence of the expansion of the boom, the short
suspending link CS will undergo a considerable change in the angle of
its inclination.

Thus if Fig. 230 represents a bridge of 400 feet span, with a sus-
pending link 5 feet in length, it may easily be calculated that a fall
of temperature of 60° would change the inclination from 1 in 2'5 to

1 A demonstration of these fOl'mulre was given by the author in a paper on "Arched
Ribs and Suspension Bridges," published in Engineering, vol. XX., 1875.
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about 1 in 3'4, and the horizontal pull would be increased in like pro-

portion. This would throw a tensile stress of about ~
(q ~i!L2 upon the

upper boom; while a compressive stress of nearly the same amount
would occur with a 60° rise of temperature. But if we increase the
length of the suspending link these temperature effects will be rapidly
diminished. By taking a link 10 feet in length, instead of 5 feet, the
stress due to expansion will be reduced to less than one-half; and the
longer we make the link, the less will be the effect of heat and cold. In
the designs shown in Figs. 224 and 228, the link reaches the greatest
possible length, and is ~qual to one-half of the span; and the stress due
to the extreme changes of temperature is so small as to be hardly worth
considering.

In the case of a viaduct of several spans, constructed as in Fig. 229,
the temperature effect will of course be augmented by the expansion of
the side spans; but in a bridge of four or five spans its resulting stress
would still be less than in the case of the suspended bowstring of Fig.
230. If the viaduct were. constructed without a hinged span, and the
lower chord continuous from end to end, it would of course be necessary
to apply the external compressive force by some independent means
which would follow up the temperature changes.
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CHAPTER XXII.

RIGID ARCHED RIBS OR SUSPENSION RIBS.

(The illustrations referred to in this chapter are contajned in Plate K at the end of
this chapter.)

240. The invention of the masonry arch has been variously ascribed
to the Romans, the Assyrians, and even to the ancient Egyptians;
although it may be doubted whether the mechanical principles which
govern its equilibrium were really understood until a more recent date.
But however this may be, it is quite certain that the suspension bridge
invented itself, and arranged its own curve of equilibrium without any
aid from the calculations of its first constructor, but simply by obedience
to the action of gravity upon the flexible hides or ropes which formed, in
early times, the main cables of the bridge.

The form of the suspension bridge having thus been dictated, and
automatically determined, by the flexibility of the ropes, it is perfectly
natural that this flexibility should come to be regarded as the essential
characteristic of the suspension principle; and it is equally natural that
iron suspension bridges should have been constructed of flexible chains,
just as iron arches were at first constructed of tapering voussoirs re-
sembling the stones in a masonry arch. But we have seen that the
essential principles of the suspension bridge are altogether independent
of flexibility in the cables, which' is merely an accidental feature arising
from the nature of the materials that were originally employed, but
which cannot be regarded otherwise than as a defect incidental to the
employment of those materials, and one which should be rigorously
avoided in an iron suspension bridge.

Therefore, in proceeding to design either an arch or a suspension
bridge in iron or steel, we must get rid of those traditional ideas which
have naturally associated themselves with the older forms of construction.
In the case of the arch, we are not bound to follow the lines of the
masonry construction; and in the suspension bridge it will be equally
unnecessary to perpetuate the defects of the earlier materials.

In either case, what we want is not a flexible, but an inflexible bridge,
or at least one which shall have the same degree of rigidity as an ordinary
girder. In the previous chapters we have glanced at some of the
methods which have been adopted for stiffening a flexible bridge; but
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we have now to consider the construction of a bridge which shall be
inflexible in itself.

Before proceeding to examine the mechanical principles of the rigid
arch or suspension rib, it is only necessary to remark that one of the first
conditions introduced by the employment of iron is the necessity for
providing for its expansion and contraction under changes of temperature.
This provision is equally important in all other forms of bridge, and is
seldom neglected in the design of girders or cantilevers; while in the
arch or suspension rib it can effectively be made by hinging the rib at
the centre. If the rib is not hinged, it will have to lmdergo bending
stresses under every change of temperature, similar to those described in
Art. 232, so that a large portion of the available strength of the iron will
be employed in a useless resistance to the expansive effect of heat. We
shall assume therefore that the rib is constructed with a central hinge,
which will obviate all temperature strains, while it will not interfere
with the rigidity of the suspension rib any more than the hinged joints
in a cantilever bridge or the pin connections in an American truss.

241. Hinged Rib of any Arbitrary Form.-Let the bridge be com-
posed of two rigid semi-ribs AB and BO, as in Fig. 221, hinged together
at B, and hinged also at the ends A and C. Then whether the ribs
be straight or curved, and whether their depth be uniform or varied in
any conceivable manner, the forces acting upon them may be graphically
determined as follows :-

Suppose a load Q to be attached or suspended to the rib AB at any
point K l' and in order to trace the separate effects of this load, let the
structure be supposed to have no weight in itself. Then the rib BC
being hinged at both ends, can only act as an inclined link, and can
exert no force upon the rib AB except a direGt pull in the line OB,
whose magnitude may be denoted by RI'

Drawing the vertical EFKG, and producing the line CB through G
to g, it is obvious that the load Q will exert a moment about the fulcrum
A, equal to Q x AF / and this moment must be balanced by the moment
RI x AP, the line AP being drawn at right angles to Og. Therefore

RI = QAF.
AP

The force RI is resolved at C into the vertical component VI and the
horizontal component H, and the latter force must evidently be opposed
by an equal horizontal force H at the abutment A, and represents the
horizontal stress running through the entire system.

The vertical reaction of the abutment applied at 0, and applied also
at B to the rib AB, will therefore be-

BD AP AF
VI =RI x Bo=RI x

AO = Q x
AO'

The remainder of the load Q is of course carried by the abutment A,



Then L-X (7)V=Q.-
L

X
VI = Q.- (8)L

X (9)H=Q.-
2D
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I

1

where the vertical reaction will be V = Q x ~~; so that the load is

divided between the two abutments in accordance with the law of the
lever, as in a girder bridge.

The horizontal component of the force RI will be-

DO . AP
H=RI X -=RI x-,

aB Ag

the line Ag being vertical and equal to 2BD.
. . AF

Therefore H = Q x
2BD

Draw AE parallel to gC, and let the vertical line EG represent the
weight Q. Then EG is resolved into GA = R, and gG = RI, The force
GA is resolved into GF = V, and AF = H; while the force gG or AE is
resolved into EF= VI and AF=H.

If a series of equal weights be attached to the rib AB at any other
points, and acting on the vertical lines elgl' e2g2'&c., intersecting the
chord line AO in the points A, f2, &c., the vertical reactions at A will be
represented by the lines flgl' f #2' &c.; while the' vertical reactions at a
will in like manner be represented by elfl, eJ2' &c., and the horizontal
force H due to each of these loads will be represented by the horizontal
lengths Afl, Af2, &c.

As regards the effect of any distributed load, or of any series of
weights, it is sufficiently clear from this illustration that the forces V,
VI, and H for any se'ries of weights will be the same as though all the
weights were concentrated at their common centre of gravity.

To express the results in algebraical language-
Let L=the span AC;

D = the versine BD, measured to the central hinge;
X = the horizontal distance AF to the point of attachment of a

single weight Q.

.Again, if the horizontal roadway of the bridge is weighted with a
distributed load of uniform intensity q per foot lineal, extending from
the abutment A for any given distance x (towards the centre of the
span), the weight of the load will be qx, and the distance of its centre of

gravity from A will be equal to ~.
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Therefore we shall have-

V =qxL-ix
L

. (10)

ix qx2VI = qx L = 2L
. (11)

r.Ix qx2
H=qxL =-

2D 4D
(12)

Having thus determined the forces acting at the ends of the semi-ribs,.
it will not be difficult to find the stresses in ribs of any given outline or
any given form 6f construction; and it is obvious that the same formulffi
will apply equally to the arch and the rigid suspension rib.

. The rib may be designed in a great number of different forms; but it
will be sufficient to notice two of these, viz., 1st, the form shown in Fig.
224, where each rib is a parallel girder whose neutral axis coincides. with
the parabolic curve of the arch; and 2nd, the form shown in Fig. 228 or
223a, in which each rib is a parabolic girder.

241A. Hinged Rib, having a Parabolic Curve for its Neutral Axis.
-In Fig. 222, let ABa represent the neutral axis of a curved rib,
hinged at A at B and at a; and suppose the rib AB to be loaded with
a single weight Q attached .at any point K. The external forces V, V

l'
and H, acting at the ends A and B, have already been determined in
formulffi 7, 8, and 9, in which X is the horizontal distance AF; and the
bending moment which takes effect upon the rib at any point 0 may be
readily found as follows :-

Let the co-ordinates of the point 0 be denoted by AN = n, and
NO =y~' and for convenience let m denote the horizontal distance N D,
and z the distance FD.

. .

Now if the weight Q is attached to the rib at any point between A
and 0, the bending moment will be simply the sum of the moments of
the external forces acting at B,. and if the weight is attached between 0
and B, we have only to find the moments of the exterior forces acting
at A.

1st. For a weight attached between A and 0, we have therefore the
bending moment at 0, or-

:M:= VIm +H(D - y) (13)

Here we may notice that each of the forces VI and H produces a
positive or sagging moment at 0, and therefore every weight attached to
the rib at any point or points between A and 0 produces a positive
bending moment. .

2nd. For a weight attached between 0 and D, we have the bending
moment-

M=Vn-Hy. (l,4) .
2 B '
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Here, on the other hand, we have the forces V and H producing
moments in contrary directions, and the bending moment :M:may be either
positive or negative according to the position of the weight. If the
weight is attached very near to the point 0, the moment Vn will be
greater than Hy, and ~1: will be positive; but if the weight is attached
very near to the central hinge B, the conditions will be reversed and :M:
will be negative. There is therefore a certain intermediate position at
which the weight might be placed, and where it would produce no bend-
ing moment at all; and it will easily be seen that this will occur when
Vn = Hy, or in other words when the resultant R passes directly through
the point 0;

We have already seen in Fig. 221, that if the load acts at any vertical
line EG, the resultant at A will be the line A G / and therefore to find
the required position of the weight, we have only to draw the straight
lines A OG and CBG through the points 0 and B until they intersect-
each other in the point G, and the vertical FKG will represent the
required position of the weight.

It follows, therefore, that the greatest positive bending moment at the
point 0 due to any possible distribution of the rolling load, will take
place when the load covers the length AF

"
and the greatest negative

moment will occur when the load covers the length Fa.
The position of the point F, or the horizontal distance FD = z, may

be found by mathematical analysis as well as by the geometric method
above described; and its value is-

. l
Z=1n.- .

2l + 1n
(15)

in which l is the length of the half span AD. Then making x = l- z,
and applying the formulre of the last article, we obtain the following
results :-

1st. When the live load covers the whole span, there is no bending
moment at any point in the parabolic neutral axis.

2nd. When the live load covers the half span AB, the rib AB is
-

subjected to a positive bending moment a~ every point whose value is-

M=q.m(l-m) . (16)
4

while the rib Ba is subjected to a negative moment of the same value.
These moments are the same as in the roadway girders of Fig. 226, and
are represehtedby the full lines of the diagram in Fig. 227.

3rd. The greatest positive benC!.ingmoment at any point in either
rib is-

M M=qm(l-m) (l ~ )ax.
4

+
2l+m

and the greatest negative moment has the same value.
are represented by the dotted curves in Fig. 227.

(17)

These moments
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4th. If the vertical depth of the rib, at the point in question, is
denoted by d, the horizontal component of the flange stress due to the
above bending moments will be-

H =+Mm -d

and the total horizontal stress in either flange will be-

H2=H+M (18).
2 - d

.

in which H is the horizontal stress runmng through the arch or suspen-
sion rib.

The value of the latter force varies with the distribution of the load,
and consequently the greatest stress in either flange is not coincident
either with the greatest value of H or with the greatest value of M.

The distribution of load which produces the greatest stress in either
flange, and the value of that stress, depend in each case upon the depth
d / and the method of ascertaining it must next be considered.

It is important to notice that the greatest flange stress in an arched rib
does not correspond with the greatest bending moment as measured about
the neutral axis, but it does correspond with the greatest bending moment
as measured about one joint, as shown in the next ensuing article.

242. Maximum Stress in the Flanges of a Hinged Rib.- When the
whole :figlIre of the arched rib or suspension rib has been determined, it
will be possible to :find the distribution of load which produces the
greatest stress in either flange; and for this purpose it is only necessary
to apply the geometric method in a slightly different manner. For
example, in Fig. 223 we have a suspension bridge in which each rib is
a parabolic girder, while in Figs. 223a and 224 we have two forms of
arched rib, whose neutral axis ill each case is a parabolic curve, while
the depth of rib OP is uniform in Fig. 224, but varies in Fig. 223a like
the ordinates of a parabolic curve. For either of these forms of con~
struction, or indeed for any other defined form of rib, we may obtain a
geometrical solution as follows :-

Let a single weight Q be supposed to act at any vertical line FG
whose horizontal distance from B is denoted as before by z.

Then if we take a vertical section OP at any panel point in the rib,
we may determine the horizontal flange stress at P by applying the
usual method of moments in the same way as in any girder bridge; i.e.,
having found the external forces, and calculated their combined. moment
M about the joint 0, the horizontal stress at P will be simply:!: Hp =
M
GP'

The external forces V, VI, and H have already been found in Art.
~40, and proceeding as before, we :find that if the weight is attached at
my point between A and N, the moment about 0 will be positive, and
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will also be positive if the weight is hung at a short distance to the
right of N; but will be negative if the weight is attached near the central
hinge.

As before, therefore, we find that there is a certain intermediate
position where the weight produces no moment about 0, and therefore
no stress at P. This critical position, however, is not the same as in
Fig. 222; for evidently it will only occur when V x AN = H x NO, or in
other words, when the resultant R lies in a direct line through the Joint
0, which is now situated in one of the flanges and not in the neutral
axis of the rib. But it is also obvious that the critical position of the
weight may be found by the same method as before, so that we have
only to draw through the joint 0 and through the central hinge B the
straight lines A OG and OBG until they intersect in the point G, when
the vertical FG will give us the required position of the weight.

Therefore at any vertical section ON, whose horizontal distance from
A is AN = n = l-m, we shall have the greatest positive moment about
0 when the rolling load covers the length AF = x = z- z; and taking the
forces to the left of the section, this moment will be-

. qn2
M=Vn-(HxNO)-2 (19)

To apply this formula it is only necessary to insert the values of V
and H given in formulre (10) and (12); but it is already evident that
the critical distribution of the rolling load (or the distance z) will depend
upon the height of the ordinate NO, and therefore upon the depth of
the rib. It follows that no general formula can be given which shall be
applicable in all cases to parallel arched ribs of different depths con-
structed as in Fig. 224; but when the depth of the rib has been fixed
there will be no difficulty in treating each case separately by means of
the geometrical method and the formulre above given.

But in the case of the parabolic ribs of Fig. 223, the proportions are
geometrically fixed, and consequently the maximum stress at any joint

can be determine~. The central depth of the rib being equal to B~, the

upper member AB becomes a straight line, and we have at any section
AN l- m m(l - m)

NP=BD x AD=D --';-' and OP=2D Z2 ; therefore-

NP l NO l AN Z2
0 P =2m; 0 P = 1 + 2m; 0 P = 2mD

;

and with these ratios the moments and stresses can be readily calcu-
lated'!

1 This form of suspension bridge, which is shown more completely in Fig. 228, was
iirst proposed and investigated by the author in a paper read at the Scottish Society of
Arts and published in Engineering of April 1875, and was patented at a somewhat earlier
{].ate. Other designs, bearing more or less resemblance to this form, have been inde-
pendently proposed by Professor Thomson, M. Oudry, Herr Lange, and other engineers.
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.
,243. Rigid Suspension Bridge with Parabolic Ribs.-In Fig. 228

the neutral axis of the rib is a continuous parabolic curve bisecting every
vertical section OP, while each rib may be regarded as a suspended para-
bolic girder having a straight upper member and a parabolic lower member,
which meet at the central hinge.

Under any given distribution of the rolling load, the stresses may be
found by the method of moments described in the preceding articles and
illustrated in Fig. 223; and applying the formulre already given the
following results are obtained :- '

1. For a dead load of intensity p, uniformly distributed over the
whole span AC=L, we have the horizontal stress at any point 0 or P of
the upper or lower member-

pL2
Hp= -16D . (20)

and there is no stress in the diagonal bracing.
2. When the live load covers the whole span, the stress due to that

qL2 .

load is of course Hq = - 16D; and as before there is no stress in the

diagonal bracing.
3. When the live load covers the half span AB, we have the result-

ing stress at any point in the lower members of the rib AB, or in the
upper member of the rib BC-

qL2
Hq = - 16D

. (21)

. This load produces, by itself, no stress in the upper member AB,
nor in the lower member of the rib BC, nor in any bar of the diagonal
bracing; and this is readily accounted for by the fact that the strained
members AOE and BC, form together an equilibrated chain for the load
in question.

4. The maximum and minimum horizontal stress in any bar of the
lower member AOE, due to any position of the rolling load upon the
bridge, will be-

. L2
Max. H=Hp+Max. Hq= - (P+q)16D

L2
Min. H=Hp= -P16D

(22)

(22a)

5. At any joint P of the upper member, the greatest stress producible

In some of these designs, however, the resemblance is more superficial than real, as, for
example, in the case of the Monongahela Bridge, which was constructed upon the
principle proposed by Lange, and consists of a parabolic chain lying in the continuous
curve ABO of Fig. 220, and two straight members AB and BC. Any rigidity that this
bridge may possess must depend upon the capacity of thQse straight members to resist
a compressive stress; and the stresses in general are widely different from those which
occur in Fig. 228.
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by the rolling IDad alone occurs when that load extends from a to F, the
distance- FD being given by-

l
z=n~'- l+m

and its value is then-

Max. Hq= - {:~(l +
l :m) . (24)

If a rolling load extended from A to F, while the remainder of the
span was subje~t to no load at all, the resulting stress at the point P
would be a positive or compressive stress, whose value is given by-

(23)

. qL2 ( m )Mm. Hq =
loD l +m

. (25)

It follows that the maximum and minimum values of the tensile stress
at P will be-

Max.H=Hp+Max.Hq=-1~~{P+q(1+l:11I)}' (26)

Min. H=Hp+Min. Hq= -l~~ {p - q(z:m)}' (27)

6. The greatest stress in any diagonal of the web is the same as in a
parabolic girder, i.e., if b denotes the horizontal width of the panel, the
horizontal component of the greatest stress in the diagonal will be-

Max. Hq= - i~;C:b) (28)

The above formulre will suffice to determine all the stresses; but we
have hitherto preferred to work them out by tabulating the elements of
stress due to the separate elements of the load. The latter plan will
often be useful, and admits of being easily applied to special cases where
we may have an unequal distribution of the dead load; and it may
therefore be desirable to follow the same plan in the present case.

To construct such a table for a rigid suspension rib of any given
number of panels, it is only necessary to treat each rib as a suspended
bowstring in the manner already described in Art. 238. In fact, a little
reflection will show that the figures already given in Table lOy for the
suspended bowstring, will correctly represent the horizontal stresses pro-
duced in the rib AB of Fig. 228, by a load Q placed successively at each
joint of that 1"ibj so that it only remains to complete the table by adding
the horizontal stress produced by a similar load placed upon every joint
of the fellow rib BC.

Therefore adding up in Table lOy the elements of HIo, we find that
when every joint of the rib AB is loaded, the horizontal stress in the

. .
b

straight suspending link BC is - 12'5Q -' and of course the strai bO"ht
d'
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member AB suffer$ a like stress when every joint of. the rib BC is
loaded. Adding, therefore, this negative stress to the totals at the foot
of Table lOy, we obtain the following values of Max. Hq and Min. Hq at
each joint in the upper member of a rib of ten equal panels.

TABLElOz.-Horizontal Stress at each Joint in the Upper Member AB
of a Suspension Rib of Ten Equal Panels.-Fig. 228.

Central Depth, op= 1; Panel Width, b = 1; Panel Load, Q= 1.
I

H2

I

Ha

Positiv~ total
} 5'972 5'6251 5'179 4'750 4'250 3'625 3'000 2'250 1'250or Mm. H. .

I
Negative total

} -18'472 -18'125 -17'679 -17'250 -16'750 -16'125 -15'500 -14'750 -13'750or Max. H.

HI H4 H5 H6
I

H7 Hs H9

Sum. . . . -12'5 -12'5 -12'[} 1-12'5 -12'5 -12'5 1""12'5 -12'5 -12'5

The above figures relate, of course, to the stress Hq, due to the live
load alone; while the total stress will be the algebraical sum of the
stresses due to the dead and live load respectively. It follows that the
upper member, in a bridge of any considerable size, will not be subject
at any point to a compressive stress, nor to any great reduction of the
normal tensile stress.

For reasons already explained, the above values are slightly in excess
of the quantities calculated by the mathematical formula, and are really to
be preferred as approximating more closely to. the truth. For the same
reason it will be better to treat the diagonals in the same way as already
described for the ordinary bowstring, and to measure the maximum stress
in each diagonal or post by simply scaling its length,

It is unnecessary to give the detailed calculations of direct stress, and
the required sectional area of each member for any particular example.
In determining the sectional areas it will of course be necessary to make
due allowance for the variations of stress which occur during the passage
of the train, and the working-stress must be accordingly adjusted by one
or other of the methods already described.

244. Weight of the Rigid Suspension Bridge.-Before we can calcu-
late the stresses for any given case we require to know the weight of the
suspension ribs, and for this purpose we shall proceed by the method
which we have before adopted in the case of girder bridges. The weight
of the bridge per lineal foot will be somewhat less at the centre of the
span than at the piers; but to be on the safe side we may assume the
unknown weight of the main structure w to be uniform throughout the
span, and to be equally divided between the upper and lower joints of
the rib.



Panels. Tension Members. Struts.

No. Width.
Upper and Lower Diagonal Ties. Vertical Posts.Chains (together). Suspenders.

L
{~'

0'125 E+ '8307R O' 0' 0'1657E
N=10 20.

>
'125" + '830

"
0' O'1437R 0'

'2241" + 1'392
"

0'020 R+1'3817R 0'570
"

0'759
"

LfL,
0'125 R+ '8317R O' 0' O'1667R

N=12 - p., '125" + '831
"

0' O'1467R 0'
24 p.,If '2245" + 1'394

"
0'017 R+ l'6467R 0'584

"
1'898

"

L (JL, 0'125 E+ '8317 E (I' 0' O'1667E
N=14

28 ~l ~/'
'125" + '831

"
0' O'1497R 0'

'2247" + 1 '396
"

O'0153R+1'9127R 0'596
"

1'025
"

LfL,
0'125 R+ '8327R 0' O' O'1667R

N=16 - p., '125" + '832
"

0' O'1527R 0'
32 p." '2248" + 1'398

"
O'0138R+2'1757R 0'606

"
1'170

"
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The remaining part of the dead load, including the weight of the
platform and wind-bracing, will be denoted by p as before; and the
rolling load by q,-both in tons per foot lineal.~...~-~-

The sectional area required in each member to meet the maximum
stress, and to meet the greatest variation of stress, will be determined by
the dynamic method before described; and the sectional area of each
member being multiplied by its length, the weight of any set of members
will be expressed by y (Wft + Pft' + qft"); in which ft, ft', and ft" are
coefficients applying to .the several portions of the load, while y is
another coefficient expressing the practical weight per foot of a tie or
strut carrying a unit load,

The coefficients ft, ft', and ft" are given in Table 13, and will apply
to any bridge of the form shown in Fig, 228, whatever may be the ratio

of dip to span, that ratio being denoted by R = ~ = ~~,
The values given in the table apply to the whole of the main structure,

or the proper weight-carrying structure, between A and G, and are of
course exclusive of the weight of metal that may be required in the
platform and wind-bracing to resist wind-pressure,

The latter weights are to be included in the load p, and to be ascer-
tained independently; and this being done, the required weight of the
main structure will be expressed as before by the formula-

W =
L (p~YJ1-' + q~YJ1-")

1 - L .~YJ1-

TABLE13,- Weight of Rigid Suspension Bridge with Pambolic Ribs.-
Fig, 228,
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Example 1. Rigid Suspension Bl'idge of 500 feet span.-In estimating
the -weight of the rigid suspension bridge, we will assume that the pro-
portions are the same throughout as those shown in Fig. :328, the central
dip is 110 th of the span, the central depth of each rib is -loth of its hori-
zontal length, and each rib is divided into twelve panels whose width is
214,thof the span, while the roadway is suspended to the rib at an inter-
mediate point in the centre of each panel as well as at each panel point.

Then, as R = 10, we have the following coefficients:-

Upper and lower chains
Diagonals,
Vertical suspenders,
Vertical struts of the web,

ft
1'333
O.

0'
0'017

,
ft

1'333
O.

0-015

0'

"ft
2'385

'335
'059
'090

As regards the coefficient for waste of material, and for stiffening the
compression members, we shall suppose that the main chains are com-
posed of eye-bars, and the. waste material in these members need not
then be greater than 20 or 25 per cent,; but to allow for a more con-
venient form of connection at the joints of the web, we shall assume, as
before, that K = 1'33 in all tension members except the vertical sus-
penders; and as some of these may have to act as vertical stiffeners, we
shall double the coefficient and make K = 2'66,

In regard to the vertical posts of the web, it is evident that the
average height of the rib is only half the height of a parabolic girder
of the same span, the tallest strut being only 25 feet in height as against
56 feet in the Saltash bridge; and therefore the metal required for
lateral stiffening of the rib and for the stiffening of the strut will be con-
siderably less. But in order to be on the safe side we may take K = 2'50
as before, and the coefficient 'Y for each set of members will then be
the same as in the previous examples, viz.:-

K

Upper and lower chains
Diagonals
Vertical suspenders,
Vertical posts,

1'33
1'33
2'66
2'50

'Y
'0003
'0003
'0006
'0007

The weight of the suspended roadway, the permanent way, and the
wind-bracing, may again be taken at p = 0'7 ton per foot as in the bow-
and-chain bridge; and taking the live load at q = 1 ton per foot, we have
the several products as follows :-

2,''Yft = '000412
p2,''Yft' = '000409 x '70 = '000,2863
q"i''Yft''= '000915 x 1'0 = '000,9150

--
'001,2013
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Therefore the weight of the main structure per foot will be-

500 x '001,2013w = 1--=--(500x '000412) = 0'76 ton per foot.

This calculation is of course exclusive of the towers, the ironwork in
the platform, and the wind-bracing.

It appears, therefore, that with the same strength in every part, this
bridge can be constructed with less than half the weight of metal required
in a parallel girder of the" Ohio" type, or a bow-and-cha,in bridge of the
Saltash type; but this comparison refers- only to the main span, and it -

must be remembered that the suspension bridge cannot be built without
the addition of either side spans or backstays, and of heavy anchorages
at each end.

If the situation happens to be suitable for a central span of 500 feet,
and two side spans of 200 or 250 feet each, the side spans may be con-
structed with a single parabolic rib similar to the semi-rib of the central
span; and in this case the total length of 1000 feet would be built for
about 0'76 ton per foot, but of course the anchorages and towers would
still remain to be estimated for.

But if the problem in hand is simply to cross a single opening of 500
feet in the most economical way, the suspension bridge will be handi-
capped not only by the cost of anchorages, &c., but also by the backstays
extending from each tower to the abutment.

In such a case, we may perhaps estimate that the weight of the. towers,
backstays, anchorage chains, and of saddles and anchor plates, would
amount to almost as much as the weight of the central span. The gross
weight of ironwork would still be less than in the 500 feet girder, but as
a set-off against this saving we should have to reckon the cost of the
heavy masonry abutments.

.
'Vhat this latter item would amount to depends upon the situation.

In some cases, as in the Clifton bridge, the anchorage has been tunnelled
into the natural rockwithout the construction of any masonry at all;
but in other cases this natural advantage would not present itself, and a
heavy abutment would have to be built.

We may safely conclude that whatever may be the economic advan-
tage of the suspension system at a span of 500 feet, that advantage will
diminish in bridges of smaller span, and will increase in bridges of larger
span. The precise point at which it becomes more economical than the
ordinary single girder cannot be determin~d without reference to the
local circumstances in each case, such as the height of the roadway above
the water-level, the height and nature of the banks on each side, the
relative cost of iron and of masonry, and some other questions; but in the
case of very large spans the weight of ironwork iri the central span becomes
the chief factor in determining the question of cost, and to illustrate its
increasing importance we may next take the case of a span of 1000 feet.
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Example 2.Wrmlgld-Iron Suspension B1'idge of 1000 feet span.-
Keeping to the proportions shown in Fig. 228, the values of p" &c., will
of course be the same as before; and we may also adhere to the same
values of the coefficients K and y ; for it is obvious that the length of
each vertical strut and its maximum load will be exactly the same as in
a parabolic girder of 500 feet span, and the metal required for stiffening
will not be greater in one case than in the other. But it will be necessary
to consider the probable weight of the platform and wind-bracing, for it
is evident that in a bridge of this span the necessary rigidity and resist-
ance to wind-pressure can only be obtained by adopting a great width of
platform, or by some special arrangement of the structure such as that
of two single-line bridges placed side by side at a distance of 60 or 70
feet apart and braced together.

To estimate the weight of platform and wind-bracing for such long
span bridges, we may take for our present purpose the approximate
formula given by Sir B. Baker,l viz. :-

For girder bridges . p = iJL.
For cantilever bridges. p = 172JL.

For suspension bridges. . p = ~JL.
These formulre give the weight in cwts. per foot lineal; and although'

a lower value is given for suspension bridges than for other types of'
construction, we shall prefer to take the highest value given for girder
bridges, and we shall have p = iJ1000 = 21 cwts. per foot. But to this
we shall again add 7 cwts. per foot for the weight of timber, &c., in the
platform; and the total weight of platform and wind-bracing will then'
be p = 28 cwts. = 1'4 ton, or 0'7 ton per foot for each single-line bridge,
supposing that the structure will consist of two single-line bridges placed
side by side.

Therefore for each of these bridges we have-

~yp, = '000412
p~yp,' = '000409 x '70= '000,2863
q~yp," = '000915 x 1'0 = '000,9150

--
'001,2013

and the weight of each bridge per foot will be-

1000 x '001,2013
to=

1 - (1000 x '000412) - 2'05 tons per foot.

The total weight of ironwork in the central span will therefore be~

Two single-line bridges 4'10 tons per foot
Platform, &c. 1'05

"

Total 5'15
"

1 Vide Long Span Bridges, p. 66.
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It is needless to say that it would be quite impossible to construct a
parallel girder or a bowstring girder of this span except by the expendi-
ture of a prodigious amount of metal, if indeed it could be built at all ;
and therefore whatever may be the cost of towers and back stays, the
suspension bridge would be almost infinitely more economical than either
type of girder. 1

It has been shown in Art. 235 that we may approximately estimate
the weight of the parabolic ribs in Fig. 228 as being nearly equal to the
weight of an inverted bowstring of half the span; i.e., each member in
the 1000 feet suspension bridge will have nearly the same length and
sectional area as in the inverted bowstring of 500 feet span. This
estimate is practically borne out by the calculation, for we find the
weight of the single-line bridge to be 2'05 tons per foot, while the weight
of the inverted bowstring of 500 feet was found to be 1'78 tons per foot
when the depth was tth of the span, and 2'4 tons per foot when the
depth was 110th of the span, as it is in each rib of the suspension bridge.
Thus the suspension principle renders it practicable to construct a bridge
of double the span with the same weight per foot.

245. Weight of Rigid Suspension Bridges in Stee1.-The safe work-
ing stress in steel tension members may be taken at a higher value than
in wrought iron, in the proportion of 7~ tons per square inch to 5 tons
per square inch. We have already noticed the practical difficulties and
uncertainties which attach to the realisation of this estimate, both as
regards the strength of rivetted joints and that of eye-bars; but these
difficulties are certainly in a fair way of being removed if they are
not already overcome; and at all events, the above estimate is in
accordance with the actual practice of bridge-builders at the present
date.

Therefore taking the waste material in the connections of the eye-
bars at 33 per cent. as before, the specific weight of the steel tension
member will be expressed by y = '0002, and we may adopt this value
for the chains and diagonal ties.

We might perhaps apply the same reduction to the vertical suspen-
ders and vertical posts; but in regard to the latter, we have already seen
that it is not practicable to reduce the sectional area of a long and lightly
loaded strut in anything like the proportion of the strength of steel to
that of wrought iron. Therefore, in order to be on the safe side, we
shall make no reduction at all in these members on account of ,the
employment of steel; the struts and vertical suspenders will be made of
steel, but will have exactly the same sectional area as though they were
made of wrought iron, i.e., we shall take their specific weight at the
same value as in wrought iron, or y = '0006 for the suspenders, and

'l = '0007 for the vertical posts.
1 The weight of a bowstring of 900 feet span is estima.ted by Sir B. Baker at 46 tons

per foot for a double-line bridge.
.



Span.

1500 Feet, '2000 Feet. 2500 Feet.
I

3000 Feet,

Main structure 4'16 7'50 13'6 31'4

Platform and wind-bracing. '86 1'00 1'1 1'2

Total 5'02 8'50 14'7 32'6
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:Multiplying these values of y by the coefficients jJ-,&c.., we have for
the weight of the whole-

~YjJ- = '0002785
~YjJ-' = '0002756
~YjJ-" = '0006430

Example. Bridge oj 1500 jeet 8p~n.-It remains only to determine
for each span the weight of the platform and wind-bracing; and for the
present purpose we may again take Sir B. Baker's estimate, which for
steel bridges is as follows ;-

For girder hridges . p in cwts. = t JL
For cantilever bridges . p = iFJL
For suspension bridges . p

"
= -}JL

Selecting the highest value, as before, and making a further addition
of 7 cwts. per foot for the permanent way and timber of the roadway
platform, we have for the 1500 feet span p = -tJ1500 + 7 = 24 cwts. per
foot or 0'6 ton on each single-line bridge; and for the rolling load we
shall uniformly take q = 1 ton per foot. Therefore

P~YjJ-' = '000165
q ~YjJ-" = '000643

'000808

and the weight of each single-line bridge will be-

1500 x '000808
'IV= 1 - (1500 x '000279) = 2'08 tons per foot.

The total weight of steel in the central span will then be-

Two single-line bridges. 4'16 tons per foot
Platform and wind-bracing '86

"
Total 5'02

"
Proceeding in the same way with higher spans, we obtain the follow-

ing results for the total weight of steel in the central span of bridges up
to 3000 feet span in tons per foot-
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As before, this table does not include the weight of the towers or of
the anchorages.

In making use of these figures it will be well to bear in mind the two
following points :-

1st. The calculation is based upon the assumption that the working-
stress in each member. is adjusted according to the extent of the stress
variations, in conformity with the newer methods that are now being
adopted. In applying such a method to the comparatively moderate spans
that we have hitherto been dealing with, we have found the results to
agree very well with the average practice of engineers. But when either
of the newer methods is applied to very large bridges, it will always
lead to a higher working-stress (in the principal members) than has
hitherto been generally allowed; because in very large spans the stress
in these members is almost entirely a dead stress. Thus in the case of
the 1500 feet span, our method has virtually fixed the working load
in the main chains at a value varying from 8'0 to 8i tons per square
inch; while in the diag,OHa1ties the working load is only 5 tons per
square inch, and in the vertical struts only 2 tons per square inch-or
even less in some of the struts, owing to the large allowance that we
have made for stiffening.

If the newer methods are sound in principle, there is no valid reason
why the higher working-stress should not be employed in long-span
bridges, provided that the same method is applied impartially to all the
members; but notwithstanding the liberal allowance of sectional area
which this method would give in the case of the web-members, it is very
probable that the adoption of the higher working load in the flanges
would be objected to by the existing authorities, and that no higher stress
than 7t tons per square inch would be permitted in any part of the
structure.

In order to comply with this regulation in the case of the 1500 feet
bridge, it would be necessary to increase the sectional area of the chains,
and the weight of the whole structure would be increased from 5'02 to
6'12 tons per foot; and in the case of the wider spans, the increase would
be still more considerable.

But in dealing with very wide spans, it will be quite easy to comply
with this regulation without increasing the estimated weight of the bridge,
if we adopt a slightly greater ratio of depth to span. Thus for a span
of 1500 or 2000 feet, we may take the depth at tth of the span, as is
usual in parabolic bridges. Then calculating the chains for a maximum
working load of 7t tons per square inch, and calculating the web-
members by the newer method as before, the weight of the 2000 feet
span comes out again at 8'50 tons per foot, while the 1500 feet span is
reduced to 4'80 tons per foot. In the same way, if we adopt for the
larger spans an increasing ratio of depth, making the depth of the 3000
feet bridge equal to about ~th of the span, we find by repeating the same
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calculation that in each case the bridge can always be constructed for the
weight above given.

2nd. The remaining point to be borne in mind is that the weight of
the wind-bracing has been taken at an approximate and perhaps a some-
what rough estimate. We have assumed a weight which is largely in
excess of the formula given by Sir B.Baker for suspension bridges; but
that formula is avowedly only an approximation, and in practice each
case must be separately treated, and the weight of the wind-bracing must
be ascertained from a detailed calculation of the wind-stresses, which will
form the first step in the process of determining the required strength of
the structure.

246. Deflection of the Arched Rib or Rigid Suspension Rib.-The
deflection which we have here to consider has nothing in common with
the distortion that takes place in a flexible chain, and which has already
been referred to. The change of form, which is necessitated in the case
of the flexible chain whenever the load changes its position, cannot take
place in the braced rib any more than it can occur in a braced bowstring
or any other kind of girder. But the rigidly constructed rib, like the
girder, will be subject to a certain deflection due to the elasticity of the
material.

It has been shown in Chapter VIII. that the vertical deflection of a
girder is due to, and is measured by, the linear compression of the upper
member and the linear extension of the lower member, and is in fact
proportional to the sum of those elastic strains. Thus in the case of the
inverted bowstring of Fig. 216, the central deflection is proportional to
the horizontal compression or shortening of the straight boom, added to
the extension of the parabolic chain, and these two strains will be nearly
equal. Or again, in the case of the upright bowstring, the deflection is
proportional to the linear compression of the bow added to the linear
extension of the tie.

In the case of the arch there is no yielding tie, and consequently no
elastic extension of the chord .AC to be reckoned for; and it follows that
the elastic deflection of the arch under a full load is equal to about one-
half of the deflection of a parabolic bowstring.

In the same way, if the ends A and C of the suspension chain in
Figs. 216, 225, or 228, were held by unyielding abutments, or by un-
yielding backstays, the deflection of the suspension bridge under a full
load would be equal to one-half the deflection of a bowstring, or an
inverted bowstring girder.

If the suspension bridge of Fig. 228 is constructed with two side
spans whose united width is equal to that of the central span, the elon-
gation of the straight chains of the side spans will be just equivalent to
the compression of the boom in the inverted bowstring, and the deflection
of the rigid suspension bridge will then be equal to that of the bowstring
girder.



Limiting Span in Feet.

R=lO. R=8. ,R=7. R=6.

Factor = 4 2700 3250 3550 4000

Factor = 3 3600 4250 4600 5000
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But if the backstays are inclined at the angle that is usually adopted
where there are no side spans, their length will be not much more than
half that of the central span, and their elastic elongation being in
the same proportion, the deflection of the central span will be about
tkree-fourths as great as in a bowstring girder of the same span and
depth.

Again, if we consider the elastic. deflection that takes place in the
semi-rib AB, when that half of the bridge is covered with the rolling
load, the stresses that have been worked out for that distribution of load
show (on the same principle) that the deflection of the rib AB will be
equal to one-half of the deflection of a parabolic girder having the same
length and depth. The rigidity of the suspension rib under a passing
load, as well as under the full load, is therefore greater than that of the
girder bridge.

247. Limiting Span and Economic Proportions.-Thelimiting span
occurs as in all other cases when L-~YJ1-= 1; and its length evidently
depends upon the ratio of depth to span, and also upon the working-
stress that may be adopted for a load that is almost entirely a dead load.
Taking the factor of safety at either 4 or 3, according as the old rule or

the newer method is relied upon, and taking the ratio ~ at R= 10, 8, 7,

6, we have the limiting span of the steel suspension rib as follows :-

It will readily be seen that so far as the central span is concerned, the
economy of the structure will be considerably increased by adopting a
liberal proportion of depth to span; and in the case of very wide spans
it may be necessal'y to adopt a depth somewhat greater than loth and
reaching perhaps .}th or even .g.th of the span. But the central span is
not the only thing to be considered in determining the economic depth;
for the height of the towers and the length of the backstays will be
directly proportional to the depth, and the weight and cost of these
members must also be taken into consideration.

It follows that no general rule can be given for the economic depth,
as this will depend upon those local conditions which affect the cost
of towers, backstays, and anchorages, and which have been already
referred to.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

CONTINUOUS GIRDERS AND CANTILEVER BRIDGES.

248. Continuous Girder :Bridges.-The mechanical principles by
which the stresses in a.continuous girder are governed have been fully con-
sidered in Chapter IX.; and we have traced out in that chapter a geome-
trical method by which the diagram of moments may be constructed for a
bridge of any given spans under any given distribution of load. As the
stress at each point in the bridge depends upon the number and the rela-
tive width of the several spans, it is obvious that each case must be
separately treated, and that no useful object would be gained by exem-
plifying the application of the method in detail to any particular bridge
of. this class.

In calculating the maximum stresses, it will often be sufficient to
assume that the rolling load covers-first, the whole length of one span,
then the whole length of the next span, and so on throughout the bridge
-and then to take the greatest stress produced by any combination of .

loaded spans; but if it is desired to find the stresses due to any inter-
mediate position of the rolling load, the calc1l1ation may be made by the
methods described in Chapter IX.

In bridges of moderate 8pan it will also be generally sufficient to
assume that the dead load is uniformly distributed; but it may be ob-
served that the weight of the main girders will in practice be consider-
ably greater at the piers than at the centre of the span; and in large
bridges this inequality will have an important effect upon the stresses.
In all long span bridges, therefore, it will be necessary to find approxi-
mately the actual distribution of the metal in the main girders, and to
construct the diagram of moments accordingly.

.

For this reason the weight of a continuous girder of very wide
span cannot be accurately calculated on the principle that we have
adopted for other forms of construction, and it would consequently be
useless to attempt any determination of the coefficients fL, fL', and fL".
In the case of a parallel girder supported at each end, the flanges have
their greatest section at the centre, while the web-members have their
greatest section at the ends of the span; and if we include the end-pillars
as a portion of the web (as we have always done) the weight of the main

20
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girder may be taken without any serious error, as being uniformly distri-
buted. In the case of the parabolic girder, the distribution of metal is
still more uniform, the flanges being slightly heavier at the ends, while
the web is slightly heavier at the centre of the span; but in the con-
tinuous girder, the flanges as well as t4e web-members have their greatest
sectional area at the piers, and the weight of the girder per foot lineal is
considerably less at the centre than at the ends of the span.

This distribution of the weight is of course a favourable one, and is
attended with a valuable economic advantage in bridges of great span,
although it is hardly worth considering in spans of less than 200 or 300
feet.

Whatever may be the actual distribution of the dead and live load,
the stresses in anyone span of the bridge may readily be found as soon
as we have ascertained the value of the" pier moments," or the position
of the points of contrary flexure. For when these values are known, we
have only to draw the straight base-line across the diagram of moments,
as eXplained in Chapter IX., and we have at once the positive and negative
bending moments at every point in the span. Thus in Fig. 231, Plate L.,
let the curve ABO represent the diagram of moments for any given dis-
tribution of the load upon the span Aa (considered as an independent
span), and let Aa and Cc repre'sent the pier moments, or let I and/l repre-
sent the two points of contrary flexure; then drawing the straight line
allle, we have the positive and negative bending moments represented
by the ordinates above and below that base-line.

249. Mechanical Adjustment of the Points of Contrary Flexure.-
In a continuous girder, properly so called, the value of the pier moments
(or the position of the points of contrary flexureris determined by the
continuity of the girder and by the resulting conditions which govern its
elastic deflection. The calculation is therefore laborious, 'and has to be
repeated for each new position of the load, while the results are to a
certain extent ambiguous, and r'est upon assumptions which can seldolll
be made to correspond with the actual facts.

But if we destroy the continuity of the girder by severing it at cer-
tain points, or by introducing a form of connection which practicalJy
amounts to a hinge at each- of those' points, we may avoid all this COlll-
plexity and ambiguity; for in this way the points of contrary 8exure
may be mechanically fixed, just as they were fixed in the arched rib or
rigid suspension rib by the employment of the same means. '

These advantages can be obtained in the girder bridge, as in the arch
or suspension bridge, without sacrificing in any degree the stability of
the structure; provided that in each case the hinges are so situated that
no distortion of the whole structure can ensue by the turning of these
hinges.

In the case of the arched rib, no distortion of the structure could
ensue from the introduction of a single hinge at the centre, and in the
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same way hinges may be located in the continuous girder, subject to the
same conditions, by two or three different methods.

Thus, for example, in Fig. 231, it is evident that if the girder is
hinged at I and at 11' those points must of necessity become the points
of contrary flexure, and the structure will practically consist of an inde-
pendent girder Ill' supported at each end by the cantilevers zl and ell'
This method of construction is followed in each of the examples shown
in Plate L., Figs. 233, 234, 235, and 236; and it is obvious that the
introduction of the hinges can be attended with no possible distortion of
the structure under any position of the load, provided that the cantilevers
zl and ell are rigid girders extending across the side spans, and are
anchored down as well as supported at the points z and e.

A similar, and nearly equivalent, result may be obtained by placing
the hinges in the side spans instead of in the central span.

Thus in Fig. 232, if a hinge is introduced at z and another at e, the
base-line ze will again be the datum-line of the diagram, and between
those points the stresses under the uniform load will have the same value as
before, and will be defined with equal precision. This method is followed
in the Kentucky brirlge already illustrated in outline in Fig. 141. The
bridge consists1 of three equal spans of 375 feet each, and each of the
side spans is hinged at a point whose distance (za) from the adjacent pier
is 75 feet. In this case there is of course no necessity for any anchorage
at yand g, as the girder can never exert any lifting force at those points;
and if the girder is a rigid continuous beam from z to e, no distortion of
the structure can take place under any position of the load.

The hinges may therefore be located either in the central span or in
the side spans, and in each case the girder may be supported at the piers
A and C upon rocking bearings, or so that they are capable of assuming
freely any slope that their elastic deflection may give them; and the
introduction of these hinged bearings will not in any way destroy the
perfect stability of the structure.

On the other hand, it is hardly necessary to observe that hinges must
not be introduced simultaneously in the side spans and in the central
span, as this would destroy the stability of the structure just as effectually
as the introduction of two hinges in the length of an arched rib.

250. Cantilever Bridge Hinged in the Side Spans.-The bending
moments .at all points of a cantilever bridge will depend upon the load
that may be imposed upon the hinged p01-tion,. that is to say, the pier-
moments will bejixedby the load upon the hinged portion without 1-elerence
to the load upon the portion that is not hinged.

.

Thus if the hinges are placed at z and at e in Fig. 232, the moment
Aa will depend solely upon the load that may be imposed upon the E;pan
ya / while the moment Cc will depend solely upon the load that may
be imposed upon the span cg.

1 Vide Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, vol. liv.
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For any given loads upon the side spans, the moments Aa and Oc
can readily be found by the formulre or the graphic methods described
in Chapter IV., and these moments being laid down upon the diagram,
the straight line ac will form the base-line for the moments of the
central span, whatever may be the load upon that span.

The bending moments in the central girder will then depend also
upon the loading of that girder, and'if the curves ABO and AB10 repre-
sent the moments for the central span under a light load and under a
heavy load alternately, the bending moments will be represented by the
ordinates measured from the straight base-line to each of those curves
alternately.

The points of contrary flexure, in the continuous unbroken girder
of the central span, will therefore change their position with each change
in the distribution of the rolling load; but their position can always be
found by a simple calculation of the moments, and without any reference
to the deflection or elasticity of the girder.

In calculating the maximum and minimum stresses in such a bridge,
it follows from what we have said that the side spans za and eg may be
treated separately and with reference only to the maximum and minimum
loads upon those spans. But to find the greatest flange stress at any
point in the central span, we must consider the bending moments that
take place when the side spans are lightly loaded, and also when they
are heavily loaded and the central span lightly loaded. It will aJso be
necessary to compute the stresses for the case in which one side span is
lightly loaded and the other heavily loaded, and this will be especially
necessary in determining the stress in the web-members.

There will be no difficulty in treating each case according to its own
particular conditi?ns, with [the aid of the formulre and the methods of
calculation already described.

To provide for changes of temperature, it will of course be necessary
to allow for the longitudinal expansion and contraction of the entire
length of girder; and this will generally be done by fixing the girder to
one of the piers, and by placing all the remaining points of support upon
rollers.

251. Cantilever-and-Girder Bridge.-If a continuous girder of three
spans is hinged at two points in the central span, as for example at the
points f and fl in Fig. 231, the structure becomes a cantilever-and-girder
bridge, consisting virtually of the central independent girder ffl carried
upon the ends of the balanced cantilevers zf and efl, and would generally
be designated as a " cantilever bridge." .

Here, again, the pier-moments are determined solely by the load that
may be imposed upon the hinged port.ion of the structure, i.e., upon the
central span ac, and are independent of the load that may be carried upon
the side spans.

Therefore the maximum and minimum stresses at any point in the
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central span ae may be calculated independently, and with reference
only to the maximum and minimum loads upon that span.

Bnt, as before, the stresses in the unhinged portions za and ce will
depend not only upon the loading of those portions, but also upon the
loading of the central span j and we shall again find that in the continuous
spans za and ee, the point of contrary fle:xure may sometimes change its
position according to the distribution of the rolling load.

For example, let the curve ABO in Fig. 231 represent the curve of
moments for the central span ac considered as an independent girder
supported at a and at e y' and loaded with the dead load only.

Then if / and /1 represent the points at which the girder is hinged,
we 4ave only to draw the horizontal line z/f1e, and the ordinates above
and below that line will represent the positive and negative binding
mOJ1.lentsat all points in the bridge j so that Aa and Cc will represent
the pier moments. .

The side spans za and ce will be always weighted by their own dead
load, and sometimes. also by~he rolling load covering those spans j and
as before mentioned, they will of course have to be anchored down at z
and at e, as well as supported at those points. For any given distri-
bution of load upon the central and side spans, we can readily find the
magnitude of the downward or upward force that must 1e applied at z and
at e to counterbalance the bridge, by applying the method of moments
described in Chapter IV. j and the curve of bending moments zA and
Ce, for each of the side spans, may then be constructed, or the bending
moments calculated in the manner described in that chapter.

Thus if the arm az is equal in length and in weight to the arm aj,
and is weighted with the dead load only, the curve zA will be similar
to the curve fA, and at every point between z and a the girder will be
subject to a negative bending moment..

Bnt if the span za is now covered with a rolling load, the curve of
moments will be changed and will assume some such form as the curve
zsA. The giFder will then be subjected to a negative bending moment
at an points between a and s, and to a positive or sagging moment for
the remainder of its length, so that a point of contrary flexure will now
make its appearance at s.

We can easily discover whether, in any given case, the girder will be
liable to a positive bending moment, by examining the direction of the
vertical force which acts upon the gird61', or of the opposite force
exerted by the girder, at z. If the girder exerts an upward pull upon
the anchorage, the bending moment will be always negative j but if the
girder exerts a downward pressure upon the abutment the moment will
always be positive for some portion of the length.1

Thus, for example, in the case of an equal-armed cantilever, we may
take it that if the construction and weight of the tail-end za are the same

1 This question was fully examined in Art. 26.
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as in the projecting portion at, the cantilever will be exactly balanced
upon the pier A so far as its own weight is concerned; and therefore the
vertical pull of the anchorage at z will be simply equal to half the weight
of the independent girder 111' supposing that no rolling load is present
on any part of the bridge.

But if the span za ( = L1) is now covered with a rolling load, of in-

tensity q, that load will exert about a the moment qL12, and would, in
2

itself, cause the girder to exert a downward pressure at z equal to qLl
2 .

Therefore if ~l denote!? the half weight of the independent girder 111, the

vertical force, which must be applied to the cantilever at z, will be either
an upward or a downward force according as qL1 is greater or less than
plo In the former case the girder will be subjected to a positive bending
moment for some portion of its length; but in the latter case the
bending moment will always be negative throughout both arms of the
cantilever.

If we design the cantilever bridge 'Yith such proportions that the
central girder 111 has a great length in comparison with that of the side-
span za, we may avoid the occurrence of any reverse bending stress in
the side spans; but with the proportions that are most commonly
adopted, we shall have to provide for that reverse bending stress.

252. Different Forms of Cantilever Bridge.-Proceeding upon the
last-named principle, viz., that of locating the hinges in the central span,
the cantilever bridge of three spans may be constructed in a variety of
forms according to the outline that may be selected for th.e cantilevers
and for the intermediate girder; and these questions will have to be con-
sidered in connection with the lateral stability of the bridge, the resist-
ance to wind pressure, and the provision for expansion and contraction
due to changes of temperature.

The cantilever principle has been adopted, of late years, for some of
the largest railway bridges; and its economic advantage as compared
with other forms of girder is so great that it may sometimes be employed
in preference to a simple independent girder for crossing a single span of
great width, even although the side spans may be unnecessary for any
other purpose than to balance the central span.

\

This seeins indeed to have been the object in the case of the St.
John's River Bridge, where it would appear that .the side spans might
et1sily have been constructed in much lighter form by any of the ordinary
methods, or by viaducts consisting of several short spans; but the canti-
lever principle appears to have been adopted in order to facilitate the
construction of the central span, which has a width of 477 feet. .

The general form of this bridge is i11ustrated 1 in diagrammatic out-
I

1 Vide Engineering, vol. xlij.
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line in Fig. 233, which is a half elevation representing one cantilever'
and one half of the central independent span. In the same way Figs.
234, 235, and 236 represent, in half elevation, the forms of design which
have been adopted in other and still larger bridges.

The little intermediate span, between the cantilevers, is in all cases
crossed by an independent girder constructed in some one of the forms
which are already familiar to us; and in each case the cantilever con-
sists of two arms of equal or nearly equal length balanced upon the pier,
and of course anchored down at the tail-end; but the construction of the
cantilever is different in each case.

In Fig. 233 the cantilever has a tapered form, the lower or com-
pression member being horizontal, while the upper member is inclined in
straight lines. The cantilever has a central depth of 80 feet at the apex,
while each arm has a length of 190 feet. The railway platform is carried
between the lower booms. The upper or tension member is formed of
steel eye-bars like the chain of a suspension bridge; but in order to pro-
vide against the compressive stress due to the positive bending moment
mentioned in the last article, the upper member of the side span is formed
as a braced strut for the first three panels from the anchorage.

In Fig. 234 the tapering of the cantilever is exactly reversed; the
railway is carried upon the upper chord, which is horizontal, while the
lower member is laid in straight inclined lines. This figure represents
in principle the form adopted in the Niagara bridge and also in the
bridge over the Fraser River. The former has a span of 470 feet between
the piers, the cantilevers being 56 feet deep in the centre; while the
latter hridge has a central span of 315 feet, the maximum depth of the
cantilevers 1 being 35 feet. In both of these bridges the uppeT straight
member is formed, as in the previous example, of steel eye-bars, the same
precaution being taken against the reverse bending stress.

Fig. 235 represents the half elevation of a bridge which was proposed
to be erected across the St. Lawrence at Quebec, and for which the engi-
neers were Sir J ames Brunlees and Mr. A. Light, with whom the author
of this work was associated as joint assistant engineer. Owing to the
great depth of the estuary, it is impossible to cross the channel with a
less span than 1442 feet in the clear, the depth of water in the central
channel being nearly 200 feet. The cantilevers have a maximum height
of 258 feet over each of the river-piers. The lower member is a straight
horizontal boom of tapering forni, while the upper member is designed
with the curved outline shown in the figure. The upper member is com-

, posed of steel eye-bars throughout; and the reverse bending-stress in the
side spans, which has before been alluded to, is annulled by straining the
girder over an intermediate support 01'towel' built a few feet in advance
of the anchorage-abutment.

It will be seen that the vertical shearing stress in the arms of the can-
1 Vide Engineering, vol. xxxviii.
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tilever is borne partly by the inclined upper member and partly by the
diagonal ties of the web. This vertical stress accumulates from each
end towards the piers, where the whole of it is borne by, and equally
divided between, the four radiating struts or pillars which spring from
the summit of each pier, like the arms of a fan. The cross section, Fig.
235a, shows that the bridge is designed as two single-line bridges united
by transverse bracing. Each line of railway is carried upon the back of
the lower compression-boom, and passes through the little archways at
the base of the steel pillars, as shown in the figure. The compression-
boom of each single-line cantilever is built of H section (resembling the
strut of the .American Bridge Co. upon a larger scale), and carries the
railway upon the cross-bar of the H.

Lastly, we have in Fig. 236 an outline sketch illustrating the general
form of one of the cantilevers of the Forth Bridge, which has been
erected under the direction of the engineers, Sir John Fowler and Sir B.
Baker; and in this great work our list of bridges comes to a fitting ter-
mination and climax. To the engineers of this bridge belongs the credit
of introducing the cantilever system for long-span bridges; and in regard
to the structure itself, it is probably not too much to say that it is
unequalled by any other work of human construction, whether as regards
the boldness of its design, or the magnitude of the natural difficulties
that had to be surmounted in its execution.

It would be out of place to enter here upon any detailed description
of this bridge, but we may briefly remark that each of the two pr-incipal
spans has a width of 1700 feet, the cantilevers having a maximum depth
of 343 feet, and a projection of 680 feet. The main compression mem-
ber has a curved outline, and, like all the other compression members, is
formed of hollow tubular section, built of steel plates with internal
stiffeners. The sides of the cantilevers, and the columns which rise
from the piers, are battered in each direction, so that at the base the
cantilevers have a lateral width of 120 feet from centre to centre of
columns; while at the centre of the span the width of the bridge is
reduced to about 32 feet.

253. Distribution of Weight, and Calculation of theStresses.-In
a cantilever bridge of great span, the weight of the main girders is so
unequally distributed that it would be useless to calculate the stresses
upon the basis of any assumed weight per foot lineal. Fortunately, how-
ever, this form of girder admits of being treated step by step-at least
so far as the central span is concerned; for it has already been remarked
that the maximum and minimum stresses in the central span are deter-
mined solely by the maximum and minimum loads upon that span.

~In practice the most convenient plan will be to begin by tabulating

the stresS'es in each member due to each element of the load, in the
manner already described, i.e., either the stresses due to a unit load placed
upon each joint, or those due to a distributed load of unit intensity spread
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over each panel. Then, to find the actual stresses, we have only to
multiply the figures of this table by the actual panel-loads as soon as
those loads are ascertained, which may be done as follows, commencing
at the centre of the span.

The short independent girder, which spans the gap between the canti-
.levers, may be treated by the methods already described, and its weight
having thus been estimated, the load upon the extreme end of each canti-
lever will of course be one-half of the weight of that girder plus one-half
of its rolling load. This total load being multiplied by the figures of the
table, we shall at once obtain the stress in each bar of the cantilever due
to the weight of the independent girder and its load; and the Rtresses
thus given for' the members of the first panel in the cantilever will repre-
sent very nearly the maximum stress upon those members. For the table
will show at a glance that the only stress remaining to be added to those
members is the stress due to the weight of the dead and live load upon
the panel itself, and the weight of this panel may be provisionally esti-
mated as being only slightly greater than the weight per foot of the
independent girder.

Then calculating the required sectional area and the weight of each
member in the first panel, we obtain the exact value of that panel-load;
which in like manner has to be multiplied by the figures in the table
corr~sponding to that panel-load.

Thus we may obtain the actual weight of the total load on each panel
in succession; and may successively fill up the table of maximum stresses
for each member of the cantilever.

The process, in fact, consists in treating each panel as a bracket, or as
a pair of brackets (according to the character of the bracing); the bracket
being loaded with a known weight at its outer end, and subject to no
other stresses except those arising from its own weight and the weight of
its own length of platform. The process would be quite direct and simple
but for the necessity of estimating the latter items beforehand. But
after a few trials it will be found that there is no diffIculty in guessing
these items with tolerable accuracy, as the weight per foot increases
gradually in each successive panel; and if the first guess should be inac-
curate, the error is rectified at once in dealing with the panel in question,
so that no ambiguity remains in regard to the subsequent calculations.

At each step of the calculation, it is of course necessary to add the
weight of the platform and wind-bracing upon the panel in question;
these items having been first ascertained by a measurement of the quan-
tities of material contained in the platform as designed, and in the
members of the wind-girder. In practice, therefore, the calculation of
the wind-stresses and of the consequent weight of wind-bracing, must
form the first step in the design of any long-span bridge.

254. Weight of the Cantilever Bridge.-As already mentioned in
the last article, it will be impossible to estimate the total weight of a
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cantilever bridge by the methods which we have employed in,other forms
of bridge-construction.

.

-
We have broadly considered, in Chapter V., the stresses that take

effect in a cantilever bridge or a cantilever-and-girder bridge, under the
uniform load-both whenthe girder is of uniform depth and also when
the depth is proportional to the bending moment; and in the next chapter
we examined the methods by which the weight of a girder may be
calculated from the known stresses.

Those methods would afford an easy solution if we could only assume
that the dead load is uniformly distributed; but if we omit to consider
the unequal distribution of metal in the cantilever bridge, we shall be
neglecting the chief source of the economic advantage that belongs to it.

Whatever form of bridge-construction we may adopt for carrying a
given load, we shall have to provide in some way for the bending moments
due to that load; but the magnitude of those moments will depend
chiefly upon the intensity of the load at and near the centre of the span,

, and in much less degree upon the intensity of load at and near the piers.
The distribution of the live load cannot be. modified by the selection of
any particular form of girder, and the same is true as regards the dead
vveight of the platform; but so far as the weight of the girder itself is
concerned, we can greatly reduce the intensity of the load at and near the
centre of the bridge by adopting suitable proportions in the cantilever
bridge,l and although we may thus increase the intensity of load at and
near the piers, yet there will be a large balance of advantage in favour of
this altered distribution.

To illustrate the point still further, suppose that the curve ABC in
Fig. 231 represents the moments due to any given distribution of the
total load. Then we have seen that if the girder is of uniform depth
throughout, and hinged at the points f and f1' the flange-stress, and the
mass of metal in the flanges, will be represented by the areas contained
between that curve and the straight line. On the other hand, if the
depth of the girder is made proportional to the bending moment, or if
we adopt the outline of the diagram of moments in Fig. 231 as the eleva-
tion of the girder, the horizontal stress in the flanges of the independent
girder or bowstring if1, and of the cantilevers will be uniform throughout.
The united sectional area and weight of the two principal members or
flanges will then be nearly twice as great as in the arch or suspension
bridge, and will be distributed almost uniformly over tge whole span.

This view of the case would seem to indicate that the arch must be
more economical than the cantilever whatever may b~ the given dis-
tribution of the load; and there can be no doubt -that it would be
far more economical than a cantilever of the proporti()'ns shown in Fig.
231. But in the cantilever bridge we are not obliged to adopt such

1 So far as the author is aware, this economic feature of the cantilever system was
first pointed out by Si:cB. Baker in his work on Long-Span Bridges.



Span.

1500 Feet.
I.

2000 Feet. 2500 Feet. 3000 Feet.

Main girders 6'85 12"33 24'33 80'18

Platform and wind-bracing. 0'75 '87 '97 1'07

Total weight of steel in tons}
7\"60 13'20 25'30 81'25per foot
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an extremely small depth of bowstring, and by increasing the dept,h of
this intermediate girder and the depth of the cantilevers at their extreme
ends, we can greatly reduce their weight per foot lineal at and near
the centre of the bridge. In fact, there can be no doubt that this portion
of the span can then be constructed for a smaller weight per foot than
would be possible in the arch or suspension bridge, notwithstanding the
fact that we have two principal members to construct in the place of one.
On the other hand, we must always expect to find that the weight of
metal in the cantilevers at and near the piers will" be much greater than
that of the arch or suspension bridge; and the balance of advantage
on the whole can only be ascertained by a detailed comparison in each
indi vid ual case,

To obtain the full advantage of the cantilever system, it is tolerably
clear that the bending moments at and near the centre of the span must
be kept at the lowest attainable figure, or nearly so; that is to say, the
independent girder ff1 must be made to extend over a small portion only

of the total span; but the best value of the ratio
ff1

will depend uponac
the width of the total span.

Taking the best proportions of intermediate span to total span, and
the most economic depth of cantilever for each span, Sir B. Baker esti-
mates the totall weight of steel cantilever bridges for spans of 1500 feet
to 3000 feet as follows; the weight of platform and wind-bracing in each
case being estimated by the formula p = -isJL, referred to in Art. 245 :-

These figures include not only the weight of the whole structure
between the points of support, but also that of the end pillars, or vertical
towers and bracing, which are erected upon the summit of each pier.

255. Deflection of the Cantilever Bridge.-The deflection of a can-
tilever of uniform depth has been considered in Arts. 84 and 86, and that
of a balanced cantilever in Arts. 88 and 89, To apply the same principles
to a cantilever of varying depth, it is only necessary to remember that
the element of deflection due to the strain of the flanges in each panel

1 Vide Long-Span Bridges, p, 75.
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'will be inversely proportional to the depth of that panel; and in this
"vay the deflection of a cantilever of any given outline 'may be calculated.

It was shown also in Arts. 88 and 89 that if the equal-armed cantilever
i~ erected in a straight horizontal line when it is not strained by any load,
the girder will assume an inclined position at its central point of support
as soon as it is loaded upon both arms. If the cantilever is supported at
the pier upon a rocking bearing, or is free to assume this inclined position,
the bending stresses will not be in any way interfered with, and the
anchorage will come into phty in the manner that has been hitherto
assumed. Rut if the cantilever is supportea at the pier upon a broad
bearing, or is fixed in direction at that point, the vertical force at the
anchorage will be considerably affected, and may be reversed in direction.
In this case the bending stresses throughout the side spans will of course
be greatly altered, and the negative bending stress may extend further
than that which we have already noticed as due to unequal loading.

In order to bring the anchorage force into play in the manner that is
naturaEy assumed in a cantilever-bridge, the girder must lie naturally in
a horizontal position over the pier, and the tail end must therefore be
depressed by the amount due to its natural deflection. If this adjust-
ment is made during erection, the cantilever may be made to act in the
n()rmal manner so far as the dead load is concerned, the tail end being
adjusted with an initial depression equal to the calculated deflection due
to that load. It will then be only necessary to consider the further
deflection due to the live load; and the stresses as affected by this deflec-
tion can only be ascertained by reference to the elasticity of the several
parts of the structure. This would involve a very complex investigation,
whose general outline may be gathered by observing that if the girder
were 1'igidly fixed at the pier; the side span would become a beam fixed
at one end and supported at the other; and it would then be found that
the attachments at the pier have to resist a "couple" of very large
magnitude; but in consequence of this couple the" rigidity" or fixity
at the pier would become modified, owing to the elastic strain of the
diagonal bracing over the pier.

The same consideration must al'so be borne in mind in dealing with
the wind-stresses in a cantilever-bridge; for here it is impossible to
provide that initial deflection which would be required to bring the
anchorage into play.

256. Relative Economy of Different Forms of Bridge Construc-
tion.-In comparing the cost and weight of different forms of bridge, it
will always be necessary to take into account the local conditions, and
especially the natural features of the ground.

.

Referring in the first place to long-span bridges, it is evident that
when the problem to be solved consists simply in finding the best means
of crossing a single wide opening, the cantilever-bridge is under a dis-
advantage ~wing to the necessity of constructing two side spans, whose
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united length and weight will be nearly equal to that of the central span.
In such a case the cantilever system would effect no saving as compared
with the total weight of an independent girder, a bowstring, or an arch,
unless its weight per foot lineal were less than one-half the weight of the
other structures.

In this respect the rigid suspension-bridge is under the same dis-
advantage, because the combined weight of the towers, backstays, and
anchorages would again be nearly equal to t~e weight of the central
span. .

Therefore if the object in view is to ,cross a single opening, we shall
have to take the calculated weights of ironwork in the rigid suspension-
bridge and in the cantilever-bridge, and multiply each of them by 2, and
then compare them with the weights of the other structures. And in
comparing the suspension with the cantilever system we must debit the
former with the cost of the masonry abutments.

But when the river or estuary admits of being 'conveniently crossed
by a bridge of three spans, the central opening being about twice as great
as the side openings, the case becomes very different. There we may
take it that the choice will lie between a continuous girder of uniform
depth, a cantilever-bridge, and a rigid suspension-bridge.

For moderate spans the continuous girder will probably be almost as
economical as any other form of bridge; but for very large spans it will
run into too much weight, 'and the only possible forms in which the
bridge can be built will be the cantilever and the suspension-bridge.

In comparing, for such a case, the relative economy of these two
types of construction, reference may be made to the calculated weight of
the rigid suspension-bridge, as given in Art. 245; but in comparing these
with the estimate quoted in the last article it must be remembered that
we have to add to the suspension-bridge not only the cost of the masonry
abutments, but also the weight of the anchorages contained in the abut-
ments, and the weight of metal in the towers.

As a general rule, it may safely be said that there is no form of bridge
which can be considered the best for all situations; and this applies to
small as well as to great bridges.

Referring now to bridges of moderate span, we have already con-
sidered in detail the economy that may be effected by a judicious choice
in the type and general proportions of the bridge, and also by adopting
an efficient form of tension-member and an efficient section of strut.
But in selecting between different forms of bridge-construction, or
between different arrangements of detail for bridges of great or small
span, regard must always be had to the practical cost of production, the
relative prices of different materials and of different classes of workman-
ship, the local facilities for the manufacture of this or that class of work,
and last but not least, the practical difficulties to be surmounted in the
erection of the bridge.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

ON WIND-PRESSURE AND WIND-BRACING..
257. One of the most important questions that we have to deal with

in the COI\structionof large bridges is the pressure of the wind. For it is
obvioud that the stability of a bridge does not depend merely upon its
power of carrying weight; and the main purpose of all our calculations
will be defeated unless we also take into account the stresses due to
wind-pressure.

In bridges of very large span, it will often be found that, notwith-
standing the great weIght of the structure, the stresses produced in SOIne
of the members by a gale of wind are almost or quite as great as those
produced by the whole dead and live load.

Thus, for example, in the principal members of the Forth Bridge, the
maximum stresses due to these separate fo.rces have been estimated by
Sir B. :Baker as follows: 1-

Stress due to dead load

"
live load.

"
wind

2282 tons
1022

"2920
"

Total. 6224

It appears, therefore, that in designing bridges of such magnitude, a
correct estimate of the wind forces is quite as important as a correct
estimate of the load.; but it must be confessed that the knowledge we
actually possess upon this subject is at present very small, and totally
inadequate to the requirements of moderp. engineering.

Of course the existing lack of informati<yJ is partly due to the nature
of the subject, for it is hardly possible to define with any precision what
degree of violence can be taken as representing the greatest wind-storm
that we. have to provide against; but on this head we have a tolerably
extensive array of observations; and the uncertainties which still surround
the question are in much greater measure due to our ignorance as to the
true application and bearing of the data that we already possess.

It may, perhaps, be conjectured, that until the destruction of the Tay
bridge by a wind-storm in 1879, the question of wind-pressure had

1 In the case of the Quebec design referred to in Art. 252, the proportion between

the wind-stresses and the load-stresses reached nearly the same value.
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hardly received from practical engineers the attention and the studied
research which its importance really demands. The wind-pressure upon
any given bridge was calculated (if calculated at all) by the arbitrary
rule of multiplying an assumed pressure in pounds per square foot by

" the superficial ares, of the structure;" but it is obvious that such a rule
can have no definite meaning unless thB area of the structure is in some
way defined; and as one engineer would measure the area" seen in eleva-
tion," while another would take twice or perhaps four times that quantity
as the effedive area of the structure, the result of the calculation would
of course vary accordingly.

Thus in the case of a bridge consisting of a pair of double-webbed
lattice girders, it is evident that each lattice bar shown in the general
elevation represents in fact four lattice bars which are situated in a
direct line," one behind the other; and if the wind happens to blow
exactly broadside on to the bridge, it may perhaps be conceived, rightly
or wrongly, that the front bar would shelter all the others; but if the
wind happens to veer a point or two, each one of the three leeward bar::>
must be exposed to the direct action of the wind-stream, and must cer-
tainly experience some considera~le pressure, although perhaps not so
great a pressure as the windward bar.

In such a case it is certain that the effective area of the structure will
,lie somewhere between the area" as seen in elevation," and an area
which is four times as great; but within these limits its value may vary
to any extent, and unless it can be determined, the rule will have no
meaning, and there will be very little use in fixing the standard wind-
pressure at any determinable quantity per square foot.

But this example only illustrates one of the many questions that must
be answered before we can apply any standard pressure per square foot.
It is ,pretty evident that to find the total pressure upon the bridge, we
must treat each bar separately, and must multiply the area of each bar
(or the standard wind-pressure) by some coefficient, 'which will probably
depend upon the distance intervening between that bar and the next bar
to windward; but in addition to this it will be found that the coefficient
for each bar depends also upon the figure of the bar's cross-section, upon
the contiguity of other members, and indeed upon the general form of
the entire structure.

It is now evident that the whole question of wind-pressure will divide
itself into two parts: first, to estimate the violence of the greatest wind-
storm that has to be resisted, and to express it either by some maximum
velocity or by the pressure exerted upon some body of .fixed form and
dimensions, such as a thin plate having an area of 1 square foot; and
secondly, to calculate the force that would be exerted upon a bridge or a
body of any given form by a wind-storm of the given intensity.

To determine the .first question, a number of experiments have been
made at various times. The velocity has been measured by several
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methods, and has been continuously recorded by the anemometers attached
to meteorological stations in different parts of the world. The p1'essure
exerted upon plates and other bodies has also been measured by means
of dynamometer springs, pendulum vanes, or Pitot water-tubes; or has
been deduced from the observed overturning of walls, buildings, and
railway-carriages, or from the heeling of ships at sea; while it has again
been calculated from the observed resistance of the air to the rapid
motion of certain bodies.

In each case, however, the effective pressure must depend upon the
form of the body and upon some other conditions affecting the experi-
ment; and, therefore, the several results. of this fiTst series of observa-
tions cannot be compared together, and cannot be applied to the purpose
in view, except by referring to the questions involved in the second part
of the inquiry.

For the latter purpose we must have recourse to another class of data,
derived from what we may call philosophical experiments, whose object
has been to ascertain the laws which govern the action of wind-'pressure

)

upon bodies of different forms and under different conditions. It is here
that our knowledge is most at fault; and with the exception of some
recent tests which have been made by Sir B. Baker for the special purposes
of the Forth Bridge, we are almost entirely dependent upon the labours
of our ancestors, whose experiments were generally made upon a very
small scale and with very imperfect apparatus. However, such as they
are, we must first consider the principles that may be deduced or reason-
ably inferred from their results, as otherwise it will be impossible to make
any practical use of the wind-pressures recorded by other observations.

258. Pressure and Velocity of the Wind.-It appears from the
ancient authorities that the pressure of the wind varies, like that of
effluent water, with the square of the velocity. It is true that this
general law is not quite in accordance with the results of certain experi-
ments upon the resistance of bodies falling or moving through the air;
and, in the case of projectiles especially, the resistance of the air appears
to vary according to some higher power of the velocity. But it has not
yet been ascertained that the pressure of the wind is the same thing as
the resistance offered by the air to a moving body; and it is generally
assumed that, for such velocities of wind as are commonly observed in this
country, the pressure is nearly proportional to the square of the velocity.

V2
To calculate its value, Smeaton adopted the formula p = 200'

in

which V is the velocity in miles per hour, and p is the corresponding
pressure in pounds per square foot.

.
This rule has been generally followed, although its accuracy has often

been questioned; and it is obvious that it can only apply to the pressure
exerted upon a body of some particular form, such as a thin plate having
an area of one square foot.
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259. Pressure upon Surfaces of Different Areas.-It has also been
assumed that the total wind-pressure upon any given surface is propor-
tional to its superficial area, or, in other words, that the pressure is
uniform upon each unit of the surface~ But this assumption is doubtful
for many reasons.

In the first place, it was found by De Borda that the pressure per
square foot on a plate 9 inches square is about 29 per cent. ,ql'eate1°than
on a plate 4! inches square, the velocity being the same in both cases.

But on the other hand it must be remarked, that the vAlocity of the
wind-stream is not likely to be uniform at all points. The velocities
recorded by a fixed anemometer are known to exhibit great variations
from moment to moment; and this has been eXplained by supposing
that the air does not move in straight parallel lines, but whirls occasionally
in circular eddies, like those which may be noticed upon the surface of a
running stream. Thus the average velocity recorded during any hour by
a fixed stream-gauge would be greatly increased now and then whenever
it happened to be struck by one of these whirling eddies; and in the
same way the average velocity or average pressure taken over a wide
section of the stream would be considerably less than the maximum

( pressures exerted here and there by an impinging eddy.
On this ground it has been argued that the average wind-pressure

which takes effect at anyone time oyer a large surface will be consider-
ably less than the maximum pressure occasionally recorded by a fixed
wind-gauge of small dimensions. This view has certainly been confirmed

b'y the experiments recently made at the Forth Bridge, in which the
pressures upon a small wind-gauge and upon a board 20 feet x 15 feet
were simultaneously recorded.

These records, taken at all sorts of wind-pressures, from the highest to
the lowest, show that the average pressure upon the large surface is in
general not more than two-thirds of the pressure upon the small wind-
gauge, whose area was I! square feet.

The area of the larger board was, after all, very small in comparison
with the extent of surface exposed in a large bridge; and in the absAnce
of further experiments in this direction, it is impossible to sa'y whether
the average pressure per square foot over the whole surface of a bridge
would or would not be reduced to a still smaller fraction of the maximum
local pressure. To determine this question, the experiment would have
to be still further extended, and this might be done without much diffi-
culty-not, perhaps, by enlarging the board, but rather by comparing
together the simultaneous records of a series of wind-gauges fixed upon
poles at different elevations, and placed side by side at considerable
distances apart.

260. Pressure upon Curved Surfaces.-The force exerted by the wind
upon any body does not depend merely upon the area which it presents to
the wind-stream, but also upon the convexity or concavity of the wind-

2D
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ward surface j and we are sometimes forcibly reminded of this fact when we
incautiously allow the wind to get"on the wrong side of an umbrella.

It has been calculated by M. Bresse that the pressure upon a sphere
ought to be one-half and upon a solid cylinder two-thirds of the pressure
on their diametral sections. But taking the standard pressure on a thin
flat plate as unity, it appears from Borda's experiments that the actual
coefficient for the sphere is 0'41" and for the cylinder 0'57.

According to Didion, the coefficient for a parachute, whose depth is
one-third of its diameter, is nearly equal to 2'00.

In practice it is usual to take a coefficient of 0'50 for round bars or
cylindrical pillars j and we might perhaps infer that in the case of
octagonal or polygonal bars the coefficient would lie between 1'0 and
0'50, according to the number of sides in the polygon j but on this point
experiments are still wanting.

. In the same way we might reasonably infer that the coefficientfor
bars of channel section, or for any bodies presenting a concave surface to
the wind, will lie somewhere between the values found for a flat plate
and for a parachute, or between 1'0 and 2'0.

In all such cases-and these are of very frequent occurrence-the
coefficient will certainly be greater than unity j Lut its value can only be
found by experiments which have not yet been made.

261. Wind-Pressure upon Solid Bodies.- W e are constantly speak-
ing of a wind-pressure per square foot of surface; but it would be mis-
leading to suppose that the force exerted upon any body by the wind
arises only from pressure upon the front surface. On the contrary, the
action of the wind upon the sides and rear of the body must certainly be
taken into account.

When the wind-stream meets the body, the stream-lines are deflected
'on each side, and converge again in the rear of the body, in some such

curves as those sketched in Fig. 237. The
pressure on the windward surface is due,
in some degree at all events, to the con-
vexity of the stream-lines on that side of
the body j and for the same reason the
concavity of the stream-lines at the rear is
attended with a "negative pressure," or
relative vacuum, which takes effect upon
the leeward surface.

These respective effects may perhaps
be illustrated by the elevation and depres-
sion of the water-level which may be
and down-stream sides of a bridge-pier

Fig.23'7

~t GC))
,,,

1I

observed on the up-stream
. standing in a rapid current.

According to Du Buat and Thibault, the total pressure of a running
stream of wind or water upon a fixed body is considerably greater than
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the resistance opposed by the fluid to a body moving at the same
velocity; but in either case the pressure upon the front surface accounts
for only two-thirds of the total force, the remaining one-third being due
to the negative pressure upon the rear. This applies, however, only to
the case. of a thin flat plate; and if we take a rectangular body of any
other proportions, it appears from the experiments of Du Buat and
Duchemin that the pressure on, the front surface will be unaltered, while
the negative pressure at the rear is reduced by increasing the thickness
of the plate, or the length of the body in the direction of the wind-
stream; and therefore the total wind force will depend upon this dimen-
sion. Thus taking the effective wind-pressure upon a thin plate as
unity, the total pressure upon a cube is found to be represented by the
coefficient O'SO; while the pressure upon a prism presented endwise to
the wind is about 0'72 for a length of two diameters, which is reduced
to a minimum value of about 0'71 for a prism of three diameters; but
for any greater length of prism the coefficient is found to be somewhat
greater, owing probably to the skin-friction upon the sides of the prism.

These experimental data have an important bearing upon many of
the questions at issue; ana' although further experiments are much
needed, we may perhaps, in the meantime, draw the following conclu-
SIOns:-

1. If a bridge consists of a pair of plate-girders, we shall have to
reckon for the entire wind-pressure upon the windward girder as upon a
thin plate; and we should have to add something for the additional,
though perhaps reduced, pressure upon the leeward girder as another thin
plate. But if the two girders are united at the lower edge by a con-
tinuous horizontal floor, and at the upper edge by a continuous plate, the
structure will be converted into a rectangular box, as in the Britannia
bridge, and the wind-pressure upon the whole structure will then be not
only less than the total pressure upon the two girders above considered,
but will be considerably less than the pressure upon one girder. taken
separately.

This is easily understood, because in the tubular bridge the front of
the leeward girder is protected from any positive pressure, and the rear
of the windward girder from any negative pressure; the former can only
act upon the outside windward surface of the box, and the latter upon
the outside leeward surface; while the contrary pressures upon the
interior surfaces must be equal and must balance each other. At the
same time the negative pressure is not so active as in the case of a single
plate, owing to the greater width of the entire solid body.

In the majority of cases we shall have a pair of girders united at the
lower edge by the continuous flooring, but not united at the upper edge.
In such cases it is sometimes assumed that the pressure on the whole
structure is augmented by the presence of the horizontal floor. But it is
very doubtful whether the skin-friction upon the floor is not partially
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compensated or neutralised, or more than neutralised, by the protecting
effect above described.

3. It is evident also that the total pressure upon a railway carriage is
less than the pressure that would take effect upon one of its sides taken
separately, and the total pressure upon a house is less than the pressure
experienced by one of its walls standing alone. We must therefore bear
this in mind if we deduce frQm the observed overturning of buildings or
carriages the maximum pressure of any wind-storm. Thus if we calculate
the stability of a railway carriage as requiring a pressure of 30 Ibs. per
square foot of its area to overturn it, the overturning of that carriage would

indicate a wind-pressure of
30

= 37'5 Ibs. per square foot upon the thin0'8 .

plate, or thereabouts.
4. But again we must distinguish between the pressure experienced

by a wall when standing alone and the pressure acting upon its outer
surface when it forms the wind ward side of a house. In the former case
we have the full effect of the negative pressure or vacuum at the rear,
while in the latter .case we have no such effect; and according to the
data above quoted, the effective pressure would be reduced by one-third.
Therefore if we find by experiment that it takes a uniform load of 30
Ibs. per square foot to breaR the windows. in a certain house, we may.
conclude that the breaking of those windows by a storm would indicate

a pressure of something like 3°
6 = 45 Ibs. per square foot as measured0'6

upon a thin plate freely exposed to the wind.
It does not appear that these several facts have always been taken into

account when the wind-pressure has been deduced from such observations.
262. Pressure of Wind upon a Grating.-Looking at the deflected

curves of the wind-stream as they are sketched in Fig. 237, it would
appear that the wind flowing through each orifice of a grating assumes
something like the stream-lines of the" contracted vein;" and the
question arises whether the effective pressure upon the grating is not
proportional to the whole area of the frame minus the combined areas of
the contracted streams s. This quantity would evidently be greater than
the aggregate areas of the bars b / and in the case of a close lattice girder,
the difference might turn out to be very considerable.

The author has long ago suggested that it would be worth while to
ascertain this by direct experiment. M. Gaudard, however, takes it for
granted, and expresses the pressure upon a lattice girder by the for-
mula-

P=p (8 - k<T)

in which p is the wind-pressure per square foot, 8 the entire area of the
girder, <T the combined area of the openings, and k a coefficient of con-
traction. He also states that according to D'Aubnisson the value of k
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would be 0'65 for small orifices, but would probably vary inversely as
the ratio of the perimeter to the surface, and would therefore approach
to unity in the case of large openings.

263. Pressure of the Wind upon Bodies Sheltered by a Grating.-
In most lattice-girder bridges, the case that we have to consider is really
that of two gratings placed one behind the other; and if it is difficult to
ascertain the pressure upon the first, it is still more difficult to calculate
the pressure exerted upon the second grating by the wind which filters
through the first, or to find the value of the shelter that is afforded by
the windward lattice. Evidently a close lattice girder will afford a better
shelter than one consisting of large open panels and very narrow bars;
and it is sometimes assumed that the wind-pressure on the leeward girder
is reduced to a lower intensity which is proportional to the area of the
orifices in the windward lattice; while M. Gaudard assumes that it will
be proportional to the combined area of the contracted wind-streams,

ku
or PI =p,S"

But neither of these assumptions can be regarded as having any
certain foundation; and the most that can be said is that they may be
approximately true for bridges in which the girders are fixed at some
particular distance apart, and in which the lattice bars have some parti-
cular form of cross section.

On the other hand, it is probable that the shelter afforded by the
windward lattice depends partly upon the form of the bars, so that a
grating of round bars, for example, would afford a less shelter than a
similar grating of flat and thin bars.

And it is cm"tain that the wind-pressure upon the leeward girder
will depend in very large measure upon the distance between the
girders.

264. Pressure of the Wind upon Bodies partially Sheltered.-In
the case of most large bridges, consisting, as they generally do, of wide
open panels and comparatively narrow bars, we may put aside the notion
of a protecting grating, and may proceed to consider the wind-pressure
upon any individual bm" of the leeward girder, and the shelter it would
receive from the corresponding bar in the windward girder. And to fix
the ideas we will suppose the girders to be fixed at a distance of 20 feet
apart, and that the bar in question is a vertical or diagonal brace, baving
a great length and a section of, say, 6 inches x 1 inch.

To calculate the pressure upon the leeward bar, it is certain that, in
the present state of our knowledge, we must proceed upon s01ne assump-
tion which will be more or less gratuitous; but the assumption ought to
be at least consistent with common sense.

Now the long and narrow bar that we are here considering cannot
afford a better protection to the leeward bar than would be given by an
ordinary lamp-post; and we know by everyday experience that in a
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heavy gale of wind there is not much shelter to be found under the lee
of a lamp-post at a distance of 20 feet from it. But this represents
practically the amount of shelter that would be afforded under the most
favourable circumstances, i.e., when the wind is blowing exactly in the
line of the two posts; and it is almost incredible that the wind-pressure
on bridges should ever have been calculated on the assumption that the
windward bar would always ~fford a perfect and complete shelter to the
leeward bar, whatever might be the direction of the wind.

In such a case, then, we may reasonably conclude that the wind-pressure
upon the two bars will be nearly the same, or, in other words, that the
total wind force is nearly equal to twice the pressure upon the windward
bar taken alone.

But now suppose that the two bars are placed side by side, and
touching each other, as they may be, for example, at the joints of a
suspension chain. Here it is evident that the total wind-force upon the
two bars, or even upon twenty bars placed side by side, would be less

than the wind-force upon one bar taken separately; for if twenty of such
bars were packed together, we should have a solid rectangular body whose

. length is about three times its width of face, and the coefficient for such a
body would be about 0'72.

Again, if we take out every alternate bar, or if we have a chain con-
sisting of 10 bars with a space of 1 inch between them, the section will
be only slightly changed, and each bar will be so well sheltered by its
neighbours that the wind-force upon the whole chain can hardly be
much greater than upon a sirrgle bar. It appears, therefore, that when the
intervening distance is very small, the coefficient for the leeward bar
will be almost zero; but when the two bars above mentioned are separated
by a space of 20 feet it will be nearly equal to 1'0. For intermediate
cases its value will probably depend upon the ratio of the distance to the
width of bar, and probably also upon the form of the bar's cross-section;
but upon these very important questions we have at present no adequate
data for our guidance.

Taking two fiat discs, placed one behind the other at a distance of
one diameter apart, Thibault found that the coefficient for the leeward
disc, measured separately, was about 0'70 ; but this result appears to be
quite at .variance with the recent experiments of Sir B. Baker, who has
found the following values for the total force exerted upon the two discs
when placed at different distances apart ;1-

Distance apart in terms of the Diameter.

1'0 1'5 2'0 3'0 4'0
Coefficient for total pressure 1'0 1'25 1'40 1'60 1'80

It is worthy of notice that the_sevalues relate to the total force exerted
1 It was also found that the total pressure was but little increased by introducing a

third disc between the two. Thus the coefficient is 1'80 when 3 discs occupy a total
length of 3'6 diameters, or when 4 discs occupy a length of 3'5 diameters.

)V
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upon both discs, or upon a bar or frame carrying the two discs, and are
not derived from a separate measurement of the force acting upon the
leeward disc. For it is quite possible, and indeed likely, that the shelte'i'
is 1nutual, or, in other words, that the leeward disc reduces the effective
pressure upon the windward disc by protecting it against the negative
pressure or "suction" on the rear surface-just as in the case of the
tubular girder, in which we have seen the same mutual protection afforded
by each wall to its neighbour.

This mutual effect, which would partly explain the observed dis-
crepancy between the results above quoted and the earlier ones of
M. Thibault, may be described as follows without using the word

" suction: "-
Let the absolute pressures upon the front and rear surfaces of the

windward disc be denoted by PI and P2' while pg and P4 denote the
pressures upon front and rear of the leeward disc, as illustrated in Fig.
238, all these pressures being positive. Then the total moving force
must be P === PI - P4 + (pg- P2); and the quantity (Pg- P2) will depend
upon the motion of the air between the two discs.

In the tubular girder of Fig. 239 there is no motion of the air inside
the tube, or at least none that can produce any difference between P2 and
pg; the wind-stream being deflected
in parallel lines above and below the
tube.

If the discs are placed at a short
distance apart, these parallel stream-
lines are only slightly modified in
some such manner as that shown in
Fig. 238; the pressure P2 will not
be greatly reduced by the slight con-
cavity of the wind-stream, and will
be considerably larger than the pres-
sure P4' which is greatly reduced by
the concavity of the stream-lines at
the rear of the leeward plate. There-
fore the force acting upon the wind-
ward plate, or PI - P2' will be considerably less than it would have been
if the plate were standing alone, as in Fig. 237.

The deflection of the stream-lines also seems to indicate that each of
the pressures P2 pg and P4 will depend upon the distance. intervening
between the discs. This view of the case, if correct, would go far to
explain the result obtained by Thibault; but further experiments are
needed to determine the forces (PI - P2) and (Pg- P4); and also to
ascertain the value of the shelter afforded by long and narrow bars and
by members having such forms of cross-section as are commonly used in
bridge-work.

423
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Fig.239
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265. Dynamic Effect of Sudden Gusts.:--Up to this point we have
been speaking of wind" pressure" as though it were a static force; but
everyone must have noticed that it commonly produces the most destruc-
tive effect when it comes in violent gusts. We have already examined
in Chapter XIV. the dynamic action of a load that is suddenly imposed
upon an elastic bar or beam, and also that of a load whose magnitude is
suddenly increased; and in each case we have seen that the variable
portion of the load produces a stress and a deflection which are just twice
as great as those due to the same load at rest.

Thus if we could imagine that after a period of perfect calm the
wind-pressure could oe instantaneously raised to a certain value PI' there
can be no doubt that this sudden gust would produce in any iron or steel
bridge a stress equivalent to that produced by a constant pressure of twice
the intensity, or 2PI'

In the same way, if a wind blowing with a steady pressure p is sud-
denly augmented to the pressure p + A.P, the stress will be proportional
to p + 2A.p.

But in each case this extreme stress would only be reached if the
increment of pressure is instantaneously applied, and if it endures for a
sufficient length of time to produce one complete vibration of the elastic
body.

.

.

We know by common experience that in gusty weather the wind-
pressure is subject to great variations, and that the pressure increases
very rapidly when a gust comes on; but we can hardly judge, perhaps,
whether the impulse is absolutely instantaneous, although it is certain
that our nerve vibrations are sqmetimes not quick enough to give us
adequate notice of its approach, and we often lose our hats in con-
sequence.

But we have also seen that unless the pressure of such a gust is
augmented by very slow gradations, which it certainly is not, the stress
will always be greater than that due to the maximum pressure, and may
be expressed by-

n = Max. P + 1)(Max.p - p)

in which p is the steady pressure under which the bridge was in equili-
brium before the advent of the gust, and 1) is a coefficient less than
unity.

From these general principles it would appear that the following
inferences may reasonably be drawn:-

1. If we are to allow for the effects of those stress-variations which
are due to changes of load, it will be equally proper at least to make some
corresponding allowance for those which are due to sudden changes of
wind-Pl'essure.

In both cases we are very ignorant as to the real value of the coefficient
1),and not more so in one case than in the other. The local changes of
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wind-pressure will praoably be mare sudden than thase changes which
may be abserved in the average pressure aver a wide area; and prabably
the values befare taken far the flanges and web af the main girder will
be applicable to. the carrespanding members af the wind-girder, as nearly
as any others that cauld be chasen in the present state af our knawledge.

2. The deflection af the bridge, ar af any elastic bady, under a sudden
gust af wind will reach a mamentary maximum proportianal to. the dyna-
mic stress O. If the gust cammences suddenly and lasts lang enaugh to
praduce a camplete vibration, the extreme deflection will be twice as
great as that due to the maximum pressure. Therefare when we are
cansidering the recards af any wind-gauge whase indicatians are measured
by the deflectianaf a spring, we must be prepared to. expect that these
recards will indicate a pressure which is considerably higher than the
real pressure af the wind-at least in gusty weather, and that they will
cansequently disagree with such evidences af the wind-pressure as may
be derived from ather and independent saurces. .

3. Far the reason last mentioned, some engineers have concluded that
the indications af a dynamameter spring cannat be relied upan for calcu-
lating the wind-pressure upon bridges. This is no. daubt true so far as
the preSSU1'eis cancerned; but iran bridges are elastic bodies, and the
question is whether the dynamameter daes not measure carrectly the
stress to. which a bridge is liable under the dynamic action af the wind-
gust. Ta camp are the two cases tagether, it will be necessary to.remember
that in a large and heavy bridge the period af vibration will be very
much langer than in the light spring af the wind-gauge. Thus a mere
puffaf wind might be enaugh to carry the dynamameter to. the full
extent af its praper vibration; while awing to its shart duratian the
same puff might prad.uce no appreciable effect upan the mass af the
bridge. But an the other hand, it must be abserved, that if the gust
lasts lang enough to. sway the bridge across the full extent af its vibra-
tion, it will produce the same stress in the bridge as that indicated by
the dynamameter.

Again, the wind-gauge will very likely indicate the successive effects
af innumerable impulses fallawing each ather in quick succession; but
in the case af the bridge the effeets of these short-lived impulses will be
integrated, as it were, and the maximum stress will be prapartional to
their average ,rather than their maximum energy.

In this respect the different conditions af the two bodies may perhaps
be illustrated by comparing the behaviour af a small elastic twig and af
a tall poplar-tree in a gale af wind. The ascillations af the smaller body
are more rapid and sometimes more extensive (in praportian to. its size)
than those af the large tree; whase period af vibratian may perhaps be
nat very different fram that of a gaad-sized bridge; but the ascillatians
af the tree shaw pretty clearly that its maximum deflectian is greater
than that due to. the actual wind-pressure at any ane mament, and may
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.serve to illustrate upon an enlarged scale that augmented deflection
which we may certainly believe to take place in the tall iron piers as
well as in the girders of a viaduct, and which must in like manner be
accompanied by an augmented stress, or a stress greater than that due to
the maximum wind-pressure.

It may easily be seen that these oscillations would be still further
increased if a succession of gusts should happen to sway the bridge
rhythmically, keeping time with its natural period of vibration; indeed
it would be impossible to fix by theory any probable limit to such
dynamic action. Some valuable information might perhaps be gained
by means of a continuously recording wind-gauge or dynamometer whose
period of elastic vibration is made to coincide with that of an ordinary
or of any particular bridge; but the author is not aware that any such
experiments have ever been carried out.

266. Observations of Wind-Pressure.-The principles which we
have imperfectly reviewed in the preceding articles, will help us to
estimate the relative values of the different observations that have been
made to determine the force of storms, or to determine the greatest wind-
pressure that should be provided for in designing our bridges.

The various observations that have been recorded may be divided into
measurements of velocity and measurements of pressure; and the latter

.

quantity, as we have already noticed, has been deduced from two or
three 'different classes of measurement, which must be distinguished
from each other. The pressure exerted upon a thin plate which is freely
exposed is a different thing from the pressure exerted upon a house 1 or
upon a railway carriage, and a different thing from the pressure which
acts upon the front surface of a thin plate inserted in the wind ward
wall of a house.

Again, a gust of wind which begins suddenly to blow at a certain
pressure may register twice that pressure upon a wind-gauge; but it will
not drive an anemometer at a velocity equal to twice its own velocity,
and it will not upset a railway carriage whose static moment of stability
is greater than the upsetting moment of its own pressure. Therefore the
pressures that have been registered or deduced by these several methods
of measurement will have to be reduced to one common standard by
dividing each of them by its proper coefficient.

For wind-gauges in which the pressure is measured by the frictionless
resistance of a spring, the coefficient may be anything between 1'0 and
2'0, according to the steadiness or otherwise of the wind; and in some rare
cases may even be greater than 2'0 ; while for other methods of measure-
ment the coefficients proper to each case have been already considered;

1 The coefficient for the effective pressure upon a house, or upon any solid hody
touching the ground at one edge, has not been determined; but in all probability it is
much smaller than in the case of a railway carriage or of any elevated body which
deflects the wind-stream both above and below.
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and dividing by these coefficients, we shall have in each case the equiva-
lent wind-pressure upon a thin flat plate, freely exposed, and having an
area of one square foot.

.

Thus, taking the coefficientof 0'50 for a round surface as applicable
to the human body, it has been estimated that a man could not possibly
stand (at any angle) against a greater pressure than about 231bs. per
square foot upon the standard plate. But we know that in some storms
it is not possible to stand without some kind of assistance.

With regard to the upsetting of railway vehicles, M. Seyrig has
tabulated the weights and particulars of a number of carriages and vans
which have been blown over, from which it appears that the side-pressure
necessary to overturn them varied from 26 to 30 pounds per square foot
of their surface, and in one case reached 34 pounds per square foot; but
in each case there were other vehicles in the same train which required
somewhat higher pressures, and none of these were overturned. We
hav.e already seen in Art. 261 that a pressure of 30 Ibs. upon the carriage
is equivalent to a pressure of about 37'5 pounds upon the standard plate.
Railway carriages are not often blown over in England; but it must be
remembered that the wind-pressure on a surface so near the ground is
certainly less than upon an elevated structure. On the other hand, it
appears from the evidence of the Tay Bridge Commission, that the train
which was crossing that bridge at the moment of its destruction was not
blown over from the rails, although it was in a most exposed position,
and practically unsheltered by the bridge.

On the whole, the evidence derived from railway carriages and other
similar sources goes to show that the wind-pressure in this country is very
seldom if ever greater than the values above quoted. But much higher
pressures have been recorded by dynamometer springs; and this is only
in accordance with what might be expected from the dynamic action
mentioned in the last article. In fact, if we apply the several coefficients
proper to each class of observation, we must expect to find that a squally
wind, whose greatest actual pressure upon a railway carriage is 301bs. per
square foot, will at one and the same time exhibit the following apparent
pressures :-

1. By overturning carriages, 30 lbs. per square foot.
2. Pressure upon the standard thin plate, 37'5

" "3. Pressure as recorded by a dynamometer, 40 to 75
" "

These figures represent pretty nearly the pressures actually recorded
by the respective methods of measurement. Thus the wind-gauges erected
by the engineers of the Forth Bridge have already registered pressures
running up to 40 lbs., and in one instance to 65 Ibs. per square foot, and
in the latter case the momentary deflection of the spring would have been

,

still greater if it had.1lot been checked at that point by a fixed stop.
267. Existing Rules and Practice.-In estimating the wind-pref:1sure
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and the resulting stresses in the members of a bridge, the practice of
engineers has varied widely. As regards the standard pressure per
square foot, a value of 30 to 40 1bs. has, until recently, been considered
sufficient for any bridges illthis country; while in America the figure
has commonly been taken at 30 to 50 1bs. per square foot. But, as before
mentioned, these figures have but little meaning unless the area of the
bridge is in some way defined; and it is also necessary to consider the
additional area of the train.

The engineer of the Pennsylvania Railway takes a pressure of 30 Ibs.
as applied to the area of the truss" seen in elevation," to which he adds
the area of a train considered as a continuous wall, whose upper edge is
12' 6", and its lower edge 2' 6" above the rails. "

But when. the wind-pressure exceeds 30 Ibs., it is assumed that there
will be no train upon the bridge; and a maximum wind-pressure of
50 lbs. is taken as applying to the structure alone.
. These two cases are taken alternately, and the maximum stress per

square inch in the wind-bracing is fixed at 15,000 Ibs. per square inch
in bar ties, and at 12,000 Ibs. per square inch in plate ties.

It would appear that in America a somewhat similar estimate of
wind-pressure has been nominally adopted for many years past; but if
we compare these pressures, taken over the area of a single girder only,
with the actual section of the wind-braces in many American bridges, we
shall find that the resulting stress would be very high indeed, and would
sometimes approach, if it did not exceed, the elastic limit.

But the case is still worse as regards many English bridges, in which
we sometimes find no wind-bracing at all, while in other bridges the
bracing is totally insufficient to resist anything like the pressures above
mentioned; and the fact that these bridges have stood for a great
many years, along with many other structures whose resistance is even
less than that of the weakest bridge, shows conclusively that no such
pressures have been experienced in the localities where they are
situated.

After the destruction of the Tay Bridge, a special committee was
appointed by the Board of Trade to consider the. question of wind-
pressure; and the rules recommended by the committee are in effect as
follows :-

1. That a maximum pressure of 56 Ibs. per square foot should be
provided for.

2. That the effective area should be taken at once to twice the front
surface, according to the extent of the openings in the lattice girders.

3. That a factor of safety of four for the ironwork, and of two for the
whole bridge overturning as a mass, should be adopted.

The author is not aware how far these rules may be modified in the
case of small bridges erected in low-lying and sheltered districts.

268. Calculation of the Wind-Stresses.-In most bridges the wind-
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pressure, acting over the whole surface, will be resisted by a horizontal
wind-girder lying in the plane of the bridge-floor, which in some cases
may be assisted by another and similar wind-girder constructed overhead.
Of course each class of bridge must be treated according to its design;
but in the majority of cases the principal wind-girder or girders will have
a uniform width, and may be considered as parallel girders with open
lattice bracing; and the stresses may be calculated accordingly.

As regards the web-members of these wind-girders, or the diagonal
wind-braces, it will be observed that a uniform wind-pressure, distributed
over the whole span, would produce no stress at all in the central panel.
But we cannot assume that the wind-pressure will always be uniformly
distributed; and, on the other hand, we need not assume that the wind
will blow with its maximum force over one-half of the span while a per-
fect calm reigns over the other half. In practice the author has adopted
the intermediate and more reasonable supposition-treating one half of
the wind-pressure as a steady load distributed over the whole span, and
the other half as a rolling .load. At the same time, the whole of the
wind-pressure acting upon the train must of course be taken as a rolling
load, because it travels with the train.

The flanges of the wind-girder may sometimes be constructed inde-
pendentlyof the main structure, or so that they have very little duty
beyond that of resisting wind. But in ordinary cases these members will
be constituted by the flanges of the main girders, and then it will be
necessary.to consider the greatest stress arising from the combined action
of load and of wind.

On this question many engineers have adopted the view mentioned in
the last article, viz., that there will be no train on the bridge when the
wind blows with a greater force than 30 lbs. per square foot, and that
consequently the bridge will be relieved not only of the weight of the
train, but also of the wind-pressure on its surface. But perhaps this
view is open to some reasonable doubt. It is true that when such a gale
is blowing it would be hardly possible for a train to reach the bridge;
but it is conceivable that it might be caught there by a sudden squall,
and this indeed is just what appears to have' happened in the case of the
Tay Bridge.

269. Conclusion.-Reviewing the several questions that have been
considered in this and some preceding chapters, it cannot fail to be
noticed that there are many points on which further experiments are
needed before bridges can be designed upon correct and positiveprinciples.
This is true as regards the working strength of iron and steel; and still
more true in regard to wind-pressure.

On both these questions the existing data are really insufficient for
the requirements of ordinaJ'Y bridge construction; but of late years
engineers have been called upon to design bridges of extraordinary
dimensions, and it is herljthat the importance of correct calculation
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reaches its highest commercial value, while at the same time it is
precisely in these cases that the greatest uncertainty exists.

We have seen, for example, how large a proportion of the metal in a
long-span bridge is required for the purpose of resisting wind-pressure
and for the purpose of carrying the metal that resists wind-pressure. But
we have also seen that it is really impossible to estimate the wind-
stresses within 100 per cent. of their real value. For if we look only at
the different coefficients that are applicable to bars of different form and
in different positions, we cannot help seeing that any standard wind-
pressure that can be adopted will give results which may be twice too
high for one bridge, and not half high enough for a .bridge of another
construction.

In this state of uncertainty, the responsible engineer will generally
be disposed to err on the .safe side; but it must be remarked that this
will be a very expensive proceeding. Indeed, anyone who has been
through the process of calculating the details for a long-span bridge
cannot fail to be impressed with the fact that these uncertainties entail at
each step a db"ed expenditure of some hundreds or perhaps thousands of
pounds sterling, and an indirect expenditure which can only be measured
in tens or hundreds of thousands; while at the same time he cannot help
confessing that this lavish expenditure may be perfectly useless, for if
the material is not really wanted for resisting wind-pressure, it can serve
no purpose except to burden, and therefore to weaken, the bridge. On
the other hand, he knows that an error in the opposite direction might
be attended with still more disastrous results.

The information, whose absence seems to necessitate this wasteful
expenditure, might certainly be obtained without any great difficulty or
expense; and in view of its importance, it is surprising that measures
have not been taken to obtain it.

But the experimental facts that are really wanted are facts of a
certain class. We are already overwhelmed with experimental tests,
which have been made with the most superb apparatus, for discovering
the ultimate strength of particular specimens of iron, or for ascertaining
the velocity of the wind at particular times and places; and there is
not much further knowledge to be gained by a repetition of such
experiments. But what is chiefly wanting is to extend and complete
the scientific experiments of our great-grandfathers,-experiments which
for the most part were conducted with simple and rudimentary apparatus,
and were probably never intended to be applied to the vast problems
for which we have been using them, but which possess the inestimable
advantage that they were directed-not to the repeated measurement of
one particular quantity, but to the discovery of truth.
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AMERICANand English practice compared, 89, 336, 342.
American Bridge Company's columns, 197.
American trusses. See BOLLMAN,FINK, PRATT, KENTUCKY,LINVILLE, and

OHIO.
American Phcenix columns, 203, 204.
Analysis of moments due to a rolling load, 277, 281.
Angle iron struts, 191, 192.
Annealing iron wire, 216.
Annealing punched plates, 234~
Arch, derivation of, 65, 382.
- linear. See LINEARARCH.
- polygonal, 71.

.

Arched ribs, bending stresses, 373 to 376, 383 to 391.
-- deflection of, 399.
-- effects of temperature changes, 365 to 367, 369 to 371, 383.
-- rigid construction, 369 to 400.
-- stresses due to rolling load, 373 to 376, 383 to 391.
Asphalte, weight of, 266.
Auxiliary girders, in arches or suspension bridges, 369 to 373.

BARS,strength of wrought iron, 215.
- with swelled ends. See EYE-BARS.
Beam, loaded uniformly, bending moments, 48.
-- deflection, 127.
~ loaded with a single weight, moments, 46, 47.

--- deflection, 125.
- strained over one pier, moments, 52, 55.
-- deflection, 128.
- strained over both piers, moments, 54, 57.
-- deflection, 129.
- stress in the extreme fibres, 22, 25.
- shearing stress in, 36.
Bending moments. See MOMENTS.
~ strain, 22 to 37.

- stress in columns, 155, 166, 171.
Board of Trade rules for working stress, 218, 219, 220.
-- for wind-pressure, 428.
Bollman truss, construction of, 74.
-- stresses in 75.

weight of, 100, 109.
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BorJa, experiments on wind-pressure, 417, 418.
Bow-and-chain bridge, construction of, 72, 343.
-- economical proportions, 359.
-- limiting span, 358.
-- stresses in, 63, 64, 346 to 35l.
-- weight of, 357.
Bowstring girders, 63.
-- economical proportions, 359.
-- limiting span, 358.
-- stresses in, 63, 64, 343 to 35l.
-- weight of, 101, HI, 356.
-- used as arches, 65, 377 to 38l.
Braced piers of viaducts, 209, 214, 337.
- struts, 205, 208, 209.
Bracing of bowstring girders, 64, 344, 346, 349.
- of parallel girders, 64, 80 to 88, 289 to 314.
- of rigid suspE'nsion bridge, 389, 390.
- of suspended bowstring, 379, 380.
Brickwork, weight of, 266.

CAMBERof girders. See INITIALCAMBER.
Cantilever bridges, cOnstruction of, 62, 64, 403 to 408.

--- deflection of, 121 to 124, 41l.
- -- stresses in, 62, 64, 404 to 409.

-~ weight of, 409 to 412.
Cantilever, loaded at the end, moments, 39.
- -- deflection, 119.
- loadedirregularly, 43.
-loaded uniformly, moments, 4l.
-- deflection, 12l.
- with fixed anchorage, moments, 44.
--- deflection) 121 to 124.
Cast iron columns, 172 to 177.
Cast iron, crushing strength of, 172.

-- tensile strength of, 217.
- transverse strength of, 26.
Cellular struts. See STRUTS.
Centre of gravity, 20, 2l.
-- graphically determined, 40, 41.
Centre of elastic resistance in columns, 161 to 165, 167, 168.
Centrifugal force, effect on deflection, 241, 242.
Chain bridges. SeeSUSPENSION BRIDGE.

Chains, flat link. See EYE-BARS.

Channel-iron struts, 194 to 196, 210.
Charing Cross Bridge, 310, 332.
Christie's experiments on struts, 171 to 181, 202, 212.
Columns, deflection of, 156, 161 to' 165.

.

- different modes of failure, 153, 160, 173.
- of cast iron, wrought iron, and steel, 177 to 179.
- of uniform elasticity, 154 to 160.
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Columns of varying elasticity, 161 to 168.
- strength of, 160, 166, 169 to 180.
Comparative anatomy of bridges, 59 to 90.
Comparative economy of bridges, 4, 91, 112, 336

412.
Comparative economy of iron and steel, 337.
Concrete, weight of, 266. .

Continuous girders, 134 to 152, 401 to 413.
Contraction of area in test bars, 216.
Counterbracing, 303, 346 to 352.
Cover-plates, 237, 238.
Creosoted timber, weight of, 266.
Cross-girders, 261, 271, 272.
Cruciform iron struts, 192, 193.
Crashing strength of cast iron, 172.
- of materials, 12, 153.
- of wrought iron, 169.
Curve of the bended beam, 115 to 133.

-- of the elastic column, 156.
- of the linear arch, 65.

.

-- of the suspension chain, 68, 69, 362 to 364.
Cylindrical struts, 187,202 to 204.

to 342, 356, 367, 395 to 398

DEFLECTIONan unreliable test of strength, 113, 211.
- curve, 113 to 133.
- of cantilever bridges, 121 to 124, 411.
- of cantilevers, 121 to 124.
- of continuous girders, 128 to 130.
- of girders, 125 to 128.
- of girders of uniform section, 119 to 131.
- of girders under uniform stress, 117.
- of girders with varying section, 132.
- of struts of uniform elasticity, 157 to 159.
- of struts of varying elasticity, 161 to 165.
- of solid beams, 131.
- under a load suddenly applied, 242 to 255.
Depth of girders and arches, 339 to 342, 359, 371.
Diagonals. See BRACING.
Diagram of bending moments, 32,38 to 58, ] 34 to 152, 155, 162, 373, 386.
- of flange-stress, 59 to 88.
- of metal in bridges, 91.
- of stress-intensity, 114, 119.
Didion's experiments on wind-pressure, 418.
Drilled rivet holes, 234.
Du Buat's experiments on wind-pressure, 418.
Ductility of steel, 217 to 220.
- of wrought iron, 215, 216. .

Dynamic ac~ion of a load suddenly applied, 242 to 255.
-- of sudden wind gusts, 424. .

method of fixing the working stress, 260 to 264.

,
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Dynamic stress, 242 to 255.

ECONOMYin bridge-construction. See COMPARATIVEECONOMY.
I Elastic bodies, vibrations in, 242, 246 to 255.

Elastic limit, raised by repetitions of stress, 254.
Elasticity, 9, 10.
- limit of, 252 to 2115.
-modulus of, 11, 167, 169, 172, 173.
- variationsin, 167.
Equilibrium, 8.
- curve of, in arches, 66.

in chains, 68, 69, 362 to 364.
- of columns, 154 to 157, 161 to 165.
- of structures in general, 9.
- indifferent in columns, 159.
- stable in columns, 161 to 165.
- unstable in arches, 363.
Excentricity of reaction in columns, 168.
Expansion and contraction of iron, 147.

of iron arches, 365, 366.
of iron piers, 147, 148.
of suspension chains, 365, 366.
of suspended bowstring, 380.

Experiments by Baker upon wind-pressure, 417, 422.
~ by Borda upon wind-pressure, 417,418.

- by Christie on struts, 170, 179, 180, 203, 213.
- by Cincinnati Railway Company on struts, 170.
- by Ducheminupon wind-pressure,419.
- 1Iy Du Buat upon wind-pressure, 419.
- by Didion upon wind-pressure, 418.
- by Edgemoor Iron Company on steel links, 228.
~ by Fairbairn on fatigue of metals, 243.

- by Galton on fatigue of metals, 245.
- by Harkort on steel girders, 219.
- by Austrian Society of Engineers on steel girders, 219.
- by Hodgkinson on cast-iron columns, 172, 175, 177.

on crushing strength, 172.
on cylindrical struts, 201.

-- on wrought-iron cellular struts, 201.
on wrought-iron columns, 170.

- by Kennedy, on bending strain, 131.
on effect of perforation, 234. -

on rivetted joints in steel, 231 to 236.
-- on steel rivets, 231, 232.
- by Kircaldy on tensile ltrength of iron, 215.
-- on working strength of iron, 251.
-- on variations of elasticity, 167, 168.
- by Moberly on rivetted joints in steel, 231, 235.
- by Parker on strength of punched plates, 233.
- by Research Committee on riJetted joint8, 233.
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Experiments by Robinson on the vibration of bridges, 274.
- by Seguin on strength ofir'on wire, 216.
- by Shaler Smith upon eye-bars, 224 to 227.

,- by Telford on strength of iron wire, 216.
- by Thibault upon wind-pressure, 422.
- by W6hler on working strength of iron and steel, 244 to 246.
- upon the indifferent equilibrium of columns, 158.
Eye-bars, employed as tension members, 222,334, 336, 357, 393.
- proportions of, 223 to 228.
- steel, 228.
- tensile strength of, 215, 222 to 228.
- weight of, 239.

FACTORof safety, 182, 220, 240, 262 to 264.
Failure of bridges by buckling, 212.
- of struts, 12, 153, 160, 173.
Fairbairn's experiments on fatigue, 243.
Fatigue, apparent evidences of, 243 to 255.
- contradictory results, 245.
- measurement of, by experiments, 244 to 246.
-- probable nature of, 243 to 255.
Fink truss, construction of, 77, 78.

stresses in, 78.
weight of, 99, 109.

Flange-stress, in different forms of bridge, 60 to 90.
in cantilevers, 62, 64, 72, 73, 403 to Ll09.
in parabolic girders, 63, 65, 343 to 351.

-- in parallel girders, 80 to 88, 289 to 314.
in rigid arched ribs, 373 to 376, 387.
in rigid suspension bridge, 373 to 376, 3~7 to 391.
in suspended bowstring, 377 to 381.

Flexure, primary and secondary, 184, 201, 206.
Forth Bridge, 205, 221, 408.
French rules for steel plates, 218.
-- for working stre88, 221.
--- for standard axle-load, 281.
Friction of pin-connections, 213.

GALTON,experiments on fatigue, 245.
Girders, bowstring, 63 to 65, 101, lll, 343 to 359.
- camber of, 133.
- cantilever, 39 to 44, 62, 64, 119 to 124,403 to 413.
- continuous, 134 to 152, 401 to 404.
- curved, 72, 360.
- deflection of, 114 to 132.
- depth of, 339 to 342,359,371.
- English and American, 89, 336, 342.
-lattice, 79 to 88, 105 to 108, 289 to 315, 339.
.- parabolic, 63 to 65, 111, 343 to 360.- parallel, 61, 62, 79 to 88, 105 to 108, 289 to 342.
--- plate-webbed, 30 to 35, 61, 70, 314.c)
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Girders, vVarren,85, 86, 107,108,305 to 308, 326, 327.
- weight of, 91 to 108, 316 to 334, 355, 41l.
Government rules. See BOARDOF TRADE.
Granite, weight of, 266.
Graphic representation of moments, 32, 38 to 58.

of moment of resistance, 23, 24, 28, 29.
of moment of inertia, 28, 29. .

- theory of bridge-construction, 59 to 71.
of columns, 153 to 180.

- theory of continuous girders, 134 to 152.
of deflection, 113 to 133.

HARKORT,experiments on steel girders, 219.
Heat, effect of. See EXPANSION.
Hinges, in arched ribs, 371 to 376, 383.
- in auxiliary girders, 370, 371.
- in cantilever bridges, 402 to 405.
- in continuous girders, 402 to 405.
- in rigid sUf\pension bridges, 371 to 376,383.
Hoclgkinson's experiments on cast-iron columns, 172, li5, 177.

on crushing strength, 172.
on cylindrical struts, 201.
on wrought-iron cellular struts, 201.
011wrought-iron columns, 170.

IMPACT,241, 259 to 264.
Inertia, moment of. See MOMENTand GRAPHIC.
Initial camber of girders, 133.
Initial stress in bracing, 303, 347.
Inverted bowstrings, construction of, 68, 348 to 356.
-- stresses in, 68, 343 to 354.
~-- weight of, Ill, 355 to 358.

JOINTSand connections, 221, 237.
- economy in, 221, 336 to 342.
- efficiencyof, 228.
- in singleand doubleshear, 228.
- pin connections, 222 to 228.
- ri vetted. See RIVETTED.
- weight of, 238.

KENNEDY,experiments on perforated plates 234.
- on rivetted joints in steel, 9;31to 236.
- on steel rivets, 231, 232.
Kentucky Bridge, 148, 403.
Kircaldy, experiments on tensile strength, 215.

--- on working strength, 251.
-- on variations of elasticity, 167, 168.
Kuilembnrg Bridge, 331, 360.
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LATERALadhesion, untenable theory of, 27, 36.
Lattice girders, different types of, 79 to 88, 299 to 314.
-- end pillars of, 314.
-- stresses ill, 79 to 88, 299 to 314.
-- weight of, 99, 108, 320 to 335.
Launhardt-Weyrauch formula, 258, 317.
Limestone, weight of, 266.
Limiting span of parabolic girder, 358.
-- of parallel girder, 335.
-- of suspension bridge, flexible, 367.
-- of suspension bridge, rigid, 400.
Linear arch, curve of equilibrium, 65, 66, 362.

stresses in, 66, 71.
theoretical weight of, 101, 111.
unstable equilibrium of, 363.

Linville truss, construction of, 79 to 84, 299, 303, 311.
stresses in, 79 to 84, 289 to 313.
weight of, 98, 106, 320 to 325, 334.

Live load on public bridges, 267.
on railway bridges, 267 to 275, 28l.

Lloyd's rules for steel plates, 218.
Load, division of, 265.
- distinguished from stress, 9, 10, 249.
- on cross-girders, 271
- on bridges, 265 to 275, 28l.
- on locomotive axles, 267 to 275, 28l.
- on stringers, 271.
- suddenly applied, 10,242,246 to 255.
-- suddenly varied, 246 to 255.
Locomotives, weight of, 267 to 272.

MACADAM,weight of, 266.
Manufacture of eye-bars, 223 to 228.
Measurement of stress and strain, 10, 23, 24.
Mechanical adjustment of points of contrary flexure, 62, 63, 64,402.
Moberly's experiments on rivetted joints, 231, 235.
Modulus of elasticity, 10.

in cast iron, 172.
in steel, 174.
in wrought iron, 10, 169.

--- observed variations in, 167, 168.
Moment of a force about an axis, 13.
---::- of inertia, 28 to 30.
- of resistance, 25.
Moments due to a single weight, 39.
- due to two or more weights, 40, 281 to 288.
- due to an irregular load, 43,281 to 288.
--- due to a uniform load, 41.
--:-- in a balanced cantilever, 44.
- in a beam supported at each end, 45 to 50, 281 to 288.

~
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J\loments in it beam strained over one pier, 52 to 56.
- in a beam strained over both piers, 54 to 58.
- in a panelled bridge, 51.
- tabulated analysis of, 277 to 280.

NEGATIVEpressure of wind on rear surface, 418, 422,423.
Neutral axis, in a beam, 23 to 29.

position of, 23 to 29.
Niagara cantilever bridge, 407.

OAK, weight of, 266.
Oblique fracture in iron and steel plates, 236.
Observations of wind-pressure, 414, 415, 426.
Ohio Bridge, 84, 333, 334, 336, 357.
Opposition of forces, 8, 9, 13 to 21.
Origin of the arch, the girder, and the suspension-bridge, 1, 22, 90, 382.
Oscillation of bearing springs, 241, 272, 273.
- of elastic bodies. See VIBRATION.
- of girders. See VIBR,ATION.
- of suspension-bridges, 362, 365.

PANEL, economic width of, 51, 339, 340, 341.
Panelled bridges, construction of, 51, 70.

moments, 70.
stresses in, 70, 80 to 90, 277 to 314.
weight of, 105 to 111, 316 to 335, 355, 392.

Parabolic bridges, construction of, 63, 343.
- girders, different types of, 63, 343.

economic proportions of, 359.
limiting span, 358.
stresses in, 65, 68, 343 to 353.
weight of, 101, HI, 355.

Parachute, wind-pressure upon, 417.
Parallel girders, different types of, 61, 80 to 90, 289 to 314.

economic proportions, 338 to 341.
---limiting span, 335.

stresses in, 80 to 90, 289 to 314.
weight of, 97 to 99, 105 to 108,316 to 334.

Parallelogram of forces, geometrical demonstration, 16, 17.
Parker's experiments on strength of punched plates, 233.
Perforated plates, increased strength of~234.
Phmnix columns, 170, 204.
Pier-moment, in cantilever bridges, 62, 402 to 406.

in continuous girders, '62, 134 to 150, 402 to 406.
Piers, expansion and contraction of, 147, 148.
- settlement of, 144 to 146.
Pillars. See COLUMNSand STRUTS.
Pin-connections. See EYE-BARS.
Plate-girders, construction of, 28, 61, 314.
,-- flange-stress in, 30 to 32, 61, 314.
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Plate-girders, shearing stress in the web, 33 to 35, 314.
Plate, strength of wrought iron, 215.

-- strength of mild steel, 217 to 220.
Platform of rail way bridges, weight of, 266.
Polygonal arches, 71.
Polygonal girders or trusses, 71, 343.
Pratt truss, construction of, 79.

stresses in, 80 to 84, 299 to 304.
weight of, 98, 105, 323.

Pressure of wind. See WIND. .

Proportions of eye-bars, 222 to 228.
- of girders, 338 to 342, 359.
Public road bridges, load on, 267.
Punching, injury caused by, 233.

QUEBEC Bridge, 4?7.

RADIUSof gyration in struts, 187.
Railway bridges, live load u.pon, 267 to 275, 281.

weight of platform, 266.
Rankine's formula for long struts, 179.

inverted for purposes of bridge design, 186, 188.
Rectangular bar struts, 189, 191. .

Reduced strength of plate in rivetted joints, 232 to 236.
Reduction of wind-pressure to a standard, 426.
Relieved bowstrings, 377 to 381.
Repetitions of stress, effect of, 243 to 246, 249.

elastic limit raised by, 254.
.

ultimate strength uninfl.uenced by, 255.
Resilence of a bent bow or an elastic column, 155 to 158.
Resistance, momen,t of. See MOMENT..
Resolution of forces, 18.
Resultant of inclined forces, 16, 17.
- of elastic resistance in a strut, 163.
Reversed bending stress in cantiJever bridges, 405 to 407.
Rigid suspension bridge, construction of, 373, 382 to 400.

defl.ection of, 399.
economic proportions, 398, 400.

-- limiting span, 400.
-- stresses in, 373, 382 to 400.
-- weight of, in iron, 391 to 395.

weight 6£, in steel, 396 to 399.
Rigidity in arches and suspension bridges, 369, 382, 399.
Rivets, bearing pressure on, 232.
- in single and double shear, 229.
- shearing strength of, 230 to 232.
Rivet iron, 230.
Rivet steel, 231.
Rivetted joints, arrangement of, 237.
- efficiency of, 228.
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Rivetted joints in ironwork, 229 to 239.

- in steel, 231 to 239.
.

Roadway girders. SeeAUXILIARY GIRDERS.

Robinson, experiments on the vibration of bridges -274.
Rolling load on public bridges, 267.
-- on railway bridges, 267 to 275, 281.
-- variations in, 272.

SAFETY,factor of. See FACTOR.
Saltash Bridge, 72, 343 to 359.
Secondary bracing, 205 to 210.
Sectional area of members, determination of, 256, 260) 263.
-- of str:uts, 182 to 202.
Settlement of piers in continuous girder bridges, 144 to 146.
Shearing strain, measurement of, 35, 131, 281.
- stress, in a plate web, 32 to 37.
-- in a solid beam, 36, 37.
--- strength of iron pin-connections, 227.

of iron rivets, 230.
~- of steel rivets, 231.
Shipbuilding, steel plates used in, 218.
Sickle-girder, 72. .
Side-span of cantilever bridge, stresses in, 405.
Skin friction, a part of wind-pressure, 418.
Shaler Smith's experiments on eye-bars, 224, 227.
Snow, weight of, 267.
Span, limiting. See LIMITING.

St. John's River Bridge, 406.
Steel, Admiralty rules for ship plates, 218.
- cantilever bridges, 406 to 413.
-- weight of, 409 to 411. .
-- columns, strength of, 173 to 181.
- comparative economy of iron and steel, 337.
- ductility of, 217 to 220.
- economic llse of, in ties, 337.
-- in struts, 337,338.
- elasticityof, 167,173.
- eye-bars,228.
- "fatigue" of spring-steel,245.
- girderstested at Duisberg,219.
- injuries produced in the manipulation of, 219, 232 to 236.
- Lloyd's rules for ship-plates, 218.
- modulus of elasticity, 173.
~ plates, strength of, 217 to 22], 232 to 237.

- proportion of carbon in, 217, 218.
- rivets, strength of, 231.
- rivetted joints in, 229 to 237.
- shearing, strength of, 231.
- struts, strength of, 173 to 181.
- tensile strength of, 217.
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Steel, variations in the elasticity of, 167, 168.
-~ unexplained failures in, 219.
- weight of, 92.
- working strength of, 182, 220, 221, 240 to 264.
Straight link suspension bridges, construction of, 71, 77.

stresses in, 71, 77.
.

-- weight of, 100, no.
Strain, 9, 10.
- relations between, and stress, 10.
- shearing. See SHEARING.

Strength. See CRUSHING, TENSILE, SHEARING.

- definition of, 11.
- ofcolumns. See COLUMNS.

- of joints, 221 to 237.
.

- working.See WORKING STRENGTH.
Stress, definition of, 9.
- distinguished from straining force, 9, 10,249.
Stresses in a bent beam, 23 to 37.
- in bridge-members.' See ARCH, GIRDER, BOWSTRING, SUSPENSION

BRIDGE, &c.

Struts, construction and design of, 182 to 214.
- limits to diameter of, 184.
- of angle iron, 192.
- of beam section, 193 to 196.
- of box section, 198 to 201.
- of channel iron, 195,
- of c.ylindrical section, 202.
- of cruciform section, 193.
~ of rectangular section, 188 to 191.

- of square section, 188.
- of tee iron, 192.
- secondary bracing of, 205 to 209.
- weight of, 210.
Suspended bowstring, construction of, 375 to 381.
-- expansion of, 376, 380.

stresses in, 377 to 389.
Suspension bridge, construction of, 68, 69, 362 to 368.
-- expansion and contraction of, 365.
. oscillations of, 362, 367.

rigid. See RIGID SUSPENSION BRIDGE.
-- stresses in, 68, 69.
-- weight of, 101, 103, 112, 365, 367.

TABLES,bending moments due to rolling load, 279, 280.
- calculated sectional area of struts, 189 to 209.
- :flange-stress in parabolic girders, 345.
-- in parallel girders, 291 to 314.
-- in rigid suspension bridge, 391.
-- in suspended bowstring, 379.
-- moment of inertia and radius of gyration, 187.
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Tables, proportions of eye-bars, 225, 227.
- rivet strength for iron rivets, 23l.
-- for steel rivets, 23l.
- sectional area of members determined by different metllods,318, 319, 352..

of braced struts, 206, 209.
- shearing stress in parabolic girders, 345, 350 to 353.

in parallel girders, 281 to 302, 291 to 312.
- strength of columns, 174,175, 178, 179, 180.
- tensile strength of wrought iron, 215, 216.
- weight of American trusses, 109.
- weight of cantilever bridges in steel, 41l.
-, weight of linear arch, Ill.

- weight of materials used in construction, 266.
- weight of parabolic girders, 111, 356, 357.
- weight of parallel girders, 105 to 108, 323 to 331.
- weight of platforms in railway bridges, 266.
- weight of rigid suspension bridge, in iron, 392.
- weight of rigid suspension bridge, in steel, 397.
- weight of rolling 10!1d,268, 269.
- weight of suspension bridges, 109, 110, 112, 365.
- weight of tension members,.239.
- working strength by Wohler's experiments, 246.
- working strength by dynamic theory, 250.
Tay Bridge, 414, 427,429.
Tee-iron strllts, 192, 193.
Telford, experiments on strength of iron wire, 216.
Temperature, effects. See EXPANSION.

Tensile strength of cast iron, 217.
-~ of steel, 217 to 221.
-- of wrought iron, 214.
-- of wire cables, 216.
Tension members, economic construction of, 222, 338 to 344.
-- weight of, 238.
Testing bridges by observations of their deflection, 113, 212.
Theory of continuous girders, 134 to 152.
- of columns, 153 to 180.
- of deflection, 113 to 133.
- of "fatigue," 243 to 264.
- of lateral adhesion, 27, 36.
Thibault, experiments on wind-pressure, 422.
Thrust of arches, 65.
Ties, strength and construction of, 215 to 239.
Trapezoidal trusses, construction of, 76, 79.

---=- stresses in, 76, 79.
-- weight of, 110. .
Truss. See PRATT, LINVILLE, BOLLMAN, FINK.

Tubular girders, wind-pressure upon, 419, 423.
- struts, 202.

ULTIMATE strength, 11.

-- of materials. See CRUSHING, TENSILE, SHEARING.
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Unbalanced force, effect of, 6 to 8.
Uncertain behaviour of steel, 219.
Unequal stress in rivetted joints, 235.
U nnorm load, moments of, 41, 42, 48 to 50.
Upper flange of girders, construction of, 211.
Upright and inverted arches, 65, 68, 69, 71.
-- bowstrings, 65, 68, 71.
U sefulload, 91.

VARIATIONS in the elasticity of iron and steel, 167, 168.
- in the load on rail way bridges, 241, 272.
- of stress, effect of, 241 to 255.
- of wind-pressure, 424.
Velocity and pressure of the wind, 416.
Vibrations of an elastic body, 246.
- of an imperfectly elastic body, 251.
- of bridges, 274.
- of bearing springs, 241, 272.
- stress due to, 241, 246.
Violence of wind-gusts, 423.

WALLS of buildings, wind-pressure upon, 420, 426.
Warren girder, construction of, 79, 305.
-- stresses in, 85, 86, 305 to 308.
-- weight of, 98, 107, 108, 326, 327.
Waste metal in construction, 92, 210, 222, 238.
Web of plate-girders, stresses in, 33 to 35, 314.
- of lattice-girders, stresses in, 65, 79 to 88, 291 to 314.
- of parabolic girders, stresses in, 65, 343 to 353.
Weight of Bollman truss, 100, 109.
-- bow-and-chain bridge, 355.
-- bowstring girders, 101, 111, 355:

--- bridges, general formulre, 91 to 97, 320.
-- cantilever bridges, 411.

.

-- Oharing Oross Bridge, 332.
-- Fink truss, 99, 109.
-- girders, as part of their load, 320.
-- inverted bowstring, 111,355.

Kuilemburg girders, 332, 360.
-- lattice girders, 99, 108, 328 to 331.
-- Linville truss, 98, 106, 323.
-- linear arch, 101, 111.
--locomotive engines, 268, 269.
-- materials used in construction, 266.
-- metal in an inclined bar, 93.
-- Ohio Bridge, 334.

Pratt truss, 98, 105, 323.
parabolic girders, 101, 111, 355.
parallel girders, 97 to 99, 323 to 334.

-- platforms of railway bridges, 266.
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'INeight of rigid suspension bridge, in iron, 392;
-- rigid suspension bridge, in steel, 396.
-- rivet heads, 2.66. .

straight link bridges, 100, 109, 110.
-- struts, 210.
-- suspension bridges, 101, 103, 112,365.
-- tension members, 238. .

--- ties in a girder equal to the theoretic weight of struts, 96.
--- Warren girder, 98, 107, 108, 326, 327.
-- wind-bracing, 395, 397,399.
Weyrauch formula. See LAUNHARDT.
Wind-bracing, construction of, 428.
- stresses in, 428.
- weight of, 395, 397, 399.
- working stress in, 428.
Wind, pressure and velocity of, 416.
Wind-pressure as a rolling load, 428.
- due to sudden gusts, 423.
- dynamic action of, 423.
- recorded by dynamometers, 424.
- surface of bridges exposed to, 415, 419, 423.
- upon a grating, 420.
- upon bodies sheltered by a grating, 421.
-- upon bodies partially sheltered, 421.

- upon curved surfaces, 417.
~ upon houses, 419, 420, 426.
- upon parachutes, 418.
- upon prismatic bodies, 418, 427:
~ upon railway carriages; 419, 427.
- upon solidbodies,418 to 420,427.
- upon thin plates, 416, 422, 427.
~ upon surfaces of different areas, 417.

- upon windows, 420, 426.
- upon walls of buildings, 420, 426.
Wire, tensile strength of, 216.
Work required in breaking a test-bar, 218, 253.
Working load in struts, 182, 183, 318.

-- in ties, 220.
Working strength of iron and steel, 240.
Working stress in cables of suspension bridges, 220

-- in chains of suspension bridges, 220.
-- in rivetted joints, 232 to 236.
-~ in rolled bars, 220.
-- in steel structures, 220.
-- in wrought-iron plates, 220.
-- under varying loads, 240 to 264.
Wrought-iron bars, tensile strength of, 215, 216.
-plates, tensile strength of, 215, 216.
- weight of, 92, 266.

~

ZIGZAGfracture in rivetted joints, 236. .

NEILL AND COMPANY, PRINTERS, EDINBURGH.
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